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DIA-FI
YOUR M USIC
ACURUS DIA 100 M ARK II
The world's only Direct Input Amplifier.
All the gain of an amp/preamp combination acheived with
only asingle gain block between your source and your loudspeakers.
The closest man has come to "The Holy Grail of Audio"— astraight wire with gain!
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NOTHING IS REAL. ..

W

atching the Beatles Anthology
TV shows last Thanksgiving, I
was struck by how good recorded sound quality was in the early to
mid-'60s and how bad it had become by
the era of Let It Be Early Beatles recordings
may have been primitive in terms of production, but their basic sound quality was
excellent, with extended response at the
frequency extremes and anatural, cleansounding midrange. Late Beatles recordings lacked highs and dynamic range, and
sounded grainy by comparison. This was
partly because, by 1969-70, studios had
replaced their simple tubed mixing consoles with the first generation of solid-state
desks, and their old tubed two-track
Studers and Ampexes with solid-state multitrack recorders. These featured track
widths so narrow that only the massive use
of Dolby-A noise reduction made it possible to produce recordings that had any
dynamic range at all!
Then there was the monitoring equipment, which apparently had to get worse
before it got better. In the fall of 1972 Iwas
recording an album at Abbey Road Studio
3, adjacent to Studio 2where the Beatles
had recorded. Every night Iwould go
home with asplitting headache and deepening depression. It was only after acouple
of days that Irealized that it was the hardsounding monitoring system that was at
fault: three-way JBL monitors, each with a
horn-loaded tweeter and amidrange unit
loaded with an "acoustic lens," driven by
Quad 50E solid-state amplifiers. Who
could tell anything about what was going
down onto tape with such asystem? Who
would care?
Of course, there were recordings of demonstrably high quality made in this period. Pink Floyd had no trouble recording
their classic Dark Side of the Moon at Abbey
Road using the same equipment I've just
derided. The point is that it takes artists of
genius to overcome the technical limitations of flawed tools. And by the time of Let
It Be, the Beatles had lost the essential spark
of genius, as evidenced by the Anthology
footage from the period.
But here Iam, talking about art when
surely the issue that concerns audiophiles is
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several choices was the most accurate:
Which microphones to use, of what pickup
pattern? How to use those mikes? Where to
put them? Which cables, mike preamps,
A/D converters, and recorder to use? How
to mix the four microphone outputs into
stereo? How to convert the original 20-bit
data to 16-bit? Each one of these choices
introduced changes to the absolute sounds
of the musicians in the hall; it was my decisions regarding what was "accurate" that
decided what the ultimate CD would
sound like.
Listen to Festival and tell me if it sounds
like areal orchestra playing in areal hall.
Certainly Ithink it does, as does Wes
Phillips, who lent me his ears at critical
junctures. But note that this is not science.
It is art. And where art is concerned, the
concept of accuracy is only incidentally relevant. Isn't it?
—John Atkinson
one of technical accurac-y, about which
sounds most closely resemble the real.
Harry Pearson based The Absohtte Sound
magazine's philosophy on the idea that the
sound of live unamplified music should be
the only reference point from which to
judge the performance of hi-fi components. But this is incomplete, because it
assumes that the sound encoded within the
pits or grooves accurately reflects what
originally existed in the concert hall. It fails
to take note of the fact that there's another
quality-affecting, creative stage in the
process: the art of the recording engineer.
Without knowing the unknowable —
what the engineers and producers have
done to change quality throughout the
recording process — there is no way of
knowing whether an apparently closer
approach to the live experience in your listening room reflects true accuracy or mere
coincidental euphony.
My own experience producing Stereophile's Festival CI) (see pp.134, 185, and 241)
brought this truism into sharp focus.
Throughout this prgject Itried very hard to
produce an "accurate" representation of the
original, the absolute sound. Yet at every
stage of the recording process Iwas conscious that Iwas having to make purely
subjective judgments about which among

S
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Iam sad to announce the departure of
equipment reviewer Guy Lemcoe. Jazz and
LP enthusiast Guy joined us in 1989, and
did alot to help us technophiles keep our
feet on musical ground. Guy has gone from
poacher to gamekeeper, joining cable manufacturer XLO Electric as their Dealer
Sales Training Specialist.
—John Atkinson

ERRATA

In last month's "Quarter Notes" (Vol.18
No.12, p.245), it was, of course, Jonathan
Scull, not Michael Fremer, who said,
"You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll plotz." And I
rnisattributed the British pressing of Who's
Next to Pye rather than Track Records, a
lapse of memory on my part, not MFs —
who would never be in error on such a
matter of record.
And when we mentioned, also in
December (p.71), that Goodwin's Hi-Fi
had demonstrated the MIT/Avalon/
Spectral system at HI-FI '95, Stenvphiles
Los Angeles Show last April, we got it very
wrong. It was Waltham, MA, retailer
Goodwin's High End that had flown 3000
miles to demonstrate asystem that they
believed in so strongly. Our apologies to
Goodwin's High End President Alan
Goodwin.
—Wes Phillips
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Sacrifice Nothing.
B&W's Matrix HTM Home Theater
Speaker resolves the movies versus
music debate once and for all.
COREY GREENBERG,

GREENBERG:

"The main reason the HTMs

Home Theater Technology

of them would even do agreat job as

are so superior to any movie speakers I've

mains in amusic-only system. I'd be

heard is solely because these are music

proud to own one."

speakers first and foremost."
GREENBERG:

"This is the best sound I've

NousAurvE: "This speaker is accurate.

ever had in my home theater, bar none.

Dialogue and vocals are always intelli-

Whether 1played movie I,Ds or music

gible and natural. Music sounds sweet

CDs, the sound of the B&W Matrix HTM
was honest, accurate, and the very defini-

and clean."

tion of the term 'high fidelity.' It's a
GREENBERG:

"l'he sound of the B&W

Matrix HTMs is so much better than any

speaker system you'll want to live with
for along, long time."

of the movie speakers I've heard, even
systems costing many times the price of
the HTMs, that it's ajoke."

What else can we say?
For the name of aB&W dealer near
you, call 1-800-370-3740. And hear

NousAINF:: "The Matrix HTM is a

why the critics' choice in music

tremendous performer. It makes a

speakers is the critics' choice in

terrific center speaker and apair

movie speakers.

Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in
every loudspeaker we make. B&W's advanced engineering is
conducted at its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in
Sussex, England, where scientists and acoustic engineers pursue
the quest for perfection begun by founder John Bowers over
25 years ago. The B&W HTM Home Theater Speaker is aproduct of this relentless effort.
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THE

RAGING DEBATE HAS ENDED
WITH RAVE REVIEWS.
H ERE B&W PRESENTS THE
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CONSIDERED OPINIONS OF

D&W's optional THX-

TWO RESPECTED CRITICS,

approved 800ASW

COREY G REENBERG
or

Powered Subwoofer

Home Theater Technology

with a discrete
200-watt MOSFET

(Nov 1994 issue,'

amplifier delivers

ANo Tom NOUSAINF

wall-shaking

OF Sound & Image

bass.
[Fall 1994 issuej.

sed in the B&W
stray bullet, they
ves to minimize
ure listening to music

—=B&W Loudspeakers of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864 tel 1-800-370-3740 fax 508-664-4109
Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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As WE SEE I
T

John Atkinson muses on the allied concepts of quality and =trey in an
audio context.
LETTERS
*Tbpics this month: Audiophilia nervosa; kudosfor WP 104; and RL,;
naked-body protests; compliments to MoFi; audiophile hokum; subjective
opinions; Deep Listening tributes; cable effects; Zappa clarifications;
audio vs video/audio; valuefor money?; the "East Bay Fanatic" speaks
out;retail service; and the dilemma over high-end visibility.
INDUSTRY UPDATE
news, includim the dealer-promoted manu
facturer seminars takim place in January, plus: Snell's growing pains, anew digital encoding
scheme_from Sony, atribute to thefather ofJapanese reviewing, Keizo
Yamanaka, Parasound terminates Spica, Audio Alchemy's new ERD system, Sony's $800,000 studio mixing console., jitter and digitally reproduced
music, 7IN &RH nportflom the 99th AES Convention, and WP
attends an IASCA Sound-Off
SAM'S SPACE
Sam Telligjace his lustfor monoblock power amplyiers and examines the
Jadis SE300B, the Pliweleteh Audio Cardinal, and the Manley SE/PP
300B.
ANALOG CORNER
Michael Freiner listens to Rhino's newJohn Coltrane compilation, the
7intreshend Audio Seismic Sink, and ...flashlights and vacuum cleaners.
BUILDING A LIBRARY
Mortimer H. Frank sunrys recordings qfHaydn's oratorio The Creation.
RECORD REVIEWS
nery Evans wins his second Recording cfthe Month ribbon, Ernie& Bass
sing
s
gospel, alast discfrom Woody Shaw, and temficja= in great sound on
Postcanb, Maplesluide, and Telarr. Popular: new discsfivm Green Day,
Red Hot Chili Peppers, liso Fighters, Son Volt,John Hiatt, Sham',
lindersticks, and threefrom Robert Fripp. Classical: anew Prince Igor;
new Chopin from Perahia, Kissin, and Pin's; mon' G&Sfrom Telart;Jarrett
plays Handel; atrio qfMahler 2s; two new recordings ofMozart's
Clemenza di Tito; Purcell operas; Zappa on Opus 3; and more
MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Letters d!/sarcasm, sport, and spirit.
THE FINAL NIVORD
Publisher Larry Archibald discusses the implications o
fsome recent highend audio takeovers and acquisitions.
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AWORLD-WIDE
STATEMENT
IN AUDIO
• AMPLIFICATION.
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TRIODE

CARY STYLE

If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.

an-P
inehn4e

1110

The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's'.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio commu ni t‘
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-ti
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in yourrhome.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.

•
-ore
111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

;zdlo Oes grz
• CARY, NC 27511

•
•
**gel

• 919.481.4494

• FAX 919.460.3828

PARADIGM BIPOLARS CAN
BE EXPERIENCED AT THESE
FINE DEALERS:
AL: BIRMINGHAM LIAIS AUDIO • HUNTSVILLE
BEDDINGFIELD AN • MOBILE CUSTOM AUDIO •
MONTGOMERY COHENS • AR: FAYETTEVILLE STEREO ONE • FORT SMITH STEREO ONE • AZ:
MESA RI Fl SALES •TUSCON WILSON AUDIO •CA:
AUBURN WOODEN SHIP STEREO •BAKERSFIELD
URNERS •BERKELEY MUSC LOVERS AUDIO .BREA:
AUDIO HAVEN •ceRco sounos BY DAVE •COSTA
MESA ATLANTIC STEREO. EUREKA SOUND ADVICE
•HOLLISTER FORTINOS •INDIO SATCOM A.N •LOS
ANGELES AHEAD STEREO .1 A AN •KENO PAIN)
SOUND PERFECTION • REDDING CLYDES •
REDONDO BEACH SYSTEMS DESIGN •RIVERSIDE
SPEAKERCRAFT •SACRAMENTO PARADYLIE •SAN
DIEGO SOUND COMPANY • SAN FRANCISCO
PERFORMANCE AUDIO • SAN JOSE CENTURY
STEREO •SAN LUIS OBISPO AUDIO ECSTASY •SAN
MARCOS SOUND COMPANY •SANTA BARBARA
MISSION AUDIO • SANTA CRUZ WATER STREET
STEREO. SANTA MONICA SHELLEY'S •SANTA ROSA
CALIFORNIA AV •HOMETECH •SAUSALITO PACIFIC
RIM •STOCKTON GLUSKINS
S. VALLEJO STEREO
SHOWCASE •VISALIA LEES STEREO •WALNUT
CREEK SOUND DISTINCTION •WOODLAND HILLS
SUELLE VS.CO COLON*. SPRINGS SOUND SHOP
• DENVER SOUND HOUNDS • FORT COLLINS
OVATION MUSIC •GRANO JUNCTION SOU. CO •
PUEBLO SOUND SHOP •CT: NEW HAVEN TAKE 5 •
NEWINGTON AUDIO STORE •NORWICH SOUND ONE
•WESTPORT SOUND ROCM •DE: WILMINGTON HI Fl
HOUSE • FL: BLOUNTSTOWN ENCORE' HOME
ENTERTAINMENT •BRADENTON AU.. WORKSHOP
•CLEARWATER RISING SOUNDS •CORAL SPRINGS
SOUNDVISIONS •DESTIN PALM AN • NAPLES
DESIGNER AUDIO •ORLANDO ELECTRONICS PLUS •
PENSACOLA SOUTHERN HI Fl •TAMPA SENSUOUS
SOUND •WEST PALM BEACH AUDIO ADVISORS •
WINTER PARK: ELECTRONICS PLUS •GM ALBANY.
CUSTOM INC •ATHENS CUSTOM INC •AUGUSTA
CUSTOM INC •BOGART CUSTOM,. •DUNWOOOY
AUDIO FOREST •AUDIO SOLUTIONS •
reNotutu
CLASSIC ASV •IA: BE TIENDORF REFERENCE A/V •
CEDAR FALLS HAWKEYE AUDIO •DES MOINES
AUDIOLABS •IDA GROVE BRENNER'S •IOWA CITY
HAWKE YE
AUDIO
• SIOUX
CITY
PFLANZ
ELECTRONICS. ID: COEUR D ALENE EVERYTHING
STEREO •IL: CHAMPAIGN CHAMPAGNE AUDIO •
CHICAGO PRO musecA •
CHRYSTAL LAKE SOUND
FORUM •CLARENDON HILLS SOUNDS DELUXE •
FAIRVIEW HEGHTS 01 Fl FO PUM • HOFFMAN
ESTATES SIMPLY STEREO •MORTON GROVE PRO
IMJSICA •PEORIA SOUND OF PEORIA •ROCKFORD
ABSOLUTE AUDIO •SPRINGFIELD TEAM ELEC •
ST CIARES ST CHARLES AN •VILLA PARK SIMPLY
STEREO • IN: BLOOMINGTON CAMPUS AUDIO •
CARIMEL SOUND PRO •FT WAYNE LEHMAN 5 •
HUNTINGTON LEHNIANS •LAFAYETTE PRO AUDIO •
WABASH WORLD SCAN • KS: WICHITA CUSTOM
SOUND •KY: LONDON THE SOUPA) GARDEN •LA:
BATON ROUGE ART COLLEY'S •LAFAYETTE THAT'S
ENTERTAINMENT •NEW ORLEANS WILSON AUDIO •
OA: ARLINGTON STEREO SHOP •CAMBRIDGE 0
AUDIO •NORTHAMPTON TRIPOD AUDIO* SUDBURY
ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE •WORCESTER MOONS •
YE BALTIMORE COUNTY AN •NE setagenotx.
KEW ENGLAND HI Fl •IN: DETROIT PECAR'S •FLINT
STEREO CENTER •GRAND HAVEN BEIONS AV •
GRAND RAPIDS STEREO SHOWCASE • IRON
MOUNTAIN SOUNDHORTH •KALAMAZOO STEREO
SHOWCASE •PETOSKEY PUFFS •TRAVERSE CITY
SOUND ROOM •TROY PECARS
S. OW ALEXANDRIA
SOUND SHOP •&WOG, OVER.. ELECTRONICS •
MINNEAPOLIS
STEREOLAND • ROCHESTER
AMALGAMATED API. MO, COLUMBIA D & IA SOUND •
SPRINGFIELD GREYSTOKES •ST LOUIS HI Fl FO.
FUR •ME STARKVILLE IDEAL ACOUSTICS •MT:
BILLINGS US TECH •MISSOULA STEREO PLUS •
NC: ASHEVILLE A, CHAMBER •DURHAM AUDIO
VISIONS •WINSTON SALEM. PLATINUM AUDIO •NO
FARGO TODAY ELECTRONICS •MANDATO TEAM
ELECTRONICS • NE: GRAND ISLAND
VIDEO
KINGDOM •OGALLALA VIDEO KINGDOM •OMAHA
STEREO WEST •Mk NASHUA ENSEMBLE •NORTH
HAMPTON
NEW
ENGLAND
HI
Fl
• NJ:
BERNARDSVILLE
STEVEN'S
AUDIO
•
BLOOMINGDALE SOUND CITY •CHERRY HILL HI Fl
SALES • E BRUNSWICK ATLANTIC STEREO •
FLEMINGTON PROFESSIONAL VIDEO A SOUND •
FREEHOLD ATLANTIC STEREO •MIDDLETOWN
STEREO DYNAMICS • PARAMUS RABSONS AIT.
POMPTON PLAINS SOUND CITY • SOMERVILLE
SOUND EXCHANGE •TOWACO SOUND CITY •WEST
NEW YORK PARK PLACE •NIA ALBUQUERQUE
ABSOLUTE .010 •LAS CRUCES DESERT saute •
NR: RENO WILD WEST •NE: ALBANY ALTAIR AUDIO.
COMMACK SOUND APPROACH • GREAT NECK
SOUND EFFECTS •HAMBURG SOUTHTOWN AV •
ITHICA GALLAGER •JOHNSON CITY OLUIAS •LANE
GROVE AUDIO DEN •MT DISCO AUDIO OUTLET •
NEW YORK AUDIO SALON •AN CENTER •PARK
AVENUE •SOUND CITY •PLEASANTVILLE AUDIO
EXCELLENCE •ROCHESTER ROWE AV •SYRACUSE
GORDON BROTHERS •WATERTOWN HAPPY EAR •
WEST BABYLON AUDIO VISIONS •Oft AKRON OHIO
SOUND •CANTON °ELDON AUDIO •CINCINNATI'
OHIO VALLEY AUDIO • DAYTON AUDIO ETC •
ousuN AUDIO ENCOUNTERS •TOLEDO lAIMESONS
STEREO •OK: BARTLESVILLE SOUND STATION •
MIDWEST CITY AUDIO MIDWEST • STILLWATER
AUDIO SAY •OR: EUGENE ADVANCED AUDIO •
PORTLAND FRED'S SOUND OF MUSIC • ROOM
SERVICE •SALEM ADVANCED A.10. HEAR NO EVIL
•PA: BROOMALL HIGH FIDELITY HOUSE •CAMP HILL
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aradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are an engineering and sonic marvel! With years of
design expertise and our highly advanced R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set

out to build the world's finest bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!
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L ETTERS
PERSPECTIVE
Editor:
Oscar Levant put it all in perspective
last night. Iwas listening to his reading
of Gershwin's Second Rhapsody with the
Morton Gould orchestra and found myself riveted to my chair, totally involved
in the performance.
But wait aminute! This was at best a
16-bit-resolution CD transfer of a46year-old recording—in compresseddynamic mono! No soundstage to speak
of, likewise for the recording-venue ambience, et cetera, ad nauseam. So what right
did Ihave to be mesmerized by what I
was hearing, especially since only one of
my audio system's components had ever
been reviewed by Stereophile (blessed, as
it were, with ashort-lived Class C recommendation)?
Audiophilia nervosa struck suddenly
with avengeance, subjecting my brain
to the litanies of contentiousness that
constitute so much of what passes for
high-end repartee: analog vs digital,
tubes vs solid-state, stereo vs surround,
16-bit vs 20-bit, Fremer vs Philips/Sony.
And then, emerging from all this static, aparaphrase of a1992 presidential
campaign slogan, given life by Levant's
brilliant fingers and Gould's equally
adept baton: It's the music, stupid.
Yep.
J
IM TREANOR
Corvallis, OR, Jimtreanor@aol.com
EERILY SIMILAR?
Editor:
Are Michael Fremer and Corey Greenberg the same person? I've never seen
them in the same place at the same
time. They have eerily similar taste in
components and seem to own much of
the same gear.
JOHN WILLIAMS
Alviso, CA

BURY

ME WITH MY
STEREOPHILES.
Editor:
I've been asubscriber to Stereophile for a
STEREOPHILE, J
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few years and just thought I'd share my
thoughts.
First off, Imust compliment you on
your decision to hire Wes Phillips as a
full-time contributor! Ifind myself reading each article he writes simply to be
entertained by his witty comments and
enthusiastic remarks. Keep him with you,
no matter how much it costs! (Now would
be agood time to ask for araise, Wes!)
Second, I'm sad to see Kristen Weitz
depart from her "Getting Real" column.
Ienjoyed her writings on products, as
they were tangent to the ultra-high-end
equipment typically reviewed in your
magazine. Iwas glad to see a very
knowledgeable woman in the audio
field! Hopefully she'll find time in the
near future to further contribute her
interesting thoughts and views.
Finally, keep up the good work! I
now find myself spending hours at a
time reading asingle issue, being sure
not to miss small details. I'm also glad to
see lower-cost products, such as the Audio Alchemy line, being favorably reviewed. Maintain this level of quality,
and I'll be asubscriber for life!
Bury me with my collection of
Stereophiles.
RYAN LEECOCK
Plano, TX, RyanDL@aol.com
WELL-OILED?
Editor:
Where, pray tell, did you find Paul
We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
arc read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note,
however, that published letters are subject to
editing, particularly if they arc very long or
address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and
adaytime telephone number.

Hummel ('Harrying Larry," Stereophile,
October'95, p.71)? Or, more important,
where did he learn the art of "tongue in
cheek"?
I'm still chuckling. A humorous poke
at things can be rather refreshing. Keep
that man well-oiled and spouting from
time to time. Iwill gladly buy him ajar!
STEVE NELSON
Tillilcum@aol.com
As amember of Larry Archibald's wine-tasting
circk Paul Hummel is indeed regularly welloiled.
THE SUBJECT THAT
WOULDN T DIE
Editor:
I'd like to take an opportunity to protest
against all Playboy-style advertising in
Stereophile To my knowledge, Energy
was the first manufacturer to show abig
naked body sitting at amuch smaller
speaker. (The body must have been the
main merchandise for sale, not the
speaker—otherwise the proportions of
the images would be the opposite way
around.) "Ms was when Ineeded asubwoofer to complement my main speakers. Immediately I removed Energy
from my list of possible choices.
Now Isee that another company, Cello, is following suit. Who will be next? I
must say that this is an unhealthy trend,
and deserves common condemnation.
An electronic component, by its very
nature, is not very spiritual. But please
don't make it devilish, vulgar, and pornographic!
ANDRZEJ BANIUKIEWCZ, PH.D.
Tallahassee, FL

How MANY?

Editor:
Thank you, Wes Phillips, for your wonderful review of the Sennheiser HDC
451 headphones (November'95, p.193).
Unfortunately, it was disgraced by having to look at somebody's rear end in
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"It erupted with aforce to turn sky and earth upside down..."
-Hi Fi Review [Hong Kong]

The Paragon
Jubilee/JEM is a
two piece unit
consisting of the
Jubilee, ahigh
performance minimonitor, and JEM
(Jubilee Extension
Module).
The JEM removes
the burden of low bass
from the Jubilee. This
allows the Jubilee to
realize its full potential
as amonitor.
The JEM also provides
an additional octave of
powerful, controlled low
bass extension.
To reduce unwanted
cabinet resonance the
Jubilee/JEM system
incorporates extraordinary
enclosure construction
weighing more than 160
pounds. It is built to
standards well above
that of fine furniture.
The Jubilee/JEM uses
the finest quality parts
known to audio. It is
engineered to the highest
standards. The finished
product is transcendent.
The Jubilee/JEM breaks
the barrier between
Music and hifi. Call for
acopy of the latest review
and an authorized dealer
in your area.
$4795/pr.

Paragon
Paragon Acoustics
2966 N Cleveland Ave Rosevdle, MN 55113
612.631.2177 800.224.7599 612.631 2192 Fax
Canada: Tn.Cell Enterpnses
4 Newlove Court Rexdale. Ontano M9W 5X5
800 263.8151 416.748.8300 416.748 6937

the Cello ad on p.194. Tell me, next
month do we get to see her other side?
How many readers is Stereophile willing
to piss off just in the name of afree
press?
KELLY JOHNSON
74213.3521@compuserve.com

and Winding Road," the numerous allusions to lonesco's The Bald Soprano and
the entire theater of the absurd is unmistakable. This is great art.
Just as their have been those who
have divined much from studying the
many different interpretations by Bob
Glad you liked the review, Mr. Johnson, and Dylan of his own songs, so, too, Ifeel
sony the Cello ad turned you off We published a there is much to be unearthed in studynumber ofletters about the Cello and Energy ads ing these tracks (pun intended). For
in December. Tri put it simply, we do not police surely the Furry Four have "loaded eviy
advertisements to make them corfonn to notions
rift with ore."
of political correctness. Personally, Idon't autoIwould like to finish by borrowing
matically equate nudity with "devilish, vulgar,
the words of aprevious music critic and
and pornographic" images, in Dr. Baniukiewces applying them to this marvelous work
quaint phrase But fan advertiser does choose to of Richard Lehnert: "Hats off, gentleoffilid customers, Iassume the situation will be men, agenius!" And congratulations to
seff-correcting
Stereophile for being consistently entertaining even when Idon't agree with
GREAT ART?
your writers.
DAVID B. HOFFMAN
Editor:
Silver Screen & Sound, Towson, MD
To those Stereophile readers who write in
bemoaning the loss of Corey Green- MoFi TO THE RESCUE
berg's pyrotechnic writing style (CG Editor:
having moved on to CurtCo heaven afI'm proud to say that Ibelong to the
ter having an epiphany that five channels
select few. Yes, Ihave been and still am
are better than two), or to the readers
aloyal listener to vinyl. Ihave never
who decry the alleged loss of good taste
purchased aCD player and don't plan
in these pages, Iwould commend to you
to in the near future. The technology
the brilliant review by Richard Lehnert
changes so fast, Idon't see the need as
of Bugs and Friends Sing The Beatles in the
long as the sweet sound of vinyl is availNovember issue (p261).
able.
Surely this is writing of the highest
Ibelieve that the LP is being resurorder. As Lehnert's incisive mind derected with greater attention to quality
lineates level upon level of meaning in
and sound. Ido have anit to pick with
this milestone tribute album, his writing record manufacturers, however. Ireally
style never flags. Lehnert's simple, ele- value my record collection, and am algant, scholarly prose keeps the reader's
ways sad when Iopen ashipment of
eye on ahigher plane from which we
LPs to see atear at one of the jacket
can fathom the depths and multilayers
edges where the record pops through
of this newfound masterwork. Not once
during shipment. With vinyl costing
does he slip into the tired clichés he
more and more, Ibelieve record commight have used, such as, "Taz's drum- panies should be doing something to fix
ming possesses apalpable presence," or,
this problem.
more basely, "this CD kicks butt!"
Wait! My prayer has been answered.
Lehnert's deep insights into pop culMobile Fidelity to the rescue! Iwould
ture become clear as he points out,
like to commend MoFi for making
rightly, the unfathomable eloquence of their inner jacket so it wraps around the
Elmer Fudd's reading of "Fool on the
record; it would be almost impossible to
Hill." Isimply must concur. Elmer Fudd
injure the outer jacket during shipment.
is definitely the most deeply expressive
Ionly hope that all other manufacturers
pop vocalist since Marianne Faithfull.
follow suit. Ifeel that MoFi is aleader
Indeed, Fudd can create more angst in
in vinyl reproduction, and the leader in
one phrase than Faithfull can in an en- packaging and protection of their pro—
tire album. Possibly MTV will recogduct.
S
TEVE SPILLMAN
nize this and do for Fudd what they
Greensboro, NC
have done for Tony Bennett. Ilook forward with great anticipation to aposM ORE THAN HE HAD TO...
sible hour-long Elmer Fudd, Unplugged.
Editor:
I'd like to digress and add my own obMichael Fremer's review of the Audio
servation that from Bunny and Duck's
Physic Virgo speaker (September 1995,
classic cover of "Hello, Goodbye" to the
p.121) went into great detail regarding
devastatingly nihilistic mime perforspeaker placement. In general, the artimance of Wile E. Coyote in "The Long cle suggested placing the speakers halfS
TEREOPHILE, J
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way into the room and the listener
against the wall.
Well, it was an entertaining review. I
almost didn't think to try this speaker
arrangement myself. I'm glad I did.
Low-level resolution improved dramatically. Imaging was excellent. So was
bass response. The bass response improved so much, Iremoved the electronic crossover and powered subwoofer Ihad been using with my Quad
USA Monitors; this had a secondary
benefit in that the electronic crossover
was affecting sound more than Ihad
realized. In short, Ihave asimpler and
more musical system with this speaker
placement.
My observations were similar to those
in the review. So, to those of you with
Quads, or similar speakers with good
resolution and moderate bass, I recommend you read Michael's review with
the thought of trying something new.
And to Michael Fremer, thank you
for your attention to detail, and for providing more information than you had
to, to write athorough speaker review.
CHARLIE ROSENTHAL
Westboro, MA
Rosenthal.Charles@al.shrmsg.shr.nits.dec

AUDIOPHILE WISDOM

Editor:
"If it sounds good to the person who
purchased it, then that is good." The
best combination of 14 words ever pubfished in Stereophile. From Richard J.
Rosen's Al Kooper interview in October 1995.
LONNIE DAVIDSON
Shelton, CT

AUDIOPHILE HOKUM

Editor:
The November '95 issue of Stereophile
was full of more embarrassing audiophile hokum. Keep it up, it gives me
and my audio buddies—cretins all, not
a tube in sight—a laugh riot each
month.
Our favorite is Jonathan Scull, he of
Ribbon Chair fame. His reviews of
components nobody cares much about
are litanies of Druid-like incantations.
Just when we think he has run out of
material, he pulls his wife (screaming?)
into the quicksand. In the Kraft 400
review, his cherie Kathleen is mentioned
at least six times, because, if my French
does not fail me, he "loves his wife." I
think it is absurd to bring anyone into
an article unless they have something
concrete to contribute other than notepads. Judging by the review itself, that is
not likely the case.
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change your equipment enough, you'll
probably end up right back where you
started (less, of course, all the cold,
hard cash you spent in the process).
Manufacturers and dealers obviously benefit from all this change. Survival
is the name of their game. They must
sell product to stay in business. Lots
and lots of product. For them, anything
that moves product is good. Clearly, equipment churning is good for business.
Stereophile promotes change because it
sells ads and gives them something to
write about. Without constant change,
subscribers get bored and don't renew.
Stereophi/e, like manufacturers and dealers,
must sell product to stay in business. And
Starophik is selling more product than
ever. They've adopted the fast-food
model. By lowering the common deIt gets into print through the liard work and ded- nominator, they're appealing to ever
ication of alarge number f
talented people who greater numbers of consumers. They don't
.
kel that any and every small improvement in re- care if the product has no substance, as
produced sound quality is an event worth shout- long as lots of consumers keep on buying.
Reviewers perpetuate change because
ing about.
—JA
it's fun and feeds their insatiable egos.
CANCEL MY SUBSCRIPTION!
And change is so easy for them to
achieve. All they have to do is judge proEditor:
I've been a Stereophik subscriber for ducts based on what they think rather
many years. Of late, however, scanning than what they can prove The vagaries of
its pages evokes only frustration and dis- subjective evaluation will guarantee
gust. Every issue is brimming with ca- change. You see, proof is difficult It
pricious opinions and teclutobabble but requires extremely disciplined science
utterly devoid of facts. Totally absent is That's way too much work, not abit of
any hint of discipline or scientific meth- fun, and doesn't provide the desired
od (regularly decried as the worst evils results (change).
Here's another hint, folks: All subjecthat could possibly befall audio). As a
result, we get plenty of change but no tive reviewers are biased (despite their
loud and vehement denials). It's afact.
progress.
Reviewers are not aunique species of
Despite scores of rave (exactly the
right word, by the way) reviews and human being that's immune to the
countless "dramatic improvements," placebo effect. Unless the placebo effect
audio has made almost no real progress. is eliminated, every sighted review is colCheck out those megabuck systems at ored by the reviewer's pre-knowledge
your local high-end dealer (we couldn't and expectations. That's called bias. Scipossibly afford one at home). They still entific method is the only way to elimidon't sound much like live music. All nate the placebo effect and guarantee
those accumulated "dramatic improve- real progress (not just change). Too bad
ments" should turn us into quivering for audio it's aconcept reviewers abhor
masses of goosebumps. Why do we and will never practice.
But the most culpable of all are auwalk away disappointed?
It's because all that "progress" we read diophiles themselves. They could deabout every month is just an illusion. It's mand accountability and stop this
really only change. Real progress results merry-go-round of change anytime they
from changes that can be proven to be wanted. Unfortunately, far too many
improvements. Anything less is worth- enjoy the ride. The sad truth is that
less. It's extremely telling that after audiophiles who are into music rather
decades of "progress" we've come full than equipment are rare. (I can hear the
circle back to single-ended triodes. It's howls of protest, but you're holding the
the ultimate manifestation of the equip- truth right before your eyes. What gets
top billing? What gets discussed?
ment-change merry-go-round.
Here's ahint, folks: Every time you Where do you spend your audio dollars?) Many are obsessed with the
change your system, it sounds different.
Different is not necessarily better. If you "equipment." 'This obsession is astatus
Wes Phillips reaches anew level of
absurdity with his comment in the
WATT review that "Most wire is slower and much more colored than these
speakers..." Hogwash. Iwould be
willing to bet that anyone could hear
significant differences between any two
production-run samples of the WATT
when reproducing pink noise, and,
given electronics unaffected by load
variations, could not do the same for any
cable not designed to be atone control.
Isuggest that any transducer as neutral
as WP suggests would be so in demand
there would be homicides committed
to get it.
How does this stuff get into print?
GLENN O.S
TRAUSS
Midlothian, VA

o
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and ego thing and explains why most
audiophiles are males. Music isn't the
point —"performance" is. It's just
another form of "mine is bigger than
yours." It's no wonder most women
aren't interested.
Other audiophiles are so insecure
they're afraid to get off the merry-goround. They prefer to believe whatever
the "experts" tell them rather than form
their own opinions and risk being
"wrong." The resulting herd-like behavior is astounding. "Rave" reviews act
as virtual commands to buy. (Reviewers,
manufacturers, and dealers know this
very well.) And less-than-flattering reviews are the kiss of death. (Reviewers,
manufacturers, and dealers know this
even better.)
Here's afinal hint: In the absence of
any facts from the self-appointed audio
"experts," your subjective opinion isguaranted to be better than theirs. After all,
your system should please you, not
them. In this, you alone are the ultimate
judge.
Everyone except audiophiles seems
to profit from this epidemic of Audiophilia nervosa. In fact, everyone is losing, because audio is dying. More and
more consumers are failing to see any
value in the astronomically priced
wackiness of high-end audio. The price
of admission is too high and the suspension of disbelief is just too great. Instead,
they're voting with their dollars for
Home Theater systems whose benefits
can be easily appreciated.
Unless the audio community ditches
its attitude and begins to offer real value
through real progress, high-end audio is
doomed. Unfortunately, Isee absolutely
no evidence that audio is up to the challenge. Far too many of you love the
merry-go-round and won't ever get off.
While Isincerely hope you enjoy the
ride, Idon't think I'll ever understand why
you don't get bored with the scenery.
I've said my piece, wish you luck, and
look forward to aflurry of denials. And
in case you didn't get the message, please
cancel my subscription immediately.
LARRY HEPINSTALL
Batavia, IL
144' shall, of course; cancel your subscription, Mr.
Hepinstall, but don't let us find you surreptitiously buying Stcreophile at the newsstand.

SICK TO DEATH!

Editor:
I've instructed my family that if Idie
while reading SttTeophile, they're to take
STEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1996

Rotel Report

Delta/Sigma modulation
with 64x oversampling and
fifth order noise shaping follows
ahigh resolution 8x digital
filter. Avoltage-reference
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The RDP-980 Digital Processor (top) and the RDD-980
remote-controlled CD Transport provide state-of-the-art
digital performance without astate-of-the-art price. Suggested Retail Prices: RDP-980 ($599), RDD-980 ($699)

A LOT MORE

A LOT LESS

The digital dilemma answered at last.
Digital separates really do provide superlative sound. The
only problem is that most of them begin by separating you from
the contents of your wallet. That's hardly an enticing prospect for
those of us who constantly balance our quest for musical excellence with minor annoyances like rent and the IRS.
Fortunately, Rotel has the answer. Our new RDD-980
Compact Disc Transport and RDP-980 Digital Processor combine exceptional sound, unique convenience, and affordability.
How affordable? Let's just say that you'll have enough money left
over for some wonderful concert tickets...or that CD buying
binge you've been putting off!

Synergy.
The RDD-980 CD Transport and RDP-980 Digital Processor boast circuit sophistication and sound quality far beyond their
modest prices. They're aperfect match. But, they'll also work
spectacularly on their own in your music or audio/video system.
Perhaps best of all, they're from Rotel, where dependable
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RDP-980 Digital Processor
The RDP-980 reveals
musical nuances with afaithfulness formerly reserved for only
the most expensive processors.
That's not the end of the
RDP-980's capabilities. It
switches up to 5digital sources
using coaxial or optical links. It
handles sampling frequencies of
32IcHz, 44.1kHz, and 481cHz
for compatibility with any digital source. And, it features full
remote input selection, phase
inversion, and output muting.
The RDP-980's high isolation power supply includes
two shielded transformers, one
for the digital stages and one for
the analog circuitry, and 17
individual local voltage regulator/filter capacitor arrays. The
glass epoxy circuit board isolates signal traces and ground
planes on separate sides for
minimal interference.
Jitter? The RDP-980's
specially selected optical input
modules and high speed, wide
bandwidth coaxial amplifiers
minimize it. Additional circuit
stages precisely synchronize all
digital inputs and outputs to
the RDP-980's master clock to
effectively eliminate it.

switched-capacitor D/A then
converts the high density data
stream to aconstant voltage
analog signal.
The analog stage features
high precision metal film resistors throughout. Close tolerance polypropylene foil and
epoxy-dipped ceramic capacitors complement the FETbased operational amplifiers.
The result? A spacious,
detailed, and totally non-fatiguing presentation of all
your digital sources.
RDD-980 CD Transport
Rotel's RDD-980 CD
Transport begins with Philips'
highly regarded CDM-9 laser
mechanism, long respected by
critical audiophiles for precise
tracking and immunity from
external vibrations.
We didn't stop there. We
suspended the mechanism in
the center of the RDD-980's
substantial chassis for even better damping of resonances that
could cloud delicate musical
information. We thoroughly
isolated the motors, tracking
servos, digital circuitry, and the
information display with a
multi-segment, dual transformer power supply. We minimized minute internal supply
variations with precise voltage
regulators, oversized heat sinks,
and high grade capacitors. We
included both coaxial and optical digital outputs, full remote
control capabilities, and housed
it all in well-shielded heavy
gauge all-metal chassis.

excellence is atradition. See and hear them both at your local
Rotel of America
54 Concord St. North Reading, MA 01864-2699
tel 800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109

Rotel dealer. And be prepared to believe.

ROTEL OF AMERICA
Copyr ight 1995 hotel of America All rights reserved
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legal action against the magazine. The
amount of sheer crap within your pages
is indeed enough to kill athoughtful
person during aweak moment.
Four obvious areas of your intellectual vandalism are: Hoax Tweaks and
Accessories, Technogarbage, What is
Judging What?, and Reviewer Hearing
Ability.
May Ielaborate? Thank you.
Years ago, my parents knew amissionary in Africa. He would tell amusing stories about the tribespeople and
their behavior. Whenever he had to
travel away from the village, he would
take out his glass eye (he kept aspare
one) and leave it in the hollow of atree.
"See, even when Iam gone, Ican still
watch out for you," he would tell the
incredulous tribespeople. They were
blown away by this, particularly the
Witchdoctor. Whenever the missionary
returned they would surround him
with specific tales of how his "eye in the
tree" had kept away lions.
Herein lies the greatest power known
to man—the power of belie It is the root
dal/ stupendous achievement, and in fact
can totally control the human mind and
body. Hypnotists prove this every day —
total-body rashes can be made to disappear from the left arm only, and aburning match can be belief-programmed to
appear so bright that the hypnotized person simply cannot look at it.
So if gross ignorance allows you to
deeply believe that jelly beans placed on
speakers will improve bass transparency,
then they actually will! (Come on, Mr.
Scull, tell us where you really were born
and bred...)
Of course, for thousands of years,
philosophers have been fascinated by
the power of belief accompanied by
faith. Stereophile is getting so wacky and
quacky that the time has come to present to your readers asolid article on the
Power ofBelief Iwill write you one, for a
fee of 60 issues of your October '95
issue. It has many pages and Ifind your
paper always burns well.
Regarding Technogarbage, Iam sick
of seeing JA footnoting second-harmonic distortion as "benign." Ihope
you listen to more than sinewaves, JA!
The distortion mechanisms that produce second-harmonic distortion will
also produce more unbenign intermodulation distortion! JA obviously doesn't
even read his own "Letters" column, as
aNew Zealand correspondent recently
laboriously tried to enlighten him on
this. He doesn't read Stereo Review either.
Julian Hirsch wrote acause/effect artiSTEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1996

de on this very topic in 1977.
I'm also sick of Harley and Olsher
blithering about bridge rectifiers warming the chassis they're attached to (September '95, p.141, and January '94,
p.106). Like confused schoolboys, they
must share each other's notes. Ignorance is heat? A whole quarter-watt.
And what about J. Gordon Holes ridiculous transformer, with ashort-circuited magnetic path (Vol.11 No.1, p.112)?
Am Istill here? Mien let's get on to
What Judges What in reviews. This
problem hopelessly undermines all
your subjective "reviews," making them
virtually useless except for readers
wanting to buy the whole system, with
aroom identical to the reviewer's.
Your stupidity really is amazing! In
the September '95 issue, Infinity had a
speaker subjected to your "reviewing."
The amplifier used by "Consulting
Technical Editor" Robert Harley to cast
definitive judgment on the Infinity
speakers was the Cary CAD300SEI.
This very amplifier was described by JA
in the same issue (p.149) as anon—hi-fi,
unpredictable "tone control": what on
earth would the frequency response be
at the poor speakers' terminals? Please
publish this! It is disgusting that Infinity
was subjected to the ignorant whims of
your roulette reviewing.
Casting aside such knuddebrain nonsense, there's still aproblem with your
(relatively) intelligent reviews. Let's say a
loudspeaker is criticized for excessive sibilance. The big question, of course, is: how
much sibilance is in the recording to start
with? This is never even considered. And it
is avery difficult question to answer. But if
the microphone and recorder create it, an
accurate system must recreate it.
Further regarding What Judges
What, how about the new-rave amplifier "A" that is suddenly plonked in a
reviewer's system featuring CD player
"B." "Beautifully warm midrange," says
the scribe about the rave new amplifier.
However, if this very amplifier had been
in the system for ayear, and instead suddenly CD player "B" was new and
plonked in the system, "beautifully warm
midrange" now belongs to the CD player! My point the New Kid gets illogical
and erroneous focus.
Finally, Ihave aquery that has been
ignored for too long: How good are the
reviewers' ears? Certainly suspect, if
they've been in front of National
Symphony brass for 25 years! (Hello,
Mr. Lipnick )You really owe it to the
readers and manufacturers to test these
ears and publish the results.

Cheers; keep rolling. You're not a
bad mag, as far as bad mags go.
N. DEVILLE
Stratford, NJ
Thanks for the backhanded compliment at the
end of your tirade Mr De Ville Regarding second-harmonic distortion, my experience has been
that at moderate levels, the subjective effect is to
fatten-up the sound rather than produce obvious
distortion. And while the same "bent," asymmetrical transferfunction that produces the additional harmonic content will also produce intermodulation distortion, this also seems not to be perceived as distortion until more extreme levels are
reached. Regarding the frequency response of the
Cary amplifier at its speaker output terminals
when loaded by the Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR loudspeaker, this was published in
the Cary review in September, asfig.4 on p.147.
Finally, Ido encourage my reviewers to have regular audiometric examinations. Speakingfor myself though Ihave aslight sensitivity notch in the
low treble my hearing is still well within the
boundaries of "normal." My HF limit is okayfor
someone my age 47 at 16.5k1-12 at normal listening levels. Okay?
-JA

BETTER LATER THAN NEVER?

Editor:
In the near future Iexpect that psychoacousticians and audiophiles who keep
up with Stereophile will speak of the
"Shun Mook phenomenon" when referring to some combination of the
placebo effect and "Ile Emperoes New
Clothes." Iwas very dismayed to read
Jonathan Scull's review of the "Mpingo
Resonance Control Devices" in February and December '94. More than Mr.
Scull's credibility as a reviewer was
called into question. That review casts
doubt on the entire notion of "subjective audio equipment reviews."
Until about 1975, Iwas an ardent follower of Stereo Review. Ibelieved their
litany that all amplifiers operated within
their rated power limitations sound the
same. Then I read that magazine's
reviews of aYamaha convertible classA/B integrated amplifier and a Sony
VFET integrated amplifier. The distortion ratings (THD) of the Yamaha were
slightly better than those of the Sony.
Ilistened to the two amplifiers in a
local shop using Starr headphones and
Dahlquist speakers. The amplifiers
didn't sound at all alike. Compared to
the Sony, the Yamaha was abrasive,
thin, and unsatisfying. The Sony was
rich and warm, and seemed tonally
accurate. Unison string sections reproduced the way Irecalled hearing them
in live concerts.
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.
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According to Stereo Review, Iwas preferring the sound of the amplifier that
produced the greater distortion. This, in
spite of my prejudicial belief my expectation, that the Yamaha should sound
better. But later, browsing in the library
of the Eastman School of Music, Idiscovered the English magazine Hi-Fi
News &Record Review. There, Iread that
the magnitude of total harmonic distortion is less important to the sound of an
amplifier than the levels of the various
components of that distortion. In other
words, even arelatively high level of second-harmonic distortion contributes
little more than aconsonant brightening
of the sound, but even avery small level
of fifth- or seventh-harmonic will sound
discordant, abrasive, and harsh.
From aseparate comparison test of
these same amplifiers, Ilearned that
the VFET Sony produced lower-order
harmonics. Idon't know whether this
difference in content of harmonic distortion, although of slightly greater
magnitude, caused the Sony to sound
sweeter, or whether the Sony's superiority was attributable to other aspects,
perhaps in the preamplifier section.
There was an important lesson for
me: Stereo Review provided no clue that
the two amplifiers sounded different, let
alone that the Sony sounded better.
From that time forward, Ihave disregarded Stereo Review and paid close attention to magazines such as Stereophile.
However, Jonathan Scull's review of
the Shun Mook Mpingo wooden discs
compels acknowledgment that the
unwary and gullible fall prey to the
most bizarre effects of sule.estion, and
that at least one very gullible individual,
for whom the power of su:4:estion is
overwhelming, writes equipment reviews in Stereophile. How many others?
In which magazines? With this single
article you undermined the credibility
of all subjectivist reviewers.
What an accomplishment.
In May '94 you published a(fairly
cogent) follow-up article by Barry
Willis on the benefits of voodoo rituals,
wherein, if Irecall correctly, Peter Belt's
devices and Shun Mook's Mpingo Discs
were actually named, compounding the
felony. Idon't recall whether you used
the word "voodoo." I'm sure you didn't
intend disparagement. Without the article in hand, Ibelieve those are my own
contributions.
But this article certainly su!.essted
that rituals, such as placing little esoteric
wooden discs in strategic places, employ
—although Idon't recall that you used
STEREOPHILE, J
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the term—the placebo effect as ameans
to attain greater enjoyment from our hifi rigs. Mention of the Mpingo discs in
this context made it all the more obvious
that Mr. Scull is as Isuggest above.
Tragically, the same principles extend
to all sighted subjective reviews. If areviewer knows an amplifier operates in
class-A, or that cartridge X is 10 times as
expensive as cartridge Y, how much of
what he hears is based on his expectations? Before Scull's watershed Mpingo
review, Iwould never have thought to
question it: the Sony experience
described above had resolved that issue.
Now, Idoubt. This is sad.
No, Ihaven't listened to ademo of
Mpingo Discs, and if Iever do, it will be
unsighted.
BRUCE ZEISEL
Albany, NY

THANK YOU, J
ONATHAN

(the "live sound" bits)?
GARY ORADA
Fountain Valley, CA
gary.o@deltanet.com
As Iwrite these words, Ihave just finished editing the master "tapefiv Stereophile's live Festival project (see the article elsewhere in this
issue). Having spent three weeks listening to 20bit digital, with the output ofthe Sonic Solutions
hard-disk editing system feeding my Mark
Levinson No.30.5 processor, 1must say that 20bit (heal does not sound like CD! Thank goodness fir conzponents like the Meridian 518
Processor (which Iusedfor this project) and Apogee's UV-22, andfor processes like Sony's Super
Bit Mapping, which preserve much of the original 20-bit quality on 16-bit CD and DAT
media. But does 20-bit digital sound better than
analog? That's the $64,000 question.
-JA

DEEP LISTENING

Editor:
Editor:
This is in response to Wes Phillips's
My thanks to Jonathan Scull for info warm and fuzzy reviewlet of New Alabout Music Boulevard ("Industry
bion's Deep Listening with Oliveros,
Update," November'95, p37). America
Dempster, and Panaiotis (NA 022 CD),
On-Line's v2.5 Web Crawler is not to
which I engineered (September '95,
blame for the long download times. I p203).
use Netscape 32-bit v12 at 28.8kb/s,
The situation was, indeed, remarkbut loading is still dow. Let's see, now...
able— at once an exciting challenge
DeltaNet uses Ti datalines to connect
(both technically and aesthetically), and a
(possibly faster than the interconnects
listening experience defying description:
touted in "Recommended Compo- All listeners seem to have idiosyncratic,
nents" as being fast, no?) its own netbut somehow valid, interpretations.
$tereophile readers might be interested
work, and T3 datalines to connect to an
Internet Hub Server. Hmmm ... the
to know that Deep Listening is only the
problem must be in the phone lines. It's
first of three such recordings released by
said there is much demand for ¡SDN
New Albion (engineered, Imight add,
lines at DeltaNct. At up to 128kb/s with progressively better equipment;
when using both channels in tandem, it
the most recent was recorded in four
can be more than four times faster than
channels with the Nagra D, the only
my current 28.8kb/s modem over
such high-quality product that's able to
POTS lines—even more when you
run from DC powering; too bad there's
consider that I generally connect at no four-channel release format!). The
others are NA044 CD, Ready-Made
2400, due to phone-line conditions.
By the way, http://www.deltanet.
Boomerang (which Irecorded in collabocorn isn't nearly as cool as http://fly.net
ration with the noted nature recordist
or http://www.bigmagic.com, but it is a Gordon Hempton), and NA076 CD,
Underground Overlays from the Cistern
very comprehensive source for 'Net
Chapel.
info and links. You have to search alittle for music-related links, though. I
I'm glad Wes enjoys what the music
don't think I would have stumbled
does to him. As aprofessional engineer
upon Rt66.Com.
Itend to be rather analytical about my
The way that JA mentioned 20-bit own (and all other) recordings. These
three are among the few that Ilisten to
digital recording in "As We See It"
makes me hold my breath in anticipafor, well, enjoyment.
ALBERT G. SWANSON
tion of coming information. Is 20-bit
the real "Perfect Sound Forever," or is it
Seattle, WA
just the latest and greatest? Does it surpass the best analog recordings? Will
WI
RE S
future CD or other mass-media digital Editor:
Congratulations for your interesting
standards be satisfied with 20-bit, or
will expanded capabilities be "built-in"
magazine. Ireally appreciate the honvia additional, currently "unused" bits
esty reflected in Stereophiles equipment
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SIMPLY
ASTOUNDING!
Morclaunt-Short

have been apart
of the audio industry for
over 20 years. As adistributor Ihave visited
many manufacturers
around the world and
listened to hundreds of
loudspeakers. Rarely,
have Iseen so much
value being offered for
such asmall cost... it's
simply astounding! Give
the Mordaunt Short
Music Series alisten."

Daniel Jacques/president
Audio Plus Services, USA
Plurison, Canada

MS10 $299.
PBA Award
"Best speaker of
the year"

MS20 $399.

MS40 $849.

MS30 $499.
"Super transparency
at a bargain price.'
The Absolute Sound

U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services

Tel.: 1-800-663-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547

Callada: Plurison Tel.: (514) 493-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547

reviews, especially when a piece of
equipment is practically not recommended for any kind of performance
issue or defects or just because it is too
expensive compared to its performance.
Also, Ireally enjoy the "Letters" section.
Every month Iread the entire section; it
is entertaining.
A couple of months ago Idid alittle
experiment to compare some cables for
low-impedance (1-10 ohm) sources.
The goal was to be able to transfer and
measure low-frequency signals under
51.1.V with alow-cost cable. Avery small
voltage (in the 1-1012V range) is applied
to asmall load and measured at the
other end of the cable. The environment
was saturated with electrical noise from
computers, monitors, and fluorescent
lamps. Itried many cables including
shielded twisted pairs, simple twisted
pairs, braided multiple conductors, and
different coaxial types. Before the experiment, Iwas inclined toward the twisted
pair because of its superior commonmode rejection. To my surprise, shielded
cables with multiple inner conductors
were quite noisy. It turned out that the
lowest noise level was achieved by the
coaxial RG-8 cable. Notice that no
ground shielding was used, only the "Hi"
potential in the inner conductor and
"Lo" potential in the outer conductor.
With the RG-8 cable Iwas able to measure down to acouple of 11V.
The application was not for audio,
but months later Iconsidered the idea
of trying the same cable in my stereo. I
listened for acouple of days; the result
was noticeably better than my old twisted pairs in terms of background definition and soundstage. ANGEL RAMIREZ

ductor. Current beneath the surface is
progressively attenuated and delayed in
phase with respect to the surface current.
This acates the phenomenon whereby
at some depth in athick conductor, the
current flows in opposition to the net
current flow. This, of course, increases
the conductor loss. Larger wire does not
necessarily mean smaller loss with AC.
Conductor loss increases appreciably
when the conductor thickness becomes
comparable to the skin depth.
Proximity effect is aconductor loss
caused by eddy currents induced in the
wire by the magnetic field of nearby current-carrying conductors. Proximity
effect becomes amajor loss mechanism
with multilayer windings and increasing
frequency. This loss is reduced by
increased conductor separation.
Mr. Dowel proved that for agiven
frequency there's an optimum conductor
size and spacing to minimize the conductor loss in transformers. It wouldn't
be surprising if these results also applied
to speaker cables.
Iread an article some years ago —
can't recall the publication—in which
the author investigated the use of Litz
wire to reduce conductor loss at high
frequencies. The author was surprised
because there wasn't adramatic reduction in loss. He concluded that either his
test setup was faulty or that possibly
increased proximity effect in the Litz
wire was canceling the reduced skin
effect. Litz wire may not be the panacea
for conductor loss at high frequencies.
RAY FirruELL
Great Falls, VA

CABLE TESTS

Editor:
Thank you for publishing Malcolm
Hawksford's recent article (October '95,
ECHOES
p.53) on the effects of physical properties
Editor:
Ienjoyed "The Essex Echo" by Dr. Mal- of audio cables on signal propagation.
colm Omar Hawksford (October '95, The distance between my amplifiers and
p.53). His investigation into cable ef- drive-unit terminals is unfortunately
about 45'. I've been using loudspeaker
fects was most interesting.
Engineers have known for years that cable with large-diameter spun copper
the conductor loss in transformers and wire; Hawksford inspired me to immeinductors is greater than predicted by diately explore the development of new
IR loss. This additional loss has been the
and improved loudspeaker cables. My
subject of many articles in professional local telephone company provided oripublications. The earliest one that I entation on the use and availability of
know of is by Mr. P.I. Dowel, "Effects of various types of telephone cables, and
Eddy Currents in Transformer Wmd- graciously contributed sufficient lengths
ings," in the Proceedings IEEE, August of six solid 22-gauge individually insulat1966. Mt Dowell investigated several ed copper conductor cables to drive my
loss mechanisms, the main ones being tweeters for ademonstration run. The
improvement in high-frequency perforskin and proximity effects.
Skin effect causes alternating current mance was so impressive Idecided to
to concentrate at the surface of acon- rewire the whole system.'
Boynton Beach, FL
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Iused the following conservative design criteria: The diameter of the conductors should not exceed half the skin
depth of the highest frequency for the
respective drivers, and the cables' ohmic
resistance should not exceed 5% of that
of the respective drivers.
Using the Hawksford equation for
the critical frequency as afunction of
the diameter and other fundamental
electrical properties of copper, Icalculated the skin depths:
Woofers: Skin Depth: 12nun for
3kHz, hence aconductor diameter of
0.6nun (22 gauge).
Tweeters: 0.66nun for 10kHz, hence
a conductor diameter of 033mm. I
found, however; that such fine wire was
not readily available, and that if it were,
considerations of adequate conductance
would require avery large number of
individually insulated conductors. I
therefore compromised on 0.51nun (24
gauge, readily available). This is still less
than the skin depth (0.54nun) at 15kHz.
The number of conductors required
for the respective drivers to provide
adequate conductance was calculated
using data from Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 47th edition, for Standard
Annealed Copper:
Woofers: 400' of six-conductor wire;
Tweeters: 100' of 24-conductor wire.
Both were acquired at atotal cost of
about $120.
Composite cables for each loudspeaker were constructed from four "sixconductor" and one "24-conductor" individual cables; connection was made
directly to the driver terminals, using silver solder. A total of 30 hours was expended to assemble and connect the
cables.
Sound: Three CDs were primarily
used for evaluation —J.S. Bach, Suites
for Violoncello Solo, Sony S2K 48047;
Bruhris & Buxtehude, Organ Works,
Chandos CHAN 0539; Antonio Vivaldi, The Four Seasons, Sony SK 48251.
The new speaker cables represent a
huge improvement over the old ones:
the magnificence of Stradivarius's cello
is truly revealed; the tonal beauty and
1Listening Room: 19' by 29' by 814; speakers located
along the long wall at points Yi the length of the room
and about 5' into the room. Walls and ceiling are pine
board, the floor is carpeted. The room is about as
bright as is the Bishop's Palace in Salzburg.
Loudspeakers: Hybrid EPI 1000. Pairs of woofers
and tweeters radiating from four sides. Woofers:
upgraded EPI. Tweeters: Scan-Speak D2905/9300.
Crossover: Bryston 10B Active Crossover.
Amplifiers: McIntosh MC 2155 for the woofers, and
Sound Values VTA-70 fix the tweeters. Preamplifier:
Counterpoint SA 3.1 with Sovtek 6922 tubes. D/A
converter: Enlightened Audio Designs 1)SP-7000
Series II. CD transport Arcarn Delta 170.
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Problem Solved. Again.
The Proceed PAV answered the dreams of many for a single control center
that could do it all: music and movies, at the touch of a button. Having
solved that problem, the next question is obvious. Which power amplifiers
will convey the musical realism of the PAV to the loudspeakers?

Dual Monaural or Triple Monaural?
The AMP 2and AMP 3power amplifiers complement the PAV sonically and
aesthetically. As found in the finest high end power amplifiers, each channel in either the two-channel or the three-channel configuration operates
from its own dedicated power supply. Engineered by the Madrigal design
team, the combination of power, finesse and realism found in these amplifiers
is remarkable.
Upgrading Your System
Many people prefer to upgrade their existing stereo systems one or two
components at a time. If you have a fine stereo power amplifier you wish
to keep for your main left and right speakers, an AMP 3 can handle center
and surrounds in a single chassis. Better yet, use the AMP 3 for the three
front channels and retire your stereo amp to the surrounds. Later, you
might consider adding an AMP 2 for your subwoofers, or to drive the remote zone of the PAV. With sonically identical two and three channel amplifiers available, any system configuration is easily accommodated.

*A donation to support AIDS
research will be macle for
every name added to our
mailing list. Mark Levinson'
and Proceed" products are
designed and manufactured
by MADRIGAL AUDIO
LABORATORIES P.O. Box
781. Middletown. CT 06457
FAX 12031 346-1540

Finally...
You can have it all. Discover the difference outstanding design and advanced engineering can make at your local Proceed dealer. If you would
like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the ad-

PROCEED

dress at right.*
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the sounds of the intricate details of cello
playing stand out. I'm acquainted with
the sound of Roskilde Cathedral, Denmark, the venue for the Bruhns/
Buxtehude recording. The exact re-creation of that particular sound signature in
my listening room is almost unbelievable
—the organ is heard as individual notes
rather than an alloy of diffuse notes; the
clarity and sweetness of the high-frequency pipes is just amazing. It's also evident that some improvement has been
made on the bellows; Ican no longer
hear the rush of air that used to signal the
beginning of the playing. Violins, particularly, used to have aharsh edge that caused me to attenuate the highs when listening to Vivaldi's Rwr Seasons. This is no
longer necessary; the screeching is gone,
and Vivaldi can now play his favorite
instrument unimpeded. Icould go on.
After playing my system with pink
noise overnight and music during the
daytime for about aweek, the sound
quality has gradually improved. Initially,
music was very detailed and exacting,
but had aslight touch of hardness to it.
Gradually this hardness has disappeared
and the sound has turned sweet and liquid. Even though you people claim to
observe improvements with the breaking-in of loudspeaker cables, it's difficult
to think of any effect the passage of
electrons could have on the copper conductor itself. Perhaps the dielectric, in
this case PVC, could be affected, but the
details of such amechanism will have to
be developed before Ican really believe
what my ears appear to be telling me.
How much better it would have
been for me to use essentially pure
monograin copper and Teflon dielectric
is hard to tell. You ought to promote
work on the theoretical aspects and
measured (instruments and ears both)
effects of these factors.
Itruly appreciate your publication of
Hawksford's work; Iam indebted to
Carl Lester, General Manager, Tellico
Telephone Company, Tennessee, and to
Bruce Hinton, Chattanooga Valley Audio, Rossville, GA, for useful discussions
and suggestions.
S.B. DALGAAFtD
Tellico Plains, TN

pressive letter is diminished by the
opening sentence: "Paul A. Alter, in the
July 'Letters,' takes Richard Schneider
to task for balling up the technical history of Pierre Montewes RCA Victor
records with the San Francisco Symphony."
My exact words were: "I assume that
Schneider got this information from the
set's booklet, which Ihaven't seen. It is
suspect." I intended no rebuke and,
even if Ihad, Iwould not have "taken
Richard Schneider to task" because I
want no part of the counterproductive,
destructive, and deplorable ad hominem
writing that appears so consistently in
this magazine. [Huh?—Ed.] Iwrote the
letter because Iwanted to share information that Ithought was interesting,
deserving of preservation, and fun.
Having said that, I'd like to move on
to another statement in Gray's letter:
"Columbia did not back up its 78 masters with 33 1
/
3safeties—it used them to
produce the 78s by dubbing, and had
ever since 1939." Even after talking via
telephone with Gray, whom Icalled so
Icould praise his letter, and being impressed by the thoroughness and conscientiousness of his research, Ifind it difficult to accept that information. Possibly because Ido not want to.
In those days, many people preferred
Victor recordings because they were
"mellowen" Mere was arumor that Victor polished its stampers with rouge in
order to remove the "annoying" high frequencies.) But Columbia recordings,
despite some egregious duds, generally
got the nod for offering more detailed,
though "harsher," sound. Also, I'm skeptical that Goddard Lieberson, the "Renaissance Gentleman" who headed up
Columbia Records' classical division during the period it became amajor force,
would have permitted such apractice.
Iwish somebody would refute or
explain Gray's information. It's really
buggin' me.
PAUL A. ALTER
Hyattsville, MD

inexpensive equipment like the Blue
Point Special. (Is it abit on the bright
side?) And review the Benz-Micro
Glidet (Is the bass abit thick?) Tell us
more about VTA setup.
3) RI:s excellent article on Frank
Zappa and Ryko implied that Zappa put
out 53 albums. But he has many more
than this, like Swiss Cheese, Fire, Tengo Na
Minchia Tanta Freaks and Motherfu.g..Axers,
the You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore
Sampler (LP), The Old Masters LP boxed
sets, the Shut Up 'n' Play Yer Guitar Some
More single LP, and many, many, more.
Iwould guess he must have at least 75
albums out (not counting all the different versions), with 75 more on the way!
RL should mention this in the future.
GREG ROBERTS
Sapulpa, OK
Every one ofthe discs you mention, Mr. Roberts, is
either abootleg recording (even if eventually reappropriated by Zappa for limited release on his
Foo-Eee! label), or arepackaging ofadisc or tracks
included in one of the 53 "official" releases. The
whole point ofthe Rykodisc reissues was to collai
all of these latter recordings in asingle comprehensive serie. There are literally hundreds of different FZ bootleg titlesfloating around —listening to
and keeping track ofthem would be a
full-timejob
in itself: The only extant official FZ recordings not
included in the Rykodisc series are the 200
Motels soundtrack (currently in corporate limbo)
and Civilization Phaze III (released on the
Zappa Family Trust's Barking Pumpkin label
and reviewed by Cad Baugher lastJune). — RI,

HOME THEATER &
THE HIGH END

Editor:
I've been aStemophile reader and subscriber for over 20 years. Ican't believe
that it was aremark about Home Theater that made me take quill in hand.
But John Atkinson's stated reason why
the Home Theater presentations at HIFI '95 were interspersed among the
audio offerings (August '95, pp25-27)
—"We think asignificant number of
non-audiophiles come to the Show to
see the Home Theater rooms. If we segBETTER &BETTER?
regate them, they would not have the
Editor:
Just like our stereo systems, Stereophile opportunity to hear really good sound"
keeps on getting better and better. Ihope I —struck me as abit reaching. Isuggest
that among most audiophiles, it is the
can help by making afew observations:
M ONTEUX 78S RE DUX
1) Iwant alot more "partial reviews"
other way around: "Don't know, don't
Editor:
care." Segregate them, so Idon't have to
or "comparisons" of used (old) equipIn the October '95 "Letters" (p.11),
ment, such as the way JA compared the
bother.
Michael H. Gray corrects and amplifies
Krell KSA-50S to the original KSA-50
Why?
my letter in the July issue (p23). Gray
They are two very different activities
supplies precise information where I in his review last August. Ihave aKSA100 II, and this review was abig help to —audio and video/audio (proper
was vague, and corrects my inaccuracies
placement of the horse before the cart).
me.
and surmises.
Video/audio presents so much more
However, my pleasure in Gray's im2) Keep on talking about analog and
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ow presenting HDCD. It's the remarkable

process that vastly improves the fidelity of CDs,

D/AC-1100.J" Digital to Analog
Converter. HDCD headlines in our
new DIA converters. It's sure to be

ahit even among analog groupies.

including ones you already own. And four of our new
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sensory information for processing.
When the eyes become involved with
multiple moving images, the amount of
information being processed increases
by multiple orders of magnitude.
"To sleep, perchance to dream." Recent investigations into the physiognomy of dreaming indicates that dreams
develop when the full-fledged information processing that goes on during consciousness is somewhat abated during
sleep. This allows for almost totally random connections to develop. To lend
validation to this exciting work, Ichallenge you with the following assertion
about your dreams: they all involve constant movement. Because of the proximity of the dream "center" to another
brain area, this is an absolute. Vision is
the overwhelming driver of consciousness. It's not that Home Theater (video/audio) is more than audio; it's so
much more than audio that it's adifferent
activity. It's also more satiating—how
many times will you want to watch the
same movie, as opposed to how many
times you will listen to aCD or record?
I become especially aware of the
visual sense while attending the New
York City Ballet. Unlike asymphony
performance, which is essentially stagnant and does not actively involve the
visual sense, ballet does so "musically."
What I mean is epitomized by the
shoulders, arms, and hands of such
dances as Kyra Nichols, Merrill Ashley,
and Helen Alexopoulos —music for
the eyes. It's the same sensation Iexperience when I see Agnes Demille's
choreography in Oklahoma,2 or Robert
Wilson's movements to Philip Glass's
music in Einstein on the Beach (which I
have seen live), and Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers and Gene Kelly (whom
I'll never see live). Ionce attended an
avant-garde dance in which the music
was turned off for over half aminute.
The dancers kept dancing, and Ikept
playing the music in my head—my
hands, fingers, and feet never stopped
moving.
My standard for visual reproduction
is the four-color process, chemical- or
digital-based, on high-quality papyrus
—there's nothing finer for saturation,
tone, granular structure. Video is about
being able to handle photons —generated, reflected — and their absence
(shadow).
Iwould like to see Home Theater repositioned. It's just not in the same league
as state-of-the art audio. It's mid-fi. And
2When my spell-checker hat "[kindle," it offered, as
apossible replacement, "Dimboola."
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the video cart is dragging around the
audio horse: the audio component is far,
fir ahead of the video side. The Meridian
Digital Theatre and the new surround
processor from Audio Research bear consideration. But the video? The 525-line
scan rate of N'TSC-based television systems—are you serious? Laserdisc? I've
hooked it up to my state-of-the art 35"
television and see nothing but sharper
"mid-fi." You still can't read most of the
credits at the end of amovie.
The only interesting video playback
system I've seen is the eight-storey, 100'wide Sony Imax system located in the
Lincoln Square Theater in New York
City. Eight-storey-high 3-D strokes of
lightning, embellished by a couple of
dozen big, artfully time-delayed, moving-coil subwoofers, were impressive.
When Ilisten (to my audio system), I
will many times close my eyes to shut
out the visual information. Less is more.
And that's it. Ihave been warming up
the tubes to my Audio Research pre- and
power in the oven for the last hour while
writing. (For this activity, Ididn't want
the extrasensory processing involved in
dealing with audio information.) The
Martin-Logans stand there splendiferously, willing and waiting to accept the
load they will shortly have to bear.
Rebecca Pidgeon rests offstage in her
jewel of abox. In my mind, she is already
starting: "There is a rose in Spanish
Harlem, a red rose grows..." Ican't
explain what Fm feeling right now. The
first time Iheard this combination of
equipment was in a sound room at
Sound by Singer, it brought goosebumps, tears, and memories of long ago.
S
TEPHEN ANDRUS
New York City
Stephen_andrus@wpmaillanich.cuny.edu
For more on the Home Theater dc/sate, see Stew
Guttenberg's andJoel Siker's exchatwe elsewhere
in this issue. And the third issue ethe
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater hits
the newsstands the same tinw as this issue e
Stereophile.
—JA
INTERESTING
Editor:
There were afew letters in the October
'95 issue complaining that Stereophik
features high-priced equipment only.
This is not true. You'd know that if you
read this magazine on aregular basis. If
there's aproduct that's way out of my
reach, Istill like to read about it and
would like to know what the reviewer
thought of it.
You see, the way your writers write

their reviews is so interesting that it
snakes me feel as if l'in there, too.
Whether it is a7c/foot speaker cable or
an expensive, state-of-the-art CD player, Ijust love to read your review.
Stereophile reviewers appear to give their
honest opinions about the products
they review, regardless of price. Ihighly
respect and honor their reviews and
opinions.
My current system: Nakamichi
OMS-2A CD player; Yamaha KX-670
3-head tape deck; VTL Deluxe pœamp,
since traded in for McCormack TLC 1;
McConnack DNA 0.5; Signet 280EXB
speakers. Keep up the excellent work.
KNALID K.KHAN
Scarboro, Ontario, Canada
VALUE FOR MONEY
Editor:
It saddens me, from reading the "Letters"
section, that many purported audiophiles
are canceling subscriptions because
Stereophile reviews hardware they cannot
afford. Your magazine is most useful to
music lovers: Ihave learned in your
pages—and corroborated aurally—the
benefits of bi-wiring, good interconnects
and speaker cables, the vast improvement that aquality external converter
can add to adecent transport or CD
player, the evils ofjitter, etc. In addition,
by reading between lines, one can learn
about the positive features of expensive
equipment and find reputable "clones" at
afraction of the price.
Iwouldn't opt for renouncing the
pleasure of reading Stereophile because I
cannot afford the Wilsons: it would be
similar to giving up on reading about
good cars because one cannot afford a
Ferrari or aPorsche ... or even a 1972
Saab like Michael Fremees!
EDUARDO A. BENET
Key Biscayne, FL
VALUE FOR MONEY?
Editor:
I'm tired of the constant reviews of
overpriced equipment in Stereophile. (It
appears that your magazine is committed to reviewing/sponsoring every overpriced speaker system on the planet.)
The best way to increase Stereophik's
subscription base — and add new
members to the "High End" — is to
promote outstanding products: equipment that offers the best performance
for the money. The current inference is
that one should be prepared to spend
one's average median yearly income to
attain the "High End" when, in fact, one
tenth of that amount will get the future
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FOR MORE THAN A DECADE, AUDIO REVIEWERS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD HAVE PRAISED YBA

fa
YBA 1
Sain
"Redefines the State of the Art..."

PRODUCTS FOR THEIR MUSICALITY. SO, IF YOU
_JUDGE QUALITY ON REAL SONIC VIRTUES RATHER
THAN ON THE SIZE AND WEIGHT, YBA MIGHT BE
JUST RIGHT FOR YOU!

YBA 3
Japan
Best Component of the Year
1990

CD2
France
Gold Award by Diapason

Intégré
U.K. "The best inteprated amp
I've heard so far.:

YBA 2
•
U.S.A. Stereophile Class A
Recommended Components

U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services Tel.: 1-800-663-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547
Canada: Plurison Tel.: (514) 493-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547

audiophile started on the way to musical bliss.
There's an abundance of affordable
gear on the market; hire some fresh
new blood to seek it out—in the same
manner that the "old blood" seeks out
the most expensive/outrageous. Outrageous —as in recommending an $8900
pair of Thiels that were both flawed
(design) and defective (manufacturer's
explanation).
Why not start by reviewing some of
the affordable tube gear that's currently
on the market? Some of this equipment
is actually available on a 30-clay trial
basis. You could also start an "ongoing"
poll to determine what products/equipment your readers would like to see
reviewed. In conjunction, you could run
amonthly listing of manufacturers contacted and their responses. Isuggest you
start said list with Sound Values/Sound
Valves VTP 101 preamp and M40
monoblocks —and the new Adcom
GFA-5800 basic amp (according to
Anthony H. Cordesman, agreat-sounding solid-state amp that comes very
close to tube sound).
SAM !
C
ASTER
Chicago, IL

ARC D200. Itake massive doses of Valium (volume) and Kitaro to ease the
stress of wanting an ARC VT130 SE or
Pass Aleph 0. I'll get there. Istill have
another car. This is the life Ihave chosen. Stereophile is one of the least expensive "components" for your system. So,
Mr. Atkinson, send me another bill for
$75 (three years). My wife threw the
original in the trash.
MICHAEL ARAICAWA
Concord, CA

cities. At Audio Perfection you get treated very well no matter what you're buying. Everything they do suggests that
they want acustomer for life. So find that
good dealer and trust his advice!
JED GELBER
Minneapolis, MN

HAPPY LISTENING

Editor:
I'm writing this letter in response to the
concerns voiced by Mr. Dennis A.
Hammond in the October "Letters" section of Stereophile Mt Hammond, it is
HIGH END ... DONE RIGHT
quite obvious that your unfortunate
Editor:
experience took place at Sound by
If Icould subscribe to only one stereo
magazine, it would be Stereophile. While I Singer, whose advertising slogan you
quoted. Please know that your experican read Audio or Stereo Review cover to
ence was not similar to my own. My
cover in under an hour, it takes me several sittings to devour the latest issue of friend and I, both in jeans and T-shirts,
received excellent service there. Iam
Stereophile.
sure that what you experienced was
In the few years that rve subscribed,
some sort of aberration. We were greettwo topics that come up from time to
time in "Letters" are: To review or not ed pleasantly at the door and waited on
hand and foot—escorted to aprivate lisreview super-high-end geai; and hightening room, given our choice of sources
end dealer snobbery.
and amplification, and had all our quesMany years ago, when Iused to read
auto magazines like Road &Track, Idon't tions answered. Isuggest you return to
Sound by Singer and ask for Mr. Alex
ever recall reading comments like:
"Please don't review Ferraris and Maser- Edwards. This was the gentleman who
attended us. You'll find him knowledgeatis! Nobody can afford themr Iused to
FROM: "THE EAST BAY
love reading about those cost-no-object able, enthusiastic, and willing to help.
FANATIC!"
Iwould also suggest you seek out Mr.
things of beauty. The fact that Icould
Editor:
never afford such power and luxury did- John Tomaskovic, of The Listening
To: "Say Good Night," "A Trained Ear?,"
"Out of the Ballpark?," and "Out of n't matter. It was fascinating to read about Room, who was kind enough to give
me my first listen to high-end sound
them.
Touch?" in the Oc-tober'95 "Letters" (p23):
Iguess Imust fall into the 0.01% of and who patiently answered all my
Puh-leaze! C'mon, guys —stop your
questions even though (at the time) I
bellyaching! What kinda audiophiles people who want to see Stereophile conhad no idea what Iwas talking about.
tinue to review the super High End (see
are you anyway?!? Stereophile reviews
Know, too, that good service is to be
David Beatty's letter, October '95). My
many "in-touch" pieces for us; you're
had at the Harvey Electronics stores —
$5500 system contains names that have
just not listening. For example, this
they have quality merchandise of their
graced the pages of Stereophile Arcam,
Class C system (October '95) nearly
own, but did not hesitate to refer me to
Rotel, Magnum Dynalab, Magnepan,
clones my 1992 system: NAD 502 CD
player ($299), NAD 304 amplifier AudioQuest, and Transparent Audio. I other high-end shops if they didn't have
the exact component Iwas interested in
think Stereophile is a great source for
($379), Spica TC-6 speakers ($795/pair)
hearing. And if you're ever in New
= $1473, plus or minus some change.
assembling an affordable system. Ithink
Palta, NY, there's asmall jewel of astore
This setup would sound great for "high- mine sounds wonderful.
named New Palta Audio. See aMt W.
Ican commiserate with reader Dennis
end" starters! What's the problem?
Ebell there for afirst-class education on
A. Hammond (also in October), for I, too,
Audio is 50% reality and 50% fantathe value of tubes and analog. While
have visited the "high end... done right"
sy. We live in Kansas but would like to
establishment. Ilaugh when Ithink of the
waiting for my car to be fixed at alocal
visit Oz! We use Stereophile as our
garage, he treated us to demonstrations
abject horror on their faces when Istarted
"Yellow Brick Road." Sound crazy? Too
of several components, and the single
to walk toward their listening rooms.
bad —I'm writing this, not you!
Well, they can take their locked listening best discussion I've ever had about
Example: In 1987 Ifirst auditioned the
audio —even though we were just
rooms and... (well, you know).
Martin-Logan Sequels. Three months
The best way to deal with afull-of- passing through.
later, they replaced them with the SL3;
Imention all of these people because
himself dealer is to not shop there (admitboy, did that piss me off!! No matter, for
Ithink their service stands as atestathis is audio in which we live! It's high- tedly difficult if you live in an area with
ment to what's good in high-end in
few dealers). When asked what his advice
end! It's crazy and it's fun! Sell that secgeneral and their respective establishto audio consumers would be, ahigh-end
ond car to get that amp you want—I
ments in particular. Yes, I, too, have had
manufacturer once said, "Find a good
did. Bring "another" piece of equipment
bad experiences: in both cases Iwas
dealer and trust his advice —he's the
home and hear threats of divorce from
expert." Ithink this is superb advice. I've
ready to make apurchase and simply
your wife! Ido! (no pun intended)
chose to forgo buying the components I
Icurrently own an ARC LS3 and found such adealer here in the twin
STEREOPHILE, J
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desperately wanted rather than purchase from acompany that tried to push
me around. As a young adult Ican
appreciate that people of my age don't
carry much clout in megabucks markets
such as high-end audio: Imyself have
had aseries of financial setbacks that
will curtail my purchasing power for
some time to come. However, when
I'm again in aposition to buy, it will be
from those people who took the time to
cultivate my interest and disseminate
their knowledge.
To Mr. Hammond and other wouldbe audiophiles like us, do not be discouraged. We are not automatically relegated to separate and unequal service.
My impression is that the High End is
filled with plenty of quality professionals. Ihave just been fortunate enough to
have dealt with extraordinarily good
people whom Iwould recommend to
you in aheartbeat: Mr. Alex Edwards,
(212) 924-8600; Mr. John Tomaskovic,
(914) 472-4558; Mr. W. Ebell, (914)
255-6004.
The closest Harvey Electronics store
can be found by looking in any NYC
telephone book.
Happy listening.
PATRICK HARLEY
Bronx, NY

GOOD FORTUNE

Editor:
Having recently undergone achange of
life (read: divorce), and leaving my fine
stereo system behind (attempting to be
generous), Iwas in desperate need of
some new gear. Having auditioned several systems at three dealers, Ihad come
close to finding asystem to meet my
simple (read: reasonably priced), purist
demands. It was then that Ihad the
good fortune to be introduced to Wes
Phillips, who was kind enough to recommend afourth dealer. This dealer,
Stereo Exchange in Nanuet, NY, took
the necessary time and effort to meet
my needs and budget superbly. Evan
and his extremely knowledgeable (and
personable) staff were able to tweak the
system Iwas interested in, and make
the sale, and everyone walked away
happy. What more could anyone ask
for? My new relationship (with my
stereo dealer) was due to the wisdom
and courtesy of Wes Phillips, whose
writings I have always thoroughly
enjoyed.
You have afine publication—keep
up the good work.
J
AY M. LEVINE
White Plains, NY

EVERYTHING ADEALER
SHOULD BE

Editor:
Iam writing to commend one of your
dealer advertisers, Soundex of Willow
Grove, PA. In short, they're everything
an audio dealer (o4 for that matter, any
other retail business) should be.
They offer the winning combination
of a skilled, helpful, and polite staff,
along with what has proved to be excellent advice in upgrading my system on
areasonable budget. The staff members
Ihave dealt with have agreat deal of
knowledge (often arcane) about the
products they carry (and don't carry),
and audio in general. Ireceive asmall
education every time Ivisit or call them.
Ialways receive precise and detailed
answers to all of my questions; as asoftware developer, Iappreciate that immensely.
My purchasing experience could not
have been better. They always offer me
several alternatives, and allow me all the
time Ineed to listen to the equipment,
with no pressure to buy or make snap
decisions. The prices I have been
charged are very fair, according to my
research. They are obviously dedicated
to establishing along-term relationship

'95 issue; and there it was. In print. On
p.83. Finally somebody said it, simply
and elegantly, and it was written in the
pages of Stereophile. The question, however, is, will anyone important enough
to influence the industry read it?
Michael Fremer's "final take" on the
show; that's it! You are right, 100% nAt!
Ihave an idea for asolution and no clue
where to go; maybe you can help.
FROM THE FRONT LINE
The problem, as MF posed it, is that
Editor:
the High End is basically invisible to
Music has been one of the fundamentalmainstream America. What's the fastly most important aspects of my life since
est, most direct route to every mainIwas asmall boy. Pm now 32 years old
stream American home? The TV, of
and have just begun astore called The
course. The solutions are in finding a
Audible Difference —I sell high-end,
way to advertise the High End on teleand Iam totally, completely, and hopevision at the right time and in the right
lessly in love. My dad and Ibuilt abeaucontext—national sporting events, for
tiful addition to my home, which serves
example. Obviously, asingle retailer or
as the showroom. The business has been
operational for three months now, with a manufacturer does not have the refew sales under our belts; needless to say,
sources to organize atelevised ad camI'm looking forward to the "selling sea- paign. Iwill wager that a large and
cohesive group of us would. Picture a
son" right around the comer.
really slick ad featuring some ideal showBut the reason for my letter isn't just
room full of the best gear the High End
to bore you with adescription of abusiness venture. Iwait every month, along has to offer, with clear, rational, and
informative narration to complete the
with countless others, for the latest issue
of Stereophile to arrive at my door. With
scene. The follow-up should be an 800
number used to obtain alist of the local
much enthusiasm Idug into the Summer Show coverage in the September dealers for any given geographical arca.
with the customer as opposed to making aquick sale.
When Iencountered some problems
with acouple of my purchases, Soundex
was extremely accommodating in correcting the situation.
RICHARD G.S
TERN
Martinsville, NJ

T HE

M OMENT

OF

Retailers pay afixed amount for inclusion
on the 800 list. Manufacturers pay per
visual and verbal coverage. The commercial will be universal in that one single
episode can be run throughout the country; just an ad for High End qua High End.
We are all in this together, right?
Hopefully my recent entry into the business world of audio is not clouding my
view; already lessons are piling up, and if I
am speaking naïvely for lack of information, I'm sure Iwill find out soon. From
my viewpoint and at this time, televised
advertising seems like the way "to make it
known and make it cool." Michael is
right, there's nowhere to go but up!
So who the hell do we call? How do
we find out if there's interest in the
industry to try to make it more visible?
I'll do whatever Ican personally. You've
defined the goal; now let all of us work
together on getting there. Keep up the
great work.
TED LINDBLAD
Owner-Debtor (big!), The Audible
Difference
Simsbury, Cl'
Anyone with ideas on hou,the High End can
increase its visibility can write to Ted Lindblad
Stereophile. Lookingforward to those letters
and e-mails.
—JA
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You can feel it in your system the moment you turn your Denon Home Theater on. The experience of lifelike soundscapes
reproduced by Denon 's Surround Sound through discrete Dolby AC-3 and Pro Logic, Lucasfilm's THX and Denon 's DDSC
circuitry. This is what sets Denon's Home Theater components apart from the rest.
Denon Advanced Home Theater. The difference between watching and being there.
Denon Electionics adivision of Denon Corporation (USA). 222 New Road. Parsippany, NJ 07054 (2011 575-7810
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Setting The Stage for
the HologramThe 2C3D System

A component
of the

System

HOLOGRAM

The MIT Z-Series
Powerline Treatment System
MIT's updated Z-Series

is the

ultimate foundation for your system.
Setting the clean, absolutely quiet
background needed as a foundation for
the holographic image created by the
2C3D System. MIT's building block
approach lets you to assemble an AC
treatment configuration for the specific
power requirements of your audio
system. The Z-Series will supply the
clean power your system needs to
reproduce the details that allow you
to suspend disbelief.

"I'm convinced that no matter
the stature of your front end, the
Z treatment will open your ears to its
sonic potential. Ican't imagine ever
listening again to a digital source
without this caliber of AC-line
conditioning."
Dick Olsher, Stereophile,
December 1994

/
M111\ More Than
)

2C3D. Two Channel-Three Dimensional Hologram and the 2C3D logo are certification marks of MIT

MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
For more information or the dealer nearest you call MIT at (916) 888-0394

Just Cable!TM

MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL. Inc, Auburn. CA. USA
Distributed in canada by: Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965

The Interface That
Transports the
Hologram

A component
of the

System

The 2C3D System

HOLOGRAM

IVIH-850m Multi•Bandwidth
CVTerminatoem

The arteries of the 2C3D System—providing true linear response. The MH-850
speaker interface utilizes MIT's Stable Image Technology

Multi-Bandwidth

incorporating Jitter Free Analog .'to

achieve rock-solid imaging. These technologies, coupled with the noise free background provided
by the MIT Z-Series powerline treatment, enable the holograghic image, created by the
2C3D system, to appear. —So real you can almost see the music.
2C3D. Two Channel-Three Dimensional Hologram and the 2C3D logo are certification marks of MIT
Stable Image Technology

SIT &Jitter Free Analog .JFA are trademarks of Music Interface Technologies

MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES

Mill/ More Than Just Cable!TM

For more information or the dealer nearest you call MIT at (916) 888-0394
MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL. Inc.. Auburn. CA. USA
Distributed in Canada by: Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965

[low there's an 11HT Inudspealier in everglin4's range.
There is no single perfect loudspeaker for every use

These two products represent merely the extremes of

— there are several. We know, because we make them.

NHT's innovative new product family. We now have the ideal

From NHT's highly acclaimed SuperZero two-way speaker,

speakers for every space, and every budget. Each is based

to the revolutionary new Model 3.3, the ultimate

on our philosophy of making something great, or not making

expression of our Focused Image Geometry technology.

it at all. And isn't that something everybody wants to hear?

USE

YOUR

FIE110.

Now Hear This. Inc., 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia, CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you, (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448
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US: Wes Phillips

Dealers promoting manu.gcturer and dest:quer
seminars should fax (don't call) Wes Phillips
the when, wher and who, at (505) 983632Z at least two months before the month of
the event —ie, ifyou're putting on an event
in April 1996, you should get the information
to Wes no later than February 1, 1996. Mark
thefax cover sheet 'Attention: Wes Phillips—
Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of hi-fi
shows and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits should also fax Wes the details as
soon as possible.
California: Ambrosia Audio & Video
(2337 Roscomare Rd., Route 6, Bel Air)
invites you to the grand opening of
their new showroom, featuring the
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC VI speakers
and the new $28,000 Jeff Rowland
Design Group Model 9T power amplifiers. Friday and Saturday, January 19
and 20, John Dunlavy and Jeff Rowland
will be on hand to discuss their products
and answer your questions. Call (310)
440-5522 for deuils.
Pro Home Systems (383-40th St.,
Oakland) invites you to attend ahightechnology weekend January 26 and 27
1996. John Dunlavy, CEO of Dunlavy
Audio Labs, Inc., creator of the awardwinning line of Dunlavy speakers, will
present his views on "The Function of
Measurements in the design and
Manufacture of Loudspeakers." Representatives of Threshold, Inc. will be on
hand to demonstrate their new line of
products, including the awesome new
pure class-A T-800 amplifier. Those
who pre-register will be eligible for
door-prizes, and anyone ordering Dunlavy loudspeakers will be invited to
attend adinner with John following the
show on January 27.
Florida: Stereo Shoppe's new Boca
Raton store (279 N. Federal Highway)
will host Transparent Audio's Doug
Blackwell at 7pm Tuesday January 23,
for adiscussion of Home Theater and
audio cables, with A/I3 comparisons of
STEREOPHILE, J
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Transparenes cables—both with and
without networks. Limited seating; call
(407) 391-0552 for reservations.
Enjoy the Music is now open for
business at 3461 SW 2 Avenue, Suite
451, Gainesville, FL 32607. Tel: (904)
338-2757. Fax: (904) 338-4411. Internet: afn12686@freenet.ufl.edu. Brands
stocked include Wavelength, Reference
3A, Golden Tube Audio, Kimber ICable,
and Audio Alchemy.
Georgia: Audio Forest (6806 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Atlanta) will host
Transparent Audio's Doug Blackwell at
7pm Wednesday January 24, for adiscussion of Home Theater and audio
cable. Comparisons will be made of
Transparenes cables with and without
their networks. Limited seating, call
(404) 729-0550 for reservations.
Illinois: The Chicago Audio Society
will host John Cétvitis Sunday December
17 as he introduces his Waveform
Acoustics Mach 17 loudspeakers —
which, he reports, produce atrue "3D"soundstage. Details are available at
(708) 382-8433 or (708) 582-3913, or
via e-mail at: sysop@nybble.com.
Minnesota: On Tuesday January 16 at
7pm, The Audio Society of Minnesota
Presents Tam Henderson, "Prof." Keith
Johnson, and "Pflash" Pflaumer of
Reference Recordings at the Pavek
Museum of Broadcasting (3515 Raleigh
Ave., St. Louis Park). For details, call the
ASM 24-hour "Audio Hotline" at (612)
825-6806. For directions, call the Pavek
Museum: (612) 926-8198.
New Hampshire/Massachusetts:
Ensemble's new Nashua store (166
Daniel Webster Highway at the Levitz
Plaza) will host Transparent Audio's
Doug Blackwell, Mark Levinson's
Dana Carlson, and Genesis Technologies' Paul McGowan on Friday
January 12,4-9pm. Refreshments will
be regional specialties, and there will be

live music to provide an ultimate reference. The seminar will include lectures
on individual products, as well as extensive auditioning of Ensemble's reference system as each representative plays
his favorite recordings. There will be
special gifts and an audiophile raffle.
Snow date is Saturday January 13. Listening space is limited, so call for areserved seat at (603) 888-9777.
New York: Select Sound (6314
Northern Blvd., Route 25A, East Norwich, LI) will host aseries of manufacturers' seminars that will run for seven
consecutive Thursdays, starting January
18 and concluding February 29. Products introduced at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show will be premiered at the store. Representatives
and designers from ADA, B&W, Krell,
Krell Audio Video, Meridian, Naim,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Solid, Totem
Acoustics, Wire World, and others will
be on hand to answer questions. Call
(516) 624-2124 for scheduled times and
company appearances.
North Carolina: Audio Advice (6701101 Glenwood Ave., Raleigh) will host
Dana Carlson of Madrigal at 6pm
Wednesday January 17. He will discuss
and demonstrate products from Proceed
and Mark Levinson Audio Systems.
Call (919) 881-2005 for details.
Ohio: Paragon Sound (5450 Monroe
St., Toledo) will sponsor aseminar on
Tuesday January 30, 6-9pm, featuring
Dave Gordon of Thiel Audio. Dave
will announce anew speaker from Jim
Thiel. Space is limited; call (800) 8736873 for reservations.
Virginia/Washington, DC: On
Wednesday January 10, Gifted Listener
(5720 Pickwick Road, Centreville) will
host an evening with Goldmund% Michel
Reverchon, who will discuss the latest advances in digital — including the new
Mimesis 36/Mimesis 10 reference CD
33
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Model C/V to the superb Music &
Cinema Reference with its DSP compensation for room acoustics, were consistently winning favorable reviews. But
when Snell's network of dealers tried to
stock up on product, their back orders
increasingly went unfilled. It's unclear
whether the company wasn't keeping
enough parts in stock, or whether business-administration problems at the factory were blocking the final assembly
and testing of enough finished speakers.
Whatever the case, not enough finished
speakers were being made to fulfill
dealer orders.
As he'd done at NAD, Lyngdorf
brought afresh infusion of operating
capital to Snell, along with anew dose
of efficient business management. In
business tenus, Lyngdorf acquired majority ownership of Snell by purchasing
the shares formerly owned by President
William Osgood. (Osgood remains active with the company as aconsultant.)
The new Acting President at Snell is
Graham Hallett, who shares my enUS: Peter W. Mitchell
thusiasm for the potential of the DSP
Major changes occurred at Snell
room-correction system.
Acoustics in November. The company
Back in Los Angeles, Kevin Voecks
acquired a major infusion of working
has decided to leave Snell and launch an
capital from Danish investor Peter Lyngentirely new high-end speaker line, as
dorf, who also appointed new executives
to run the company. Meanwhile, for yet unnamed. The new company won't
have to start small: start-up financing
many years most Snell loudspeakers have
will come from Sandy Berlin, cobeen designed in Los Angeles by Kevin
founder of Madrigal Audio. Like MadriVoecks, with the assistance of engineer
gal, the new company will operate as an
Mark Peterson, usually relying on meaindependent subsidiary of Harman Insurements and listening tests from the
dustries, meaning that Voecks will have
National Research Council in Ottawa (a
access to JBL:s library of driver research
world-class speaker-testing facility creatand to the new testing facilities that
ed by the work of Floyd Toole). Voecks
Floyd Took has been developing for
and Peterson have decided to leave Snell
and launch a new high-end brand of the Harman family of companies.
their own. Details later.
US: Larry Greenhill
Lyngdorf began as asuccessful disPeter Mitchell reports above on the
tributor of hi-fi components in Denacquisition of the remaining 50% of
mark and neighboring countries,
Snell Acoustics stock from its current
through acompany named AudioNord.
owner, Dr. William Osgood, by the
(Since Iwas aconsultant for NAD ElecDanish-based AudioNord consortium.
tronics in those days, Icame to know
Peter Lyngdorf, now the sole owner of
Lyngdorf as asuccessful NAD distribuSnell Acoustics and President of Autor.) He also showed aflair for speaker
design through his successful line of dioNord, was reached in his Aarhus,
Denmark, office for aphone interview.
DALI speakers. Two years ago, when
He stated, "Although the company was
NAD needed an infusion of cash in
in aweak financial situation during the
order to switch from several Taiwanese
last seven to eight months, the product
factories to Onkyo as its principal OEM
did not suffer—in fact, the dealers
manufacturer, Lyngdorf supplied the
capital. There was abrief spate of con- were not able to get enough product.
Last year was the best sales year for
fusion about whether Onlcyo would
Snell." Now, after Osgood's sale and dealso handle NAD's product distribution
in the US, but that was aseparate issue. parture, Lyngdorf promises "to make
sure that Snell Acoustics has the cash
In recent months, it became increasflow to assure availability of product."
ingly clear that the Snell Acoustics facHe plans to seek amore aggressive sales
tory was experiencing growing pains.
New Snell designs, from the popular policy, including better parts supply;

system. On Thursday January 18, Peter
Bohacek of Ayre Acoustics will present
the eagerly anticipated K3 control
amplifier and discuss the V3 power
amp. On Thursday January 25, Gifted
Listener will host a musical evening
with Linn Hi Fi's Jan Donaldson and
Alex Montenegro — who will present
Linn's newest offerings for 1996, including new speakers and the latest additions
to the ICnekt full-house system. On
Thursday February 1, Bill Peugh and
Karl Schuster of Metaphor Acoustic
Designs will visit to talk to gifted listeners about the Metaphor 2and to show
off their newest (and most affordable)
loudspeaker. For all events: doors open
at 7pm for refreshments; presentations
begin at 7:45. Call (703) 818-8000 for
reservations or information.
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more attractive financial policies for
dealers; better promotion; and more advertising in high-end magazines. Asked
about Voecks' departure, Lyngdorf acknowledged the designer's strong contribution to the present product line,
and awish to bring him back to Snell. If
this does not work, Lyngdorf plans to
"look aggressively for anew designer."
Reached in Los Angeles, Voecks was
equally optimistic about the future of
Snell Acoustics. He was confident that
the company would be "resuming full
production" this month, and be "much
better than it has been." With Peter
Lyngdorf owning the company and
Graham Hallett running it, he thinks
Snell will develop "good business practices" with superb dealer relationships
and great customer service. For himself,
however, Voecks is planning to form a
new high-end loudspeaker company
that will be "very well financed" from
the start. How might he improve on
high-end speakers such as the justreleased, $19,000 Snell Reference A system he designed? Voecks answered that
his new company will produce even
more upscale loudspeakers to compete,
for example, with the $67,500 Wilson
Audio Specialties X-1/Grand SLAMM
system.
Peter Lyngdorf emphasized how
proud he is of Snell's loudspeaker line,
which makes owning the company at
this time an exciting investment. For
him, Snell Acoustics has two outstanding assets: quality products and dedicated workers. The loudspeakers excel in
woodworking and sonics, and the manufacturing staff is "full of capable and
committed workers." He went on to
state, "Luckily, we can say that Snell is
not in need of anew product." Therefore, he'll concentrate on fine-tuning
the present product line: redesigning
the speaker grilles and replacing the
Snell Reference Type A System's small
electronic crossover unit with a fullsized, heavier chassis with balanced inputs and outputs. Current owners will
be offered an upgrade to the redesigned
crossover at minimal or no cost.
New financing allows Snell Acoustics
to proceed with products already
designed but not manufactured. This
includes the development of its digital
signal processing (DSP) RCS-1000
Digital Room Correcting System. Implementation of the DSP line will involve collaboration with Rabomiar Bozovic, aDSP engineer working at BNK
Electronics, Inc., in Englewood, New
Jersey. Snell Acoustics plans to manufacture the six-channel RCS-1000 room35
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300B users.. Imaging? It could teach the PC cretins athing or two
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Ken Kessler, HiFi News (St Record Review, September 1995
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correction system as part of atop-end
Home Theater system. Lyngdorf plans
for aslower introduction of digital room
correction into the audiophile market,
for more careful listening will be needed to develop the correct target curve for
atwo-channel audiophile system.
However, DSP room correction will
allow Snell Acoustics to design loudspeakers using different parameters. For
example, aloudspeaker first can be optimized for low distortion and wide dispersion, and later the frequency response can be corrected electronically
with DSP.

•

20-bit, 24-bit). According to Smith, a
16-bit, 44.1kHz CD made from a
Direct Stream Digital master sounds
significantly better than one made from
aconventionally coded digital master.
Because Sony is proposing anew digital recording standard, it needs the support of other professional hardware
manufacturers, producers, and mastering engineers for the new system to
achieve widespread use. Moreover, the
long product cycles associated with professional products suggests that it may
be years before DSD is acommercial
reality. Of course, it remains to be heard
if this unusual approach results in more
musical-sounding CDs.

Japan: Wes Phillips

Keizo Yamanaka, one of Japan's most
respected audio critics, died November
6, 1995 of heart failure at age 63. Born
At the Audio Engineering Society conSeptember 21, 1932, to a family that
vention last October in New York (see
report elsewhere in this issue), Icaught loved Western Classical music, he
earned an Economics degree at Musahi
wind of anew digital encoding scheme
University. Yamanaka attributed his
being developed by Sony. David Smith,
love of audio to his exposure to his
Director of Audio Operations at Sony
Music Studios in New York, provided a older brother's HMV 203 gramophone.
He was a founding member of the
hint of the new process during amastering workshop, then provided me Japan Audio Society, joining while a
student, and was instrumental in estabwith some details later.
lishing the Japan Audio Fair —now
The new encoding technique is
celebrating its 44th year.
called DSD, for "Direct Stream DigAs one of the first Japanese audioital." The encoder uses aDelta-Sigma
(1-bit) modulator running at 64x-over- philes to appreciate foreign hi-fi components, Yamanaka championed worthy
sampling to produce an encoded digital
signal with more than 100kHz band- products from other countries. He also
width and 120dB dynamic range. This was one of the earliest proponents of the
then-radical practice of reviewing prohigh-resolution digital signal is stored
ducts based on the way they sounded, as
on aprofessional digital recorder, then
opposed to the more common practice
converted to whatever sampling freof reporting their measurements.
quency and word length are required
He was primarily associated with
for the consumer release format.
By creating asingle-format profes- Stereo Sound magazine, having written
for them since the magazine's inception
sional encoder from which digital sigin 1966, although he also contributed to
nals with variable sampling rates and
resolutions can be made, Sony is posi- HiVi, Record Getjutsu, and other publications. He welcomed new technology
tioning themselves for the new highdensity CDs on their way. The new and new ideas—he was one of the first
"Super CD," which can store much Japanese audiophiles to construct aprihigher-resolution digital audio, still has vate Home Theater system, having
no established standard for number of added aCRT video projector to ahighchannels, sampling frequency, or word end audio system in the early '80s. He
actively lobbied for higher-quality
length. Moreover, these parameters
video sources, believing them essential
may be flexible, and specified by the
to the appreciation of the art of cinema.
program producer. Sony's DSD highMore recently, he had been exploring
resolution digital master addresses the
new entertainment fields involving
challenges created by HDCD.
computers, networking, and audio and
Specifically, the encoder incorporates aprogrammable decimation filter video digital processing.
His love of, and commitment to,
that later converts the recorded bitmusical excellence were unquestionstream into avariety of formats. The
user can select between four sampling able. It is perhaps fitting that he died
rates (44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, while attending aperformance of the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.
96kHz) and three precisions (16-bit,

Japan: Robert Harley
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Yamanaka's death is keenly felt here
in the US; he had forged close personal
relationships with many of the high-end
companies that export their products to
Japan. The world of audio seems smaller for his passing. Stereophile extends its
condolences to our colleagues at Stereo
Sound, and to the Japanese audio community, on their loss.

US: Wes Phillips

We get press releases constantly that announce new products, limn the virtues
of existing ones, or trumpet the latest
award won by landmark designs. What
no one here at Stereophile Central can
recall, however, is ever reading apress
release dissecting the reasons for terminating arespected product or marque.
We reproduce the following letter from
Parasound because it does, in fact, do
just that, and also offers an instructive
analysis of the market forces that led
them to such adecision.
`To Members of the Press
From Richard Schram, Parasound
November 1, 1995
"Spica has along and illustrious history as an innovative and value-conscious audiophile speaker manufacturer.
It was the enormous talent behind Spica
designs, acclaimed by amultitude of reviews, and the quality of Spica retailers
that made Spica an appealing acquisition for Parasound in late 1993.
"However, by the time Parasound
brought the new TC-60 to market in
the summer of 1994, many conditions
had changed, presenting unexpected
and daunting obstacles.
". We were anticipating sales from
our Spica dealers, but we found many
of them weakened and suffering slow
traffic because of their refusal to embrace Home Theater. Many of the dealers on whom we were counting could
not qualify for open credit lines, and
many had already gone out of business.
". The TC-60, despite its numerous
wonderful reviews, has fought an uphill
battle for the attention of retailers who
consider it handicapped as asingle SKU
[Stock Keeping Unit] 'orphan.'
". It was underpriced to capture the
audiophile monitor/stand market. Our
value pricing strategy backfired and
we've been advised that many more
audiophiles would have preferred a'PC60 in the $1500 range as a'pride of
ownership' product.
". Finally, it has not been accepted as
37
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40W+40W Single-Ended Power Amplifier

Single-Ended Parallel Pentode, Pure Class A Zero Feedback Ultra Linear, 6x5881 + 2x6SN7,
Parallel to 80W Mono, Choke Filter Power Supply, Unit Weight 45Ibs.
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US$980

TrunsfOrtner Coupled Pre-Amplifier

Single-Ended Triode, Pure Class A Zero Feedback Single Stage, 1x6922 + Output
Transformers, Fully Regulated & Shielded Power Supply, 6 RCA Inputs, 1 Record
Select, 2 x RCA, Headphone & XLR Balanced Output, Optional Phono.

US$880

Proudly Made In USA
Contact Solo Electronics for more information or adealer nearest you
2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward CA 94545 Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657
Golden Tube Audio is a trademark of Solo Electronics

aHome Theater product owing to its
appearance, essential for its performance, the necessity of using stands, and
the dependence on aquality subwoofer
for robust bass extension below 40Hz.
"It is now evident that to compete
these days, any speaker brand must be a
full line which includes a complete
Home Theater package. However, to
make awhole Spica package for Home
Theater could not possibly be an
overnight project. Spica's designs have
always focused on the precise imaging
achievable with stereo, and after 14 years
of perfecting this craft, it would require
amajor turnaround of design philosophy to accept the inevitable compromises obliged by 'Home Theater.'

WE
HAVE DECIDED
TO SUSPEND R&D
FOR NEW SPICA MODELS."
44

"There is considerable doubt that a
window of opportunity would remain
open by the time Spica could bring out
its own Home Theater speakers. In a
market already over-served by an excess
of speaker brands, it seems inescapable
that even Spica's legendary natural
sound and dedication to value would
not be compelling enough reasons to
assure its success. Simply stated, it would
be abig investment with risk.
"Therefore, we have decided to suspend R&D for new models. Our Albuquerque factory will continue building
TC-60s through at least spring 1996. A
decision regarding future TC-60 production and reconsidering new models
hinges upon whether we can reduce
our inventory and stabilize sales over
the next several months.
"In the event the factory does close,
we will continue to honor Spica TC-60
warranties and provide parts and service
for older Spica models, including the
TC-50, for which we have alarge stock
of drivers which were specially manufactured for us. Every Spica TC-60 purchase is protected for many years to
come.
"Certainly the Spica TC-60 is destined to pass into the Audio Hall of
Fame as one of the finest designs ever
produced and a beloved collector's
item."
It always saddens us to see arespected design pass from the audio scene.
S
TEREOPHILE, J
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US: Robert Harley

The commercial success of Audio
Alchemy's Resolution Enhancement
processing, used in their DTI•Pro and
DTI•Pro 32 jitter attenuators, inspired
the company to adapt the technology to
the recording end of the chain. Rather
than perform Resolution Enhancement
in real-time as the CD is played back,
Audio Alchemy developed CD mastering hardware that performs similar processing so listeners get the DTI-Pro's
benefit without aDTI•Pro or DTI•Pro
32 in their systems. (Audio Alchemy
claims that using aDTI•Pro or Pro 32
on playback further increases the sonic
performance of the recorded Resolution Enhancement.)
Audio data are recorded on acomputer hard-disk drive, then resolution-enhanced using the processing power of a
Pentium-based PC. The enhanced data
are stored for later output to arecording
medium such as Compact Disc Recordable (CDR). The processing algorithms
are similar to those found in the DTI•Pro
32, but can be vastly more sophisticated
because of the greater computing horsepower available and the ability to run
slower than real-time. In fact, it takes two
hours on aPentium 120 PC to process
just three minutes of music.
Audio Alchemy envisions aprocess
in which acustomer sends a CD to
them, then receives aprocessed CDR in
return. This CD remastering is expected to cost $30-40. As you may imagine,
significant copyright problems are assodated with this venture. Audio Alchemy is trying to resolve the copyright
issues and have the process on-line for
accepting customer discs by January.
Audio Alchemy loaned me aCDR
containing pairs of music samples with
and without this resolution-enhancement processing. Ifirst listened several
times to atrack recorded from aRobert
Cray disc, unprocessed, to get familiar
with the disc's sound. When Iplayed
the processed version, Ithought Iwas
hearing a different recording. Where
the bass guitar had been indistinct and
a little mushy, the processed version
was tighter and more articulate, with
greater body and weight. The improvement in soundstaging was similarly
impressive. Images became more
focused, with asense of air and space
around them. It was much easier to
hear the spatial relationships between
instruments in the recording. It was as
though the processing acted like afocus
control, snapping asomewhat blurred
image into razor-sharp definition. The
clarity and transparency were signifi-

cantly better from the processed version, with amore vivid and immediate
rendering. In short, the recorded disc
had the attributes Ihear from using a
DTI•Pro or DTI•Pro 32 on playback.
Because this technique of rerecording aCD isn't practical for widespread
use, Audio Alchemy has developed a
mastering system that processes the data
before the CDs are manufactured. The
mastering system is abox that takes in
AES/EBU data and splits the signal into
eight band-limited datastreams that are
fed to eight Audio Alchemy DTI.Pro 32
processors. Each DTI•Pro 32 operates
on anarrow frequency band. The box
then combines the eight processed signals for output on an AES/EBU interface. The processed data are recorded for
delivery to the CD mastering plant.
Audio Alchemy calls this mastering system ERD, for Enhanced Resolution Device. No price has been set, but the package is expected to sell for about $10,000.
Some mastering engineers now use a
single DTI•Pro 32 to process their projects. Tom Jung of DMP uses the
DTI•Pro with the Resolution Enhancement off when making digital-to-digital
transfers, then uses Resolution Enhancement in making the final master
from which CDs will be made. Similarly, the last four AudioQuest CDs,
including this issue's "Recording of the
Month," have been processed by asingle
DTI•Pro 32 by mastering engineer Bernie Grundman. (The DTI-processed
AudioQuest discs are identified with a
credit.) The new ERD system is reportedly vastly better than asingle DTI•Pro
32—and better than the PC-based
processing used on the demonstration
disc Iheard. Audio Alchemy intends to
demonstrate the ERD system at the
January Consumer Electronics Show in
Las Vegas.

US: Wes Phillips

Virginia: Metaphor Acoustic Designs,
Ltd. has moved. Their new address:
14221A Willard Road, #400, Chantilly,
VA 22020. The phone number remains
(703) 815-0082, the fax (703) 631-6034.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

At the Audio Engineering Society's fall
convention, Sony's most publicized new
product was also its most costly: a48track all-digital studio mixing console
priced at a cool $800,000. That may
seem steep, but sources at Sony said the
development of the console involved 10
years and perhaps $10 million. Since a
large part of the design work took place
in England as well as in Japan, the
39
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"Oxford" console had its official worldwide debut in Basingstoke, England, a
few weeks before the New York ABS
convention.
Since US observers aren't accustomed to regarding Sony as an important maker of mixing consoles, this introduction came as something of asurprise. Actually, as Sony CEO Norio
Ohga told Pro Sound News, mixers are
nothing new at Sony: the company's
very first product in 1947 was abasic
mixer for use at radio stations. Sony
didn't become known in the US until
the mid-'50s, with its first transistor
radios, followed by Superscope's decision around 1956 to begin importing
Sony tape recorders.
Aside from the very fact of its existence, the biggest news about the new
digital Sony mixer is that it features full
24-bit resolution on all inputs and outputs. All mixing and internal digital processing is done to 32-bit precision, and
all internal data pathways maintain 24bit resolution. Of course, most of
today's digital recorders are designed for
16-bit operation in order to fit the needs
of the CD. Therefore, the mixer includes aword-splitter at its outputs, so a
conventional 48-channel digital recorder can store 24 channels of 24-bit
audio on its 48 tracks, and several such
recorders can be linked to handle up to
96 channels.
Although the claim of 24-bit resolution probably is correct for line-level
inputs and outputs, it becomes less clear
with microphone inputs. For alinear
PCM input stage, resolution in bits becomes astatement of distortion or signal/noise ratio. That, in turn, is meaningless unless the signal level or reference level is specified. Assuming this is
done correctly, what is the value of 24bit inputs?
After adozen years of living with the
16-bit CD standard, in recent months
we've become rather casual about the
improvements that would be needed to
step up to either 20-bit or 24-bit encoding. It's easy to forget what dramatic changes in encoding accuracy these
would be, and how difficult to achieve.
To establish abaseline, consider just
the 2-bit upgrade from the 16-bit CD
standard to anew level of 18 bits. Each
1-bit upgrade in resolution means that
the residual noise level has been cut in
half (6dB), and that any quantizing distortion has also been cut in half So the
2-bit upgrade from 16 bits to 18 means
arather dramatic I2dB reduction of residual noise (more than the noise benefit provided by Dolby B), along with a
STEREOPH ILE, J
ANUARY 1996

4:1 reduction of any quantizing distortion.
A further 2-bit upgrade, from 18-bit
resolution to 20 bits, provides another
12dB of noise reduction, for atotal improvement of 24dB over the CD standard. Thus the residual background
noise of a20-bit CD would be not the
—96dB of today, but —120dB. (Few
amplifiers are this noise-free.) The 20bit CD also provides afurther 4:1 reduction in quantizing distortion, for a
total 16:1 improvement over the CD.

W HAT IS THE VALUE
OF ENCODING
WITH 2
4
-BIT
RESOLUTION?

when you add up 48 channels of residual noise, they want the sound to still be
of 20-bit quality.

US: Wes Phillips

The Electronic Industries Association's
(EIA) board of Governors has voted to
promote its Consumer Electronics
Group (CEG) branch to "full industry
sector status," renaming the organization the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA). CEG
Vice President Gary Shapiro was named
president of CEMA, but remains acorporate VP for EIA.
The name change was implemented
in order to "more clearly define the association's role as the representative of
the consumer electronics industry," explained EIA Vice President Cynthia
Upson. "Another goal is to clarify what
the consumer electronics industry is."
According to a press release, "The
name change reflects the growing importance of the consumer electronics
industry and its increasing US strength,
especially in exports." CEMA's stated
primary mission is to raise the awareness of government regulatory agencies,
the media, and consumers as to the existence of the consumer electronics sector, and to promote the aims and goals
of the industry.

We've seen the dramatic change that
occurs when the 16-bit resolution of
the CD is raised to 20 bits: a24dB
reduction in residual noise together
with a16:1 reduction in quantizing distortion. Obviously the same change
would occur again were we to raise the
encoding resolution from 20 to 24 bits:
a further improvement by 24dB in
S/N ratio, from atotal of 120dB to a US: Robert Harley
Many advancements in the professional
net of 144dB, accompanied by another
audio world have been spurred by the
16:1 reduction in quantizing distortion.
comments of critical listeners. For some
I reiterate my question of several
paragraphs ago: what is the value of reason, academics at the cutting edge of
audio technology don't seem to use
encoding with 24-bit resolution, assumtheir own critical listening skills to
ing that it could be achieved? The anguide their work. Instead, they tend to
swer: with asingle input, probably very
rely solely on theory and measurement,
little value at all. Correctly done, 20-bit
with afew looking to the world of highencoding probably is very close to the
audible limit of quality; any further end audio for direction.
This truism was exemplified by the
improvements beyond 20-bit quality
probably would be very subtle and dif- workshop on jitter at the Audio
Engineering Society convention last
ficult to hear.
October in New York. The workshop,
But note the qualifying phrase: "a sincalled "Jitter: Is it aProblem?," reflected
gle input." In a48-track mixe4 all 48
agrowing awareness ofjitter effects on
sources of noise and distortion progresdigitally reproduced music.' When the
sively add their contributions to the final
audiophile press starting discussing jitter
mix. The contribution of each input to
afew years ago, the idea seemed crazy
the total noise and distortion can't be
that variations in digital audio sound
known in advance; it must depend on
the individual settings of the 48 mixer quality could exist when the digital data
representing the music were identical.
inputs. But on the average, things will
add randomly, following statistical rules, But six years after the publication of the
first jitter articles in the high-end press?
meaning that the total noise and distortion probably will be proportional to the
square root of the number of channels.
1For new readers, "jitter" refers to timing errors in
Thus a48-channel mix is likely to be
digital audio. Jitter contributes to variations in digital
audio
sound quality even though the data representing
seven times noisier than asingle input.
the music are unchanged. For example, different levels
And that, in anutshell, is why recordofjitter, with different spectra, explain why CI) transpons and digital cables can sound different.
ing studios care about 24-bit resolution:
41
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MSeries Cable Technology From Monster Cable® Delivers
True Performance Without the Nonsense.
Nowadays you hear alot of talk about technology. But only the new M Series by Monster Cable
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the most serious minds in audio were
publicly discussing jitter's effects on
sound quality, presenting methods of
measuring jitter, and describing techniques to reduce it. Indeed, after the jitter workshop, aresearch scientist said to
me, "It takes guys like you to tell guys
like us what we should be working on."
In aCD player or digital processor, a
clock tells the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) when to convert each digital
number to an analog value. If this clock
has even minute timing errors, the samples arc reconstructed at the wrong time.
The right sample at the wrong time adds
noise and distortion to the music. This is
called "clock jitter."
"Interface jitter" occurs in the cable
transmitting digital audio—between a
CD transport and digital processor, for
example. Interface jitter often gets
through the digital processor's input receiver and ends up as sound-degrading
"word-clock jitter."
As further evidence of this growing
jitter awareness, the AES is about to reduce the maximum allowable jitter in
the AES/EBU interface specification.
In addition, Philips and Sony have revised the famous "Red Book" CD specification to include amaximum jitter
spec in the signal recovered from the
CD —the first revision of the Red
Book since its introduction 15 years ago.
Panelists for the jitter workshop were
Bob Adams of Analog Devices, Richard
Cabot of Audio Precision, Barry McKibben of Tektronix, and John Paulos
of Crystal Semiconductor with Julian
Dunn of Prism Sound as chairman.
(Bob Stuart of Meridian Audio was
scheduled to appear but could not attend. Bob's extensive theoretical and
practical insights into jitter were sorely
missed: he could have contributed
greatly.)
Each panelist gave ashort presentation, followed by general discussion and
questions from the audience. Bob
Adams, primary developer of the Analog Devices AD1890 Asynchronous
Sampling Rate Converter, suggested
that the AI) 1890 shouldn't be used for
jitter attenuation if the sampling rate
doesn't need conversion. The AD1890,
which is the basis of the Digital Domain
VSP jitter attenuator I reviewed in
Vol.17 No.11, effectively suppresses jitter but changes the value of every audio
sample slightly—an undesirable side
effect.
The panelists discussed other methods of reducing jitter, particularly the
2See -Industry Update, Stenvphile, September 1989,
Vol.12 No.9, pp36-47.
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ducts, and that these products should
meet aformalized specification. Many
current digital audio products with digital inputs and outputs add large
amounts ofjitter to the AES/EBU signal. With long cable runs and these jitter-inducing devices in the chain, the
next receiving device may not even be
able to lock to the signal. The proposed
jitter specifications are aimed at making
all digital audio equipment work
together without having to worry about
jitter.
Richard Cabot of Audio Predsion4
HILIPS AND SONY
demonstrated the powerful jitter-measurement functions of the company's
HAVE REVISED THE
new System Two audio test system. The
FAMOUS "RED BOOK" TO
System Two's digital signal generator
can be programmed to introduce jitter
INCLUDE A MAXIMUM
in the AES/EBU datastream. The jitter
type, amplitude, and frequency can all
JITTER SPECIFICATION IN
be specified. The device's jitter transfer
function can be characterized by feeding
THE SIGNAL RECOVERED
this jittered signal to the device under
test and measuring the output jittet The
FROM THE CD.
device's outputjitter can be plotted spectrally and compared to the input jitter
John Paulos of Crystal Semiconspectrum. This lets you see the device's
ductor talked about how different DAC
effects on interface jitter.
designs respond very differendy to jitter.
A perfect application of this test is
Specifically, some kinds of 1-bit DACs
measuring jitter attenuators that are inare vastly more sensitive to jitter than
serted between aCD transport and adigare multibit DACs. A jitter level that
may just be on the verge of introducing ital processor. You could measure and
plot acertain transport's output jitter,
audible problems in amultibit DAC is
totally unacceptable in aparticular 1-bit then compare it to the output jitter of a
design. A question from the audience jitter attenuator when fed by that transport. By combining this measurement
about getting optimum performance
from Crystal's CS8412 input receiver technique with critical listening, it may
be possible to better understand how
and CS4328 DAC prompted Paulos to
much interface jitter is audible with cerstate that this combination can be greattain digital processors, and study the
ly improved with additional jitterreduction circuitry such as a second effects of the jittees spectrum on sound
quality. Ironically, this test was develPLL; the CS84I2's 200-picosecond jitoped primarily to let manufacturers deter spec isn't low enough to get optisign equipment that doesn't add jitter to
mum performance from 1-bit DACs
the sipal —as many professional prothat don't use an internal switched
ducts do.
capacitor network.3
After the jitter workshop, Iwas given
Another panelist suggested that the
aprivate demonstration of apotentially
performance of 1-bit DACs can be
degraded by as little as afew picosec- powerful new jitter analyzer. The comonds ofjitter. (To illustrate how short a puter-based measurement system,
time afew picoseconds is: it takes light which connects to high-end HewlettPackard digital-storage oscilloscopes,
100ps to travel an inch.)
analyzes and displays all kinds of inforJulian Dunn, who has spearheaded
mation about the timing of any clock
the campaign to reduce the maximum
signal that is input to the system. For
allowable jitter in the AES/EBU interexample, you can tell the system to disface specification, described the proplay the shortest or longest interval beposed specifications and suggested
tween clock edges from the cycles
standards for measuring interface jitter.
stored in the 'scope's memory. The
He contended that professional equipment manufacturers should be aware
of the jitter performance of their pro4It's interesting to contrast Richard Cabot's views on

effectiveness of dual Phase Locked
Loops in the input receiver. The jitter
transfer functions of various input receiver designs were shown, and the
dual-PLL approach was considered the
best. The Meridian digital processors all
use dual PLLs, and the UltraAnalog
AES20 and AES21 low-jitter input
receivers are based on adual-PLL architecture.

P

3I've heard from someone who has measured many
CS8412s that their intrinsic jitter varies from about
150ps to 400ps.

jitter five years ago (see my interview widi him in
Stinwhile, January 1991, Vol.14 No.1, pp.102-115) with
the existence of the sophisticated jitter-measurement
capability of the Audio Precision System Two.
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package was designed by independent
consultant Michael Williams, with input from Peter Madnick of Audio Alchemy about what aspects of the clock
are important in the audio world.
Williams specializes in designing, measuring, and analyzing high-speed clocks
in computers with extremely low jitter
tolerance. The new system had some
glitches during the demonstration, but
is acknowledged to be a work in
progress. The price for the software and
adigital storage 'scope starts at about
$20,000 for resolution in the tens of
picoseconds, and up to $30,000 for resolution below 10ps.5
The subject of jitter was also on the
minds of the mastering engineers who
took part in apanel discussion called
"Mastering: 20-bit and Beyond." The
panel, moderated by Bob Katz of
Digital Domain in New York (and engineer of the superb Chesky recordings), was aWho's Who of mastering engineers. The panel consisted of Tom
Jung (DMP Records), Bob Ludwig
(Gateway Mastering Studios), Glen
Meadows (Masterfonics), and David
Smith (Sony Music Studios). Katz and
the four panelists had more than 100
years' combined mastering experience.
The most interesting jitter revelation
came from David Smith. He related
how he was called in to find out why a
Sony artist was less than satisfied with a
CD test pressing. Investigation revealed
that the CD test pressing sounded different from the master tape even though
the CD and master contained identical
data. Smith went to Sony's CD-manufacturing facility and installed aSuper
Bit Mapping box (which also functions
as ajitter-reduction device) in the CD
mastering machine to reclock the data
before they were recorded on the glass
master disc (the SBM processing was
turned off). Everyone who heard discs
made with and without the reclocking
circuit agreed that the redocked CD
sounded better. The specific comments
about the difference in sound quality are
starting to become familiar: wider and
deeper soundstage, more high-frequency air, greater resolution of low-level
detail, and tighter, deeper bass.
Encouraged by the improvement in
sound quality, Sony developed amastering system that puts the entire audio
program into Random Access Memory
(RAM) for output to the glass master.
The usual method is to read the data
from atape as the disc is cut. This new
5Michael Williams is owner and principal consultant
of Amherst Systems Associates Inc. Tel: (413) 5965354.
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technique eliminates clocking the data
out with jitter-prone clocks derived
from the rotational speed of the glass
master.
Using sophisticated wavelet-analysis
techniques to examine the final analog
output signal from CDs made with and
without jitter-reduction techniques,
Smith has discovered that these jitterreduction methods at the CD mastering
stage indeed have ameasurable effect
on the analog audio signal. By combining the wavelet analysis with jitter measurements in the EFM signal recovered
from the CD (using atime-interval analyzer), Smith has shown that jitter on
the CD affects the analog output signal.
This verification of listeners' perceptions by technical analysis is abreakthrough.

THE CD TEST
PRESSING SOUNDED
DIFFERENT FROM
THE MASTER TAPE
EVEN THOUGH
THE CD AND MASTER
CONTAINED IDENTICAL
DATA.
Perhaps this phenomenon explains
some of the comments made by other
panelists at the mastering workshop. Every panelist went on the record to say that
CDs made from the same master tape,
but at different CD plants, can sound different. Tom Jung re ..tied hearing differences between .
•erent CD substrate
materials (standard polycarbonate vs
Zeonex, for example), and between gold
and aluminum metalization.
An audience member asked the panelists if they could hear adifference between two signals recorded on aharddisk drive, one originally with high jitter, the other with low jitter. Ludwig
and Katz thought that jitter wasn't removed by recording and playing back
the signal on ahard-disk drive.
The panelists agreed that jitter affects
the quality of the final product, particularly as 20-bit recording becomes more
prevalent. Tom Jung is so concerned
about jitter than Don Moses of Wadia
Digital is creating for him an ultrapredse atomic plasma master clock to
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"Based on our time with the SDP1.
surround sound is the essential next step in
home music reproduction...
Most importantly, the two main channels pass through to the main amplifier.
untouched. Execution is half the battle and
ARC has applied their high standards to
the SDP1. This is reflected not only in the
build quality, but in the design of the
digital delay circuitry and the circuits that
derive the ambient and center channel
information. The approach is purist...
We want to buy into the illusion that a
live music event is happening in our
homes... The ARC SDP1 helped me get
much closer to that illusion...
Adding surround sound through the
SDP1 was like switching from solid state to
tubes without sacrificing the resolution...
The SDP1 weaves its most powerful spell
on concert recordings...
With the SDP1, the listener cannot avoid
involvement and it takes much less effort
to suspend disbelief...
The SDP1 removes the wall; it restores
the continuum of sound between the
instruments and the listener. This effect
is subtle but profound. It is arevolutionary
improvement in the credibility of reproduced music."
By Tom MiiIler
Reprinted from
THE AUDIO ADVENTURE
April 1995, Vol 2, Issue 4

PURE. SIMPLE.
NATURAL.

The critics agree.
The Audio Research SDP1 plays music
with superb sonic fidelity, much better
than other surround processors.
As things stand today. the Audio
Research SDP1 is clearly focused at the
listener who is unwilling to compromise
the basic sonic fidelity and spatial imaging
of the front stage space. who is unwilling
to settle for less music than he hears today
from his high end stereo system.
On music recordings. all the musical
information is up front in this front stage
space. All other surround processors
degrade this vital information. Only the
SDP1 does not.
In fact, the SDP Ican enhance this front
stage information. The SDP1 can help the
center stage space become deeper. richer.
and more realistic, enhancing the believability of the musical event on stage. It can
even improve the apparent fidelity of instruments playing center stage. The natural
musical nuances of each instrument can be
more clearly heard when each instrument
is surrounded by its own portion of believable stage space.
Congratulations to Audio Research for
having the courage to uphold their tradition

and stick to their guns. It's paid off with a
unique surround processor that redefines
the fidelity standard for music lovers interested in surround sound."
By J. Peter Moncrieff
Reprinted from
IAR HOTLINE! 68-70
December 1994

-For those of us who have succumbed
to the enticements of surround-sound for
music. Audio Research's SDP1 is... cause
for rejoicing because someone has finally
done music surround right...

Audio Research is. to my knowledge,
the first company to offer completely distortionless stereo channels in asurround
decoder...
Iwasn't surprised to find the SDP1 the
best-sounding surround decoder I've ever
heard—or, rather, not heard...I could hear
no "sound" from the decoder whatsoever...
Iguarantee you won't find another surround decoder that has any less effect on
the front channels than this one...
If you have any misgivings about getting
into surround-sound for your music listening. the Audio Research SDP Ishould dispel
them. It passes the all-important front
channels completely unscathed, it does as
good ajob as any decoder can with the
surround channels..."
By J. Gordon Holt
Reprinted from
STEREOPHILE
Vol. 18. No 8. August 1995
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which all his recording equipment will
be locked!
Jitter was just one topic of discussion
at the mastering workshop. The engineers also described how much better
CDs sound today because of improved
analog-to-digital converters and 20-bit
recording and mastering. Ludwig went
so far as to say that 16-bit digital audio is
"dead." He also said that 75% of his
clients mix to analog tape as amatter of
sonic choice. Smith made the point that
24-bit editing improves sound quality,
even though the AID converter may
have had 20-bit resolution. He also said
that low-level artifacts that can't be
measured are audible, and that 20-bit
A/D conversion produces better sound
even though the source may have high
noise and distortion. Jung added that
low-level performance improves from
the additional bits, and the soundstage
gets deeper.
On the subject of HDCD,e the
panel had mixed feelings. Katz didn't
like the idea that non—HDCD-encoded
discs must be attenuated by 6dB in all
HDCD-equipped CD players and digital processors. He thought that this level
difference unfairly "stacks the deck" in favor of HDCD.6 Ludwig wanted to hear
HDCD for himself after hearing Keith
Johnson's HDCD recordings, which
had sonic qualities he described as
"unique in my experience." Ludwig
thought HDCD is a"bridge technology" until the high-density CD is introduced, although that format is three
years away. Still, Ludwig thought that
16-bit digital audio will be around in
some form for a long time, and that
HDCD could be beneficial in the long
term. Smith reported his favorable opinion of the PMD100 HDCD decoder/
filter chip now used in all HDCD-based
processors. He liked the output dither
options and adjustable de-glitch timing,
and called the filter's sound quality on
conventionally coded CDs "far beyond
anything commercially produced."
In the demonstration rooms near the
exhibits, Iheard an example of stereo
digital audio coded at only 64kb/s.
That's less than 1
/0the data rate from a
2
CD. The compression system, called
APT-Q, is proposed by AT&T and Audio Processing Technology (APT) as a
means of delivering audio over directdial digital telephone lines. The demonstration included direct comparisons between coded and non-coded music, for
any duration we wanted, and with
6 Idon't

like the fax that the 6dB of attenuation is
often perfomied in the digital domain at the expense
of 1hit of resolution.
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CDS MADE FROM
THE SAME MASTER TAPE,
BUT AT DIFFERENT
CD PLANTS, CAN
SOUND DIFFERENT.
whatever program material we chose.
Tisis openness is highly unusual; most
low—bit-rate coder demonstrations are
carefully controlled to prevent listeners
from hearing the system's flaws. Although the APT-Q algorithm produced
some easily identifiable artifacts, it was
surprisingly good for the ridiculously
low data rate. The technology may be
ideal for applications such as downloading samples of music from the Internet
to decide if you want to buy the record.
Acoustic Sciences Corporation, makers of Tube Traps, showed anew acoustic treatment product they claim is six
times more effective than flat wall panels. The treatment, called the Sound
Flag, consists of aseries of small triangular panels that attach to awall and ceiling and protrude slightly into the room.
The 2"-thick panels range in size from
1' by l' to 2' by 4'. A set of twelve 1' by
2' Sound Flags sells for $288.
At the papers sessions, interest was
high in the new high-density compact
disc just on the horizon. The new disc,
which has as much as 25 times the storage capacity of astandard CD, will hold
high-quality video, lots of computer
data, or very-high-quality audio.
One of the original developers of the
compact disc, Dr. Kees A. Schouhamer
Immink of Philips Research Laboratories, was scheduled to present apaper
on the new coding system used in the
Sony/Philips MultiMedia Compact
Disc (MMCD). In the meantime, the
Sony/Philips/IBM consortium reached
an agreement with the competing Toshiba/Time Warner/Matsushita camp
to work together on a single-format
high-density disc. Consequently, Dr. Immink departed from the preprint on the
Sony/Philips format to present preliminary information about the joint
format. Not much was revealed, because some of the format characteristics
haven't been determined. The as-yet unnamed joint format will hold 4.7 gigabytes per layer, with dual-layer as an
option. The disc will be backward-corn-
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patible in each field of use, such as CDROM and audio. The Philips-developed EFMPlus encoding scheme will
be used, along with the RSPC errorcorrection scheme chosen for the Toshiba-format disc.
Engineers at Pioneer in Japan proposed using the high-density CD to
store a new high-quality, audio-only
format. Pioneer has long advocated that
bandwidth beyond 20kHz is important
sonically, and that amuch higher sampling rate than 44.1kHz or 48kHz is
needed. Pioneer's paper, "The Application of aNew High-Density Optical
Disc for Audio," didn't specifically propose astandard, but instead outlined the
possibilities. The paper showed the relationship between number of channels,
sampling frequency, and quantization
word length. The paper's authors seem
to lean toward 96kHz sampling and 24bit quantization, with as many as eight
channels? Iliked the tone of the Pioneer paper: the authors didn't approach
the question as purely atechnical undertaking. Instead, they expressed the
view that the new format will carry our
musical culture well into the next century, and that we have an obligation to
make it as good as possible.
The AES's Subcommittee on Digital
Audio discussed how HDCD data
should be allocated in an audio format.
Members agreed it was appropriate for
aprofessional organization such as the
AES to become involved in suggesting
the audio standard. A task force was
formed, led by Tomlinson Holman and
John Eargle, to work on the problem.
The worry is that the giant hardware
manufacturers will set an audio-format
standard that doesn't fully exploit
HDCD's performance potential.
The question of whether bandwidth
beyond 20kHz is desirable was
addressed by apaper written jointly by
engineers at Pioneer and the Kanagawa
Institute of Technology. The authors
conducted blind tests in which music
recorded at 96kHz sampling frequency
was compared with the same music
recorded at 48kHz. The 48kHz material had been sample-rate-converted
from 96kHz, but this should impose no
degradation if done correctly; ie, by simply throwing out every other sample.
The monitoring system for the tests was
custom-made to have nearly 100kHz
bandwidth. The authors also performed
7 By contrast, The Acoustic Renaissance for Audio
(ARA) proposal (published in Stertvphi!e, August 1995,
Vol.18 No.8, pp.53 -65) for how to use HDCD's vast

storage capacity in an audio-only format is much more
specific.
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wavelet transform analysis of the music
signals to see how much energy lay
above 20kHz.
The subjects were first trained by
sighted listening to 48kHz and 96kHz
sampled music. In the blind portion of
the test, they heard the reference 48kHz
music (called presentation "R"), and had
to identify whether presentation "X" or
presentation "Y" was the same as "R."
The listeners were generally able to distinguish between 48kHz and 96kHz,
but that ability varied with the musical
material and with the subjects. The
paper's conclusion was that some listeners could reliably identify the 96kHzbandwidth signal with certain kinds of
music. This subject has long been debated among audio academics. Indeed,
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N
STARK CONTRAST TO
THE OVERWHELMINGLY
UPBEAT PROMOTION
OF DATA REDUCTION
AT PAST AESES,
THE ATTITUDE
OF MANY PRESENTERS
AT THIS CONVENTION
WAS MORE GUARDED
AND REALISTIC.
the ability to encode transient information with arisetime faster than the limitations imposed by 20kHz bandwidth
is akey aspect of HDCD.
Speaking of HDCD, Pacific Microsonics showed their professional encoder at the convention, and conducted
listening demonstrations in a hotel
room. The first run of production encoders is scheduled to ship in late November.
More high-end designers should attend AES conventions. (Audio Alchemy's Peter Madnick was the only
high-end designer Isaw at this one.
The jitter workshop, for example,
would have been greatly beneficial to
any designer of digital processors. Although the High End doesn't always
agree with many AES members' positions, there's still alot to learn at AES
conventions about what's happening at
the cutting edge of audio.
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If steel and glass ever become treasured
commodities, the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York will have
to be well guarded. Not that it isn't now.
Located in aseedy area on Manhattan's
lower west side, the Javits played host
October 6-9 to its second Audio Engineering Society Convention in three
years.
Each fall, the AES Convention is a
mecca for audio professionals. It's a
large affair, but it filled only afraction of
the huge Javits facility. No matter —it's
not aconsumer electronics show in any
sense of that term. There's the occasional display of direct interest to consumers
—this year, for instance, Denon formally demonstrated their AVP-8000
Pro L,ogic/AC-3/THX surroundsound tuner-preamp (in conjunction
with pro loudspeaker manufacturer
KRK), and Motorola showed their
DSP56009 single-chip DSP for AC-3
(and DTS) multichannel decoding. For
the most part, though, the exhibit space
is filled by manufacturers serving the recording and sound-reinforcement ends
of the business.
But exhibits are only a part of an
AES, and, for JA, RH, and myself, not
the most important part. An AES convention is aprime venue for presentations of technical papers, with sessions
devoted to virtually every audio-related
area, including loudspeakers and other
transducers, recording systems, perception and subjective evaluation, acoustics,
and analog and digital electronics.
This year's theme was "Audio in an
Interactive World," so there were many
papers devoted to interactivity, networking, and multimedia. One of the
most frustrating aspects of the technical
papers is that sessions must be held concurrently, so presentations of interest
often occur simultaneously. As multimedia is asubject of perhaps minimal
interest to most Stereophile readers (and
to the three of us attending), Iavoided
papers on this subject in favor of more
relevant topics.
And there was alot more going on at
this 99th AES Convention besides multimedia. Perhaps the hot topic in audio
this year—and for the last few years—
is low-bit-rate audio. Two sessions and
aworkshop covered this subject.
Low-bit-rate coding is another term
for data compression, or, more accurately, data reduction. Audiophiles are familiar with it mainly through its use in
such multichannel surround-sound formats as Dolby AC-3. But low-bit-rate
coding is also of intense interest to proSTEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1996

fessionals for its applications in broadcasting.
In stark contrast to the overwhelmingly upbeat promotion of data reduction at past AESes, the attitude of many
presenters at this convention was more
guarded and realistic. Data reduction is
in our future in many areas; the economics of the marketplace will ensure
that. But the experimental evidence discussed here certainly indicates that, at
least with the systems being bandied
about for broadcast applications, there's
still room for improvement if the evaluation criteria include sonic transparency.
In particular, a number of presenters
emphasized that, for evaluation of lowbit-rate encoding, there's still no substitute for controlled listening tests—as
yet, there's no reliable way to test for
the effectiveness of these encoders by
measurement alone.
In his paper "Can Objective Methods
Replace Subjective Assessments?,"
Christer Grewen of the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation noted that the
human ear is, and probably will remain,
the best tool for assessing audio quality.
Nevertheless, he acknowledged that
such subjective testing is expensive.
While objective methods have been
proposed for evaluating low-bit-rate
coding, they haven't been proven. There
are also significant implications with respect to low-bit-rate standards: If such
standards include significant flexibility
—as all such standards currently do—
we can't assume that acoding scheme
that's subjectively acceptable when tested to the mean of the standard will
remain so at the limits.
The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation has conducted tests of cascaded
codees comparing an objective perceptual model —known as PAQM —
with the results of subjective listening.
The correlation was good for the most
part, though it did appear to be less useful in evaluating the more transparent
codees. Grewin believes that objective
evaluation of codees will play an important role in the future, though not that
subjective assessment will ever be completely replaced.
Theodore Grusec of the Communications Research Center in Ottawa,
Canada, also agrees that "traditional objective measures cannot reveal these differential merits" in various codees. For
the past four years, the CRC has been
researching codees for digital audio
broadcasting. In "Subjective Evaluation
of High Quality Audio Coding Systems: Methods and Results in the Two
Channel Case" (coauthored by Louis

Thibault and Gilbert Soulodre), Grusec
further states, "Whatever objective
measures may be developed in the future, the ultimate test of any audio product or device is the human ear." His
paper describes in detail the CRC's testing methodologies, as well as recent test
results. As he points out early on, these
procedures were designed to test for full
or near transparency under worst-case
conditions—to test for high, not just
acceptable, quality.
Recommendations resulting from
the most current CRC tests: For nearCD quality in broadcast, given the
codees evaluated, adata rate of at least
128kbit/sec/channel is required; for applications requiring a higher standard
than broadcast, at least 180kb/s/ch.
In arelated paper, "ISO/MPEG Subjective Tests on Multichannel Audio
Systems," David G. Kirby of the British
Broadcasting Corporation's Research
and Development Department describes asimilar set of experiments conducted independently in late 1993 by
the BBC in the UK and FTZ-Telekom
in Germany. These were also conducted
to ahigh quality standard. The paper
makes the important point (as did
Grusec in his presentation) that testing
to ahigh standard is critical to minimize
the possibility that long-term public
exposure will reveal anomalies not discovered in the (necessarily shorter) evaluation process.
In Kirby's paper, the codees evaluated
—all five-channel devices —are
named. These include a number of
MPEG-2 devices, an AT&T unit, and
Dolby AC-3. It's important to note here
that the AC-3 codee operated at adata
rate of 320kb/s, not the 384kb/s rate
used in current (and presumably future)
home and broadcast AC-3 applications.
The overall conclusion of the study
was that, as of the study date, none of the
submitted codees met audio broadcast
standard quality.
The results of the papers summarized here aren't encouraging in regard
to the quest for high-quality, data-reduced (low-bit-rate) audio. And most
of the research appeared to be aimed at
broadcast applications; audiophiles are
more concerned with multi- (ie, 5.1-)
channel home audio, which should, it
seems, be held to ahigher standard.
But we need to remember that the
state of the digital art—including the
art of low-bit-rate coding—is advancing so rapidly that it's hard for such
experimental studies to keep up. By the
time such experiments are set up, run,
and analyzed, they're already out of
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The completely time and phase coherent THIEL CS.5 offers adimension of clarity and realism that conventional speakers in
its price class cannot achieve. The affordable CS.5 incorporates many of the same advanced design techniques and the
construction quality used in the other award-winning, critically acclaimed THIEL speakers—all to achieve our goal of
accurate sonic reproduction in all areas of performance. Suggested retail price of the (S.5 is $1,350 per pair.
For home music and video sound systems.

"What more could you
want?...I think they're
swell and provide alot of
sound for the money....I
highly recommend you
check them out."

"If you are even
considering buying apair
of speakers for $2000 or
more, give this little
beauty alisten first. It
could save you alot of
money"
)ayna B., The Audio
Advt./flour., AtigtM

Lonnie Brownell,
THIEL speakers are priced from $1,350 to $12,300
per pair. All are carefully hand (
rafted in avariety
of finishes frmn the work!", finest woods.

THIEL
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 12-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest 'DUEL dealer.
11-11EL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40311 •Telephone: 606-254-9427
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date. The BBC/FTZ Telekom study, research. To date, there seems to have
for instance, is based on data from two- been too little formal study of the
importance of sound quality in the presyear-old codecs.
In unrelated topics, Ifound anumber ence of avisual image and vice versa.
of other interesting papers. "The Vari- How does an image's quality and size
ability of Loudspeaker Sound Quality affect our perception of the associated
Among Four Domestic-Sized Rooms," sound, and how does the quality, from
by Sean E. Olive and Peter L. Schuck of timbre to spatiality, affect our percepthe National Research Council of tion of an image? The opinion is often
Canada, analyzed listener preferences voiced that, as visually oriented beings,
among three loudspeakers in four dif- we can more easily accept degraded
ferent rooms. The evaluation consisted sound in the presence of an arresting
of both live and binaural listening. In picture. This seems intuitive, but I
the latter, the loudspeaker output was know of no extensive experiments to
recorded via adummy head with in-ear support it. An attempt to research aumicrophones, and listened to via head- dio/video perceptual relationships—
phones. This technique is currently be- although on avery limited scale—is
ing used in car stereo research and other the subject of "Interactions Between
applications where arapid change of the Audio-Visual Factors in a Home
listening setup (to prevent the limita- Theater System: Definition of Subtions of auditory memory) isn't possible. jective Attributes" and "Interaction BeIn the CRC paper, binaural listening tween Audio-Visual Factors in aHome
was used to compare preferences for Theater System: Experimental Results."
different rooms and loudspeaker posi- Both papers were written by Wieslaw
tions. While this binaural technique Woszczyk of McGill University in
may seem peculiar to many readers, the Montréal and Soren Bech and Villy
CRC verified that the headphone- Hansen of Bang & Olufsen in Denderived preference results of the three mark. The factors investigated by these
loudspeakers in the same room/loca- papers were stereo width (how widely
tion correlated well with the live tests. the front loudspeakers were placed relRemember, they were assessing relative ative to the picture), the effect of asubpreferences—not attempting to assess woofer, type of surround, and screen
the absolute quality of asingle loud- size. (The "type of surround" portion
appears to have been designed to assess
speaker/room via headphones.
The authors conclude that "subjec- anew type of B&O surround loudtive measurements of loudspeakers can- speaker, which isn't described.) The exnot be extrapolated to adifferent set of periments were limited to evaluation of
conditions. Factors such as position, pro- the sense of space (the illusion of being
gram, and room can interact with the in the space depicted by the image),
sounds and perceptions of listeners, and, which was found to be the most sensias we have shown, influence the order tive to audio/visual changes.
The conclusions reached weren't
and magnitude of loudspeaker prefersurprising. The two different types of
ences themselves."
Rephrased, this would appear to be surround loudspeakers gave very differsaying that, "until you've bought and ent results. Front loudspeaker separapaid for it (in the absence of adealer tion —either near the TV or spaced
who's cooperative about loaners), more widely apart —was significant
brought it home, and set it up, nothing only with asmall (17") television. The
you can hear at adealer's or afriend's, effect of front loudspeaker separation
or that anyone can tell in words alone, became increasingly important as a
will tell you much about how that loud- subwoofer was added; ie, asubwoofer
speaker will sound to you in your room, became more desirable with wider left
or whether another loudspeaker might and right loudspeaker placement.
be preferable." Not too helpful, I'd say. Screen size was found to be important
Iguess Idisagree with such aDraconian to the overall experience. (The authors
conclusion about reviews and non- acknowledge that this was not asurhome listening tests. But Ido agree that prise.) The experiment was limited to
the final arbiter of aloudspeaker's per- direct-view sets with a maximum
formance must be how the loudspeaker dimension of 37" diagonal (European
sounds to you in your listening room. I dimension, probably the same as 35",
venture to guess that no one at Stereo- US). Projection televisions, either onepiece RPTVs or two-piece video prophile would disagree.
Ifound two additional papers fasci- jectors, weren't used—an obvious limnating not so much for what they said, itation (B&O probably doesn't make
but for their pointing the way to future them!). The ability to accurately place
STEREOPHILE, J
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an audio image in the presence of asupporting picture was found to be
enhanced.
But the B&O experiments were
exciting in that they may generate
interest in afertile field of research —
not just the importance of the audio to
the visual, but the interrelationships of
psychoacoustics and visual perception.
The current attitude in the audio/video
business—at least at the software end
—is that we devote the most data
space to the visual; audio is almost
taken for granted. An objectively
degraded sound is considered less
important than an objectively degraded
image. But the careful experiments
needed to support that conclusion —
and how much image quality/sound
quality tradeoff is tolerable —have yet
to be performed.

US: Wes Phillips

Mention car audio to most high-enders,
and they'll roll their eyes and mutter
something about mobile subwoofers.
But as annoying as "boomers" can be on
the road, they represent only the most
noticeable segment of the rapidly growing auto-sound world, as Idiscovered
when Iattended the 1995 IASCA (International Auto Sound Challenge Association) Finals in Dallas, October 28
and 29.

This car has better wire management than most
home systems.

IASCA members compete with one
another at these events; the judging is
serious and covers installation, ingenuity,
and sound quality. And Imean sound
quality. Iattended judges' training in
Dallas, and over 100 points out of the
390 needed for aperfect score concern
sournistaging and imaging.
Soundstaging? Imaging? In acar? You
betcha! Under the current judging standards, major points are deducted if you
hear sound coming from anywhere
other than in front of you; the soundstage should be projected at eye level, as
well. The image should be centered for
both passenger and driver.
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Several of the competitors—not to
mention ahandful of manufacturers—
were generous enough to let me spend
time listening to their systems. While I
wouldn't choose to live with every one
of them, Iconsistently heard astoundingly good sound. In the best systems I
heard, the boundaries of the interior
totally disappeared —musicians were
arranged laterally across a wide stage,
deeper than the car was long. "Man,
how could you ever manage to drive
through that?" one friend asked when I
described this to him. Idon't know, but
Icame home filled with the resolve to
find out.

A trunk full of McIntosh.

Almost everyone I spoke with in
Dallas has ahe-man rig at home —I'd
guess that most IASCA competitors
started out with the same love of music
that inspired their stationary audiophile
brethren—so they all seemed familiar
with Stereophile. "You guys are going to
cover this stuff now?" was afrequent
question, and, based on the overwhelmingly high musical integrity of most of
the systems I heard, my answer is,
"Heck, yeah! This looks like fun!" So,
starting next month we're going to run
aquarterly column on my adventures in
the world of mobile high-end—all informed by the same standards as any
other Stereophile review.
In fact, in many ways audiophiles
would feel right at home in the world
of auto sound. A lot of household
names have been participating for some
time now, driving (as it were) toward
the goal of accurate musical reproduction: Straight Wire, Nakamichi, Audio
Alchemy, Dynaudio, MB Quart, Focal,
McIntosh, Infinity —all have carried
over the same zeal that informs their
home products. They've got tubes, too;
Focal's phenomenal demo car used a
pair of Milbert tube amplifiers to drive
the highs and mids, crossing over to a
hefty McIntosh for the low end. Efficient horns have their adherents, too
—many companies produce high-tech
horn-and-compression-driver speakers.
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Imet quite afew folks with impeccable
high-end credentials who've gone into
car sound just because, as Xtant Technologies' Jeff Peters put it, "It's fun the
way the High End used to be!"
His company makes areally tricklooking —and -sounding—amp that
cleverly incorporates amodular architecture that allows it to encompass a
crossover, EQ, and noise gate, and perform awhole bunch of functions that
frequently require an assortment of
boxes. Ispent alot of time auditioning
Dynaudio's demo car (a Jimmy, so it's
really a demo sport-utility vehicle),
which was tri-amped with these babies.
Wow! Maybe it was the 3" silk-dome
midrange, maybe it was the Straight
Wire (all signal paths were kept as short
as possible); maybe Al Filipelli just
assembled akick-butt system —but I
just couldn't get enough of Mighty Sam
McClain on this system. It was as emotionally expressive as any home system
I've heard in the last six months.
All in all, Iwas impressed with the
whole IASCA scene. The participants
know more about their hi-fis than most
audio critics know about theirs. One
contestant showed me 14 pages of calculations on driver placement—derived individually for the MB Quarts
he favored—for the astonishing imaging he achieved in the front seat of a
Camaro. And the level of craftsmanship involved in the simplest systems
was incredible —the worst Isaw was
merely as good as Detroit's or Japan's
production standard. The rest were far,
far superior.
There are lots of local versions of this
event, in fact, IASCA finalists have to
compete—and win—on alocal level
to make it to the national event. These
local contests are worth checking out if
you're at all interested in what's possible
in 12V sound. Don't expect anyone
preparing to compete to have time to talk
to you—the competition is intense.
But after all the hard work creating a
competition-grade sound system, most
folks can't resist telling you how they

A packed van.

Systems so good looking it was ashame to shut
them in.

did it.
You do still find some folks in the
mobile sound camp seduced by the
dark side. After the serious nature of
the competition itself, going into the
exhibition hall was like walking into a
thunderstorm. Lots o' woofin' going
on! There was even an event called Unlimited SPL Drag Racing —in which
competitors had to leave their cars and
activate their systems by remote control. They were given 30 seconds to
achieve the loudest sound possible, as
measured by an Audio Control 3050A
spectrum analyzer/spl meter. This was
apopular event; lights indicated the spl
level within each car, and while Ifound
it astrange way to pass the time, there
were always crowds avidly watching.
Cerwin-Vega and Pyle really played
toward this mentality in their displays.
CV showed a truck billed as the
"World's Loudest," bragging that it
could achieve 170dB —or greater!
Pyle, by the end of the convention, was
so blatantly violating the exhibition
hall's 85dB noise limit that Ifelt as if
bass nodes were actually moving Dynaudio's Jimmy as Isat listening.
To judge by the crowds attracted to
the boom cars, those attending the
IASCA finals clearly sought goals
slightly different from those of the
competitors. That's a situation that
audiophiles should be familiar with,
however. A few years ago, anyone
insisting that CD had serious problems
was dismissed as aflake —nowadays,
even the most mainstream consumer is
excited over the advances offered by
HDCD* and the DVD. Last night I
read an article about buying hi-fi in one
of Santa Fe's local newspapers, wherein
it was explained that if the speakers
don't disappear, they aren't very good.
Ten years ago, only tweaks said that. So
cut the IASCA crowd abreak if there
are still a lot of boomers out there.
Most of them are working hard to elevate the sound of car audio; the rest of
the world just might take alittle longer
to get there.
S
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Introducing
Adcom's
GCD-700
CD player.

In our never ending quest for
reproducing the fine quality of a
live performance, we took our award
winning and critically acclaimed
GCD-600 and made it abit, actually
four bits, better.
We added the latest Burr Brown
20-bit ladder-type D/A converter —
the same one used in our GDA-700
separate Digital-to-Analog converter. The result is
alevel of sonic performance usually reserved for stand
alone D/A converters and C/D transports.
But that's not all we did. To achieve the lowest
levels of noise and distortion, our GCD-700's analog
section features the same Class Aamplifiers we use in
our top-of-the-line GFP-565 preamplifier.
The GCD-700 also boasts asuperior power supply

with two transformers. One for
the analog section and one for
the digital section, each housed on
separate circuit board assemblies
to eliminate EMI and RF interference.
By now you're probably asking
yourself, "How good
does it really sound?"
Let your ears be the
judge. Visit your Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable new
player. You'll discover that the new
GCD-700 sounds exceptional and is
sensibly priced. What else would you
expect from acomponent that is every
bit pure Adcom?

ADCOM
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130 •Distributed in Canada by Pro Acoustics. Inc. Montréal. Quebec (514) 344-1226
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coops! You, being anormal person, may find this hard to believe,
but hi-fi rags have been known to
try to scoop one another with reviews of
certain high-profile products. For example, I'd lusted after the Jadis SE300B
single-ended triode amps since first seeing
them in the Juin-Juillet '95 issue of Haute
Fidélité, France's best hi-fi rag. "La magic des
300B," the cover line read. Inside, Messrs.
Jean-Philippe Delandre and Alexandre
Geoffoy went nuts over the amp —"Vous
l'avez compris, mon enthousiasme est sans
borne," said one ofthe two (not sure which)
at the close of the article. Puissance—ah,
um,power of these superbes blocs mono?
Ten watts per channel.
Jonathan Scull, who also received a
pair of these amps for full-scale review,
will fill you in on more of the details
next month. The amps use two 300Bs
per side —actually 4300B LX tubes,
made in China and avariant of the 300B
—and no overall negative feedback.
The plate voltage on the tubes is kept
reasonable —around 350V —so the
tube life of the 4300B LXs should be
long. My own experience? If 300Bs
don't blow up in the first 80-100 hours,
they may be good for several years.
The tube complement consists of one
6SN7 tube in the gain/driver stage and
two 5R4 WGY power rectifier tubes
(les valves redresseuses). Oh, yes, le prix de la
paire? $13,000. Mon Dieu! That's $650
per watt per channel. Beaucoup d'argent.
Iread the Haute Fidélité review on a
flight back from Paris, and got on the
phone to the US distributor, Fanfare
International's Victor Goldstein, as soon
as the plane landed. Surprise. He knew
nothing about the amps.
Iknew something was amiss.
What was happening, perhaps at that
very moment, was an overthrow —a
coup d'état — whereby Fanfare was no
longer associated with Jadis (now
becoming the jadis Jadis distributor) and
Northstar Leading the Way, Inc. was the
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J-10 (J-Dix seems more appropriate
in this context—almost sounds like
Jadis) informed me that apair of the
SE300Bs had gone to another magazine.
And they were planning afeature review.
"Fie on them," Isaid. "Can't let them
scoop Stereophile"
So, with J-10's approval, I'm breaking
this amonth early. His will be afeature
review and mine isn't—it's just aforeplay —I mean, aforetaste. Plus, J-Dix
will have atotal scoop on the new Jadis
Eurythmic II speakers—so far as I
know, no one else in North America
Wavelength Audio Cardinal power amplifier
has apair.
Butfirst...
new star. As soon as Icaught up with
Let me proceed with the article I'd
Northstar's Frank Garbie, Iordered a
already written for this month's issue,
pair. "I want them, Frank," Isaid, lust in
which just so happens to be about some
my voice.
other single-ended triode amps.
"Not even hearing them."
"That's right. I've been bitten by the
300B bug, I've seen the photos, and I WAVELENGTH AUDIO CARDINAL
The standard-edition Wavelength Audio
Cardinal is priced at amere $5250/pair.
Each monoblock uses a5AR4 to rectify
HE CARDIES MAY
the high voltage for the plate supply, a
6SL7 in the gain/driver, and asingle
HAVE ONLY 7+WPC, BUT
300B output tube. Brown-bottomed
Golden Dragon 300Bs are standard.
THEY DID SURPRISINGLY
Various tube choices are available from
WELL DRIVING A PAIR OF
the manufacturer, including original
Mullard 5AR4s. The power is rated at
CASTLE DURHAM 900S.
7+ watts per channel (Wpc).
Let's see... $5250/pair divided by
two, divided by 7. That's $350 per watt
want these amps."
Which is how Icame to get whzt per channel. We're talking bargain here,
compared to Jadis.
Frank says is the first pair of SE300Bs
Of course, there arc ways to spend
shipped out in the United States. (J-10,
more. You could get the Wavelength
who was on vacation at the time, got the
Cardinal XS for $7500/pair. The "XS"
second pair, days later.)
stands for extra special. (I thought it stood
Iwas going to hold my review so it
for excess.) J-10 reviews this version elseappeared in the same issue as Jonathan's
full-scale write-up. But then Ihad a where in this issue. You could also order
your Cards in exotic woods rather than the
phone conversation with Monsieur Scull.
"Bonjour Jon-a-ten. Comment ça va? Cest standard curly maple, cherry, or walnut.
But if you do, beware: Gordon Rankin,
moi, Sam."
"You couldn't fool anybody with that the manufucturer, will penalize you!
"It is possible to get the amplifiers in
fake French accent. Me and Kathleen
more Exotic [sic] woods with the followleast of all."
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LISTEN To THE UNEXPECTED.

"...Regardless of where
we stood, the presentation
of voices and instruments
remained stable and the
tonal balance correct...
(with the SS-M7ES, Sony)
has achieved an unqualified
success...".
Barry Willis, Stereophile
°Vol. I7, No. 8. Aug. 1994
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ing understanding: We believe that the
woods we have selected are replenished
by todays [sic] ecological laws. Woods
from the rain forest will simply degrade
our planet. For this reason the cost for
any of these is as follows: The cost for
the cabinets plus $1000 dollars that is
donated to the preservations [sic] of the
Rain Forest fund."
Me? I'd never want to deplete arain
forest. But Iwonder whether paying an
extra "$1000 dollars" makes it right to
become a consumer of endangered
wood, even if the money is donated to
the Rain Forest Fund. Suppose Iwant to
hunt and kill arhinoceros—or an elephant for its ivory. Is this okay if Ipay
"$1000 dollars" to Save the Elephants, or
whatever? And who gets the tax deduction —Gordon Rankin or the customer?
Back to the amps.
They look.., homemade, especially
compared to the Jadis SE300Bs. Maybe
the exotic rain-forest finishes would
help. And guess what? The amps are
"homemade" in the sense that each one
is personally built by Gordon Rankin
himself No doubt this is one of the
things that pushes up the price.
How do they sound?
Glorious. Maybe alittle too glorious,
but glorious nonetheless. These are
among the most musical amplifiers I've
ever had the opportunity to listen to.
Yes, Ido prefer the Jadis SE300Bs, at
more than twice the price, but the
Wavelength Cardinals make apowerful
statement.
The Cardies may have only 7+Wpc,
but they did surprisingly well driving a
pair of Castle Durham 900s. They even
drove apair of Thiel CS.5 speakers to
reasonable, if not quite acceptable, levels.
The most surprising thing, for me, is
the bass. It sounds powerful. This is not
one of those light and airy 300B-based
amps that sound very open and fast but
don't have any balls down below. The
Cardinals have very convincing bass
performance indeed—full, rich, welldefined, extended. The bass could be
tighter and faster, though. The Cardinals
sound very much like the tube-regulated amps they are.
Of course, if you crank up the volume too high, you lose it. The amps clip
—not disastrously, but clip they do.
Distortion sets in, but most of all
dynamics are compressed. When all is
said and done, 7+W is still 7+W, and,
with most speakers, there may be times
when you want more. Idid.
Here's where Idisagree with the manufacturer, who says that speakers with a
S
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ALL OF US WHO ARE
INTO 300B AMPS FACE
THIS DILEMMA: THE
SOUND MAY BE
EXQUISITE, BUT THE
DYNAMIC DRIVE ISN'T
THERE.

perfect match for these speakers. As
Bob Harley noted, the Compositions
lack "weight and authority." The
Cardinals have weight and authority
—as I said, surprisingly so for a
7+Wpc amp.
As it is, Ican give the Cardinals a
qualified recommendation. The sound
—so long as the amps aren't pushed —
—is clean, pure, and harmonically rich
at all times. Especially compared to
the Jadis SE300Bs, the Cardinals displayed alack of air and alack of ultimate low-level resolution ... but the
sensitivity rating as low as 88dB are Jadis amps cost much more. Possibly
you get that extra air and resolution
"plenty efficient" for this amplifier.
Based on my experience? Not unless with the $7500/pair excesses — I
mean XSes. We'll have to see what Jyou want to listen at very low levels and
10 says.
are willing to sacrifice dynamics.
Don't get me wrong. Ienjoyed the
This dilemma faces all of us who are
into 300B amps—or at least, those of Cardinals very much. Ithink it's great
that amplifiers are being made that give
us who are into most 300B-based amps.
audiophiles an alternative to the usual
The sound may be exquisite —detailed,
tube-and-transistor monsters. There is
delicate, harmonically pure. But the
something good—very good—going
dynamic drive isn't there.
Iwish I'd had some more-efficient on here, especially with regard to truth
of timbre. These amps have aharmonic
speakers on hand to try while Ihad the
Cardinals in-house. For the most part I beauty, arichness that is quite special.
Are they accurate? Who cares?
used the Castle Durham 900s (not the
"These amps are pleasure machines,"
last word in transparency, but easy to
said one audiophile, after hearing the
drive) and the Thiel CS.5s (more transCardinals at my place.
parent than the Castles, less easy to
What's wrong with that? 2
drive). So long as Ididn't crank up the
volume too high, the Cardinal's 7+W
MANLEY SE/PP 300B
sounded more powerful than Iwould
MO NOB LOC KS
have imagined, even with the Thiel
This should have been arecipe for disCS.5s.
aster.
At their best, when not pushed, the
It's no secret. David Manley has not
Wavelength Cardinals have abeauty of
been big on single-ended amplifiers. Not
timbre and apurity of tone that few
enough muscle. You're better off with
other amplifiers can match. Voices,
push-pull. Still, with agrowing market
pianos, and woodwind instruments, in
for single-ended stuff, I'm sure Manley
particular, can take on aravishing beausaw aneed to do something. Of all tube
ty. So can cellos, which benefit from the
designers, Manley has always been
generous, rich, ample bass (so long as
among the most prolific.
the amps aren't pushed).
"Want a single-ended amp, mate?
What the amps appear to lack (aside
No problem. I'll build one up for you."
from power) is speed. The Cardinals, in
my auditioning, tended to sound just a (This is the kind of thing Manley would
wee bit slow. The amplifiers didn't let say, but didn't in this case. Imade it
up.)
go of the notes the way that some
That's what troubled me initially.
amplifiers do—the Jadis SE300B, for
Manley doesn't seem committed to sininstance. Ithink this lack of speed is
gle-ended amps. And the ads for the
mostly a bass thing. Also, the treble
SE/PP 300B Monoblocks in Stereophile
sounded rolled-off.' The midrange,
didn't inspire much confidence: "Singlethough, like the bass, was rich, ripe,
ended or push-pull? Have it both ways
downright glorious.
in one amplifier."
On the right speakers, these amps
Which way should it be, David?
might be killers. Too bad Ireceived the
Single-ended or push-pull? Iasked him,
lean-sounding Infinity Composition
but Icouldn't get adefinitive answer.
Prelude P-FRs after I'd sent back the
"Try it both ways, mate, and see what
Cardinals: with their 96dB-rated sensitivity, the Cards might have been a
1Tube-swapping, particularly with the 300B, can probably fix this.

20ne gets the impression, reading JA's recent comments about single-ended amps, that listening for pleasure, at least for reviewers, is ano-no. John...?
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you like. That's the whole point.
"We believe," said David, in the two
sheets of paper that pass for an SE/PP
300B instruction manual, "that we are
the first manufacturer to ever offer a
tube amplifier which can be switched
between Single Ended and Push Pull
modes of operation. This required a
very clever output transformer design
(among other things!) which is wound
right here on premises at Manley Labs."
Ialways knew you were a clever
chap, David. Now... get this. You can
change it from single-ended to pushpull with aflick of the switch while the
amps are playing. Want detail and delicacy and the ultimate (or nearly) in harmonic refinement —for astring quartet, maybe? Use single-ended. Want
more balls for rock or country music or
Mahler's Sixth? No need to switch
amps. No need even to turn these
amplifiers off. Just pull the switch. It's
the kind of thing that shouldn't work,
but does.3

Manley SE/PP 300B monoblock power amplifier

Dialing-in amodest amount of feedback can improve the bass performance
—it did for me with the Thiel CS.5s.
But dial-in too much feedback and you
can hear the onset of distortion quite
clearly. The amp loses its clear, clean
purity.
Adding feedback also decreases the
output impedance, but not by much,
since Manley designed these amps to
have very low source impedance anyway. Ifound with the Thiels and the
Infinitys that 1 or 2dB of feedback
sounded best—tightened up the bass-but any more than 2dB audibly
detracted from the clarity
The amplifiers use two 300Bs per
But wait —Manley's not finished
side—no-name Chinese tubes selected
trying to please everybody.
You can also dial in varying amounts for Manley in the Orient. ("I don't
believe in designer tubes," declared
of feedback. Yes, nasty, politically incorManley. "These are just as good, and
rect negative feedback —almost as
politically incorrect as those exotic they are better than run-of-the-mill
Chinoise." Manley speaks French too.)
wood finishes Rankin will supply, so
long as you're willing to pay him a The tubes are wired in parallel—
according to single-ended triode purists,
$1000 penalty
ano-no: you want just asingle 300B
Feedback? In a single-ended amoutput tube per side. Rectification is
plifier?
solid-state, with four full-bridge systems
That's herby, man!
"I like the amp with no feedback," a per amp: one for B+, one for negative
bias, and two for each of the two 300Bs'
friend told me, just after he'd received
filaments.
his pair of SE/PP 300Bs. "I also prefer it
Manley says he "eschews/hates/
in the single-ended mode. With pushdespises" (his words) vacuum-tube recpull, the soundstage comes forward,
tification for the B+ for several reasons
gets wider, but you lose depth and pal—but mainly because vacuum tubes
pability"
cannot drive a"stiff" B-rail power sup31 actually played the first and last movements of
ply and are asource of "loose, drooping
Mahler's Sixth,' %%ith Pierre Boulez conducting the
Vienna Philharmonic (DG 445 835-2), in push-pull,
bass" in other single-ended amps.
and the middle two movements single-ended: singleManley calls this the "bikini effect"—
ended for the Scherzo and the Andante, push-pull for the
that is, "a flabby bottom with adrooping
Aiken.

THE MANLEYS HAVE
ALMOST AS MUCH
DELICATESSEN AND
DETAIL AS THE JADISES,
WITH BALLS IN THE
BASS -EVEN IN
SINGLE-ENDED MODE,
WITH NO FEEDBACK.
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top." (Don't get Manley started; he
won't stop.)
The gain/driver stage consists of a12
AX7T and a7044, which Manley calls a
"very foxy tube... that swings huge
volts into 300Bs." By the way, the amps
are quite small—they measure 12"
wide by 10" deep. Finished in metallic
gray, the amps are plain-looking but
attractive. They look.., well, manly.
So how do these amps sound?
Depends on how you use them. Even
in single-ended mode with no feedback
—the purist mode, if you will—the
amps lack some of the Jadis SE300Bs'
incredible detail and refinement. The
Wavelength Cardinals, too, have apurity of sound and abeauty of timbre that
the Manleys, even at their best, can't
quite match.
But — here's the
kicker—the
Manleys come very, very close. They
have almost as much delicatessen and
detail as the Jadises, and they have balls
in the bass, too—even in single-ended
mode, with no feedback.
And, of course, there's the price. The
Manley amps are much more keenly
priced than the Cardinals or the Jadis
amps. Why, they're only $97.22 per watt
per channel in single-ended mode, and
just $48.61 per watt per channel in
push-pull. A bargain.
Bass? Not quite so rich and full as the
Wavelength Cardinals, but perhaps better controlled. Certainly not wimpy.
There's even enough bass, subjectively,
with the lean-sounding (but overall
quite excellent) Infinity Composition
Prelude P-FRs.
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Midrange? The Manleys are capable
of much of the harmonic beauty Ihear
with the Wavelength Cardinals. Treble?
Not so extended as the Jadises, but not
rolled-off, either. That goes for either
mode—single-ended or push-pull.
With the Manleys, you get the special
magic of a300B-based amp in an amp
that can drive "real-world" speakers. For
instance, the Manley SE/PP 300B
monoblocks had no trouble at all driving
the Thiel CS.5s to realistic levels, even in
single-ended mode. Indeed, this was an
excellent combination.
True, the Jadis SE300Bs elicited a
more refined, more exquisitely detailed
sound, with much more sense of air; but
the Manleys delivered more punch—
even without resorting to push-pull.4
Sound too compressed? Soundstage
too narrow? Want a more balls-out
sound? Wish you had afew more watts
to open up that castle in Capri? No
problem, mates. Just pull the switch and
go into push-pull mode.
With push-pull you'll get not just a
more powerful sound, but a bieer
sound. But you also get adimensionally
flatter sound. I consistently found
myself switching the amp back into single-ended mode. 5
As for paralleling two (or more)
300Bs per side: it's true, you seem to
lose some delicacy, some detail, some
purity —some je ne sais quoi. But you do
gain power. That's true, too, of the Jadis
SE300Bs, which sound much more
powerful than amps using asingle 300B
per side, and far more powerful than
their "official" 10W rating. With the
Manleys, you not only get real-world
power, you also get it at areal-world
price.
Unless your present speakers require
gobs and gobs of power, or your room is
very large, these amps will likely work.
So you won't be looking to trade in your
present speakers and go looking for others with 92(113, 94dB, 98dB sensitivity.
There you have it. Trying to offer a
single-ended and apush-pull amp all
rolled into one, with variable feedback
too, should have resulted in failure.
When you try to please everyone, you
usually end up pleasing no one. But that
didn't happen with the Manleys. I'm
Manleys are optimized for a5ohni load, which
inay be one reason they sounded so terrific with the 4
ohm Thids.
5Some tube-amp designers seem to regard push-pull as
the greatest advance ever. It certainly has allowed
designers to provide more power more cheaply. But single-ended design —and I've heard enough singleended stuff by now, both tube and transistor, to tell that
it has acharacter mid arightness of its own. Don't be surprised if more and more solid-state amplifier designers
turn to single-ended. (Nelson Pass is already leading the
way; Iexpect to have more to say about the soon.)
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Jadis SE300B monoblock power amplifier

going to have trouble sending these
back.

J
ADIS SE300B BLOC MONOS

"You're buying these amps?" Marina
wanted to know.
"I've already bought them."
"These amps are not cheap,"
observed Marina. [In pause] "I want a
shuba."
"What's ashubar
"A fur coat. You promised me one
last year."
"But that's so ... politically incorrect.
What'll Itell Gordon Rankin if he finds
out Ibought you afur coat?"
"Who?"
"Gordon Rankin, of Wavelength
Audio. He penalizes people an extra
$1000 if they order his amplifiers in
endangered — ah, exotic wood."
"I still want afur coat."
"To wear to Carnegie Hall and
Lincoln Center?"
"Why not? A lot of people still do. I
can wear it to the restaurant in Brighton
Beach. How can you take tile to a
Russian night club in winter wearing a
cloth coat?"
So, you see, the Jadis SE300B cost me
not just the amps, but ashuba to boot.
What's more, Ifeel so guilty I'm going
to have to give $1000 to Gordon Rankin
anyway. Maybe he can donate it to
Friends of Animals.
Enough fooling around.
At $13,000/pair and 10Wpc, the
Jadis SE300Bs had better be killer amps.
They are. They have that ability, unique
to Jadis, of making other equipment
sound just alittle bit ... crude.
Ihad the very same reaction to the
SE300Bs that Ihad 10 years ago when I
first heard the Jadis JA-30s in my system

(still among the best-sounding in the
Jadis line, and currently available at
$7900/pair). The JA-30s had arefinement that other amplifiers lacked. Jadis
has done it again with the SE300Bs.
I'm not putting down the Manleys,
mind you —remember, they sell for
about a quarter the price —but the
Jadis SE300Bs are clearly superior.
Their most obvious characteristic is the
remarkable sense of spaciousness, of air
—that's partly due to their superior resolution. The Jadises resolve so much
detail that the effect is nothing short of
astounding—and yet, such is the glory
ofJadis that all of this detail is rendered
in the most musical manner imaginable.
Ican hear it most dramatically with
violins—solo violins arc harmonically
rich and sweet, as they arc in real life.
Listening to string quartets played on
the Jadis SE300Bs is an experience that
can get you very close to alive performance. By contrast, other amplifiers, to
some degree or another, appear to have
alevel of electronic grunge —even single-ended amplifiers using the 300B
output tube. This is completely missing
with the Jadis SE300Bs. "Grainless" has
been used by critics before —these
amplifiers give new meaning to the
word.
And you kiwi' ,that if the amplifier is
so good with strings, it'll be superb with
voices, too—and with other instruments. Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Louis
Armstrong, Billie Holiday —all came
to life with an immediacy, alive quality,
that was truly remarkable.
The Jadis SE300Bs achieve all of this
without rolling off the top end—that
may be why there's so much air there.6
The reviewers in name Fiddité thought the treble was
"perhaps lightly attenuated." (My translation.)
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You get treble extension without any
treble hardness. Brass can have a
thrilling yet natural edge—the way it
does in aconcert hall. Triangles have the
requisite sparkle.
And the bass?
Extended, tight, fast, but—at least
with the speakers I've tried so far, the
admittedly inappropriate Thiel CS.5s and
the Infinity Composition Prelude P-FRs
—the bass can be alittle lightweight It'll
be interesting to try other speakers, and
since these amps are mine —remembe4
Ibought them—I'll have opportunities.
The French reviewers noticed the same
thing about the bass. Quoting from the
aforementioned article in Haute Fidélité
(again, my translation):
"... the bass will be lightweight if the
speakers aren't efficient enough. Even
though the Jadis is certainly, subjectively speaking, the most powerful 300Bbased amplifier ever constructed, it is
not capable of driving just any speaker.
An efficiency of 92dB seems to me to
be the reasonable minimum, but each
extra decibel is good to have, especially
to get more level in the bass."
By the way, Jadis recommends using
this amplifier with speakers rated at
98dB or higher. This may be excessive,
and the recommendation may owe

T

ing the Compositions—the Manleys,
the Quicksilver M-135 monos that I
HE JADISES RESOLVE
wrote about last month —sounded
veiled and closed-in, even alittle clausSO MUCH DETAIL
trophobic, by comparison.
THAT THE EFFECT IS
I've had the Jadis SE300Bs for only a
couple of weeks, and they're undoubtNOTHING SHORT OF
edly still breaking-in. I'll have more to
say in the future as Itry them with varASTOUNDING.
ious speakers. But it's already become
obvious that it's very difficult to listen to
something to the fact that Jadis is trying most other amps with the Jadises in the
to create amarket for its super-efficient house. The resolution, the sense of
Eurythmie II horn speakers. The French space, the harmonic integrity —all
reviewers used the Jadis amps with a these qualities combine to make the
speaker called the Nemo Altair, which Jadis SE300B perhaps the finest amplifier I've ever had in my system.
they imply has a92dB rating. Itried to
Yes, it puts out 10Wpc. (It sounds
locate an importer for this speaker—no
like more.) And unlike the Mailleys,
luck. Meanwhile, Itried the Jadises with
difficult to find the right speaker to
the Thiel CS.5s (rated at 87dB/2.8V,
match it with. But the sound is so extra1m) and with the Infinity Compositions
ordinary, even with inappropriate
(a measured 96dB/W/m).
speakers, that it's worth trying to find
Curiously, the Jadises fared better in
speakers that accommodate the amp,
the bass with the Thiels. The bass was
not the reverse—which Ithink has
rich, full, well-controlled... until the
been going on for far too long in audioamps ran out of power. The Compositions, much leaner-sounding by phile-land.
Manufacturers? Iwant speakers —
nature, sounded a trifle —and I do
92dB or better—that will work well
mean atrifle—lean with the Jadises.
with the Jadis SE300Bs, because this
Still, the sound of the Jadises/Commay be the world's best-sounding
positions was stunning—especially the
amplifier. Are you listening?
sense of air there. Other amplifiers driv-
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Come to the Big Apple
and meet the movers and
shakers of the hi-fi world!
HI-FI '96,
The Home Theater
Specialty Audio Show
With two Academy-sponsored Trade Days
ALL THE MOVERS AND SHAKERS OF THE HI-FI WORLD
ARE SET TO CONVERGE ON THE BIG APPLE FOR HI-FI '96.
They're coming to listen, look, talk...and do business (especially important for members of the

Best of all, you'll have agreat time. You'll be at
the famed Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York!

trade). Dealers and distributors from around the

There has never been ahi-fi show in accommo-

world will be looking for new lines to represent.
For everyone, this is where the action will be.

dations and surroundings like this. Elegant. Posh.
The rooms have high ceilings, sturdy walls,

You've just got to be part of it! You'll hear and

and good soundproofing! Wide corridors, too. The
hotel is magnificent. The Art Deco lobby, the ball-

see the finest audio specialty and home theater
products from dozens of the top manufacturers.
Lots of new products will have their world

rooms, the location on New York's Park Avenue.
The timing is terrific, too — New York in late

premieres at HI-F1 '96! There will be sneak pre-

spring. So put the dates on your calendar now...

views, too, of products still in prototype!

and if you're amember of the trade, fax Maura

You'll meet manufacturers and designers...

Rieland immediately to pre-register.

members of the international hi-fi press...key
retailers. See old friends. Establish new contacts.

WE'LL SEE YOU AT HI-FI '96!
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MEMBERS OF THE TRADE
TWOTRADE DAYS!
Sponsored by the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio
MAY 29 & 30,1996
for members of the Trade &Press
MAY31, JUNE I&2
are Consumer and Trade Days
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EXHIBITORS!

CONTACT:

Fax Maura Rieland on
your company letterhead:

Only so many rooms are
available. Last year, exhibit
space was completely sold out
months before the Show. Don't
be disappointed! Contact Ken
Nelson NOW!

NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

(505) 989-8791
or write to her at:
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 81502

62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone: (914) 476-3157
FAX: (914) 969-2746
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few days ago Ispoke with Gene
Paul, the veteran mastering engineer who digitally transferred
Atlantic Records' John Coltrane catalog
for Rhino's The Heavyiveight Champion-The Complete Atlantic Recordies (Rhino
112 71984)—a superbly packaged "sessionography" on eight CDs.'
The set sounds outstanding for CD (I
haven't heard the vinyl yet), and Iwanted to know what converter Paul had
used. Idon't want to rain on anyone's
digital parade, but he told me astock
Sony PCM-1630. No Wadia, no
Apogee, no DCS, no gazillion-times
oversampling, no SBM box—a stock
'1630. "Why?" Iasked. "Don't you hear
differences among converters?" He said
that he did, adding that if you want to
change the sound, those devices do, but
in his opinion the biggest difference is
in the analog playback deck. Once you
digitize the signal, he said, "the damage
is done." The Coltrane masters were
played back on avintage MCI openreel deck.
Okay, Igive! Analog and vinyl reproduction do not have "infinite resolution," as Iclaimed here recently, but I
didn't mean to be taken quite as literally
as some letter-writers took me. Film
doesn't have "infinite resolution" either,
but compared to current commercial
videotape, it does.
Would anyone suggest videotape as an
archival storage medium for motion pictures? No. Imagine what would happen
to the studio exec who began archiving
and "restoring" film on tape, and calling
the results superior or equal to the original? They'd be pulling him from the La
Brea tar pits.
1Rhino's alsopst issued an LP edition limited to 30(X)
copies, all analog-mastered and containing the 10 original Atlantic LPs (with original cover art), plus two
LPs worth of previously unreleased material. If you
can't find it at your local -record" store, try Rhino Mail
order at (800) 432-0020, or True Blue Music (a mailorder service associated with Mosaic Records) at (203)
327-7111.
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age medium (lista' to those 40-year-old
RCA tapes on new vinyl or CD); and
three, that analog has higher resolution
than 44.1kHz, 16-bit digital. You just
gotta listen for yourself.
By releasing the Coltrane material in
both formats and in different configurations, Rhino offers music lovers the best
of both worlds: aCD set assembled in
order of recording dates—a natural for
digital—and the original LP master
tapes, maintaining analog integrity. Bravo
Rhino!

You
Rhino's excellent John Coltrane compilation is also
available on limited-edition vinyl.

Analog, both tape and direct-to-disc,
has been the benchmark medium for
music recording since Edison invented
it. Believing the heavy hype heaved
with the introduction of 44.1kHz, 16bit—word digital, the recording industry
went on adisastrous frenzy of "archiving and restoring" 80 years' worth of
recorded sound using that technology.
You can throw mathematical "proof"
of 44.1kHz, 16-bit digital's "transparency" at me until Ichoke on the numbers; the proof is in the listening, and
the listening tells me —and growing
numbers within the recording industry
—that analog, while not "infinite" in its
resolution, does out-resolve the current
digital standard, and is thus diminished
profoundly in the conversion.
As with filin, if the original has higher resolution than the proposed "archiving" medium, the copy cannot be
considered archival. A 16-bit, 44.1kHz
digital recording stored on CD? Now
that's archival. It's also rarely very musically involving.
The current vinyl revival proves three
things: one, that a stubborn minority
believes that the recorded medium, like
film, is part of the message; two, that
analog can be an incredibly robust stor-

GOT ME FLOATING

Being amusic reviewer, Iprobably listen to more CDs each week than all of
the Starophile readers who write in and
accuse me of being an "analog snob"
combined. One of the biggest problems
Ihave with CD sound is its "cardboardcutout" sonic picture, instead of the
sense of three-dimensional images floating in space within the soundstage —
an illusion even abudget turntable provides with ease. A few weeks ago Iput
Audio Alchemy's DTI•Pro 32—a black
box that contains resolution enhancement and digital-jitter filter circuitry—
between the EAD T-7000 transport and
DSP-9000 Mk3 processor.
For the first time in my listening experience, digitally sourced images actually floated on acushion of air, creating
asonic picture much closer to analog,
and thus much closer to re-creating
what Ihear experiencing live music.
With the DSP-9000's remote, Ican
switch between AT&T glass fiber-optics and coax cable through the 'Pro 32:
the differences are not subtle.
If true 20-bit, 88- or 96kHz-sampled
digital via DVD proves to be even better (hopefully much better), Ithink we'll
have digital everyone can enjoy. But for
now, DTI•Pro 32 notwithstanding, the
all-analog LP version of the same music
still sounds much more "real" in my system (ie, PJ Harvey's To Bring lint My Love
69
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on British import vinyl). However, the
Audio Alchemy box could help bring
even the staunchest analog diehard
around.
You think I'm adiehard? There are still
audiophiles who refuse to listen to CDs,
period.

BLADDER CONTROL

Yesterday Iplaced aTownshend Audio
3EHD Seismic Sink beneath my VP!
TNT Mk3 turntable (actually under
the giant Bright Star Audio "Big Foot"
sandbox). The TNT already sits on a
massive VPI-built stand, the tubular
support pillars of which are filled with
sand and lead shoe, the whole affair rests
on aconcrete floor.
So how much better could the sound
get? Much, I'm amazed to tell you. It
brought the TNT even closer to the
sound of the active, pneumatically suspended Rockport Capella turntable I
reviewed afew years ago in The Absolute
Sound.
The Seismic Sink vibration-control
devices use inflatable air bladders sandwiched between alevel-adjustable base
and an upper platform upon which you
rest the component you've chosen to
isolate. The special 27" by 21" TNT
version ($725) requires three air bladders, each of which has its own LED
that blinks when it needs inflation. A
few shots from the supplied bicycle
pump and you're back to spec.
What happens to the sound? Focus
improves dramatically, the noise floor
lowers, images solidify, and the sound
takes on asoftness that is at first alarming. As your ears get used to the
removal of alayer of grain and edge, you
realize what you're hearing is much
closer to what live music sounds like.
The focus is authoritative, but it doesn't
come as aresult of phony "sharpness."
A$349, single-bladder version did amazing things for both the Rotel RP-900
turntable and the EAD T-7000 CD
transport.
Idid not like the sound that resulted
when the smaller Sink was sandwiched
between the tube-powered Audible
Illusions Modulus 3A preamp and a
Bright Star Audio Big Rock sandbox.
The overall picture became kind of
"gray" and out of focus, and stayed that
way even after mass-loading with a
Bright Star Little Rock placed on top of
the Audible and supported by three
inverted cones.
Iwas talking about Seismic Sinks
with an audio writer for another magazine, and before Icould tell him what
I'd heard with the Audible setup, he
STE REOPH ELE, J
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Townshend Audio Seismic Sink

motor)/Eminent Techology 1air-bearing arm combo fitted with an
AudioQuest 404i cartridge. Cable was
Kimber 8TC. Before the Oracle, Ihad
a Rotel direct-drive turntable (which
used a low-vibration, Denon-sourced
AC motor) fitted with aLustre GST-1
arm.
Even with the Oracle, this was not an
expensive system, yet it made me very
happy because it sounded like music
Fun in those days was trying cheap
modifications like packing the bottom
GREED, ENVY, ANGER, &
of the Rotel platter with Mortitc, or
HIGH-END AUDIO
globbing apad of Blue Star typewriterHaving just written about a$700 device
cleaner gum on top of the headshell.
that goes under a$6500 turntable fitted
Fun was also visiting record stores,
with a$4500 arm and $2000 cartridge,
which still had records in them.
Igot to thinking about the reader who
Iremember going to Aron's old store
has a$500 turntable and a$129 caron Melrose in Los Angeles back then. It
tridge. How does this stuff go down
was almost all vinyl. They kept afew
with them? Maybe you?
CDs in aglass display under lock and
key, which only added to the snobby
cachet of the new format. Ithink Aron's
had one of those early Denon vertical
()KAY, I GIVE!
CD players; even at low volume over
the store system, it revealed its digital
ANALOG AND VINYL
awfulness.
I used to love watching those
REPRODUCTION
entranced by the new medium enter
the store with a huff and a stack of
DO NOT HAVE
records. Making larger-than-life gestures, they'd place the vinyl on the
"INFINITE RESOLUTION."
trade-in table as if it was abag of doody
diapers, then reverentially approach the
Judging by the letters Stereophile digital temple, accompanied by astore
clerk who'd open the Ark and hover
receives from some readers who haven't
got the financial resources to afford top- around watching for five-finger disshelf gear, maybe you'd think, "Not counts. (Shit, I'm starting to sound like
Edward Taman Canby.)
well." But Ithink I'm like most readers:
Anyway, every couple of months a
Ican enjoy things Ican't have. les an
new issue of 'The Absolute Sound would
adult adjustment to envy
Ten years ago my system consisted of show up. I'd sit there, eyes glazed, readapair of Spica TC-50s, aheavily modiing about all of this new, exotic, and
very expensive gear that Icould not
fied Hafler DH-101 preamp (based on
Jung's and Marsh's groundbreaking possibly afford. Icould be bitter about
my deprivation—I could say to myself,
"Choosing Capacitors" piece in Audio)
"$700 for acartridge with awooden
and DH-200 amp, and my big splurge,
body? What suckers!" Or Icould be
an older Oracle Delphi (square

commented that he didn't like the Sink
with tubed preamps because it cast a
"gray, out-of-focus" sound. As they say
in the mainstream press: great minds are
deluded alike.
Are the Seismic Sinks the last word in
vibration control? Idon't know. What I
do know is that they work, and the
price is reasonable. This is a definite
"take it home and try it" product for
retailers to offer skeptical audiophiles.
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011gakU
integrated amplifier
21 IA Triode

Conquest
mono power amplifiers
300B Triode

Single-ended

Parallel single-ended

27 watts per channel
hand-wound silver transformers
hand-made silver foil capacitors
21 lbs. of silver

17 watts each
custom output transformers
custom copper foil capacitors

$89,200

$6,995/pair

Check your wallet
Why the price spread?
In 1973 Hiroyasu Kondo
began aquest to re-create high
fidelity. He felt that audio manufacturers, in their effort to
increase the information retrieved
from recordings, had lost touch
with the emotional qualities of
the music.
He realized that every component must be re-engineered and
optimized to bring out the musical performance. He designed his
own resistors and crafted handdrawn silver-foil capacitors.
From ingots of Italian silver he
drew wire through diamond dies
of his own design, and wound it
by hand into aradical new type
of output transformer. He used
simple single-ended circuits and
directly heated triodes.

The result was breathtaking arediscovery of the emotional
impact of music. "ft digs deep
into the music and lays bare its
flesh and its soul... Runs rings
around everything Ihave heard,
tried, used or borrowed," said
British reviewer Alvin Gold
about the Ongaku amplifier in
Audiophile magazine.
He also said "I shall never be
able to afford to buy one." We
understand. Construction without
compromise is expensive. So
Audio Note U.K. was formed to
retain Mr. Kondo's objectives and
design principles at more affordable prices.
The Conquest amplifier has
output transformers and signal
capacitors custom made by Audio
Note, of copper. It is still asingle-

ended, zero-feedback Class A
Design. It gives you the body and
soul of the performance, rather
than merely sonic pyrotechnics.
If you want to truly hear all the
music, listen to Audio Note.
At any price level.
Audio Note makes amplifiers
from $1995, and complete
systems from about $5000. You
can hear them at selected dealers.
Call us for information.

AUDIO NOTE USA

-

Audio Note USA 212-304-8064 e60 Hannah St., New York, N.Y. 10301
Manufacturer showrooms: New York City: 718-876-9742 •San Francisco: 415-327-6881
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afew months ago that takes the procedure to afetishist level Ihadn't previously considered necessary, or even of
value. Now that I've tried it, I'm abeliever.
BRING AFLASHLIGHT
Wayne's position is that vacuum
Ithink used-record store lighting is scientifically designed to hide scratches cleaning is the last step, not the first, that
and sclunutz. No matter how you flash vacuum cleaning is what you do only
the records in the store light, no matter after the record has been cleaned. Inwhat angle you choose —you can deed, if you have avacuum machine, you
squint, put your nose to the grooves, must have noticed (as Ihave) that many
hold them at arm's length—they look dirty records, even after a thorough
pristine. You pay, you step outside, you cleaning, exude stylus-fouling crud.
pop adisc from the bag, and it an- Sometimes the results aren't that bad,
nounces clear as day: "I've been played but there's still noise that sounds like
on aSilvertone athousand times." You dirt
Wayne's technique involves aseries
can always tell when the record was
owned by aguitarist: the solo in each of steps using avariety of fluids and dirtsong is chewed white with groove wear. removing devices that, while complex
There's only one solution: bring a and time-consuming, really works. The
flashlight. Like azit-faced teenager in basic principle is that each fluid leaves a
fluorescent light, direct light on the residue that must be removed by using
grooves really lets you know what's another fluid, until the final pass using
the vacuum cleaner?
there. Better yet, get
Using this techapair of those glasses
nique, I've cleaned
with the built-in
records I thought
flashlights: you'll look
were clean but noisy
like adork, but you're
and have ended up
an audiophile, so obwith cleaner and
viously that won't
much quieter recbother you, and you'll
ords. They even look
have both hands free.
different. UnfortuEven if the record
nately, one ofWayne's
looks pristine, wear
tools is the sadly discan be invisible: Ialcontinued Allsop Orways check the hole
bitrac, which is cheap
for wear, and the laand very effective
bel for spindle marks.
If you see aspider web's worth of spin- midway in the procedure.
Analog lovers: we must get the Ordle marks, or the hole shows white
where the colored label has been worn bitrac back in production. The only way
away, the record's been played agreat that's gonna happen is if you pick up the
deal; chances are it's worn. On the other phone and call Allsop toll-free at (800)
hand, you can't always go by looks. It's a 426-4303. Ask for Armand Vizina and
good idea to run your fingers over tell him, "Bring back the Orbitracr
One of the first records Itried Wayne's
scratches. If you can't feel them, they
may not play—especially on mono methodology on was an original British
records, if you have a"mono" switch on pressing of Electric Ladyland (Track
your preamp. And if the price is right, 613008/9), bought used by.mail. It had
little noisy gummy spots on it that
why not chance it?
Ipicked up an original "shaded dog" wouldn't vacuum off. When Iwas finof Fritz Reiner's Spain (RCA LSC- ished with the pre-scrub, the grain alco2230) for 99 cents. It looked trashed; but hol bath/cotton-pad procedure, the
for 99 cents, why not? At least Icould Orbitrac rubdown, and the final vacuum
tell if Iliked the music. After athor- cleaning with Torumat fluid (my choice
ough cleaning, Iplayed it, and it sound- of final fluid), the gum was gone, and the
ed almost mint, even though it looked sound had come in from the storm. Sure.
I'd lost ahalf aday, but what price clean
like adry riverbed.
vinyl?
S
excited about what Iwas reading and
hope that someday, maybe Icould have
it too.

LIKE MOST READERS,
I
CAN ENJOY THINGS
I
CAN'T HAVE.
IT'S AN
ADULT ADJUSTMENT
TO ENVY.

THINK I'LL DUST MY BROOM

You get the dirt-encrusted record home:
then what? Vacuum it clean? That's
what Iused to think, but no longer. I
published an article on record-cleaning
by Michael Wayne in The Tracking Angle
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY
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2 If you're cunous about Wayne's record-cleaning
methodology, acheck for five bucks payable to pie
Tracking Angle and mailed to P.O. Box 6449, San _lose.
CA 95150-6449 will get you areprint of the article.
You may not wish to invest the time and trouble ti,
clean every record using Wayne's method, but once
you've tried it, you'll know which of your laves need
the treatment.
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ILLUMINATING

Value. Perhaps the most important factor in
establishing Sonic Frontiers' reputation in the
high-fidelity marketplace. Now, Sonic Frontiers
extends this ideal of value even further -packaging the Sonic Frontiers SFD-1 MKII Digital
Processor with 1.5 meters of the Illuminati DX-50
AES/EBU digital interconnect -averifiable, 110
ohm cable (conforming to the AES/EBU standard) -critical for alow jitter transmission line
between your transport and processor.

COMBINATION.

The SFD-1 MKII has achieved high standing
among numerous audiophiles. Modeled after its
renowned sibling, the SFD-2 MKII Digital Processor,
the SFD-1 MKII shares many of the same design
features and offers truly outstanding sound.
Like the SFD-2 MKII, the SFD-1 MKII has
adopted the Pacific Microsonics' PMD-100
HDCD .digital filter/decoder chip. The PMD-100
chip provides superior performance when decoding non-HDCD digital signals. Bass quality,

extension, weight and authority are improved;
the sound is less forward but more involving.
But the true beauty of the HDCD decoder is
revealed when it is fed HDCD-encoded material.
With the extra information this process provides,
the soundstage expands in width, depth and
height. Instrument focus and placement become
pinpoint. The air between musicians becomes
"blacker", making the listening experience even
more riveting.

Available at these and other fine dealers
Audio FX
Sacramento, California

Hi Vi Audionosertek
Monterey Park, California

Cadre Audio Video
Pembroke, Massachusetts

Hi-Tech Stereo
Eatontown, New Jersey

Audio Video Center
New York, New York

Advanced Audio
Cary, North Carolina

Audio Chamber
Berkeley, California

Soundworks
Kensington, Maryland

Stereo Center
Flint, Michigan

Angel Audio
Palisades Park, New Jersey

Lyric Hi -Fi &Video
NYC &White Plains, NY

Krystal Clear Audio
Dallas, muas

For a limited time. the Sonic Frontier's
HDCD-equipped SFD-1 IVIKII Digital Processor
is packaged with the Illuminati (110 ohm compliant) DX-50 AES/EBU digital interconnect
(regular K/ISRP $350).

The SFD-1 MKII also utilizes the impeccable
UltraAnalog D20400A dual DAC and the
UltraAnalog AES20 digital input receiver. The analog output stage is virtually identical to the SFD-2
MKII's; the SFD-1 MKII circuitry remains cutting edge,
untouchable in this price category. Additionally,
the passive parts quality is extremely high. Integral
component parts include HoIca metal film resistors,
MIT Multicaps, Wima, Ero and Solen capacitors assembled with the highest hand craftsmanship.

•Steplees ore lomfted Cornb,not.on offer expres January 31, 1996

Blue Door Electronics
Parksville, British Columbia
Dynamic Audio Technology
Regina, Saskatchewan

So how do you improve on the extreme value
the SFD-1 MKII represents? Sonic Frontiers just
included the highly regarded and critically
acclaimed Illuminati DX-50 AES/EBU digital
interconnect (MSRP $350 US). If you would like to
take advantage of this offer, act quickly Supplies
are limited and the offer expires January 31,
1996. Visit aSonic Frontiers' dealer, or contact
Sonic Frontiers directly for further illumination.

ER SONIC FRONTIERS
CMIN«)RPOR

A

Tr

II

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790

Brighton Rood, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 514

Telephone (9051 829-3838

- Facsimile 19051 829-3033

E-Mail. SF1@sonicfrontiers.com

- WWW: http.//www.hi-fi.com or http://www.sonicfrontiers.com

a

of loyalty and devotion.

a new revolution, a not so common state.

1:1111THEM

a state of being.
New from Sonic Frontiers - the Anthem

- all-tube processing,

singularly affordable. Contact Sonic Frontiers for a free informational
booklet on

the

essential principles of tube electronics and

Anthem brochure containing complete details and specification
revolutionary new line of tuba gear.
2780

Brighton Roiid,

Oakville,

Ont.'''

Canada
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ROBERT HARLEY, MARTIN COLLOMS, AND MARKUS SAUER REPORT ON
FIVE OF THE MAJOR INTERNATIONAL FALL

1995

AUDIO SHOWS

(Top) Schelp turntable seen in Frankfurt; the bottom plate, which dovetails

(Top) RH explains his views on Home Theater during panel discussion at HEX
5. Singapore. (Above) Myryads 60Wpc remote-controlled integrated amplifier:

cleanly with the platter, can be had in any color the customer specifies. (Above)

the MI 120, in London.

HEX 5, Singapore.

• SINGAPORE: ROBERT HARLEY

T

he fifth High-End Audio and Home Theater Exhibition (HEX 5) was held in Singapore September
1-3. Held annually, the show is organized by
AudioCraft Publishers, who produce the Singapore-published, English-language magazine High End. The show was
held on one floor of the Orchard Parade Hotel, right in the
middle of Singapore's large shopping district. Although not
every retailer and brand was represented, the event was big
enough to give showgoers asampling of the high-end products available in Singapore.
The show was also packed with seminars: Audio Note's
Peter Qvortrup talked about "The Advantages of LowPowered Single-Ended Triodes" and "How to Get Back to
the Music"; AudioCraft Publisher Dennis ICrisluian's topic
STEREOPHILE,
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was loudspeaker placement; Lars Kristensen and Joe Reynolds of Nordost Flatline Cable talked about optimizing
your system. Igave presentations on how to get the best
sound from your existing equipment, and was on the hotseat for question-and-answer sessions.
The visiting manufacturers, Dennis Krishnan, and Iwere
also panelists for adiscussion of Home Theater and highend audio. The question: are Home Theater and high-quality music re roduction incompatible? Itook the view that
the only •I erence between television and Home Theater
is sound quality; how can anyone be against better sound? I
also argued that Home Theater encourages the general
public to set up loudspeakers correctly, think about the spatial aspects of reproduced sound, and pay attention to the
things that matter to us as audiophiles. Home Theater is an
77

Do You Believe In
Magic?

The
recreation of
agreat musical
performance in your
listening room should
rekindle your sense of wonder.
And, the role of agreat audio component should be to reveal the magic
in each musical moment.
Balanced Audio Technology believes that this
greatness can only be achieved through the innovative
application of scientific knowledge.
We encourage you to be skeptical. Call for our informative series
of White Papers to see how the spark of science can ignite aworld of
magic in your home.
Then visit your local B.A.T. audio specialist to hear the magic in the music from
Balanced Audio Technology.

Balanced

26 Beethoven Drive

wu

Audio

Technology

Jx 610-388-6172

email bat@ssnet.com

Show).

Great sound but played too loud: Sonus Faber Extremas driven by Goldmund
electronics.

opportunity to expose to amass audience high-end audio
equipment and audiophile values.
Audio Note's Peter Qvortrup took the opposite view, asserting that Home Theater is merely more television and
has nothing to do with music. He went on to express his
contempt for Home Theater in no uncertain terms. Iagreed
with him that an integrated Home Theater/music system
compromises musical quality to adegree that's unacceptable

amp, with Audio Note Silver cables throughout. The sound
was unbelievably liquid and palpable in the mids, and the
Ascents played louder than Iwould have expected from
27W. The retailer, State of Art, was careful not to play any
large-scale music through the system, and favored solo
female voice and small jazz groups. Still, the Ongaku/Ascent
pairing was one of the show's highlights. (I'll have the results
of the voting for Best Sound of the Show later in this report.)

Audio Note Ongaku drivingAvalon Ascent Ils (the Best Sound of the Singapore

S

INGAPORE HAS A LARGE (FOR THE COUNTRY'S POPULATION) AN I)
INTENSELY DEDICATED AUDIOPHILE COMMUNITY.

to many music lovers. Ireasserted my call for separate music
and Home Theater systems, with mass-market receivers
being perfectly acceptable for video soundtrack playback.
The panel's consensus was that ahigh-quality music system
should be separate from aHome Theater.
During the panel discussion and at seminars throughout
the show, Iasked audiences for shows of hands of how
many people had Home Theater systems. Despite the obvious interest in Home Theater in Singapore, only about 10
out of the approximately 200 people raised their hands.
More than half, however, owned tubed electronics.
Because the show was relatively small and Ihad three
days to cover it, Igot in quite abit of good listening time.
Although all shows have awide range of sound quality, this
show's sound ranged from dreadful to exceptional. There
was an unfortunate tendency by some exhibitors to play the
systems way too loudly. More than one retailer played Holly
Cole or Celine Dion continuously at 120dB —I'm not kidding. Some systems that could have sounded great —Goldmind electronics and front-end driving Sonus Faber
Extremas, for example —were simply unlistenable at the
high volumes. Iwould brace myself, walk into avery loud
room determined to listen to the system, and find myself
unable to stay in the listening seat for more than afew seconds. These rooms stayed this loud throughout the show.
Ialso heard some terrific sound. The most unusual—and
daring—combination of components was the 27W Audio
Note Ongaku single-ended triode amplifier driving Avalon
Ascent Ils. Pairing the low-power Ongaku with the Ascent's
demanding load was intended to show that single-ended
amplifiers (the Ongaku in particular) can drive awider range
of loudspeakers than is commonly perceived. The rest of the
system was aC.E.C. TL 1transport feeding an Audio Note
DAC 4Signature processor and Audio Note M7 Silver preS
TEREOPH ILE, J
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Second Best Sound at HEX 5: the Wilson WITT/Spectral/MIT system.

Retailer and distributor Music by Design used the Cary
CAD-300SEI 11W single-ended triode amplifier to drive the
Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage loudspeakers.' The front
end was the visually stunning C.E.C. TL 0transport feeding
a pair of Resolution Audio Quantum processors in
Balanced Dab mode with aResolution Audio Chronos jitter
attenuator. Loudspeaker cables were AudioQuest Dragon.
The sound had the involving immediacy Iheard from the
Cary 300SEI in my system (sec my review in the September
Stereophilt). Moreover, the image focus and spatial coherence
was exceptional from this combination. The finish quality of
the Italian-made Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage loudspeakers (reviewed for Stereephile by Martin Colloms in July '94,
Vol.17 No.7) must be seen to be believed.
The sheer number of single-ended triode amplifiers at
the show indicated the popularity of these designs in Singa1In the interest of:disclosure. Musk by Design distributes my book, The Gimpiete
Guide to High-End Audio, in Singapore.'
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Why is it always so different at the movie-theater?
Does the popcorn taste better in the dark?

What about sound?
Is it the People?
The galloping horses. Thunder.

you

Explosive SOUndtracks?

SOUND!
The PSB Stratus Series loudspeakers give I

a

true home theater sound experience, full range
capability and brute dynamic power.
The popcorn is on you.

PSB — A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.
For your nearest PSB dealer call Toll Free 1-800 -263 4641.
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The sign of things to come? Unison 845 Absolute monoblockc driving Impulse
Taus horn-loaded loudspeakers.

pore. In addition to the Audio Note and Cary SE amps, I
heard the mighty single-ended Unison 845 Absolute monoblocks driving the Impulse Ta'us horn-loaded loudspeakers. In another room a10W, 300B-based integrated
amplifier called the Gamma powered the 94dB-sensitive
Triangle Octant loudspeakers.
Igot achance to hear Wilson Audio's new WITT (Wilson Integrated Transducer Technology) loudspeaker, reviewed in this issue by Thomas J. Norton and Martin
Colloms.2 Dealer High End Research had alarge room
for the WITTs, and powered them with
superlative analog and digital front-ends. The
system included an SME 20 turntable with a
Benz Micro cartridge, Spectral Reference 20
Mk.I Ipreamplifier and DMA-180 power amplifier, and MIT cables. The digital front-end was a
Micromega transport feeding the Spectral
SDR-2000 Pro processor. The sound was spectacular, particularly from the LP source and with
large-scale music. Although the room had some
midbass problems, the presentation had ahuge
sense of space and exceptionally wide dynamics.
Ilook forward to hearing the WITT again.
Another good sound was produced by
Magneplanar 3.5s driven by Classé CA 200
power amplifiers and CP 60 preamp, and a
Theta Data 3/Generation V digital source. Even
in a small room, the 3.5s sounded excellent,
though alittle on the bright side.
Nearly all the products on display were familiar to me from US shows. A notable exception was an
Australian loudspeaker line called Sonique that's soon to be
introduced in the US. The Sonique loudspeakers were designed by Steve Lund, who worked alongside fellow Australian John Dunlavy at Duntech for eight years. Sonique's
tiny 3.5 model (S$1000), with a4.5" bass/midrange driver
and 1" tweeter, sounded promising, though alittle on the
lightweight side.
During the closing dinner, the showgoers' ballots for Best
Sound of the Show were tallied for announcement at the
evening's end. Dennis Krishnan asked me what three rooms
Ithought would win best sound. Itold him Iliked the
Wilson WIT!' driven by Spectral electronics, the Sonus
Faber Guarneri Homage powered by the Cary 300SEI, and
the Audio Note Ongaku/Avalon Ascent combination.
About an hour later when the results were announced,
2The WITT costs $8888 in the US. With an exchange rate of 1.4 Singapore dollars to SI US, a $2000 product in the US costs the equivalent of about
$2500—$2800 US in Singapore, owing to shipping and import duties.
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the more than 2000 show attendees had picked the same
three systems. Their ranking was, however, different from
mine. The showgoers voted the Ongaku/Avalon combination as Best Sound of the Show; second place went to the
Wilson WITT/Spectral room; and the Cary 300SEI driving the Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage took third-place
honors. The excellent-sounding Classé/Theta/Magnepan
system mentioned earlier finished fourth. The award for
Best Home Theater product went to the Kenwood TI-DC
LS loudspeakers, the same package that sounded so good at
the 1995 Summer CES.
Although high-end audio is popular among the general
population, Singapore has alarge (for the country's population) and intensely dedicated audiophile community.
After spending three days at the show giving seminars, taking questions, and talking to Singapore audiophiles, Ican say
that I've never met amore enthusiastic and involved group
of audiophiles. They read all the magazines—particularly
Stereophik—and remember the articles and reviews years
later. Iwas asked to discuss achange in loudspeaker cables
I'd made more than three years ago!
Not only are Singapore's audio enthusiasts knowledgeable, they all seem to have great equipment. When
talking to people about their systems, Ifound that many had
top-of-the-line gear —and mentioned it almost casually.
Over the course of the show Italked to people who owned

HEX 5showgoers snapping up vinyl.

Krell Audio Standard amplifiers, Genesis Iloudspeakers,
Genesis II loudspeakers, Wilson WATT/Puppy/WHOW
packages, Mark Levinson No30.5 processors and No31
transports, Avalon Ascent loudspeakers, C.E.C. TL 1and
TL 0transports, Krell Reference 64 processors and DT-10
transports, Krell KPS-20i and KPS-30i CD players, Sonus
Faber Extrema loudspeakers, Cary 805 single-ended
monoblock amplifiers, and Thiel CS5i loudspeakers—to
name afew. Even the people who thought they had modest
systems really had excellent equipment.
The Audio Note distributor told me that they had sold
four S$128,000 Ongaku single-ended amplifiers so far this
year; at last year's Singapore show, two pairs of Genesis 1s
were sold; more than 50 Wilson WATT/Puppy combinations are in use, many of them with the WHOW subwoofer; and Singapore boasts several Wilson WAMM systems in customers' homes.
One evening after the show Ishared afabulous Chinese
dinner with my book distributor and five doctors—all spe81

"...one of high end's most
accomplished companies."
—Tom Millier, 11)(1 Audio Adventure

tom left to right: S(S2, (S1.5, (S;.(,, (S5i, CS7, CS2
ricer from $1,350 to $12,.t00 per pair VI are carelitlly hand rafted in a
va riel of finishes from thc uorld's finest woods.

World-wide critical acclaim for current THIEL models include:
•8CESeDesign and Engineering Awards

,

•5Audio Video International "Product of the Year" Awards
•2Stereo Sound (Japan) "Component of the Year" Awards
•Stereophile magazine's "Loudspeaker of 1993," Runner-up '92 & '94
•Six models in Stereophile's "Recommended Components"
Call or write for our 32-page full-line brochure,
review reprints, and the name of your nearest ¡NIEL dealer.

111111EL.

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
1111EL • 1026 Ndodino I;oulevard, Lexinglon, kenlocky, .10511 • I
elmhone: 606-254-9-07

cialists in the same hospital —who had recently become
audiophiles. After one of them bought ahigh-end system
and the others heard how good reproduced music could
sound, the remaining four each bought aduplicate system.
As their sophistication increased, however, they discovered
that their sonic and musical tastes differed. Now, ayear and
ahalf later, they have widely varying systems that better
match their individual tastes (although four have C.E.C. TL
1transports). They're also on the upgrade path, always looking for better and better sound.
During the lively discussion over exotic Chinese delicacies,
it struck me that although the five doctors had been into highend audio for only 18 months, they were already highly
knowledgeable and sophisticated audiophiles. They discussed
with me such diverse and arcane topics as the difference in

Inside the Adelphi

clock jitter between the Crystal CS8412 and UltraAnalog
AES21 input receivers, the virtues of single-ended triode
amplification, and why digital interconnects are directional.
They read everything about high-end audio, compare lots of
equipment, and are fully conversant in the language used to
describe what they hear in different components. When the
conversation turned to acertain product, they knew who had
reviewed it, in what magazine, and could cite specifics of the
reviewer's opinion of the product. It was hard to believe that
just 18 months earlier they'd had mass-market mid-fi systems.
The Singapore retailers seem to do agood job of getting
music lovers involved in high-quality music reproduction,
rather than simply selling different equipment to the same
customers year after year.
Itook abreak from the show to visit the Adelphi, ashopping center that's unique in the world of high-end audio.
The Adelphi is an elegant, upscale four-storey shopping mall
with the usual array of fashion boutiques, photo shops, and
small department stores. What makes the Adelphi unique is
the mall's seventeen high-end audio salons under one roof.
The place is like acontinuous hi-fi show; you can walk from
store to store and hear just about every brand of audio gear
in existence. Moreover, the stores are beautifully finished
salons that present the products with elegance and grace.
Saturday afternoons find the Adelphi packed with audiophiles shopping for equipment. A coffeehouse in the Adelphi serves as an unofficial meeting place where audiophiles
pore over brochures, ask each other's advice, read reviews,
and make their decisions. Singaporans take their hi-fi shopping seriously.
The Adelphi also has aCD store that specializes in audiophile discs. Iwas surprised to see in the CD store alistening
room with apair of Shun Mook'd NHT 33 loudspeakers for
the shoppers' listening pleasure. When was the last time you
STEREOPH I
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saw an audiophile-quality system set up in aUS CD store?
One reason high-end audio is so popular in Singapore
may be that the equipment is beautifully presented in an
upscale shopping complex. You can't shop in the Adelphi
without seeing high-quality music reproduction equipment
—and if you step in for ademonstration, you can't help
hearing how good reproduced music can sound. This marketing strategy tends to attract the discriminating music
lover, not just the audio hobbyist.
Because Singapore is such asmall area, the hi-fi retailers
are also the importers. Rather than have adistributor who
imports several lines and resells the gear to stores, the dealers in Singapore import the equipment for sale directly to
the user. This arrangement keeps prices lower, but means
that fewer outlets carry each specific brand.
Although American-made high-end audio costs more in
Singapore than in the US, audio is comparatively inexpensive
when compared to other consumer goods, particularly cars.
For example, a BMW 740 that sells for US$70,000 in
America costs about S$300,000 Singapore dollars (US
$210,000). And that's just for starters. You must pay—in
advance —a 10-year tax of about S$80,000, plus road tax of
S$2500 per year. Gasoline costs about S$5 per gallon. If you
park your car in your own garage at home, expect to pay S$75
per month for the privilege (per car). And if you want to drive
in the downtown area you must buy awindow sticker that
gains you admittance past acheck point into the "restricted
zone." Acar that costs $70,000 in the US thus requires acommitment of athird of amillion dollars in Singapore. It makes
apair of Genesis Is seem like abargain.
Judging by the 1995 show's success, Iexpect the event
will be repeated next year. Ihope to attend this show again:
Igreatly enjoyed spending time with Singapore's enthusiastic audiophiles and music lovers.

• LONDON: MARTIN COLLOMS

1

995 saw serious machinations between UK show organizers, culminating in three audio events for the
early autumn, two of them coincident, and all three
taking place in the same two weeks.

Though not popular in some politically correct audiophile circles due to his
outspoken and generally correct (in JA's view) opinions on some of the ills that
afflict the international High End, A.J. van den Hul soldiers on, and introduced
aline of amplification in London.

The Hi-Fi Show, sponsored by Hi-Fi News & Record Review magazine and held annually in early September at the
Heathrow Airport Ramada Hotel, has suffered competition
for acouple of years now, since the 1993 launch of the UK's
first CES-style event. "Live '93" sought, among other
things, to bring hi-fi together with the rest of the consumer
electronics field. Some major UK brands —including
83
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Naim, Linn, Quad, Musical (British) Fidelity, Arcam,
Mission/Cyrus, and Wharfedale —immediately defected
from the specialist Hi-Fi News Show to the new event, held
aweek later than The Hi-Fi Show at Olympia, aprime central London exhibition hall. This reflected prevailing economic conditions in the UK —pretty dire —and an understandable wish by these companies to expose their products to the widest audience possible. Sony led the Japanese
contingent to Olympia with massive stands showing their
panoply of designs, including hi-fi products.
For Live '95, the venue was shifted up the road to Earls
Court. But growing dissatisfaction with the Live shows voiced
by some manufacturers and importers resulted in the birth of
asecond, smaller specialist hi-fi show: Sound and Vision
London, held concurrently with Live '95 in late September at
the Cumberland Hotel in the heart of London's central shopping district. The following brands moved on to the
Cumberland, hoping for better facilities and higher atten-

venue is one gigantic resonating hall, and even away from
the noisiest booths, you had to shout to be heard. The highly amplified live stage and "roll up, roll up"—style presentations were too numerous to count. Only the most expensive
and most highly soundproofed demonstrations had achance
—such as Harman's custom THX setup. Temperatures
soared in the main hall, and under the direct lights in the
booths conditions were pretty awful.
Some exhibitors tried to guess how best to distribute their
promotional resources among the three events. Arcam,
Mission/Cyrus, Wharfedale, and Meridian were present at
both Live '95 and the Cumberland.
Other exhibitors attempted to bridge the gap between the
Ramada and the Cumberland. These included Mirage,
Stereophile, van den Hul, Path, Proceed, Mark Levinson,
Audio Alchemy, Absolute Sounds (Krell, ARC, MartinLogan, Theta, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber, Copland), Orelle,
Partington, ART Audio, Chord Cable (including Flatline),

GROWING DISSATISFACTION WITH THE LIVE SHOWS RESULTED IN
THE BIRTH OF ASECOND, SMALLER SPECIALIST HI-FI SHOW:
SOUND AND VISION LONDON.

dance than expected at the HFN/RR Ramada Show held
two weeks earlier: Naim, Linn, Arcam, and Mission/Cyrus;
again, plus Audiolab, Yamaha, Meridian, B&W, Micromega,
AudioQuest, and Roksan.
Live '95 was not an uplifting experience for this audio
scribe. The noise was deafening, way above tolerable stress
levels, and everyone involved showed signs of premature
fatigue just hours into the working day. The Earls Court

Acapellis Violin speaker uses an ionic horn tweeter.
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and Parasound. Most felt that the need to appear at two
competing London shows within two weeks verged on lunacy—and it certainly strained company resources.
The Hi-Fi News Ramada Show, clearly the biggest specialist-audio event, was undeniably weakened by the absence of
certain big names who had chosen to attend the alternative
venues. Likewise, the hi-fi contingent was clearly sidelined at
Live '95—many specialist exhibitors expressed the view
that they would prefer to abandon that show forever despite
the valiant support of the Hi-Fi Choice editorial team trying
to make something worthwhile out of this year's event.
And what about Sound and Vision London? In my view,
the new Show was just too small and too fragmented to
work. Admittedly, some of the rooms were acoustically
superior to those at Ramada, but others were almost perfect
cubes with definite resonances in the upper bass. Ifelt the
show as awhole failed to make enough impact to emerge
as an event with its own identity. It seemed lost and confused within the bustling commercial traffic of this popular
tourist hotel. There were reports of loading difficulties,
expensive all-day parking (if you could find it), and inadequate signage. And, as exhibitors were split, some in the
basement and others scattered around the fifth floor, it was
easy to miss someone. It was reported that trade attendance
was fairly low, though anumber of exhibitors claimed that
it wasn't much better at the Ramada. My impression was that
the trade days at the Ramada were pretty healthy Stereophile, at
least, did aroaring trade in back issues and CDs. But the absence if
major UK brands means that The Hi-Fi Show is in severe danger if
being maiginalized as aShow devoted merely to ultra—high-end components and single-ended tube arnplyiers.—Ed.]
The general view is that the London show situation is a
mess for public and trade alike. Most critics agreed that
Home Theater (Home Cinema, as it's known in the UK)
had astrong part to play, but that games, communications,
Microsoft, mobile phones, and the Internet had little to do
with audio. Several felt that the Ramada Show should be
expanded, perhaps to take in anearby hotel, to give better
85
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New wireless preamp adds the convenience of remote control to any system.
Audition it now without obligation in your own home!
If you own an older preamp, receiver,
or powered subwoofer, and are tired
of jumping up and down every five
minutes to fine tune the balance or
adjust the volume, the award winning
Chase Technologies' RLC-1 can make
your listening enjoyment more convenient than you ever dreamed possible.
PERFECT FOR HOME THEATER
In most movies as the drama unfolds
from scene to scene, the loud sounds
are often too loud and the soft passages can barely be heard. With its
patent-pending wireless remote control system, the RLC-1 puts instantaneous home theater control right at
your fingertips. Now you can easily
control volume and contour output,
from left to right as well as from front
to rear, without interrupting the action
or leaving your easy chair.
CLEAN NOISE-FREE OPERATION
More than the undeniable appeal of
retrofitting your older components
with the convenience of remote control, the RLC-1 is ameticulously engineered stereo preamplifier that won't
dilute or degrade sound quality. It
accepts 4line level inputs, provides 2
main outputs and all terminals are
gold-plated to minimize signal loss.

reminder of all key operating modes.
All settings are held in memory and
recalled once power to the RLC-1 is
activated. Even the mute function has
been thoughtfully engineered. Once it
has been de-selected, volume ramps
back up gently. This protects your
sensitive components from asudden
surge while providing asmooth transition back to original listening levels.
Skeptical audiophiles will appreciate
the way the RLC-1 works via aconventional tape-monitor loop -engage
it for movies, defeat it for critical listening. What could be simpler?
RISK-FREE FACTORY DIRECT OFFER
We're so sure you're going to enjoy
the convenience and versatility of this
remarkable preamp that we invite you
to audition the RLC-1 in your home
for 30 days. If for any reason you're
not completely delighted simply return
it to us for afull refund.
WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING
ABOUT THE RLC-1:
The RLC-1 is such asimple, efficient
breakthrough in audio signal processing that it already has many of
today's most critical reviewers scrambling for superlatives.

"Anybody who is without remote
control should definitely consider the
purchase of an RLC-1. Its very low
price coupled with its ease of use
make this aproduct Ican easily recommend. Get it!"
Shane Tenace, HPR -Sept. '95
A SATISFIED CUSTOMER SAYS:
"I used the RLC-1 in place of my preamp, aSony TA-1000ES, then Iused
it in place of aDenon AVR-2500, then
an Adcom GFP-1A, then aConradJohnson. Each time Iwas shocked at
the results. How can it be possible
that for amere $119 or so ,this unit
was making my expensive equipment
sound less expensive and in some
cases really bad? This little black box
just sounds that good. Bravo, what a
bargain! And what sound -such a
nice soundstage, warm and rich, nice
tight bass, spatially superior to many
'high dollar' preamps."
Steve Lawny, Colllnsvile, VA
*Please refer to key code STP 313 when ordering.

RLC-1 Remote Line Controlle .

S119 $10 S&H

1-800-531-0631
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"or. pay by check right aver the phone allow 21 days for Mown

THOUGHTFUL INNOVATIVE DESIGN
In addition to volume, balance,
mute, and input selection, the RLC-1
also enables you to fine tune bass and
treble via remote. The 5-segment LED
indicator provides an easy-to-read
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"Ingenious and Inexpensive...." It
could even be used very effectively as
the main preamplifier in asimple
audio or A/V system."
fuljan Hirsch Stereo Review -Jan. '95
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AudioNote% Conquest — apush-pull triode monoblock.

coverage of specialist hi-fi and Home Theater.
Avoiding any further references to the three shows or the
politics involved, the following report covers new-product
launches plus anything of interest for the UK September
show period. A letter in parentheses following the manufacturer's name reveals their location: L= Live '95, H =HiFi News &Record Review Ramada Show, and S= Sound and
Vision London.
Acapella: (H) Iwas impressed by the appearance and
sound of the show edition of the Acapella Violin 1in its latest form, which proved how neutral and dynamic awelldesigned midrange horn can be. They're certainly capable of
dispelling popular misconceptions about horn coloration. I
thought they'd look stunning in an ultramodern room setting. Typically priced at $25,000, these speakers deliver a
claimed 28Hz low-frequency limit via two 10" long-throw,
transmission-line—loaded bass drivers. The upper range
extends to 40kHz thanks to the Acapella modulated ionic
plasma tweeter, also horn-loaded. This 4ohm speaker has a
91dB/W sensitivity. A range of colors is available.
Acoustic Energy (S) showed two new loudspeakers for
the autumn, the $300/pair AE-100 two-way bookcase seen
as astarter version of the AE-1 Reference, and the new
Reference AE-5. The AE-5 flagship has no less than seven
metal-cone drivers arranged in avery slim pillar in three subchambers, with four reflex ports and asymmetric mid-treble
array. Eight ohms, 91dB/W, and 300W power capacity are
its prime technical credentials. The show model was an early
sample, finished in
mirror black, the estimated price around
$9-10k.
On the cinema
front, Arcam (S) premiered their new lowcost Pro Logic decoder,
the Zeta 2, which is
rumored to sound
even better than the
well-received Zeta 1,
the latter including
multiple power-amp
channels and control
circuitry.
Well-known
for
their fine-quality loudspeaker systems, active
and passive, domestic
and studio, ATC (S)
Acoustic Energy Reference AE-5 loudspeaker
premiered their SCASTEREOPH ILE, J
ANUARY 1996

Chord Electronics $18,000 integrated amplifier.

2remote control preamplifier, built and styled to international standards. Wholly discrete solid-state circuitry defines the
signal path, with balanced and normal working available. An
optional board provides for MM and MC phono cartridges.
This product is priced at £2000 and is compatible with their
top-grade, three-way active speaker accepting balanced
inputs. AC mains input is universal, 100V to 240V.
Audiolab (S) showed their new integrated amplifier, the
8000S, which complements the company's long-established
8000A. For the "S," the tone controls and phono preamp are
omitted, to be replaced by full remote-control and versatile
"mode" facilities, allowing immediate use as apreamp, or as
an integrated amp (60Wpc, 25A peak) with pre-power loop
and A/V loop operation.
Passing though the Audio Note (H) room, Iwas pleased
to hear areally natural-sounding string quartet sourced from
vinyl, reproduced through a pair of prototype two-way
speakers. With good timbre evident, cello and violin were
well-balanced and proportioned. Such harmony was rare in
most exhibitors' rooms. Several new single-ended tube
amplifiers were also shown.
Isaw and heard the Audio Physic (H) Virgo loudspeaker for the first time and can certainly agree with Michael
Fremer's Stereophile review (Vol.18 No.9) concerning their
ability to "disappear" into ahighly focused and articulate
soundstage, this attributable to their ultranarrow profile.
Ex-Primare designer Bo Christiansen showed his Bow
(H) ZZ-One 75Wpc integrated amplifier. It looks so solid
and well-machined that you have to touch and feel it, just as
the brochure claims! With zero loop feedback and FET outputs, this aims to be a"reference class" integrated at close on
$15,000.
The UK's Chord Electronics (H) is becoming more
ambitious, expanding their range of switch-mode powersupply amplifiers. It seems you can have any size you like up
to the whopping SPM3000B, which delivers four channels
of 250W from one box for bi-amping, while acomplementary, stereo-only chassis, the SPA5000, gives 350Wpc with a
huge peak current capability of 112A. Prices are about
$12,000 and $16,000/pair, respectively. My favorite for a
sculpted teclmo design was their "Integrated" (from $18,000)
with the Tragersystem sidebars. This is afront-cover product
if ever I've seen one! A new range of speakers was also
shown; the sound showed asignificant step up from last year.
In action was Conrad-Johnson's (H) new Premier 14
remote-controlled line preamplifier at just under $4000. Its
high-performance attenuator is based on adiscrete resistor
matrix switched by gas-filled, gold-plated relays and providing 100 steps of 0.66dB each. This addresses any reservations concerning the lack of volume step resolution in earli87
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er Premier preamplifiers, particularly the Premier 7.
C-J also showed the first working models of the D/A-2b
tube DAC, based on BitStream decoding and priced at
$1995. It was announced that the Premier power amplifiers
may be rewired simply for all-triode operation; the triodemode Premier 8is said to be the best-sounding C-J power
amplifier yet (if you don't need the last dB or so of dynamic headroom available from this massive design).
Copland (H) premiered their first CD player, the
CDA288CD (£1800) based on aTEAC mechanism and

Conrad-Johnson's new Premier 14 remote-controlled line preamplifier

HDCDx-equipped. Other introductions included the
CDA505 power amplifier at £2100 offering 65Wpc in
Ultralinear mode from apair of Sovtek 6550s, which in triode mode still give 35W The matching CTA 301 Mk.11
preamp is also all tube, with sufficient gain for use even with
the higher-output moving coils (£1350).
Mission's Cyrus (L,S) range has matured to the point
where, almost unnoticed, afive-box hi-fi amplifier system
has appeared in the range—comprising the remote-controlled Pre, which has microprocessor-controlled dual-channel motorized volume control and discrete input switching;
and the Power, anew-generation 50Wpc current-feedback
dual-channel amplifier intended for bi-amping when used
in pairs (it's also switchable to a100W monoblock). Both
Pre and Power can be used with the audiophile-grade
PSXR-regulated auxiliary supply units. Multiroom drive is
now possible with the burgeoning Cyrus range.
Denon (L) displayed its wide range of products, including pro and in-car equipment, while highlighting anew
low-cost Pro Logic receiver, the ACR-900, for £350.
Distinguished by analog handling of the front three channels for amore neutral sound, this receiver offers 3x6OW
for the front and 2x15W for the rear. The supplied colorcoded handset was much easier to learn than many.
EAR/Tim Paravacini (H): Tim has threatened us for
years with adirect-coupled, tube-driven original Quad electrostatic loudspeaker. This time he actually made apain
Under nearly impossible room conditions, Ithought the
sound was really impressive. Just afew bars of "Last Chance
Texaco" from Rickie Lee Jones was enough to show that
this new hybrid speaker has what it takes: dynamic resolution, tonal neutrality, speed, transparency, and asurprising
measure of bass kick and articulation—a (very) worthwhile
project. Price is around $8000, plus apair of old Quads in
good condition.
STEREOPHILE, J
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In the Ensemble (S) room, CEO Urs Wagner showed
once again how agood setup and tasteful accessories can create afine visual and sonic impression. Rob Wasserman's Duets
(MCA MCAD-42131) sounded spacious and focused to a
degree not heard in other Cumberland rooms. This Swiss
company showed for the first time the Elysia, their latest, nocompromise version of the established PA 1-series miniature.
'With first- and second-order acoustic crossover slopes, Urs
explained that while this was in theory attainable with just
three elements, a56-element crossover was employed to
achieve this target! Highly refined, it was performing very well when partnered with the latest
Profundo Silver bass system. The result is areference-grade three-way system that has yet to
receive aname. Ensemble also put together a
complete system comprising digital sources and
amplification: the Dichrono Drive and DAC; the
Evocco 100Wpc, remote-control integrated
amplifier with hybrid tube/transistor technology;
and, not least, their own cabling.
Harman International's (H) all-digital
amplifier was shown for the first time, so new it
arrived too late to be included in the show guide.
Demonstrated as agood working prototype a
year ahead of production release, the amp was
designed by Lars Risbow, who is based at
Harman's Denmark facility. The amplifier offers
200Wpc into 8ohms from alight 6.5kg (143 lb)
package operating ahigh 85% claimed efficiency.
The "Discrete-Time Digital Power Amplifier"
features an S/PDIF data input and uses an 8x-oversampling
digital filter operating at 24-bit resolution. Logically this is
also the switching rate for the output stage, alow-loss "H"
bridge executed in fast MOSFET devices. The user inter-

Krell's remote-controlled KAV-3001 integrated amplifier

face control includes volume, 100 steps of 0.75dB each, and
source. A fourth-order, high-power-handling, analog Bessel
filter with anominal cutoff at 30kHz is included at the output to remove switching artifacts.
There is no analog section in this design, which is essentially ahigh-powered DAC converting digital input data
directly into output current. With such designs, the attractions of short-path simplicity and resulting clarity are balanced by questions of high-frequency radiation from the
high-speed, high-current switcher required at the output.
Several designers around the world are wrestling with these
problems at the moment. Harman is as yet undecided under
which Harman brand the amplifier should be marketed —
Harman/Kardon, Citation, or perhaps even Lexicon.
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oluivacci
Proudly Introduces the Best Value in Tube Amplification
Again
The all new Stereo 80 advances the tradition of affordable excellence that made Dynaco tube
electronics the most popular in history. Designed by a team of audio's most gifted engineers, the Stereo 80's
sophisticated circuitry is enhanced by the highest levels of construction and parts quality. An aesthetic and
ergonomic masterpiece, the Stereo 80's faceplate incorporates an ingenious bias adjustment system which
allows each output tube to be fine tuned for optimum performance, while a mode selector switch gives the user
a choice between ultralinear power and triode purity. The Stereo 80, like its legendary predecessors, delivers a
combination of virtues at odds with its modest cost. Once again, Dynaco brings the musical magic of a world
class tube amplifier within reach of every audiophile.
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Heybrook (L) announced aselection of antivibration
feet and pads called V-Damp, for which they claimed
impressive technical results for broadband energy control
without secondary resonances. Good subjective results were
also reported.
With high-quality integrated amplifiers showing aresurgence, Krell (H) premiered their own remote-controlled
design, the KAV-300i (ai $2400). Dual-mono and fully
complementary from input to output, this slim powerhouse
is rated at 150Wpc and will bring Krell amplifier performance and build to anew market sector. [US dealers are said
to be clamoring for it.—El] The 300-step volume control is
derived from that in the KRC-3.
LFD (H) put into action Malcolm Omar Hawksford's
proposals to reduce the level of audio-correlated jitter present in the S/PDIF interface, which can appear as aloss in
quality in the decoded audio. The theoretical analysis
showed that the greatest correlation, and thus impairment,
occurs when the audio signals of the stereo channels are
identical and of the same polarity (k, mono), and are at a
minimum when one channel is inverted. LFD's established
DAC-3 can now be obtained as adual unit together with a
CD source that outputs single-channel S/PDIF sources that
are themselves differential in the digital domain. Thus the
first S/PDIF link to the first DAC carries Land -L, the second R and -R This minimizes correlated jitter over the
S/PDIF link to the dual-mono DAC array. These are themselves operating in the digital differential mode, providing
better than 20-bit linearity from the UltraAnalog converters
employed; all in all, quite an ambitious package from this
small UK company!
Linn (S) expanded their exhibit over anumber of hotel
rooms, introducing themselves as the new distributors for
the upmarket German Loewe televisions. The
link with Loewe goes deeper; this company is
working with Linn and the industrial designers
Phoenix to create arange of complementary hifi separates and speakers called Largo. Linn's
commitment to Home Theater goes hand in
hand with the Loewe televisions; the full Linn
AV51 system includes the noted 5140 as the preferred choice for the main stereo pair.
Linn's new floorstanding 5140 loudspeaker was
also unveiled (£1,500/pair). This three-way has an
8" rear-firing woofer and is reflex-ported at the
front, while the visible 5" mid-unit is ported at the
rear. This isn't as weird as it sounds; this slim
enclosure grows sufficiently wider toward the
back to take the 8" driver chassis. Linn's multiroom technology is growing apace, with the latest
Knekt/Intersekt system allowing for up to 16 simultaneous sources feeding up to 128 rooms, all
from acentral hi-fi system.
Meridian (L,S) showed aprototype of the 557, anew
150Wpc bipolar-output power amplifier with aproprietary
"zero crossover distortion" technology and astyling in sympathy with the current Meridian 500 components.
Micromega USA (S) opened this year to provide better
distribution for their products in the States. In September,
the company launched acomplete, moderate-cost remotecontrol system called "Minium." Full-width components, all
controlled from one handset and EEC EMC-compliant, the
system comprises aCD player using aCDM 12.2 mechanism. The fundamental design is based on the bigger Stage.
There's also a40Wpc integrated amplifier, with the unusuSTE REOPHILE,
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Monitor Audios Studio 100: English competition for the WITT?

Naim CD2 CD player

al feature of full power-supply regulation including the output stages, together with a100-step volume control. Also
shown was amatching FM-only tuner. The amplifier is system-compatible with an A/V processor; and the fully working stereo lineup includes apair of two-way compact speakers, the MS1. All of these well-styled and finished components are priced between $500 and $700 each.
Mirage (H,S) premiered anew bipolar speaker called the
MBS. Just afew liters in volume —the smallest bipolar ever
—with amirror-gloss shell, it's symmetrical, the woofers
and tweeters being placed on front and back panels. Mirage
suggests using them as front left/right satellites or for rear
ambience.
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With cunning design, the console incorporates agood-quality center channel or dialog
speaker system and two vibration-isolated subwoofers with a25Hz, -6dB point and combined peak spi of 115dB at 70Hz. The crossover
frequency is adjustable, and there's an onboard
120W power amp to drive the woofers. Five
more power amplifiers are built-in: 100W for
left, center, and right, plus two 40W channels
for surround or auxiliary use; eg, for stereo duty
in asecond area/listening room. The intelligent
remote handset can learn the controls for the
TV and satellite receiver, and in multiroom
mode remote control is also available via an
extension receiver.
The large LCD display on the M-Time fascia
gives clear information on operating modes and
setup. Two audio or video units may be
installed within this innovative product. In
tenns of user convenience, style, and ease of system integration, it should win many friends.
Arcatn (S) presented the world launch of its Zeta-2 Pro
Logic A/V processor with 2/3-channel amplifiers and a
comprehensive remote control. Zeta One —the Home
Theater amplifier —with its 4/5 channels has been well
received, and Arcam promises even better sound for the
Zeta-2, suggesting apartnership with the new Zeta 290p
stereo power amp. Arcam's AA/ demo included adirectview 33" Toshiba TV

The En Vogue Quasar turntable:I wonder if all it plays is En Vogue records?

î
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T

he German high-end market is still in the doldrums. Overall sales are down by ca 20% for the
second year in arow; many dealers are fighting for
their commercial lives; quite afew manufacturers have been
trimming personnel and inventories; and the fight for the
consumer's hard-earned Deutschmark is being fought with
ever-slimmer profit margins. Dealer discounts have always
been afact of life in Germany, but they now take on decidedly unhealthy dimensions; for far too many buyers, the
percentage they can knock off aprice seems more important than how the unit fits into their system and whether it's
installed properly.
The Frankfurt High-End Show 1995 necessarily reflected this general state of the market. While the number of
exhibitors was more or less stable, overall attendance was
down 16.5%, the number applying equally to trade and consumer visitors. With lower grosses, many companies
weren't able to spend as much as they would have liked on
research and development, so there were fewer new products than in previous years. On the other hand, in aflat
market, nobody needs to bother coming out with ame-too
product, so there's agood chance that current market conditions enhance creativity and ingenuity.
The attendees' quality was as high as in the years before.
The show's "Europeanness" increased, with arising number
of visitors from abroad. One interesting trend emerged in
that some companies from other European countries are
doing without aGerman importer, running their German
business directly from their home headquarters. Two such
companies are the UK's Meridian and Linn, the latter having been more or less forced in this direction when its
German distributor terminated its contract. Eliminating one
level in the distribution chain must be economically attractive, and is feasible, given modern telecommunication facilSTEREOPH ILE,
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The SAC SOT power amplifiers; SAC has areputation for building physically
small yet surprisingly powerful amps; sonically, they excel through avery tight
bottom end while not neglecting the vital vocal range.

ities and logistics and the unified European Market. Also
helpful: almost every German has learned some English at
school, so there's an international trade language that makes
communication possible. A French or Italian company, I
gather, would find it much more difficult to keep contact
with its German dealers unless its principals, too, can fall
back on English.
On to the show proper. A strong theme was continued
support for the analog LP. A surprisingly high number of
exhibitors (30-40%) relied on turntables as at least the equal
of CD, with several spurning CD completely.
Several completely new turntables debuted. The Schelp
turntable features a motor positioned below the platter,
inside its diameter. A precision belt drives the platter, the
platter axis is self-stabilizing. The platter weighs only 2.5kg
—the designer believes this sufficient for good speed stability, and that the motor is more important sonically than
sheer platter mass. Mass was deemed important for the
chassis, so it's made of lead. En Vogue, acompany best
known for its triode amplifiers and its $10,000, four-piece,
top-of-the-line Quasar turntable (the motor, power supply,
arm base, and turntable unit proper are executed as separate
pieces to minimize vibrational distortion), introduced the
Astra at around half the price. Both designs adhere to the
high-mass school of design, with aluminum platters topped
with Metacrylate. The Quasar enjoys an excellent reputation in Germany, so the slightly simplified Astra should be
worth watching out for.
Transrotor's two new turntable models, Pianta and
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The Premier Eight. You don't have
to die to go to heaven.
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Passive preamplifier from fadel Art products, the Musique One; note the outputbalancing transformers on either side of the potentiometer at left rear.

Eternita ($3300 and $12,000, respectively), are works of art,
as is usual with this company. Transrotor seems to have
entered the fashion business, regularly introducing new
models that combine clear or black acrylic, steel, and
chrome in breathtaking style. It would be easy to dismiss
these creations as mere poseurs, but their sound has evidently also been the object of considerable effort. "Me technical pièce de résistance is the bearing, inverted and with a
high-pressure lubrication. Company mastermind Jochen
Rake is asuperb mechanical engineer; if Ididn't detest
chrome as adesign element, Imight want to try these.
A fifth new turntable, Analog Audio System, came
from Switzerland. Designed by Hanspeter Gabriel and costing ca $13,000, this turntable seems to be the result of long,
hard work. Its materials (aluminum-copper-manganese
alloys, steel, brass, beryllium, molybdenum-steel, and
Metacrylate, and weighing 70kg), battery power supply,
magnetic bearings, and immaculate finish combine to form
an impressive whole. The display was unfortunately static,
but if Iever have the opportunity to hear this handmade
marvel, I'll jump at the chance.
Notice something? The age of the affordable turntable
seems to be over, at least for new introductions. Cheapness

must result from profit that comes from volume, and even
in Europe, there just isn't that much volume left in the
turntable market.
Also from Switzerland, the latest version of the Heil Air
Motion Transfonner is produced by an old friend of the late
Oscar Heil, Matthias Dürrematt. His company, Precide,
showed two loudspeakers using conventional bass drivers
and the unique AMT drivers for mid and high frequencies.
Driven by aKlimo Beltaine single-ended triode amplifier,
the smaller model, Anlos, which costs ca $2000, sounded
astonishingly good —smooth, dynamic, powerful, and
uncolored. The big news at the show was that the Air
Motion Transformer technology is now also available in
headphones. The Ergo AMT is the new top model in what
used to be the Jecklin range of headphones. If they've gotten
the ergonomics right and have made the headphone easy to
wear over extended periods, this one should be awinner.
German loudspeaker company ALR's new flagship, the
Factor (ca $10,000, with astandard of finish commensurate
with the price), employs metal membranes exclusively. The
cabinet walls arc made of 1.5" wood; the panel that holds the
drivers has two 3
/
4"layers separated by abituminous layer for
further deadening. The midrange driver is mounted in aseparate sand-filled chamber to damp the tube, which actually
forms the driver's cavity. The crossover is unusual in that the
woofer, midrange, and tweeter sections are mounted separately on formica, which is in turn mounted on foam.
SAC showed anew monoblock power amplifier, the SAC
50T, designed to be exceptionally fast and have ahigh damping factor, delivering 75W into 8ohms from aphysically very
compact design. A special design consideration was auniform
slew rate of both voltage and amperage, independent of the
load. SAC has in the past proved capable of designing very
good solid-state amplifiers with aminimum of parts, which
means an attractive price/performance relationship (ca
$2350).
Klimo, the tube-amplifier specialist, can now supply preamplifiers and phono stages with gold wire used throughout. Some van den Hul cartridges using gold as acoil mate-
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The new Rogers Studio 9floorstanding speakers
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This small Air Motion Transformer-equipped speaker
(the Heil Air Motion Transformer is now made in
Switzerland) mated beautifully to a300B—equipped
single-ended triode.

The innards of Isophores Vertigo flagship; slot-loaded
woofers are very popular in Germany right now; this
design (a non-butchered version, of course) sounded
really good.
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rial provided Klimo's
inspiration; his amplifiers are reported to
benefit considerably
from this wiring alternative, but of course
the price is high (ca
$1350).
Another German
tube amplifier manufacturer—Octave—
showed the latest versions of the HP 500
preamplifier and RE
280 stereo and MRE
120 monoblock power
amplifiers. These fairly
conservative designs
hold an excellent reputation for reliability
and sound quality. The
The latest version of the Audio Physic Step
company has been in
loudspeaker
business for 15 years or
so, but has entered the limelight of audiophile attention in
recent years. A prominent design feature is the use of solidstate devices for regulating the operating points of the tubes.
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SURPRISINGLY HIGH NUMBER OF EXHIBITORS RELIED ON TURNTABLES.

This is said to result in agreatly increased life expectancy of
the tubes.
Eton, formerly just aparts supplier, has expanded into
full-range production; European loudspeaker designers
regard their audio capacitors as highly as their speaker drivers. They showed two integrated amplifiers. The 90W/8
ohm 120 VV is an all-transistor design featuring actively
buffered inputs, separate transformer coils for all operating
voltages, and an optimized thermal layout. Even more
intriguing is the model 3ORV, an integrated class-A tube
amplifier. There were also three loudspeakers, abookshelf
model and two larger floorstanders, all featuring Hexacone
honeycomb diaphragms on woofers and, on the biggest
model, the cone midrange driver. As the name suggests,
these drivers employ asandwich of stiff plastic materials separated by ahoneycomb structure. These arc the same drivers
as used in some of the Avalon models. It would be interesting to see who makes better use of these drivers: the manufacturer or an outside user.
Dieter Burmester has found anew place for the application of chrome plating: you can now get his loudspeakers,
which have found astrong following since their introduction
last year, with achrome mounting plate for the leaf tweeter
and midrange units. He also lowered the price of admission
into the rarefied strata of Burtnester ownership by introducing anew integrated amplifier in the Basic range.
Audio ExIdusiv employs tubes for their new CD player. Not much data was available on this product, but the
company enjoys an excellent and longstanding reputation in
the German high-end community for its electrostatic speakers and tube amplifiers.
Audio Physic introduced anew version of the Step,
their smallest loudspeaker. This now comes as aslim, floorSTE REOPH ILE,

standing column, slanted back to time-align the drivers.
There will also now be aVirgo module for the DSP unit,
which previously could be used only with the Tempo loudspeakers. I'm sure Michael Fremer will agonize on how to
fit this digital miracle into his system while still sounding
the trumpet for analog (right on!). [I'm waiting for the
EPROM so Ican do aRdlow-Up on the Vio. —Ed.] The new
Caldera, which slots in between the Avanti and Medea, is
being held back by production difficulties—apparently the
cabinet makers have apredilection for left-hand speakers
and will make right-hand ones only at gunpoint.
fAp (fadel Art products), from France, showed astereo
passive preamplifier (ca $2500) called the Musique One. (I
wonder if this model name does not conflict with the French
law against the use of English words.) This model, which
contains extremely high-quality parts, is to my knowledge
unique in passive preamplifiers in that it has unbalanced
inputs, but offers balanced outputs. In apassive unit, the only
way to achieve this is by using abalancing transformer, as
found in most studio equipment. The transformers sit on
either side of the volume potentiometer. Since the output
impedance of the potentiometer varies with attenuation, this
must mean that the transformers will have different filter
characteristics dependent on volume. Iwonder if some sort
of buffer between the potentiometer and the transformers
would have helped to ensure basic electrical consistency.
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The almost—production-ready version of Jean-Jacques van Leeuwen's Audio
Matière CD player sounded excellent, wonderfully open and inviting.
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The Quad 77 combo: amplifier. CD player, and—shock! horror!—the box
loudspeaker.
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You be the judge!
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For more information please contact your nearest Classé Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.

9414 Cote de Liesse Road, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 1A1
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428

The Audio Sculpture (in the US: Audio Matière, distributed by Mango) tube amplifiers that so impressed me
last year were back, sounding as magnificent as ever. With
large floorstanding speakers from French loudspeaker company
and aprototype of aCl) transport and separate converter, this room once more enjoyed you-arc-there
vividness without the least bit of aggression. Iknow quite a
few other manufacturers who'd kill for this kind of sound.
The award for best sound at the show, however, was won
this year by Auditorium 23, who showcased asystem using
aPlatine Verdier turntable with Shindo arm and cartridge,
Shindo amplification, and Marsannay loudspeakers designed by Keith Aschenbrenner. These last are unusual in
employing thin, undamped wood enclosures, their construction owing more to musical-instrument design principles
than to accepted high-end concepts. Imust admit to some
bias, as Iown some of the components in that chain, but
agreement was nearly unanimous: This was one of the few
rooms to have been treated acoustically, and it was by far the
most successful, so it appears the folks at Auditorium 23
know what they're doing.
Nains showed anew CD-player prototype, the CD2,
successor to the CD1. Basically combining the CD1's chassis with the ingenious swiveling CD-loading tray of the
budget CD3, the CD2 also features improved internal layout and power-supply technology. Naim gave aside-by-side
demonstration of the CD1 and CD2; the new version is a
big step ahead, especially in the pace and rhythm department. With the fairly short demo, Iwould even have been
hard-pressed to choose between the new CD2 and the flag-

LEEDH,

A Pentagram loudspeaker: note the ultra-expensive ceramic drivers.

THE GERMANS HAVE BEEN MOSTLY UNIMPRESSED BY HOME THEATER.
ship CDS two-box player. Indeed, if production versions of
the CD2 manage the same level of achievement as the prototype, Naim will have to work on the CDS urgently.
Quad showed anew CD player, the CD 77, styled to
match the 77 integrated amplifier and operable with Quad's
new remote control and multiroom protocol. To the shock
of many, Quad also showed prototypes of asmall dynamic
(box) loudspeaker (see Stereophile, November'95, p.45) that's
intended to provide rear-channel support in surround-sound
setups, and act as asecondary speaker in rooms where an
ESL-63 electrostatic is impractical. The disappointment was

The Marsanny loudspeakers sounded really good driven by expensive Shindo
amplifiers.
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that this box speaker looked decidedly conventional, bearing
astrong resemblance to an old Wharfedale Diamond.
Arcam showed ahost of new versions of established
models: the Xeta 2 three-channel A/V remote-controlled
amplifier with matching Xeta 290 stereo power amplifier
for afive-channel setup, the Alpha 5Plus and Alpha 6Plus
integrated amplifiers, the Delta 290 Ppower amplifier, and
the Alpha 6CD player.
Wilson Audio had the European premiere of their WITT
"budget" loudspeaker, driven superbly by Pass electronics. You
can read the review in this issue, so Iwon't go into details.
A word on the current multimedia craze. Americans (and
Japanese) have traditionally been very open toward new
technologies, embracing them with open minds and open
wallets. Europeans tend to be rather more conservative
(mobile phones excepted; those sell in incredible numbers).
So far, the Germans have been mostly unimpressed by
Home Theater, THX, Dolby AC-3, and related attempts to
force the consumer to buy six (5+1) loudspeakers instead of
two. The Frankfurt show did little to change this.
In related news, in arecent poll of 2600 persons over 14
years, 48% felt overwhelmed by the age of telecommunication. More than athird of those between 14 and 29 admitted
to having lost track of the latest developments. The higher
their education, the more fear they expressed of people
becoming lonesome through interacting only with
machines, not with human beings. More than athird were
convinced that multimedia offers would find less acceptance
than the industry hoped.
S
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Speaker Cable & Interconnects by TARA Labs.

TARA LABS
Celebrating aDecade ofSound.
5411488-6465
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The Science of Cable Design

[lad

The following is the first in aseries of technical articles by TARA Labs designer Matthew Bond.

Measuring Cable Performance &Correlating Results with the Listening Experience
There is an increased awareness
among audiophiles as to the importance
of cables in the sound of an audio system.

A=Signal Source
B=Signal Level Control
C=Amplifier
D=Current Limiting Resistor
E=Calibration Resistor
F=R(Z) to be measured
O=Oscilloscope

It is asubject that has been surrounded
by controversy, in part because many feel
the differences to be either too subtle to
be audible, or too system-dependent to
hold any universal truth for buyers of
audio equipment.
In fact, it is possible to make
measurements of different audio cable

Constant Current Impedance TestingT"
frequency or linearity with frequency.
This is both anecessary and important
criterion of cable performance because
it directly relates to rise time and phase
coherency. These two elements, more
than any other, correlate directly to
one's perception of acable's sound as
either "live," or reproduced.
In CCZT testing we use conductor

conductor designs that will correlate with
audible differences in the cables'
performance. Moreover, with these
measurements as alearning tool, one
can begin to distinguish conductor
designs which are linear and accurate as
opposed to designs which soften,
brighten or otherwise color the sound.
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In 1988 TARA Labs developed
Constant Current Impedance Testine
(CCZT), atesting method which has been
used in advanced university engineering
studies to measure cable performance.
These measurements provide reliable
predictions about the sound to be heard
from the changes of cable conductor

runs of equal mass (i.e. same D.C.
resistance) but varying conductor
shape and arrangement. They are set
up in atest jig having the same parallel

design and configuration. With CCZT, we
have been able to reliably and repeatably
correlate the listening experience to the

configuration between the send and
return lines. This methodology accurately compares the design qualities
of the conductors themselves while
keeping all other factors identical.
The results of the tests are shown
in the graph. Listening tests of the

test-bench experience.'
CCZT measures impedance vs.

cables generate results as might be
expected from examination of the graph.

•

Single 2mm (14 gauge) round
conductor: Upper bass and mid-range
are warm. Treble is soft and rolled off.
4» Two lmm (14 gauge) round
conductors: Upper bass and mid-range
are cleaner, with better definition. Sound
is more natural and coherent. Less rolloff in high frequencies.
Two 1mm (14 gauge )rectangular
conductors: Upper bass and mid-range
are more vivid, palpable and live
sounding. The sound through the mid
treble and upper frequencies is
extremely coherent and natural. Overall,
the natural harmonic structure of the
music is more accurately revealed.
With even a rudimentary understanding of the principles of cable design
it's possible to make good predictions
about the sound of acable just by
examining its internal structure. In Part
Two, we'll examine why various
conductor configurations yield the
differences in frequency linearity (and
therefore, sound) demonstrated here,
and what to look for when comparing
cable designs.

ARALM3S
Celebrating aDecade of Sound

541/488-6465

'
The testing methodology for CCZT is relatively simple to duplicate. Contact TARA Labs for detailed instructions on setting up atest jig and sample data from TARA Labs' h-house testing.
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SHANNON DICKSON
OFFERS A PROGRESS
REPORT ON HDCD

I

n the opening paragraphs of my review of the Muse
Model Two D/A converter in the July 1995 Stereophile
(Vol.18 No.7, p.145), Ishared my preliminary enthusiasm for those digital processors equipped with the High
Definition Compatible Digital R(HDCD) chip that I
heard at last year's '95 Winter Consumer Electronics
Show, particularly the awesome Spectral SDR-2000. Like
most audiophiles, I'd been anxiously awaiting the fulfillment of this potential "breakthrough" in digital sound quality that had been promised in tantalizing reports by members of the press and industry.
Most of these reports were based on uniformly positive,
though brief and uncontrolled, sessions of listening to the
prototype HDCD system. The two years that passed
between the initial announcement of HDCD and the
release of the first processors containing Pacific Microsonics'
PMD-100 decoding filter chip only served to heighten
audiophiles' anticipation. The huge improvement in sound
quality was confirmed in advertisements and by word of
mouth from several of the companies first out of the blocks
with HDCD-decoding products, and suddenly we had a
marketing juggernaut not unlike the early days of Dolby.
Predictably, resistance
has arisen from some circles with competing interests, and there's a bit of
healthy skepticism among
those who remember the
"perfect sound forever"
campaigns hyping aformat
that, ironically, is now in
need of the fix that
HDCD proposes to be.
Recent rumbles from
some reviewers on both
sides of the Atlantic, as
well as considerable discussion on the Internet,
have called into question
whether the
HDCD
process is really all it's
cracked up to be. Since I'd
voiced my qualified optimism about the new
process several times in
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print, Iwas more than interested in learning whether my initial enthusiasm would be fulfilled when Iwas presented with
the opportunity to hear versions of the Theta Generation VA processor, with its newly dithered software filter and the
HDCD PMD-100 as the only variables.
To date, I've heard at least eight processors with HDCDdecoding chips. In addition to the Spectral, Mark Levinson
30.5, Encore Pyramid 1, EAD 9000 Series III, and PS Audio
UltraLink Two heard elsewhere, I've had the Sonic
Frontiers SFD 2 Mk.II, an HDCD version of the Muse
Model Two (to compare with my Burr-Brown filtered
Model Two), and the two versions of the Gen.V-A mentioned above in my reference system. The Theta unit with
HDCD was particularly revealing, as it contained both their
software filter for all standard discs and aPMD-100 filter for
all HDCD-encoded music in the sonic processor.
With this near-ideal flexibility, Iwas able to get abetter
handle on just what portion of the improved sound could be
credited to the HDCD filter/process and what to other improvements. Keep in mind that nearly all processors released
with an HDCD upgrade have had other important circuit or
power-supply enhancements as well, making HDCD's true

Spectral SDR-2000 D/A processor
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already outstanding amplifiers elevated them to another level
of refinement, resolution, and effortless control.
The Model 6s, in conjunction with Rowland's batterypowered, remote-controlled Coherence preamplifier—a
resolution monster if there ever was one —provided me with
all the insight Icould ask for in making these comparisons.
With the Coherence's remote faceplate mounted on atripod,
right at my fingertips, Ilevel-matched the various processors
to within less than 0.1dB —an absolutely critical step to
achieve valid conclusions —and effortlessly switched
between the DACs without having to budge an inch. You've
heard it said before that good remote-controlled preamps
make component evaluations much easier. In this case, where
the differences were generally very small, the remote facility
helped minimize the inevitable shifts in concentration and
sonic memory that occur when you have to get up to readjust
levels and switch between inputs. Late in the game, the very
cool Audio Research LS-22 all-tube, balanced preamp —
also equipped with remote control—arrived in time to confirm that my opinions about HDCD were in no way skewed
by interaction between the tested processors and the
Coherence.
Cardas Golden Cross balanced interconnects were used
throughout, with equal lengths connecting the different
processors to the preamps. Digital cables included the excellent Mango Apparition Reference, Cardas's equally outstand-

Theta DS Pro Generation V DIA processor

contribution to the improved performance of these units difficult, if not impossible, to discern. For instance, the Sonic
Frontiers SFD 2 Mk.II, rightfully praised in these pages,
sports anumber of significant improvements to its power
supply, input receiver, DACs, and analog output board, and
yes, it sounds much better than the original SFD-2. However,
I'm sum it would still sound considerably better than the
original with or without the PMD-100 filter.

M

ARLY ALL PROCESSORS RELEASED WITH AN HDCD UPGRADE

HAVE HAD OTHER IMPORTANT CIRCUIT OR POWER-SUPPLY
ENHANCEMENTS AS WELL, MAKING HDCD'S TRUE CONTRIBUTION
DIFFICULT, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE, TO DISCERN.

ing AES/EBU cable, Aural Symphonics' BNC-terminated
Digital Statement, and AudioQueses Optilink 2 for ST
fiberoptic connections. My primary transport was the
improved Theta Data Basic 2, with late contribution from
Sonic Frontiers' new SFT-1, both of which were isolated from
bad vibes with aNewport "Benchtop" pneumatic platform.
An Immedia RPM-2 turntable with Lyra DaCapo cartridge floated on acustom pneumatic isolation system made
from Newport isolators and aprototype composite platform. This setup provided an analog reference point, along
with aConsummate phono stage, which, like all other electronics, was supported by aTownshend Seismic Sink.
Speaker cables employed were MIT-770 and 850 bi-wired

Incidentally, Idon't intend to directly compare the Sonic
Frontiers or Muse Model Two with the Gen.V-A in this article. My impression of the Gen.V-A (see this issue's FollowUps section) speaks for itself, and the SFD-2 Mk.II didn't
arrive until the tail end of this evaluation. By the time you
read this, Muse will have released their own update for the
Model Two, adding afourth-order Bessel reconstruction filter to arevised analog board as well as aunique adaptive digital filter algorithm implemented through two new Star DSP
computer modules. As is, all three processors are outstanding
and are primarily distinguishable by subtle variations in sonic
"flavor" rather than gross qualitative differences.

REFERENCE HARDWARE &
SOFTWARE

Before I discuss my impressions of
HDCD, areview of the procedures and
ancillary equipment used in arriving at
them is warranted. Audio Artistry's
Dvoraks—actively bi-amplified, dynamic dipole speakers—driven by two
pairs of battery-powered Rowland
Model 6monoblock amplifiers, proved
very helpful, particularly in resolving
fine decay characteristics that are normally masked when other full-range
speakers interact with my room.
Addition of the battery packs to these
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CVTenninators, Cardas Golden 5-C, TARA Labs' RSC Master
Reference 5000 Series-2, and Flatline Nordost Red Dawn.
My trusty Power Wedge 116, 110, and Power Enhancer handled AC filtering and protection, while ASC Tube Traps,
Mike Fredericicsen equipment racks, and aBlack Diamond
Racing platform rounded out the accessories.
Reference source material used repeatedly during these
evaluations to provide abroad range of non-HDCD benchmarks included selected tracks from Stereophile's Test CD 3
(STPH 006-2); Sound Check (SPCD 15), Muddy Waters' Folk
Sheer (UDCD 593), and Cat Stevens's Teaser and the Firecat
(UDCD 649), all from Mobile Fidelity; Rickie Lee Jones's
Pop Pop (Geffen GEFD-24426); Patricia Barber's A Distortion
fLore (Antilles 314-512 235-2); The Eagles' Hell Frazes Over
(Geffen GEFD-24725); and The Sheifield/Leinsdol* Sessions,
14)1.11 (Sheffield 10052-2-G).
HDCD-encoded discs used were, from Reference
Recordings: Pomp and Pipes (RR-58CD), Trittico (RR52CD), The Oxnard Sessions 14)12 (RR-53CD), Postcards (RR61CD), and most important, the new HDCD Sampler 10.2

o

be played back at the same average perceived volume as
HDCD-decoded discs.
This is done because the higher claimed peak:average dynamic range of HDCD-encoded discs inspired the designers
to build extra headroom into HDCD-encoded recordings so
that engineers wouldn't inadvertently hit OdBFS on intense
transients and crescendos, causing hard clipping and nasty
distortion. You can think of it like aconcerned father placing
awooden block under the gas pedal of his son's car so he
can't exceed the speed limit—or "red-line" the engine in
the process.
Unfortunately, attenuating all non-HDCD discs by 6dB
—the step taken to prevent uninformed audiophiles from
mistaking the quieter average level of an HDCD recording
as being inherently worse-sounding than conventional
recordings—effectively reduces their dynamic range by the
same amount. This is particularly so if the attenuation is supplied in the digital domain on the PMD-100 filter. A more
benign and preferred method of compensating for this gain
difference is to add 6dB in the analog domain for all

W EAUDIOPHILES ARE FAMOUS FOR TAKING WHAT MAY BE VERY REAL,

THOUGH RELATIVELY SUBTLE, IMPROVEMENTS AND ELEVATING THEM
TO THE STATUS OF CLOCK-STOPPING, WORLD-SHATTERING EVENTS.
WESET OURSELVES UP FOR ALETDOWN WHEN INSERTING THE COMPONENT
IN QUESTION INTO OUR SYSTEMS FAILS TO YIELD MANNA FROM HEAVEN.
(RR-905CD). Neil Young's Mirror Ball
(Reprise 45934-2) and Emmylou Harris's
new Wrecking Ball CD (Elektra/Asylum
61854-2) provided interesting, though curious, first glimpses of HDCD used with mainstream recordings. Finally, comparison tracks
Pacific Microsoni cs
from the LP versions of %tin) (RR-52) and
Pomp and Pipes (RR-58) helped me place HDCD playback in
perspective to its vinyl brethren.

THE THETA TEST TRACK

As mentioned earlier, the only physical difference between
the two Gen.V-As tested was the presence of an HDCD filter in one and its absence in the other. The two Muse Model Two processors varied only slightly more, one having an
HDCD filter and the other astandard Burr-Brown device,
yet each used adifferent brand (but same value) of resistor in
the analog section and different internal hookup wires connecting the digital inputs to the receiver board. Also, the
HDCD-equipped Muse had a1V higher output than the
standard model; Icompensated for this with the Coherence
preamp, matching the two Theta units to within 0.06dB and
the two Muse units to within 0.04dB for all direct comparisons—certainly close enough to eliminate volume differences as avariable!
In addition, after long-term listening to both the Theta
and Muse HDCD units in their stock configuration, Idisconnected the 6dB gain disadvantage for all non-HDCD
discs configured on the PMD-100 chips in those processors
(and yes, the HDCD "lock" light still illuminated on the
processor's front panel, indicating correct decoding). This
gain adjustment is required by Pacific Microsonics in their
licensing agreement to ensure that standard recordings will
STEREOPH ILE, J
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HDCD-encoded discs. This allows a
more equitable comparison between
encoded and non-encoded playback.
Also, the PMD-100 filter applies an
extra 1
dB of attenuation for all recorddecoderlfiker chip
ings processed by the filter, but for a
different reason. Bob Harley gave an
excellent description of the rationale for this additional level
reduction in his review of the HDCD-equipped Mark
Levinson No30.5 (April '95, Vol.18 NoA, p253). Basically,
Pacific Mic-rosonics claims that ringing can be induced when
an overloaded recording saturates the digital filter. Filter saturation can happen even with some transients that don't reach
full scale, and the truncation of such ringing could potentially cause audible anomalies. In this scenario, reducing the playback level for all music by 1dB would allow the ringing from
an overloaded digital filter to "settle out" more gracefully, imparting agreater sense of ease to any such music processed by
the PMD-100. The independently programmable gain settings for each channel on the remote control/removable faceplate of my Rowland Coherence once again made it abreeze
to automatically compensate for these gain differences whenever Iswitched to one of the HDCD-equipped processors.

HDCD IN PERSPECTIVE

By now, most of you have read numerous reports describing in detail how HDCD-equipped processors sound.
Instead of simply rehashing those reports or referencing
tracks on specific CDs to highlight particular attributes, I'd
like to share some general impressions about how the various units with aPMD-100 filter, and its encode/decode
process, fared relative to their non-HDCD-equipped counterparts in my reference system, along with some general
111
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conclusions Icould—or, as the case may be, couldn't —
infer from these perceptions. Furthermore, I'd like to
explore some potential future implications my experience
suggests, such as what role HDCD might play in the higher-resolution linear digital playback world that appears to be
on the horizon.
With the reference conditions described above, and after
more than six weeks of careful daily comparisons
including multi-A/multi-B/multi-A switching,
and vice versa, as well as numerous uninterrupted
sessions with each configuration, Ican say the
following with some certainty: Foremost, the
PMD-100 is an excellent FIR digital filter irrespective of its HDCD-decoding capability.
This is acritical first requirement, as the filter
will be used primarily with non-H DCD
recordings. On standard recordings played
through the two Muse units, the differences between the PMD-100 and BurrBrown filtered models were very small.
The two units were essentially equivalent in

W

fested as better resolution of the leading edge of transients,
and tends to "spotlight" instruments within the soundfield,
more clearly delineating their spatial relationship to one
another and the surrounding ambient envelope. For example, the transient attack on cymbals and resulting overtones
seems to have slightly more weight and definition, as does
the bite of brass instruments. If you recall, Ialso noted this
"spotlighting" attribute with the Theta-filtered Gen.V-A.
However, with HDCD-decoding, this characteristic was
slightly more pronounced and applicable to the other
processors as well. Decoded music also
seemed particularly clean and smooth
with very little low-level grain.

SECONDARY EFFECTS

In my book, the most prominent attribute
of the HDCD decoding process is an
emphasis of the fundamental note in relation to its trailing harmonics. This is not to
say that harmonics are bleached-out or diminished on decoded music; on the contrary, I

ITHIN THE CONSTRAINTS OF THE CURRENT CD FORMAT,

IT'S VERY DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE ANY GENUINE INCREASE IN ACCURACY
IN THE DIGITAL DOMAIN.

quality playing regular CDs; some of the very subtle timbral variations might be attributed to the few minor physical differences between the two processors.
One characteristic I found consistently with all the
PMD-100 filtered units, whether playing standard or
HDCD-encoded discs, was avery slightly darker or richer
presentation of instrumental and vocal timbral hues. The
Muse with PMD-100 also sounded very clean and focused,
with excellent transient definition—another hallmark of
HDCD decoding. Quite possibly, the relative differences
between the PMD-100 and an NPC or Burr-Brown filter
will be more pronounced in processors whose support circuitry isn't up to standards of the Muse Model Two. In any
case, my experience suggests that the PMD-100 easily competes with the Burr-Brown when playing normal CDs, and
may well have aslight edge when properly applied. Even
though the advantages were subtle, if Iwere adigital manufacturer, with all else being equal, I'd be inclined to select
the PMD-100 over the NPC or Burr-Brown.

HDCD-DECODED

This brings us to my overall impressions of HDCD-decoded music. For the most part, HDCD-encoded discs sound
better decoded with the PMD-100 filter than when played
back through non-HDCD filters. Whether this is partially
due to some subtle latent artifacts in HDCD-encoded discs
that, when played back undecoded, make the decoded version sound better; or whether it's because the decoded version is simply superior to an already reasonably transparent
reference (it', HDCD-encoded but not-decoded discs);
could not be detennined with certainty from the comparative material currently available.
Nevertheless, Iobserved asubtle, though consistent and
readily perceptible, increase in dynamic contrast on all
HDCD material when played back decoded. This is maniS
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found harmonic development to be very good.
Instead, the prominence
of the fundamental,
while providing slightly
enhanced definition
and image solidity,
also contributes to
the vaguely darker
or weightier timbral hue
mentioned earlier, which Ifound on
all HDCD-decoded material.
Whether you find this last trait an attribute or
not may depend on your preferences and associated system.
Without being present at the recording or mastering session, Ihave no idea whether this subtly darker or "richer"
timbre is more accurate to the captured event. It's certainly
not offensive in any way; yet since Inoticed this characteristic (to an even lesser degree) on standard discs played
through the PMD-100 filter, it may, in part, spring from
inherent qualities in the PMD-100 filter rather than from
AID conversion or HDCD encoding performed by Pacific
Microsonics' professional Model One processor. The PMD100 chip claims high precision (to 27 bits), alarge number
of filter coefficients, and outstanding stop-band attenuation.
Could the improved attenuation rate contribute to these
subtle timbral characteristics Ihear? (I'm speculating now as
to the cause of this perception, so take this hunch with a
grain of salt.)
Another positive outcome from the improved dynamics
of decoded HDCD can be heard as aless stressed, more natural and expressive reproduction of high-impact transients
such as rim shots or orchestral crescendos in place of ahardening or compression occasionally heard from such passages
on average digital recordings. HDCD seems to give large-
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scale dynamic swing abit more breathing room and jump
factor. The Theta filter, and to some extent the BurrBrown—equipped Muse, conveyed asubtly lighter timbre
and softer texture while presenting the very faintest resolution of hannonic decay with an appealing delicacy. Idid
slightly prefer certain characteristics on both standard and
HDCD-encoded discs through Theta's software filter.
Though both versions of the Gen.V-A presented an effortless, expansive soundfield and great resolution of very
fine low-level harmonics, through Theta's software filter the processor seemed slightly more agile or light on
its feet when resolving the faintest levels of harmonic
decay on well-recorded material. Again, whether this
represents amore accurate replication of the master tape
than that heard decoded through the PMD-100 couldn't
be determined without hearing the tapes firsthand.
In any event, Iwant to stress just how subtle these perfonnance distinctions were, in absolute tenns, between the
standard models of the Muse Model Two, Theta Gen.V-A,

always outstanding Reference Recordings of Keith Johnson
with which to evaluate the sonic merits of the process. Some
of the credit initially ascribed to HDCD undoubtedly
stemmed from greater attention paid while listening to
Keith's brilliant recordings.
These high-resolution reference
materials have made the genuine
attributes and sonic differences
resulting from HDCD encoding/decoding more pronounced.
Just listen to the first two mainstream HDCD-encoded releases; they do little to advertise
the process. The grunge-rock
and treble-rolled Mirror Ball
from Neil Young makes
ferreting out the subtle
influences of HDCD
hardly worth the effort, and

SOME OF THE CREDIT INITIALLY ASCRIBED TO HDCD UNDOUBTEDLY
STEMMED FROM GREATER ATTENTION PAID WHILE LISTENING TO
KEITH JOHNSON'S BRILLIANT RECORDINGS.
and their HDCD-equipped counterparts. I must also
emphasize just how important precise level-matching and
analog compensation of the inherent gain difference were in
placing these impressions in proper perspective.
volume advantage of as little as 0.5dB for the HDCD
units made the inherent subtle enhancements of HDCD
decoding seem significantly more pronounced. Conversely,
asimilar gain shift in favor of the Theta filter led me to prefer it, on average, to HDCD-decoded but quieter playback.
However, if you were to compare the standard or HDCD
versions of either the Theta or Muse with an average D/A
converter typically found in recording studios, their advantages really would be dramatic.
Realize that, within the constraints of the current CD
format, it's very difficult to achieve any genuine increase in
accuracy in the digital domain. I'm not referring just to
lower jitter levels or better analog reconstruction in processors, but rather the kind of subtractive and additive distortion-canceling mechanisms that HDCD purportedly
addresses. In arecent phone conversation, "Pflash" Pflaumer
of Pacific Microsonics promised that they will, indeed, publish two AES technical papers on HDCD in the near future.
One will explain everything about how it works, and asecond "paradigm" paper will tell why they made the choices
they did. The company had hoped to present these articles
at the October '95 AES convention in New York, but getting their first batch of production Model One processors
out the door took precedence over writing the papers.
Certainly many others, including yours truly, would welcome this more revealing, forthcoming approach, and look
forward to finding out just what HDCD is. In the meantime, Isuggest we adopt awaien'see attitude, keep an open
mind, and enjoy the music.

A

MAINSTREAM HDCD &LP

Another factor that contributed to some of the early raves
about HDCD: we've only had the continually improving,
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Emmylou Harris's Wrecking Ball is generally so overproduced
that even listening to the songs Iliked on this CD was not
particularly pleasant.
The sibilance on afew of these tracks will peel your skin.
[And the bloated, tuneless bass makes the whole album sound "slow"
and lacking in involvement. —Ed.] Still, Iheard aslight increase
in transient definition and dynamic contrast when decoding
Wrecking Ball with HDCD processors compared with undecoded playback. A whole slew of new and remastered CDs
using HDCD was due out by the time you read these
words; hopefully, some of these will better showcase the
HDCD system. The moral: don't expect all releases that say
"HDCD" on the jewelbox to sound like aReference Recordings recording.
When I level-matched certain Reference Recordings
tracks on LP with their HDCD-decoded counterparts, objective advantages for the HDCD version included greater
pitch stability, low-frequency authority, and an extra measure of control, similar to what Ihear with high-quality digital in general, but with that extra measure of dynamic expression and lack of grain. Yet, if Ihad to choose one format
over the other for overall personal enjoyment of these
recordings (and thankfully Idon't), I'd spin the wax every
time. Vinyl playback is full of various distortions not found
on master tapes, such as tracing artifacts that can exaggerate
apparent depth, but there's still avery tangible, hard-todefine continuity, delicacy, and sense of case that graces the
best LPs. CDs in general —HDCD or otherwise —have
yet to achieve this quality.
Those who are waiting for digital to sound just like analog will wait forever. Isuspect that in the not-too-distant
future, digital reproduction may surpass analog both in its
expressive qualities and in these more objective areas such as
bass extension, tonal balance, etc. Even with today's CD format, certain skilled recording and mastering engineers are
getting great results with digital. But analog will likely
always maintain its special merits, plus there's avast treasury
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LET THIS SINK IN AWHILE...
...and it's certain to make alasting impression.
ÉÉ Townshend Audio Seismic Sinks ($349-$469 for standard sizes, special sizes from $600), which tconsider the single most useful
tool... for radically Improving the sound of the home music system and absolutely essential for musical reproduction from the dreaded
compact disks (and for turntables, too!) 55 -Harry Pearson — HP'S Year's Best- The Absolute Sounds,issue 100 (Reprinled trill) permission)
The Seismic Sink is an electronically monitored, pneumatically suspended, equipment isolation platform that redefines conventional methodolog
on equipment support. It transcends the capabilities of cones, spikes, pucks, shelves, slabs and stands by dramatically reducing the sonic
degradation of source components caused by ever-present ground and structure-borne vibrations.
The Seismic Sink makes all CD transports, DACs, integrated CD players,
pre-amps, power amps, turntables and laser disc
players sound better.
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ment," "vastly superior" sound quality, and "night and day" performance advantages overstate the case, at least according to
the "apples to apples" comparative hardware and software
evaluated in my system. I'm much more comfortable at this
stage describing decoded HDCD as "a subtle yet potentially
important refinement in several areas of digital reproduction."
This perspective could actually be better for HDCD and
affiliated companies in the long run. With abalanced outlook, audiophiles are likely to derive genuine satisfaction
from attributes that the HDCD filter lends to aparticular
component, and may also develop agreater appreciation for
the progress made by digital reproduction as awhole, rather
than wonder why their HDCD processor doesn't blow
away other excellent units.
If the process can be shown to enhance resolution across the
board, its musical impact may be more significant as the
dynamic range and resolution of our playback systems
increase. A study by Louis Fielder of Dolby published in the
Journal of die Audio Engineering Society (VolA3 No.5, May '95)
concerning "Dynamic-Range Issues in the Modern Digital
Audio Environment" states that for noise-free reproduction of
music, adynamic range of over 120dB is necessary in demanding domestic listening rooms! Nearly every aspect of our present reproduction chain falls short of that performance level.

HDCD &
THE DVD SUPER-AUDIO QUESTION

During my conversation with Pflash, Iasked him about
Pacific Microsonics' plans vis-à-vis the proposed new audio
offshoot of the DVD format. It would seem that if additive
distortion processes inherent in digital encoding/decoding
and lessened by the HDCD process could be clearly demonstrated to exist, then some of these techniques, and the
knowledge behind them, would be even more important in
ahigher-sampling-rate, hi-rez format.
If you think it's hard keeping spurious high-speed signals
from contaminating analog circuits in our current CD system, not to mention other precision-related problems, just
wait 'til we double the speed! Pflash confirmed that, indeed,
this would be the case, though a"super-audio version" of
HDCD would likely not need to address the subtractive
distortions it claims to minimize in our present 16-bit,
44.1kHz standard.
The Model One HDCD processor could turn out to be
agood candidate for implementing the new format without
major revision. After all, the starting point for the HDCD
process is already an internal 24-bit word-length, 882kHz
sample rate within the processor.
However, in order to transfer this information to the outside world via some yet-to-be-developed interface protocol, a
new I/O card would be required. If the decision makers for
the proposed super-audio system settle on 882kHz rather
than 96kHz sampling, the necessary adaptations of the Model
One should be quite simple. An 882kHz standard would
likely make transition to ahigher sampling rate easier for the
recording industry as well, since it's astraight doubling of the
current system. In any event, both the low noise floor and the
outstanding spectral-contamination performance suggested
by the multi-tone intennodulation distortion test shown on
the back of the Model One's brochure certainly indicate a
superbly quiet and clean processor, adefinite prerequisite for
high-quality, hi-rez digital now and in the future.
At present, though, Pacific Microsonics is faced with the
much more pressing task of penetrating the recording
industry —and soon. Dealing with anew standard that is not
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yet even formulated is the least of their concerns. Pflash did
claim that anyone now archiving music with aModel One
while using a20- or 24-bit, 44.1kHz setting will be able to
"decode" the information upward in the future to achieve
the sonic merits of alinear 20-bit, 882kHz sample rate! Of
course, it wouldn't pass asinewave much beyond 20kHz;
nor would the waveform have the same shape of alinear
ultrasonic signal, but it would, according to Pflash, preserve
the sonic benefits conferred by the transient waveform from
an 882kHz sample rate. In fact, he claims that decoded
HDCD already preserves the subjective benefits of atransient waveform spawned from an 882kHz system even at
44.1kHz. [I believe that this is perfinned by clipping the A/D
processor on peaky transient signals, then substitutiv the missing
peaks on playback from alook-up table.—Ed.]
Ibelieve that any sonic benefits likely to accrue from a
higher sampling rate would result from making the antialiasing and anti-imaging filters easier to implement in the
A/D and D/A converters, thereby producing less deviation
from linear phase in the audible band —not because you'd
perceive the 44kHz or 48kHz extended bandwidth directly. Ihope the sonic attributes possible from doubling the
sample rate, perhaps with aid from the kind of insight
gained by Pacific Microsonics during the creation of the
process, aren't more pronounced than those now produced
by decoded HDCD. Time should tell.

FINAL THOUGHTS

While the jury is still out concerning the full sonic measure
of HDCD encoding and decoding, the PMD-100 is afirstrate digital filter. There's every indication that Pacific Microsonics' Model One processor should be an excellent AID
converter, irrespective of its special encoding properties.
However, pressure is mounting for Paciic Microsonics to
get production units into the hands of recording engineers
in quantity, and to provide full disclosure of the HDCD
process for peer review and accurate analysis by the press
and the public. A comparison CD that genuinely reveals the
sonic merits of HDCD relative to other state-of-the-art systems would also go a long way toward dispelling the
increasing air of skepticism. [Michael Ritter ofPacfiic Microsonics
has promised the loan of aModel One encoder to Stereophile in
orderfor us to prepare HDCD versions of* one or snore of our music
recordings. That would provide an ideal opportunity to arrange such a
comparison.—Ed.]
While there appear to be some sonic attributes inherent to
HDCD decoding, the process doesn't dramatically improve
subjective sound quality over the excellent alternatives tested
for this review. In the context of this careful, level-matched
evaluation, Icould detect only asubtle refinement in specific areas with the HDCD-equipped units.
Ido recommend an HDCD-equipped product to those
in the market for anew DAC or an upgrade to their existing processor. Isuggest you base your buying decision on
the overall performance and features of agiven processor
instead of solely on whether the unit has an HDCD filter
or Wit —and above all, listen carefully to competing systems with levels as closely matched as possible.
Finally, those who buy or upgrade to Theta's DS Pro
Generation V-A processor with the HDCD option will be
thrilled by its performance. With this processor you'll have the
best of both worlds—an HDCD filter for encoded discs, and
Theta's excellent software algorithm for all standard CDs, not
to mention all the other benefits the A-series update provides.
Enjoy!
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he high-end community is atiny, fragile island—albeit an influential
one —in the vast consumer electronics/entertainment world. This
island was left mostly undisturbed by the larger outside world until the
early 1990s, when Home Theater became the new cause célèbre of the
electronics biz. This market has grown so quickly that it may endanger
music-only systems, which Ibelieve are what the overwhelming majority of
Sfrreophile readers enjoy on aregular (daily) basis.
Because Ibelieve that the goals of Home Theater and the High
End are mutually exclusive, Ipose these questions: Can they
coexist in the same community? Do the retailers and manufacturers who cater to the high-end market wish to accommodate amid-fi approach to sound quality? Will those manpiiiinued mg p.123)
Steve Guttenberg has been aprojectionist for 21 years, working in movie
theaters and (from 1984 to 1988) at WPIX-TV in New York City. He
has 15 years' high-end retail experience at Sound by Singer, also in New
York, and since 1988 has served as aproducer for Chesky Records.
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"
W ITHOUT CONTENT, TELEVISION IS NOTHING MORE THAN LIGHTS IN ABOX."
-EDWARD R. MURROW
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OPPOSING VIEWS ON THE MARRIAGE BETWEEN AUDIO AND Vie y
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ear Steve: The marriage of audio and video is far from being in trouble. In fact, in the next
12 months this union will blossom into anew era of high-end electronic home entertainment. That era will begin with the introduction of the Digital Video Disc format—
the DVD.
We at the Imaging Science Foundation are high-end electronic imaging consultants. We're
already pushing the envelope of this new format for better video with designs for ageneration of high-end DVD machines. This new 120mm disc will deliver better-quality
Home Theater images than laserdiscs.
The video part of this marriage looks marvelous! And we all know the
state of laserdisc audio. DVD audio is what you should be focusing on.
The audio side of this marriage did okay with the feeble old CD.
Will the audio side produce your high-end sound with the DVD?
The ISFs roots lie in the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers and the high-end electronic imaging industry.
High-end display devices have been "married" for quite some time
to the data graphics industry Companies such as Hughes/JVC,
(continued on p.123)
Joel Silver is co-founder of the Imaging Science Foundation, aprofessional organization that
offers retailer training in video basics and setup. Thomas J. Norton and J. Gordon Holt of
Stereophile have taken the ISF course.
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Pragmatic down-to-earth, workin'
joe seeks ano-frills situation with
asensitive music lover. I'm
comfortable spending quality time at
"home playing records, cd's or watching •
movies. I
would like to explore alife
long relationship with you. I'm boxholder
4VS... Comfortable as your favorite
slippers, right as rain.' Best of all I
have
aheart of the purest copper. Call today
you won't be sorry.
—

edi
Successful, young, worldly over
achiever seeks intellectual type
who enjoys movies &music. Me—
comfortable with bohemian and
aristocrat alike. I'm from along musical /
lineage and well versed in scientific
disciplines too. I'm easy to fall in love
with and I'll go to great lengths to please
the discerning and deserving. Hook up
with me today &fall in love for life. No
bad amplifiers, torn cones or lo-fi
situations please. SSS not important.
Call 801-621-5530 ask for PBJ.

Seeking audiophile 4endless
intimate listening sessions.
Me—.—I come from ascientific
background and into all types of music.
I
can take all the power you can
unleash, but respond with equal finesse
to quiet moody types. Telephone 801621-5530 lye msg box 4TC.

Mature, detail oriented seeks music
lover. I'm trim, fit and silver with a
penchant for music. I'm pedigreed and
come from an advanced background in
metallurgy. I'm easy to interface with and
work well in upscale environments. let
me take you to the top and show new
highs. bring bliss to your life and life
to your music GUARANTEED! Respond to
boxholder KCAG.
—

Number crunchin' speed freak
into x-mission line theory &wave
propagation. Seeks transports &DACs
4extended listening sessions. Me—
Stable (impedance, that is). You—
Thrill seeker looking for the best in
binary performance. Reply to
Illuminati D-60.
400

Bass freak looking for that
perfect subwoofer to get down
with. How low can you go? Check out
box 8PR for the low down today. I'll
go to great depths to please you.
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Identical twins seeking new
sources! We come equipped with
the best connections and would just
love to connect with you. We're
ready to go the distance for you!
Love at first listen assured! Ask for
mbox KC-1. Bye, Bye.
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KIM3ER KAI3LE
2752 South 1900 West
Ogden, Utah 84401 USA
18011621-5530
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ufacturers of hi -end equ ment who lower their sights to
address the Home Theater market find their high-end customer base losing interest in their products? Do they really
believe Home Theater is the only way to increase sales?
My position is not against Home Theater per se; it's that
the High End can prosper on its own terms. The word on
the street is that Home Theater is booming; most high-end
dealers Ispoke to claim 50% of their 1995 sales were in
some way Home Theater-related.
The High End is aquest for the unobtainable: to create
the perfect illusion of live music in the home. Home
Theater strives to re-create the cinema experience at home,
but this effort is considerably hampered by the NTSC video
standard.' Most videophiles believe that the digital soundtrack on laserdiscs is of CD sound quality; in practice, it's far
below CD standards. Iperformed some LD/CD/LP comparisons that produced a serious indictment of Home
Theater's sound quality. Home Theater is amid-fi picture
and sound medium. Yes, it can be fun, but it's not High End.

W HY WOULD ANYONE
WHO'S EXPERIENCED THE SHEER
MUSICAL PLEASURE OF A
GREAT
HIGH-END SYSTEM ACCEPT THE
CRUDE MID-FI OF EVEN
A
TOP HOME THEATER SETUP?
Home Theater (the marriage of audio and video) is a
cancer that endangers the High End and all it has worked
to achieve. My concern is that small audio companies (average size: 15-20 employees) will divert their precious R&D
away from what should be their first priority: the quest to
transport the listener back to the recording session.
We've come along way, but the goal of creating an illusion of real musicians performing between our (two!)
speakers remains elusive. To now redirect our attention to
alower-resolution format (AC-3, DTS, or MPEG-1 and
-2) is to abandon the notion of creating the "perfect illusion" of music in the home. Idon't understand why anyone
who's experienced the sheer musical pleasure of agreat
high-end system would accept the crude mid-fi of even a
top Home neater setup. Yes sir, cheap thrills abound:
explosions, dinosaur feet pounding away, spacecraft swooping overhead—all synthesized effects designed to rattle
your eardrums. Visceral, you bet—but close your eyes and
listen to how real it sounds. It's in no way comparable to a
decent LP or CD enjoyed over agood high-end system.
Movie Theaters are to Home Theater as Live,
Unamplified Music is to Recorded Music: There, I've
said it. The analogy continues in how these art forms are
perceived: in apublic place vs the home. Live music and
film presentations involve audiences; this is an integral part
of the experience.
1Consumer high-definition video is at least six to eight years in the future.
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Faroudja, Runco, Vidikron, Da-Lite, and Stewart, to name
just afew, have been successful in taking high-end electronic imaging from the graphics world into the video domain,
where it's now suitable for multimedia presentations and, of
course, Home Theater. It may seem that these companies
have been phenomenally successful, but we sec their
progress hampered by the failure of the laserdisc to become
amainstream fonnat, as well as by the very performance
problems that you hear and see in laserdiscs.
We agree with you that HDTV is not imminent.
However, high-end electronic imaging is about to be turned
on its collective ear (eye). The coming of aworldwide standard for recording images in the consumer market should
do as much for hardware and software sales as the VHS
tape. We see DVD replacing VHS tape and laserdisc, just as
the CD replaced the LP.
If indeed the high-end community is an influential one,
it's there that DVD's truc potential will first be seen and
heard. Steve, your difficulties with NTSC are understood.
DVD is not an NTSC format. In fact, basic DVD players will
have to degrade the 625-line progressive-scan images on the
disc so that NTSC televisions can play them back. High-end
data-grade video display devices already in place in thousands of Home Theaters right now can display ahigh-quality signal from the DVD and not degrade it by encoding it
into NTSC. lAgh-old DVD players will be the prerequisitefir this
to happen. We're already working with high-end audio companies whose expertise in digital technologies should produce superb-looking and -sounding DVD machines. We
know how to get spectacular images out of this format. It
will be your community's influence, expertise, and dedication that will determine what the audio quality will turn out
to be.

ANEW ERA OF HIGH-END
ELECTRONIC HOME ENTERTAINMENT
WILL BEGIN WITH THE
INTRODUCTION OF THE DIGITAL
VIDEO DISC FORMAT-THE DVD.
Steve, as afilm projectionist, you're not going to like this,
but the electronic imaging community sees 35mm film as a
benchmark to be surpassed, just as your community saw
vinyl. Electronic cinema will challenge the limitations of the
35mm film image. With the coming high-definition
sources, light-valve and laser technologies will compete
with 35mm in movie theaters.
For example, film shows only 24 frames per second, each
shown twice for a 48-frames/second display. Even the
DVD, aconsumer format, will be able to be displayed at 96
frames/s in high-end Home Theaters. Higher rates translate into better-quality imaging. We find flicker in 35mm
film quite distracting. Once you recognize it, you can't help
but notice it during afilm. Video at 96 pictures/second will
be flicker-free. At shows such as InfoComm, the high-end
electronic imaging industry has already displayed images
with resolution far beyond the proposed standards for con123
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"I'm particular."
While engineering recordings for many
clients, among them the Chicago and
St. Louis Symphonies, Iheard of
Martin-Logan's special electrostatic
precision and clarity from several of
my colleagues. So, Iinstalled apair
in my studio.
What happened next was amazing.
Every change in the recording process
became apparent. Details of space in
the hall, microphone placement and
even converter qualities were instantly
perceived. Yet, the superior dispersion
of their curvilinear transducer allowed
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remarkably easy room placement,
even in my studio.
After using Martin-Logan products for
years. Iam excited to introduce the
new advanced SL3, shattering
industry standards yet again.

What else can Isay? Go to
your local dealer and audition
the new SL3. Be prepared for
the experience.
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A film viewe in athea ris the "original"; the audience
experiences the director's vision in its most direct form.
Home Theater and audio-only experiences ate far from
their "audience-involved" counterparts. They share adetachment—the viewer/listener is removed from the scene.
Home Theater advocates seem to derive immense pleasure
from sitting in their underwear watching Terminator 2 in
their Home Theaters—good for them! Some go so far as to
boast of their absence from the real cinema; they don't like
crowds or waiting in line. Poor babies.
The typical audiophile would be ashamed to admit that
he or she rarely attends live concerts. Most Home Theater
types won't own up to the fact that the cinema experience
goes way beyond picture and sound-quality issues—in a
real theater, the crowd's tears and joys are communally felt.
The interaction of the audience and the film is aliving,
breathing "effect" that Home Theater can never approach.
Table I
Image Format

35mm Film

NTSC Video

Vertical
4000 equivalent
525 lines
Resolution lines (Letterbox loses 150 lines)
Brightness

200: I

Contrast Ratio
Color Depth

14-bit

60:1
8-10-bit

Equivalent

As Home Theater attempts are-creation of the cinema
experience, questions of picture and sound quality begin to
resemble aPandora's box. The picture that dominates Home
Theater presentation falls far below its 35mm film counterpart (see Table 1). In the video world, bigger is certainly not
better: brightness, sharpness, contrast, color depth—all
deteriorate with size, yet the Home Theater model is projector-based. Though the Faroudja Line Doubler is atrue
high-end product, larger screen sizes remain the enemy of
higher-quality images. And American high-end companies
like Faroudja attempting to compete with the giant electronics companies face an uphill battle in the video arena.
There's more. You can't view avideo full-frame, regardless of aspect ratio, without further degrading image quality; pure blacks in video are out of the question; edge sharp-

A PERSONAL DEFINITION OF
HOME THEATER
Home Theater seeks to re-create the cinema experiences at home. The basic Home Theater system
includes avideo monitor or video projector; five speakers (left, right, center, and at least two surrounds); subwoofer(s); surround processor; and, of course, a
laserdisc player or VCR deck. Any similarities between
the above descriptions and ahigh-end system are purely coincidental, Ifeel. Take the following simple test:
Home Theater is:
a) awonderful concept
b) ascourge on society
c) away of enjoying films at home
d) the death knell of the high-end industry
My answer: D.
—Steve Guttenberg
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sumer HDTV. At C,EDIA with the Runco LightAmp, the
ISF has just displayed images measuring 340:1 contrast
ratios, and better black levels than 35mm from astandard
$39.95 NTSC laserdisc!
We work with Kodak. We know abit about film. There
are even new film stocks created specifically for the video
market. Electronic cinema is coming. The tools that produce
images are not important—great pictures on the screen are.
Film's not "the real thing": Movies are canned, not live.
Recorded music is canned, not live. That doesn't mean that
home entertainment isn't high-end.
A DVD component's progressive-scan signal fl the anamorphic
mode will bring Home Theater into the High End. Period. Let me
explain that mouthful of asentence: NTSC is a"composite" system. Television is athree-channel display system utilizing red, green, and blue information; the single wire
going to the NTSC input on televisions is an encoded version of all three of those signals. Dolby Pro Logic is an
encoding system used in audio; four channels of information are encoded in two channels of stereo. Encoding and
decoding processes aren't good ideas if the best possible pic-

THREE SIGNALS, THREE CHANNELS
OF INFORMATION, THREE COLORS IN
ADISPLAY DEVICE ...THIS IS A
HUGE STEP TOWARD BETTER VIDEO.

turc quality is your goal. DVD and DSS are "component"
systems. They can send three separate signals along three
wires, or off of asatellite in geosyndironous orbit. Three
signals, three channels of information, three colors in adisplay device ... sounds logical, doesn't it? This is ahuge step
toward better video. Every line-doubler manufacturer we
work with is already capable of accepting three "component" inputs right now. Mainstream televisions cannot.
Welcome to high-end video, '90s style. If you're not highend, you don't get the picture!
NTSC is an "interlace" system. In 1939 we couldn't
make aTV that could write fast enough to show 525 lines
in '4,0 second. The solution was simple —write the oddnumbered lines in the first 1
/
60,
and write the even-numbered lines in the next 1/60. We then see awhole picture
every 1
/
30second. No problem, except picture quality! We
only have half the lines on the screen at any moment in
time. The DVD, like your computer monitor, has all the
lines every time, every frame, in a"progressive scan" display.
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8... all together at one time in their proper
order, not 1-3-5-7-9... and then alittle later 2-4-6-8. Once
again, ahuge difference in picture quality! The problem is,
mainstream TVs need an interlaced signal. Once again,
we'll have to degrade the DVD quality for the mainstream,
but not for high-end display devices. We already do progressive scan imaging with line doublers.
You're right when you say that letterboxing amovie loses
many lines. When we stretch the picture into ataller image
to fill our viewing screens with aletterboxed movie to eliminate the black bars on the top and the bottom, we also
throw away both top and bottom lines of resolution along
125
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ness and flare fa or suffer
video relative to 35mm film.
High-Definition TV (HDTV) is better, but 35mm film is
still ahead. Horne Theater's picture is afaint, fuzzy, distant
second place to the real thing: 35mm film—its potential as
ahigh-end medium remains faint.
Is Home Theater Sound High-End? There's no practical
way to compare film sound to Home Theater sound, but
comparisons of LD to CD and LP proved quite illuminating.
After all, the digital audio track on LD is the very foundation
of Home Theater sound. Though it would seem asimple
matter to transfer afilm's soundtrack to laserdisc, arather
surprising situation emerged: soundtrack CDs and LPs
always offered better sound than their LD counterparts. Our
beloved 16-bit, 44.1k CD took all that its 12" silver cousin
(LD) could throw at it, and the CD was triumphant.
Iconcentrated on music-related LDs for the most part in
these comparisons, since the dramatic films' music is mixed
in with dialog and effects, complicating the comparisons. I
did listen to aselection of regular laserdisc hits such as The
fission and Taxi Driver; their sound was fairly unimpressive.
Iused my Theta Data II laserdisc/CD transport, and a
Muse Model 2D/A; digital playback was therefore identical for LDs and CDs. First up: the laserdisc/CD of TlieJuliet
Letters, by Elvis Costello and the Brodsky Quartet (Warner
Bros. 6-38340, LD; 45180-2, CD). The sonic differences
were tremendous—so much so that Ibelieved that there
must have been considerable remixing in the mastering of

A"MUSIC LOVER'S" SYSTEM
SHOULD BE SIMPLE AND BEAUTIFUL,
AND SOUND LIKE ... MUSIC!
the laserdisc. However, this turned out to be atypical disparity between LD/CD. The CD was far more dynamic;
Elvis's expressive vocals were far more alive. The laserdisc
sounded quite homogeneous, with the top octave significantly rolled off. What little sense of space and dimensionality the LD contained was reduced compared to the CD.
(The imaging was better on the laserdisc —just kidding.)
Jirni Hendrix: Woodstock (MCA MCAL-11107, LD; MCA
MCAD-11063, CD), though not agreat recording, is still an
inspired performance from the master. On laserdisc, most
of the beautiful distortion from Jimi's Strat is smoothed
over, the visceral excitement reduced. The ring of Mitch
Mitchell's snare drum on "Red House" is lost, Jimi's vocals
sound as if he's off-mike; the LD loses vital information. To
render Jimi Hendrix boring should be acriminal offense!
Bertrand Tavernier's Round Midnight is a wonderful,
moody jazz film starring Dexter Gordon as an expatriate
jazz musician living in late-1950s Paris. Herbie Hancock,
Ron Carter, Billy Higgins, John McLaughlin, Freddie
Hubbard, and many others also appear. The film is unusual
in that all the music was recorded live in the film studio, as
the cameras rolled. Icompared the laserdisc of Round Midnight (Warner Home Video LD 11603AB) to the LPs of the
film's soundtrack (Round Midnight, Columbia SC 40464)
and an outtakes collection (71w Other Side ofRound Midnight,
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with the black bars. We also stretch apart the remaining few
lines when we do this. The "anamorphic" format sends us a
vertically stretched, badly distorted "skinny" image that can
use all the lines. If your TV can simply stretch out this
image horizontally, exactly undistorting it, this neat trick
lets you have widescreen images with no loss of vertical resolution. And—you guessed it—the DVD has anamorphic capability. If your TV is not ahigh-end device that can
do this horizontally stretching trick, once again, you don't
get the picture. Well, Steve, do we sound like high-end yet?
The "quest" for the perfect illusion of live entertainment

REMEMBER THAT THE
ORIGINAL BELL LABS WORK IN
THREE-CHANNEL SOUND FAILED
ONLY BECAUSE OF THE DIFFICULTY
IN GETTING THREE CHANNELS
OUT OF VINYL.
in the home that you speak of is what makes high-end
audio environments attractive to video companies. That
"culture" inherent within your manufacturers, dealers, and
consumers is precisely reflected by like-minded individuals
(like Yves Faroudja, Sam Runco, and others) within the
electronic high-end imaging world. We seek High-Fidelity
Video. We wish for our images to accurately reproduce the
artistic intentions of the producers and directors.
We appreciate that the recent roots of your community lie
in two-speaker presentation, but remember: mono wasn't
that long ago. We're not audio professionals, but we've heard
fabulous multichannel audio presentations in the Snell and
Madrigal facilities that were certainly musical, and well in
keeping with your "quest." In that "quest," must you limit
your tools to two speakers? Remember that the original Bell
Labs work in three-channel sound failed only because of the
difficulty in getting three channels out of vinyl. (Does your
word "illusion" imply anything visual?) We admire the goals
that you define for high-end audio, but find your conclusion
that those goals must be met with specific limitations on
technology to be flat-out narrow-minded.
The high-end audio market was and will be aniche mar-

THE HIGH-END AUDIO MARKET
WAS AND WILL BE A
NICHE MARKET.
ket. The rapid growth of Stertvphilds readership to record levels speaks for the validity as well as the vitality of this niche.
Home Theater is an opportunity for your community to
enrich the enjoyment of another entirely new audience and a
huge world of popular software. Reaching out to that market
will make new clients aware of the unique qualifies of the
product lines in your industry. Only by growing and prospering can your small audio companies continue to fund R&D.
The video market was 25 million unit sales last year. Why
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Saine story: the big black 12-incher clobbered its 12" silver rival. Although the laserdisc sound was above average,
the LPs were far ahead. On laserdisc, cymbals were hashy;
the frequent brushwork was almost beyond recognition,
with no sense of wire brushes on drums; Ron Carter's subtle bass shadings and fingerings were vague compared to the
LPs; the late-night, smoky jazz-club ambience was much
more "there" on the LPs. All this good stuff is lost to the
Home Theater viewer.
The video professionals Iqueried about this sonic discrepancy were rather nutter-of-fact in accepting these sloppy transfers, but they reminded me of the many generations
that atypical laserdisc goes through. This involves many
A/D and D/A transitions, which are at least partly responsible for the rather high jitter and loss of resolution found
on these soundtracks.
Stereo & the Visual Image: Home Theater aficionados
invest much time and energy in "steering" the sound to
match the picture; that's what the fuss over surround
processors is all about. As I've already shown, sound quality
itself is in short supply, so all we're left with is, can these
processors accurately place the sound? These demands are
created by that large projected image, which emphasizes
discrepancies between picture and sound placement.
Back in the cinema, the left/center/right speakers arc all
behind the screen—that's how the sound is mixed. All the
Home Theater setups I've seen have the left and right speakers on either side of the screen. Hey, guys, let's get all our
ducks in line! Back to that mid-fi sound again! Indeed, most
sound (certainly dialog) is from the center speaker. Effects
and music are where the stereo information is present.
The Magical Mystery Tour of Surround-Sound:
Though it seems as if surround-sound was invented for
Home Theater as away to sell more speakers, amps, processors, and cables, surround-sound has been around for
decades. In the early '50s, Cinerama and 70mm were the
first to use surround effects; film-sound mixers have been
grappling with what to do with this effect for over 40 years.
Yes, surround-sound serves to envelop the audience in
sound, but Ifind the disparity of placement (picture in
front, sound behind) adistraction.
Momentary sounds, such as ajet flying overhead, make
more spatial sense, but directors apparently feel the need to
use surround effects continuously. That's the problem:
Home Theater magic is so identified with ear-candy surround effects that, like early "Ping-Pong" stereo, they've
taken over —but surround-sound is now well into middle
age. It's amedium without amessage. Agood high-end system already provides adimensionally satisfying soundstage
from two speakers; additional speakers only serve to confuse matters. Surround-sound, and much of Home Theater,
has an aura of special effects and gimmicks—so that the
actual content of the film becomes irrelevant. Top Gun slays
Citizen Kane.
Can the High End grow? While the market for upscale
products remains strong, the pure, music-only High End is
3 Analog playback: Linn LPI2/Lingo/Ekos/Klyde feeding aSteve Berger/J.C.
Morrison phono preamp: the Gracenote.
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do you think Stereophile publishes aseparate Stereophile Guide
to Honte Theater? When television first came on the scene, the
radio stations were convinced the end was near, but radio
thrived alongside of television. When Pay-TV and videotape
came along, the movie theaters felt they, too, were doomed.
Video has been the best thing that ever happened to the
movie business, and theaters are thriving. We have trained
hundreds of audio professionals in video-display-standard
seminars. We expect their Home Theater presentations to
complement, not replace, their audio business.
High-end electronic imaging is ascience, easily replicated
with test patterns and instrumentation. High-end audio
remains an art, one that your community does best. Whether
you thrive or survive in purist audio, Home Theater is not a
cancer, but the very introduction to the broader market that
your industry certainly deserves.
—Joel Silver

Too M UCH OF
A GOOD THING?

/

twas probably inevitable, but Istill don't have to
like it. I'm sure I'm not the only audiophile who
has noticed what's happened to bass balance since
CD came along. Unanimously praised for bringing us
the Best Bass We Ever Had, the CD is now bringing us
the most bass we've ever had, to well beyond wretched
excess.
It started when afew small audiophile labels discovered that omnidirectional microphones give "great
bass" from stereo systems that have always had to
struggle to simulate the kind of low-end richness and
"bloom" we hear in agood concert hall. That "great
bass" made omni miking de rigueur for all audiophile
recording, despite its manifest shortcomings (vague
center imaging and distorted soundstaging). It also
helped convince movie studios that soundtrack recordings should have even more bass than ablockbuster laserdisc release.
But now that CDs are being released for surround
reproduction, what was already enough-arready has
clearly become too-much-fer-chrissake! Those of us
who've been enjoying surround-sound for music recognized along time ago that one reason it sounds so
good is the way it makes large-hall bass as full and rich
as it is in areal-world hall. It doesn't need the "help" of
omni miking to do this.
These thoughts were prompted by listening to the
musical selections on Delos's Surround Spectacular twoCD set, reviewed by Peter W. Mitchell in last September's "Industry Update." The recordings are good in
some respects. But despite along life of listening in
many, many concert halls, I've never heard anything
like this bass. It's suffocating! After 20 minutes of it, Ihad
to take time out to come up for ait There's even too
much of it in stereo.
Is this what audio has come to? Just another medium, like Home Theater, for demonstrating how easily
apair of super subwoofers can dislodge ceiling plaster
and amalgam fillings? Ihad hoped this kind of audio
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said to be in de me. The tiderlying cause of this dangerous situation is the failure of the High End to reach out to
abroader market than to just those who arc already in the
"club." For example, folks who arc regular attendees at
Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, or the Blue Note
lovers of music—remain almost completely unaware of
the High End. Returning home, they'll listen to a
Beethoven symphony on a$1000 rack system they purchased at Mac-y's.
The barriers to this huge market arc mostly self-inflicted:
High-end audio manufacturers produce equipment that's
unattractive to those who aren't already smitten with hi-fi.
A "music lover's" system should be simple and beautiful,
and sound like ... music!
When the High End tries to compete in an area where
performance and quality arc not major factors, what can
they hope to offer? The High End should be increasing its
visibility in the market by reaching out to the music lovers
of the world. Perhaps agroup of manufacturers could organize acampaign for upscale non-audio magazines (The New
dei Artionim, Playbill, Gramophone); underwrite aconcert
series on Public Television; fund scholarships at music
schools. They should do anything that will increase their
presence to their potential customers.
The music lover's market remains a vast untapped
resource for the high-end establishment. Home Theater
will prosper and grow, and—who knows? —in 10 or 20
years, it may even become part of the High End.

Too MUCH OF AGOOD THING

exhibitionism had died out with the demise of the "stereo
demonstration disc."
We've had more than enough recordings of worthwhile music ruined by excesses of pandering to marketers' ideas about "what the public wants." We certainly don't need another spate of them in the name of surround-sound.
The fallout from this could even invade the concert hall.
Symphony orchestras are already under increasing pressure, from patrons who hear most of their music froth FM
and records, to make concerts sound "more like records."
Some are caving in by installing sound-reinforcement systems to provide higher levels to distant seats; others are
using synthetic reverb to make real-world spaces sound
bigger and more spacious. The result, of course, is that
fewer and fewer people who attend live concerts are actually hearing live, unamplified sound. Electronic bass augmentation would just be the next step toward erasing the
quality differences between live and reproduced sound by
making the former as bad as the latter.
My advice to the new breed of surround engineers:
Let's just let surround-sound do what it does best: Reproduce more music more naturally than we've been
able to do it before. Forget about the sonic enhancements; just give us an honest, linear frequency response,
and let agood surround system do the rest.
—J. Gordon Curmudgeon

—Steve Guttenberg

Synergistic Research Showing at
'96 CES Sahara Bi-Level Room 7101

21 cables
crafted by hand...
—

designed by ear..

...and navigated
by a32 page guide.

call for the dealer nearest you /dealer and distributor inquires welcome—

Synergistic Research
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T

he inspiration for this project came from Stereophiles
Gretchen Grogan and Erich
Volhner, Executive Director
of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival. Music festivals are perhaps the healthiest aspect of modern classical music making, in that they allow ad hoc ensembles to
chart the furthest reaches of the repertoire as well as retracing the familiar ground of the great works. Why not, they
thought, capture arepresentative selection of works performed at the 1995 Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival? This
would not only document some of the great performances
to be heard, but also allow music lovers everywhere to participate in what's increasingly recognized as one of the US's
best summer music festivals.
For 23 years, the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival has
brought more than 50 internationally renowned musicians
to Santa Fe for six weeks in July and August. Every summer
the Festival presents more than 100 concerts, education and
outreach programs, open rehearsals, and lectures in the beautiful Pueblo-styled St. Francis Auditorium of New Mexico's
Museum of Fine Arts. Music lovers from all over the country come to enjoy the cool summer evenings at the foot of
the Sangre de Cristo Mountains and lose themselves in the
world's most beautiful chamber-music repertoire.
Since its beginning in 1972, the Festival has been dedicated to presenting popular and lesser-known classical repertoire, as well as bringing to Santa Fe new works by contemporary composers. The Music of the Americas and
Composer in Residence programs are part of the great variety that have given the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival its
reputation for vision and profundity.

house, the bride-to-be and her young intended experience
the ageless emotions of joy and apprehension at their
impending marriage and future life together. Neighbors,
family, and atraveling revivalist all share in the nuptial celebration that ends with the young couple alone —"quiet and
strong" —in their new home.

THE MUSIC

Aaron Copland (1900-1990)
Appalachian Spring Suite (Balletfor Martha)
(original version for chamber orchestra, 1943 -44)

A

aron C,opland's extraordinary musical genius resulted in an amazing
number of gifts not only to his
native country but to the world as well. His ballets, theater
pieces, and what's called "serious" music for the concert hall
have become beloved perennial favorites that have enriched
the lives of several generations of audiences.
Copland's greatest works came from the early years of
World War II: the ballets &lb,the Kid and Rodeo, the profoundly stirring Lincoln Portrait, and the brilliant Fanfare for the
Common Man. Appalachian Spring is the best-known of Copland's orchestral works. This popularity may reflect its simplicity of intent, its boldly and tenderly treated folk idioms, and
the enduring "American" character of its underlying story.
Two women who became legends in their own time
were associated with the inception of this priceless contribution: arts patroness Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge,
whose foundation commissioned the ballet; and Martha
Graham, the dancer who created the young woman's role in
the first performance (given in the Coolidge Auditorium of
the Library of Congress in October 1944).
Just the day before the premiere, Miss Graham had chosen the title, borrowing it from apoem by Hart Crane (to
which the ballet's text, however, makes no reference). The
story concerns aspringtime wedding in Pennsylvania at the
beginning of the 19th century. At their newly built farm132

The Old Santa Fe Trail —Sangre de Cristo Mountains, by William Penhallow
Henderson, is amural in the Santa Fe Federal Building. It was published in
Treasures on New Mexico Trails by Kathryn A. Flynn and is used courtesy of
Sunstone Press.The mural is the first subject in aSanta Fe Chamber Music
Festival poster series celebrating Works Projects Administration (VVPA) art
created in New Mexico in the 1930s and 1940s.
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FESTIVAL: W ORKS BY COPLAND, M ILHAUD, AND KOHJIBA

The 1995 Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival recorded live in concert, Heiichiro Ohyama, Artistic Director
[1] Aaron Copland: Appalachian Spring
Suite
24:29
(original version for chamber orchestra
Daniel Phillips, Jennifer Frautschi,
Amy Hiraga, Michelle Kim, violins;
Yasushi Toyoshima, Piotr Jandula,
violas; Peter Wyrick, Cecilia Tsan,
cellos; Marji Danilow, double bass;
Tara Helen O'Connor, flute; Hákan
Rosengren, clarinet; Lynette Diers
Cohen, bassoon; Max Levinson,
piano; Heiichiro Ohyama, conductor

[2] Tomilco ICohjiba: The Transmigralion of the Soul
1902
(World Premiere recording)
Sheryl Staples, Daniel Phillips, violins;
Yasushi Toyoshima, viola; Peter Wyrick, cello; Marji Danilow, double bass;
Carol Wmcenc, flute; Franklin Cohen,
clarinet, Tyler Mack, percussion;
Nancy Allen, harp; Kendra Colton,
soprano; Heüchiro Ohyama, conductor
[3] Darius Milhaud: La Création du
monde, Op.81
17:09

The ballet was greeted with popular and critical acclaim.
As critic and composer Virgil Thomson wrote of the New
York premiere in May 1945, the scoring was "plain, cleancolored, deeply imaginative ... designed not only to express
the moods of the story but to amplify the characteristics of
the dramatis personae ... it has style." Appalachian Spring received both the Pulitzer Prize for Music and the New York
Music Critics' Circle Award in 1945.
The suite for chamber orchestra is Copland's reduction (in
orchestral forces) of acondensed version of the ballet score,
with all essential features retained; passages that were primarily choreographic were deleted, but the suite's series of
eight continuous sections re-creates the ballet's structure. In
the seventh section—one of the most touching—scenes of
the young couple's daily activities are set to five variations on
"Simple Gifts," atraditional Shaker hymn. In away, the
song's text symbolizes the spirit of Appalachian Spring
'Tis the gyi to be simple,
Ms the
to befree,
Ms the ,giti to come down
Where We ought to k
And when wefind ourselves
In the place just right,
'Twill be in the runty
Qf love and delight
When true simplicity is .
gain'd,
Ti) bow and to bend we shan't be ashamed.
hint turn will be our delight,
'Ti! by turning, tunriv we. come round right
—Deborah Carley Emoryl

Tomiko Kohjiba (b. 1952)
The Transmigration of the Soul (1995)
World Premiere

T

ReCOlding

en years ago Iwrote Requiem Hiroshima for string orchestra. (It was also performed at the 1995 Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival.) In the first half of the Requiem, Iexpressed
the agony of people who died by the atomic bomb; in the latter half, Iexpressed prayer for salvation of their souls.
IDeborah Caney Emory is completing the Music History Graduate Program at
the School of Mtisic. University of Washington. She has aBA from Smith College
and an MA from the UniversitY of California. Davis. She has contributed program
notes to anumber of musical organizations, including the UCLA and UW concert series. the Kapalua, Seattle, Sitka, and Chamber Music Northwest festivals,
and the Oregon Symphony. Her notes have appeared in Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival programs since 1982.
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Jennifer Frautschi, Michelle Kim, violins; Cecilia Tsan, cello; Maiji Danilow, double bass; Tara Helen O'Connor, Carol Wmcenc, flutes; Hàkan
Rosengren, Franklin Cohen, clarinets;
Lynette Diers Cohen, bassoon; Douglas Masek, alto saxophone; Ellen
Sherman, oboe; Julie Landsman, horn;
Stephen Burns, Robert Nagel, trumpets; Debra Taylor, trombone; Max
Levinson, piano; Tyler Mack, Jeffrey
Cornelius, percussion; Heiichiro Ohyama, conductor

Heiichiro Ohyama

I

THE CONDUCTOR

rom 1977 to 1985, Heiichiro Ohyama played viola
with the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival where,
in 1992, he became artistic director. He also holds
appointments as: Artistic Director of La Jolla
SummerFesr, Music Director of the Cayuga Chamber Orchestra in Ithaca, New York, the Santa Barbara
Chamber Orchestra, and the Japan America Symphony Orchestra of Los Angeles; Principal Conductor of the Round Top Music Festival in Texas; and
Director of Conducting and Orchestra Programs and
Professor of Music at the University of California,
Santa Barbara. Ohyama studied in Japan and England,
and at Indiana University. In 1979 he was named
principal violist of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, a
post he held until 1991. In 1986, André Previn
appointed him assistant conductor of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, aposition he held until 1990. He has
made conducting debuts with the Milwaukee
Chamber Orchestra and the New York Chamber
Symphony at the 92nd Street Y.
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Progress is simply
the fulfilment of our
utopia
Oscar Wilde

"GRANDE UTOPIA"
the fulfilment of
progress
Jacques Mahul
Jacques MAHUL founded Mob/FOCAL in 1979 with one goal in mind :To
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Aaron Copland discusses a 1976 recording of his Third Symphony at EMI's
Abbey Road Studios with producer Roy Emerson.

In my new composition, The Transmigration qfthe Soul, for
nine instruments and voice, Itry to express death not from
the perspective of survivors, but from the view of the dying
man himself—his sorrow, his agony in the face of unexpected death, and further, the process of salvation after leaving the body. The soprano Kendra Colton in this world-premiere performance sings asong of the soul that expresses a
groan of impossibility to receive one's death, atrial to be
saved, and rejoicing at being saved. Here Ireferred to AuMyo, as it is called—a kind of singing repeated by Buddhist
priests at ceremonies and at memorial services. Sho-My0
cdsts not only in Japan, but also in India, Tibet, China, and
so on. Traditionally, it is sung in aman's voice only, but in
my composition Idared to adapt it for soprano voice.
Though Sho-Myo was originally aBuddhist tradition, this
does not mean that only Buddhists must be saved. Iintended to express prayer for souls all over the world.
In this composition, the instruments help to express soul
or depict background. At the end of the 20th century, we
Japanese, too, now meet unsettled and dangerous matters. I
shall be happy if this composition brings you peace of mind.
—Totniko Kohjiba

Darius Milhaud (1892-1974)

La Création du monde, Op.81 (1923)

A

lthough not asporty humorist like his (mere Francis
Poulenc, Darius Milhaud
did have his own brand of wit.
One certainly needed it in the
unconventional group of composers bound to Jean Cocteau's
circus-stimulated world, and to
the audacious-intellectual musical clowning of Erik Satie. The
Darius Milhaud
anti-romantic group, called "Les Six," numbered one female
and five young male composers, all working in the invigorating atmosphere of post-World War IParis, and all united
(loosely) under the eccentric aegis of Cocteau and Satie.
Cocteau's creed became theirs for atime: that the spirit of
"worldly sounds" (most typically those of Montmartre)
should be incorporated in aclassical musical framework.
Of the Six, Milhaud was the most active. Composing
quickly and easily, he left an uneven catalog of some 400
large and small works, including 40 theatrical scores, written
in abold, dissonant, polytonal style. He also wrote 18 string
STEREOPH I
LE, J
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Tomiko Kohjiba runs through the demanding vocal part in The linnsmigrotion
of the Soul with soprano Kendra Colton.

quartets, two of which can be played simultaneously as an
octet (a fact that, in itself, raises asmile if not an eyebrow).
The European discovery of American jazz, blues, and ragtime unleashed anew world of musical explorations by
these 1920s Parisian avant-gardists. Milhaud had made his
own discovery ofjazz, however, and at its source: in Harlem.
At that time in the US, jazz was regarded as an entertainment idiom suitable only for Blacks. Yet Milhaud sensed
"that jazz expressed the deepest, truest emotion of the Black

T

THE COMPOSER

he 1995 Festival's Composer-in-Residence, Tomiko Kohjiba, is an increasingly sought-after composer in the United States and Europe, as well as
in her native Japan. Born in Hiroshima, she graduated from ahigh school connected with Hiroshima
University. In 1979, she entered the Tokyo University
of Fine Arts and Music and continued studies at its
graduate school, earning her doctorate in composition. Before entering the University she had composed an Introduction and Allegrofor Orchestra; aquartet
for two alto flutes, cello, and harpsichord; and a
choral work, Kotobaasobi-Uta, which won the competition at the Kanagawa Festival and was broadcast on
Japanese radio in 1977.
In 1979 Kohjiba composed Requiem Hiroshima, presenting the work the next year to her native city. She
later rewrote much of the piece, and in 1985 Leonard
Bernstein suggested that the work be programmed by
the European Community Orchestra. Requiem earned
her recognition throughout the world, and was subsequently included in Boston Symphony Orchestra concerts under the baton of Seji Ozawa. Kohjiba has since
received numerous commissions, and often utilizes traditional Japanese instruments such as the shakuhachi (a
vertical bamboo flute) and sho (a bamboo wind instrument) in her works. She currently is Associate
Professor of Music at the Tokyo College of Music.
The world premiere of Kohjiba's The Transmigration
of the Soul at the 1995 Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival was underwritten by agenerous gift from
Festival Trustee Marvin Sloves in memory of theater
impresario Toby Rowland.
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"They were richer and cleaner, as if some noxious
grit had been removed from atop their sound."
"Instrumental timbres became more brilliant,
vocalists became more intelligible and the whole
soundstage lit up... The stage locations of the
vocal groups were more precise and the rendering
of open spaces between them clearer."
-Tom Miller
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soul." The intensive, improvisational rhythms, percussive effects, and potent expressiveness of melodies had aprofound
effect on his human and musical sensibilities.
In the ambitious score to the ballet La Création du monde,
his interpretation was matched to the scenario created by
the French writer Blaise Cendrars. Their vision found its
inspiration in themes of creation drawn from African folklore: "primitive ... imaginative, guileless, confiding, and
gentle." Hence, the world's creation was conceived as "a
peaceable rather than cataclysmic" event. A feeling of gentle agitation, asort of springtime ebullience, underlies the
entire work. The plot is indeed poetic in its presentation of
gods, harmonious nature, the appearance of Man and
Woman, and the awakening of the world to all its wondrous
possibilities. The six vivid sections of the score illuminate
each event as it unfolds.
This splendidly organized tonal spectacle begins with a
"pre-creation" overture that establishes arather static atmosphere in which repetitious motives move in tonal ambiguity and close confinement. Thenceforth, with afinely textured nervous fugue replete with jazz rhythms, the script is
delineated in sections that follow one another without
break. There's excitement as well as tenderness. Gentle
blues and colorful percussive drama, tempestuous rhythms,
glimpses of the fugue, and the ubiquitous overture theme
are woven into the supercharged orchestral tapestry. At the
close, the origins (from the overture) are reconfinned in a
soft, tremulous epilogue. "It is the beginning of spring."
—Deborah Carley Emory

THE VENUE &THE CONCERTS

S

t. Francis Auditorium, the venue for
these performances, is located within the New Mexico Museum of
Fine Arts in Santa Fe. The structure
replicates the New Mexico building at
the 1913 Panama California Exposition
commemorating the opening of the Panama Canal. Based
on the architecture of New Mexico's Spanish missionary
churches—such as the Mission Church at Acoma and the
San Felipe Church —the Auditorium is an awe-inspiring
adobe structure. It resembles achapel: the ceiling soars some
30' above the pew-style seating and is supported by vies —
exposed cedar posts that run from sidewall to sidewall.
Murals on the adobe walls depict the Conversion and
Apotheosis of St. Francis, the Vision of Columbus,
Preaching to the Mayans and Aztecs, and the Building of
New Mexico Missions.
On July 25, we entered St. Francis Auditorium to hang
the microphones (see John Atkinson's essay on equipment
and microphone placement). JA had spent alot of time in
the space, calculating positions and pre-planning the logistics of the endeavor. Adobe chapels do not, as arule, feature
catwalks, so we had to use afunky battery-powered vertical
cherry-picker in order to hang our gear from the high ceiling. As JA, Stereophile's Doug Chadwick and David
Hendrick, and Istood around dubiously eyeing each other's
girths and calculating terminal velocities for the masses
involved, the Chamber Music Festival's resident engineer,
Matthew Snyder, graciously volunteered to do the technical
vertical work —or maybe he was just concerned over the
time factor involved in apre-concert cleanup.
We all joked about the "glamor" of recording as we stood
with arms outstretched to keep cables from tangling, or
crawled on hands and knees to tape them to the floor or
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The banners of the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival fly high outside St. Francis
Auditorium.

climbed up 30' ladders to confirm channel ID. Recording is
afunny job—most of it is totally out of your control, and
what isn't is really hard work. Yet it is undeniable that we all
felt more than afrisson of excitement at our involvement, no
matter how mundane our tasks.
The following afternoon, John used an Appalachian Spring
rehearsal to set levels and judge the "bloom" of the hall. This
last is tricky, since the sound changes radically once the
room fills with people. You want to start with afairly wet
acoustic, which will dry out with an audience—but how
wet? And how can you tell?
This is where the art resides. I'm sure some of you have
envisioned us creating agrid and then placing our mikes in
each possible position for meticulous testing. Perhaps there
are engineers who do it that way, but what John did was listen from many, many positions in the hall before making his
choices. Additionally, Matt Snyder—who records every
performance for the Festival's nationally syndicated radio
program —offered agreat deal of hard-won advice. For
instance, John would have liked to have hung the mikes a
little farther out into the hall, but Matt had discovered that
those murals, lovely as they are, create anasty slap-echo that
139
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The view from the microphones: the Festival musicians rehearse for the
world premiere of Tomiko Kohjiba's The Transmigration of the Soul.

the microphones ruthlessly expose. John opted, instead, for
acloser perspective on the musicians.
Once we hung the mikes, we aimed them by running
nylon fishing line back to the balcony, where we tied them
off. One of our many visions of disaster concerned an audience member deciding to investigate what was connected
to the knots. (John, an inveterate worrier, maintains that this
didn't happen only because he spent the requisite time agitated over the possibility.) After taping the first rehearsal,
John felt that we had erred atad too far toward dryness and,
using the fishing line that anchored the crossed pair, pulled
them 12" farther away from the stage and over the audience.
Performances sound brilliant and vivid in St. Francis Auditorium. Articulation is superb, and individual musical lines
stand exposed with great clarity. The downside to this is that
the hall itself does not generate the sort of mellow "bloom"
that distinguishes such revered auditoriums as Carnegie or
Boston's Symphony Hall. Yet sound with such clarity of line
and brilliant timbre is immensely thrilling. I, for one, found
listening to music there apleasure.
Does this mean that the sound of this disc should be relentlessly "in your face"? Naturally not—these musicians
are so much better than thatjust listen to the fat, juicy tone
of horn-player Julie Landsman, or flutist Carol Wmcenc's
feathery flutter-tonguing in the Milhaud, or soprano Kendra Colton's projection in the Kohjiba, and you'll note that
when musicians are capable of sonority, strength, or bloom,
the St. Francis doesn't mask them—it just doesn't reinforce
them with agolden glow as some halls do.
The first night's concert opened with the Copland and
was counted arousing success by everyone involved: players,
most definitely the audience—who were on their feet and
roaring—as well as John and me. Through our headsets, it
had sounded great. We looked at each other in relief—this
was actually going to work!
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Microphone positioning used for Festival.

As the excitement wore off, however, we were left with a
long, hard slog: we were present day and night—or so it
seemed—recording rehearsals of all four pieces as well as
the actual performances. Santa Fe's Spanish Market Festival
was going on in the Plaza outside St. Francis, and we discovered that our microphone array was quite good at picking up idling trucks, arguments between festival-goers, and
countless other non-musical signals. John's head was frequently in his hands as he agonized over each imperfection.
Then there were the coughs, sneezes, rustling candy wrappers, and clanking jewelry during the performances themselves. During one passage of the ICohjiba work, there was
so much hacking and worrying of phlegm that Iwas concerned that the venue might be quarantined as apublic
health hazard. John's head stayed in his hands for most of
this movement, but each new outrage sent convulsive shudders through his frame.
All in all, we recorded atotal of four pieces for this disc:
in addition to the world premiere performance of Tomiko
141
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twas your classic good news, bad news sce-

nario. My beloved Goldmund Mimesis 8
power amplifier was down, through no fault
of its own (felled by awayward upstream
component). Regardless. Iwas without my reference amp. That's bad news. The good-news was
that Ijust happened to have aspare amp hanging
around (it's great to be areviewer).
The amp on hand was the modest-looking
Sonographe SA250 designed by conrad-johnson.
At $995. it's only about 15% of the Goldmund's
price. So my expectations were, shall we say,
somewhat tempered.
What asurprise! From the first note, this
amp will put abig smile on your face. It was
immediately apparent that the SA250 is faithful
to the music. It is free from distracting distortions. Ifound myself relaxing and just listening
to the music.
As to the amp's sound.
it follows the faceplate !her,um. [First posited by Art
Itudle‘; editor of the wonderlid new quarterly magazine,
.istener. -Ed.] This theorem
holds that amplifiers sound
like the color of their faceplate. The black faceplates of
I
.evinson gear foreshadow a
dark-ish sonic character.
Goldmund? The light silver
faceplate suggests its airy
sound. The Sonographe
has abeautiful burnished
gold faceplate. and darned

if the sound isn't "golden." That is. the SA250's
sound is warm. Never clinical, never analytical.
It does not harshly expose problems that may be
upstream. or downstream for that matter. Rather.
it is forgiving and sunny.
From this quick sketch you may conclude
that the amp is rounding things off and lacks resolution. Not so! The resolution is high enough
that, when using CD as asource, there is no loss
of detail in comparison to the ultra-high resolution Goldmund. This kind of resolution not only
renders musical details clearly, it enables firstrate imaging. In fact. the Sonographe really
excels in the latter department. Images are solid:
instruments never wander around the soundstage.
All this without atrace of artificial edge.
Wonderful! And, still, Iam not done enumerating
this amp's strengths.
The SA250 had absolutely no problem driving my B&W 801 Series III loudspeakers.
which are only moderately sensitive. There was
never any strain. e\ en when playing rock and roll
loud. Further, the bass was tight and deep. This.
no doubt, played apari in the unit's rhythmic
coherence. On Richard Thompson's "Beat the
Retreat", from his must-have retrospective
Watching the Dar*, the drum appears mid-track
with aconvincing "thwack" and atruly propulsive quality.

So. do we have here aGoldmund-killer at
one-sixth the price? Almost, but not quite. There
is an ever-so-slight glaze, which prevents the
Sonographe from delivering the absolute pristine
clarity of the real thing. The Sonographe's
dynamics are also somewhat less vivid, but not
to alarge degree. It still clearly conveys the
music's emotions. In fact, Ihad adifficult time
really pinpointing the amp's limitations until I
switched to analogue source material. With LP,
not quite all of the source information gets
through. Ilistened quite abit, for example. to the
Classic Records re-issue of the legendary RCA
Living Stereo recording of Pictures at an
Erhibition (LSC-220I). afabulous recording.
Transients were clean, e.g.. the triangle on
"Tuileries", and dynamics peaks were also very
good. "Gnomus" should have some literally
scary moments, and it did. Violins were lush
throughout. and the brass was realistically metallic. But the SA250 lost some depth. width, presence, and sheer impact. As aresult, the amp is
SLIGHTLY less involving. But, as Ihope this
description has made clear, it still delivers agood
90 per cent of the performance you get from a
state-of-the-art amp.
Ihave tried to figure out why the
Sonographe's limitations, minor as they are, were
so much more apparent using LP than with CD.
My conclusion? There is more information coming from my high-lent Goldmund analogue front-end than CDs can yet
deliver. Thus, the Sonographe's resolution limits only become noticeable when there's that much infor-

mation. This is areal testament to the amp. and
indicates that unless you have acutting edge
front-end, you're not likely to run up against
those limits.
As for practical considerations, the SA250
ran cool and had nice big binding posts in back.
The only setup tip Ioffer has to do with AC
polarity. The orientation of the AC plug dramatically affects the amp's sound; clearly there is
only one correct orientation. conrad-johnson has
very conveniently marked one side of the line
cord red and the other black. If you want to hear
what this amp can really do, it is essential that
the polarity be comet — the wiring in your
house will determine which sick of the plug
faces up. CA also took the interesting step of
using anon-polarized plug. Ilike to think this is
so you'll easily be able to switch back and forth
and prove to yourself that things like AC polarity
really do make adifference!
We have, here, an amp for the ages. It is
never fatiguing. yet. it delivers resolution, frequency extension. soundstaging and tonal accuracy that compete with the very best of today's
amplifiers. Most of all. though. it conveys and is
faithful to the music.
Alan litffel

Reprinted with permission from the March issue of The Audio Adventure, amonthly
publication by Tom Müller exploring frontiers of sound. Call 1-800-566-6617 for

Kolijiba's The Transmigration (Ole Soul; Copland's Appalachian
Spriug (the original version for chamber orchestra), and Milhaud's La Création du monde, we captured Brahms's Op.40
Trio in E-flat for Piano, Violin, and French Horn on tape.
From the start, however, we had planned that this disc
would contain only three performances. Recording live,
however, imposes certain thrilling constraints upon the technical staff; we just had to have abackup performance. John
and Matt traded disaster stories on the afternoon of the first
performance: tales of lost tapes, or of engineers who, in
playback, discovered they had areel of blank tape. This may
have just been whistling past the graveyard, but Iwas sweating bullets when the audience quieted and John pressed
Record on the Nagra to catch the opening hush of Appalachian Sprite
Our job is over now, but not all of our worrying—hope
you enjoy the disc.
—Wes Phillips

mikes pointed straight down at the floor, each was fitted
with B&K's accessory nose cone, which results in aflat
response for sounds arriving from the sides. The distance
from the stage had to be an inspired guess because we
would only have access to the cherry picker for one afternoon before the final sound-check for the first work to be
recorded, the Copland. Idid alot of listening to rehearsals
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nce the venue has been chosen—
in the case of this disc, that was preordained —there's no qualitychanging decision in all of recording
more fundamental than that of which
microphones to use. Not only does every microphone have
its own sonic signature, but the combination of its pickup
pattern and how the engineer chooses to exploit that pattern drastically affects the stereo image and the perceived
quality of the hall reverberation.
For Stereophihes previous live recording project —Concert
featuring Canadian pianist Robert Silverman —I had used a
pair of Briiel & Kjaer Model 4006 microphones. This 1
2"/
diameter solid-state mike features an omnidirectional pickup
pattern (its it captures sound equally from all directions), and
is deliciously truc to the tonal qualities of whatever it's pointed at. It also has a superbly extended low-frequency
response. But when you use apair of omnidirectional microphones to record in stereo, you're forced to place them quite
far apart to prevent the soundstage from resembling a
monophonic blob hovering between the loudspeakers.
However, the danger then is that the stereo image might well
acquire too much of an unstable "hole in the middle."
For Gmcert, we hadn't had achoice, as explained in the
accompanying article.2 Though I'd wanted to stick with the
spaced B&K onmis for Festival, Ifelt we
needed to reinforce them with acentrally placed pair of directional microphones. By doing so, Ihoped to be
able to have my cake and eat it too:
combine the true tone colors, extended low frequencies, and sense of ambient
spaciousness captured by the pair of onmis with
the more precisely defined sense of instrumental
direction that the central array would produce.
We therefore hung four microphones for the week of
recording in Santa Fe's St. Francis Auditorium: the outrigger
B&K omnis were hung by their leads from the ceiling, 8'
from the stage and 13' from the floor (sec fig.1). As the
2Sec Stereophile, November 1994 (Vol.17 No.II). Gwen is available as 24.1) set
for 515.95 plus 53 S&11. Other SteroThile music recordings include liY111, featuring
works for flute and piano by Gees. Reinecke, and Prokofiev performed by Gary
Woodward and Brooks Smith (available on LI' or Cl) for $11.95 plus $3 «
S&I
and Intemiezzo. featuring piano works by Brahms pet-bellied by Robert Silverman
(available on LP or CI) for $16.95 plus $3 S&H). Call (800) 358-6274 for creditcard orders.
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A page from the score of The Transmigration of the Soul.

B&K 401 I(left) and B&K 4006 microphones.
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from various places in the auditorium, and alot more worrying, before picking the positions to hang the mikes. And
even then, as Wes Phillips describes above, Iallowed myself
some leeway by tying back each mike to the balcony rail
some 60' away with fishing line (the non-luminous kind). I
could then fine-tune the ambient pickup by moving the
mikes backward and forward by up to about 18" in an arc
centered on my original position.
Because Iwas not sure how the presence of the audience
would modify the balance between the direct sounds of the
instruments and the hall's reverberation, Idecided to err on
the spacious side of things and placed the omni mikes quite
far apart—each was 7' from the hall's center line. Though
this alone would produce far too diffuse and unstable asoundstage, it wouldn't be too limiting afactor when the (minis'
outputs were combined with the main pair... Ihoped! An
aspect of this placement that I(a bass player myself) thought
particularly advantageous was that the essential sound of
Marji Danilow's powerful-sounding double bass underpinning the musical development would be well-captured.
Because experience has taught me that the "art" of recording involves sticking as much as possible with what has
worked in the past, Idecided to stay with Brüel & Kjaer for
the main microphone array and acquired apair of B&K
Model 4011s. The 4011 has what is called a"cardioid" pickup pattern, so-called because, to the imaginative, it resembles aheart. It picks up sounds most very strongly to the
front, alittle less to the sides, and not at all to the rear (fig2).
The big advantage of using cardioids, therefore, is that the
reverberant sound arriving from behind the mikes is suppressed, making it less critical exactly how far away the
mikes should be placed from the musicians. To record in
stereo with apair of cardioid microphones involves alittle
bit of "handwaving," however; used by themselves as a
purist "crossed, coincident pair," cardioids produce far too
narrow asoundstage.3
Why should that be so? Assume that the two mikes are
placed one above the other with their axes at a90° angle to
one another. Also assume that each has the perfect cardioid
response of producing avoltage output proportional to
(1 +cosine01, where 0 is the angle between the direction
of the soundsource and the microphone's main forward
axis. A soundsource 45° to the side of the soundstage centerline (0 =0°) will produce an output level of (1 +cos0°) =
(1+1) =2V from the left-hand mike. However, rather than
the desired zero output from the right-hand microphone, a
soundsource on this axis (0 =90°) will still produce an output of (1 +cos 90°) = (1+0) = 1V from the right-hand cardioid. The amplitude ratio between the two mike outputs
—the maximum channel separation —is thus just 2:1, a
difference of only 6dB!
Crossed cardioids at 90°, therefore, give an inherently narrow stage, but in practice the situation is even worse than this.
Real (as opposed to "perfect") cardioid mikes have difficulty
in maintaining their pattern at low frequencies, becoming
more omnidirectional in character, bass frequencies, therefore, are effectively recorded in mono by 90° cardioids. It's
often been remarked that with such an arrangement, the lowfrequency ambience seems to "pool" in the center of the
soundstage. Acardioid mike's pattern also tends to narrow at
high frequencies, giving rise to atreble "hole in the middle"
3Stereorhile's Test Cl) 3($9.95 plus $3.50 58(H) has complete de
nations of
the soundstage differences introduced by different iiuking teclmiques, as well as
uselid tracks to help you set up your Home Theater and stereo systems and audiophile-quality music recordings. Call (800) 358-6274 for credit-card orders.
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Fig.3

Cardioid microphone pickup pattern.

C_ardioid microphones used in ORTF configuration.

and often unacceptable levels of coloration for centrally
placed instruments.
Opening out the angle between the cardioids' axes gives
an increased amplitude difference between the two channels for extreme left- and right-hand sound sources: an
included angle of 135°, for instance, will give adifference of
around 10dB, so the stereo stage will be significantly wider
than that produced by a90° pair. Placing the cardioids backto-back —ie, at a 180° angle —will give the maximum
channel separation, but also gives maximum sensitivity to
far left and right. Reverberation will thus be emphasized at
these positions, resulting in a"pulling" of ambience to the
sides. Central images will be 90° off-axis to both mikes
where the HF response of "real" cardioids doesn't hold up,
giving atreble hole in the middle. Instruments that increase
in treble as they're played louder will, if central when quiet,
"splash" to the sides with 180° cardioids.
There is another way of widening the stage from acrossed
pair of directional mikes, however. This takes advantage of
the Haas or Precedence Effect, best known for its effect on
off-center listening to apair of loudspeakers. In that situation, if the saine signal is fed to the two loudspeakers, introducing atime delay in the feed to one of the speakers will
shift the otherwise centrally placed image for acentrally
placed listener toward the other speaker. If that delay is
roughly 2ms or more, then the image will be displaced
completely toward one side.
What, then, if we take our coincident cardioids and introduce atime delay for off-center sources by spacing them
145
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W HO W AS W HO &W HAT W AS W HAT
Producer/Musical Director: Heiichiro Ohyama
Production/Editing/Engineering: John Atkinson
Assistant Engineer: Wes Phillips
Assistant Producer: Gretchen Grogan
Executive Producer: Larry Archibald
Executive Director, Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival: Erich A. Vollmer
Road Managers: Doug Chadwick, David Hendrick
Recorded at St. Francis Auditorium, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, July 27-31, 1995.
Equipment Used: Two Brüel & Iqaer 4006 1
2"
/
omnidirectional microphones with (diffuse-field)
nose-cone grids; two Brilel & Kjaer 4011 1
2 "cardioid
/
microphones; Cardas 300B, AudioQuest Lapis,
Canare, and Beyerdynamic balanced microphone
cables; Nagra D open-reel 4-track digital tape
recorder, Ampex 467 tape. CD master prepared and
edited using the Sonic Solutions CD Pre-mastering
System; mastered and redithered to 16-bit resolution
using the Meridian 518 Mastering Converter.
Special Thanks to: Matthew S. Snyder of Alpine
Recordings; Danny Grimes & Nancy Belt (Nagra
USA); Bob Stuart (Meridian); Rob Hofkamp
(TGI/B&K); George Cardas (Cardas); Bill Low
(AudioQuest); and Audio Power Industries, Sennheiser, Star, Sonic Frontiers, B&W, Digital Domain,
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, and Meridian, whose
components were used in the monitoring and editing.
The Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival acknowledges The Seligman Family Foundation and Sallie
Bingham, whose generous support helped make this
recording possible.
slightly (fig.3)? The additional time-delay information will
reinforce the amplitude-only information and, if optimally
arranged, widen the narrow amplitude-only stereo stage to
an acceptable degree. The French broadcasting organization
ORTF (Office de Radiodiffusion-Télévision Française)
favors two cardioid microphones angled at 110° and spaced
about 7" apart—the average distance between ahuman's
ears. This was how Ichose to use the B&K cardioids. They
were mounted on astereo bar, and hung by their leads from
the center of the ceiling 11' above the level of the stage and
the same 8' back as the ornais (again see fig.1). This meant
that the main microphone axes pointed to the outside edges
of the instrumental group, while the conductor's podium on
the hall's centerline was 45° off-axis to both microphones.
The array was tied back to the balcony rail with fishing
line. And, as explained above by Wes Phillips, Ipulled the
cardioid mikes back by 12" for Appalachian Spring after the
sound check in order to add alittle more ambient bloom to
the sound. Ireturned it to the original position for the
Milhaud and Kohjiba works, however, as the instruments at
the back of the stage—particularly the piano (a rather nice
Hamburg Steinway) —otherwise sounded too "wet," or
reverberant, in those works.
'The cables used were abit of amixed bunch, partly because we had to set up our recorder and monitoring equipS
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ment in aroom much farther away than we had originally
planned. The ornais were hooked up with 125' of Beyerdynamic and 15' of AudioQuest Lapis balanced cable, while
the cardioids fed acombination of 75' of Cardas Microtwin
300 and 50' of Callare balanced cable.
—John Atkinson

W

RECORDERS &
POST-PRODUCTION
ewere very fortunate to be able to
use aNagra D digital recorder for
the frstival project (see review in
this issue). This Swiss open-reel recorder
features four channels of both digital and
analog input/output ports. Idid some tests comparing the
Nagra's internal 20-bit A/D converters with Stertyphikes 20bit Manley ADC—the one we'd used for Gnicert. While
there was avery slight tonal difference, Iheard no overall
quality difference. So it made sense to go with the Nagra, particularly as the tape recorder includes four very-lownoise/very-high-headroom microphone preamps that could
also provide the 48V phantom power required by the B&Ks.
Although the Nagra has conventional-looking peak-level
meters—quaintly called "modulometers" — Ialso monitored recording levels with aDorrough AES/EBU meter.
This useful instrument accepts adigital data input and has a
ldB-resolution scale from -1dI3FS down to -30dBFS, with
-2LSBs, -1LSBs, and OdBFS indicated by the top three
LEDs turning red. Iset the levels as high as possible to maximize signal resolution, allowing just 2dB to accommodate
the possibility of amusician playing that bit louder live than
at rehearsal—during each performance, Ihardly dared to
breathe in case we clipped an AID converter. We didn't —
but not without agood deal of nail-biting.
For on-site monitoring, Wes Phillips and Iused headphones exclusively (though Icritically listened to each
night's work the next day on my usual reference system of
B&W Silver Signature speakers driven by Mark Levinson
electronics). Imainly used Star SR-Lambda Pros fed by a
Meridian 263 D/A processor, supplemented by apair of
Sennheiser HD 580s, while Wes used the Limited Edition
Anniversary edition of the Sennheiser HF 580 Jubilees.
For each piece of music Irecorded three performances,
including the sound check. In this manner, though Iintended to use as much of acomplete performance as possible for each work, we would be covered if there were any
wrong notes or objectionable audience noises. For Kohjiba's
71w Transtniqration of the Soul, which starts with an unaccompanied soprano (Kendra Colton) at the very back of the
hall behind the audience and has several passages in which
the contrast between quiet instrumental sounds and silence
is fundamental to the musical meaning, we rerecorded
about five minutes of music after the audience had left the
hall following the second performance. This was unavoidable, given the propensity for even the quietest audience to
be noticeably noisy. Idon't believe this compromises the
integrity of the "live" recording philosophy.
For the editing, all four 20-bit tracks were uploaded to a
Sonic Solutions hard-disk editing system running on aMacintosh computer. The data-storage demands of 4-channel, 20bit data are not trivial. Even though Ihad 6.6 gigabytes of
hard-drive space available, this was only just sufficient to store
the performances and rehearsals for just one work at atime!
The Sonic Solutions software allows the time relationship
between tracks to be adjusted, as well as control of individual track level and polarity. "This facility was essential for
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Presenting Stereophile's
FIRST orchestral
recording:

FESTIVAL
The Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival
Works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba
Conducted by Heiichiro Ohyama

Only $15.95
Engineered by John Atkinson

C

lose your eyes and be
transported to the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival, for
three of the highlights from the 1995
season. Stereophile recorded the performances live—using time-aligned microphones and 20-bit recording technology.
The resolution is extraordinary; the
soundstage is spacious; the dynamics are
as wide as the CD medium allows. The
music and performance are nothing short
of spectacular. If this doesn't become one
of your favorite discs, we'll buy it back! If
not satisfied, simply return the disc within
30 days of receipt and we'll refund your
money in full!
The program consists of Aaron Copland's
Appalachian Spring ...Darius Milhaud's
classical (and jazzy) Creation of the World
...and the World Premiere recording of
Tomiko Kohjiba's The Transmigration of
the Soul, apiece that both will stir your
soul and stretch your hi-fi system to the
limits. Be one of the first to own this
audiophile-reference disc. Time-aligned
microphones! No compression or limiting used in the mastering. Recorded with
20-bit resolution, preserved in the
midrange and treble by the Meridian 518

Mastering Processor. Wait till you hear
the string tones, transients, the ambience
and the air.
But most of all, wait till you hear the
music! This is one of the finest chamber
orchestral recordings ever made. It's so
good we guarantee it! Order now
A Festival of music in your listening room!
F61 I-9

Mail to: STEREOPHILE, PO. Box 5960,
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Iwant
copies of the new CD, Festival
@ $15.95 each
Shipping & Handling
($3 per item U.S. and Canada, $8 per item foreign airmail)

TOTAL $
( )Check enclosed
Please charge my ( )MC ( )VISA ( )AMEX
Account No.

Exp.

Signature
NAME:

(Please Print)

STREET:
CITY:
STATE/ZIP:
GUARANTEE! If not satisfied, Ican return the disc(s) within 30 days of
receipt and you'll refund all my money, including the shipping.
Payable in U.S. Funds. Make checks payable to STEREOPHILE. Allow 4-6
weeks for delivery.

Nagra D open-reel digital recorder, next to the Dorrough AES/EBU-input
peak/average level meter.

this project, as the outputs of the omni microphone pair and
the cardioid microphone pair were not in time-sync. As explained above, I'd chosen the exact positioning for each for
reasons of tonal balance and soundstage optimization.
The first task, therefore, was to slide one pair of tracks
along in time to achieve synchronization with the other. To
do this optimally, Ihad recorded Wes Phillips standing just
behind the conductor's podium and banging apair of slapsticks. By looking at the transient waveform on each of the
four tracks, Icould adjust the relative timing of each so that
the overall mix would be phase-coherent. As aresult, any
disparity between the time stereo image from the omnis
and the amplitude/time stereo image from the cardioids
would be minimized.
The second task was to decide how best to mix the outputs
of the two pairs of mikes. Simply combining them at full volume was too heavy-handed an approach, it became obvious.
What Idid was to use the omnis to "open out" the soundstage alittle, particularly at low frequencies, while preserving
the vividly precise imaging produced by the main ORTF pair
of carclioids. All this work was done using the built-in digital
mixing desk fiicilities of the Sonic Solutions system, operating
at full 20-bit precision and feeding the AES/EBU digital
datastream to my Mark Levinson No30.5 processor. (Days of
listening to digital music with true 20-bit resolution leave you
feeling very dissatisfied with 16-bit CDs.)

Once Heiichiro Ohyama and Ihad assembled amaster
edit list for the CD, Ihad to decide how to reduce that 20bit data to the 16 bits mandated by the Compact Disc Standard. Simply dumping the output of the Sonic Solutions
hard disks to DAT or CD-R, thereby truncating each digital word from 20 to 16 bits, both reduced the sense of
recorded space and added afeeling of "digititis." Following
my positive experience with the Meridian 618 Mastering
Converter used on Concert, Iused Meridian's new 518
machine. 'This uses aMotorola DSP56002 digital-signalprocessing chip to manipulate digital data in real time. The
input and output data word lengths can be independently
selected; pre-emphasis or gain can be added if the operator
so wishes; and, most important, the 518 redithers the data
with achoice of noise-shaping curves. Shifting quantizing
noise up to the inaudible 20kHz region as it reduces the
output word length preserves as much as possible of the
original's resolution in the midrange. Using the Meridian's
noise-shaping algorithm when we downloaded the 20-bit
master to a16-bit CD-R gave anoticeable improvement in
air, space, and overall palpability.
The St. Francis stage is relatively deep compared with its
width; as aresult, the recorded soundstage has somewhat of
a"wide-angle" perspective. Instruments toward the back of
the stage, such as the flute and piano, don't have the immediacy to their sounds that you might be used to from
multimiked studio recordings, particularly when they play
softly. However, this character is true to the sound that you
would have heard in the hall.
Ibelieve Festival captures the vivid sense of excitement
and tension of great live performances. Without any compression, its dynamic range is wide—the quiet passages are
as quiet as they were in St. Francis Auditorium while the climaxes in the Milhaud reach OdBFS, the highest possible
level on the Cl) medium. If you set your playback levels by
the hushed openings of the Copland or Kolijiba works, the
loud passages will drive your amplifier well into clipping.
The audience was generally well-behaved, though we did
leave one or two coughs in the edited master. While it
would have been possible to have removed them in the editing, this would have spoiled the musical flow —and this is
alive recording. If playing this CD makes you reach into
your pocket to check if you still have the ticket stub, we'll
count it asuccess.
—John Atkinson
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Fiddle Faddlef15 Favorites by
Leroy Anderson/Utah
Symphony Orchestra/
Maurice Abravanel cond.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPC 030 $30

Aaron Copland Piano Concerto.
Earl Wild, piano; Symphony of
The Air. Aaron Copland cond.,
Gian Carlo Menotti Piano
Concerto, Earl Wild, piano;
Symphony of The Air. Jorge
Mester cond 180 gram vinyl

Johnny Adams Sings Doc
Pomus/The Real Me.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=APPP 028 $30

Doc 8 Merle Watson/Pickin'
The Blues 180 gram vinyl
pressing LP=AAPF 026 S30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPFG 026 S30

pressing LP=AAPC 029 $30
ightnin' Hopkins/
into Away.
180 gram vinyl
pressing
LP=AAPB 014 930

his album finds Janis' voice in its purest,
most vital form ever. The tracks were

/9

recorded as live as possible without
sounding retro. This 1992 "all-analogue"

Benny Carter/
Jazz Giant
180 gram vinyl

recording, praised as much for the artist's too
infrequently heard talents as for it's recorded

pressing
LP=AAPJ 013 $30
Gold limited edition

dynamics, is now available on the medium that

CD=CAPJG 013 S30

is anatural: 180g vinyl! Also available on an
equally meticulous transfer to gold-plated CD.
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Art Pepper
Quintet/Smack Up
180 gram vinyl
pressing
LP=AAPJ 012 530
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJG 012 S30

ft;
Ben Webster/At the
Renaissance 180
gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 011 530
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJG 011 $30

Both audiophile LP and CD versions reflect what
the two top bibles of high-end audio decree as
an impeccable production that has come to be
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BREAKING SILENCE

regarded as a
high-fidelity
reference. Matched
with Ian's very
personal songs,
delivered in avoice
that draws you in

Gold limited edition CD=CAPPG 027 $30

Art Pepper meets
The Rhythm
Section 180 gram
vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 010 930
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJS 010 S30

recordings of recent years that by reproducing
Analogue Productions reissues only

apure analogue sound, has attained true

their favorite music that is very

audiophile status.

accessible and has exceptional sound

JIM BROCK, drums &percussion

quality and presses only on the finest

JAMS IAN, acoustic guitars &piano
CHAD WATSON, bass &slide bass

material. LP pressing is done by RTI
Bill Evans Trio/Waltz
for Debby 180
gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 009 $30
Gold limited edition

close in confidence,

"Breaking Silence is one of the very few

180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPP 027 $30

on HO-180gram vinyl and the Gold

DAN HUFF, electric guitars
JIM HOKE, solo harmonica

CDs are pressed on a24-karat gold-
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Sonny Rollins/Way Out West 180g
vinyl pressing LP ,AAPJ 008 MO
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJS 008 $30

Ravel/Works for Orchestra
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP -AAPC 007 $30
Aluminum CD=CAPC 007 516

Rachmaninoff/Symphonic
Dances, Vocalise
Aluminum CD=CAPC 006 $16

WeaversiReunion at Carnegie
Hall 1963 180g vinyl pressing
LP= AAPFLE 005 530 Gold hm.
ited edition CD=CAPEG 005 530

Copland. Fanfare for the Common
Man/Rodeo, Ives The 4th of Jul /
Thanksgiving LP=AAPC 004 S25
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The Guitar Artistry of
Charlie Byrd. 180 gram vinyl
pressing LP=AAPJ 025 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPJG 025 S30

Dizzy Gillespie, Ray Brown,
Joe Pass, Mickey Roker/
Dizzy sBig 4.180 gram vinyl
pressing LP=AAPJ 024 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPJG 024 $30

Count Basle Big Band/Farmers
Market Barbegue.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 023 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPJG 023 $30

Miles Davis/Cookin with the
Miles Davis Quintet.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 021 $30

Basle Jam.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 022 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPJC 022 $30
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Chico Freeman/Spirit
Sensitive. 180 gram vinyl
pressing LP=AAPJ 020 $30
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJG 020 $30

The Don Ewell
Quartet/Yellow Dog
Blues. 180 gram
vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 019 $30
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nalogue Productions Originals
proudly brings you Lay Me Down,
alternative rock/folk/pop diva Nancy
Bryan's stunning debut album of

Ralph Sutton/
Partners in Crime.
180 gram vinyl
pressing
LP=AAPJ 018 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPJG 018 530

original songs touching on avariety of
emotions from apocalyptic visions and the
struggle of the inner soul to sensitively spun
tales of love spinning out of control. Nancy
has been likened to Joni Mitchell and Sarah
McLachlan —but with an edge. Lay Me

Art Pepper Plus
Eleven 180 gram
vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 017 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPJG 017 $30
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John Koenig, bassists Dan Schwartz
(Tuesday Music Club, Linda Perry,
Sheryl Crow and more), Jimmy J
ohnson (James Taylor and more) and Jerry
Scheff (Elvis Costello, Roy Orbison, Elvis
Presley and more), drummers Burleigh
Drummond (Ambrosia) and Peter Erskine
(Weather Report. Steely Dan and more) and
songwriter, acoustic guitarist and

Chet Baker/Chet 180
gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 016 S30
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJG 016 530

ME DOWN
Aluminum CD=CAPO 2002 S16

180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPO 2002 $25
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Duke Ellington/Ray
Brown: This One's for
Blanton 180 gram
vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 015 $30
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJG 015 $30

To Hear this CD call
(617) 497-5786
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For Vol. 5(300 page) Catalog containing all audiophile
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True high-end performance has never been this affordable.
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RUSSIAN PIANIST EVGENY KISSIN TALKS WITH PETER CATALANO

A 12 yearold Evgeny Kissin at the time of his 1984 Moscow debut.

STEREOPH ILE. JANUARY 1996

t24, Evgeny Kissin is aoug
m
the most sought-afier
pianists on the concert stage and in the' recordingstudio A
child prod* he began playing when he was two years
Id, and entered the Moscow GM'SSill School .lik Gifted
Children at six. In March 1984, at age 12, he made his
solo debut playing two Chopin concertos with the Moscow State
Philhamtonk (the recording of this concert has just been released on
RCA Red Seal). In 1987 Kissin debuted in the West under the baton
ornerbert von Karajan. He has gone on to collaborate with conductors
o
fsud: note as Claudio Abbado, fame's Levine, Carlo Maria Giulini,
and Seiji Ozawa. Meanwhile; his recital tours have become important
events, here' and in the Far East.
Kissin's recorded repertoire nines from Haydn to Schnittke, mostly
on RCA, but also on the Deutsche Grammophon and Sony Classical
labels. His pediumance as soloist with the Boston Symphony in
Tchaikovsky's First Piano Gmcerto was broadcast last October on
PBS.KiSSill spoke with Peter Catalano at Boston's Eliot Hotel.
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"Ifyou're looking for the best sound for the dollar in line-level
preamplifiers, buy aTLC-1 right now!"
John Atkinson, Slereophile, July 1994, Vol. 17, No. 7

Mr. Atkinson also says, This unit is hot! TLC 'stands
. for Transparent Line Control, and transparent was
indeed the first word to come to mind as Isat there,
entranced by the music."
Entrancing transparency. For $995. No wonder
Mr. Atkinson was impressed. You will be too.
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tifies before: the [Beethoven] "Moonlight," and
four Liszt Transcendental
Etudes. Then I'll have an
orchestral tour of France;
I'll play the Tchaikovsky
and the Schumann with six
different orchestras.
Then I'll have amonth
off in December during
which I'll hurriedly learn
Braluns's First. I mean,
I've started several times
before and I know the
piece. Iknow how Iwant
to play it, but now Iactually have to learn it.
Catalano: As your discs
come out, do you .
qo back and
listen with Anna Kantor and
play critic?
Kissin: No. Inever listen
to them when they come
out, because I listen to
them after the actual recording [session], and then
Iusually think that Icould
have done this or that better. When Ilisten to my
own CDs a while after
they come out, Iusually
like them. When you're
making it, you're too involved, you're in the process. But after awhile you
look at it from a[different]
side.
Catalano: Do you listen to
your colleagues' CDs?
Kissin: Living ones?
Zimmermann, Lupo; I
like Richard Goode very
much; Argerich, Perahia. There's a very good Russian
pianist who's not so very well known: Grigory Sokolov.
Catalano: Among historical pianists, who intngues you the most?
Kissin: Almost all of them; it depends on the repertoire.
Like if Iname Samson-François, Imight not be so enthusiastic about his Chopin concerti or something else, say his
Prokofiev concerti, but for other [French] pieces Iadore him.
Catalano: Does Rachmaninoifis playing serve as amodelfor interpreting his music?
Kissin: Usually Ifirst learn apiece and then listen to it. With
Raclunaninoff it depends; with his concerti, not necessarily. I
mean, for instance, in his Third Concerto he does some wonderful things, but Inever took it as amodel. My favorite
recording of that piece is that of Van Cliburn; not the one he
did here, but the one in Moscow, with Kondrashin, months
before. Ithink it's much better than was done live at Carnegie.
Rachmaninoff, in general, is one of my favorites, [as well
as] Rubinstein, Horowitz, Lipatti, Michelangeli. Glenn
Gould — absolutely. Julius Katchen.
Catalano: Asidefrom players, what music interests you? Has anything gripped you, something you just can't get out ofyour head?
Kissin: Nothing really.
Catalano: Do you listen to opera and lieder?
STEREOPHILE, J
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Kissin: My tastes are
very broad.
Catalano: What about new
music? Do you have interest
thert, either listening to new
music or commissioning pieces?
Kissin: I did receive
some new music a few
times, but it was terrible.
Catalano: Do you listen to
the religious minimalists who
are coming out ofthe old Soviet
Union and Eastern Europ
such as Giya Kancheli, Arvo
Part, Hentyk Góraki?
Kissin• I've only heard
one piece by Kancheli: the
premiere at Alice Tully
Hall of Abbi ne viderem. It
was a good piece, but I
don't want to criticize
because we are friends —
acquaintances.
Catalano: Does Kancheli's
style resonate with you? Do
Górecki, Kancheli, or Part
mean anything to you?
Kissin: Something I'd
consider playing?
Catalano: Perhaps. Does
their music move you in any
way, or are you interested in
something more heroic or stylistically extraverted?
Kissin •I've always been
associated with earlier
music, written not later
than the first half of this
century. It's not that I'm
excluding everything written later. Not at all. Idon't
have prejudices against it,
but Pm not particularly interested in it, either. Sometime, I'll
explore it.
Catalano: Do you feel that European and American conductors
interpret Russian music with as much appropriate feel and style as
native Russians do?
Kissin: Of course there are natural feelings for music coming
from traditions with which one was brought up. Ialso think
most musicians are not universal. It doesn't necessarily depend
on the country. Furtwânglees recording of Tchaikovsky's
Sixth became amodel. But [generally], one plays music of his
or her own country better.
Catalano: So the stylistic conducting you grew up with is notfixed
in your head as the one you expect to hear in Russian music?
Kissin: Evgeny Svetlanov is, Ithink, the best for Russian
music.
Catalano: He's branchite out to Mahler now.
Kissin •I've heard his Mahler First and his Brahms First, with
his orchestra. Very unusual; Iwondered what the Germans
would think. But Ilike it very much. It was unusual—but
very gifted—playing.
Catalano: What are your ties with Russia? Do you go back often?
Kissin: No, Idon't. I'd have to go in the Army there, which
is terrible. But Ihave aRussian passport, we keep aflat and a
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country house.
There have been many articles recently about [exempting
me from service]. [However, the Army] only gives me postponements for one year at atime, which is aproblem since
Iam booked for two. Inever wanted to break with Russia,
but who knows what happens as far as politics there? I'm
cosmopolitan.
Catalano: It's aWild 1Íst there.
Kissin: Wild East.
Catalano: Do you go to many concerts when you're at home in
New ;it-k?
Kissin: Yes, Ido. Not only in New York; when there's a
good concert I'll go.
Catalano: What's your private 11fr like? Uni tour, you constantly
learn new rertoin; you uvrk very -hard—even oil vacations. What
do you do in yourhee tinge?
Kissin: Meet friends, read —sometimes contemporary
novels, letters, memoirs.
Catalano: Do you have aproblon with owrenthused fins, with
ob
sessedpeople stalkine you?
Kissin: There are some, but I've learned how to deal with
these things; I
just take it as an inevitable part of afamous
person's life.
Catalano: Him ,many concerts do you do ayear?
Kissin: Around 55. Ithink I'll keep this number this high,
maybe more.
Catalano: Uiss record/or ¡(Cil as well as DG and Sony. Have any

ered you an exclusive contract?
Kissin: They would like that, but I'd rather not.
Catalano: What's in the can that ive can anticipate brine released
ill the coming months?
lUssin: In August Irecorded the Schumann liminsie and
five Liszt Transcendental Etudes for RCA. It'll be out by
February. I'm also playing Beethoven's Second and Fifth
with James Levine and the Berlin Philharmonic. I
just had a
call from the president of Sony Classical—Levine could do
it in June next year, but Ican't. Hopefully we'll find some
other time.
Catalano: Ham' pis collaborated with Levine he/ore?
Kissin: Once, and Iliked it very much. We played the
"Emperor" last year in London, with the Philhannonia. I
played for him two Mozart concertos, because we were
planning to record those, but it didn't work.
Catalano: Any plansfir abreak?
Kissin: We'll see. I'd like to have more time for myself,
which in the end would he for the sake of my music. [I'd
like] to stop for afew months—once. We'll see what happens. Maybe I'll find it harder to get back, maybe not.
Catalano: Some pianists feel that the longer they're awayfrom the
concert stage, the harder it is to go back—like Horowitz's seclusion
and the trauma of his return.
Kissin: Iam looking forward to atime when I'll allow myself
to stop performing for afew months in arow!

EVGENY KISSIN: SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
BEETHOVEN: Beethoven in Berlin—The New Year's Eve
Concert 1991
Fantasy for Piano, Chorus & Orchestra, Op.81
Claudio Abbado, Berlin Philharmonic
DG 435 617-2 (CD), 072 224-1 (laserdisc)
BRAHMS: Seven Fantasias, Op.116
with: Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody No.12. Schubert-Liszt: Four Lieder.
DG 435 028-2
CHOPIN: The Legendary 1984 Moscow Concert
Piano Concertos 1Sc 2, Mazurkas Nos.40 & 49, Waltz No.14
Dmitri Kitaenko, Moscow Philharmonic
RCA 68378-2
CHOPIN: Kissin plays Chopin
Nocturne, Op.48 No2; Sonata 3, Op.58; Fantasie, OpA9; Scherzo,
Op.31 No2; Waltz, Op. Posth.
Mezhdunarodnaya MK 418016 (CD), RCA 781052 (laserdisd, RCA
791052 (VHS)
CHOPIN: Piano Music, Vo1.1
Fantasie, OpA9; Grande Valse, Op.42; Grande Valse Brillante, Op.34
No2; Polonaise, Op.44; Nocturnes, Op27 Nos.1 & 2, Op32 No2;
Scherzo, Op32 No2
RCA 60445-2
CHOPIN: Piano Music, Vol.2
Sonata 3, Op.58; 12 Mazurkas
RCA 62542-2
HAYDN: Piano Concerto in D, Hob. XVII:II
with: Violin Concerto in C, Hob. VlIa:1; Sinfonia; Concertante in Bflat, Hob. 1:105, Op.84
Vladmir Spivakov, violin, conductor, Moscow Virtuosi
RCA 87948-2
HAYDN: Sonatas in A 81 e-flat
SCHUBERT: Sonata in a, "Military March"
Sony Classical SK 64538
MOZART: Piano Concertos 12 & 20; Rondo, K.382
Vladimir Spivakov, Moscow Virtuosi
RCA 60400-2
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concertos 1& 3
Claudio Abbado, Berlin Philharmonic
DG 439 898-2
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PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 3
with: Visions Fugitives, Op22 Nos.10, 11, 16, 17; Dame, Op32 No.l.
Kissin: Two Inventions
Andrei Chistyakov, Moscow Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra
RCA 60051-2
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto 2
with: Etudes-WA/mu,Op39 Nos.1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9
Valery Gergiev, London Symphony
RCA 57982-2
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto 3
Seiji Ozawa, Boston Symphony
RCA 61548-2
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Concerto I
with: Chamber Symphony, Op.110a; 7Preludes, Op34
Vladimir Spivakov, Moscow Virtuosi
RCA 87947-2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1
with: Scriabin: Four Pieces, Op.51; Etude, Op.42 No.5
Herbert von Karajan, Berlin Philharmonic
DG 427 485-2

COMPILATIONS
CARNEGIE HALL DEBUT CONCERT
Chopin: Waltz, Op.64 No2. Liszt: Liebestrawn No.13, Rhapsodic
Espagnole, Transcendental Etude No.10. Prokofiev: Etude, Op2 No3.
Schtunann: Variations on the Name Abegg, Op.1; Symphonic Etudes,
Op.13. Schumann-Liszt: Widmidtig.
RCA 60443-2
MODERN PORTRAITS
Music by Hartmann, Penderecki, Prokofiev, Sdmittke
Vladimir Spivakov, Moscow Virtuosi
RCA 60370-2
EVGENY KISSIN IN TOKYO
Chopin: Nocturne, Op32 No2; Polonaise, Op.44. Liszt: Trois Etudes,
Nos2 & 3. Prokofiev: Sonata 6, Op.82. RadunaniimfE Etudes
Tablearrec, Op.39 Nos.1 & 5. Scriabin: Mazurka, Op25 No3; Etude,
Op.42 No.5.
Sony Classical SK 45931
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2-Channel THX

Power Amplifier

•THX' certified
•Fully regulated, multi-rail
power supply
•All discrete circuitry
•Bridgeable to 1000 watts
•Made in Carver's U.S. factory

Per channel,
the most powerful
THX® amplifier
you can buy.

Specifications
8i2 FTC rated power
2x 380
8Q actual power @ clipping .. >400
412 actual power @ clipping .. >500
8Q bridged power @ clipping >1000

W
W
W
W

THX

1995 Carver Corporation. All rights reserved.
Is a registered trademark of LucasFilm, Ltd.

2-Channel THX
• THX

Power Amplifier

certified

• Multi-rail power supply
• All discrete circuitry
• Bridgeable to 700 watts
• Made in Carver's U.S. factory
Specifications
8L2 FTC rated pwr

2x250 W

8s2 actual pwr @clipping ... >260 W
4s2 actual pwr @clipping ... >350 W
812 bridged pwr @clipping .>700 W

I
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The best power amp
for music is now
the best for
home theater too.

Rat

2-Channel THX' Power Amplifier
• THX• certified
• Multi-rail power supply
• All discrete circuitry
• Bridgeable to 600 watts
• Made in Carver's U.S. factory
Specifications
8sl FTC rated pwr

2x 200 W

812 actual pwr @clipping ... >220 W
412 actual pwr @ clipping ... >300 W

"the A-400x is ano-frills
ball buster, athundering
muscle car..."
Corey Greenberg, Home Theater Technology, August, 1995

8Q bridged pwr @ clipping .>600 W

Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202
For authorized dealer locations call 1-800-521-4333
Email: info@carvercom •WWW: http://www.carver.com
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SYSTEMATIC: THE 2C3D HOLOGRAM
Robert Harley reviews the Avalon Acoustics Radian HC loudspeaker,
Spectral DMC-20 Series 2preamplifier and DMA-180 power amplifier,
and MIT MI-350 Reference CVTerminator interconnect,
MH-850 Multi-Bandwidth CVTerminator loudspeaker cable,
MIT Digital Reference datalink, and MIT Z-series power-line devices.
Avalon Acoustics Radian HC loudspeaker. Three-way dynamic loudspeaker. Driver

>500Vus. Distortion: <0.01% THD and IMD. Input impedance: 10k ohms. Gain: unity

complement:Two 9" Nomex/Kevlar-composite cone woofers. one 3.5" Nomex/Kevlar

or -20dB attenuation, continuously variable.

midrange. one 1" titanium-cone tweeter LF alignment: Sealed, Q=0.5. Crossover frequencies and slopes: not disclosed. Sensitivity: 88dB/2.83V/1 m. Impedance: 4 ohms

Spectral Model 201 Balanced Output Module for DMC-20 Series Two Preamplifier.

nominal. 3.6 ohms minimum. Anechoic frequency response: 34Hz-24kHz ii .5dB.

Frequency response: DC-4MHz. +0. -3dB; DC-2.5MHz, +0, -0.1dB. Slew rate:

Recommended amplifier power: 50W-500W

Standard finishes available: Curly

>1000Vps. Risetime: 7Ons. Distortion: <0.01% THD and 1MD. Crosstalk: <90dB.

Maple, Figured Walnut. Quilted Cherry. Premium finishes available: Myrtle Cluster

Noise: 105dB A-weighted. referenced to 100mV at I
kHz. Output voltage: I.6V RMS.

Burl,Walnut Burl. Dimensions: 12"W by 19" D by 48" H. Weight: 170 lbs each (net).

100V p-p maximum. Output current: 1
A maximum/channel, balanced output.

Serial numbers of review samples:5290/592 I.Approximate number of dealers:Avalon
overall, 20: Radian HC, 10; complete Spectral/Avalon/MIT system, 4. Price: $12.500

Spectral DMA-180 Power Amplifier Power output: 200VVpc RMS into 8 ohms

(standard hardwood) to $15,900 (premium hardwood). Manufacturer: Avalon

(23dBVV). 400Wpc RMS into 4ohms (23dBW). 683Wpc into 2ohms (22.3dBW).

Acoustics, Inc., 2800 Wilderness Place, Boulder, CO 80301.Tel: (303) 440-0422. Fax:

Maximum output current: 60A peak/channel. Static distortion: <0.015%. DC-100kHz.

(303) 440-4396.

typically 0.009% at 200Wpc RMS into 8 ohms. Dynamic distortion: 0.01% into 8
ohms. 0.015% into 4 ohms with 8-tone cluster test, 500Hz separation. Risetime:

Spectral DMC-20 Series 2 Preamplifier Inputs: Six line, one phono (phono input

<40Ons. Settling time: [Sus to -40dB. Slew rate: 600Vps. S/N ratio: 97dB unweight-

optional. balanced input optional). Outputs: Single-ended on RCA jacks, single-ended

ed. 107dB A-weighted, Crosstalk: 98dB below full power into 8ohms. Input imped-

inverted on RCA jacks, balanced on XLR jacks, tape output on RCA jacks.

ance: 100k ohms. Input sensitivity:1.5V. Power consumption' 230W quiescent, 1600W

Attenuation control: 32-step conductive plastic. Balance control: 1
5-step with center

maximum. Dimensions: 19"W by 19" D by 6.75"H. Weight: 60 lbs (net). Serial num-

position bypass. Protection modes: DC offset, oscillation. Dimensions: 19" W by 12.5"

ber of review sample: 180422. Price: $7495.

D by 2.5" H.Weight 12 lbs. Serial number of review sample: 200592. Price $7595 as
configured for review (includes DMS-20 power supply, Model 202A Phono Module.
Model 2038 Balanced Input Module).

Common to Spectral models: Approximate number of dealers: 21 Warranty: 3years
parts and labor. Manufacturer: Spectral Audio Incorporated, 442 Oakmead Parkway,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.Tel: (408) 738-8521. Fax (408) 738-8524.

Spectral DMS-20 Power Supply for DMC-20 preamplifier Output voltages: Dual
±40VDC at 0.6A, dual ±40VDC at 0.6A, single i5VDC at I
&single ±I0VDC at 1
A.

MIT Reference M1-350 Reference CVTerminator.Twin CVTerminator line-level inter-

Noise and ripple <200mV p-p. Reserve capacity: 180 Joules per supply (i4OVDC).

connect. Price: $1995/1m pair. $3215/35' pair.

Power consumption: 80W normal, I
75W maximum. Protection: short-circuit, overvoltage line, transient protected. Dimensions: 19"W by 2.5" H by 12.5" D. Weight: 22

MIT MH-850 Multi-bandwidth CVTerminator loudspeaker cable. Tri-wired loud-

lbs. Price: included with DMC-20.

speaker cable custom designed for Avalon Radian HC loudspeaker Price: $8995/8'
pair. $14.125/45' pair.

Spectral Model 202A Phono Module for DMC-20 Series 2Preamplifier DC-coupled
phono preamplifier. Gain: 30dB, 38dB, 45dB (selectable). RIAA accuracy: 20Hz-20kHz

MIT Digital Reference. S/PDIF digital interconnect terminated with RCA plugs. Price:

t0.25dB. Distortion: <0.01% THD and IMD. Noise: 95dB "X .-weighted, referenced

$325/1m. $395/2m.

to 100mV at I
kHz. Input impedance: 10, 20, 100. 800. 47k ohms (selectable) with
100pF capacitance. Output voltage: 17.7VRMS (50V p-p) maximum. Price: adds $700

MIT Z-Stabilizer Mk.II AC Line Treatment Device, Transformerless AC power-line

to price of DMC-20.

treatment device. AC filter. and overvoltage protector. Number of AC outlets: one
duplex (inserted in parallel with AC line). Dimensions: 17.25" W by 11.375" D by

Spectral Model 203A Balanced Input Module for DMC-20 Series Two Preamplifier

5.625" H.Weight: 27 lbs, Price: $995 (includes 2m Z-Cord).

Frequency response: DC-15MHz, +0, -3dB; DC-10MHz, +0, -0.1dB. Slew rate:
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MIT Z-Center AC Line Conditioner. AC line conditioner with filtered outlets.

MIT Z-Cord II AC Line Cord. Double-filtered and double-shielded AC line cord.

Number of AC outlets: O. Dimensions: I
7.25W by 11.375" D by 5.625" H. Weight:

Price: $175/2m.

30 lbs. Price: $1495 (includes 2m Z-Cord).
Common to MIT products: Approximate number of dealers: MIT overall: 140;
MIT Z-Iso-Duo Dual AC Line/Ground Isolator and AC Filter. AC line filter and iso-

Inc.. 13620 Lincoln Way, Suite 320, Auburn, CA 95602.Tel: (916) 888-0394. Fax: (916)

H.Weight 27 lbs. Price: $1495 (includes Z-Cord).

888-0783.
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hen giving seminars and
answering
audiophiles'
questions, I'm frequently
asked why Sterrophile doesn't review
complete systems. Our readers —that's
you —appear to need more information about putting together a system
than the mix-and-match approach
served by reviewing single products.
Ipoint out that most components
from different manufacturers will work
well with each other, and that we try to
include as much information in the
review as possible about what other
components the review unit is compatible with. For example, areview of an
insensitive loudspeaker with adifficult
load impedance will include awarning
that ahigh-powered amplifier with the
ability to drive current through low impedance loads is required.
Reviewing complete systems is more
difficult than it appears. First, replacing
one's entire reference system at one
time with the review system makes it
difficult to assess the characteristics of
the individual components that make
up the system. The reviewer loses his
frame of reference. One of the first
rules of reviewing is to change only one
component at atime.
Second, the logistics of correctly setting up an entirely new system on aregular basis are daunting. It can take quite
some time to fully tweak asystem so
that it performs its best—not to mention break-in and settling time. Third,
the information gained by reviewing a
complete system is likely to be less valuable to the majority of Sterrophile readers; most audiophiles are looking to
upgrade their existing systems, not start
from scratch.
Despite these potential drawbacks,
some high-end products can be evaluated fairly only within the system package
for which they were designed. The
Cello and Meridian systems recendy reviewed by Lewis Lipnick and J. Gordon
Holt, respectively, are good examples.
Although the components within these
systems will work with other equipment, they'll sound their best only when
used as intended in an entire system.
There's acompelling argument for
164

Reference products: 18; MH-850 tri-wire set for Radian HC: 5. Manufacturer: CVTL

lation device. Number of AC outlets: 2. Dimensions:17.25"W by 11.375" D by 5.625"

designing a music playback chain almost as asingle entity. In the hands of
the right designers, the individual components can be crafted to work together synergistically. Design aspects left to
chance in the single-component approach can be fully understood and accounted for in the complete system.

be used with other loudspeakers, MIT
cables will work with other brands, and
Avalon loudspeakers can be driven by a
wide range of electronics. The association between these companies doesn't
preclude using their products in other
systems. Rather, the goal was to create
an optimal system in which the various
products could perform their best.
THE SPECTRAL/AVALON/MIT
The only technical requirement is
CONNECTION
that MIT loudspeaker cables be used
This approach has been at the heart of with Spectral power amplifiers. The
Spectral Audio's philosophy since the
Spectral amplifiers' ultrawide bandcompany was founded 20 years ago.
width needs the low-pass filter function
The Spectral products are based on
built into MIT cables to prevent the
common design principles that, accordloudspeaker from potentially being driving to Spectral, can only be appreciated
en by energy in the megahertz range. Of
when used in an all-Spectral system. Incourse, the Radian HC version of
deed, Spectral designer Keith Johnson
MIT's MH-850 loudspeaker cable can
spends about half his design time exambe used only with Radian HCs.
ining interactions between the product
Next year Spectral plans to introduce
under design and the other components atransport using their SpectraLink conin asystem.
nection to the SDR-2000 Pro digital
This integration extends to the interprocessor. The SpectraLink connection
connects and loudspeaker cables in a will presumably feature separate clock
music playback system. Music Interface
lines to eliminate the need for arecovTechnologies (MIT) has had a long ered clock, and thus lower the jitter in
partnership with Spectral, with some of the SDR-2000. The Spectral transport
MIT's designs necessitated by the unwill complete the system.
usual technical performance of Spectral
products. In addition, MIT makes aline
TECHNOLOGY
of AC power-line conditioning prodSpectral DMC-20 Series Two preucts ailed the Z-Series. This power- amplifier: The Series Two is a reline treatment is reportedly essential to working of Spectral's five-year-old
allowing the rest of the system to sound
DMC-20 preamplifier. The new model
its best.
looks like its predecessor and is based
Spectral and MIT have frequently
on similar design concepts, but contains
achieved great sound at hi-fi shows by
many refinements and upgrades. Oddly,
using Avalon Acoustics loudspeakers.
neither the unies front panel nor the
This prompted Avalon to work closely owner's manual says "Series 2," although
with the two companies to develop a acircuit-board cover inside the DMCloudspeaker that would be asynergistic 20 carries that designation, as does the
match for Spectral electronics and MIT
rear panel.
interconnects and loudspeaker cables.
As configured (with balanced input
The result of this collaboration is the
stage and phono stage), the DMC-20
Radian HC loudspeaker, aspecial verSeries 2 sells for $7595. One of the
sion of Avalon's Radian. The HC was
unit's two slim chassis contains the audesigned specifically for use with the
dio circuits; the other holds the power
Spectral DMA-180 and DMA-150
supply (called the DMS-20). The
power amplifiers. (HC stands for "High
DMC-20 Series 2's front panel holds
Current.") Bruce Brisson created atri- four toggle switches for tape/source sewired loudspeaker cable specifically for lection, polarity inversion, mono/stereo
the Radian HC, based on the MH-850
switching, and 20dB muting. Three
Reference series.
large machined knobs provide volume
Note that Spectral components can control, balance adjustment, and input
S
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bandwidth of 4MHz, a slew rate of
>1000V/p.s, and arisetime faster than
70ns. The optional balanced input module's bandwidth is 15MHz. Spectral
believes that this ultrafast circuitry is
essential to good audioband performance. However, because you don't
want energy in the megahertz range
getting into apower amplifier, the mandated MIT interconnects and cables
have built-in low-pass filters.
The Model 202 phono module uses
adirect-coupled circuit similar to the
Spectral DMC-20 Series 2preamplifier
linestage, with JFETs at its input. The
substance) circuit boards are custom
RIAA equalization stage is acombinaselection. The knobs have asolid and
precise feel that combines with the
nude for Spectral by the instrumentation of active and passive networks, realgood ergonomics to make using the
tion manufacturer Tektronix.
ized with Teflon-dielectric capacitors
DMC-20 Series 2apleasure.
The DMC-20 Series 2's circuitry is and Vishay resistors. The DC servo reThe rear panel provides atape loop,
essentially apower amplifier without portedly took one year of development
five single-ended line-level input jacks,
the output stage. The circuits are based
effort. The price difference between the
one balanced line-level input, and a on the designs Keith Johnson has been
line-stage version and the phonophono input. The balanced input and
refining for more than 20 years—deequipped model is $700.
phono stage are options, which the resigns also used in the Reference ReSome "balanced" preamplifiers simview sample included. The output seccordings recording electronics. No IC
ply convert the balanced input to asintion has both inverting and non-in- op-amps are found anywhere in the
gle-ended signal with a differential
DMC-20 Series 2—not in the signal
verting single-ended outputs, as well as
amplifier. The preamplifier then treats
abalanced output. A locking multi-pin
path, the DC servo, or even in the powthe signal as single-ended, converting it
er supply. A combination of JFETs,
jack accepts the DC cable from the
back to abalanced signal at the output
power supply.
MOSFETs, and bipolar transistors arc
with a phase splitter. This technique
Inside the chassis, the gain of four used, with tight-tolerance pair-matchadds two additional stages (the diff amline-level inputs can be continuously
ing. Sonic of these devices are mounted
plifier and phase splitter) to the signal
trimmed over a20dB range by adjustin what look like op-anip ICs. The intepath —with no benefit. Truly balanced
ing small potentiometers. This feature
grated packaging of four transistors,
preamplifiers have four separate signal
allows precise matching of source levels.
however, maintains temperature trackpaths (+L, -L, +R, -R) and afour-eleAnother pair of trimmers adjusts the
ing between the devices' junctions. The
ment volume control.
tape input level. A toggle switch bypasstransistors in these arrays can be more
The DMC-20 Series 2's circuit is said
es the trimmer when no attenuation is closely matched than transistors in disto maintain the advantages of balanced
wanted for the purest sound. When in
crete packages. Sonie of the separate
operation, but requires only atwo-elethe bypass mode, a fixed resistor retransistor pairs are bound together with
ment volume control, Spectral stating
places the trim pot. The balanced input small copper bands, again to ensure
that four-element volume controls
module also has again trim feature, but
temperature tracking.
aren't precise enough to provide asuffioperates over a10dB range. Idid all my
The line amplifier features adifferenciently high degree of common-mode
auditioning with the trimmers in their tial JFET input stage with aMOSFET
rejection.' This active balancing circuit
bypass positions.
cascode. The output drivers are heat- is also used in the Spectral SDR-2000
The phono-stage adjustments insink-mounted power MOSFETs in
Pro digital processor.
clude a three-position gain control TO-220 packages that can reportedly
The cool-running DMS-20 power
source awhopping 1A of current per
(30dB, 38dB, 45dB) and five cartridge
supply uses cascaded discrete regulation
loads (10 oluns, 30 ohms, 100 ohms,
channel. The output stage "floats" on
of the ±40V audio circuit supply rails.
active current sources, meaning that no These are re-regulated next to the line
800 ohms, 47k ohms). The phono-stage
load capacitance is fixed at 100pF.
ground reference is needed. The class-A,
and phono amplifier boards with an
The DMC-20 Series 2 features an
direct-coupled circuit is tightly packed
additional floating shunt regulator. The
unusual architecture in which smaller on the line amplifier board for short sigcritical supplies are thus regulated three
amplifier boards are mounted on alarge
nal traces. A DC servo prevents DC
times—all discretely —with no IC
from appearing at the output, and apromotherboard. The motherboard carries
regulators anywhere in the power supply
power and ground, as well as conducttection system mutes the outputs when
or preamplifier itself. The series-pass elemore than 20mV of DC is detected. A ments in the DMS-20 power supply are
ing control signals from the front panel
front-panel LED turns red when the
to the relay switching network. DC
TO-3 packaged devices on large
power is brought up from the motherunit is in DC protection. The protection
heatsinks, and those in the DMC-20
circuit, which also guards against shorted preamplifier are in TO-220 packages.
board to the amplifier modules where
needed, eliminating the need for long outputs, uses an optical coupling scheme
Imust comment on the beautiful laypower, ground, and signal conductors
that allows it to be outside the signal
IA fidly balanced preamplifier must have identical
on the sanie circuit board. The preampath and thus sonically transparent.
signal paths between pluses of the balanced signal.
Any deviations in level, noise, or distortion between
plifier's point-to-point wiring uses indiHigh speed and low energy storage
signal paths introduce non—conunon-mode (differenare design priorities at Spectral. The
vidually terminated MIT/Spectral catial) components that are subsequently treated as part
bles. The polysulfone (a Teflon-derived
circuit described is specified as having a of the wanted signal.
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out and workmanship inside the DMC20 and DMS-20. The execution appears to be meticulous, with an obvious
attention to every detail.
Spectral DMA-180 power amplifier: The DMA-180 is Spectral's top-ofthe-line power amplifier, and has been
in production for more than five years.
The $7495 amplifier is rated at 200Wpc
into 8ohms, and is claimed to double its
power into 4ohms, justifying its "High
Current" designation.
'The unit has the classic Spectral look,
with a front-panel rocker switch and
illuminated Spectral logo. The rear panel holds both single-ended and balanced
inputs, along with five-way binding
posts for loudspeaker connection. Unusually, the channel marked "left" is on
the amplifier's right side as seen from
the front, and vice versa. Connecting
the amplifier according to the channel
designation thus requires routing the
left- and right-channel interconnects
and loudspeaker cables over each other.
Ifound it simpler just to ignore the
markings and connect the amplifier for
the cleanest cable routing.
The power transformer is acustom
stacked design that consumes the chassis front. Rows of large and unusually
deep heatsinks flank the chassis sides.
The circuit contains many innovations, one of which is alayered design in
which the signal flows from top to bottom in the amplifier. This technique,
called "Vertical Dimension Topology" by
Spectral, reportedly reduces electromagnetic-field interactions in the amplifier.
Matched differential JFET pairs were
chosen for the input stage for their high
speed. Using small-geometry transistors
in differential pairs produced a slight
noise penalty, but was the only way to
make the circuit as fast as it is. The
JFETS drive positive and negative polarity sets of cascoded bipolars that convert the input voltages to current. This
stage is followed by another pair of cascodes that feed the push-pull driver
stage. The fully balanced circuits use a
balanced feedback path.
The output stage consists of three
pairs of individually powered MOSFET output devices. Each device has its
own power supply—a rectifier and
10,00012F filter capacitor —next to it.
This technique is in sharp contrast with
the traditional power amplifier design
of two or four massive filter caps located in the center of the amplifier and
connected to the output devices with
point-to-point wiring or busbars. 2
Again, Spectral's topology was necessi166
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tated by the amplifier's wide bandwidth
and fast slew rate. Although the amplifier's intrinsic bandwidth is 1.8MHz, it
is restricted to 800kHz at the output
terminals. The output devices arc apparently biased quite high, judging by
the rise in heatsink temperature when
the amplifier is idling. The output devices arc matched, then individually
biased in each unit after burn-in.
An innovative DC servo prevents the
direct-coupled design from passing DC
to the loudspeakers. This circuit senses
DC offset and creates avoltage proportional to that offset. The voltage heats a
passive semiconductor element in an IC
package, which in turn heats active elements in the same IC package, which
then adjusts base-emitter voltages to
maintain zero DC offset. By using thermal rather than electrical connection,
the DC servo is said to be able to do its
job without degrading the amplifier's
audio performance.
As with the DMC-20 preamplifier,
the DMA-180 is beautifully built inside.
The circuit boards arc made of the same
Teflon-derived material as in the
DMC-20, and the parts quality is as good
as it gets. The internal wiring is sourced
from MIT
Spectral products are of limited production, and each unit is personally auditioned by Spectral founder Richard
Fryer before it is allowed to leave the
factory.
Avalon Radian HC loudspeaker:
The Radian HC is amodified version of
the company's Radian loudspeaker. The
HC designation stands for "High Current," indicating the HC was designed
specifically for high-current power
2 The McCormack DNA-1 and DNA-0.5 also distribute the filter capacitors (hut not the rectifiers) next
to the output devices.

amplifiers. In fact, the HC's development was spurred by the Spectral
DMA-180 power amplifier, the primary amplifier on which the HC was
voiced. The HC version of the Radian
was also developed in conjunction with
Bruce Brisson, who designed the custom, cost-no-object MIT MH-850 triwired loudspeaker cable for the HC.
The review pair confirmed—no, expanded —Avalon's reputation for gorgeous woodworking and meticulous
fien'finish. The samples were finished
in abook-matched Myrtle Cluster Burl
veneer, which adds awhopping $3400
to the Radian HC's standard-finish
price of $12,500. The standard finishes
are Curly Maple, Figured Walnut, and
Quilted Cherry; Myrtle Cluster and
Walnut Burl arc considered premium
finishes.
Icannot say enough about the review
samples' stunning finish quality. The
craftsmanship required to produce these
enclosures is extraordinary. The loudspeakers come in pairs in which all the
grain patterns match from cabinet to
cabinet and enclosure side to enclosure
side. The veneer placement is carefully
chosen to create the best-looking enclosure possible. Unusually, the veneer is
applied after the cabinet is assembled,
contributing to the enclosure's seamless
look.
The Radian HC is a48"-tall threeway system featuring the familiar Avalon faceted front baffle. The HC differs
from the Radian only in the crossover
and internal damping; the drivers and
enclosure are the same. The HC was
designed to improve the Radian's phase
linearity and achieve faster transient response. The musical goals included
tighter imaging, sharper transients, and
greater ambience retrieval. A minor
change in the acoustic treatment inside
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the woofer chambers completes the
HC development. The HC version
adds $2000 to the standard Radian's
$10,500/pair price (with standard hardwood finish).
Realizing the HC's design goals was
reportedly possible only after MIT developed the MH-850 tri-wired loudspeaker cable for the HC. As described
later in this review, MIT's products are
described as transferring an amplifier's
voltage and current to the loudspeaker
in phase. Without this purported phase
alignment in the cable, the HC's crossover refinements would have produced
less sonic benefit, according to Avalon.
Designer Neil Patel experimented with
different cables, including connecting the
DMA-180 directly to the loudspeaker
terminals with afew inches of cable. He
concluded that only MIT cable could
produce asignal at the loudspeaker terminals that was correctly phase-aligned.
The twin 9" woofers arc made exclusively for Avalon by Eton. The cones
use acombination of Nomex and Kevlar for high stiffness and low mass.
Once shipped to the Avalon factory, the
woofers undergo further modification.
The system's low-frequency alignment,
or "Q," is 0.5, meaning it's critically
damped. A critically damped alignment
produces ideal transient response, with
no hangover. Underdamped alignments
(a Q of 1or more) can produce deeper
extension and agreater sense of lowfrequency weight, but at the expense of
articulation, detail, and transient response; the woofer continues to move
after the drive signal has stopped,
smearing dynamics.
The custom-made 3.5" midrange
unit, also made by Eton, uses the same
Nomex/Kevlar cone material. A 1" MB
Quart titanium-dome tweeter, modified by Avalon, completes the driver
complement.
The crossover uses large-gauge Litzwound inductors throughout, and polypropylene or polystyrene capacitors. No
circuit board is used; the parts are hardwired together. Avalon considers the
crossover frequencies and slopes proprietary, and won't disclose them. Three
sets of screw terminals on the enclosure
bottom provide the potential of biwiring or tri-wiring.
The HC's enclosure is made from layers of MDF bonded together with constrained-layer damping techniques. The
front baffle starts life as a5"-thick rectangular block from which the faceted
shape is machined. The facet angles
reduce diffraction and aid in the loudspeaker's dispersion. The baffle's slope
S
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attempts to provide physical time-alignment of the drivers. The entire enclosure is tilted back, which, along with
the faceted baffle, results in almost no
right angles in the cabinet.
The enclosure's interior is amaze of
damping chambers; the woofer section
alone contains 12 separate cavities of
different shapes, volumes, and damping
—unusual for asealed design. Extensive bracing makes the enclosure resistant to vibration, ahallmark of Avalon's
entire line. Although not particularly
large, the Radian HC's density is reflected in its 170-lb weight.
A variety of grille options is available
with the HC. The best-sounding choice
was also the least visually appealing: a
grille frame with felt lining and no grillecloth. Instead of being covered with
fabric, the grille frame simply holds a
thick felt panel cut to the frame's shape,
with cutouts for the drive-units. This
leaves the drivers exposed, along with
the felt.
A second option is no grilles at all.
You'll see the drivers, but not the industrial-looking felt. The third option is to
use the standard grille frames with cloth
covering. At Avalon's suggestion, Idid
nearly all my auditioning with the felt
and frame in place. They contend that a
large number of their customers willingly sacrifice the HC's appearance for
the superior sound offered by the felt.
The grille frame is made from injectionmolded plastic, and has angled edges
that work in conjunction with the
faceted baffle structure. Finally, you can
remove the magnetically held tweeter
covers for better sound.
MIT MI-350 interconnects & MH850 loudspeaker cable: Music Interface Technologies was the first cable
manufacturer to use passive networks in
their cables and interconnects. These
networks are contained within the
boxes you see on all of Mfrs line-level
interconnects and loudspeaker cables.
I'd always regarded this approach
with skepticism. Surely the goal of any
interconnect or cable is to carry the musical signal with as little effect on that
signal as possible. How could adding reactive components to wire be better
than astraight conductor? It flies in the
face of the conventional wisdom reflected in the name for the perfect and unrealizable amplifier: "Straight wire with
gain."
This was the first question Iasked
Bruce Brisson the day he visited my listening room. He proceeded to give me
atutorial on cables in audio systems,

Avalon Acoustics Radian HC loudspeaker

and told me of his research into cable
design. The following description is
based on what he told me, along with
information contained in his technical
papers (available from MIT).
Brisson has spent nearly 15 years and
lots of money researching the subject of
how cables behave. He has developed
sophisticated test instrumentation —at
areported cost of more than half amillion dollars—to measure and quantify
cable behavior. From speaking with
him, Iwas greatly impressed by his
depth of knowledge of the subject and
dedication to the art, but Ican't independently verify his fundamental design philosophy on atechnical basis. My
knowledge of the subject is derived
from standard electronics textbooks that
don't begin to describe the phenomena
Brisson says occurs in cables. My level
of understanding may be inadequate to
comprehend the insights of someone
who's spent 15 years studying the
effects of cables on an audio signal.
Isee aparallel in MITs technical
position with that of clock jitter in adigital audio system. Digital audio textbooks make only passing mention of
clock jitter, and assume that jitter isn't a
factor in adigital audio system's performance. Someone whose knowledge of
digital audio was gained purely by textbooks would conclude that jitter isn't
important. Only by looking into the
subject more closely does one develop
an appreciation for jitter's significant
role in digital audio performance. Ihave
an intuitive grasp of what happens
when aDACs clock is jittered, something Ican't say for an audio signal's behavior when transmitted down acon167

MIT MH-1350 Multi-Bandwidth CVTerminator
loudspeaker cable

MIT MI-350 Reference CVTerminator
interconnect

ductor at the level of detail described by
Brisson.3
'With that background, here's Brisson's explanation of why networks are
required in audio cables.
MIT cables are designed around a
criterion called "power factor," which
reflects the cable's effect on the phase
(time) relationship between voltage and
current in the conductor. Because power is aproduct of voltage and current,
any change in voltage or current changes
the power factor. When the cable's
phase angle varies with frequency, the
cable conducts more power at certain
frequencies than at others, causing a
sonic emphasis or de-emphasis of some
portions of the audio spectrum. This
analysis results in anumber representing the percentage of power transported
in phase, acharacteristic MIT calls "efficiency" A theoretically perfect cable
with ideal power factor and flat efficiency of 100% across the audioband conducts all frequencies in-phase, resulting
in improved bass, greater clarity, and
better soundstaging.
Any cable designed without aphasealignment network doesn't deliver inphase power across the band. Consequently, the cable's efficiency progressively drops as the frequency decreases.
The cable may have 90% efficiency at
20kHz, 50% efficiency at 31cHz, and
10% efficiency at 100Hz. Low efficiency is correlated with an inability to form
asoundstage, limiting the soundstage to
the music's mid- and high-frequency
components.
Because acable acts as alow-pass filter, it introduces group delay, aform of
3 Brisson has invited me to MIT's laboratory in
Auburn. California for an in-depth look at their test
instruments and how they quantify cable behavior.
Many aspects of cable behavior are, according to
Brisson, easily demonstrable on MIT's test equipment.
The tight scheduling of this review precluded avisit
before this review went to print, but Iwill take him up
on the offer and report my findings in afuture article.
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time-domain distortion. Group delay
could, for example, cause the music's
harmonics to be reproduced at aslightly different time than the fundamentals.
The ideal cable would therefore preserve the phase relationships in the signal and introduce no group delay. Some
low-pass filters (Bessel filters, for example) can pass signals with very little
group delay and low phase shift.
This is where the networks come into play. The network creates alow-pass
filter with more controllable characteristics than the low-pass function introduced by non-terminated cables. Specifically, the network forms aBessel-like
filter that allows the cable to transmit
the signal with all frequency components in-phase, and consequently, high
efficiency across the audioband. MIT's
measurements show a flat efficiency
curve for their terminated cables:*
MIT's technical papers include
three-dimensional energy plots showing the relationship between efficiency
and frequency, from which they predict
the size and shape of the soundstage.
As for the specific cables under
review, the MH-850 tri-wired loudspeaker cable is beautifully made —as
it should be for $9000/pair. The spades
are made from gold-plated tellurium,
and the terminations and workmanship
are flawless. The amplifier end of the
cable is fitted with spade lugs, along
with a small "input terminator" network. The loudspeaker end of the cable
has alarge metal box housing the terminations, from which three pairs of
outputs are provided for tri-wiring. The
individual outputs have been separately
terminated specifically for the individ4Iwould have thought that keeping the cable's capacitance and inductance as low as possible would minimize phase-angle swings, as it's the capacitive reactance and inductive reactances that introduce phase
angles above and below 0°. Because the "phase angle"
describes the load's capacitive and inductive reactance,
asimple inductance-free and capacitance-free resistor
has aphase angle of 0° at all frequencies. In acable
with minimum capacitance and inductance, the cable's
resistance would donsi l
sate, giving it abenign phase
angle. See figs.13 and 14 later for phase-angle measurements on aresistor with conventional cable and
MIT cable.

MIT Digital Reference Digital Interconnect

ual frequency bands. Note that the cable's three outputs are full-bandwidth,
with the crossovers in the Radian HC's
enclosure. The low-pass function is different for each output, but with acorner frequency well above the audioband. MIT calls this approach "Multiple
Bandwidth Technology" Apair of MH850 tri-wired cables weighs more than
many small power amplifiers —and
costs more than the Spectral DMA-180.
The MI-350 Reference is MIT's topof-the-line interconnect. The RCA
plugs use Mfrs patented locking connectors for a tight connection to the
jack. The MI-350 Reference has two
terminator networks (called "Twin
CVTerminator"), one at each end of the
cable. The cable itself uses ageometry
called "Van-Lay" that reportedly helps
keeps the signal's phase relationships intact. At $1995/1m pair, the MI-350 Reference is the most expensive interconnect I'm aware of—by afactor of two.
The Digital Reference digital coaxial
interconnect is said to reduce reflections
in the cable and thus lower jitter. Like
the analog line-level interconnects, the
digital cable is fitted with locking RCA
plugs.
MIT Z-Center, Z-Iso-Duo,
Z-Stabilizer Mk.II, Z-Cord
Much of the work behind MIT's AC
owerline treatment products was done
y Richard Marsh, who was an engineer at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories for nearly 20 years and has been
involved in audio design for quite some
time.5
The Z-System AC power-line treat-

E

5In my second semester of college electronics, the lab
portion of one class involved building an electronic
project of the student's selection. Ichose aproject that
my instructor thought was ambitious: ahalf-octave
real-time spectrum analyzer. The project's plans had
beets published in the September 1977 issue of Popular
Electronics. After considerable effort (and lots of learning along the way). Igot the thing built and working.
Many years later, when Ibecame familiar with
Richard Marsh's audio work, it struck me that this was
the same Richard Marsh (along with Bob Jones) who
had designed the spectnam analyzer and written the
Popular Eleanmia article.
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MIT Z-Center Power Line Conditioner

ment system and Z-Cord AC cables are
designed to keep noise on the AC line
from getting into your components.
The source of this noise is twofold: the
dirty AC line itself, and the other components in your system. A digital processor or CD transport can generate
noise that gets into your preamplifier or
power amplifier using the AC line as
the conduit. A preamplifier plugged into this power-line will be fed this noise
along with the AC, where it degrades
the sound.
MIT's Z products isolate the various
components in a hi-fi system so that
noise in one component doesn't invade
another. They also filter noise already
on the AC line, protect your equipment
against voltage surges and spikes, and
provide multiple AC outlets for your
components.
Most power-line conditioners use
series filters to remove unwanted noise
above the power-line frequency of
60Hz. Marsh's excellent white paper on
power-line noise explains the limitations of series filtering, and shows why
MIT's parallel filtering is more effective. The $1495 Z-Center, $1495 Z-IsoDuo, and $995 Z-Stabilizer all roll off
AC line noise with asteep filter that
introduces no series impedance between the AC line and the audio equipment. They also don't use the common
technique of bypassing the noise to
ground with acapacitor, which Marsh
shows is fraught with problems.
Looking inside the Z-Stabilizer Isaw
two circuit boards, one for over-voltage
protection and the second holding a
row of 13 large square capacitors and
other parts that had been partially potted on the circuit board.
The Z-Center has three isolated
banks of AC outlets, with six outlets on
one bank and two each on the other
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banks. Maximum power draw is
1800W from the Z-Center. The Z-IsoDuo is identical to the Z-Center, but
has two banks with two outlets each.
The Z-Stabilizer, designed for power
amplifiers, has one duplex AC outlet.
MIT's Z-Cord Two completes the ZSystem AC treatment, with two in-line
RF filters to further reduce noise on the
line, and double shielding from extraneous noise. The Z-Center, Z-Iso-Duo,
and Z-Stabilizer are housed in full-sized
chassis, and look identical from the
front. Front-panel rocker switches turn
the unit on and of but it's recommended that this switch not be used for
powering up or down your entire system. Hospital-grade AC outlets are
used throughout the Z-series.
Overall, I was impressed by the
straightforward yet insightful engineering in the Z-Series of products. The
package appears to be the most comprehensive power-line treatment system
available. [Dick Olsher _favorably reviewed
the earlier Series One Z-series components in
December 1994, Vol.17 No.12, p.185.—E4

SYSTEM

I gutted my reference system and
cleared the racks and listening room to
make way for the Spectral/Avalon/
MIT equipment. A Billy Bags 5500series rack held the new Spectral DMC20 Series 2 preamplifier, a Spectral
SRD-2000 Pro digital processor (which
Ireviewed in Stercophile, Vol.18 No.5,
May 1995), and the MIT Z-Center and
Z-Iso-Duo AC line conditioners. A
Mark Levinson No30.5 Reference CD
Transport, also on the Billy Bags rack,
fed the SDR-2000 Pro via a1m run of
MIT Digital Reference (RCA to RCA).
A heavily modified Well Tempered
Turntable (Marigo Mat, Marigo Well
Damped Arm Clamp, Marigo Isolation

System and Motor Terminator, Marigo
damping dots, and Lary Pederson's totally reworked Well Tempered Arm)
played LPs. The cartridge was an
AudioQuest AQ700Onsx, with apair of
WireWorld Gold Eclipse interconnects
connecting the turntable to the DMC20's phono inputs. The LP front-end
was mounted on aMerrill Stable Table.
Vinyl accounted for about 70% of my
listening time with the system.
A 35' pair of MIT MI-350 interconnects ran from the preamplifier to the
Spectral DMA-180 power amplifier on
the floor between and behind the loudspeakers. A 1m pair of MI-350 connected the SDR-2000 Pro's singleended outputs to the DMC-20 Series 2
preamp. A 12' pair of MIT MH-850 triwired loudspeaker cables connected the
Radian HCs to the DMA-180 power
amplifier. The entire system was connected with single-ended interconnects
of the three companies' choosing.
The power amplifier was plugged
into an MIT Z-Stabilizer AC line conditioner via MIT's Z-Cord II. Back at
the rack, aZ-Center was plugged into
the wall outlet, and aZ-ho-Duo was
plugged into the Z-Center for an additional stage of isolation. The preamplifier was powered from the Z-Iso-Duo's
isolated bank, and the digital processor
was plugged into the Z-Iso-Duo's second isolated outlets. The turntable and
transport were powered from separate
isolated banks from the Z-Center. All
AC cords to the Z-Stabilizer, Z-IsoDuo, and Z-Center were MIT's ZCords, and AC lines to the audio components were the Z-Cord II.

SETUP

Acoustic Sciences Corporation (ASC)
sent aslew of Tube Traps in case they
were needed to augment the four ASC
Tower Slims and two Tower Stouts I
usually use in my room. A large quilt
hangs on the wall behind the loudspeakers.
As with any high-performance technology, the Spectral/Avalon/MIT system needed some careful tuning to realize its full potential. Iunpacked the
components and did arough setup so
that the system could break-in. Avalon's
Luden Pichette and MIT's Joe Abrams
arrived the next day to adjust the loudspeaker placement, tune the room
acoustics, and set up. The following
week, Avalon President and chief designer Neil Patel, MIT founder and designer Bruce Brisson, and Spectral designer Keith Johnson visited my listening room for more fine-tuning.
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It was fascinating to watch these
designers work and listen to the results
of changes they made to the system
throughout the day. Ihad just started to
get used to the sound after Joe and
Lucien left, and had agood basis for assessing the results of Neil's, Bruce's, and
Keith's efforts.
First, Bruce totally rearranged the
interconnect and cable muting, twisting
the un—broken-in cable into atight spiral. Bruce paid particular attention to
keeping the interconnects away from
loudspeaker cables and AC cords. Neil
put Tiptoes under the DMA-180 amplifier, moved the preamp's power supply to the floor next to the rack, and installed felt-filled grilles on the Radian
HCs (more on these grilles later). He
also replaced the 15-amp fuses in the Z
products with 20-amp fuses, something
the owner's manuals say not to do.
They made minor changes in loudspeaker placement, primarily giving the
Radian HCs alittle more toe-in. Because the Radian's supporting cones
aren't attached to the speaker bottom,
the speaker will slide on the flat portion
of the cone. This feature made adjustments much easier compared to spiked
speakers that must be lifted off the carpet to be moved.
Most of the time spent tweaking was
to add, remove, reposition, and rotate
ASC Tube Traps. To my existing complement of four Tower Slims and two
Tower Stouts we added one Studio Trap,
two 3C-diameter Tube Traps, and one
52"-diameter Trap. Additional Tube
Traps on hand were later removed when
we realized the room was overdamped.
Although I've long been a fan of
Tube Traps, they were particularly useful in setting up this system. Not only
are the Tube Traps highly effective, but
their versatility and seemingly infinite
range of tuning (affected by rotating the
trap between absorptive and reflective
side out) made it possible to precisely
control the room acoustics, and thus the
sonic presentation.
If you buy this system, expect the
dealer to install and tweak it to the level
described here. The four dealers who
sell this package are reportedly trained
in these setup techniques.
Once the setup was complete, Ileft
everything alone for the review period's
duration. The interconnects and loudspeaker cables were left where they lay.
According to Brisson, moving acable
disturbs the dielectric break-in. Every
component in the system was continuously powered throughout the review
period.
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Imust report afew glitches. One run
of the 35' MI-350 was bad. It measured
as having continuity with an ohmmeter;
but wouldn't pass an AC signal. MIT
sent asecond set, which needed breakin (all the other cables and interconnects had been broken-in before being
sent out). Second, one of the input jacks
on the DMA-180 power amplifier
worked intermittently; the review sample was aunit that Keith has used on location recording for the past five years.

soundstage" truly applied to the presentation in my listening room.
Not only did the soundstage extend
way beyond the loudspeaker boundaries,
but the presentation had atremendous
sense of height. Centrally placed images
weren't just at loudspeaker level, but
sometimes seemed to hang far above the
loudspeakers. Michel Jonasz's voice on
la fabuleuse histoire de Mister Swing (MJM
2292-42338-2, not my kind of music,
but aspectacular recording) was decidedly above the loudspeaker plane. The
Music
soundstage's ability to extend up proIdecided early on to evaluate the Spec- duced more afeeling of seeing the mutral/Avalon/MIT system as acomplete
sic through a huge picture window
package, not as acollection of compothan through anarrow slot.
nents. The overall sound the system
Similarly, the system had an uncanny
produced in my room would be the
ability to throw images far beyond the
judgment criterion, with an eye to the
loudspeakers' lateral boundaries. I'm
system's $72,000 price (including the
not just talking about hearing the re$8495 Mark Levinson No31 transport corded acoustic surrounding the preand LP front-end). Coincidentally, my
sentation at the soundstage edges, but
usual reference system has almost the
an ability to re-create tangible and solid
same retail price, including the Levimages at the loudspeaker boundaries
inson transport and LP front-end.6
and beyond. It took some time to realAfter the initial setup by Luden
ize that Iwas hearing, for the first time,
Pichette and Joe Abrams, Ihad nearly a asoundstage in front of the loudspeakweek to listen to the system before the
ers that was rectangular, not triangular.
second team arrived. The sound in my
Rather than present only centrally
room was fabulous, with asoundstage placed images in front of the loudthat was considerably different from
speakers, the system projected images
what I've heard before from reproduced
in front of the loudspeakers all along
music. Frankly, Ididn't expect the addithe width, even to the soundstage's fartional tweaking by Neil Patel, Bruce
thest edges.
Brisson, and Keith Johnson to signifiA good example was the layers of
cantly improve what Ithought was al- percussion on the LP Cascades (Mileready agreat sound.
stone M9109) by the Brazilian group
After the additional day of tweaking,
Azymuth. The Spectral/Avalon/MIT
the system went from sounding terrific
system projected some of the percussion
to sounding utterly spectacular. All the
that was panned to the outside edges in
special qualities I'd heard in the previfront of the loudspeakers, with other
ous week's listening were heightened
layers of percussion directly behind the
after the system had been fine-tuned
loudspeakers at the far left and right of
and the room acoustics adjusted for the
the soundstage.
system.
Another example was the finger
Imust start by describing the soundsnaps on the Michel Jonasz CD, which
staging, for that's the aspect of this sysseemed to exist in space completely intem's presentation that is most unlike
dependently of the loudspeakers. An
anything I've heard previously in reproexample of the system projecting imduced music. The system threw agiganages in front of the loudspeakers at the
tic three-dimensional soundstage that far left and right of the soundstage was
was jaw-dropping. The soundstage's
the left-channel rhythm guitar and
width, transparency, focus, and image
right-channel horn section on the tune
specificity were significantly better than
"Wishing Well," from Michael Ruffs
any I've heard. The oft-used description Speaking in Melodies (Sheffield CD-35). I
of loudspeakers "disappearing into the
heard rock-solid images beyond the
loudspeaker boundaries that were just
6 This system consists of the Well Tempered
as tangible and real-sounding as the imTurntable described earlier, Vendetta Research SCPages thrown directly between the loud2B phono preamplifier, Mark Levinson No30.5
Reference Digital Processor, Sonic Frontiers SFL-2
speakers. Again, this aspect is unique in
Mk.II line-stage preamplifier, Audio Research VTI50
my experience.
power amplifiers, Genesis ILS loudspeakers,
AudioQuest Lapis and l)iamond X3 interconnects,
This extraordinary imaging produced
WireWorld Gold Eclipse interconnects, Tice Power
asense of disbelief similar to what one
Block AC line conditioner, AudioQuest AC cords, and
AudioQuest 1)ragon II loudspeaker cable.
feels when seeing amagician's illusion;
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you've seen it with your own eyes, but
know that it defies explanation. My wife
expressed asimilar feeling after afew
minutes in the sweet spot: "How do
they do that?" she asked.
The soundstage also had an amazing
degree of focus, spatial coherence, and
image specificity. There was asense of
pinpoint precision both in image locations and image size. The system correctly portrayed image size over awide
range of instruments, from solo flute to
the massive chorus in the recording of
John Ruttees Requiem (Reference Recordings RR-57CD).
This stunning spatial presentation
wasn't apparent on all recordings, only
those that contained such information.
The system was like achameleon in its
soundstaging, changing dramatically
between recordings. Unlike many systems, the Spectral/Avalon/MIT package didn't impose asimilar spatial rendering on all recordings. During my
time with the system, Iwas constantly
amazed at how revealing it was of the
recording. The spatial relationships between instruments and the recorded
acoustic were laid bare. Recordings I
thought Iknew (including purist recordings I'd engineered as well as those
I'd made in 24-track studios) were resolved with aspatial precision that was
revelatory. One jazz recording I'd made
(which was named as one of the 10 best
jazz records of the year by CD Review
magazine afew years ago) was particularly interesting. I'd used Telefunken
tubed mikes in an X-Y configuration
over the drums (with only an additional kick-drum mike); Icould hear perfectly through the Spectral/Avalon/
MIT system the exact placement of
each drum and cymbal in the kit. The
mounted toms seemed to emanate from
exact points in space, with absolutely no
connection to the pair of loudspeakers.
The remarkable soundstaging produced asense of immersion in the music. It was like being inside the scene itself instead of looking through apicture
window. If most systems produce a
soundstage that's like looking at tropical
fish in an aquarium, the Spectral/Avalon/MIT system was like scuba diving
in the Great Barrier Reef.
Despite the system's amazing soundstaging, the ultimate sense of depth —
of instruments and hall reflections far behind the loudspeakers—was less impressive than what Ihear from the dipolar Genesis I1.5s driven by tubed Audio
Research VT150s. The Spectral/Avalon/
MIT system had greater width, projection, focus, clarity, and spatial coherence,
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listened to the superb new Oregon CD
but not the same ability to make the
on Chesky (Chesky JD130). Paul Mcwall behind the loudspeakers disappear.
Candless plays avariety of woodwinds
I've gone into this detailed description of the soundstage not because I'm a (soprano sax, oboe, bass clarinet) that
have been captured (by Bob Katz) with
soundstage freak who values this aspect
lifelike timbres. The Spectral/Avalon/
of performance over all else, but because
MIT system had an uncanny ability to
the Spectral/Avalon/MIT system's spapresent these instruments with a cotial presentation was unlike any I've
herent and totally natural harmonic
heard from reproduced music. Moreover, the astonishing soundstage was a structure. Frankly, Ididn't think this
significant factor in my enjoyment of level of midrange clarity was possible
with dynamic loudspeakers.
music through the system. By so accuThe system's overall tonal balance
rately and convincingly re-creating
space, this system made it much easier was flat and neutral, with awarm midbass balance, leanish lower bass, and lots
to slip into the illusion and become
of treble air and definition. Although
more deeply involved in the music.
the Radian HC's LF Q of 0.5 produced
If the unique soundstaging had been
tight bass, the system had agood sense
all the system offered, Imight have disof power, impact, weight, and projecmissed it as an auditory curiosity, and
tion in the bass. The treble was extremenot regarded it as avehicle for conveyly clean, quick, detailed, and resolving,
ing the musical expression contained in
without being overly bright. At my nora music collection. Fortunately, the
mal listening height of 36", the system
soundstaging was just one aspect of the
lost alittle bit of immediacy. Sitting on
system's sonic performance that conacushion put my ears at 39", which
tributed to its musicality. In fact, the
slightly increased the sense of presence.
soundstaging was just the beginning.
The system excelled in two other im- The difference in tonal balance with listening height was much less severe than
portant and related respects: transparenwhat Ihear with the Genesis, which
cy and resolution. Transparency is an aualso needed ahigher-than-normal lisdio system's ability to pass the musical
tening axis.
signal without imposing its own charThe system challenged the assumpacter on the sound. The playback system
tion that accuracy and musicality are
should be as aclear pane of glass, promutually exclusive. This accuracy vs
viding an unadulterated view of the mumusicality argument suggests that an
sical event. Departures from transparen"accurate" audio system is by definition
cy can take many forms: tonal colbright, edgy, and unpleasant to hear beorations, dynamic alterations of the origcause, it is also suggested, that is how
inal signal, athickening of the sound, or
real musical instruments and the microtimbres overlaid with amechanical or
phones used to capture them sound. A
synthetic character. Transparency also
system that draws you into the music,
involves the ability to preserve fine
detail, which is why transparency goes provides many consecutive hours of fatigue-free listening, and generally comhand in hand with resolution.
municates the music must therefore be
Ican say without hesitation that the
euphonically colored. I found the
Spectral/Avalon/MIT system had the
Spectral/Avalon/MIT system uncomgreatest transparency and resolution I've
promising in its resolution, accuracy,
heard in reproduced music. The sysand transparency, yet eminently musical
tem's clarity and ability to reveal lowand enjoyable. Although highly relevel detail were staggering. Every
solving, the system was never analytical
night, as Ipulled out record after record,
or fatiguing.
Iwas amazed at how much information
Compared to the Genesis II.5s drivwas in my music collection—informaen by the Audio Research VT150s, the
tion previously unresolved. This lowSpectral/Avalon/MIT system had more
level information could be the fine inwarmth and body between about 80Hz
ner structure of an instrument's timbre;
its resolution made the instrument and 200Hz, but less weight below
sound more real and less artificial. For 80Hz. Of course, the Radian HCs
couldn't match the effortless extension
example, the percussion instruments on
in the bottom octaves provided by the
the previously mentioned Cascades LP
servo-powered Genesis. I sometimes
sounded less like transient impulses and
missed the Genesises' awesome extenmore like wood being struck. Somesion. The organ on the previously menthing in the way inner detail was retioned Requiem disc, for example, didn't
solved revealed the mechanism by
have the same depth or power from the
which the sound was created.
This truth in timbre struck me as I HCs. Similarly, the bass-drum whacks
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on Trittico (Reference Recordings RR52CD) lacked the visceral impact and
apparently unlimited dynamics of the
Genesis. I'd characterize the Spectral/
Avalon/MIT system's bass extension as
adequate rather than spectacular. Note
that in aroom with two solid sidcwalls,
the HC's bass will benefit from greater
boundary reinforcement than Iexperienced in my new listening room, which
is both asymmetrical and L-shaped.
However, Igreatly enjoyed the Spectral/Avalon/MIT system's bass articulairon, control, and lack of smearing. Acoustic and electric bass had atautness and
precision that revealed everything the
bass player was doing. This LF definition
was accompanied by asense of power
and weight that was particularly satisfying. Often, the tradeoff is between bass
quality and quantity; the bottom end is
either full and lacking detail, or precise
and missing weight and power. The system seemed to offer both, with aslight
emphasis on bass quality over quantity.
The bottom end also had astunning
dynamic agility. A kick drum's dynamic
envelope was reproduced with asudden
attack and equally quick decay, with
amazing tautness and lack of overhang.
Moreover, the kick drum seemed to pop
out of the presentation over the bass line
rather than become smeared within it.
Ilse result was a satisfying rhythmic
drive and cohesion.
This ability to resolve transient attack
extended to the rest of the spectrum.
The transients' leading edges seemed to
line up, with their energy being projected all at once instead of slightly
smeared over time. This quality gave
the system a top-to-bottom dynamic
coherence that made everything sound
somehow "correct." Listen to the snare
drum on the Michael Ruff disc; it had a
tremendous sense of sudden impact
and "pop" that infused the music with
an upbeat and dynamic quality. This
excellent dynamic resolution extended
to revealing the music's fine dynamic
structure.
Although the system played quite
loudly without strain or congestion, the
Genesis II.5s reproduced orchestral climaxes with agreater sense of effortlessness. The Spectral/Avalon/MIT system
took on a slightly hard edge when
pushed, but these limits were above
what Iwould consider anormal listening level.
HDCD*—encoded recordings reproduced by the Spectral/Avalon/MIT
system were stunning. The disc From the
Age ofSwing (Reference Recordings RR59CD) had an openness, realness of
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timbre, transparency, and detail that
were nothing short of amazing. The
brass instruments' individual timbres
were maintained during the ensemble
playing, rather than degenerating into
one big undifferentiated continuum.
The background also had a"blackness"
that created agreater contrast with the
music, and produced adeeper silence
between notes.
I've said enough about the system's
specific sonic attributes. What Iwant to
stress is how thrilling, compelling, and
enjoyable music listening was through
this extraordinary playback system. This
past month was one of the most musically rewarding times Ican remember.
Playing records and CDs Ithought I
knew produced an exciting sense of discovery as Iheard their musical nuances
and expressiveness fully revealed for the
first time. It was the kind of experience
that made me pull out record after record into the night.
Finally, Ishould mention that I've
heard this same system twice before, at
the WCES in Las Vegas last January
and at the Los Angeles Stereophile show
in April. My listening impressions were
consistent for all three setups, although
you can't really appreciate what this
music system can do until you spend
some late nights with it and your record
collection.

M EASUREMENTS

Spectral DMC-20 Series 2: Starting
with the 1)MC-20 Series 2preamplifier,
Imeasured an input impedance of nearly 13k ohms at the unbalanced line inputs, and 17k ohms at the balanced input. The 20's output impedance was 100
ohms unbalanced and 200 ohms balanced. DC offset levels were alow lmV
in both channels.
Maximum voltage gain from the linestage was 19.4dB, an appropriate gain
for afull-function preamplifier with a
phono stage. Phono gain at 1kHz from
phono input to main output was 53dB.
With the AudioQuest AQ700Onsx
catridge's 03mV output level, the system produced anormal listening volume with the DMC-20's level control
about halfway up—just alittle higher
than that needed for CD replay. Note
that the 20's balanced output will provide 6dB more gain overall.
The DMC-20's volume control had
0.55dB of tracking error between channels at the 9:00 position, 027dB at the
12:00 mark, and just 0.04dB channel
imbalance with the volume control at
the 3:00 setting. This level difference
can be audible; Ifound myself using the

balance control on some recordings.
Both the phono and line inputs had
generous input-overload margins. The
line input didn't overload at the Audio
Precision System One's maximum 13V
RMS output level, and the phono input
overloaded at ahigh 180mV at 1
kHz,
far higher than any cartridge's output
level. The DMC-20's output section
didn't begin to clip until 31V RMS output, indicating the preamp's ability to
swing high voltages.
The unweighted line-stage S/N ratio
at unity gain referenced to 1V output
was 82dB (left channel) and 79dB (right
channel). These figures increased to
94dB (left channel) and 91dB (right
channel) when A-weighted. The
phono S/N ratio was 65dB in both
channels unweighted, and 82dB with
A-weighting.
The line-stage frequency response
(fig.1) is ruler-flat. Indeed, the DMC-20
Series 2's response goes far beyond the
Audio Precision System One's 200kHz
bandwidth. Note the channel imbalance, however. The phono stage's RIAA
accuracy (fig2) was also flat, with less
than ±0.15dB variation through the
audioband. The treble is slightly shelved
up in relation to the bass (about 02dB),
which may contribute to the DMC-20's
lively sound with LPs. Many RIAA
equalization stages are less accurate than
that of the DMC-20 Series 2. For this
measurement, Iused the balance control to achieve left/right level matching.
The line-stage channel separation
(fig3) shows the typical 6dB/octave
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decrease in separation with frequency
due to capacitive coupling. The left and
right channels are so closely matched
that the traces perfectly overlap. This
channel separation is good, but nothing
to write home about.
Looking next at the DMC-20 Series
2's distortion, Imeasured about 0.015%
THD+Noise across the audioband
(fig.4). This measurement is likely dominated by noise, not actual harmonic
distortion. The DMC-20 Series 2's low
level of distortion is confirmed by fig.5,
an FFT-derived spectrum of the preamplifier's output while reproducing a
50Hz, 1V sinewave at unity gain. The
OdB reference level is 1V. The harmonic distortion components are extremely
low in level and few in number. [Though
the third and fifth harmonics are noticeable;
they are still below the level of a 180Hz
power-supply component. —Ed.]
Spectral DMA-180: Moving next to
the DMA-180 power amplifier, all the
measurements were made with the
MIT MH-850 cable; cables without
MIT's filter networks could damage the
amplifier. The DMA-180 became quite
warm after the one-hour-at- 1
/
3-power
conditioning period. The heatsinks
were too hot to leave my hand on for
more than afew seconds, but weren't
that much hotter than when the amplifier is at idle, indicating that the output
stage bias is set rather high.
The amplifier had an input impedance of 110k ohms, unbalanced, and a
much lower 20k ohms, balanced.

(left channel) and 83dB (right channel),
Output impedance measured a low
increasing to 91dB, A-weighted, in both
0.08 ohms across most of the band,
increasing slightly to 0.11 ohms at channels. It's likely, therefore, that the
left channel's noise is of a frequency
20kHz. The amplifier's voltage gain
attenuated by A-weighting—such as
into an 8ohm load was 26dB, and DC
AC powerlinc noise.
offset levels measured 10mV (left chanThe presence of an interfering 60Hz
nel) and 19mV (right channel). There
noise is confirmed by fig.9, aplot of the
was some slow shifting of the DC levels
DMA-180's THD+N percentage at
(particularly in the left channel), sug1W into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and
gesting the presence of avery-low-fre4W into 8ohms. The apparent dip in
quency noise component.
distortion at 60Hz in the left channel
The DMA-180's frequency response
at 1W into 8 ohms and 2W into 4 (also in the right channel in the 4ohm
traces) means that the measurement is
ohms is shown in fig.6. We usually
limited by the interfering signal.
measure frequency response to 50kHz,
THD+N measurements are made
which Idid with an 8ohm load (upper
by sweeping the source oscillator drivpair of traces). For interest, Imeasured
ing the amplifier up the audioband, and
the 4 ohm response with a200kHz
simultaneously filtering the test signal
bandwidth to look at the amplifier's
from the amplifier's output with a
wideband response. Although the amplifier is specified as having an intrinsic swept notch filter. This technique
removes the test signal, leaving only the
response to several megahertz (limited
amplifier's noise and distortion, which
to 800kHz at the loudspeaker termiarc then plotted as afunction of frenals), the terminating network in the
quency. If an intruding noise is present
MIT cables rolls off the response sooner, as fig.6 reveals.
Confirming the wide bandwidth, the
small-signal 10kHz squarewave response (fig.7) shows avirtually perfect
shape, with no overshoot or rounding of
o—
the edges. Indeed, the DMA-180's output looked just like the input signal.
Fig.8 shows the DMA-180's channel
separation, which measured better than
70dB at 20kHz and met the 98dB channel-separation specification at 1
kHz.
The unweighted S/N ratio was 77dB
Fig.7 Spectral DMA-180, small-signal I
OkHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.9

Spectral DMA-1 80,THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 15kHz): 4W into
2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, and I
W into
8 ohms (right channel dashed).
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(usually 60Hz AC hum, either intrinsic
to the amplifier or introduced externally), that noise gets attenuated along with
the test signal by the analyzer notch filter, and consequently shows up as adip
in the distortion trace at the interfering
signal frequency.
Itried different grounding connections between the DMA-180 and System
One, and also floated the AC ground on
the DMA-180, but still got the slight
noise. Overall, however, the THD+N
was quite low, with only the 2 ohm
curves rising appreciably above 0.02%,
and then only at high frequencies.
Fig.10, an FFT-derived spectrum of
the DMA-180's output while it was
amplifying a50Hz sinewave at 245W
into 4ohms (
2
/.3 full power), shows low
distortion levels. No distortion component rises above the -80dB level, making this one of the best-looking plots
I've seen. The highest component is the
second, followed by the third, then the
fifth and seventh, all decreasing in level
with increasing order. Fig.11 shows the
DMA-180's small-signal distortion
waveform (lower trace) with the lkHz
sinewave fundamental above it. The
waveshape confirms both the low-order
harmonic content and its low level (it is
obscured by noise).
Fig.12 shows how the DMA-180's
distortion/noise level changes with increasing output power into 8 ohms, 4
Sweep.. U.,. MD '40 54...0
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ohms, and 2 ohms, with one channel
driven. If we define clipping as 1%
THD, the DMA-180 clipped at 246W
into 8ohms (23.9dBW), well above the
specified output power of 200Wpc. Into 4ohms, the maximum output power
was 372W (22.7dBW), somewhat shy of
the specified 400W. With a2ohm load,
the DMA-180 also fell short of the
specifed power, delivering 493W
(20.9dBW). With both channels driven,
the DMA-180's left and right channels
clipped at 233W and 235W into 8
ohms (23.7dBW). With a4ohm load,
the amplifier produced 355W (left
channel) and 365W (right channel), or
22.5dBW and 22.6dBW respectively.
While this power delivery fails to meet
the amplifier's specification, this is still
impressive performance, and suggests
the DMA-180 will drive virtually any
loudspeaker load.
During these maximum-output
power tests (including that used to produce fig.12), the AC line voltage measured 117V (8 ohm testing), 116V (4
ohm testing), and 115V (2 ohm testing).
Holding the AC line at asolid 120V
would likely produce higher outputpower numbers—we don't do this because it is not representative of the realworld situation in which amplifiers are
used. Still, the DMA-180 is apowerhouse, and worthy of its "High Current" designation. Moreover, the amplifier was unfazed by the full-power testing, and never even blew arail fuse.
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Fig.I 0Spectral DMA-180, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 245W into simulated speaker load (linear frequency scale).
Note that the third harmonic at 150Hz is
the highest in level, at —76dB (about
0.015%).
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Fig. I? Spectral DMA-180, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at IOW):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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MIT cable: Curiosity about MITs terminating networks prompted me to
measure, with and without the MITMH cable, the impedance magnitude
and phase angle of the bench resistor
we use as aload when testing power
amplifiers. Fig.13 shows how the resistor's impedance changes with frequency when connected to the Audio Precision by a short piece of bananaplug-terminated coaxial cable. Because
the resistor is almost apure resistive
impedance, with no capacitive or inductive reactance, its phase angle is 0°
up to about 10kHz. The positive phase
angle seen above 20kHz is due to a
slight inductance.
For contrast, fig.14 is the same measurement, but with arun of MIT MH850. This cable has ahigher inductance,
seen as the positive phase angle at high
frequencies. Whereas the coaxial cable
introduced aphase angle of +19.6° at
200kHz, the MIT cable produced a
phase shift of +27.5°. The MIT cable's
inductance also affects the overall impedance, seen as the slight rise in the impedance magnitude curve above 150kHz.
'This doesn't tell us much about what's
happening inside the MIT terminator
networks, probably because we aren't
looking at the phase angle over awide
enough bandwidth.
Avalon Radian HC: John Atkinson
measured the Avalon Radian HC, providing me with its measured performance after the auditioning was completed. With one exception—see later
—the MH-850 cable was used exclusively when the Radian was measured.
The Radian HC's B-weighted sensitivity measured 85.5dB/W/m, afigure
just below what we'd call average sensitivity. This measured sensitivity is 2.5dB
lower than the claimed 88dB/VV/m,
but we have no information on how
Avalon arrives at their figure. [We use the
B-weighted figure because published research
Amos it to correlate very well with aloud-
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Fig.I ISpectral DMA-180, IkHz waveform (top);
distortion and noise waveform with fundamental notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.I 3Power resistor, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) when connected by
conventional coaxial cable (2 ohms/vertical
div.).

Fig. 14 Power resistor, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) when connected by MIT
MH-850 speaker cable (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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speaker's perceived loudness.-Ed.]
Fig.15 shows the HC's impedance
magnitude (solid line) and phase angle
(dotted line) made with the MIT speaker cable. The impedance is quite low
through the bass, reaching aminimum
of 3.5 ohms in the upper bass. The
Radian HC's low-to-moderate sensitivity, combined with the lowish impedance through the bass, suggests ahighpowered amplifier with the ability to deliver current into low-impedance loads
as required. Of course, the HC was designed around such an amplifier, the
Spectral DMA-180.
Fig.16 is the sanie measurement, but
made with ageneric spaced-pair loudspeaker cable in the Stereophik test lab.
Despite the claimed abilities of the MIT
cable to optimize the electrical phase
1000
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Fig.IIS Avalon Radian HC, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) when connected
by MIT MH-850 speaker cable (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.I 8Avalon Radian HC. horizontal response family at SO", normalized to response on midrange axis,
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behavior, the only differences arc avery
slight increase in the impedance magnitude peak at 5kHz, asomewhat lower
impedance magnitude above 5kHz, and
a very slightly more capacitive phase
angle in the top two octaves.
The HC's FFT-derived quasi-anechoic response on the midrange axis
(fig.17) shows avery flat, smooth response through most of the band, with
aslight overall downward tilt in the treble. The dual woofers appear to be alittle more sensitive than the midrange
and tweeter, with a slightly elevated
level apparent. 'This corresponds perfectly with my comparison above with
the Genesis 11.5: "... the Spectral/Avalon/MIT system had more warmth and
body between about 80Hz and 200Hz,
but less weight below 80Hz." Although
the HC had afull midbass presentation,
it was anything but thick and bloated.
Indeed, one of the Radian HC's great
strengths was its combination of bass
quantity and quality. Other features in
fig.17 worth noting are the 6dB-down
point of 28Hz (referenced to the 1kHz

level), and slight peaks at 750Hz and
12kHz.
For contrast, the Genesis 11.5 is anechoically flat to 16Hz [ivhich gives an exageerated low-bass output in all but very large
rooms-Ed.]. Avalon claims an anechoic
-3dB point of 34Hz, which is confinned by fig.17 The curve's overall
shape of adownward tilt in the treble
didn't correlate with my impressions of
an airy and detailed treble presentation.
Many loudspeakers with adownward
tilt seem to have just the right amount

toner..

Fig.I9 Avalon Radian HC, step response on
midrange axis at 50" (Sms time mndow.
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.I 7Avalon Radian HC, anechoic response on
midrange axis at 50", 37" from floor, averaged across 30° horizontal window and corrected for microphone response, with complex sum of nearfield midrange and woofer
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.20 Avalon Radian HC, cumulative spectral-decay plot at SO" (0.15ms risetime).
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of treble. As J. Gordon Holt said many
years ago, "Down with flat!"
The HC's horizontal dispersion
(fig.18) is textbook perfect with wide
midrange and mid-treble dispersion, and
awell-controlled rolloff of the uppermost frequencies with increasing off-axis
angle. In JA's experience, loudspeakers
with such good lateral dispersion coupled with afundamentally flat on-axis
response always produce excellent imaging and well-defined sotuldsttges.
The HC's vertical dispersion (not
shown) reveals that the HC's tonal balance doesn't change appreciably with listening height as long as you sit with your
ears between the midrange and tweeter
axes. Sit or stand so you can sec the cabinet top, and asuckout appears in the low
treble. Sit lower than the midrange axis,
and the treble tilts down alittle more. I
found a36" listening axis alittle low, and
preferred a39" axis, which increased the
sense of immediacy and detail.
Looking next at the time-domain behavior, the step response (fig.19) reveals
that despite its sloped-back baffle and
even when connected with the MIT
cable, the Radian HC is not time-coherent, at least on the midrange axis. The
tweeter output is the first low-amplitude spike of energy to arrive at the
microphone, followed by that of the
midrange unit, then later the woofers.
All the drivers are, however, wired with
the same polarity.
Finally, fig20 is the HCs cumulative
spectral-decay or waterfall plot. The
decay is extremely quick and clean,
with almost no energy storage. This is
exceptional performance, and correlates
with my impressions of aclean, highly
detailed presentation, with excellent
transient performance. The ridge above
the audioband is due to ultrasonic ringing from the tweeter, evidenced earlier
as the peak at 26kHz in the speaker's
frequency response.
From the measurements, it's easy to
conclude that the Radian HC is avery
well-engineered loudspeaker. The
smooth response, superb dispersion,
and clean waterfall plot point to excellent technical design.

CONCLUSIONS

Living with the Spectral/Avalon/MIT

system has been awatershed event for
me as amusic lover, audiophile, and reviewer. The system's resolution, transparency, and soundstaging set new
standards in reproduced music. Knowing what this system can do has shifted
my reference point in judging sound
quality.
More important, I found it the
most musically compelling and engaging system I've had in my home. I
greatly enjoyed using the system for
its highest purpose: communicating
the music in my LP and CD collections. Every listening night was an
odyssey of discovery as the system consistently uncovered newfound musical
expression.
At roughly $72,000 for the system as
configured (with the Mark Levinson
No.31 transport and Well Tempered
Turntable), the Spectral/Avalon/MIT
package costs alot of money by any
standard. But in this day of $30,000
power amplifiers and $60,000 loudspeakers, $72,000 is toward the low
end of the price scale for atruly worldclass music playback system.
And world-class it is. Ican't imagine
someone looking for the ultimate in
sound quality and musicality being disappointed by the performance of the
Spectral/Avalon/MIT package. Imust
emphasize, however, that expert setup
and tuning the room's acoustics are essential to achieving the level of performance Iexperienced.
There's only one unpleasant aspect
of having this extraordinary system in
my home: the day Ipack it up for
return to the manufacturers.
Note that the Spectral/Avalon/MIT
system's price can be trimmed. You
could start by getting the Radian HC in
astandard finish, saving $3400. A less
expensive transport (the system sounded great at the SteTeophile show with a
Theta Data) would knock off another
few thousand. MIT's less expensive
cables, and less elaborate AC line treatment, would further cut the price. If
you don't need a phono stage, the
DMC-20 Series 2 is $700 less in the
line-stage version. Scaling back the system could cut the price by about
$13,000 —$19,000 if you already own
aturntable or don't need one.
S
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W ILSON AUDIO SPECIALTIES
WITT LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton & Martin Conoms
Three-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker system. Drive-units: 12" treated paper-cone

bers of units reviewed: 0209/0210. Price: $8888/pair. Approximate number of deal-

woofer, 7" treated paper-cone midrange. I" inverted titanium-dome tweeter.

ers: 44. Manufacturer: Wilson Audio Specialties. Inc., 2233 Mountain Vista Lane.

Frequency response 28Hz-22kHz,

Provo, UT 84606-622/ Tel (801) 377-2233. Fax (801) 377-2282.

I.5dB. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity:

90dBNV/m. Dimensions: 1 W by IT' D by 43" H. Weight 200 lbs each. Serial hum-

(‘

here do you want 'em?"
Doug'n'David (of Stereophiltis shipping and receiving, not your favorite morning drivetime talk radio co-hosts) had just wrestled over 500 lbs of cocooned Wilson
WITT loudspeakers onto the floor of
my garage. Like the Thiel CS7s Ihad
parted with just afew weeks earlier, the
WITTs came packed in solid, heavy
wooden crates. The pained expressions
on Doug'n'David's faces indicated that
it was time for me to start reviewing
minimonitors! The unpacking went
more smoothly than I'd expected, but
this is clearly apair of loudspeakers that
demand to be delivered, uncrated, and
set up by adealer.
Indeed, Mark Goldman and Troy
Kosovich of Wilson Audio Specialties
were due to visit in just afew days to
perform that setup. In preparation, I
ran-in the loudspeakers with pink noise
for about 30 hours. After their visit I
gave the WITTs an additional weekend
of break-in before settling down to serious listening.

DESIGN

Although it comes via the bargain basement of Wilson Audio, the WITT (for
Wilson Integrated Transducer Technology) is still far more expensive than
the flagship designs of many other companies. For $8888/pair you expect firstrate build quality, and you certainly get
it. That 200-lb unpacked weight is not
misleading; these babies are solid—the
old knuckle-rap test produced little
besides sore knuckles. Although the
cabinet looks—and feels—as if it was
hewn out of solid granite, it's actually
built of acombination of MDF and the
same phenolic material first used by
Wilson in Stereophde's 1995 Product of
the Year, the X-1/Grand SLAMM. In
the WITT, phenolic is used more sparingly: in the critical areas of baffle, sides,
and bottom. Internally, partition baffles
S
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Wilson WITT loudspeaker

are used both for increased rigidity and
to break up internal standing waves.
The woofer and tweeter in the
WITT are made by Focal. Dave Wilson
has long been partial to Focal tweeters
(other versions are used in both the
WATT and the X-1). The WITT's
inverted titanium-dome tweeter is similar to that in the WATT/Puppy 5in
that it's driven by avoice-coil slightly
smaller than the dome itself. (This is
unlike a conventional dome tweeter,
which is driven from its perimeter by a

voice-coil the same diameter as the
dome.) But there's an added twist: the
dome is coated with titanium dioxide,
which is employed for damping. Focal
calls the titanium/titanium dioxide
material "Tioxid."
The WITT's SEAS-made midrange
unit resembles the woofer/midrange
driver used in the earlier versions of the
WATT (though not the new WATT 5).
According to Wilson, however, the
WITT's midrange is a new, superior
version of that mid-'80s unit. Though,
177

unlike the modular X-1 and WATT/
Puppy, the WITT is a single-cabinet
design, the midrange is mounted in its
own separate subenclosurc. While the
woofer is reflex-loaded (ported), the
midrange loading is "aperiodic," or
pressure-release; the necessary damped
vents may be seen at the back of the
upper cabinet.
The internal wiring uses avariety of
types and gauges of high-quality cables,
and the crossover network is fully potted
—as in all Wilson loudspeakers—to
eliminate movement of the components
due to vibration.
The WITT looks like a cross
between the WATT/Puppy and an X1, with stronger hints of the latter. The
polished side pieces (Wilson calls them
"side blades") are made of the phenolic
material mentioned above. The front
baffle is acoustically damped with athin
layer of acoustic foam to minimize diffraction problems, and the grille consists
of the same open-cell foam used
throughout the Wilson line. 'The grille
is frameless and about as acoustically
transparent as any Iknow of, Idid all of
my listening with the grilles in place.
The look of the WITT is definitely
industrial. Ifound the glossy sides, combined with the flat finish on the rest of
the cabinet, very attractive, though as
with the X-1, Iexpect mixed opinions
on that score. It won't exactly clash with
Early American, but in such company it
will look like something from atimewarp.

When you're done, you'll likely find
(as did Wes and I) that the loudspeakers
are farther apart, and closer to the wall
behind them, than you're accustomed
to. Certainly, when Mark and Troy
were done, the loudspeakers seemed
waaaaaaay far apart to me. In reality,
they were separated by only about 11',
with my listening chair just slightly farther away than that. The toe-in was just
short of aimed straight at the listening
scat.

reviewer gets to rearrange everything.
Actually, Ididn't move a thing right
away, preferring to first listen thoroughly to the WITTs as Mark and Troy
had set them up.

Round One: The soundstage produced by the widely spaced WITTs
was, as Inoted above, huge. At first I
thought the soundstage focus was abit
more vague than I'm accustomed to;
this may well have been due to the
spread of images within that soundstage
SYSTEM
in contrast to the usual left, center, and
The system used with the WITTs conright. Still, Iwas able to sharpen up the
sisted of the Denon DP-S1 transport,
stage noticeably by minor alterations in
Mark Levinson No36 D/A converter
the acoustic treatment in the neigh(the two linked by a!Umber AGDL
borhood of the loudspeakers.2 When I
coaxial digital cable), and aJeff Rowland
was finished, Ifound the soundstage
Design Group Consummate preamplisurprisingly precise laterally, with good,
fier. Amplification and cables were as
though not exceptional, depth.
noted below. The listening was conBut the biggest impression made by
ducted in my (approximately) 26' by 18'
the WITTs was neither their envelby 11' listening room, discreetly (though
oping soundstage nor their prodigious
not obtrusively) treated with Tube
output capability. At output levels short
Traps and damping panels from ASC,
of sensory overload—but well beyond
and Diffusors from RPG.
risking visits from the Police Nonbenevolent Association—they had a
PERFORMANCE
dynamic, punchy sound well beyond
My reaction to the WITTs' soundstage
what you hear from most "polite"
was the same as WP's with the WATT/ audiophile loudspeakers. The mid- and
Puppy 5s. Huge! It wasn't surprising upper bass could be startling in their
that it stretched from wall to wall; the
solidity and impact. "Kick" drum had a
speakers were spaced nearly that far
literal meaning. So did bass "slam."
apart—or so it seemed. And dynamic?
Further up the scale, the midrange
Mark Goldman's preferred listening
had a palpable sense of being there.
levels were abit more, shall Isay, unreVocals were immediate; solo instrustrained than mine. I only thought I ments had areal presence. There was
played things loud—early on, Mark
no sense of the sound being pushed forSETUP
ran out of volume capability with my
ward in the listener's face, however, and
When Mark Goldman and Troy
Rowland preamplifier (it's internally set even at high playback levels the
Kosovich arrived, their time was limited.
for 6dB of gain, and Iwasn't particularmidrange retained its composure. All
They immediately set about dialing-in
ly anxious to pull it out and tear into it
loudspeakers will begin to "glare" at the
the WITTs.
to change that).
listener above acertain level; with the
Wes Phillips went into Wilson Audio's
A Denon PRA-SI was pressed into
WITTs, that level is well above any
setup procedures extensively in his
service; it had enough gain for King
level at which I'd ever choose to listen.
recent review of the WATT/Puppy 5 Kong. So did the WITTs —your ears
The top end of the WITTs was
(Stereophile, November 1995, Vol.18
will give out before they do when it
sweet and detailed—even, perhaps, a
No.11), but it's worth a brief review
comes to sheer output capability. All
little forgiving. My general impression
here. The object is to minimize the
loudspeakers have alevel at which they
was that the low- to mid-treble region
influence of the room on the sound of start to sound congested; with the
was alittle laid-back, though there was
the loudspeaker.' This is done by care- WITTs, that level appears to be far
no sense of dullness or lack of refully mapping out "zones of [relative]
higher than any sane individual would
solution. Idid notice that material that
neutrality" for the left and right loudrequire. I'm not sure we ever reached it.
sometimes sounds a little raw on a
speakers, then finding the most neutral
While the WITTs bass was powernumber of other good loudspeakers
position for each loudspeaker within
ful and punchy, Mark noted that the
sounded alittle sweeter and easier to
these zones.
deepest bass in my room was less extake on the Wilsons. Sibilants on the
tended than he has heard from the
otherwise well-recorded "Superman's
1One line in WI's review raised my eyebrows. He
loudspeakers elsewhere. Even at those
Song," from the Crash Test Dummies'
said the "point of the 'Wilson %mill exercise is to
remove the room from the equation." Ipresume dut
high levels, Inever feared for the inThe Ghosts that Haunt Me (Arista
this came from someone at Wilson, but it certainly
tegrity of my house, as Isometimes do
overstates their goal. We can minimize adverse effects
2My alterations consisted of alittle futzing with the
in the Home Theater room with apair
from the room, but we cannot. ever, "remove the
sidewall damping, and thin folding screens zigzagged
mom horn the equation." Nor would we want to.
of 18" Snell subs doing the dinosaur dip.
across the stage afew feet behind the loudspeakers.
Even the best loudspeakers vi
Iterrible outdoors!
I've found the latter, made primarily of heavy riceOf course, most of the fun came after
What we want, of course, is to approach the quality of
paper in frames and courtesy of the Damark catalog, to
that unattainable. "perfect" room.
the Wilson folks left. That's when the
Ix. useful both sonically and aesthetically.
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use the Wilson setup procedure with
this arrangement, but I've found this
off-the-room-bias positioning to give
outstanding results with anumber of
loudspeakers. Iwas determined to try it
with the WITTs.
So, despite the massive protests of
these 200-lb canaries, I maneuvered
them into my favored arrangement.
The WITTs were now acouple of feet
closer together than before, and still
toed-in.
My first reaction to the new location
was very positive. The midrange
remained alive and immediate, yet natural and uncolored; from Gordon
Lightfoot to the King's Singers to Mary
Black to you name it, vocals had that
magic, in-the-room quality. The top
end, while still abit forgiving, seemed
more open than before. The soundstage
was every bit as precise as before, with
even better depth, though it was not
quite as immense. The bass retained its
striking impact and punch, and seemed
tighter and better-defined. There was
still more than atrace of warmth to the
sound, but Ididn't find it bothersome at
first. That big, beefy sound was definitely appealing!
I had begun experimenting with
cables and amplifiers in the original
setup, and those experiments continued
here. Two amplifiers were involved—
the Mark Levinson No332 and the
Carver Lightstar Reference. The Carver
had the more immediate, palpable quality through the midrange, and was
equally sweet—perhaps even sweeter
—on top. But it definitely had aricher,
warmer sound than the Levinson—
definitely not the best match for the
Round Two: The Wilson setup proceWITTs.
dure is certainly auseful one, and Ihave
The overall balance of the '332 was
no doubt that Wilson and their dealers
have had good results with it. Any superior with the Wilsons. (I find it
interesting—and puzzling—that the
ordered, effective approach to setting up
Carver, despite its warmth, sounds
loudspeakers is to be desired. But any
superb with the Energy Ventas v2.8,
hard'n'fast procedure relies on certain
which also has an elevated warmth
assumptions. The biggest assumption
region in my room.)
here is that it's possible to optimize bass
Up to this point I'd done all my lisresponse, mid- and top-end timbre, and
tening with either Cardas Hexlink or
soundstaging, with a single-box loudMIT MI-350 Reference CVTerminator
speaker. This won't be true in all rooms;
interconnects and Monster Cable M1.5
usually, some compromise will be
loudspeaker cables. Now, however, I
required. This has nothing to do with
tried XLO Signatures—Type 1.1 interthe quality of agiven loudspeaker, and
everything to do with the physics of a connects and Type 5.1 loudspeaker
cables. My earlier experiences with
one-box loudspeaker design and the
XLO cables pointed to arather tight,
physical attributes of real rooms.
fast, yet lean and even slightly bright
One of the best compromises I've
sound. This seemed tailor-made to
found for my room is to set up the
complement the balance Iwas getting
loudspeakers on adiagonal; fortunately,
with the WITTs —and it was. With
my room is large enough that Ican do
the Levinson '332 and the XL0s, the
this and still keep the listening seat well
bass was now noticeably tighter. Inner
clear of nearby walls. It's not practical to

ARCD-8677), were now pristine rather
than slightly fizzy. Saxophone on King
& Moore's Potato Radio (Justice JR#
0802-2) lacked its usual edge. It should
have had alittle more bite. Despite this,
this is one metal-dome tweeter that
doesn't sound metallic. I've heard the
Focal Tioxid tweeter in at least two
other loudspeakers—though not in
my own system —and this is the best
I've heard it (Wilson says that their version is not the stock Focal design).
Though my first impression—that the
top was alittle forgiving—remained,
the Focal Tioxid is still one exceptionally
fine tweeter.
The only quality about the WITTs
that bothered me in this first setup was
anoticeable bottom-heaviness. But not
irritatingly heavy; there was amajesty
and weight to the sound that was enticing to hear. But there was also apervasive warmth that didn't suit all material.
'Wilson Audio argues that the WITTs
are exceptionally revealing loudspeakers, and Iwouldn't deny that, it's possible that the rest of the system, which
tends more toward warmth than to an
incisive edge, was contributing to this
warmth. Nonetheless, Istrongly suspect
that the mid- and upper bass were up by
several dB.
A little warmth is far preferable, in
my opinion, to alean, bright, leachedout sound, but this was really too much
of agood thing. Could Irearrange the
system for an improved balance without throwing out that punchy, dynamic
quality I so admired in these loudspeakers?
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clarity was improved; soundstage focus
was even better than before. If the
midrange was perhaps just alittle less
palpable, well, it was a worthwhile
tradeoff. The changes were definitely in
the right direction.
But Iwas now becoming more conscious of anarrow band of low frequencies that still seemed to be energizing
the room. It was uncovered either by
the generally leaner bottom end of the
XLO cables or, just as likely, by exposure to agrowing variety of program
material as the listening tests continued.
Ifirst noticed it on music (mostly pop)
with an already heavy bass line, but
other material—the drums on Mokave's Afriqué (AudioQuest AQCD1024)—brought it out as well. While I
felt Iwas 90% there in getting the best
out of the WITTs, the siren song of that
additional 10% kept calling, "try another
setup, try another setup."
Final Round: And so Idid. This time,
Ireturned the loudspeakers to the short
wall, but in slightly different locations
from before. To expedite setup time I
used an Audio Control SA-3050A /3
octave spectrum analyzer to arrive at
positions for the left and right loudspeakers that offered both areasonable
spectral balance and a setup that experience suggested would produce a
good soundstage. The WITTs were
now slightly closer together, and closer
to the wall behind, than with the
Wilson-derived setup.
To confirm the compatibility of this
setup with the Wilson procedure, Idid
my own quick "voweling-in."3 The
loudspeakers appeared to be just on the
inner edge (farthest away from the side
walls) of the desirable zone, and while I
can claim no experience with the
Wilson procedure, the new setup didn't
appear to be out of line with it. Iwas
ready to further fine-tune the setup by
ear if that proved necessary.
It didn't. With the Levinson No332
amplifier and the XLO cables, the
sound, special enough before, was now
even better. There was alittle less midrange immediacy than before, but it was
hardly missed. The mid- and upper bass
were now well-balanced—more fullbodied, certainly, than with most other
audiophile loudspeakers, but somehow
right.
There was also now clearly more
detail in the bass than before. Jerry
Goldsmith's score for Ong° (Epic EK
67266) —by far the best feature of aso3David Wilson's terns for their setup procedure.
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bad-it's-almost-good film —is loaded
with fast, explosive percussion. Without
the proper sense of weight from the
loudspeakers, this recording sounds thin
and brittle. No such problem with the
WITTs: the sound was solid and explosive.
Want something alittle less cinematic but still rather, ah, strange? Dead Can
Dance's Into the Labyrinth (4AD 453842), superbly recorded in achurch, has a
thick bass line which can easily become
garbled. The Wilsons' now first-rate
resolution opened up the sound, producing adefined yet rich bass, sharp
overall image focus, and amore open,
airy top end than before.
I did, however, find the bottom
octave abit subdued. There's certainly
no lack of asolid foundation here, but
below about 35-40Hz the sound lacks
the gutsy bottom-end rumble possible,
for the most part, only with agood subwoofer. The soft, low-level, but skintingling organ pedal that opens the second movement to Saint-Saëns' Oen
Symphony (De Waart, San Francisco
Symphony, Philips 412 619-2), for
example, was not audible from the
WITTs in my listening room. It's rare
for any single-enclosure loudspeaker to
reproduce the full power of this passage.
But it's not unheard of
The NHT 33, for example, with its
boundary-reinforcement woofer design,
plumbs the organ-pedal and explosion
territory better than the WITT: The
Wilson loudspeaker, however, is the
clear winner in mid- and upper-bass
punch, and certainly in overall sonic
refinement The Energy Ventas v2.8
seems to go a little deeper than the
Wilsons, though the difference here is
small enough that it could well be due
to abetter "room match." Nevertheless,
you're not likely to find anything
important missing with the WITTs
unless you're a devotee of those few
pieces of music that scrape the bottom
of the audible range.
Or, perhaps, a devotee of Home
Theater. No, Ididn't try the WITTs in
my Home Theater setup (in another
room), but Idid play back several stereo
selections, digitally transferred direct
from my own laserdisc collection to
CD-R. The sound here was so impressive, within the limits of some very
good soundtracks, that Ihave no hesitation in recommending the WITTs as
possible candidates for an all-in-one
music-and-film playback system, provided asetup can be established that
does justice to both types of material.
(The screen-proximity placement re180

quirements of Home Theater are a
major reason why acombined system is
not always equally adept in both applications, even when the screen is moved
or rolled up out of the way.)
Given the growing popularity of
Home Theater, the WITTs' ability to
perform spectacularly with both film
sound and straight audio is asignificant
benefit. In the absence of dedicated
matching center-channel and surround
loudspeakers from Wilson —something I'd be very surprised to see—
three WITTs would work across the
front, with the center behind a perforated screen. wrrrs might also work
for the surrounds, though my experience
suggests that surrounds work best if elevated above ear height—a prospect I
don't even want to consider, given the
WITT's sheer mass.4 WATTs might be
used for surrounds, though with fullrange surround channels becoming
more common in 5.1-channel playback,
the WITT (at roughly the same price as
aPuppy-less WATT) seems to be the
better option, despite its size.
This would make for one very expensive setup, especially given the sort of
amplification usually sold for a loudspeaker like the WIT Nevertheless,
the sonic qualities of the latter—a dean,
unexaggerated, even slightly forgiving
top, good midrange presence without
unnatural shoutiness or other identifiable colorations, asolid, robust bottom,
and that prodigious output capability—
suggest that they might just be dynamite
in a combined music./Home Theater
system. Only in the deepest bass might a
subwoofer add that bone-rattling, wallshaking thunder that's afixture of the
best film playback. Idid find, incidentally, that the WITTs alone passed one of
my film-bass torture tests—the dinosaur stomp from Jurassic Park—but
couldn't quite hack it with the falling
boulder from Aladdin's Cave of Wonders
sequence. It broke up noticeably at the
high playback levels likely to be used
with this type of material.
Cables, Amps, & Spikes: For the
WITTs' first two setups Ispiked them
with their standard spikes; in the last
position, Iused the Wilson Puppy Paws
—heavier-duty devices designed for
the WATT/Puppy 5, but also usable
with the WITTs. Ican't say for certain
4Besides, raising aconventional pair of loudspeakers
to the optimum height for surround use places the listener well off the optimum vertical axis—a problem
that hasn't yet been addressed in the still fast-chan¡dng
world of Home Theater. You can angle small bookshelf loudspeakers downward. What would you do
with the W1TTs?

how much they contributed to the
overall improvement in the sound of
the system in this final position—I preferred to spend the remaining time
before deadline soaking up the great
sound that was filling my listening
room, rather than doing an A/B test of
spikes. Spare me.
But the Puppy Paws do look great,
and they certainly didn't appear to be
hurting anything. A chicken-soup fix?
Maybe. The only downside is that
they're optional—at extra cost, as the
car ads say, for $320 for aset of eight A
little pricey.
Just as the Puppy Paws became available to me shortly before deadline, so
did aset of MIT MH-770 loudspeaker
cables. Combining these with the MI350 interconnects mentioned earlier, I
could now compare acomplete set of
MITs with the XLO References. I
know Wilson tends to favor MIT (and
Transparent) cables in their public
demonstrations (and, presumably, in
their development work as well). But I
couldn't get the MITs to gel in my
setup. When Ireplaced the XL0s with
the MITs, the old excess warmth
returned to the mid and upper bass.
The top end was sweeter, though not
dulled, and the midrange was just abit
more reach-out-and-touch-me alive
than with the XL0s. But Icouldn't get
past the extra richness the MITs produced. Perhaps in another room, or
with further exploration of setup
options, the MITs could be made to
work. But Iwasn't about to start out on
another setup safari; Iwas too satisfied
with what Iwas getting with the XL0s.
Amplifiers? In addition to the
Levinson, I tried both the Carver
Lightstar (again) and the Krell KSA300S. In the new location, the Carver/
WITT combination sounded much as
it had before —richer and fuller in the
bottom than the Levinson '332/
WITT, but less controlled. The Carver
still displayed that vivid midrange and
clean top end, but couldn't match the
overall clarity of the Levinson on the
WITTs. The Krell KSA-300S, more
powerful and more expensive than the
No332, was tighter and better-controlled in the bass (though the difference wasn't dramatic), and more
sparkling in the treble. The Levinson
was arguably alittle sweeter-sounding,
but it would take alot more listening
to decide which of these super amplifiers Iliked better on the WITTs, and
your choice might well be different. I
can recommend either one for aserious audition with the Wilsons.
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CONCLUSIONS FROM TJN

All loudspeakers require work to sound
their best; the more expensive the product, the more the user owes it to himor herself to get the best from it. The
WITT is no more demanding of placement than other loudspeakers of its size
and bass capability; all such loudspeakers will reward careful setup. Isuspect
that apair of WITTs will be most comfortable in a reasonably large space
where they can "breathe," and where
placement options are more flexible.
The WITT is also revealing of assodated equipment, though no more so
than the best loudspeakers I've used
previously. It's less forgiving through
the midrange and bass than in the treble, in my experience. And while I
didn't uy the WITTS with any tube
amplifiers, I wouldn't recommend
using them with any amp—tube or
solid-state—that is overly full-sounding or poorly controlled in the bass.
Properly set up and fed by agood
front-end, the WITT is among the
finest loudspeakers I've had in my listening room, both in build quality
(Wilson likes to use the Mercedes analogy, and it's not inappropriate) and,
more important, in sound. The Thiel
CS7 and Infinity Epsilon may have
tighter bass, the Energy Ventas v2.8
more sense of air and space, and the
NHT 3.3 amore subterranean bottom
octave. But the Wilson matches them
all in soundstaging ability, while cleaning up in sheer output capability
(though the Energy gives them arun for
the money here), impact, and the combination of midrange authority and lack
of coloration.
Is the WITT the perfect loudspeaker, then? I've listened to far too many
speakers over the years to make so rash
astatement. Idon't think it'll quite fit
into Class A in this magazine's
"Recommended Components," but
only because it could be marginally
improved by a really good subwoofer,
assuming agood blend could be made
(not atrivial exercise).
And how does the WITT compare
with the WATT/Puppy 5? Time didn't
permit me to make adirect comparison
of these two systems for this review, but
certainly anyone in aposition to afford
either should audition both and let their
own ears —and bank account —be
their guides. You may well like the
WATT/Puppys better, but don't assume
that because they're nearly twice the
price they must be better. The WITTs
are atough act to follow —for Wilson
or for anyone else.
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attack and resonance; they have afast
"woody" edge and not ametallic ring.
There's a growling, guppy bass with
open and quick extension to low bass,
nicely room-matched.
Due to equipment scheduling, Ihad
to stand down the WITT and then
reinstall it several times. Iwas never dis—Milo:nail Norton
appointed—indeed, each time it was
reinstated Iwelcomed the speaker back
M CCOMMENTS
as an old friend.
ON THE SOUND
While it is not as crisply dynamic or
I enjoyed my test period with the
quite as transparent as the Wilson
WITTs. My pair were delivered with
WATT/Puppy 5, in its favor Ifeel that
only afew hours on the clock, and Iwas
the WITT has asizable measure of the
intrigued to hear significant improveintegrity and authority of the Grand
ments in clarity, dynamics, and bass
SLAMM itself.
articulation with more extended use.
Tonally, the WITT is close to neuEven after six weeks, they continued to
tral: atad full in the lower mid and a
sound more gracious, exhibiting afluid
mite recessed in the upper mid, but
ease that hadn't been so evident on first
very smooth overall, and consistently
installation.
revealing of harmonic balance and natI liked the WITT. My first impressions that it sounded atouch distant ural timbre. Distortion is moderate,
were soon dispelled as it ran in, leading especially in the bass and the overall
power handling, and its wide frequency
to my final opinion that it is outstandingly communicative, and in a response classes it as afull-range loudspeaker. The WITT's energy output in
consistently musical sense.
the forward direction is notably even
The Wilson has more to do with
and supported by a crisp, clean bass;
musical involvement, not some etherethese give it superior room-matching
al intellectual view of what makes
ability compared with much of the
good sound reproduction. The WITTs
competition. The WITT's transient
rock'n'roll. They have atmosphere and
response and energy-decay characteristics
can re-create the feel ola small stage—
add afew spotlights and asmoky haze, were also very favorable.
The build quality is first-class, with
and with these speakers you're there.
They play loud, with majesty, authority, very little unwanted acoustic output
from the super-rigid enclosure. Ihope
and control, but never bust a gut.
TJN liked this speaker as much as Idid;
Percussion sounds fabulous, while bass
lines are state-of-the-art. Drums sound
Irate it very highly, and believe it to be
Wilson's most completely balanced
open, with the correct balance of skin
design to date. For me, it's undoubtedly
a full-range Class A component at a
wholly realistic price.
MARTIN COLLOMS'S S
YSTEM
—Martin Conoms
Preamplification: Audio Research
LS7 and LS22, Conrad-Johson
MEASUREMENTS FROM MC
PV10AL and PV12.
Wilson Audio Specialties optimistically
Power amplification: Krell KASrates the WITT's sensitivity at afairly
2, Audio Research VT150SE &
VTM120, Krell ICSA-200S, Conradhigh 90dB/W/m. In practice, Imeasured 87.5dB, which is about the indusJohnson MV55, Meridian 605,
try average. Iwas able to A/B aWilson
Nairn NAP250.
WATT/Puppy 5 with a WITT in
Integrated amplification: Musical
mono: Iverified both the higher 91dB
Fidelity A1000, Exposure 20.
specification for the '5 and the easilyCD playback: Krell KPS20///,
calibrated 4dB or so drop to the WITT.
Wadia 16, Mark Levinson No30.5.
Analog: Linn LP12/Lingo/Naim
Both are sufficiently neutral transducers
ARO/Koetsu Rosewood II or van
to allow this calibration to be made on
music program as well.
den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA.
You might logically expect, therefore,
Cables: Transparent Reference,
Kirnber Black Pearl & KCAG balagiven amplifier to play louder through
the System 5than through the WITT.
anced and unbalanced, Siltech 4x180
& FTM4, van den Hul Revelation,
That depends, however. A tube amplifier is susceptible to loading, for
The First & The Second.
example, and has its output power opti--Martin °anoint
mized when loaded by its rated match-

When Iheard that Wilson was coming out with amore "affordable" loudspeaker, I was more than intrigued.
"Affordable" is arelative term; for most
of us, even this junior Wilson must
remain pie in the sky to our low-fat
diets. Still, that taste is to die for.
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ing impedance. This means that a
lower-impedance speaker may not necessarily sound louder, due to the mismatch between the peak-voltage:current ratio available from the amplifier.
Such amismatch can even result in a
loss of delivered power. 5 On the other
hand, astrong, load-tolerant, solid-state
amplifier will almost double its true
delivered power into ahalved impedance. Conversely, into 16 ohms it will
deliver almost exactly half power.
While the WITT can be seen to be
an easy 8ohm load (fig.1), the '5 is not!
(See JA's measurement in WP's review
last November, p.106.) With a tube
amplifier, where impedance matching
matters, the practical loudness of the
two speakers will in fact be very similar.
Only with solid-state drive, unfazed by
the WATT/Puppy's 2.5 ohm minimum impedance, will that extra 4dB of
measured "voltage" sensitivity be realized as truly greater loudness.
How favorable is the electrical loading presented by the WITT? As speakers go these days, very favorable indeed.
Fig.1 shows an average value of 7ohms,
not exceeding arange of 5.5-10 ohms
in the critical 50Hz-10kHz range. This
desirably small variation just scrapes the
5ohm line at the 30Hz port resonance.
The WITT's mild current draw and
comparatively moderate variation in
impedance offer the promise of consistent sound quality with awide range
of amplifiers and speaker cables.
Smaller amplifiers will not feel crushed
by this loading; likewise, solid-state
dreadnoughts may aspire to unexpected
subtlety when so lightly loaded. In concert with the mild variation in impedance magnitude, note the equally mild
reactive content shown in fig.1: the
electrical phase shift ranges from just
-20 to +25° between 25Hz and 5kHz,
increasing to a mild 35° in the final
octaves. (This latter is primarily afuncdon of the usual normal inductive component of the tweeter voice-coil.)
Because the Wilson Audio WITT is
so large and heavy, some of the in-theair measurement Inormally carry out
with smaller speakers was impractical.
Some loudspeakers offer the convenience of multiple inputs, which
allows selective assessment of individual
drive-unit ranges. Not so with the single-wired WITT. However, as the technical analysis proceeded, it became evi5Typically, an 8 ohm-rated 100W of "tube power"
will fall to 60W into 4 ohms, and to 70W into 16
ohms. (The small relative gain in level at 16 ohms is
due to the lighter loading, which allows a greater
swing of anode volts within the amplifier.)
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dent that the WITT's drivers operate
with asignificant overlap beyond their
nominal ranges. This, together with the
WITT's significant height, meant that
results for my usual, nominal 1-meter
measuring distance would inevitably
carry errors owing to the differences in
path length from the drivers to the
microphone. Despite increasing influence from reverberant room energy,
checks were made at 2m and 3m distances in order to gain aclearer picture of
the overall frequency balance that would
be achieved for anormally sited listener.
In such cases, the room-averaged
response is very helpful. It both provides good smoothing or integration of
short-term boundary irregularities and
reveals more of the overall energy put
into the room by the speaker. The measurement is still firmly weighted by a
good proportion of the loudspeaker's
first-arrival signal, this considered by
many to be a loudspeaker's primary
acoustic signature.
Nearfield assessment of a loudspeaker's low-frequency output can be
complicated by delay and phase errors,
between multiple bass drivers, or between bass drivers and reflex ports for
example. The room-averaged response
can give amore helpful picture of the
actual in-room bass extension and uniformity. And by definition, the measurement includes the real-world lowfrequency effects of boundary loading
—in this respect, what you measure
relates well to what you hear.
Examining first the quasi-anechoic
on-axis response (fig2) and noting that
the open-cell foam grilles have no significant effect on the frequency
response readings, the WITT meets
±3dB limits from 40Hz to 201cHz.
Sections of the trace are particularly
uniform. For example, the 2-12kHz
region is textbook flat, meeting i-2dB
limits. Above that region, however, the
upper treble has a peak of +5dB at
16kHz (just audible on rougher music
program), and an inaudible peak of
+6dB at 22kHz. Any high-Q (+10dB
or more) "oil-can" tweeter dome reso-

nance is noticeable by its absence. This
is presumably due to the unusual tweeter construction —a 15mm voice-coil
driving the inner diameter of the 25mm
concave titanium diaphragm. The
"Dioxid" surface treatment of the titanium foil doesn't seem to have significantly affected the response compared
with the untreated versions.
The WITT's 2-8kHz "presence"
range is mildly depressed relative to the
midrange. This lends the balance a
mildly "distant" perspective, something
that Inoted on audition. The bass/
midrange integration looks good, while
the -6dB point was established at alow
32Hz. In-room, the perceived bass
extended a little more, to typically
27Hz. As with the NHT 3.3, there's no
need to consider asubwoofer even if
the WITT does not go quite as deep as
the NHT.
Exploring the response variation
above and below the tweeter axis, the
only significant change to be found was
at 1.5kHz. The variation was around
±7dB for about aquarter-octave, confirming the broad acoustic overlap
between mid- and treble drivers. Above
the tweeter axis, the response featured a
dip of 7dB, while below-axis, it was a
touch "hot" in the same region. If your
listening seat is on the low side, you
might consider adjusting the front and
rear spikes to tilt the speakers down a
little. You won't notice any real difference in appearance, since the top of the
speaker is sloped.
In the horizontal or lateral plane, the
WITT showed remarkable uniformity,
a tribute to its low-diffraction design
and good acoustic integration. Key

Fig.2

°
Wilson WITT, anechoic response on tweeter axis at I
m (5dBivertical div.).

Tr•Wer he«1« 1W -« rolt.M.Itz (8.31 oce)

o
Fig.3
Fig. I Wilson WITT, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

loi Frn.nce

I.

Wilson WITT. spatially averaged, Vs-octave
averaged response in MC's room (5dB/vertical div.).
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points are the lack of off-axis "holes"
and the low level of overall loss. An offaxis notch developed at 16kHz 45° offaxis; this is normal for a 1" tweeter.
These results confirm the good room
sound achieved, afunction of an even
energy output both on- and off-axis.
The room-averaged 1
/
3-octave response is shown in fig3. In my listening
space, the bass range is slightly elevated
by 3d13 relative to the midrange. This
correlates with the mildly rich, warmhearted character of this design. Just
how well the usual floor reflection at
this point is controlled by this speaker is
shown by the dip of just 2.5dB in the
lower midrange. The upper crossover
point is barely visible in the measured
response, so well-integrated is the
design. Overall, the WITT delivers a
fine result for room drive. Again like
the NHT 33, you can wave ameasuring microphone in its general direction
and capture a surprisingly smooth
response, another hallmark of good system design.
Examining the individual driver outputs (with caution, since the nearfield
technique was essential here), the 12"
woofer nominally runs from 60Hz to
1,relee lesprer

160Hz, but has a slow rolloff at the
upper edge of its passband. It is still
making asignificant contribution to the
midrange right up to 1.5kHz, after
which point the rolloff steepens.
The large rectangular duct/port
peaks or resonates with the enclosure
volume at 30Hz, this frequency the
impedance minimum of the loaded bass
driver revealed by fig.l. Like the Puppy,
the WITT's port output has something
of abandpass character. Duc to acombination of tuning ratio and system Q,
the port output is still only —3dB by
80Hz. A minor harmonic resonance
could be seen at 400Hz, but with alevel
20dB below the mean, this is pretty
harmless.
The midrange unit's coverage was
very broad, estimated at 70Hz to
2.5kHz, —6dB, with monotonic rolloffs
at either extreme. No significant resonance could be seen in the outputs of
the midrange unit's reflex ports, which
arc located on the rear panel. 'They arc
tuned fairly high in frequency and arc
so well-damped that they act as apurely resistive termination. While the
upper crossover point is placed at
approximately 2.5kHz, the measure-
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Fig.7 Wilson WITT. wrapped phase response on
tweeter axis at I
m.
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Fig.4

mews revealed significant output from
the tweeter down to 13kHz. This
tweeter type is specially chosen for
extended duty.
The WITT's impulse response
(fig.4) shows mixed acoustic polarity
between the drivers, some moderate
ringing from the tweeter at the edge of
audibility, and awell-damped transient
output in the lower range. The
Blackman-Harris—weighted EnergyTime Curve (fig.5, dotted trace) is particularly good, with the first 35dB of
fast decay handled very smoothly.
Turning to the waterfall plot (fig.6),
the rapid clearing at the back of the
graph is commendable. It correlates
very well with the crisp transient definition of the WITT. Note that the inband 16kHz mode isn't very serious in
resonance terms in contrast to the
inaudible mode at 22kHz, which shows
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Fig.5

Wilson WITT impulse response on tweeter
axis at I
m (3ms time window. 20kHz bandwidth).

es«

Wilson WITT. Energy-Time Curve. unweighted (solid trace); Blackman-Harris—weighted
(dotted trace) (5dB/vertical div.).
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a stronger resonant character. The
WITT's phase linearity is actually pretty good, as shown by fig.7. Lacking
short-term rotation, the phase lags
smoothly from the mid-100Hz region
right through to 20kHz; indeed, aclean
waterfall display couldn't have been
achieved without a fair measure of
phase control in this design.
Power tests established that while the
WITT is not as low in distortion as the
WATT/Puppy 5, and even less so than
the X-1/Grand SLAMM, it performs
with merit nonetheless. That big bass
unit in particular, efficiently reflexed to
control cone excursion, need not move
far to generate clean, high levels of low
frequencies. I was able to feed the
speaker 75W of 30Hz with negligible
audible distortion, this corresponding to
asound-pressure level of around 104dB
at 1m, which is pretty impressive at this
floor-shaking frequency. At amore typical 90dB listening level, the secondharmonic reached 0.5% in the midband, with the third at 025%. In the
bass, both second- and third-harmonic
distortion were below the audible
threshold: below 1% right down to
40Hz. Over the rest of the range, the
second-harmonic was typically 02%,
with the third acommendable 0.12%.

At alouder 96dB spi the results were
around 6dB poorer, in line with the
usual relationship in loudspeakers,
which links power increase with distortion in alinear manner. Even so, the
general average for second- and thirdharmonic was more than satisfactory at
better than 0.6%.
Peak power testing showed that
amplifiers rated at up to 200Wpc into
8 ohms are suitable with the proviso
that if the amplifier is severely clipped
or overloaded, replaceable Caddock
power resistors will begin to blow in
the WITT crossover. As the input
power rose, Ihad no intimation of
compression or limiting. At 200W
peak program there was no perceptible increase in distortion or loss of
clarity.
In an average room, apair of WITTs
will deliver up to 105dBA of clean
sound, ample for all but the most dedicated head-bangers. For comparison,
with appropriate drive the WATT/
Puppy 5 will get you 110dBA, the
X-1/Grand SLAMM 115dBA.
Although Iknew that the system's
full dynamic capability wasn't being
exercised, I successfully drove the
WITT with 45Wpc of Conrad-Johnson MV55 for civilized reproduction

7e Ieteinettioet 06 ete ?ewe

of orchestral program in amoderatesized room. It's easy to get carried
away by high sound levels, as they do
act like a drug—the MV55 lent a
sense of proportion to the proceedings.
Likewise the 40Wpc Exposure 20 and
50Wpc Musical Fidelity A1000 integrated amplifiers performed well with
the WITT. Iwould set 40W as the
sensible minimum input unless you
have unduly sensitive hearing.
The WITT proved well capable of
revealing amplifier quality, particularly
after it had been properly run in for 100
hours or so. At this point, some judicious tightening of the driver bolts will
bring afurther gain in dynamic precision and clarity.
—Martin Colloins
TJ N ADDS SOME
FINAL COMMENTS

MC's measured results correlate very
well with my listening impressions. The
only differences: I didn't find the
WITTs to sound recessed in my listening room, and the 15kHz peak wasn't a
significant factor in my observations. In
MC's inroom measurements, this peak
essentially disappears—MC's room
curve agrees closely with my observations. The rich mid- and upper-bass balance was clearly aproblem, though I
eventually solved it to my satisfaction.
The slightly recessed low to mid-treble clearly contributed to the WITTs
forgiving nature, while being subtle
enough to keep the sound from being in
any way dulled or lacking in detail. And
the broad, slight elevation from 100Hz
to 1.51cHz relates well to the immediacy
of the sound produced by the WITTs.
Clearly, MC and Iagree on almost
everything except for the possible desirability of asubwoofer to really scrape
the bottom octave. Iguess that's an
American preoccupation!
—Thomas J. Norton
S

---,
Muse Model One Hundred Sixty Signature Series amplifier will forever
redefine the expectations of the music lover. With its powerful articulate
bass and smooth transparent treble, this amplifier provides asonic image
which is limited in size only by the recording. We invite you to audition this
L.masterpiece at your nearest authorized Muse dealer. After all.., why settle
for anything less?
7- The new

Muse Electronics, Incorporated
P.O. Box 2198 •Garden Grove, CA 92642-2198
Telephone (714) 554-8200 FAX (714) 554-5643
EMail muse_usa@ix.netcom.corn
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NAGRA-D OPEN-REEL DIGITAL RECORDER
John Atkinson
Open-reel, computer-controlled, 4- or 2-channel, 24-bit, rotary-head digital recorder

Input impedance: greater than 8k ohms (line). Output impedance: 50 ohms. Channel

with: four balanced analog inputs (each switchable between transformerless line and

separation: 80dB. Power requirement: internal Betacam (4.5Ah, I
2V) battery pack

phantom-powered microphone); four balanced. transformerless outputs; two pairs of

Power consumption: 24W (Stop); 29W (Record). Battery life: 105 minutes.

stereo headphone outputs; two pairs of AES/EBU digital inputs:two pairs of AES/EBU

Dimensions: 13.65" (347mm) W by 5.62" (143mm) H by 13.1" (332mm) D.Weight:

digital outputs: external sync input; time-code input and output: and 9-pin 125-422

18.7 lbs (8.5kg). Accessories: ND-EPC battery charger/power supply. ND-SET 7"-reel

computer-control port. Scanner rotational speed: 375Orpm. Tape type: V
A" (6.35mm)

cover, ND-LIA line-input attenuator. ND-PCA RS-422/R5-232 adaptor. NADCOM

digital tape (Ampex 467 or equivalent).Tape speed: 49.6mm/s (approximately 2ips, 2

v.1.8 control software (runs on a286-or-better PC under MS-DOS). ND-CM cue

channels); 99mm/s (approximately 4ips, 4channels). Variable speed: ±I0%. Maximum

microphone. Serial numbers of units reviewed: 1000308, '212, '121. Price: typically

recording time: 60 minutes (5" reel. 4channels); 120 minutes (5" reel. 2channels; 7"

525,000, depending on options. Approximate number of dealers: 8. Manufacturer:

reel, 4channels): 240 minutes (7" reel, 2channels). Error correction code: Reed-

Kudelski SA, Route de Genève 22, 1033 Cheseaux, Switzerland. Tel: (21) 732-0101.

Solomon (38,34,5) (12.9.4). Sampling frequencies: 32kHz.44.1kHz, 48kHz.ADC quan-

Fax: (21) 732-0100. US Distributor: Nagra USA, 240 Great Circle Road #326.

tization: 20 bits. S/N ratio: better than 98dB. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz

Nashville,TN 37228.Tel: (615) 726-5191. Fax: (615) 726-5189.

i0.5dB (48kHz sampling). Line input overload: 3dB without optional attenuators.
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sIwrite these words, it's the
height of the fall catalog season
in the Atkinson household.
Whole old-growth forests must have
died to ensure the everyday stuffed state
of our mailbox, which adds to the sense
of guilt Ifeel as Ipitch the offenders
into the trash without even giving their
insides apassing glance. But there are
three catalogs Ido look forward to receiving, that Iread from cover to cover,
that Ideface with multicolored Post-It
notes. The Audio Advisor catalog is, of
course, ano-brainer for an audiophile.
But the Griot Garage and Levenger catalogs get equal billing from me. For
both offer tools (used in the widest
sense of the word) that appear to have
been designed by people who actually
use tools, who appear to care about
quality, and who appear to feel that a
product that breaks while it is being
used for its intended task is an offense
against God.'
Igot the same feeling when Ifirst laid
my hands on aNagra open-reel analog
tape recorder. Widely used by filmsound location recordists in its various
generations, the Swiss-made Nagra is a
small, elegant, immaculately engineered
expression of form-follows-function.
The battery-powered machine works as
anyone with any recording experience
would wish; nothing is unnecessary;
1 For everything the compleat audiophile could or
would wish for: The Audio Advisor Inc., 4649
Danvers Drive SE, Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel: (800)
942-0220. For mechanical tools of every kind: Griot's
Garage, 35(X)-A 20th Street E., Tacoma, WA 98424.
Tel: (8(K)) 345-5789. For bookshelves, bookcases,
desks, wooden file cabinets, reading chairs, and writing
implements: Levenger Tools For Serious Readers, 420
Commerce Drive. I
klray Beach, FL 33445-4696. Tel:
(800) 544-0880.
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every component is designed with an
eye to how well it needs to be engineered to fulfill its function; the result
is maximum quality, both physical and
sonic.
And when Icast my eyes afew years
back on aStudio Sound review of the
Kudelski company's first digital recorder, the open-reel Nagra-D, it appeared
to live up to the Nagra tradition, packing ahuge amount of superbly engi-

neered, computer-controlled functionality within its tiny frame. You need
something—the Nagra-D has it or can
interface with it. You want to do something—the Nagra-D can do it. In fact,
the reviewer's only substantive criticism
was that when the machine was being
used for film-sound location recording
—its primary purpose—it would be
possible for mud to get inside while
changing batteries!

Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital recorder
185
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IS FOR DIGITAL

Like aDAT recorder, the Nagra-D uses
a rotating record/playback head
drum —two VHS-type record heads,
two playback heads —to lay down the
data on the 625mm-wide (
1
/
4") tape as a
succession of narrow (0.07rnm) diagonal tracks, each 442nun long.2 Unlike aDAT recorder, this "scanner" is
mounted in full view of the outside
world, on the D's top plate (although
the transparent top cover is always kept
closed during operation once the tape
has been threaded). Almost 2" in diameter (493mm), the drum rotates at
375Orpm/62.5rps (48kHz sampling),
giving a linear write/read speed of
around 9.9m/s (390ips), which enables
it to record the video-bandwidth signal
representing up to four channels of 24bit digital data.
When the Play or Record buttons are
pressed, nothing happens until the scanner has accelerated to its correct rotational speed. During this time, the yellow Ready LED flashes. Once the scanner is up to speed, actuators move the
tape into contact with it, giving an Mshaped tape path. If you press Stop, the
scanner keeps on rotating for 60 seconds in order to be ready for instant
play or record. Pressing Ready with the
scanner stationary starts it rotating. Offtape monitoring is read-after-write; if
you don't hear anything, you aren't laying data down on tape!
The tape also has three conventional
(longitudinal) tracks, recorded by astationary head to the left of the scanner.
On the very edge of the tape is the
time-code track, with standard SMPTE
code (all variations are possible) laid
down in aformat that can be read at
high speed; the Nagra-D therefore can
read where it is while atape is being
fast-wound or rewound. Inside the
time-code track is a control track,
which stores marker information about
where each helical scan starts, in order
for the scanner heads to be properly
synchronized with the tape data tracks.
The third track is an analog cue track.
This records amono mix of the four
data channels, along with user comments input via an optional microphone. When the tape is being
wound or rewound, the headphone
output is switched to the cue track output.
2 Described in an AES paper "Digital Audio
Recording Format Offering Extensive Editing
Capabilities" (Preprint 2481), by S. Kudelski,
Schlup, A. Kudelski, M. Sasseli, C. Werner, and S.
EngestrOm, presented at the 82nd Audio Engineering
Society Convention, London, March 1982
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To make the Nagra-D reviewerproof, the tape path is engraved in black
on the top panel. To thread the machine,
you just follow the guide. (I still managed to do it wrong acouple of times,
but Ihad to try really hard.) The D has
extensive error correction; touching the
tape surface will not generally result in
fatal data dropouts, but it's not recommended. Likewise, while the tape can be
edited with arazor blade, it's not necessary.
Physically, four of the machine's surfaces carry controls. The top plate carries the tape transport, scanner, and the
tape-transport controls. Just above them,
an LCD panel displays time code and,
more important, alows the user to step
through the complex command menu,
using the Side Arrow, Down Arrow, and
Execute keys. The overall menu is too
complex to describe in the space available here, but oust me: just about every
aspect of the Nagra-D's operation can
be adjusted/optimized using just these
three keys.
The top plate also carries the analog
input level controls and level meters
(called by Nagra "modulometers") for
the four channels. Each computer-controlled meter has an overload LED that
lights at -1.16dBFS and can be switched
between Peak and Peak Hold; each
channel also has a Safe/Ready-toRecord switch. Each input level control
consists of adual pot: an inner Fade
control, normally set to its "calibrate"
position to allow for lowest noise/highest overload headroom; and an outer
sensitivity control, marked in dB and
ranging from -34dB to +3dB. It's this
outer control that adjusts the analog signal input to the A/D converter, the fade
control actually supplies aDC voltage
to an auxiliary ADC that supplies control data to an internal DSP chip. This
topology is said to maximize input
dynamic range, reduce the amount of
active circuitry in the signal path, and allow for on-location fades to be modified after the event.
The left-side panel of the D carries
all the input ports: four balanced analog
channels via XLRs (each switchable
between transformerless line and phantom-powered microphone), two pairs
of two channels of AES/EBU digital,
again via XLRs, time-code/sync —the
Nagra-D can interface with just about
every video machine made —and an
RS-422 port to allow the machine to
be controlled by aPC. The sync port
can also be used to allow two machines
to be run in parallel as an 8-track
recorder.

The right-side panel carries the output ports: four balanced transforrnerless
analog channels via XLRs; two pairs of
/" stereo headphone jacks; and two
4
1
AES/EBU twin-channel digital outputs, again via XLRs. On the front
panel are rotary polarity-inversion
switches for the four analog inputs, as
well as rotary switches offering aFlat
position, and two bass-cut EQ settings,
"LFA" and "Speech." All the analog
XLRs are wired with Pin 2positive.
Internally, the machine is asurprising
amount of empty space. Circuit boards
with mainly surface-mount components are mounted behind the arrays
of input and output sockets; the mechanical tape and scanner drive and tape
transport components are mounted immediately beneath the top plate; in fact,
most of the weight seems to come from
the rechargeable battery. Construction
quality is to gasp at.

D

IS FOR DIRECTORY

The standard 5" reels of tape (Ampex
467 or the 3M equivalent) are capable
of storing either two or four channels of
24-bit digital data (over 16 gigabits). In
two-channel mode, each reel lasts two
hours; four data channels give just over
an hour's worth of recording time at a
44.1kHz sampling frequency (48kHz
and 32kHz are also available). The 5"
reel hubs are asymmetrically mounted
on circular inserts; by rotating these and
fitting alarger cover, the Nagra-D can
be used with 7" reels, which doubles
the recording time. The data channels
are grouped into pairs-1+2, 3+4 —
and in 4-channel mode, it's possible just
to record tracks 1+2, laying down 3+4
on the tape at alater time.
The D's tape format's radical departure from a standard recorder is
made apparent when the user first
threads a reel of tape: the machine
starts winding or rewinding depending
on whether the tape is loaded heads or
tails out. It's looking for aDirectory on
the tape —like a computer floppy
diskette, each reel of tape can be given
adirectory file at its start that describes
not only the contents of the tape, its
time, date, and sampling frequency, and
the status of the machine's inputs and
faders; but also the points where ADC
overload or uncorrectable data errors
occurred. If the Nagra doesn't find a
directory, either because the tape is
blank or because it was recorded without one, it asks the user if he or she
wants the tape formatted. For ablank
tape, pressing the Execute key is equivalent to answering "yes," while if the
S
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tape has been recorded without adirectory, pressing Escape (Down Arrow and
Side Arrow together) means "no." If a
tape has been recorded without adirectory, it cannot be added at alater date.
When a recording is finished, the
Nagra-D usually rewinds the tape to the
directory area to update the information.
Under the time pressure of live recording, however, the recordist will generally spool the tape off in aforward direction, storing it tails out. Under those circumstances, the directory won't be
updated. However, the Nagra-D
remembers the directories for the last
four tapes that were loaded on the
machine, and the next time aparticular
tape is loaded, its directory will be
updated.
When the Nagra-D is connected to
aPC running the NADCOM software,
the external computer can be used to
control all aspects of the recorder's
operation, as well as to monitor 38 different internal operating voltages, currents, and electrical conditions. Remote
diagnosis of a Nagra-D is therefore
possible via modem. During recording
or playback, ascreen shows time code
and the four channel levels as bar
graphs. The tape's directory is also accessible; ascreen shows take number,
duration, date, time, absolute time code
of the start, title, dropouts, and the
maximum peak level reached during
the take, including ADC overloads. A
subsidiary screen shows the number of
corrected and uncorrected "fatal" errors
over the duration of the tape (there
should be very few, even none, of the
latter).

SOUND

My impressions of the Nagra-D were
gleaned on three separate occasions: in
November 1993, when I recorded
Canadian pianist Robert Silverman performing the Liszt Piano Sonata in band
other works by Liszt3;and in July and
October '95, when I recorded, then
edited, five days and nights of concerts
and rehearsals at the 1995 Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival to produce our
Festival CD (see the article and advertisement elsewhere in this issue).
Operationally, the unit was adream.
Once Ihad found my way around the
menu (and discovered the essential
Escape key combination), used the
menu to set the tape tension to that
appropriate for the Ampex 467 tape I
3Due for release at HI-FI '96, Stetrophile's next HighEnd Hi-Fi Show: to be held in New York at the end of
May.
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was using (40 grams; 3M tape requires
the alternate 50gm setting), and set the
four inputs to "analog/line" for the
Silverman (where Iused an external
Sonosax 4-channel mike preamplifier),
or to "analog/microphone/48V phantom power" for Festival, there was nothing more to do other than set the input
sensitivities, set the EQ to Flat, make
sure the monitor switch was set to
"Auto" (mike feeds with the tape stationary; off-tape in Record or Play),
turn the meter illumination on, and
feed the machine 5" reels of digital tape
at $18 each as required.
And the joy of on-location recording
where, headphones, microphones,
cables, and stands apart, the entire system —digital recorder/mike preamps/ADCs —could be picked up with
one hand and carried out to the car at
the end.4 In fact, when Audiofon's Peter
McGrath recorded all the live music for
us at HI-FI '95, Stereophile's Los Angeles
high-end audio show, last April, Isaw
him walking in with his Nagra-D in one
hand and acase with his Schoeps KFM6Sphere stereo microphone and cables
in the other—the ultimate portable
recording rig.
But portability and practicality aside,
the point of using aNagra-D is sound
quality. How does it sound? Comparisons of 20-bit data and that same
data truncated to 16 bits, using the
Sonic Solutions hard-disk editing system, have convinced me that music
recorded with more-than-16-bit resolution is qualitatively different from
the usual sound of CDs, so the real
question is: How do the Nagra-D's
AID converters sound?
The only comparable ADC Ihad
was the UltraAnalog-based 20-bit
Manley, 5 which Stereophile had purchased to make the CD masters for our
first three recording projects, Poem,
Intermezzo, and Gmcert,6 and which had
been the overall winner at the 1991
4Nagra-owning recordists have their own newsletter,
the Gazette and Digest fin- the Absohn.• Nagrist. Edited by
Albert Swanson, GliAN is available from Location
Recording, 4202 N.E. 105th St, Seattle, WA 98125.
Tel: (206 527-0318. Fax: (206) 727-6990. E-mail:
agswan@halcvon.com
5It's atrivial matter to set the Nagea-I) to accept digital inputs and lock on to a external clock. "Hot"
ADCs in the professional scene arc the Apogee and
Prism models, with Prism now °tiering a24-bit ADC!
We'll be reporting next month on arecent recording
session where engineer Gabe Wiener used the Prism
AD-1 converter to feed 24-bit data both to aNagea-1)
and the new Genex 24-bit magneto-optical disc
recorder.
6All still available: call (800) 358-6274 for credit-card
orders.

ADC "shootout" at the New York AES
Convention. In comparisons with the
mike feed, the Manley and Nagra
ADCs did sound different, perhaps
partly due to differences in the analog
signal path ahead of the oversampling
ADC chips themselves. Despite being
all solid-state, the Manley had more a
tubelike warmth to its sound. By contrast, the Nagra-D's ADCs were more
cool-sounding. Both, however, had
similarly impressive abilities to produce
two-channel recordings that threw an
immense stereo soundstage when
played back via the Mark Levinson
No30.5 DAC in my usual reference
system. Resolution of fine detail, reverberation tails, and the like didn't appear
to significantly differ.
Given my druthers, Ipreferred the
Manley ADC, given that awarm balance only tends to get cooler-sounding
through the vagaries of Cl) production.
But regarding overall quality, Ihave to
say that there was very little in it. And
given that Icurrently like to use arrays
of four microphones for my recordings
—a central pair for precise imaging
plus spaced B&K omnis to add low-frequency bloom —the fact that Ionly
had two channels of Manley AID but
four channels of Nagra A/D became
the deciding factor. There was also the
small matter that whatever converters
are used, they all have to be synched to
the same word clock, something that is
trivial using the D's internal ADCs.7
Isuspect that my throwaway comment on the subjective quality of 20-bit
digital sound has left you wanting
more. Well, the differences between
20-bit and 16-bit renditions of the same
music proved fascinating because it was
in the solidity of the bass that Ifelt the
extra four bits proved their worth —
that, and in the feeling of U-R-There
realism. Soundsources recorded on the
Nagra-D sounded simply more palpable —and nothing like CD! There was
simply agreater sense of hush between
the notes compared with 16-bit. And as
Isay elsewhere in this issue, 20-bit
applause sounds likes hands clapping;
16-bit applause sounds like applauseflavored noise. While it can be an
(continued on p.344)
7 Because the same clock is used for all four ADCs,
when Ilater uploaded the data to our Sonic Solutions
editing system. Iwould be able to move tracks backward or forward in time with respect to the others,
knowing that the time relationship would be preserved throughout the sound file. If the same word
clock hadn't been used Mr the four channels, it
wouldn't have been possible to play them back simultaneously while retaining time synchronization.
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State Of The Art AC Power
Conditioning From Tice Audio
"Connecting my A/V System to the Power Block III
was equivalent to upgrading all ofmy components at the same time.
IStill Can Believe The Difference." PB. Florida
"Outstanding piece ofequipment. It also comforting
to know that I've purchased something that is
upgradable." D.T California

A New Classic

"Better than Iexpected. Flawless construction.
Perfectionist Quality. Inspires Confidence.
Excellent Value. Thank you very much!"
R.N. New York
"The improvement was amazing!! Vastly improved
dynamics, more separation of instruments, ambience
and transparency. The improvement was equivalent
to a50-75% gain in my system!" Cl Florida
Tice Audio
1530 Cypress Drive, Suite C, Jupiter Florida 33469
407 575-7577 Fax 407 575-0302
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M ARK LEVINSON No.331 POWER AMPLIFIER
Larry Greenhill

Solid-state stereo amplifier. Rated output power: 20Hz-20kHz, with no more than

impedance: <0.05 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz Damping factor: >800. 20Hz-20kHz into 8

0.5% THD (FTC): 100Wpc minimum continuous into 8ohms (20dBVV); 200Wpc

ohms. Power consumption: typically 260W at idle. HOW in standby. Dimensions:

minimum continuous into 4 ohms (20dBVV); 400Wpc continuous into 2 ohms

17.56" (446mm) W by 18.85" (479mm) D by 9.3" (232mm) H; faceplate curve

(20dBVV). Peak output voltage at rated line voltage: 48V into 8ohms. Frequency

depth 1.22" (3 I
mm). Shipping weight: I12 lbs. Price: $4550. Approximate number

response: 20Hz-20kHz aidS. S/N ratio (main output): >-80dB (ref. I
VV). Input

of dealers: 75. Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, PO, Box 781.

impedance: 100k ohms balanced, 50k ohms single-ended. Voltage gain: 26.8dB. Input

Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896. Fax: (203) 346-1540.

sensitivity (for 2.8V output): I
30mV. Input sensitivity (for full output): 1.3V. Output

T

he No.331 is the latest iteration
in a series of Mark Levinson
100Wpc, solid-state, dual-monamral power amplifiers. Extensive cosmetic alterations, internal structural
changes, and new circuit designs make it
quite different from the preceding
No27 and No.2'7.5 models. These
design refinements emanate from
Madrigal Audio Laboratories' latest flagship amplifier, the $32,000/pair, 300W
RMS Mark Levinson No33 Reference.
The earlier No20-series Mark Levinson stereo amplifiers were based on
the company's former Reference monoblock, the $14,950/pair 100W RIVIS
No20.6 amplifier, first introduced in
1986 and brought to final "20.6" level in
1992. Ireviewed the No27 back in
1990 (Vol.13 No.6 with measurements
in Vol.13 No.7). Costing $3795 at the
time, this amplifier featured acombination of smooth midrange, excellent
imaging, and a light, highly defined,
transparent treble. The No27's treble
and midrange sweetness offset the treble dryness in the Quad ESL-63 electrostatics Iuse for reference speakers, so I
purchased the No27 review sample.
Even so, it had its limitations, retaining
the exclusive Mark Levinson CA/vIAC
input connectors, requiring the company's interconnect cables, special
CAMAC-to-RCA adapters, or are-tipping of interconnects with CA/vIACs. I
also found it to have less apparent bass
extension than did other top solid-state
amplifiers in level-matched listening
tests.
In 1992, the '27 was replaced by the
No27.5 ($5495, reviewed in July 1993,
Vol.16 No.7). Features included "0.5"
circuit boards, 10 lbs additional weight,
RCA connectors, awider chassis and
faceplate, and a$1200—higher price tag.
Sonic changes included added low-frequency extension and dynamic range,
but Ifound the Krell KSA-250 amplifier still edged out the 27.5 in gainmatched listening tests, with its greater
S
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Mark Levinson No.331 power amplifier

higher mass and structural rigidity than
former units, and alower level of mechanical resonance than those used in the
20-series amplifiers.
The No.331 is 4" deeper, 3" taller,
and 27 lbs heavier than the No27.
Unlike the older amplifiers, the 33x
series has no handles front or rear. Although Madrigal's Jon Herron told me
that the amplifier can be hefted by one
person grabbing the heatsinks, the manual wisely advises any new owner that
W HAT'S NEW EXTERNALLY?
"two strong people are required to
The Mark Levinson No.331 looks comunpack these amplifiers safely."
lise front panel features ared indicapletely different from the 27-series
tor LED and an On/Standby button,
amplifiers. The traditional Levinson
the latter providing power cycling, with
black-cube-with-handles'n'heatsink
turn-on circuitry powered by an indelook has been replaced with atwo-tone
pendent power supply activated when
silver and aluminum motif based on the
the unit is plugged into an AC source.
styling of the No33. The amplifier's
faceplate is now acurved and machined When power is applied after the heavy,
detachable AC cord is plugged in, the
piece of solid aluminum. This faceplate
amplifier remains off. One press of the
frames asmaller black panel on which
power button puts the amplifier in
are engraved the company and product
standby mode, as noted by the slowly
names. The silver front and top plates
flashing indicator. This activates DC to
provide astrong visual contrast to the
large black heatsinks running along
the voltage gain-stages from aseparate
each side of the amplifier. These
winding in each channel's power-supheatsinks, designed in-house, have a ply transformer. One must wait 10 secsolidity of deep bass, better control of
soundstige depth, and lower-midrange
forwardness.
Mark Levinson's No20-something
amplifier series went out of production
in 1995, replaced by the No33 Reference dual-chassis monaural pair and
its derivative, the Nos331, 332, and
333 dual-mono amplifiers. Icouldn't
wait to compare the new No.331 with
my vintage No27.
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THE FUTURE TODAY..
WITHOUT THE COST OF TOMORROW

A20.1
*1398
pure Class A Stereo Amplifier
* "Much to my complete surprise, the
A-20.1 sounded much more like a

Single ended Class A Triode Pre-Ampliner

P3

$12913

respectable S.E. Triode Amp (such as
t
he Ongaku or Reichert) then the real
I
ive Triode Amp."

LP-3

$4913

Lynn Olson, Positive Feedback VS, No. 3

Discrete Class A Phono Stage

DCA -33

* "The NEW offers agenerous portion
of high end magic at abargain basement price."
Bob Bottman, Bound for Sound, No. 64/94

1111e1111/

$1798

100% DC Operation, Pure Class AAmplifier

* The NEW...had asmoothness Idon't
normally associate with inexpensive
Amplifiers.
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Vol. 17, No. 8
August, 1994

RO. BOX 1148, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA 92067
(619) 756-9561 •FAX 756-4099
Dealer and Export Inquiries Welcome

The Diamante II...

total time coherence
The Concept
The concept is simple.
Make motion follow music

in loudness and time.
Feel the power and musicality.

The Speaker
Twenty years of research
embraced in cast marble.
The world's finest drivers
commanded to move as one.

Strength. Beauty. Presence.
Hear it now at adealer near you.

GreenMountaia-ludio
Sound Physics. Pure Music.
Street,
Call for complete litentteeetth
Diamante II, r
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CO 80904 (719)636-2500 fax -2499
lisew Continuum Series. Full upgrades available at nominal charge.
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onds, then press the button asecond
time to toggle the amplifier between
standby and full on. This delay, lengthier than found in most amplifiers, allows
the in-rush circuitry to slowly charge
the power-supply filter capacitors. An
additional press of the button toggles
the amplifier back into standby. To turn
it full off, it's necessary to depress the
button for one second, or until the
power indicator goes off.
On the rear panel, inputs are made
via single-ended RCA connectors or
balanced XLR connectors. The amplifier is shipped with tiny U-shaped
shorting pins inserted in the XLRs to
allow unbalanced use; pulling out these
pins allows for balanced operation. A
socket for aconventional IEC standard
power cord sits at bottom center of the
rear panel,' flanked by apair of remote
turn-on input jacks for systems that
don't include aMark Levinson No30series preamplifier.
Alternately, the No331 can be controlled via separate back-panel communication ports by a"linked" Levinson 30-series preamplifier when the left
port ("slave-in") is connected to the
master port of the preamplifier. This
allows for remote, one-button turn-on
when linked to another Mark Levinson
product equipped with the appropriate
software. An additional five 33x-series
amplifiers can be daisy-chained from
the other port ("slave-out"). These links
provide for remote turn-on from the
preamplifier and for the preamp to display error conditions if they should
occur in the amplifiers.
The '331's rear panel features four
custom-made, gold-plated, high-current speaker-cable binding posts per
channel in two columns, one for each
channel, with two positive and two negative terminals in alternating fashion to
allow for biwiring. These binding posts
are the same 100-ampere-rated posts
used on the No33 Reference amplifier.
This insulated connector satisfies the
IEC-65 safety standard. The connector
has a large, curved wing nut. Using
these posts, Iwas able to achieve tight,
high-contact pressure connections with
only modest finger pressure, and did
not need my usual set of wrenches.
These binding posts are now my favorite, easily the equal of the elegant speaker posts found on Classé amplifiers.
1The AC cable was made detachable in the No331,
whose maxim lllll current draw of I8A is within the
rating of the detachable IEC connector. The No.333,
which can draw over 45A from a120V AC line at
power when driving a2ohm load, has anondetachable
power cord.
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W HAT'S NEW INTERNALLY?

Whereas the No27's top cover was
made from asingle sheet of undamped
sheetrnetal, with countersunk holes, fastened to the chassis with 12 small Allen
nuts, the top cover for the No331 is a
well-damped, lightweight, nonresonant
piece of aluminum that slides into two
grooves at the top of the chassis' lateral
heatsinks and is secured with only two
Allen-head nuts on the rear panel
Underneath its top cover the No331
is a densely packaged amplifier: my
visual inspection revealed only alarge
steel tunnel running down the center of
the chassis, this flanked by two long
printed circuit boards (pcbs). This tunnel covers the two toroidal power transformers-801VA in the '331 vs 729 VA
in the 27.5 —these transformers arc
mounted on their sides within the steel
tunnel.
The No331 shares many features
found in earlier Mark Levinson amplifiers: dual-mono design with completely independent power supplies,
voltage, and current gain-stages packaged in one compact chassis; two
toroidal transformers, one for each
channel, oriented to cancel stray magnetic fields; a soft-clipping circuit to
reduce the subjective effects of amplifier overload and clipping; and all
voltage gain-stages independently regulated. However, the current-gain output
stage is unregulated; only the No20.6
amplifier (now out of production) uses
regulation for its output stage.
The '331 includes refinements not
found in the No20 series. First, better
manufacturing and engineering technology are used in production. The
No331 utilizes "wire-free" design elements to reduce losses and nonlinear
artifacts in the signal path. From the
supply electrolytics to the output devices to the loudspeaker binding posts,
all high-current connections are made
using solid bars of oxygen-free plated
copper. For voltage-gain stages, all inputs are directly soldered to their respective pcbs —and subassembly connections are made with modular connectors—to avoid the use of wire. This
modular design approach reduces labor
costs during manufacturing, resulting in
an amplifier with improved ratings over
the No275 but costing about $1000
less.
Madrigal believes that these improvements in mechanical design also
greatly reduce the subtle unit-to-unit
sonic variations (due to different crimp
pressures, different dressing of the harness, and different solder heat), reduce

the number of sometimes unreliable
solder connections, improve product
reliability, and facilitate in-the-field service. For example, the manufacturer
claims that an experienced technician
using conventional tools can disassemble aNo331 in somewhat less than an
hour, and reassemble it in about the
same amount of time.
The design of the '331's signal circuitry is based on the No33 Reference
amplifier. It features abalanced signal
path and three voltage gain-stages, and
replaces the No.27.5's active input
buffer with adifferent topology This is
said to yield even greater commonmode rejection performance, abetter
match between the inverted and noninverted signals, lower noise, and lower
distortion. An important aspect of the
design was the implementation of a
new sliding-bias output-stage topology
that Madrigal calls "Adaptive Biasing."
The design goal was for the No331 to
function as atrue voltage source for any
loudspeaker load between 8ohms and
2ohms. (The No33 Reference extends
this ability down to 1ohm.)
As discussed in one of the company's
white papers, an amplifier rated for this
range of impedance loads needs ahigh
level of output bias to minimize crossover distortion and to avoid any possibility of reverse-biasing an output device. In atraditional class-A design, this
leads to alarge quiescent current draw,
hence the production of alot of heat.
Madrigal's solution was to modulate the
bias level as afunction of the input signal, using an algorithm that includes
both the input signal and the level of
output current being demanded by the
loudspeaker.
The No331's power supply features
two triple-bypassed, 44,00011F, lowESR electrolytic filter capacitors per
channel. The intended capability to
continuously deliver power ranges from
100W to 400W requires alarge number of output devices to source the required current. Each channel uses eight
T03-can bipolar transistors in matched,
complementary pairs.
Protection circuitry protects the amplifier against short circuits at the speaker
terminals, overheating, excessive AC
supply current, AC mains over- or
under-voltage conditions (±10%), or excessive phase-angle output-stage power
dissipation. If any of these fault conditions is sensed while the amplifier is in
Standby or full on, the amplifier turns
full off. In addition, the 331 employs a
new DC servo to protect the loudspeakers against voltage offsets. It can
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system's subwoofer. In addition, Totem
Model One minimonitors sitting on
sand-filled Target R-1 stands were used
to audition the amplifier working with
afull-range signal. The three systems
were each placed at the same location:
4' from each side wall and 3' from the
back.
The first loudspeaker system was
based on apair of Quad ESL-63s on
Arcici stands serving as satellites, with
the bass handled by apair of 18" Bag
End S-18 subwoofers. For this system,
the BP-25's balanced outputs drove a
Bag End ELF-1 Integrator electronic
crossover set at a90Hz high-pass frequency. Cogelco Yellow interconnects
were run from the BP-25 to the ELF-1,
with extra Cogelco pairs run to the
power amplifiers. The Quads were
driven by the No331 via bi-wired Sumdio OCOS speaker cables. (The '331's
second set of binding posts made biwiring easy.) A Krell KSA-250 was used
to drive the subwoofers via Monster
Cable. The ELF subs were placed in the
corners of the room.
The second loudspeaker system was
the Snell Type A Reference. AudioQuest Topaz single-ended interconnects connected the Bryston preamplifier to the Snell EC-200 line-level
crossover, with Monster Cable interconnects used between the crossover
and the power amplifiers. The EC200's high-pass output fed the Mark
Levinson No331, which drove the Snell
Reference Towers. The EC-200's bass
outputs were connected to aKrell KSA250, which drove the two Snell SUB
SYSTEM
1800 subwoofers using Monster Cable.
Iauditioned the Mark Levinson No331
Prior to any serious auditioning or
amplifier in my 13' by 26' by 12' listenspecific comparisons, Ibroke in the
ing room. A doorway at the back of the
room opens into our kitchen, adding a No331 amplifier with several listening
25' by 15' area. CDs were played on a sessions aweek for three months, leaving the amplifier in Standby mode for
Krell MD-1 turntable, which drove an
Audio Alchemy DTI jitter attenuator the remainder of the time. This resulted
in a50-hour break-in, much less than
using a75 ohm Silver Starlight digital
the 300 hours Madrigal recommends.
coaxial cable. This unit fed either an
Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 HDCD*- Even after several hours of driving the
Snell Reference System to lease-breakbased D/A converter over its I
2Sbus or
ing levels (fortunately, Iown my own
an Adcom GDA-700 D/A converter.
house), the No331's adaptive biasing
Other sources included Day Sequerra
allowed it to run with barely warm
FM Reference and Rote! RHT-I0 FM
heatsinks, much cooler than the KSAtuners, and aLinn Sondek LP12/Lingo
turntable with an Ittok arm and a 250, which uses asteady high biasing of
the output stage.
Spectral moving-coil cartridge. The preamplifier was aremote-control Bryston
SOUND:
BP-25MC.
I used two different bi-amplified
NEUTRALITY &TRANSPARENCY
Driving the Quad ESL-63s, the No331
loudspeaker systems to audition the
had stiff competition —my well-broLevinson. In both cases, the '331 was
ken-in No27 from the same manuused to drive the system's main midfacturer. I'd grown accustomed to this
range-tweeter speakers. For compariamplifier's treble detailing, which
sons of bass response, the '331 drove the

compensate for up to 1V of DC at the
amplifier's input. If the DC is larger
than that, the amplifier will shut down.
The muting relays operate in the shunt
mode, with no signal contacts in the
direct signal path.
The No331 is built from the best
assets of the No20-series circuitry, coupled with design innovations from the
No.33 Reference amplifier, and further
refined through listening tests. In
designing the '331, the full design team
participated in listening tests of all the
circuit features —a process they refer to
as "comping" —including optimizing
the use of passive components (resistors,
capacitors, etc.). There is no point, for
example, in using a$5 Vishay resistor in
aplace where it has no effect on the
amplifier's sound.
All mechanical bolts and fittings are
brass, so that electrochemical reactions
between different metal types do not
occur to cause corrosion and aging of
the mechanical connections, which can
give an increasingly harsh quality to an
amplifier's sound over time. For example, abrass screw holds the copper
bus bar to the electrolytic capacitors,
and is threaded into abrass fitting.
The '331's build quality is superb, better than I've seen in almost all other
audio products. If weight, shielding, and
size of heatsinks mean anything, then
the No331 should run much longer and
more reliably than the No27, which
already has seen five years of steady,
unbroken service in my listening room.
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brought out the upper range of my
Quad ESL-63s. With the No27 connected to the Quad '63s and the KSA250 driving the Bag End subwoofers,
the overall effect was anatural, sweet,
somewhat shallow, but detailed soundstage.
Within aminute after hooking up
the new Levinson amplifier to the
Quads, any doubts I may have had
about how the '331 would fare were put
to rest. These initial impressions did not
change after hours of listening. The
No331 added new ingredients: greater
transparency, greater depth of soundstage, and total neutrality. This made it
hard to describe, because the amplifier's
sonics were not silvery like the No27's,
or dark like those of the original
Levinson ML-2 or the first No2Os I
auditioned in my listening room. Nor
did it have the warm midrange of the
No2Z5. Determining its character
would take much more listening.
Driving either the Quads or Snells,
the No33I produced awide and deep
soundstage, easily the equal of the Krell
KSA-250 that used to produce the best
soundstage depth in my listening
room:This could be clearly heard on the
opening of "Hotel California" on the
Eagles' live Hell Freezes Over album
(Geffen GEFD-24725). The placement
in space of the audience sounds, the
acoustic guitars, and the conga drums
were all well-defined, giving the impression of avery wide, deep soundstage. The openness and naturalness of
the lead vocalist's voice and the great
dynamic reserves of the '331 all served
to sweep me into the music. Again and
again Ifound myself becoming involved
in music that sounded three-dimensional, vibrant, and clear.
Iwas able to hear adistinct layering
of the harp, clarinet, organ, and male
and female choirs on Rutter's "The
Lord is My Light and My Salvation,"
the second cut on Reference Recordings' Requiem. The No331's ability
to produce awell-defined soundstage
was evident on the LP from the original
soundtrack of the motion picture Glory
(Virgin 90531-1). The choir spread
from wall to wall in the opening cut, "A
Call to Arms."
With the No331 driving the Snell
Reference Towers, the midrange was
balanced, neutral, and grainless, with
none of the forwardness JA had described in his review of the Levinson
No23.5 (Vol.14 No.9). The new Mark
Levinson was as smooth in rendering
orchestral textures as my well-brokenin No27. Like the '27, the No331 de193
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livered arichness of orchestral timbre,
especially on woodwinds, that was
missing from the Krell KSA-250's presentation.
The No27 rendered asilvery, sweet
quality to cymbals and hi-hats at the finish of Richard Thompson's "Why Must
IPlead" (Rumor and Sigh, Capitol CDP
95713 2). The new No.331 played the
same selection with more transparency
and neutrality. It added clarity and realism to pop vocals, allowing me to hear
more of the timbre and harmonics in
David Bowie's voice on the Cat People
soundtrack (MCA 1498), and Willie
Nelson's voice singing "Getting Over
You" on his Across the Borderline (Columbia CK 52752) than Ihad heard
before. Iparticularly enjoyed comparing
changes in Don Henley's voice, which
was lighter and clearer on the original
Hotel California LP (Asylum 7E-1084)
than heard on the live CD performance
recorded 14 years later, where his voice
is rougher, more resonant, and narrower in range.
The No.331 was run in gainmatched comparisons with the Mark
Levinson No27 and Krell KSA-250
amplifiers. The treble response of the
Levinson '331 was free of the colorations heard with the other amplifiers.
Compared to the KSA-250 and the
No27, the '331 delivered amore neutral, distant-but-layered version of orchestral textures, and re-created the
sense of the hall heard during the
brass finale of Janácek's Sinfonietta:
Finale (Reference RR-65CD, José
Serebrier, Czech State Philharmonic).
There was no glare or harshness to the
trumpets during the peaks, and no
congestion or hardness during these
orchestral climaxes. Listening to
Bruce Yeh's Ebony Concerto (Reference
RR-55CD) with the No.331, Iwas
more aware of small treble-range
details, such as snares in the drum
heads, just behind the clarinet.
The No331's high-end treble openness remained intact at higher volumes
and in my larger listening room when
driving either the Quad panels or the
Snell Reference Towers. The acoustic
space around the instruments was clearly heard after climaxes, when the sound
of cymbals and bells died away during
the HDCD-encoded band arrangement of the Chorus Line overture on the
Beachcomber album.
To examine the new amplifier's bass
response, Iused it to drive the massive
Snell SUB S-1800 18" bass-reflex subwoofers. The older No27 amplifier,
because its gain exactly matched the
STEREOPHILE, J
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new amplifier, drove the Snell Type A
Reference towers. For comparison purposes, the same musical selections were
played with the (gain-matched) Krell
KSA-250 driving the subwoofers.
The No.331 proved to be aformidable bass amplifier. It sustained the deep
thunder of the HDCD-encoded Lay
Family Concert Organ and shook the
room while playing the John Rutter
Anthem "The Lord is My Light and My
Salvation" (Joel Martinson, organist;
Reference RR-57CD). Besides bass
level, the '331 controlled the huge Snell
woofer cones well.
These qualities added greatly to the
drama in the rewritten opening of the
Eagles' "Hotel California" on Hell
Freezes Over. A thunderous kick drum,
overlaid with conga drums and then
some kind of pitched low-bass instrument playing a tonic-dominant line,
announces the first appearance of the
song's melody: these drums erupted
with great power with the No331-driven subwoofers. The No.331 was able to
deliver the most stunning impact from
the explosive synthesizer opening of
Terry Dorsey's "Ascent" on Time Warp
(Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops, Telarc
CD-80106) when compared to the
No27, asign that the new amplifier had
generous amounts of bass "slam." It
equaled the Krell KSA-250 in capturing
the startling, shot-like plucked notes of
Abe Laborial's bass, and Randy Edelman's synthesizer during "Something's
Wrong," from the soundtrack to My
Cousin Vinny (Varèse Sarabande VSD5364), with more solidity, weight, and
authority than heard with the No27.
The No.331 captured the burning pace
generated by the tom-tom strokes and
subterranean synthesizer chords on
David Bowie's "Putting Out the Fire"
cut from the Cat People soundtrack.
The No331's quickness was also
coupled with definition, as heard during
comparison with the No27. Clearly discernible pitch changes in deep bass
notes were heard best from the No.331
re-creating Terry Bozzio's drums and
Tony Hymas's keyboards on "Behind
the Veil" on Jeff Beck's Guitar Shop (Epic
EK 44313). The '331 amplifier had
excellent bass-range response on sustained deep notes; this was heard clearly on both the Quad/Bag End and the
Snell Reference system. But just as important, the amplifier was incredibly
dynamic, bringing out the energy and
pace in popular music and jazz when
driving two very different loudspeaker
systems.
The No.331, working as either a

midrange-treble or abass amplifier, was
areal tonic for my two very different
speaker systems. The Quad ESL-63s, in
partic-ular, really came alive when driv—
en by the new Levinson amplifier.
This amplifier's excellent dynamic
range and ability to clarify orchestral
textures in the upper midrange and treble overcame the Quad's inherent dryness and reticence in this arca. The
Eagles' "Hotel California," plus the
band arrangement of the Chorus Line
overture on the HDCD-encoded
Beachcomber album (Frederick Fennell,
Dallas Wind Symphony, Reference
RR-62CD) were totally involving on
both loudspeaker systems. I found
myself playing these two selections over
and over. The thrill, the dynamics, and
the electricity were there each time.
—Larry Greenhill

M EASUREMENTS FROM TJN

A full set of measurements of the Mark
Levinson No.331 was made in its unbalanced mode, though many readings
were repeated in the balanced configuration and will be referenced as
appropriate below.
Following the '/3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the No331's heatsinks were no more than warm to the
touch. The No.331 is noninverting in
the unbalanced mode; in the balanced
mode, pin 2is wired as positive. Its input impedance measured 49.3k ohms
(112.7k ohms balanced). The output
impedance was below 0.02 ohms at
lkHz, 20Hz, or 20kHz, and should not
in any way affect the system's frequency
response into different loudspeaker
loads. Voltage gain into an 8ohm load
measured 26.7dB, balanced or unbalanced. S/N ratio (ref. 1W into 8
ohms) measured 77dB over a 22Hz22kHz bandwidth, unweighted, 79.4dB
A-weighted. Over a wider 0Hz500kHz bandwidth, still referenced to
11cHz into 8ohms, it measured asurprisingly poor 61.6dB unweighted.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response
of the No.331 at IW into 8ohms; the
3011.100.1011 \ere... 031
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results into 2ohms, 4ohms, and asimulated load, either balanced or unbalanced, were virtually identical. Note the
ultrasonic peak around 1.5dB high just
below 100kHz. It's not strong enough
to be of any concern in the audible performance of the amplifier, but it is
rather unusual. It also shows up in the
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Fig.2

Mark Levinson No.331, small-signal lOicHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.3

Mark Levinson No.331, crosstalk (from top
to bottom at 400Hz): L-R, R-L, unbalanced;
L-R. R-L, balanced (lOdB/vertical div.).

10kHz squarewave response (fig2) as a
well-damped overshoot with a single
cycle of ringing. It was also seen in the
lkHz squarewave (not shown).
Fig.3 shows the No.331's channel
separation. This is an excellent result;
the balanced crosstalk is marginally better than the unbalanced, but the difference is insignificant.
The manner in which the '331's
THD+noise level varies with frequency
and load impedance is shown in fig.4.
The result appears to be largely dominated by noise below about 3kHz. The
waveform of the distortion is shown in
fig.5: it's heavily second-harmonic, with
noise, plus some higher-order components. The spectrum of the No.331's
output while it was driving a 50Hz
input at high power into a simulated
real load is shown in fig.6. The only artifact greater than -80dI3 (0.01%) is at
150Hz (-76dB, or about 0.015%). Into a
pure 4ohm load at the same power output (134W, not shown), the artifacts
were all under -80dB (the 150Hz artifact dropping to nearly -100dB, or
0.001%).
Fig.7 shows the amplifier's output
spectrum reproducing a combined
19+20kHz signal at a power level of
118W into 4ohms. This is also asuperb
result, with only the 18kHz and 21kHz
intermodulation products (at -70dB or
0.03%) exceeding -80dB. At 63W into
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Mark Levinson No.33 I.THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to bottom at 15kHz):
4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V
into simulated speaker load, and I
W into
8ohms (right channel dashed).
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Mark Levinson No.331, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at I
34W into simulated speaker load (linear frequency scale).
Note that the third harmonic at 150Hz is
the highest in level, at -76dB (about
0.015%).
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Mark Levinson No.331, IkHz waveform at
5W into 2ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Now availible through dealer network

8 ohms (not shown) the results were
very similar. The 1
kHz, THD+noise
output power curves for the No.331 are
shown in fig.8. Comfortably exceeding
its rated power specification, it behaves
close to a voltage source, with the
power almost doubling when the load
impedance halves. The discrete clipping
levels are shown in Table 1.
With the exception of the lowerthan-expected S/N measurements—
which were apparently not afactor in
the listening tests—this is asuperb set
of test-bench results. —Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSIONS

This review of the Mark Levinson
No.331 suggests that asuperb 100Wpc

Fig.8

Contact factory for list of authonzed dealers

./ Stereo Dual-Mono power amp
./ Output Transformerless design
.7 Power Output: 85W into 8S2 or
60W into 4S2
• Z <.25Q to drive dynamics or
electrostatics
./ Distortion primarily even-order

Mark Levinson No.331, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
IOW): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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The

DC-POWERBASE is

alow profile battery-pack that doubles as a
stable, high mass display base. It provides all
the benefits of battery power while showing
off your amplifier in great style.
Protected by microprocessor
charge management circuitry, the extra-high
capacity batteries run longer, serve longer
and iii livur the maximum bang-for-the-buck.
PBAA -For Audio Artistry x-over, $600
PBR2 -For Rowland' Model 2, $1250
PBR6 -For Rowland' Model 6, $1250 ix21
Ask about future models!

Table 1

Mark Levinson No.331
Discrete Clipping levels
(I%THD+noise at IkHz)
Both Channels
Driven

Load
W (dBVV)
ohms
(L)
(R)
8
134.4 (21.3)
135.3 (21.3)
, (line)
II8V
4
254.3 (21.1)
(line)
I17V

II
8V
254.7 (21.1)
1I
7V

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
134.5 (21.3)
II8V
254.1 (21.1)
II
7V
453.6 (20.6)

2
; (line)

II
7V

stereo amplifier can be developed
through careful refinements introduced
over three product generations. The
original No27 had a sweet, smooth
midrange and treble, but lacked bass
slam. The No27.5 added low-frequency extension and dynamic range,
but had amore forward midrange, less
woofer control, and ashallower soundstage, Ifelt. The No.331 retains all the
assets of the earlier amplifiers, but with
a less aggressive midrange, deeper apparent soundstage, and much better
woofer control.
But the advances arc more than evolutionary. The Mark Levinson No.331
has aneutral, grainless midrange that
allows it to develop the soundstaging
and depth that Ifound lacking in the
No27.5. As aresult, the No.331 is the
best-sounding Mark Levinson dualmonaural amplifier I've heard. Its ability to breathe life into loudspeakers in
the form of extended, neutral midrange
and highs is very good news for Quad
ESL-63 lovers. Never have my Quads
sounded better. This mix works well for
dynamic loudspeaker systems as well, as
shown by the No331's ability to function superbly as either a subwoofer
amplifier or as a midrange/tweeter
amplifier in the full-range, bi-amplified
Snell Type A Reference System.
The No331's build quality is up to
the highest standard found in high-end
products today. This amplifier's sonics,
superb parts quality, overkill power supply, reduced price compared with its
predecessor, and five-year warranty
offer its owner lots of value for the
money, and bring aClass A recommendation from me. The Mark Levinson
No.331 should be auditioned by anyone
in the market for atopflight, solid-state,
100Wpc stereo amplifier.
—Larry Greenhill

Info: (800) 353-4534, (303) 623-1102 -fax
pwrbase@aol.com -email
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W AVELENGTH AUDIO CARDINAL XS
SINGLE-ENDED TRIODE MONOBLOCK AMPLIFIER &
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL M ASTER CONTROL
LOUDSPEAKER
Jonathan Scull
Wavelength Audio Cardinal XS single-ended class-A triode monoblock amplifier Tube

soh-dome tweeter. one Hyper-Exponential 8" woven carbon-fiber-cone woofer/

complement (each amp): Mullard 5AR4/GZ34 rectifier, Sylvania 5691 (black base)

midrange driver. Crossover: impedance-compensated slow-rate-type high-pass. -3dB

input/driver, 300B VAIC VV30B Type 1output Power output 8-9W depending on

at 3kHt no low-pass, the woofer/midrange rolls off naturally from 3kHz to I
OkHz at

driver tube (9-9.5dBW). Overall voltage gain: I
8.6dB. Frequency response:

6d8/octave. Frequency response: 44H z-20kHz. -3dB. Sensitivity: 92d B/W/m. Nominal

I
8Hz-1 5kHz, -I
dB: I
0Hz-28kHz -3dB. Dimensions: 1r W by 14" D by 9" H. Weight

impedance: 8ohms (6 ohms minimum). Amplifier requirements: Maximum 100W

38 lbs each. Serial numbers of units reviewed: CXS.9507.3.8-1 &2. Price: $7500/pair.

RMS. Dimensions: I
21
4" W by I
r/2"D by I
53
/
4"H. sloping to 15 3
/
8"D.Weight: 60 lbs

Approximate number of dealers: 8. Manufacturer:Wavelength Audio, 4539 Plainville

each. Serial numbers of units reviewed: nia. Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer: Reference 3A Designs, Switzerland. Importer/distributor: Fanfare

Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45227.Tel/fax: (513) 271-4186.

International, 500 East 77th St. New York NY 10162.Tel: (212) 734-1041. Fax (212)
Reference 3A Royal Master:Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. Driver complement one

W

ehave to talk. Are you sitting comfortably? Is the
reading light okay? Have a
little something to drink at hand? (Audio is thirsty business.) The audio world
is abuzz over the reintroduction of the
single-ended triode amplifier. This is
the first of three reviews of such amplifiers I'll be bringing you, along with two
speaker systems with which to play
them.
Like most audiophiles, I've been
peripherally aware of single-ended amplifiers and the high-efficiency speaker
systems required to play them as an
alternative to the more familiar highpower push-pull setups. (Except in
Japan and France, one supposes. My
brother-in-law Pierre was cursing the
price of 300Bs six years ago in Paris.) I've
listened to anumber of SETs (singleended triodes) in my travels for Stereophile, but I'd never been touched by the
magic in any of them. They were pleasain, even beautiful —lightweight and
warm, plush in the midrange, and perhaps a bit murky. But these systems
always did vocals brilliantly.
In the event, Icontinued push-pulling (it's what Ido...), but became
aware of what was in store for me when
JA casually mentioned that if Iwere to
review the Forsell Statement amplifier,
well then, I'd just have to do Gordon
Rankin's special edition Wavelength
Cardinals as well, wouldn't I? From the
gargantuan to the petite, as it were. Iam
afellow of contrasts, after all. Ithought
to myself, What, Me Worry?
Then JA threw down the gauntlet.
STEREOPHILE, J
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734-7735.

SMECKI, as Steve Allen would say.
Many were abuzz over JA's stinger footnote in RH's Cary CAD-300SEI review last September (Vol.18 No.9,
p.149): "it's actually atone control, and
an unpredictable one at that." To judge
from December's "Letters" column
(p.15 onward), the readers were outraged. But Iunderstood —our Editor
Most English was requesting investigation and comment. "Go ahead, prove
me wrong," Icould almost hear him
challenge.
Say .... no... more!
As Kathleen and Iprepared to send
the Symphonic Line Kraft 400s for
their fateful rendezvous with Unsafe At
Any Speed Thomas J. Norton (apologies to Ralph Nader), the Cardinal XS
single-ended triode amplifiers showed
up. We opened the cases and gently
placed them on the floor near the 400s.
The giant German amps loomed over
the minuscule made-in-Cincinnati single-enders. It was truly ahilarious sight.
Contemplating them both raised my
Audio Paradox Level to unsafe levels—
their natures so radically different, their
purpose so similar.

Wavelength Audio Cardinal XS single-ended triode
monoblock power amplifier

Cardinal XS stands as the premium edition of the "normal" Cardinal ($5250—
see STs paean elsewhere in this issue).
Its uprated specs include Siltech and
Kimber silver internal wiring, and a
new output transformer (designated
FS030 XS) that employs greater
amounts of silver in its windings. The
amplifiers are enjoyably retro-looking,
with a simple form-follows-function
styling that comes across as very American and quite becoming. They measure
aslight 12" W by 14" D by 8" H and
weigh in at 38 lbs each. The review pair
YOUR GRACE, THE CARDINAL
were clad in light and attractive curly
HAS ARRIVED ...
Gordon Rankin tells me there's nothing
maple, and are also available in cherry
and walnut.
particularly ecclesiastical about the CarDesigner J. Gordon Rankin: "It is
dinal XS (although, as you shall see, I
did hear angels sing); the name simply possible to get the amplifiers in more
exotic woods with the following underlimns the cardinal number three. (The
amps' circuit topology uses aminimalist standing: We believe that the woods
that we have selected are replenished by
three-tube complement, and the signaltoday's ecological laws. Woods from the
amplifying tubes are triodes.) The $7500
199
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rain forest will simply degrade our planet. For this reason the cost for any of
these special finishes are as follows: The
cost of the cabinets plus $1000 dollars
that will be donated to the Preservation
of the Rain Forest fund."
Hey... way to go, J. Gordon. (Another one!)
There's asingle pair of Cardas binding posts on the rear panel, along with a
tiny on/off rocker switch, along-nose
RCA jack, and astandard IEC receptacle for the powercord. The custom
transformers (both sourced from MagneQuest) are black, as is the top-plate. A
small toggle on the rear of the top cover
switches between 4and 8ohm operation. Just fit the three tubes per side in
their sockets (watch the pins on those
300Bs) and you're ready for business.

FOR THE DEFENSE

Here's what single-enders would like
you to know about what's right with
their technology. First, it's simple —usually only two or three stages. The following tidbit was in Gordon's support
documentation: "Albert Einstein said it
best, 'Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.' "With
SETs there is no need to split the phase,
as you must do with push-pull designs.
And split phase is often associated with
the implementation of an overall negative feedback loop—another no-no in
the pantheon of single-ended designers.
Rankin: "We even achieve better
damping than push-pull circuits by a
factor of four." (Damping is the correspondence between output resistance
and speaker load.) "For example, let's
say you have apush-pull amp with a1k
primary impedance —I'm choosing 1k
CIRCUIT MATTERS
for simplicity. The output tube will only
For the 20-20 on circuit and build
details, I'll cut-and-paste from the brief see one quarter of that, because the
transformer is center-tapped, so that
but contemporary and well-turned-out
halves the 1k impedance, and push-pull
literature, which comes in aclassy-lookuses apair of tubes, so each will see only
ing see-through smoked plastic presentation folio. It included a3.5" floppy one quarter. A single-ended tube will
see the full 1
k—and that's where the
with measurement graphs and the text
damping factor comes into play. And
of the printed instructions and setup
our single-ended output transformers
guide.
run in the sweet spot, because you de"A run of Siltech LS 4-24S cable is
sign them to run in the most linear reused from the RCA jack directly into
gion of the magnetic core. Speaking of
the driver gain stage that is fashioned
from a modified SRPP (Shunt transformers, Imight add that Isee alot
Regulated Push Pull) circuit. This is a of designers pushing more into saturation than is correct to get more power.
capacitor (Hovland MusicCapl coupled to the VV30B in self-biasing That's amistake, in my opinion, which
is bad for the sound. But they feel that
mode. The output transformer primary
the public wants more power
is terminated in braided Kimber
Then there's the interesting issue of
AGSC. The output is wired with Siltech 22/2 (99.99999% pure silver— distortion products. SETs include evenand odd-order distortion products in
approximately 16ga). The FS030 XS
their outputs (as in nature, so to speak),
does not have taps like other output
while push-pull circuits cancel out
transformers, but instead has three
even-order distortion by design, leaving
complete output windings that can be
only the less musical odd-order prowired in series or parallel to produce 4,
ducts intact. Now look ... there's some8, and 16 ohms. The Cardinal is availthing to this. It's suggested that the
able stock with 4and 8ohm switchable
sound of single-ended triodes has much
outputs (16 ohm or any other output is
available upon request). The switching to do with their delivery —intact—of
the full spectrum of distortion products.
is done through aTOKOS silver switch
"More distortion is better?" Ihear you
with Kimber AGSS wire. Of course, all
ask. Well, it's less humorous than it
the special components that reside in the
sounds. Might "unnatural" proportions
Cardinal, such as Cardas binding posts,
of odd-order distortion account for part
Shinkoh Tantalum resistors, and capaciof the sound of push-pull? Something
tors from SCR, are included in the XS
to think about.
version as well."
There's also an argument to be made
Did he say "tuchass"?
that the dynamic power of SETs is betLike all single-ended amps, the
ter than push-pull. Itoo cocked an eyeCardinals run in pure class-A. While
brow when Ifirst heard this one, but
there is no global negative feedback,
Gordon explained: "In push-pull you've
small amounts of local feedback are
used in the input/driver and output got the transformer's core magnetizing,
collapsing the field, then magnetizing in
stages.
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1996

the opposite phase, for one thing. And
then the core of asingle-ended amp has
large amounts of DC current in it, and
the inductance actually seems to create
more power. In asense, you not only
have storage in the power supply, but
also instantaneous power stores in the
output transformer itself!"
And last, how close can you match
any two tubes in apush-pull pair? Over
time they drift, and one may drive
more heavily than the other. Rankin:
"When you lose the balance between
the pair it creates distortion at the
crossover point, which should be at
zero. Ibelieve that's most easily heard
as aloss of microdynamics."

TUBECRAFT

Tube selection for minimalist-circuit
single-ended triodes is more critical
than in push-pull applications. The substitution of power tubes alters the sound
in significant ways, as does swapping
inputs. My favorite 300B (by awide
margin) was the beautifully crafted
VAIC (pronounced vie-shh or vay-shh,
depending on who you talk to, and
imported by Fanfare International)
VV30B Type 1. These refined and elegant tubes are fabricated by hand in the
old Tesla Research Labs in the Czech
Republic. This model is aplug'n'play
300B equivalent. Rankin: "In regards to
the 300B, the brown-base Golden
Dragon 300B Super is the best value. If
you have the extra money, the VAIC
VV30B Type 1is better sounding and
will last alot longer. In order after that
is the Western Electric 300B, Golden
Dragon 4300B, then the Cetron version." Ibring you Gordon's tube musings because, as Iexperimented with
different tube sets, Ifound him to be,
not surprisingly, right on the money.
In fact, here's acuen'paste of an e-mail
Gordon sent me on TANI regarding
the tube complement:
"Jonathan:
"Here is ageneral overview of the tubes
Isent you and why:
"The absolute best rectifier tube is
the Mullard 5AR4, rebranded by almost
everyone. No one made it better.
"The input tubes that Isent you are
the Sylvania 6188,5691 (black base) and
the RCA 5691 (red base). The 6188 is a
JAN 6SU7, which is basically the same
as a 6SL7, but it's got more closely
matched sections. Ialso find that these
tube's have alower plate resistance and a
little lower gain than most popular
IThe Audiophile
8/1/none.
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W AVELENGTH'S GORDON RANKIN TALKS TO JONATHAN SCULL
Jonathan Scull: Gordon, please tell us
what you see as the basic difference between single-ended and push-pull.
Gordon Rankin- Well, first let me
tell you that we actually used to
build push-pull amps—they were
EL34-based units—for agood five
years before we tried our first singleended amplifier. In any case, as a
musician Iwould say the detail of
the output of a single-ended amp
seemed more pure and less distorted
in some ways.
Scull: How did you get single-ended,
Gordon?
Rankin: I'd gotten apair of singleended transformers and abunch of
tubes from akid at the University of
Cincinnati, and in there were singleplate 2A3s —they're very hard to
find. Iwired up a simple singleended amplifier and listened in
mono. Surprisingly, I found the
sound was more exact. Its presentation was more true of alive performance. Iguess in engineering terms
you could say there are alot of reasons why one is always better than
two, two better than tout and so on.
In fact, not having to worry about
splitting the phase and integrating it
into the output stage has abig impact on the sound too. And of course
push-pull cancels even-order distortion. But in the end, push-pull just
didn't seem as natural and balancedsounding to me as single-ended.
Scull: You're saying that having both
odd- and even-order distortion products in
the output is an important aspect of singleended's sound?
Rankin: You know, distortion is a
part of life. The reproduction of
sound will always include distortion
products —both even- and oddorder. Any type of reproducing device will exhibit distortion in its output. And canceling even some of it
can have adetrimental effect to the
sound itself as awhole.
Scull: Gordon, can you describe your circuitfor us?
Rankin: Sure, all our amplifiers are
made up of only two stages. If we
could do it with one stage, we'd do
it! We use the 6SL7 family in the
Cardinal series as the front-end driver and gain tube in an SRPP circuit—
that's shunt-regulated push-pull.
Scull: The input stage is push-pull?
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Rankin: Yes, that's right. Actually
it's both the input and gain stage, so
we consider that asingle stage. Then
you have the 300B, which is the output stage. We did some engineering
on it, and implemented certain
things differently than in some other
designs, but the Cardinal's input is
primarily an SRPP circuit.
Scull: Whaes the diterence between the
special-edition XS version and astandard
Cardinal?
Rankin: Let me first tell you what's
the same. The standard Cardinal has
silver input wire and primarily the
same resistor complement as the XS.
The output wires are standard in
both, and the power transformer
itself is pretty much copper-oriented
in both.
Scull: Uhhh, yeah, but how do they differ, Gordon?
Rankin: Well, the regular Cardinal
has an all-copper primary. The Cardinal XS has an output transformer
that's amixture of 20% silver and
80% OFC coppet I'd also played
around with Siltech cables, especially their chassis hookup wire, and that
stuff is really nice —probably the
best internal hookup wire I've found
to date. So we wired the Cardinal XS
with Siltech and Kimber.
Scull: Why both?
Rankin: The Siltech is such aheavy
gauge of silver that in some places I
had to use the more flexible Kimber
—the KCAG —a 20-gauge sevenstrand design.
Scull: Lets's talk input tubesfor abit.
Rankin: Sure. There's about 100
different 6SL7s, like those manufactured by Sylvania, RCA, some
European brands like ECC35s, and
CV 569s. Philips bought Sylvania in
'85 or '86, you know. But the tubes
I've felt the happiest with are the
Sylvanias. Matter of fact, in my opinion, the Sylvania tubes in the 6SL7
and the 6SN7 family have done the
best job. We ship the Sylvania
6SL7VVGT in the standard Cardinal,
but you can also have the 6188,
which is actually a6SU7. The difference between them is that the two
sides —it's a twin-triode —are
heavily matched in a 6SU7, but
everything else is pretty much the
same as a6SL7. But the 6188s are actually a little different. The plate

impedance of a6SL7 is roughly 50k
ohms, but the 6188 is more like 25k
ohms, and so it's got abetter drive
capability. It's an extremely nice tube
—detailed and very fast. Because of
the low plate impedance and high
gain, it drives the 300B better than
any other 6SL7 we've ever tried, including the 5691.
Scull: When ordering aCardinal do customers have the choice of input tube?
Rankin: We're shipping with the
Philips Sylvania 6SL'7WGT on the
standard Cardinal, but we're pretty
relaxed about it We provided some
of those hard-to-get 5691s for along
time. Fortunately they're much easier to find now. The US Government
freed up an enormous supply of
them recently. They finally figured
out they had all these tubes lying
around that they were unlikely to
ever use. Ijust heard that Mike
Matthews at New Sensor picked up
5000 6188s, and Steve at Angela Instruments has 5000 of the 5691s.
Scull: And with the XS?
Rankin: Then you have achoice of
anything we have. Typically we sell
them with the Mullard 5AR4 rectifier tube, which is branded by Sylvania and RCA. Almost everybody
rebranded that tube because nobody
made it better. Then there's achoice
of input tubes between the 6188, or,
for amore lush sound, they can have
the 6SL7WGT.
Scull: Orforgreater lushinent, the RCA
red-base?
Rankin: Yup, the red-base 5691 os;
getting back to a more neutral
sound, you can have the black-base
Sylvania 5691. Iprefer the 6188. Of
the 5691s, Ilike the Sylvania better
than the RCA, because the RCA
gives amore rounded, slower sound.
The Sylvania sounds much fasten
Scull: Moving to the output stag let's
talk 300Bs.
Rankin: Okaaaay. The standard
issue for the Cardinal XS is the
VAIC, and it's avery nice tube for a
number of reasons. Just by the feel
and texture of the tube—its heavy
base and glass—you can tell they've
spent alot of money in the design
and construction. We also offer the
Cardinal XS at areduced price with
the Golden Dragon 300B Super.
When you're talking 7 or 8W, the
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6SL7s or even the 5691. This tends to
make the amplifier sound tighter and
faster. It also has more air and extension.
"The 5691 was part of RCA's
attempt to make a'special' version of
some of their tubes that exceeded the
specifications. Out of this line were the
5690—a rectifier, very hard to find—
and the 5691 and 5692 (6SN7 type).
The 5691 is the only hot setup. The
Sylvania version of the 5691 is better
detailed and more exact in its reproduction compared to the RCA. Not
many have heard the black-base versions because they were less sought

output tube can make adifference of
acouple of watts! The VAIC VV30B
actually adds 1.5 or 2W without
changing athing—no biasing, no
nothing. You just drop it in.
Scull: Speaking of biasing how's it done
in your amps?
Rankin- We do self-bias with all
our tube amplifiers because we feel
that the bass response is alot faster
and more realistic like that.
Scull: You prefer that scheme to fixed
biasing?
Rankin: Yes, for fixed-biasing you
need to supply anegative voltage,
and you've got to use ameter to set
it. Self-biasing uses asimple resistor
on the tube—as more current passes through it, the voltage increases
and therefore the tube biases itself.
This actually helps in the area of
clipping and low-frequency response. You see, when you fix-bias
an amplifier, the tube becomes alot
harder to drive. You're driving the
input to the tube, and you're driving
the negative supply.
Scull: What about overall capacitance?
Rankin: Well, we use a Pi filter,
which means you can get away with
very low total capacitance. Idon't
believe in huge caps —it slows
down the sound. In the Cardinal XS
we use less than 100uF of capacitance.
Scull: Since your amps are pure singleended let me ask how you feel about parallel 300Bs.
Rankin: Iactually used to make an
amplifier called the Twin, and that
was aparallel single-ended amp. We
came out with it because for awhile
our customers were using speakers
that the Cardinal, at 71, to 9W, just
wouldn't drive. While Iwas design-
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after than the red-base tubes. The RCA
sound is more midrangey and somewhat fat-sounding. Isuggest it to customers who arc searching for that oldtime tube sound. To me, the black-base
are much better sounding, and those
will ship by default.
"Pricing update: The Cardinal XS
with the VAIC VV30B Type 1or the
Western Electric 30011 costs $7500.
You can have them with the newly
introduced VAIC VV30B,which is a
less expensive version than the VV30B
Type 1, for $7250. Or with the Golden
Dragon 30011 Supers for $7000. You
can also choose between the 6188 or

ing and prototyping the Twin, I
noticed that at some point one of the
tubes in the pair starts to take over.
So you get this shearing effect —
one tube will only be driving about
20% of the time, and the other in the
pair will take over the rest of the job.
You know, you can never truly match
aset of tubes perfectly. They're mechanical devices, after all. Within the
tolerances that you're looking for in
the solid-state world, it would take
1000 to 2000 tubes before you'd get
even two to work the same!
Scull: So parallel 300Bs need perfect
matching?
Rankin: Yes, because you're driving
one side of the transformer with
both tubes. That's also why parallel
300Bs are more expensive—you've
got more driver tubes and circuitry,
and more stages overall. But anumber of people who'd bought the
Twins went for more sensitive
speakers and switched to Cardinals.
They've understood that straight single-ended actually works better than
parallel 300Bs.
Scull: What do you hear as the derences between the two 300B circuit implementations?
Rankin- Parallel 300Bs are great for
dynamics, but you lose alittle of the
clarity and information in the midband. You can hear this easily at
louder listening levels. Of course, by
then you may not care—maybe
you're not listening carefully while
you're cleaning or gallivanting
around the house. But when you sit
down to listen, it's very apparent. In
general, parallels just don't sound as
lush as single-ended.
Scull: So you're convinced that 7'/2 to 9
big ones are all it takes to make music?

the Sylvania 5691 at no extra charge.
"Gordon"
As Gordon suggested, the 6188 was
significantly better-sounding in every
way than the next-best black-base
Sylvania 5691. The RCA 5691 red-base
was sweet and abit thick, and was my
least favorite input—except during
break-in, when its softer sound soothed
the savage silver beast. Using the
VAIC,the Sylvania 6188 (with one of
the most fantastic tube accessories I've
come across—more in amoment) and
the Mullard 5AR4 rectifier allow for an
increase from the Cardinal's regular

Rankin: Yes; in fact the first amp
we ever built was with the 845 —
you know, the big transmitter tube.
I'd designed push-pull amps for
years, so Ialso thought that you had
to have the watts. That amp had a
65L7 driving a300B driving an 845!
We don't make it now because they
weighed 85 lbs each and actually
took over 400 hours of my time to
build. But the big transmitter tubes
were great in the mid- and low bass.
They're perfect for subwoofers —
the 211s and 845s are the best things
in the world for that. They have a
real driving force because of their
extremely high voltage. It just takes
home the cows!
Scull: [laughs] Tel/ me, Gordon, how
long have you been taking home the cows?
Rankin: We've been a business
since 1981. We were building speakers back then when Igraduated college with a degree in Electrical
Engineering. Ihave minors in music
and physics as well. Building speakers was hard to do and time-consuming—matching drivers and so
on. If we had the desktop computing
power we have now back then, rd
probably still be designing speakers
today!
Scull: So, Gordon, can a push-pull
audiophile find happiness with singleended triodes?
Rankin- Ithink so. Imean, /did —
Iwas transformed!
Scull: Was that transformed or transfininered, Gordon?
Rankin: [laughs]
Scull: Any last thoughts?
Rankin: Yeah. Always have fun,
don't buy compulsively, think about
what you're doing beforehand, and
most of all... always have fun!
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7.5W to 8W The actual power will
vary —up to 9W — depending on
which input tube you use.
Wow. Nine watts!
Unhappily, one of the VAIC tubes
expired mid-cadenza. Gordon shipped
me a pair of Golden Dragon 300B
Supers while he waited for replacements and areport. The Supers weren't
bad—quite punchy and vivid, but not
nearly as refined and graceful as the
VAIC. Once Ifitted the replacement
VAIC tubes, Inever took them out.
This second set performed flawlessly. (I
understand the factory has ametallurgist on the case. It's the ribbon filament
that's causing the trouble.) In spite of
these teething problems, Icannot imagine any single-ended setup that would
not be much improved by the siren
song of this lovely tube. All the best
setups will have them. In the meantime,
the newboy Western Electric 300Bs are
warming in the wings, so we'll just have
to see...
For the first 10 or 15 hours, the new
set of VAIC VV30Bs sounded congealed and gritty, if in asingle-ended
sort of way, and lacked dynamics, air,
and any sense of spatiality. After 20
hours, however, they showed their perfectionist origin and sounded forth glorious music. Let me bring you afew
scribbles from my notebook to illustrate: "As Isit here listening to the fantastic new Opus 3release, Music by Frank
Zappa by the Omnibus Wind Ensemble
(Hahll (CD 19403), Irealize there's a
lot to be said for the brown-base
Golden Dragon Supers. They're like
GE 6550s in the Jadis JA 200s —not so
pretty, less detailed, but more butch,
punchy, and dynamic than the Sovteks."

the Cary '300SEI. This configuration
takes advantage of push-pull's power
and grip in the bottom octaves, while
single-ended sings its sweet song in the
midrange and highs. To say Gordon was
crestfallen at this idea would be putting
it mildly. It was clear he regarded his
amps as full-range musical devices, and
it seemed equally clear I'd have to give
the entire matter more thought.
After more discussion it became evident that the best speakers to use were
the very ones Gordon employed in his
own reference system —the Swissmade Reference 3A Royal Master
Controls. (A Royal with cheese? Pulp
Fiction alert!) I'd heard these speakers in
the systems of importer Victor Goldstein
(of Fanfare International) and recording
engineer Bob Katz (of Digital Domain),
and at various shows both with and without the add-on column, whose double
8" woofers turn the speakers into the socalled Suprema. (No cheese ... )
The subs, however, are too demand-

ing aload for single-ended amps, and
dip to something on the order of 4
ohms, so it was with the Royal Masters
alone that we'd listen. The speakers are
rated at 8ohms (dipping to 6) and 92dB
sensitivity.
The chunky, solid, wedge-shaped
cabinets are built up with 3
/"MDF,
4
then an additional 1" double front panel
of the same material is attached to the
cabinet front with arubber suspension.
They weigh nearly 60 lbs each. The
Royals feature aferrofluid-cooled softdome tweeter with "a large back chamber" (per the literature), with aresonant
frequency at 700Hz. The crossover to
the tweeter is listed as "Impedance
Compensated Slow Rate Type" (-3dB
down at 3kHz). The cone of the single
8" woofer/midrange unit is made of
woven carbon fiber in a"Hyper-Exponential design exclusive to 3A,Designs."
(Exclusive? I'll bet—who else would
name things this way?!) This driver has
an integrated phase plug in its acoustic

REFERENCE 3A
ROYAL MASTER CONTROLS

The match between amplifier and
speaker for single-ended operation is
critical, which is why JA suggested Ilet
Gordon Rankin lead when it came to
choosing aspeaker to partner the special-edition Cardinals. That's why I'm
bringing you acombined review of amp
and speaker as amusic playback system.
If you're not talking roughly 92dB sensitivity and afairly benign load, say no
lower than 6ohms, you're just not talking single-ended. That precluded running the Cardinals on the big Avalon
Ascents with their lowish 86dB sensitivity (in spite of the relatively benign
impedance curve).
Early on Imentioned to Gordon that
Iwas thinking of using ahybrid speaker system of some sort, as RH did with
STEREOPH I
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Reference 3A Royal Master Control loudspeakers
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center that looks like aminiature '59
Cadillac bumper. The magnet weighs a
full 30 oz and is rated at 14 Tesla, the
voice-coil is 1
4"
/
(17inm) in diameter and
the drive-unit is housed in adie-cast
aluminum basket.
Interestingly (if you're an audiophile),
the speakers are almost acrossoverless
design. The midbass driver rolls off naturally beginning at an upper-midrangey
3kHz and continues its swan dive up
through 10kHz at 6dB/octave. Importer Goldstein gleefully described aminimalist single capacitor and three resistors that make up the crossover for the
tweeter. Unsurprisingly, each speaker
(and subwoofer) is factory-wired with
Siltech. (Goldstein also imports this
fraught-with-silver-and-gold Dutch
cable as well.)
Spec sheet: "The phase is almost constant and flat (±5°) from 45Hz to
20kHz. This new woofer greatly reduces distortion between 1500Hz and
5000Hz due to phase correction..."
(the Caddy bumpers), "as well as ensuring better dispersion of this range and
improving integration with the tweeter." Well, that may be so, but Kathleen

didn't care for their sound off-axis right
from the start. She does almost all her
listening moving about the loft, where
these speakers sounded fairly dreadful.
Other than when Iwas planted in the
Ribbon Chair, they were bright and
chaffy on top, discontinuous and muddy below, only cohering (superbly, it
must be said) when seated in the sweet
spot. I'm just mentioning ir, the Royal
Master Control is not a background
music speaker.
"For optimum bass performance, this
unit must be used on our 40kg spiked
sand-filled stands," which place them at
an optimized height of 26". The factory
stands will set you back aRoyal $790,
but Goldstein has sourced acost-effective replacement from Sound Anchors,
retailing for $400. A 6nun steel mounting plate is bolted to the bottom of each
speaker, and this assemblage is set atop
the stands, compressing a supplied
"squishy, Sorbothane-type material," as
described by Goldstein.
The review pair were finished in an
attractive Royal Master Black at $4500,
but can be had in American Walnut for
$4200. (There's a new-for-'95 Grand

ALL THAT GLITTERS: SILTECH CABLES
Here's a rundown of the suavesounding Siltech cables, made in
Holland, used in my system:
LS 4-240 Speaker Cable: 112
pure-silver 0.5mm strands, with a
cable diameter of 12.0mm. $23251
lm pait
FTM-4 Sg interconnect: two 4.0
by 03mm pure-silver ribbons, 28
03mm pure-silver strands, one 24k
gold strand. $1600/1m pair.
FTM-4 Gold interconnect: two
4.0 by 03mm pure-silver ribbons,
eight 0.5mm pure-silver strands,
two 24k gold strands. $2400/1m
pair.
The basic construction of the
top-of-the-line FTM-series interconnects consists of aTeflon-insulated signal conductor core around
which two pure-silver ribbonshaped conductors are twisted together in aspecific pattern. In the
two interconnects we had on hand,
pure-silver strands are used along
with 24k gold strands. The FTM
series are low-capacitance designs
featuring asilver-coated HF shield.
All interconnect cables are terminated with WBT-0150 locking
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RCA jacks or Neutrik XLRPROs
for balanced configuration. The
speaker cables are terminated with
heavy-duty gold-plated spade lugs,
or WBT 0600 locking banana plugs
at extra cost.
The FTM series is no longer
Siltech's top cable. For special order
only (I think Ican see why...)
Siltech will make up apair of LS 8288 Gold speaker cable for (gulp!)
$5495/1m pair, and 6-88 Gold interconnect for $4150/1m pair. Even
Fm nonplussed. I have no other
details regarding this ultra-exotic
cableware, but no doubt acall to
Fanfare International —(212) 7341041 —will elicit the illicit information.
Siltech also makes interconnect
for as little (everything's relative,
no?) as $2701m, and speaker cable
starting at $250/1m pain Siltech also
make powercords, two digital cables, two types of pure-silver/Tefloncoated tonearm wires, a phono
cable called the Gold/Flex ($1650/
1m pair), and an intriguing cable
anti-resonance device, the CTW-1.
—Jonathan Scull

Master for $3300) Fanfare's Scot L.
Markwell stripped the grille covers off
immediately after he installed them. I
left them uncovered, but this exposed
the four magnetic mounting tabs—
none too tidy-looking for such an
expensive speaker.
After initial setup in the same location as my Avalons, followed by some
heaving and schlepping, we wound up
with the speakers halfway out in the
room on the leading edge of our 10' by
4' MDF platform with aslight toe-in to
sharpen up focus —in other words,
right back where they'd started. This
familiar speaker positioning gave us the
width, depth, and transparency we're
accustomed to with the Avalons, and
seemed to work well for the bass. (And
the Royals do make bass, if of adifferent
sort than we're used to. But we'll come
to that.)

CABLECRAFT, TWEAKERY, &
SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

Cabling these amps for best sound
proved surprising. Goldstein and Markwell installed the Reference 3As knowing they'd partner the Cardinal XS
amps for review. They set the speakers
up with abi-wire-ready pair of Siltech
LS 4-240, and left us with various
lengths of Siltech FTM-4 Gold for the
front-end and a4.5m length of FTM-4
Sg for the run to the amps. As mentioned, the amps are wired internally
with both Siltech and Kimber silver
wire, and the speakers themselves are
laced through with the stuff. One could
easily imagine that using Siltech
throughout the system would make
perfect sense.
But it was not to be. As the amps and
speakers ran in, Ibecame aware of adistinct and bothersome graininess in the
treble. It seemed completely out of
character, of all the qualities I'd heard
ascribed to single-ended sound, graininess just wasn't one of them. Iremoved
the longish run of FTM-4 Sg to the
amps, and it became immediately apparent that this was the culprit Not
quite broken in? Perhaps, although the
entire system had by this time more
than 200 hours on it. Too much of a
good thing? I'd like to think so. Even
though Siltech wouldn't be our first
choice for cabling our entire system, I'd
have to say that they sound lovely and
open indeed. (They'd pretty much have
to at $2400 for a 1m pair of FTM-4
Gold, although Siltech makes a full
range of cables including more modestly priced wire and accessories. Have a
look at my "All That Glitters" sidebar
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for the rundown on Siltech cables.)
Breaking my own principle of wiring
up with only one interconnect family at
atime, we found the perfect match for
the preamp/amp connection with a
length of Synergistic Research's Resolution Reference. It was ...just perfect. I
left Siltech throughout the rest of the
system—including the speaker cables
—which worked very well. Since Iwas
mixing and matching anyway, Itook
the opportunity to change the front-end
line-level interconnects as the mood
struck. We had good results using
Synergistic, XLO, Discovery Signature,
and AudioTruth Diamond—all very
pleasing. But the bulk of the review was
done with the Siltech/Synergistic
combo.
Electrical connections throughout
the system were made by Michael Griffin's Essential Sound Products The Essence powercords, and Ted Denny's
Synergistic AC Master Couplers. The
Mango Audio Labs RMX Reference B
powercords were on the side for the
moment, but Istill consider all three to
be at the top of the performance heap.
The Tweak Gallery was full. Three
Shun Mook Mpingo discs on top of
each speaker, left at 7o'clock, right side
pointed to 5. I
also placed one Mpingo
on the top cover of each amp in front of
the rectifier tube, where there was some
open real estate. The balance of the
room treatments were as described in
June's "A Matter of Taste" (Vol.18
No.6).
The amps were suspended on either
Shun Mook Super Diamond Resonators or Michael Green Design AudioPoints, those relatively inexpensive allbrass "ballistic" cones that always manage to sound so consonant with music.
All cables were suspended on Michael
Green Cable Grounds. Idid come to
rely on that tube tweak Imentioned
earlier for asignificant boost in sound
quality—they're MIDAS Tube Dampers from Bluenote SAS of Florence, Italy.
Iwrapped their springy coils around
each input tube, and the result just
wasn't subtle. I'm preparing an article on
acouple of super tweak items, and this
little brass and ebony affair will be
described therein. It's ahoney.
Ialso used Shakti Stones to excellent
effect on the power transformers of the
amps. Even their orientation atop the
'formers made a difference—as suggested by Gordon. More about the
Shakti Stones (and the Bedini Ultra
Clarifier) in the upcoming tweak article.
The CAT SL1 Signature was my primary reference preamplifier; Ifelt it a
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bers when evaluating the Cary CAD300SEI, Ithink he made akey mistake
when he stated, of the Infinity Prelude,
"... with its ability to be driven to satisfying levels using an 11W single-ended
triode amplifier, the Prelude becomes
the loudspeaker for such amplifiers."
Well, RH, it's one way to go, but it's not
the only way. It may satisfy some number of listeners, but many single-ended
aficionados will insist upon listening
full-range.
You see, Ifervently believe in letting
athing be what it is rather than trying to
make it something it is not. The point
A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE,
is, trying to get single-ended to "do"
OR YOU ARE HERE
push-pull will surely disappoint. SingleThe weeks passed as we burned-in the
ended does not do push-pull —and
amps and speakers and became more
familiar with this system's sound.
should not be asked to do so.
But single-ended triodes do other
There's a lot of heavy-gauge Siltech
things, and in such away as to seduce
hookup wire inside the Cardinal XS,
many a music lover to the point of
and it all needed time to settle in and
morphing into proselytizing zealots. If
loosen up. We changed input tubes,
you come from acontemporary pushswapped cables and footers, and tried
pull setup, let me suggest that you open
different tweaks.
As we listened, Ibecame aware of a your mind and your ears and just listen.
After all, isn't the joy of music the seemcertain readjustment that one has to
ingly endless cycles of discovery and
make in listening to single-ended triodes.
new experience that may provoke "the
To really appreciate the glories of this
emotions most unexpected," as Hercule
technology, you must be open and flexiPoirot would say?
ble enough to alter your point of view
So just what is this voodoo that it do
and expectations. (A surprisingly easy
so well?
task, given the quality of sound.) The
presentation is entirely different. It's abit
SONUS
like being with Kathleen's fraternal twin,
Martine: in some ways so alike, in others The "official" listening began almost by
accident. Late one night Ifound myself
polar opposites. (Thank goodness!)
sitting in the dark grooving to PortisThe more pervasive push-pull techhead's Dummy on vinyl (Go Beat 828
nology is all about pinpoint focus and
522-1), alaid-back UK Trance/Rave/
imaging, sharp edge definition, fast
Ambient album that we enjoy. Ifound
transients, tremendous apparent detail,
myself suddenly really involved. Iwas
and large, layered, airy acoustics, not to
mention big bass. The trick is getting listening to the lyrics with more than
usual attention, and seemed to actually
both the harmonics and tonal palette
just so while doing these imaging tricks understand them better —both cognitively and emotionally. Istill perceived
we've all come to expect from the best
this recording's digitally mastered
systems. Push-pull is simply great at renature —a good sign, I thought to
creating the fifth bounce off the rear
myself at the time. In spite of that, the
wall, or catching the inopportune flatuhighs sounded liquid, open, and extendlence of anervous first violinist who
ed, and very natural: scads of musical
wolfed his pastrami-on-rye at lunch.
information, no etch.
Single-ended is afar different affair.
Iwas struck by the breadth of perforIts charm and brilliance lies in amore
mance to be heard. This as differentiatclose-up view of the origin of sound
and its diffusion into the nearfield about ed from the width, which I'll note here
in passing to have been alittle less wide
the performer. You are aware of depth,
than the Avalons manage, and slightly
layering, and overall recorded acoustic,
but it's not as important as that moment narrowed at the rear. In any case, the
Royal Masters threw afairly enormous
in time when the original acoustic event
acoustic, and disappeared in that special
occurs. Single-ended holds asonic magway only small monitors can. The
nifying glass to this moment of creation,
image was set back athird of the way or
eschewing the larger picture for an
so to the rear wall—not nearly as deep
enhanced view of its origin.
as with the Symphonic Line 400s. (The
In fact, while Iwas pleased to note
German amps were perfectly scary in
RH used his ears rather than the num-

good match both sonically and pricewise with the $7500 Wavelength amps.
Digital front-ends were the Forsell and
Jadis transports and their matching D/A
converters. (I have found over time that
each DAC works best with its own
transport.) Analog was traced by the reliable and superb-sounding Forsell Air
Force One with either the Clearaudio
Insider, Symphonic Line RG8, or a
freshly tweaked vdH Grasshopper IV.
(My Follow-Up on the 'Hopper is in
the works.)
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that way.) The soundstage was a bit
smaller in overall proportion than we're
accustomed to with the Boulder Bombers, however. Interestingly, the lower the
volume level, the more miniaturized the
soundstage became. Pump the amps up
into the middle of their power band, and
they opened right up.
While there was asense of air to be
heard in this well-recorded Trancer, the
air there was of adifferent nature than
push-pull, and assumed a different
order of importance in the reproduction
of sound. And this through the Royal
Masters, whose particular top-end qualities have been described as extremely
transparent in an almost electrostatic
kind of way. (Over time Icame to
appreciate this quality of openness,
speed, and clarity in the treble.) So while
the soundstage the Cardinal XS/Royal
Masters threw ryas exquisitely detailed, it
was quite unlike the huge, clear, belllike transparency generated by the best
of push-pull.
Part of the closeness to the performance you hear about with SETs is
related to the way the whole presentation, the musical construct, is set forth
before the listener. It pulls you in doser
with its single-minded concentration on
the initial transient and subsequent
bloom of the acoustic, and its diffusion
into the pad of air immediately surrounding the focal point.
Vocals have always been popularly
understood to represent the very best of
what SE can do. And believe me, it's
true. Ialways felt compelled to revel in
one vocal recording after another. A
CD perfectly suited to this type of listening is Sara K.'s new Tell Me I'm Not
Dreaming (Chesky JD133). By the time
you read this, I'll have turned the corner
on 48—I already did my Frye Boots
andioni Mitchell thing, headband, windowpane, and all. However, experiencing this recording single-ended proved a
fairly... spiritual experience.
As Ilistened to the album, Ithought
"approachable" might be another way
to name the elusive quality of nearness
to the music and performance Ifelt.
The experience (and Iuse this word deliberately) of hearing Sara K. was made
more attractive by force of this connection. My notes: "Once again, I'm listening to the words more carefully and
understanding them more easily than ever
before. Somehow there's an enhanced
fusion of meaning and emotion." So it
might be said that single-ended systems
are about communication both musical
and emotional (if the two can be separated).
STERF.OPHILE, J
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That's the ultimate goal of all really
high-end rigs, wouldn't you agree? I
suppose that's what many of us are
looking for as we spend long hours "on
the knees most stiff" (Poirot again!)
tweaking our systems, looking for that
last ounce of... musical truth? Don't we
all crave those moments when, eyes
closed, we fall into the music and exist
as its counterpart and metaphor?
Let me tell you, that's what does it
for us. Reviewers have been accused of
worshiping with too great afervor at
the Fount of Equipment at the expense
of the music. Personally, I'm grounded,
okay? Music, it may be said, saved my
life at one point during a"difficult period" in my late 20s and 30s. (In my experience, it's these rough patches that
make us real.) Without music to focus
on and center me, Imight not be here
describing, with such asense of delight
and privilege, such music played on such
asystem. Ennui is not an option.
Back to the sound. Another generality: although the sharp edge-definition
we're accustomed to with push-pull
was slightly less in evidence, Sara K.'s
presence was nevertheless shockingly
palpable—a well-formed avatar with
which to relate to. The sonic representation of her voice was not obscured by
this slightly softer imaging. I still
became aware of small movements of
her head as she swayed to the music she
was making. In fact, tracking these
slight movements proved aremarkable
and participatory element that seemed
to help in communicating the emotional content and meaning of the songs.
As some sort of barometer of emotional involvement, the Wavelength
amps coupled with the Royal Masters
were remarkable. How easy it seemed
to reach into, to caress, to feel, to understand the music Iheard. It wasn't just
Sara K.'s voice that sounded so clea4
musical, and pellucid; the guitar,
acoustic bass, and drum work were also
supreme. "You can get next to them," I
wrote in my notes. "You can bond with
the music."
After listening to many vocal recordings, another strong impression Ihad
was that with afine push-pull amp you
become aware of details of the body of
the performer —a singer's chestiness,
for example, or the sense of awindpipe, or some other aural "physical"
clues. But with this setup, the sound
existed not so much as apart of some
large, ambient acoustic with a more
tightly focused "physical" representation of the soundsource, as acomplete
musical presence.

THE PHOSPHORUS
CONNECTION

As we listened to all manner of music,
from the grand to the petite, another
element of the Cardinal XS/Royal
Master's presentation became evident.
In describing push-pull amps, I've occasionally resorted to the metaphor of a
light shining upon aperformer on the
stage to illustrate the sense of openness
and illumination of the midrange and
highs. Some push-pullers get this better
than others, the more refined efforts
sounding more subtle in their presentation of this effect. But that's what it
most seemed like —a light shining on
the midrange and treble regions. The
effect was reflective in nature, so to say.
But with the Cardinal XS (and single-ended in general) the sense of illumination of the midrange and treble
region seemed to emanate from within
rather than without. It was as if the
molecules of sound before me twinkled
beautifully with phosphors, gently illuminating and lifting the sound to its natural bloom in the surrounding pad of
air. (The Jadis parallel 300B and the
Audio Note Kasai—both of which I've
listened to but which await further official scrutiny—to one extent or another
manifest this same sense of inner luminescence.)
Icame to understand that this warm
and welcoming internal fireworks —
single-ended's Unbearable Lightness
of Being—breathed the very life into
the sound. Now it's true that speakers
that shelve back the bass (I'm coming
to that) tend to highlight the midrange
and highs. But having listened to pushpull through the Royal Masters, I'll say
confidently that this interior luminescence is apart of single-ended's presentation, not an artifact of the speakers. And the Cardinal XS amps present
this inner light just so beautifully and
naturally.
Interestingly, this inner glow in the
weave of the midrange and up is more
subtly rendered with Gordon's pure single-ended amps than with the parallel
Jadis 300Bs. The Jadises have amore
dynamic, glamorous, and sexy presentation than Gordon's totally purist and
simple-as-she-goes Cardinals. However,
Ididn't listen to the Jadises on the Royal
Masters, but rather on the simply unbelievable Jadis Eurythmic (mostly) horn
speakers that now grace our room, and
that will be featured with the Jadis
300B amps in my next review. Idid listen to the Kasai on the Royal Masters,
however, and came to the same conclusion.
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BASS &DYNAMICS

Although certainly alittle woolly and
out of control at its edges, the Cardinal
XS/Royal Masters still managed asurprising integrity in the bass, and in fact
energized our large listening room to
adequate levels. This was just so ... unexpected. The bass was of adifferent
quality than push-pull amps typically
pump out, yet quite satisfying enough
to forge the foundation of many amusical effort.
As I listened to my favorite CD
woofer-workout, Art of Noise's In
Visible Silence (China/Polydor 835 8062), Ijotted the following in my notebook: "Hey! There most certainly is
bass! It fills the room! Okay, maybe it
doesn't go so deep or clean as the opposite-universe Kraft 400s, but it's enjoyable and surprisingly pitch-differentiated nonetheless. Of course, I'm talking
upper, middle, and lower midbass here,
'cause this combo just doesn't plumb
the depths to any great degree. Strictly
speaking, in audiophile reviewer terms,
it's alittle fuzzy around the edges and
lacks power when lunging to the bottom. A bit shelved-back in overall level.
But everything else about this recording, the huge soundscape and the
astounding musical devices, are all intact
and sound wonderful. In fact, it's like
putting on aVirtual Reality helmet, my
face deep in awild sonic soundscape
where my senses are those of the virtual world, no longer subject to more
mundane everyday input. Perhaps with
the twin 15" dynamic woofers of the
Jadis Eurythmie speakers we'll hear
something else. [We certainly did!] But
meanwhile, Igaze down in some surprise as my chest gets ... compressed by
the bass on this CD!"
Well, that wasn't too shabby. How
about alittle Mahler? (If anything of
Mahler's can be said to be "little.") I
loaded Leonard Benistein/NYP's evocative and beautifully recorded performance of Symphony 3(DG 427 328-2)
into the Jadis J1 Drive. Listening to this
majestic work was certainly a valid
musical experience, but it didn't
approach—in power and impact—
what adecent push-pull amp can do
with enough cubic inches. Nevertheless, when you wish to foray into
Mahler or Ellington, with the limitations understood, these amps can and
do play large-scale works with areal
sense of scale and impact.
Which brings up another of the necessary adjustments one has to make
with this pairing. Depending on the
music, Ifound myself setting the volSTEREOPH ILE, J
ANUARY 1996

ume not so much to some arbitrary
level of loudness, but rather in the sweet
spot of the amps' power range. Finding
the best volume level became second
nature in no time at all. Iwas always
aware of the power ceiling, but quickly
learned to work with it rather than be
bound by any imagined limitations. I
won't describe in detail what happens
when you hit the rev limiter —they
don't clip so much as congest, blare, and
fall apart. But within their (perfectly
adequate) range, they played satisfyingly loud. And dynamically too. The
range of dynamic contrasts, micro- and
macro-, were more than adequate to
bring the listener both the nuance and
power of music. However, we spent
more time listening to vocals and smallscale works than Sonic Spectaculars.
And if you wind up with this combo, I
suspect that's what you'll listen to also.
Heavy-metal grunge gofers will not
find happiness with 8or 9W and 92dB
sensitivity.

SINGLE-ENDED REDUX?

It seems most audiophiles react very
strongly to single-ended. They either
love it or wind up actively ambivalent.
Kathleen and Iwere neither shocked
nor blown away by the single-ended
experience. Ibelieve this is because
we've been utterly spoiled by the quality of the push-pull gear we've had the
good fortune to use, not to mention the
reference quality of the Avalon Ascents.
This isn't hubris—if you're coming off
asolid-state rock cruncher of whatever
pedigree, then the change in presentation may indeed leave you slack-jawed
and round-eyed, as Kathleen puts it. But
aJP80MC or aCAT SLI Signature and
apair of Jadis JA 200s creates another
type of musical transcendence, one as
musically valid and involving as what
single-ended provides.
Nevertheless, the Cardinal XS amps
in conjunction with the Reference 3A
Royal Master Controls bring the surprise and joy of music to the listener in
an intimate, effortless manner. Just
think of the unmitigated selfishness of it
all—music exists but to please you, if
sometimes in shocking and mysterious
ways. This amp/speaker combo is
exquisitely capable of serving you in
such amanner. We truly enjoyed our
time with them. Most highly recommended for the music-lover in all of
you.
Enjoy.
—Jonathan Scull

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
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Except where noted below, the mea-

surements of the Wavelength Cardinal
were made using the Sylvania 6188
input tube, Mullard/Sylvania 5AR4
rectifier, and VAIC VV30B Type Ioutput tube —the tube complement recommended by the manufacturer for
best sound. Eight-ohm measurements
were made with the 8ohm setting of
the output taps, 2and 4ohm readings
with the 4ohm setting.2
The Wavelength Cardinal was
warmed up for one hour at athird of
its rated maximum power (8W). It did
not run warmer than expected for this
type of design. Its input impedance
measured 99k ohms, and its output
impedance was avery high 3.4 ohms at
lkHz, increasing to 5.9 ohms at 20Hz
and 5.3 ohms at 20kHz. This amplifier's frequency response will be
extremely sensitive to varying loudspeaker loads. Its voltage gain (into 8
ohms) was avery low 17.3dB —most
amplifiers produce about 10dB more
gain. The use of this amplifier with
sources having atypical output, combined with apassive (zero-gain) preamplifier, might result in insufficient
sound pressure levels. S/N measured
78.5dB over a 22Hz-22kHz bandwidth (ref. 1W into 8 ohms unweighted), 91dB A-weighted, and
76dB (unweighted) over awider 10Hz500kHz bandwidth. DC offset measured an inconsequential 02mV.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response
of the Wavelength Cardinal XS. Note
the variation with the simulated realworld load; the scale has been expanded here to ±4dB. The response irregularity into the simulated load, while it
will not be precisely the same with all
real loads, will be audible with most
loudspeakers. Fig2 show the small-signal 10kHz squarewave response. It
indicates afairly slow risetime with a

Fig. I Wavelength Cardinal XS, frequency
response at (from top to bottom): 2W into
4ohms, 4ohm tap; I
W into 8ohms, 8ohm
tap; 2W into simulated speaker load, 4ohm
tap (I
dB/vertical div.).
2Logistical difficulties meant that it was not possible
to examine the measured performance of the
Reference 3A Royal Master Control loudspeaker in
time to accompany this review.
—JA
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small degree of well-damped oscillation
(visible at the top and bottom of the
waveform). The lkHz response, not
shown, is reasonably clean, with asmall
downward tilt indicative of the low-frequency rolloff visible in fig.1.
The Wavelength's THD+noise percentage (at lkHz) is plotted against frequency in fig.3. While this performance is not particularly impressive,
this is to be expected from this type of
amplifier design. It is also clear from
this graph that the Wavelength, as configured, cannot be recommended for
use into 2ohm loads, as it will produce
massive amounts of distortion. [Note,
however, that the high impedance peaks ofthe
simulated speaker load result in much lower
distortion. —Ed] The waveform of the

distortion when the Cardinal is driving
1kHz into a4ohm load from its 4ohm
transformer tap is shown in fig.4. It is
very heavily second-harmonic, with
only atrace of irregularity indicating
higher-order components at avery low
level. The distortion components into 8
ohms and 2ohms, not shown, indicate
an almost pure second harmonic into 8
ohms and anoticeable —but still relatively small—increase in higher-order
components into 2ohms.
Fig.5 shows the spectrum of the
Cardinal XS's output in response to a
50Hz input, taken at a3.3W output
into a4ohm load. The distortion here
is fairly high (especially considering the
wattage involved), but low-order artifacts predominate: —32dB (about 2.5%)
rmorm..

am

at 100Hz and —44dB (0.6%) at 150Hz.
[Note the decreasing level of the harmonic
with increasing order, amusically consonant
phenomenon. —Ed] A similar measurement made into asimulated real load,
not shown, indicates the same trend and
marginally lower distortion.
Feeding acombined 19kHz+20kHz
signal into the Cardinal XS results in the
spectrum shown in fig.6. This was at a
level of 3.3W into 4ohms (somewhat
lower distortion was obtained into 8
ohms, not shown). This is amediocre
result: —32dB (2.5%) at 1
kHz and
—38dB (12%) at 18kHz and 21kHz.
The THD+noise vs output power
measurements in fig.7 show the very low
power output obtained from this amplifier, typical of single-ended tube designs.
Here Ialso measured the result using the
Golden Dragon 300B output tube; note
that there is slightly lower distortion with
the latter, but asimilar maximum output.
The actual clipping levels are shown in
Table IWavelength Cardinal XS Clipping
(3%THD+noise at I
kHz)

Fig.2

Wavelength Cardinal XS, small-signal I
OkHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

Fig.3

Wavelength Cardinal XS,THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at IkHz):
4W into 2ohms. 4ohm tap; 2W into 4
ohms, 4ohm tap; I
W into 8ohms, 8ohm
tap; and 2.83V into simulated speaker load,
4ohm tap.

Load

W308 Output

3008 Output

ohms
8
(line)
4
(line)
2
(line)

W (dBVV)
3.9 (5.9)
II
2V
5.1 (4.0)
II
2V
1.5 (-4.3)

W (cIBW)
4.3 (6.25)
II2V
5.3 (4.28)
II
2V
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Fig.6 Wavelength Cardinal XS, HF intermodulation spectrum. DC-22kHz, 1
9+20kHz at
3.3W into 4ohms, 4ohm tap (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Wavelength Cardinal XS, IkHz waveform at
2W into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

101.•

Fig.5

2.110

4.11

MiliwiA Low
Mao

710

MOO

TIM

Wavelength Cardinal XS, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 3.3W into 4ohms,
4ohm tap (linear frequency scale). Note
that the second harmonic at 100Hz is the
highest in level, at —32d8 (about 2.5%).

Fig.7 Wavelength Cardinal XS, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
1
NV): 4ohms (4 ohm tap) and 8ohms
(8 ohm tap), both with Golden Dragon
300B output tube; 4ohms (4 ohm tap),
8ohms (8 ohm tap), and 2ohms (4 ohm
tap), all with VAIC W3013 output tube.
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CLASSIC

CLASSIC RECORDS celebrates the latest releases in its
Verve and Columbia jazz reissue series with its first original recording—
Art Davis "A Time Remembered."
The legendary bass player is joined by asuperb lineup of musicians including
Smitty Smith on drums, Herbie Hancock on piano, and Ravi Coltrane on sax.
A Time Remembered was recorded live to 2-track analog at Ocean Way Studios on
January 13th and 14th of 1995 by Rik Pekkonen; mastered by Bernie Grunclman; and
produced by John Koenig. Available now on 180 gram audiophile LP and Premium CD through
Classic Music DIRECT at 1-800-457-2577.
CLASSIC

RECORDS

(remember /be .mund...)

To hear these Classic Records selections on The Music line, dial 212-333-2233, then punch the code for the selection you
want to hear: Sonny Stitt, Blows the Blues-5121n Ben Webster. Encounters Coleman Hawkins-512093; Johnny Hodges, Blues APlenty-512099; Ella Fitzgerald, Clap Hands, Here Comes Charlie'-5 12096; and Art Davis, ATime Remembered-S 12090.
And be sure to look for Classic Records on the Internet at http:liwww.classicrecs.com.

So the poop on the 2.5 is basic: atwoway, rear-ported box (the vent is 27"
from the floor) with anew 7" carbonfiber-impregnated paper-cone woofer
made by Scan-Speak to ProAc's specs,
and a 3/
4" Scan-Speak fabric-domed
tweeter similar to the one used on the
Response 2, but with a different ferrofluid that offers better power handling
and somewhat lower sensitivity (the 2.5
is rated at 86dB). As with the 2s, the
2.5's tweeter is offset toward the center
of the soundstage to reduce the effects of
sidewall reflections.
While the 2.5 looks like a2s integrated into afloorstanding wooden box,
the new woofer, which Tyler says is the
result of six months of work with ScanSpeak, is, as they say, amiracle of modern science, and results in substantially
improved performance. Tyler says the
new driver has the midrange qualities
he was looking for, plus it has "more
going for it" at the bottom end.
There's a nine-element crossover
network mounted on a special fiberglass board soldered on both sides. The
finely machined and quite substantial
bi-wirable/bi-ampable rhodium-plated
speaker terminals bolt directly to the
board and make physical and electrical
contact through both sides and center of
the board, and are through-hole soldered. Hookup wire is the same 500strand oxygen-free copper cable used in
all ProAc products, sourced from a
British company whose name Tyler
prefers to keep to himself.
The braced and damped box, which
varies in thickness to reduce standing
waves, is stuffed with abonded acetic
fiber fill used extensively in loudspeakers 20 years ago, according to
Tyler, but not much today because it's
more difficult to fit in the cabinet due to
its unruly, "woolly" nature. Its big advantage, according to Tyler, is better
sound.
In other words, this carefully conceived and constructed, $4500/pair,
two-way, ported box distinguishes itself
by its attention to detail, rather than
with radically new "technology" or construction techniques. Give that to the
marketing people, or give them another
speaker Isaw advertised recently: abipolar tower design in which two mida
frame an aluminum-dome tweeter, all
three drivers mounted both front and
back, plus asidemounted, 15" powered
(300W) subwoofer —all for $3000/
pair. Which would be easier to sell?
Well, if sound quality is what you're
interested in, probably the ProAcs
(though Ihaven't heard the other).
STEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1996
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Once I'd screwed the wooden bases to
the cherrywood-veneered bottoms of
the boxes (no side is left unfinished—
even the ones that end up not showing)
and threaded in the spiked feet, Ihad
these petite (41" by 10" by 8.75"), exquisitely veneered towers settled into
their best-sounding positions in record
time: Iput them precisely where the
Audio Physic Virgos I reviewed last
September had been.
Despite being more than satisfied
with the results, Imoved them around a
bit just to see what would happen; that
was nothing better or even as good, so
they ended up where they begun. In my
listening room, that means Isit with the
speakers about 61
/
2'from my listening
position and about 8' apart. Joachim
Gerhard's setup strategy works. (See the
Audio Physic Virgo review, Vol.18 No.9,
p.121.) If you own moving-coil loudspeakers, do yourself afavor and try it.

HIS MASTER'S VOICE

Well, how about this: using my Radio
Shack sound-pressure level (spl) meter
and the 1
/
3-octave warble tones on
Stereophile's Test CD 3 (STPH 006-2)
available from Stereophile, or send me
five bucks and I'll dub acassette for you
—just want to make sure you're reading this, JA —the Response 2.5s measured ±.2dB from 250Hz down to (are
you ready for this?) 31.5Hz! They were
down only 3dB at 25Hz and -7dB at
20Hz. That's plenty of audible and palpable energy at 20Hz. All from asmall
two-way box with a 7" midrange/woofer! And Ithought my room
couldn't reproduce low bass!
Did Ineed ameter to tell me Iwuz
getting bass? No! The 2.5 kicks sirloin.
This is aspeaker with serious visceral
impact: tight, deep bass with agraceful,
smooth transition into the midbass and
above that keeps the 2.5 from sounding
thick and heavy. There may be wool
stuffed inside, but there's nothing
"woolly" about the bass.
Nor is there asense that you're getting the bottom octaves at the expense
of midrange clarity, or that you're being
tricked by a midbass bump. Nosiree:
you put on aJoe Williams or Johnny
Hartman album and you'll hear them
with chests attached, but not drowning
in asea of mud.

SOME GOODY'S

Now, to cut the smooth flow of this
review Ihave to tell you about the associated equipment: VP! TNT Mk.3
with Rockport Capella arm and

AudioQuest Fe5 and Clavis Da Capo
cartridges, EAD DSP-9000 HDCD*
processor and T-7000 transport, Audio
Alchemy DTI•Pro 32, Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A and Sonic Frontiers SFL2/SFP Signature preamplifiers, Cary
805 single-ended triode amplifiers,
OCM 500 and Muse 100 solid-state
amplifiers. Cabling was XL0 phono and
Yamamura Systems Millennium 5000
everyplace else (including hi-wired
speaker cable) —except for the preamp
AC cord, which was from Marigo.
Accessories included A.R.T. Q-Dampers, Harmonix feet, Seismic Sinks, Bright
Star sand boxes, and aPower Wedge line
conditioner on front-end gear.

BLOCKBUSTER MUSIC

Now, where was I? Oh yeah —bass.
But for the very bottomy bottom, the
Response 2.5 gave me all the bass a
non-organ-loving music-lover could
ever want. More than quantity, the 2.5
offered outstanding dynamics, pitch
definition, and texture. Inever wondered what was making the bass,
though Ifound the Audio Physic Virgos
offer aslight bit more low-end inner
detail and nuance, if at the serious expense of the testicular fortitude (as my
former editor puts it) the ProAcs
delivered.
Okay, now come some obligatory
music references: Doug MacLeod's
Corne To Find (AudioQuest AQ-LP1027,
also available on alesser-sounding CD)
features, in the words of my current
editor, some "big-assed" bass. Iheard
some big cheeks being slapped on the
title tune through the 2.5s, and clearly
heard the tonality and physical structure
of the wet-kiss sloppy bass drum in Jimi
Bott's kit behind MacLeod.
When Icompared the LP and CD
last year, Itold AudioQueses Joe Harley
that while Ipreferred the LP, the bass
drum on the CD was much tighter. The
LP's kick drum sounded sloppy. Harley
corrected and embarrassed me at the
same time: "That's the way it really
sounds. It's abig, sloppy drum!" Had I
had the ProAc 2.5s at the time, Ithink
I'd have known that, so cleanly did they
render the kick drum tonally and
spatially.
Classic Records' reissue of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition (Living
Stereo LSC-2201) contains some big
drum wallops surrounded by the warm,
reverberant field created by the Orchestra Hall space in "Gnomus." Even
at realistic concert-hall spls, the 2.5s
placed the drum tightly focused on the
stage, reproducing cleanly and with
217
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great authority both the transient stroke
and the pliant skin sound while bathing
the event in the resulting reverberation.
All without mud, strain, or clouding up
the all-important midrange. And that,
my fellow listeners, is atough act for a
smallish two-driver box to perform.
Another record with low-end richness to spare is Analogue Productions'
new vinyl edition of Janis Ian's superb
Breaking Silence (APP027 also on gold
CD). Between Jim Brock's percussion
and Chad Watson's bass, there is abottom-end foundation on tracks like "All
Roads to the River" that is almost overwhelming. The 2.5s dug way down to
deliver all of it with clarity, focus, and
impressive start-and-stop speed, while
presenting acleanly articulated acoustic
guitar (steel strings and wooden body)
and Ian's wispy voice. If rhythm is your
business, you can bank on the 2.5s.
In short, in asmall to medium-sized
room—which is where this speaker is
meant to go—you will get the kind of
tactile bass performance you might have
thought only amuch larger driver in a
larger box could yield. Bass you might
have thought impossible to generate in
your room. Bass that will excite your
innermost low-frequency vibratory
pleasure centers—whatever and wherever in hell they are. Bass you can chew
on.

everything equally well (as you'll read),
nor can it be all things for all listeners.
But designing agreat speaker is more
about balance than anything else, and in
that regard Tyler has scored 10 out of
10. Of all the ProAcs I've heard, the 2.5
strikes me as the best-balanced overall.
As the designer is clearly aware, these
towers strike that just-right balance
between Haagen-Dazs richness and
gelato tartness, between jackhammer
dynamics and crystalline high-frequency delicacy, between in-your-face
and nicely out of the way. None of that
thick, ploddy, or etched hardness. No
chrome-plated violins or caramel-covered saxes. Hey, you want areviewing
"tool"? Get aPostman.

MUSIC DIRECT

Funny thing: my writing just got interrupted by aphone call from arecordcompany publicist. Iwas playing Analogue Productions' LP reissue of Duke
Ellington's This One's for Blanton (APJ
015, originally on Pablo) with Ray
Brown, and the first thing she said after
I'd had time to lift the cueing lever was,
"What were you doing, playing the piano?" It didn't sound like arecording to
her. When Itold her it was the Duke,
she told me that her father had written
songs for Ellington's band. Sure enough,
there was her name, same as dad's, in
the credits on some Ellington CDs I
pulled out at random.
Duke's piano doesn't sound like a
recording to me either. Nor does Ray
Brown's bass, which is standing right on
top of the OCM 500 amp between the
speakers. There's just the right mixture
of sounding board, wood, strings, and
felt hammers, of dynamic percussive
transients and sustained tones, to create
abelievable piano in my listening room.

of the microphone's response in the
cheap spl meter. Note that Iran this test
twice: once with the Cary 805s, once
with the OCM 500. Whatever differences show up on the test bench
between the single-ended triode and
solid-state amps, into the ProAc 2.5s the
results were remarkably similar (within
1dB), including at the frequency
extremes.
Obviously I'll be curious to see the
"real" measurements, but Ithink Ican
equate what Imeasured with what I
heard: Ididn't hear any thinness in the
lower midrange. Ifigure the suckout
was what helped keep the bass from
sounding "thick" —a plus. The rise in
the mid-treble created what Iheard as a
slightly forward but exceedingly richsounding top end that helped to create
an attractive sense of "presence" and
lushness. You can wash your face in this
speaker and the water will never run
cold. Ido think the very top rolls off
gently, which is why these speakers
sound so smooth and easy on top, without giving away too much air and space.

VIRGIN EARS

Listening to the 2.5s had me thinking it
no coincidence that both Stewart Tyler
and Richard Gerberg of Modern Audio
Consultants (ProAc's US importer) use
Koetsu Urushi cartridges as their analog
references. Like the Koetsu, the 2.5s
were rich, lush, and free of metallic artiACOUSTIC SOUNDS
facts. Instruments were portrayed with
So the foundation is great. What about
roundness and warmth—a version of
the rest of the house? Well, there's areareality many listeners prefer. There's
son the ProAc 2.5s' sound proved so
plenty of air and frequency extension in
popular at both the 1995 Stetrophile
the presentation of those top-of-theshow in Los Angeles and at the 1995
line Koetsus, but in comparison with,
Summer CES: the speaker makes great
say, the Clavis Da Capo, you miss out
music. Okay, it's acliché, areally bad
on some inner detail and spatial finesse.
one, but: it only took me afew seconds
Tradeoffs abound with transducers at
to realize Iliked what Iheard coming
both ends of the chain.
from the Response 2.5s. Idon't know of
Again, it's no coincidence that JoaBOSE MUSIC EXPRESS
anyone —consumer or reviewer —
chim Gerhard, designer of the Audio
Whoops! Missed the train.
who walked out of the ProAc/Cary
Physic Virgo Ireviewed back in Ocroom who didn't enjoy listening to the
tober, prefers the more analytical sound
S
TRAWBERRIES
2.5s.
of Scan-Tech cartridges such as the
So far, it sounds as if the 2.5s are pretty
One reason for such listener enParnassus, Claws Da Capo, and Aumuch perfect. Well, they're not. While
thusiasm is that the 2.5s were totally
dioQuest Fe5, the first two of which
their real-world tonal balance struck me
free of grain, "crispies," and edge; given
as close to ideal, in my room at least, I Audio Physic importer Alan Perkins of
the quality of engineering today, esImmedia also distributes. The Virgo is a
measured and heard afew small anompecially in the pop music world, this
far more analytical-sounding loudalies: bass performance was outalone made agreater number of discs
speaker that measures and sounds
listenable. Idon't think aluminum- or standing, but in the lower midrange
amazingly flat to me, with the exthere was amajor in-room suckout beother metal-dome tweeters necessarily
ception of the midbass, which sounds a
tween 250 and 630Hz. I measured
yield metallic sound, but one thing was
bit warm—or is it that the rest sounds
-4dB at 315Hz, -10dB at 400Hz, and
clear from my time with the 2.5s: afababit cold? Ah, but Idigress into my
ric dome definitely doesn't equate to a -7dB at 500Hz. There was also a3dB
own sonic hellhole...
metallic sound, but it does offer plenty dip at 3.15kHz, and then abroad 3dB
rise from 5kHz to about 9kHz. At
of detail.
16kHz it was down 3dB, and at 20
DISCOUNT RECORDS
That doesn't mean every listener
Irealize some of you discount records as
would choose the 2.5; it doesn't do down 6dB, but that's probably aresult
STEREOPFULE, J
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DEVICES

aviable music source. Your serious loss.
You simply aren't getting all of the air,
depth, detail, and spatial performance
your system can offer. Iknow, it's not real
space and air, it's L-R phasiness, rising
cartridge high frequencies, and all of the
other silly things digiphiles say causes
records to sound so much closer to the
real event. Well, Idon't care what causes it: records just sound more like reality. Compare the Janis Ian vinyl with the
gold CD sometime in the comfort of
your favorite audio salon—if they have
agood analog front-end, that is.
Anyway, the one area where the 2.5s
didn't give me everything Iwas looking
for was air and space. But that was only
because my previous listening was with
the Virgos. They are the air, space,
detail, and dimensionality champs, in
my experience. The 2.5s did throw a
rock-solid stage with meaty, threedimensional individual images, and
they did a pretty good job of disappearing, but they weren't in the same
league as the Virgos, which flat-out disappear. And no matter how Iarranged
them, Icould not get the sanie gigantic
sense of depth Igot with the Virgos.
The 2.5s' stage depth was truncated in
the corners, and even in the center, by
comparison.
So on "Buck Dance," from Music for
Bani BaaRoorn and Harp (RCA Living
Stereo LSP-1866) —a silly piece of
music but an outstanding test of depth
— when the two tap-dancers headed
out the back door behind the tubular
bells, they went back, but not way back,
and the extreme sides of the stage didn't
go out nearly as far as they do on the
Virgos. Nor was the 2.5s' ability to layer
instruments front to back on the stage
nearly as accomplished.
For some listeners these are important considerations; for others, tonality
and frequency extension count for
more. And if you're all digital, despite
recent improvements, you ain't gettin'
some of this stuff anyway —I don't care
if you've got Krell, Levinson, or Radio
Shack.

W AXIE MAXIE'S, COCONUTS,
J
&R MUSIC WORLD, ETC.

I've run out of cute ways to incorporate
record-chain names in subheads, so I'm
just giving these guys equal time before
I'm out of here. Audiophiles complain
about the high prices of equipment. At
$4500/pair, the Response 2.5 is abargain. According to my 1967 Allied Radio catalog, apair of AR-3s used to cost
$450. 1 I'm no economist, but given
what average incomes were then and
S
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taking inflation into account, Ibet in
1995 dollars that $450 would be well
over $3000 today. Believe me, you get a
lot more physically —and, of course,
sonically —with the 2.5s! While ProAc
will continue making Response 2s in a
slightly upgraded version, by the time
you add stands the price differential
makes the $4500 2.5 abargain on yet
another level.
The combination of the Response
2.5s and the Cary 805s provided me
with some of the most sublime listening
pleasure I've had in all my years as an
audiophile geek. (Those years began
officially in the late '50s, when Iwas an
amorphous pre-pubescent blob lying on
acouch listening to Belifonte at Carnegie
Hall on Lafayette headphones—the
ones with the head cushion you blew up
—and admiring the gigantic soundstage
before I'd ever heard the word.)
That Iwas able to experience the system that enthralled the swarms at Stereophilès L.A. show last spring in the discomfort of my own home (you've never
seen my listening room) is one of the
great privileges of being areviewer—
never mind the schlepping and the cardboard graveyard that once was my attic.
I've now reviewed two loudspeakers
for Stereophile at about the same price
point: the Audio Physic Virgo ($5000/
pair) and the ProAc Response 2.5
($4500/pair). These arc two similarly
sized, very different-sounding, but equally accomplished designs, either one of
which Iwould gladly own. Each delivers
something the other doesn't, and leaves
out something the other offers.
Both give you outstanding dynamics,
remarkably wide frequency response,
and abig, wide-open soundstage. And
both can be effectively driven by the
single-ended Cary 805, meaning that
you can drive them with virtually any
"real-world"-priced amplifier, tubed or
solid-state.
Which will you prefer? Idon't know.
Which do Iprefer? Ibought the Virgos,
but that was before Iheard the 2.5s.
Had it been the other way around, I
might have bought the ProAcs. Does
that make me an audio whore? Kiss me
and I'll tell.
For Stewart Tyler, the goal was to
create an "emotional" loudspeaker. As
he told me, the real test for him was the
last eight minutes of Mahler's Second
Symphony: If playing the "Resurrection" through the 2.5s brings alump
to your throat and atear to your eye,
he's succeeded. Courtesy Bernard Hai1A matched set of Mullard ICTles cost $11.95, and
7591s went for $1.40 each.

tink and Philips Classics, Ipromise you
he has!
—Michael Framer

HASTINGS

You don't get something for nothing,
and the price to be paid for the Response 2.5's impressive bass extension is
alow sensitivity: Icalculated 2.83V to
raise just 83dB (B-weighted) at 1m,
which is hardly more sensitive than an
LS3/5a! The speaker is easy on the partnering amplifier, however, as its impedance (fig.1) only drops below 8
ohms in the lower midrange, and then
not by much. The tuning of the 2.5's
reflex port is revealed by the impedance
"saddle" at 38Hz in this graph.
Looking at the responses of the individual drive-units and the port (fig2),
the Response 2.5 appears to be almost a
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Fig.1

ProAc Response 2.5. electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).

Fig.2

ProAc Response 2.5, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50". corrected for microphone response, with nearfield woofer and
port responses plotted below 300Hz, and
2.5kHz. respectively
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Fig.3

ProAc Response 2.5. anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum of
nearfield woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz.
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Dahlquist, designing the DQLP-1 electronic crossover (still highly regarded
and sought-after on the used market)
and improving the DQ-10's basic
design. The DQ-20 and DQ-12 also
show his influence. He still employs the
open-baffle concept on most of the
Alón designs; Petite is the sole exception.
The Petites, introduced at Winter
Consumer Electronics Show '95, immediately attracted the attention of the
industry. If you've read about these
speakers at all, you know they were "set
up" by being placed atop aclunky hotel
chest-of-drawers, and were powered by
amodestly priced integrated amplifier
—and everyone still came away raving!
They're asmall speaker (6'" W by 81
/"
4
D by 15" H), vented to the rear, and
have two pairs of high-quality five-way
binding posts to facilitate bi-wiring.
These are wonderful binding posts;
although they sport knurled cylindrical
barrels, the last 1
/
4"is hexagonal, allowing you to tighten the connection with
ahex-driver or Postman wrench. The
well-made cabinet gives asatisfyingly
consistent thunk to the knuckle-rap test.
The review pair was veneered with Santos Rosewood, lustrous and rich with a
tight grain pattern. Removable grilles
are included—and should be removed.
All of my audition was performed with
grilles off.
Sonies: The Petites were placed relatively near the record shelving that lines
the long rear wall of my listening room.
Iemployed David Wilson's "voweling"
process (see Stereophile, November '95,
p.101) —or something resembling it,
anyway —to locate the point where the
speaker "freed up" from the rear wall's
boundary effect. In my room, this was
approximately 14" from the shelves.
The speakers sounded best with avery
slight toe-in; however, this may not be
true in situations where the listener sits
at agreater distance from the speakers.
The Petites also benefit from being tilted back —severely, in my case—in the
vertical plane: the front spikes were 2"
taller than the rear. Again, listeners must
experiment with this type of positioning based on the ratios particular to
their own situations — Ifound the
response to be much more coherent
when the Akins were placed in this
manner in my room.
These are remarkably refined performers. As Ilistened to my favorite
music —and to alot of new stuff—I
was consistently impressed with how
much musical enjoyment Icould derive
STEREOPH ILE, J
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from apair of "modestly priced" loudspeakers. Of course, they're small and
have limited LF —that's what compact
monitors are. But given that restriction,
Imust still marvel at the sense of weight
that these li'l guys gave to music that
contained deep bass.' In this regard they
don't rival the Thiel CS7s, or any other
true mid-20Hz performer, but they sure
didn't sound anemic eithet Orchestral
works, such as my standby Corigliano
Symphony 1, were re-created with great
elan, but did inevitably lose some
power. But the drive, the sense of doom
and foreboding, and the organic sense
of pace that distinguish the work survived intact. That's alot of pluses, and it
could be argued that all of those qualities
are ultimately more important to an
informed appreciation of the Symphony
than the mere sensation of wallop. Ilean
toward that interpretation myself, but
I'm enough of an audio-weenie to want
it all, even at this price point.
The Corigliano also pointed toward
another —extremely minor, Ithink—
shortcoming of the Petite: If pushed
really hard—like, say, in the range of
100dB —they lose coherence. Sure,
orchestras, big bands, and rock groups
do regularly reach sound-pressure levels
(spls) in that area, but remember, we're
talking about speakers that are designed
for smaller spaces that might not
accommodate deep bass. All spaces can
acoustically overload, even Carnegie
Hall (I've heard both the VP0 and the
CSO manage that trick).
When really stressed, the Petite gets a
tad blurry through abroad midrange
band, as though the drivers were no
longer in perfect sync. In fact, the
brightness region seems to be projecting
forward of the rest of the soundstage.
Cymbals and string overtones sound
spitchy, and the midbass, normally so
expressive, turns opaque. There's asimple solution for this: turn the music
down! Or, perhaps, add the subwoofer
that Alón has just introduced.
Iwanted to get those extremely
minor cavils out of the way so that I
could concentrate on describing these
compact speakers' many admirable
traits. They're extraordinarily expressive. Not just articulate and precise—
which they are, in spades—but sublimely capable of communicating. This is a
rare feature; many megabuck no-holdsbarred components don't possess it, so
I'm particularly gratified to find it in affordable ones.
1Alón has recently introduced anovel stereo single-box
subwoofer to augment the Petites. Robert .J. Reina will
be reviewing it in afew months.

I'm an old softie at heart, Iseem to
listen to alot of music about loss and
longing. Listening through the Petites, I
found myself surreptitiously wiping
away tears while writing my listening
notes. "Goodbye," from Steve Earle's
Train aComin' (Winter Harvest 3302-2),
is agood case in point. Earle's voice was
never a supple instrument to begin
with, and with the life he's led, he can't
exactly be accused of having pampered
ir, still, he gets the job done. The song is
searingly honest, the singer is looking
back on alost opportunity and accepting responsibility for it. "Was Ioff
somewhere just too high /But Ican't
remember if we said goodbye," Earle
sings —heck, almost croaks—but the
simple words are imbued with missed
chances, rueful responsibility, and deep,
deep regret. An old friend claims that
high art is made out of the meanest
materials; this song proves her point—
and the Petites get all so right.
And image? That's alot of the appeai
in minimonitors in the first place, anti
the Petites are champs in that regard.
Train aComin' really sounds like acoupla guys sittin' around your living room
playing and singing together. When
Norman Blake plays his solo piece,
"Northern Winds," he's as solid and
present as aguest in the room—and
there's no doubt that he's playing his
1934 D-18. Each of the four musicians
is concretely placed in space, surrounded by air, and full of life and verve.
Watch out! Peter Rowan just bounced a
pick off his F-5 —it could've hit you.
Palestrina's Missa ViniGalilati, as performed by La Chapelle Royale and
Ensemble Organum (HMC 901388),
seems to always find its way to my CD
player when I'm evaluating asystem's
ability to soundstage. It's atruly nasty
test, featuring avast acoustic and combinations of singers that range from solo
to duet to quartet, quintet, and full chorus —with dialogs between the solo
(and small-group voicings) and the chorus. Colorations are revealed mercilessly, as is any loss of ambient information.
The Petites did afantastic job of portraying the vocal combinations in the
reverberant acoustic, doubly impressive
when you consider how much ambient
information is contained in the lowest
octaves. The soloists and choirs had
great physical presence, and the passion
with which they sang was rendered
with exceptional force. Yet the specific
nature of the huge space in which they
sang lost the slightest bit of precision—
although the voices were clearly in a
large space, that space lacked the identi225
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music system
of them all?
All audio manufacturers and retailers claim to offer the "best." But the truth is that
most people find the world of audio and video equipment confusing, frustrating
and disappointing. Those who have purchased expensive components trying for
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ty that it achieves through the finest
speakers I've recently auditioned: the
WATT/Puppy 5s and the Thiel CS7s.
But who am Ikidding? You could
buyfifteen pairs of Petites for the price of
the Wilsons, nine for the Thiels. The
Petites perform way out of their price
class, and if Ican point to one state-ofthe-art design or another and find the
Akins lacking in comparison, there's no
shame in that.
—Wes Phillips
Measurements from JA: As expected
from its diminutive proportions, the
Petite is not very sensitive, 2.83V raising
acalculated 83dB at 1m (B-weighted).
However, its impedance traces (fig.1)
reveal it as an easy load for an amplifier
to drive, dropping below 8ohms only
in the midrange. Though no wrinldes
can be seen in the impedance traces, the
....

wt.... re.. •Ph. vs I.1.1

Fig 1 Alón Petite, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2

Alón Petite, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz and I
kHz.
respectively.
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Alón Petite, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50". averaged across 30 ° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz.
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Alón Petite, vertical response family at SO", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front differences in response 45°-5° above tweeter axis; reference response; differences in response
5°— 45° below tweeter axis,

cabinet was generally lively in the
350-500Hz region. No strong individual resonant modes could be found,
however, which suggests an optimally
constructed cabinet.
Fig2 shows the individual responses
of the Acarian's drive-units on the
tweeter axis at ameasuring distance of
50". (The lower reaches of the woofer's
output and the port response were
measured in the nearfield.) The crossover can be seen to lie around the
specified 3.51cHz, though the woofer
has a distinct step in its output just
above lkHz. The output of the tiny
port is the bandpass centered on the
woofer's minimum-motion frequency,
52Hz, and Inoticed considerable chuffing and wind noise coming from it at
even moderate levels when the speaker
was driven by apure sinewave. Luckily,
music will offer some masking and the
port does face the rear.
How these individual responses sum
on the tweeter axis can be seen in fig3.
The complex sum —magnitude, phase,
and distance —of the woofer and port
low-frequency outputs rolls off gently
below 100Hz, reaching the 6dB-down
point at amoderate 55Hz; not bad extension for such a small speaker.
Though the overall balance is smooth
and even, the step in the woofer's onaxis response remains adistinct feature.
This response shape is almost always
associated with apronounced nasality to
aspeaker's sound, in my experience, so
Iwas initially puzzled as to why WP
didn't notice any excessive coloration.
Then Iread that he had to tilt the speaker backward quite aways to get abalance he liked. My choice of the tweeter
axis was not optimal, therefore. Fig.4
shows how the Petite's response
changes as the listener moves up or
down from the tweeter axis. (Just the
response differences are shown in this
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Fig.S

Alón Petite. anechoic response on optimal
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz,

graph; hence, the tweeter-axis response
appears to be astraight line.) As can be
seen from fig.4, the speaker's output in
the region just above the step increases
by up to 5dB for listening angles more
than 15° above or below the tweeter
axis. The response on WP's preferred
axis is shown in fig.5 —though aslight
discontinuity can still be seen at lkHz,
the response is pretty flat overall.
WP also commented on the Petite's
fine imaging. Fig.6 shows how the
speaker's sound changes to its sides. The
textbook rolloff in the top two octaves
with increasing off-axis angle, coupled
with an excellent match between the
woofer and tweeter dispersion patterns
in the crossover region to the sides, is
always associated with excellent stereo
imaging, in my experience.
In the time domain, the step
response (fig.7) reveals that both driveunits are connected with the same positive acoustic polarity, but as expected
from the flat front baffle, the tweeter's
output leads the woofer's by afraction
of amillisecond. Other than the on-axis
step at 1
kHz, the Petite's cumulative
spectral-decay or waterfall plot (fig.8) is
simply superb, clean and free from resonant problems.
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even given the caliber of the competition, the Alón Petites would head
any list Icompiled of must-audition,
affordable minimonitors. Let's just dub
them "first among equals." —Wes Phillips

COINCIDENT SPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY TROUBADOR:
$1495/PAIR

Tonle ro on

Alón Petite, step response on tweeter axis
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).

All in all, the Petite is awell-engineered little speaker and, provided care
is taken over what axis the listener listens on, should offer aneutral, well-balanced sound.
—John Atkinson
Wes Phillips sums up: Compared to
other thousand-dollar loudspeakers, the
Petites are winners. There are alot of
considerations in choosing aspeaker in
their very competitive price-class. The
Ruark Templar Ireviewed in December, the Thiel .5 MK reviewed in November, and the Monitor Audio Studio 2
Ireviewed back in February are all worthy contenders. But I'd have to say that,

Coincident Speaker Technology was
known until recently as Concentric
Speaker Technology. Under that name
they marketed a line of cylindrical
speakers covered in leather. All of their
previous offerings have been discontinued along with their former name; the
Troubador, a handsome two-way
housed in an asymmetrical cabinet, is
the first of their new line of speakers. A
bass module/speaker support àla the
Wilson Puppy is also offered. Coincident's speakers are designed by Israel
Blume and are direct-marketed in the
US. There's a30-day money-back guarantee and afive-year warranty on parts
and labor.
The Troubador's enclosure is striking. It's nicely finished —my samples
had the optional rosewood veneer —
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and constructed to astandard surprising
in aspeaker at its price-point. The cabinet has no parallel sides; the front baffle
is steeply beveled, the sidewalls slope
inward slightly, and the top-plate rises
to meet the severely raked-back rear
wall—complex cabinet geometry indeed for amodestly priced speaker. Designer Blume says he chose this shape to
reduce internal standing waves that affect the speaker's phase coherence and
thicken the midrange. When struck, the
cabinet gives amildly resonant, hollowsounding think. This is intentional;
Blume claims that using an inherently
nonresonant material and then tuning
that resonance to an even higher frequency —where it's less sonically damaging—is superior to utilizing excessive damping. For this reason, he also
eschews internal "stuffing"; the cabinet
contains no fiberglass "fill." The
Troubador, like the designs of Thiel and
Wilson, has only one set of binding
posts.
Adding to the striking mien of the
Troubador is its unusual driver placement: the 1" silk-dome tweeter is concentrically mounted within the 6.5"
polypropylene woofer—where the dustcap for that driver would normally be
positioned. This gives the speaker a
rather cyclopean aspect. Blume maintains that this placement is ideal, and requires no other time alignment between
the drivers to achieve coherence. Partially as aresult of the benefits of this
driver alignment, Blume claims, the
Troubador's crossover is exceptionally
simple. There's only one component in
the signal path for each driver—and
those, he states, are of the highest quality.
Sullies: Ifound the Troubadors to be
relatively immune from the vagaries of
placement. They seemed to require
rear-boundary reinforcement more than
most free-standing monitors—I ended
up with the most rearward portion of
the speaker within 8" of my record cabinets—but other than that, they were
remarkably consistent in awide variety
of positions. Toe-in did not seem to
enhance their performance, so Iauditioned them firing directly forward most
of the time. Nor are they particularly
height-sensitive; mounted at different
heights, or whether Iwas standing up or
sitting down, they sounded pretty much
the same. Ditto for off-axis listening,
very few speakers that I've heard are
capable of presenting as much far-speaker information when the listener is well
out of the sweet spot. All of these are
highly desirable qualities.
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but it affected simpler material as well.
The Odyssey of Paul Robeson (Omega
Classics OCD 3007 CD) is acollection
of (mostly) solo vocal pieces, but at
times it seemed as if the great bass was
singing ducts with aless-talented student—one whose sense of time was
slightly off.
Both the timbral balance and the lack
of coherence between the drivers were
improved by turning the volume down.
At listening levels approaching 50dB,
the Troubador sounded much better.
The drivers synced up, and the frequency extremes—to which our cars are so
much less sensitive at reduced volume
—rolled-off to levels matching those of
the midrange. This seemed an acoustic
analog to the Fletcher-Munson curve
electronically activated by the Loudness
control on receivers.
—Wes Phillips
Measurements from JA: With acalculated sensitivity of 91dB/W/m, the
Troubador will play loud with only a
few amplifier watts. Its impedance
(fig.9) is also relatively benign. Fig.9 reveals the port tuning to lie at 55Hz,
quite low for the enclosure size. Note
the wrinkle in the impedance magnitude trace at 350Hz, a sign of some
kind of cabinet resonance. And indeed,
the cabinet vibrated strongly at that frequency. As the designer points out, the
higher in frequency you can push acab*de Co•nc.d.

.M.e•
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Coincident Troubador loudspeaker

However, there's a fly in the ointment —I found the Troubadors to be
singularly colored and uninvolving.
'They have apervasive sonic signature
that stems in part, Iassume, from the
location of the tweeter within the
"horn" of the woofer. The tweeter has a
thick rubber ring surrounding it—it
must protrude 's" —and it sits 1.5"
within the flared cone of the woofer.
Loosely cup your hands around your
mouth and speak through them: you'll
notice ahollowing-out of vowel sounds,
and athickening of textures that obscures detail and —ultimately —meaning. Ihear much of that character from
the Troubadors. This meant that different types of music sounded more alike
than different, aquality Ifind hard to
forgive in any component.
This is not the inevitable result of
concentric placement, Ihasten to add.
The CS7s, which employ a similar
mounting scheme for their tweeter and
S
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midrange drivers, do not suffer from
this coloration. But Thiel developed a
shallow-flare driver for the CS7 in
order to reduce its horn effect, then
filled the driver with an acoustically inert material to jiinher control colorations.
The Troubadoes timbral balance was
also problematic. It sounded clear and
detailed in its upper octaves, and surprisingly robust in its lowest —on
Charlie Haden's Haunted Heart (Verve
314 513 078-2), Iwas amazed at the heft
and body afforded Haden's bass. However, their midrange suckout was annoyingly pervasive.
Nor did Ifind the Troubador's drivers particularly coherent. At moderate
to loud playing levels Iwas aware of
two discrete sources—one treble, one
bass—operating almost, but not quite,
in unison. Of course, this reduced complex material such as Corigliano's Symphony I to near-incomprehensibility,
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Coincident Troubador, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig. 10 Coincident Troubador. anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50, averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield woofer
and port responses and their complex sum
(top) plotted below 300Hz, I
kHz, and
300Hz, respectively.
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met resonance, the smaller the effect it
will have on music. And WP didn't
remark on any midrange congestion.
In the frequency domain, the
Troubador's low-frequency response
(shown to the left of fig.10) is almost
textbook: the port output is centered on
55Hz, as implied by the impedance
plor, the woofer rolls off to reach its
minimum-motion point at the same
frequency; while the complex sum of
the woofer and port outputs (allowing
for the physical distance between them)

Pink
Floyd
Pu.l.s.e
P.u.l.s.e is Pink Floyd's latest release a4LP live set commemorating their
1994 record-breaking Division Bell tour.
Ahistoric first, P.u.i.s.e features a
complete, unabridged live performance
of Dark Side Of The Moon. With over two
hours of music, all classic Pink Floyd
songs are featured in this set. Each LP is
in acolor LP jacket, with aspecial 52
page, 12x12 full color, hard cover book
packaged inside a12x12 cardboard box.
Mastered by Doug Sax with custom tube
electronics. Limited edition set.
LP =ASON 67064 $50.00 (4 LPs set)
$4.95 Shipping and Handling (UPS Ground)
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is maximally flat to 70Hz, rolling off
with a24dB/octave slope below that
frequency. The -6dB point is an impressively low 39Hz.
Higher in frequency, fig.10 shows that
things fall apart. The low treble is marred
by amassive suckout, while the tweeter
region is both shelved up by up to 10dB
and marred by an on-axis dip at 9kHz
due to the horn-loading of the tweeter.
(Both samples of the speaker measured
identically.) In my own auditioning, I
found the Troubador's tonal balance
severely flawed, with both a hollowsounding coloration and, as WP noted
above, the feeling that the treble is dis11111

1

I

I

I

connected from the lower frequencies.
As expected from the coincident
drive-unit layout, the Troubador's horizontal dispersion (fig.11) is even,
though the on-axis dip at 9kHz fills in
to the sides. The vertical dispersion (not
shown) is effectively identical.
In the time domain, the step response (fig.12) reveals that despite its
use of coincident drive-units, the
Troubador is not time-coherent. The
tweeter's output (the small, negativegoing spike) arrives first, followed a
fraction of a millisecond later by the
positive-polarity woofer output. In the
crossover region, they're acoustically
out-of-phase and their outputs cancel,
giving rise to the severe mid-treble
suckout seen in fig.10.
Finally, the Troubador's waterfall plot
(fig.13) continues the bad news. Overall, this is not aparticularly well-engineered loudspeaker. Isuspect that both
reversing the tweeter polarity and reducing its sensitivity would give abetter-balanced sound.
-John Atkinson
Wes Phillips sums up: Much effort
has been expended upon the Coincident Technologies Troubador, and it's
obvious that Israel Blume has not made
any of his design choices lightly. However, after much listening, Ican't consider this to be afully realized product.
The quality of construction is impressive, and some of the speaker's qualities-such as its ease of placementare highly desirable in aloudspeaker at
any price-point. But the acid test that JA
insists his reviewers apply to any product is: Would you spend your own
money on it?
Here the answer must be no. Not
mine. And Isuggest not yours either.
-Wes Phillips

710,18.11 ms

Fig. 12 Coincident Troubadoc step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (Sms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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KEF HOME THX LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
J. Gordon Holt
AV3 LCR loudspeaker: Two-way sealed-box system with two 6A
I" cone woofers and

AV1 powered subwoofer: Two 9" cone drivers. Enclosure type: coupled cavity.

three I" soh-dome tweeters in vertical mirror-image configuration. Frequency

Frequency response:22-150Hz. ±2.5d13. 6dB down at I8Hz. stereo mode; 35-80Hz,

response: 80Hz-20kHz. t3dB. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Nominal impedance: 4

t2.5dB, 6dB down at 29Hz, THX mode. Crossover: 80Hz in THX mode, variable

ohms. Sensitivity: 90dBNV/m. Maximum output: II
2dB. Amplifier requirements:

from 50Hz to 150Hz in stereo mode. Balanced inputs: XLR and binding posts.

10-150W. Weight 28 lbs. Dimensions: 9.4" W by 7.1" D by 23.6" H. Serial num-

Unbalanced inputs: RCA. Input impedance: 22k ohms unbalanced, 100k ohms bal-

bers of samples reviewed: 1618, 1645, 1652. Price: $800 each.

anced. Controls: AC power, stereo/THX mode selector, input level (stereo mode
only), blend control. Outputs:THX loop, 100Hz high-pass, unfiltered loop. XLR loop.

AV2 surround loudspeaker: Three-way, reflex-loaded dipole with two I" dome

Dimensions: 22" W by 17" H by 12" D. Weight 109 lbs. Serial number of sample

tweeters, two 4" cone midrange units, and one S cone woofer. Frequency response:

reviewed: 1505. Price: $3500.

125Hz-8kHz. t3dB. Crossover frequencies: 400Hz, 8kHz. Nominal impedance: 4
ohms. Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Amplifier requirements: 10-100W. Weight 13 lbs.

Entire system: Price: $7000 ($7200 with rosewood subwoofer). Approximate num-

Dimensions: I
rW by 5" D by 10" H. Serial numbers of samples reviewed: 15941_

ber of dealers: 300. Manufacturer: KEF Electronics. 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston.

1594R. Price: $750 each.

MA 01746. Tel: (508) 429-3600. Fax: (508) 429-3699.
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EF's Home THX loudspeaker
system is somewhat unusual in
that it includes an active subwoofer. (Most Home Theater subs are
powered types; it's just that few THX
models are.) Although powered speakers have never enjoyed much popularity with American audiophiles, they can
yield better results than the mix'n'match approach because each amplifier/driver combination can be individually optimized.
Any combination of aTHX amplifier and THX loudspeaker will have
about the same sensitivity as any other
such combination. The reason each
channel of aTHX-certified amplifier is
required to have an output capability of
150W (into 6ohms) is because one or
another of them may be called on to
drive asubwoofer of unpredictable impedance. (In fact, THX subsequently
modified its amplifier power standard
to accommodate receivers, whose loudspeaker outputs have clearly defined
functions. Only the receiver's subwoofer outputs are required to deliver
the full 150W)

DESCRIPTION

The front KEF AV3 speakers are typically MIX in design, in that they have
dual midrange/woofers and three
tweeters, with all five units mounted
vertically in-line. The AV2 surround
speakers are also typically THX, in that
they are dipoles. Cabinet finish and
construction appeared to be very good,
although my rubber-mallet test (less
painful than the equivalent knuckle and
fist tests) indicated aslight resonance
around 500Hz from two spots on the
AV3's back panel. (The subwoofer enSTEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1996

closure was resolutely inert.)
The KEF AV1 subwoofer's amplifier
is mounted inside the subwoofer enclosure on standard rack mounts. It is
removable, allowing it to be optionally
installed in aseparate 19" rack. Iopted
not to do this, which proved to be abit
of amistake (see below).
The subwoofer amplifier can accept
balanced or unbalanced inputs, and be
fed from the loudspeaker outputs of a
Home Theater receiver or the line outputs of astand-alone surround decoder.
It can be operated both as auniversal
subwoofer ("stereo" mode) or as a
THX subwoofer.
When the Stereo/THX switch is in
Stereo mode, the Level control can be
used for setting LF balance, and the
(crossover) Frequency control on the
back of the amplifier can be used to
change the subwoofer's low-pass inflection point between 50Hz to 150Hz. In
THX mode, the level and crossover
controls are deactivated; both the sensitivity and the crossover frequency are
fixed according to THX specs.
The subwoofer amp's two sets of
inputs are marked Conventional Stereo
and Home Theater THX/Pro-Logic.
The Conventional Stereo inputs accept
full-range left- and right-channel inputs
from astereo preamp or receiver, feed a
low-passed blend of the Land R bass to
the subwoofer amp, and return the signals to output receptacles for connection to an external power amplifier.
The unbalanced outputs can be fullrange, for atypical stereo pair of loudspeakers, or high-pass—filtered below
100Hz for use with satellites of limited
bass-handling capability. Conventional
Stereo also has XLR pass-throughs that

draw off the bass signals and feed them
(blended) to the subwoofer while outputting full-range Land R signals to the
main stereo amplifier. No high-pass filtered outputs are available when using
the XLR connectors.
Also among the Conventional Stereo
group are two pairs of 5-way binding
posts, to be used when you want to
augment the low end of asystem that
has no line-level outputs. Each pair is
internally strapped, providing the option of passing the stereo signals
through the AV1 and on to the stereo
speakers, or of simply drawing off signal
from the receiver's outputs. If the passthroughs arc used, the cables to and
from the AV1 should be of fairly heavy
gauge; otherwise, 16-gauge zip cord
will do jes' fine.
There's only one THX/Pro-Logic
input, which is configured on the assumption that it will be fed from the
low-pass—filtered subwoofer output of a
surround decoder; it has no internal filter. A single output, which is simply a
hard-wired feedthrough from the input,
can be used to drive another power
amp and subwoofer. (If the decoder has
stereo subwoofer outputs, these can be
summed by connecting them to both
THX receptacles, or can be used to
drive apair of AVls.)
The "Blend" control is an interesting
innovation, but I'm not sure what it
does. The manual seems to imply that
it's aphase control, to adjust the timing
of the subwoofer relative to the other
speakers. Indeed, the control is marked
with a+ range and a— range, which
would support the idea that it varies
woofer phase. But this is impossible!
There's simply no way the subwoofer
233

An innovative modular loudspeaker design, offering high efficiency performance by means
of aproprietary crossoverless midrange driver, an original design by Daniel Dehay.
Superbly articulated true 25 Hz bass extension from the 3A Suprema isobaric woofers
provides asolid foundation for all types of music.
Internally wired with premium Siltech cable, these speakers possess transient quickness,
grainless sweetness in the midrange, and an airy, open top end that conveys the elusive
sense of palpable reality.
In all, asuperbly intergrated loudspeaker system of uncompromising musicality.

Listen and Be Touched by The Music!
See and hear The Reference 3A's at

STEREO SHOPPE
279 N. Federal Hwy., Boca Raton, FL. 33432
Ph: 407-391-0552 Fax: 407-391-1390

PRO MUSICA
2236 N. Clark, Chicago, IL 60614
5701

312-883-9500

could deliver output before the signal
reaches its amplifier input. Advancing
the woofer's phase ahead of that of the
other speakers could only be done by
delaying the other speakers' signals and
operating the sub in real time. Perhaps
KEF can explain what's going on here.

SYSTEM

Front-end equipment used in this
review included aLexicon CP-3 Plus
surround processor, EAD DSP-7000
D/A processor, Sony CDP-X779ES
CD player, Sony DTC-2000ES DAT
recorder, SOTA Cosmos turntable with
vacuum hold-down, The Well Tempered Arm, and the Ortofon SL-3000
cartridge and its mating step-up transformer. Video equipment consisted of a
Pioneer CLD-97 laserdisc player, AmPro 2000 video projector with the
Dwin LD-2 line doubler, and aStewart
6'-diagonal projection screen. Audio
interconnects were Monster M-1000s,
and the front loudspeaker cables were
AudioQuest Emeralds.
My initial listening to the KEFs was
done with a Boulder 500AE stereo
power amplifier feeding the front channels and aBoulder 250AE feeding the
surrounds. I then listened for some
weeks to aParasound HCA-1206 sixchannel THX power amplifier. (The
amps were similar but not identical.
The Parasound was ashade laid-back in

comparison with the 500s and alittle
drier at the high end. Since neither was
feeding bass, Iwas unable to compare
them there.)
Software consisted of two DAT compilations Ihad digitally copied from
recent laserdiscs and CDs, several
Classic Records RCA Living Stereo LP
re-releases, avariety of old, older, and
oldest LPs, and some live-performance
DAT recordings (symphonic and chamber works) made locally by Steven
Stone and myself.

I
NSTALLATION

The THX spec calls for very narrow
vertical dispersion from the front speakers, which means they must either be
raised to ear height or tilted upward by
an appropriate amount. (Unless the
center speaker is behind an acoustically
transparent screen, it must go either over
or under the screen.) Most "universal"
speaker stands can get the speakers to
car height, but few of them allow you to
adjust their vertical tilt. KEF makes
optional stands for their LCR speakers,
but their 36" height puts the speakers'
tweeters about afoot above ear height,
and there's no provision for tilting them.
I used Neoprene doorstop wedges
(available from any hardware store)
under the rear of each speaker to aim
them downward.
The stereo pair was placed flanking

the on-wall screen and about 26" in
front of it, and spaced so as to form an
angle of about 50° with respect to the
center of the listening area. The center
speaker was located the same measured
distance from the center listening seat as
the left and right speakers, but on a10"
stand I had, and propped up with
wedges under the front to aim them
upward. The subwoofer was placed at
the left of the left-channel speaker—
about athird of the room width from
the side wall. (In my listening room,
one or two subs in that 1
/-width lo2
cation gives the smoothest low end; 1/4
or 1
/
2 width causes adeep dip at around
40Hz—right in the middle of the bass
drum, double bass, and explodingDeath-Star range.)
The surround speakers went atop a
pair of industrial tripod-base publicaddress speaker stands, close to the wall
on each side of the row of audience
seats. (This is adisadvantage of dipole
surrounds; only one row of seats can be
in their null zone, which is where
you're supposed to be; anyone who isn't
will hear ahigher surround level than
they should.)
Since everything in the system
(except the signal sources) was THXspecified, there wasn't much need for
calibration. The front-channel levels
were right on the nose, as was the subwoofer level. A few input levels had to

KEF Home THX LCR loudspeaker system, from left AV I.AV3.AV2
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NOW THE THUM CAN BE TOLD!
It's no secret that Underground Sound is Memphis' leading Audio/Home Theater Specialist...
has been for years. And for years, we've been one of America's top Spectral dealers. Now, with
the addition of Avalon Acoustics Speakers and MIT's Reference Series interfaces, we can proudly
announce the certification of our 2C3D showroom.
Now the truth can be told —
Musical truth, that is. "In all of my years as both an audio retailer and manufacturer, Ihave never heard another
system that gave the listener anywhere near the sense of musical rightness and the gut feeling of 'you are there' that
this Avalon, MIT, Spectral system delivers every day. It is the first system ever to be certified 2C3D (two channel-three
dimensional hologram). The secret is that the top engineers of the three manufacturers worked together to create
reference-level components that are synergistically matched to each other. You are invited to hear it for yourself.
Call me at (901) 272-1275 for an appointment." —George Merrill

spectral
Spectral's philosophy of wide-bandwidth, fast transient attack/release
time and extreme attention to quality has made it our choice for 17
years. These world-class components combine linearity, quietness and
high current capability to deliver the message that "this is real."
•SDR-2000 Professional D/A converter with HDCD
•DMC-20 Series II Preamplifier •DMA-180 Power Amplifier

AMC

Aerial
Aronov
Avalon
Benz

Music Interface Technologies' (tffiri
fAA.
rrl•
ii\
/
MIT's Reference Series Interfaces and ZSeries AC
conditioners are what ultimately make the astounding results of
this 2C3D system possible. The coherency, power efficiency and quietness of these interfaces
allow the signal to be passed throughout the system without the degradation, phase scrambling
and noise pollution of conventional cables. Bruce Brisson designed the MH-850 'Tri-wire
(Avalon version) speaker interfaces—with individual Terminator networks for bass, mid
and high frequencies—specifically for this system. When combined with the MI-3501m
Reference interconnects, the true potential of MIT's newest technologies -JFA - and SIT' -can be realized. JFA
(Jitter Free Analog) contributes to the system by removing noise jitter resulting from the phase nonlinearities found
in normal cable. SIT (Stable Image Technology) further adds to the system by allowing the interfaces to dynamically respond to great power demands while keeping the musical image locked precisely in 3D space. Together, these
technologies synergistically result in alow noise, high energy, low distortion combination that makes the MIT
CVTerminator interfaces avital component of the 2C3D system.Beneath all is the clean virtually noise-free foundation provided by the MIT Z-Series powerline treatment system allowing the holographic image to appear, free of
powerline interference. The result: an image worthy of 2C3D status.

Ava so pa

ACOUSTICS

certified system

The Avalon Radian HC loudspeakers are capable of projecting aholographic soundfield and disappearing inside it, casting afield of energy far outside of themselves. Capable of tremendous dynamics,
they are among the rare speakers that don't sound congested as
the music gets louder and more complex, yet retain the most
subtle nuances as the music fades to awhisper.
Avalon's Neil Patel designed the Radian HC expressly for this
system, perfectly matched to the speed and high current capability
of the Spectral electronics. And also perfectly matched to the linear,
coherent energy coming through the hi-wired MIT interfaces.

Golden Tube
Goldring
Graham
KEF
Meridian
Merrill
MIT
Morch
Musical Designs
NAD
Nestrovic
PSB
Spectral
Theta

HOLOGRAM
2C3D, Iwo Channel-Three Dimensional Hologram and the
2C3D logo are certification marks of MIT'
Stable Image Technology SIT & Jitter Free Analog JFA 'are
trademarks of Alusic Interface Technologies'

2125 Central Avenue •Memphis, TN 38104 •(901) 272-1275

more than I've heard from some speakers. (Notable for their lack of compression were apair of powered monitors
from an English firm called ATC, the
original Fosgate Home THX speakers,
and the massive Dunlavy SC-VIs)) But
while the KEFs were nonetheless quite
capable of producing prodigious volume levels (THX calls for amax headLISTENING
room of up to 105dB), they showed
First off, these speakers proved to be
sonie evidence of stress —a slight
very easy to listen to, which would
coarsening of textures—at levels above
imply that they are very different from
about 95dB.
the ones reviewed in HTT. They soundTo say that the KEFs sounded less
ed silky-smooth, relatively free from collike any Home THX speakers I've ever
orations, and impressively authoritative,
heard is not to say they were better
and they imaged like gangbusters!
music reproducers than the others.
Center bunching from mono sources
was very tight, even with the center They were just quite different. All the
others had several things in common:
channel turned off, and specificity from
They reproduced the core of the sound
stereo sources was outstandingly good.
Between-the-speaker images were sta- —the musical and extra-musical
midrange —with a high degree of
ble and unambiguously placed.
accuracy and realism, they could play at
These are great Home Theater speakvery high levels without strain, and their
ers, with alow end that never once comlow end was astonishingly good. But all
plained, no matter how much cinematic
have lacked the suavity, delicacy, refineviolence Ithrew at them. Bass was very
ment, and resolution of the legendary
deep, solid, and well-behaved, but only
high-end speakers. Maybe there are
moderately well-defined. The lower
some THX systems out there that have
midrange seemed alittle elevated, proit all, but Ihaven't heard one.
ducing avaguely chesty quality that was
But Idon't believe this is aresult of
consistent from recording to recording,
M ISGIVINGS
constraints imposed by the THX
and there was aslight "aw" coloration.
Shortly before KEF was to ship their
Highs were sweet to the point of requirements. They are, after all, only
'MX system to me, adevastating review
minimum performance requirements,
of it appeared in Home Theater Technole dullness, despite aslight complemenwhich define a level of acceptability
tary accent from the two sets of power
magazine. The reviewer, Stereophile exbelow which aproduct cannot receive
amps Itried. Detail was okay but nothpatriate Corey Greenberg, described the
ing to celebrate, while the midrange was THX certification. There's nothing in
system as being in-your-face aggressive
the THX specs that says aspeaker can't
more laid-back than that of any THX
and excessively bright. The bullet-toexceed those minima.
system I've heard, which is (in my book)
the-head was a succinct three words:
Ithink, rather, that the reason for
not a strong endorsement. With the
"We hated it." Barely aday after Iread
speakers driven by the Boulders, the sys- THX speaker shortcomings is that
that, Igot acall from KEF informing nie
some high-end manufacturers who sign
tem sounded alittle less laid-back, but
that delivery of my review system would
on to the program do so more for its
not by much of amargin.
be "slightly delayed." Seems it had gone
With neither amplifier did the KEFs promotional value than out of aconvicback to the drawing board for afew lasthave the immediacy necessary to elicit tion that the THX specs have any releminute modifications.
vance for music reproduction. For
startle responses. This didn't seem as
Suddenly, Ifelt agreat unease. I've
example, even though KEF signed up
much related to frequency response as
seen (or rather, heard) what usually
for the THX program, some statements
to speed; they lacked what Icall "snap"
happens when amanufacturer reworks
and Martin Colloms calls "pace." It in their instruction manuals suggest
aproduct in response to abad review.
they haven't really signed on to it. For
sounded as though the speakers hesitatWhat usually happens is that the "correction" overshoots the mark, resulting ed very briefly before reproducing a example, instead of recommending
THX-certified amplifiers for driving
sharp attack. They also seemed to darkin asound that's flawed in the opposite
their THX AV2s and '3s, they provide
en timbres, as though the instruments
direction. So Iasked KEF if Icould also
helpful suggestions for choosing approborrow aset of the speakers that got making the sounds were larger than life.
panned, for comparison with the new, The effect was similar to playing an LP priate amplifiers. They don't even
at reduced platter speed, except that acknowledge that THX amplifiers
ostensibly improved ones. Iwas told
exist! The clincher, though, was their
they didn't have any of them left. Not a there was no accompanying pitch
suggestion that their THX system
change. These qualities were far less
single one. Nada. And this was before
should "supplement" one's music sysnoticeable when viewing films than
the new ones were even production!
tem rather than replace it.—j. Gordon Holt
when listening to music, because the
Ihad avivid mental picture of men
in white coats taking sledgehammers to picture occupies much of the listener's
MEASUREMENTS FROM JA
attention, but they were quite noticeable
KEF's inventory of the tainted speakers,
Ionly measured the AV3 Left, Right,
when that distraction was removed.
like a fanner culling plague-infected
Dynamic range was good, with less
chickens. (More likely they were stripIThe Fosgates were uso designed by John I
hsnlavy.
ping the old crossover networks out of spurious compression than average, but

be reset to accommodate different-level
sources, and the surround channels had
to be raised by about 2dB in order to
meet spec, but that was it.
Devout subjectivists may scoff at the
idea of setting subwoofer level by measurement, but the results I've gotten by
metering it have been consistently spoton, as long as the spi meter is placed at
head height in the main listening seat.
With that setting, program material has
varied from somewhat lean to slightly
bass-heavy, almost exactly according to
expectation. Old LPs sound fat because
of their LP equalization (which
required low-end boost that flattened
out at 100 rather than 50Hz), early
stereo LPs arc usually abit lean, and
recent audiophile recordings (Dorians,
Telares, References) are as fat-sounding
as one would expect from the use of
wide-range omnidirectional mikes for
their main pickups. Movie soundtracks
followed the sanie pattern: Early stereo
LDs are more or less bass-shy, and later
ones increasingly have thunderous bass,
often far beyond the point of wretched
excess. (Give the public what it wants:
bass, bass, and MORE BASS!)
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them in preparation for the new ones.)
So, while Iwasn't exactly expecting this
system to sound mediocre —after all,
KEF has along track record for making
very respectable speakers — I must
admit that Iapproached these speakers
with some misgivings.
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and Center loudspeaker, as there arc no
agreed-upon standards for surroundspeaker performance. The AV3's impedance magnitude and electrical phase
angle (fig.1) were measured with an industry-standard Audio Precision System
One. As usual with aTHX design intended to be used with aseparate subwoofer, the sealed box is tuned to a
highish frequency, this revealed by the
magnitude peak at 93Hz. Overall, the
AV3 appears to be quite ademanding 4
ohm load. Its sensitivity was lower than
spec at a calculated 86dB/2.83V/lm
(B-weighted). This may be due to differences in measurement technique, or
the fact that Iuse aB-weighted figure.
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Fig. I KEF AV3, electrical impedance (solid) and
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Looking at the AV3's frequency
response averaged across a30° horizontal angle on its central tweeter axis at a
microphone distance of 50" (fig2),2
though the AV3's balance is flat through
the midrange and smooth overall, it is
gently tilted-down in the treble. The
bass also appears to peak up a little
before rolling out below 100Hz.
By itself, Idon't think this sufficient to
be the reason JGH found the system
somewhat uninvolving to listen to. But
the plot of the speaker's horizontal dispersion (fig3) suggests an additional reason. (Only the changes in response are
shown in this graph, which means the
on-axis response appears to be astraight
line.) The AV3's output at the top of the
woofer passband falls off more rapidly
than at the bottom of the tweeter
region. In all but very lively rooms, this
will tend to make the speaker sound
rather polite. Coupled with the AV3's
on-axis response, there just isn't enough
happening in the treble.
To give the KEF designers their due,
getting the balance just right is not trivial. The mid-treble flare in the speaker's
horizontal dispersion seen in fig.3
means that if the speaker had amore
evenly balanced on-axis treble response,
the speaker might well sound too bright
in acoustically live rooms.
In the vertical plane (fig.4), the use of
spaced, multiple drive-units results in
comb-filtering much above or below
the central listening axis. It looks as

KEF • Kimber • Klyne
Magnum Dynalab • Meridian

100

NBS • Power Wedge • PSB •PSE

1003
Feepurey 1Hz

Rock Solid •Sonus faber • Sony ES
Stax •Sumiko •Target •Thorens

Fig.2

Tice •Vimak •VP!
Equipment Trade Ins Are Available

KEF AV3.anechoic response on central
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30'
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield woofer
response plotted below 300Hz.

2 For the acoustic measurements. Iused aMISSA
v.8.5 system from 1)RA Labs, in combination with an
Outline computer-controlled loudspeaker turntable
and aB&K 4006 microphone calibrated to be flat onaxis at the typical measuring distance of 50". To minimize reflections from the test setup, the measuring
microphone is flush-mounted inside the end of along
tube. Reflections of the speaker's sound from the mike
stand and its hardware will thus be delayed so as not to
affect the measurement.
—JA
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differences in response 5°-90° off-axis on woofer side of baffle.
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KEF AV3, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on central tweeter axis, from back
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J
GH CONCLUDES

So, did I"hate 'ern"? Nope, I
just didn't
like 'em very much. As impressive as
the KEF THX speakers were with
noisy movie soundtracks, Ifound them
to be unexciting music reproducers.
They never gave me goosebumps, they
never made me sit up and take notice,
they never drew me irresistibly into the
music, and they never inspired an orgy
of revisiting all my favorite recordings.
The best Ican say for them is that—
like a bland personality—they never
irritated or offended me.
Sorry, KEF, but Ithink you overdid
the course correction. Iknow you can
do better with these, even within the
"constraints" imposed by THX, because
I've heard KEF speakers that were better.
But until that happens, I can't recommend this system for music listening.
—j. Gordon Holt

Los Ange

though the listener's ears should be
within ±5° of the AV3's central tweeter
axis if the speaker is not to sound rather
sucked-out in the upper midrange.
There are no surprises in the time
domain, the step response (fig.5) revealing the triple tweeters to be connected in inverted acoustic polarity,
with their output arriving at the microphone alittle in front of the positivegoing output of the twin woofers. The
cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall
plot (fig.6) reveals aclean initial decay,
but with some low-level hash developing in the lower treble. —John Atkinson
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GOOD/VIN'S
HIGH END

Our Goal Audio Vente'

Presenting New England's largest facility dedicated exclusively to high end analog and digital music systems.We will personally assist you
in the selection of acomponent or complete system that can deliver extraordinary musicality.
"Goodwin's High End is the synthesis of my 20 years of experience selling high end audio. My personal attention and
informed advice are simply a phone call away."—Alan Goodwin
On display — the world class 2C3D (two channel-three dimensional hologram) certified Spectral/MIT/Avalon System. The synergistic fusion
of Spectral, MIT and Avalon Acoustics loudspeakers forms astartling re-creation of musical reality — a whole that truly transcends the
sum of its parts.You are cordially invited to hear the system and experience the results of the 2C3D system for yourself

Apogee
Audio Research

spectral
ble system composed of the Spectral SDR-2000 Professional DIA co nver t
er w ith
HDCD (right), DMC-20 Series Il preamplifier
1--1-1111111111111%%
and DMA-180 power amplifier is capa-

Avalon Acoustics

of producing an extremely high degree of transparency. These perfectly matched components

Basis

deliver an unparalleled combination of musicality, transient speed and high current capability.

Cello
Classe'
Crosby Entec

Music Interfacechnologies"

Day Sequerra

Reference Interfaces

Dunlavy Audio Labs
Eminent Technology

MITs Reference Series Interfaces are the arteries of the system and are what ultimately

the signal to be passed throughout

the system without the degradation, phase scrambling and noise pollution of

conventional cables. MIT created the

Essence
Graham
Linaeum
•¡Agnum Dynalab

makes the amazing results of this

system possible. The coherency, power efficiency and quietness of these interfaces allow
MH-8.50' Tri-wire (Avalon version) speaker interfaces specifically for this syste

When coupled with the MI-350"

Reference component interfaces, the full potential of MIT's new technologies JFA" and Sir -are realized. JFA (jitter Free Analog)
contributes to the system by removing noise and noise jitter resorting from the phase nonlinearities found in normal
cable. SIT (Stable Image Technology) further adds to the system by allowing the interfaces to dynamically respond to great power
demands while keeping the musical image locked precisely in 3D space. Together, these technologies result in alow distortion, high
energy, low noise combination that makes the MIT CVTerminator` Reference interfaces avital component of the 2C3D system.

McCormack

Behind it all is the clean virtually noise-free foundation provided by the MIT Z-Series AC powerline treatment system

MIT

allowing the holographic image to appear, free of powerline interference.

Musical Design
Quad

Ava LO N

Spectral

ACOU

Stewart Filmscreen

The Avalon Radian HC loudspeaker is capable of a very high degree
of purity and seamlessness top to bottom coupled with superior

S'Cs

transparency and imaging — in short, amusically involving speaker
that invites you to listen for hours on end without fatigue. Imagine a
speaker that combines the traits of avery high quality mini-monitor

Theta

with the bass and dynamics of alarge floor standing design.As on

Wheaton Triplanar

added bonus, the cabinetry and veneering are truly awork of art!

Wilson

certified system

Win Research

HOLOGRAM

Zoethecus
1C 30 Two [tunnel Three Dmentronal Hologram am, the 200 logo ate retexatron meinS HIP
Stable Image
SIT
pre. F,,, Analog'. iFA•
Interface T....6,n •

Our New Address:

Goodwin's High End, 899 Main Street, Waltham, MA 02154

6I7-893-9000 •Fax: 617-893-9200

Open Thurs-Sat 12-5 /appointments available Tues -Fri

Our new location — a 6500 sq. ft. facility featuring five acoustically correct demonstration rooms that provide a
comfortable, relaxed environment in which to evaluate the world's finest equipment.

HIGH

END

ONLY

BOSTON

AREA

PIONEER ELITE PDR-99 COMPACT DISC RECORDER
Steven Stone

„

Compact Disc recorder, player, and transport. Frequency range: 2Hz-20kHz.

Analog outputs: RCA single-ended stereo, headphone on /
4 "jack. Digital inputs:
1

Playback S/N: 1I
2dB. Playback dynamic range: 97dB. Playback total harmonic dis-

TosLink. coaxial RCA. Power consumption: 19W Dimensions: 18W by 11 5
/,," D

tortion: 0.0026%. Playback channel separation: 100dB. Recording S/N: 92dB.

by 57
/
32 "H.Weight: 13 lbs 1oz. Serial number of review sample: PG 30630107. Price:

Recording dynamic range: 92dB. Recording THD: 0.004%. Output voltage: 2V Wow

$2000. Approximate number of dealers: 500. Manufacturer: Pioneer Electronics

and flutter: less than measurement limit. Digital outputs: Coaxial output: 500mV p-

(USA) Inc., 2265 E. 220th St.. P.O. Box 1540, Long Beach. CA 90810.Tel: (310) 952-

p ±20% (75 ohms). Optical TosLink output -15-120dBm (wavelength: 660nm).

2286. Fax: (310) 952-2960.

F

or Iam aPirate King...and it
is, it is aglorious thing to be a
Pirate King." When William
Schwenk Gilbert penned these words in
1880, he most likely wasn't thinking
about compact discs. But this is 1995,
and that's exactly what's on my mind.
It's because of the newly arrived Pioneer PDR-99 compact disc recorder. As
Iwrite these words, this is one of only
two units currently residing in the US,
and right now it's mine, all mine [hehheh-hell]. The PDR-99 is made for the
consumer market, complete with
SCMS copy-protection and recordable
discs with prepaid royalties. Pirate Kings
will be disappointed, as will many prosumer ("professional consumer") recordists. Cannon fodder, anyone? But
hold off lighting that fuse—the PDR99 is arather nice machine, even if one
that is partly hobbled by legislative legirons.

TECHNOLOGY

Much space has already been devoted in
these pages by Peter W. Mitchell and
Robert Harley to the technical hows
and whys of CD-R recording. The
PDR-99 writes to disc like other recorders. Features that separate the
PDR-99 from other CD-R machines
include its use of Pioneer's Legato-Link
Sconverter. According to Pioneer, the
Legato-Link S"extends the CD's musical response...by applying anewly developed algorithm that psychoacoustically restores frequency content lost in
digital recording." Through some clever
DSP math, they extend upper-frequency harmonics past the traditional 20kHz
brick wall of digital encoding. The
PDR-99 also employs a "pulseflow
D/A circuit" and anewly developed 3beam differential push-pull laser-beam
pickup. Sounds like something Scotty
would like. Like other Pioneer transports and players, the PDR-99 uses the
"Stable-Platter" disc mechanism, which
holds the disc upside-down.
STEREOPH I
LE, J
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Pioneer PDR-99 compact disc recorder

The PDR-99's front panel, finished
in Pioneer's Elite-series "Urushi" black
sandwiched between wood side-panels,
looks very much like aCD player grafted onto aDAT machine. The PDR-99
has an Input Selector, Digital Synchro,
Finalize, Open/Close, Pause, Play,
Record, Record Mute, Skip Play, Skip
ID, Track Search, Manual Search, Track
Number Write, and Stop buttons. It
also sports Record Balance, Record Level, and Headphone Level Knobs. The
front display panel gives you Track,
Time, Input Source, Digital-Source
Sampling Rate, Disc Type, Skip Status,
and Input and Playback levels, and clues
you in when you engage random playback, automatic digital synchro recording, and auto-track mode.
Of course, the PDR-99's remote control supplies all the functions found on
the front panel plus a fader button,
which allows you to add five-second
fade-ups and fade-downs while recording. The remote control also has numeric buttons for choosing tracks. The time
button is another nice feature. While
recording aCD-R, you can switch from
current elapsed recording time, to total
track recording time, to remaining time
on disc. On regular CDs or "finalized"
CD-Rs, you can check the remaining
time on track, remaining time on disc,
and total playing time. While all the
PDR-99's features and functions are
fully described in the instruction book,

it will take at least several readings to
grok how everything actually works.
Unfortunately, the book is poorly laidout, and has no index to aid the harried
recordist.

PRESS "RECORD"

Like all CD-R machines, the Pioneer
PDR-99 is awrite-once device: if you
screw up arecording, you can't record
over your flub. Perfect mistakes forever.
The only thing you can do with booboos is make sure they're never played
again, via the skip-ID or ID-clear options. Trouble is, skipping tracks reduces
your discs' total playing time. Since consumer CD-R discs are only 60 minutes
long —that right, only 60 minutes
instead of 63 or 74 minutes like the pro
discs—a few mistakes leaves you with
adisc having the playing time of aCD
single. At $24 per disc, you can blow a
lot of bread on "media" if you don't get
it right the first time. Recording tip:
Check your levels carefully before recording, especially on analog material to
avoid clipping, and rehearse your starts
once or twice. Practice does make perfect.
There are several recording "modes"
available to aPDR-99 user. Of course
there is manual analog and digital
recording, which is the traditional
recording method: choose the source,
press the Record button, set the input
level; then press Pause or Play, and away
241

B&W
BRYSTON
CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON
GENESIS
KRELL
MAGNEPAN
MARK LEVINSON
McINTOSH
ONKYO
PANASONIC
PARADIGM
PROCEED
ROCK SOLID
ROTEL
SELECO
SENNHEISER
SONOGRAPHE
STEWART
FILMSCREEN
SUMIKO
TECHNICS
THIEL
THORENS
TRANSPARENT
CABLE
WELL TEMPERED
LAB
ZENITH

you go. The PDR-99 also has automatic digital-source synchro recording for
single or multiple tracks. Synchro-recording senses when digital material
starts, and automatically begins recording. It's ideal for timid souls who are insecure about their ability to execute the
eye/brain/hand coordination of starting
and stopping arecording device.
Pioneer supplied JGH and me with
four blank discs gratis for our evaluation
UGH will be writing his observations in
aFollow-Up in the next issue). We purchased another five discs. With only
four and ahalf discs each as our total
supply, Irelinquished any attempt to record an entire commercial CD—so I
don't know how well automatic digital
synchro source recording works.
I'm not especially dexterous, yet I
didn't screw up once using the PDR-99
in manual mode. Recordings were
made from original DATs, CDs, and
analog records. The only tricky part of
working the PDR-99 is fitting an hour
of music onto discs without resorting to
aquick uh-oh fade at the end (there's an
automatic three-second fade at the end
of the disc if you blow it). Pop recordings, like the "Best of E-7invn" CDs Icreated, were easy to time-out. Classical recordings, with much longer individual
selections, can be aproblem with the 60minute limitation of consumer CD-Rs.
Programmable fades are awonderful
feature. Iused fade-outs on most of the
selections from JGH and my Boulder
Philharmonic recordings. Fade-ins were
handy on "Best of E-Town" discs, where
performances were usually preceded by
applause. Due to DAT's absolute timecoding, it's simple to smoothly time-out
the five-second fades. The PDR-99 can
automatically sequentially number
tracks, and place start IDs (or you can
place start IDs manually; eg, during
movements in classical pieces where the
orchestra doesn't actually stop playing).
Unfortunately, you can't crase astart ID
marker once it has been placed. If you
have an errant ID marker you can
choose to skip to the next marker, but
you'll also skip any program material
between the markers. It's best, if possible, to put your markers on the original
DAT source rather than try to put
markers on the CD-R. On aDAT,you
can always move or erase markers if you
make amistake.
After you've finished recording a
CD-R you have to "Finalize" it. This
process takes exactly 3:42 (but who's
counting?), and writes atable of contents to the front of your disc so that any
CD player will play it. Prior to finalizaS
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tion, only the PDR-99 can play the CDR Sure-fire way to aggravate someone:
send them an unfmalized CD-R

Arcici Levitation stand, Shakti Stones,
Flwcbuster, PAD break-in disk, Music
and Sound ferrite beads, AudioQuest
ferrite clamps, NoiseTrapper Power
SCAMS
Strip, Synergistic Research power cords,
Since the PDR-99 is aconsumer ma- TARA Labs RSC master power cords
chine, it does have SCMS (Serial Copy
(with Pass Aleph 0and Manley amps),
Management System, or Simpering
Coherent Systems EAU-1 Electroclear
Cacaphagic Miserly Swindle) installed.
AC-line conditioner, AudioQuest recA CD or DAT, even one that you origiord brush, Gryphon "Exorcist" condinally recorded yourself can be copied
tioning tool, Nitty Gritty record-cleanonly for the first generation before the
ing machine, Radio Shack Sound Prescopy code clamps down and spits out a sure Meter, Kleenmaster Brillianize CD
dreaded "Cannot Copy" message.
cleaner, Audio Alchemy's' original DTI,
DATsfrom commercial CDs, or DATs and Marathon —The Official Strarey
Guide.
made by daisy-chaining the DAT
recorder to another machine, also cannot be copied. Nor can adisc recorded
SOUND
using the analog input be copied for
RH's review of the Meridian CDR
more than one generation. I found,
compact disc recorder in the November
much to my frustration, that, due to
1992 Stereophile (Vol.15 No.11) makes
SCMS, even DAT copies made on pronote in the sidebar on p.135 of the "genfessional machines can't be copied onto
eration gain" effect on CD-R recordCD-R by the PDR-99.
ings. This phenomenon is said to proLuckily I have a secret weapon
duce digital copies audibly superior to
against SCMS, which always allows me
their original digital sources. luis is
to defeat this infernal system. Pirate
because the CDs created by aCD-R
Kings need good weapons.
recorder are cleaner, with reduced jitter,
than those created by machines at Cl)
SYSTEM
factories. Naturally Iwas anxious to
The following equipment was used for hear for myself whether the Pioneer
this review:
PDR-99 produced any audible imAnalog sources were aVPI TNT Jr.
provements over my digital originals.
turntable with cost-effective upgrade
The first stuff Itried on the PDR-99
and outboard flywheel on aBright Star was material from DAT master tapes.'
base and Townshend Seismic Sink
When Icompared my 44kHz DAT of
mounted with a Clearaudio/Souther
the Latin Playboys performing "NightTQ-1 using aClearaudio Veritas-S carshade Mary" live on E-Town, I was
tridge. Digital front-ends were PS
amazed to discover that the CD-R did
Audio Lambda CD drive and Sony D-7
indeed sound slightly better than the
DATman connected via coaxial, AES/ original. David Hidalgo's and Louie
EBU, TosLink, and AT&T optical conPerez's voices had more individuality on
nectors to an EM) 9000 III D/A.
the CD-R, with less homogenization
Preamps used were the Carver
and intermodulation distortion. Also,
Lightspeed and Pass Aleph P, with the
the bass line had slightly more punch
Vendetta SCP-2C outboard phono unit.
and better pitch definition on the CDPower amps were the Manley ReR. Next Ilistened to Bryan Bowers,
ference 240 and Pass Aleph Os. Speakers
accompanied by Nick and Helen
were the Dunlavy Signature VIs.
Forster, doing Stephen Fostees "Hard
Interconnects included Straight Wire
Times Come No More." This particular
Virtuoso, Audio Magic Sorcerer, SynerDAT was recorded at a32kHz sampling
gistic Research Kaleidoscope (balanced
rate (I goofed—too much Blue Sky
termination), and WireWorld "Eclipse"
Cola before the show). Here the origi(both balanced and single-ended).
nal DAT was slightly better, with richer
Speaker cable was an 8' length of Synerharmonics on Bowers' voice and more
gistic Research Resolution. Digital
realistic tone from Nick Forster's 1948
cables used were Mod Squad Wonder
Martin D-18. Finally Icopied a48kHz
Link 1coaxial, Audio Magic Sorcerer
DAT featuring Katy Moffatt, backed by
coaxial, TARA Labs RSC master AES/
Nick and Helen Forster and the EEBU, AudioQuest and Sony TosLink Tones, doing "Hearts Gone Wild."
connectors, and fiberoptic cable from
Low-level detail seemed superior on the
Parasound.
CD-R; Katy's voice was richer, and
Other accessories included Room1For all digital ALB tests, Iused the Enlightened Audio
Tunes Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic Sci- Designs
DSP-9000 III pmcessor driving amplifiers
ences Tube Traps and Wallboards, directly (in no preamp).
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apparently has excellent linearity, low
noise, and nearly total absence of
power-supply noise in the audio circuits. The noise level dropped during
play of a test CD track of all zeros
(fig.4), probably because the DACs are
shut off when no input signal is detected. This technique improves the product's apparent Signal/Noise ratio, but
doesn't have any benefit for music listening. Note the different scale in fig.4
compared to fig3.
The PDR-99's D/A linearity was
excellent, with good performance to
below -110dB (fig.5). The noise in the
curve results from the test signal used
on CD players, which differs from the
digital-processor linearity test signal.
The right channel is shown; the left

channel was similarly good.
The linearity of the PDR-99's A/D
converter is shown in fig.6. This measurement was made by driving the analog inputs with atest signal, then measuring the digital output The 3c1B error
at -100dB is actually quite good for an
A/D converter, they're much more difficult to make linear than D/A converters.
Another look at the PDR-99's lowlevel performance is seen in fig.7. This is
the PDR-99's reproduction of a1kHz,
-90dB undithered sinewave. Although
the PDR-99's DACs appear to have
almost no differential non-linearity (the
+1 steps are the same amplitude as the
-1 steps), the waveform is overlaid by
some audioband noise.
Fig.8 is the PDR-99's intermodula-

non spectrum, made by playing afullscale mix of 191cHz and 20kHz. The
1
kHz difference component just rises
above the -100dB level, and the spectrum is relatively free from IMD components. The spectrum is unusual, how144.404144 Plonew 1
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{yen if you don't know
what asoft dome tweeter is,
it's important to know
that we invented it.
Our Patent
3,328,537 is now
the industry
standard
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Critically-acclaimed performance and value in premier loudspeaker systems.
For more information call or write 6400 Youngerman Circle •Jacksonville, FL 32244 •904-777-0700 •Fax 904-771-7793
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Our Brand Is Playing
In These Fine Houses:
AZ -Jeny's AudioNideo: Phoenix, Tucson
ÇA -Audio Concepts: San Gabriel,
Long Beach •Wilson Audio: Woodland
Hills •Sound Center: Beverly Hills •San
Francisco Stereo: San Francisco •World
of Sound: Mill Valley •Stereo Showcase:
Vallejo •Century Music: San Jose •
Sounding Board: Berkeley •Braser Sound
Cer del. San Diego •Genrebis Audio: El Toro
-Listen Up: Denver, Boulder.
Colorado Springs
CT -Roberts Electronics: New London
DE -Sound Studio: Newark, Wilmington
FL -Stereo By Design: Miami •Audio
Visions: Tampa •Cooper For Stereo:
Clearwater •Audio Video Interiors:
Melbourne •Stuart Audio Video: Stuart •
Absolute Sound: Winter Park •House of
Stereo: Jacksonville •Stereo World:
Naples, Ft. Meyers •Vem's Electronics:
Boca Raton
ID -Phase 4Stereo: Idaho Falls, Pocatello
-Columbia Audio/Video: Highland Park,
Rockford, Arlington Heights •Audio
Consultants: Evanston, Libertyville,
Hinsdale, Chicago •Glenn Poor's Audio/
Video: Champagne
IN -Sound Productions: Carmel
IA -Audio Room: Marion, Dubuque •
Pflanz Electronics: Sioux City
KS -Audio Mart: Leawood •Kief's
Records & Stereo Supply: Lawrence
-Stereo Video Center: Shreveport
• -Harbor Audio Video, Camden
MD -Gramaphone: Lutherville, Ellicott City
MA -Nantucket Sound: Hyannis
MI -Stereo Shoppe: Traverse City,
Saginaw, Lansing, Okemos, Ann Arbor •
Stereo Center: Flint •Classic Stereo:
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo
MT -Video Sat & Sound: Billings •Stereo
Plus: Missoula
NE -Stereo West: Omaha, Lincoln
NV -The Upper Ear: Las Vegas
-Harvey Electronics: Paramus •Sight
& Sound: Bernardsville •Hal's Audio
Video: Trenton
-Harvey Electronics: New York, White
Plains, Westbury •Stereo Chamber:
Orchard Park
-Audio Craft: Westlake, Cleveland,
Akron, Mayfield His •Stereo Lab,
Columbus, Cincinnati
Audio Dimensions: Oklahoma City
• -Chelsea Audio: Beaverton, Portland
TN -Sound Room: Johnson City, Memphis
TX -High Fidelity, Inc.: Austin •Bjorn's
Stereo: San Antonio •Hi-Fidelity: Lubbock
•Home Entertainment: Houston, Plano,
Sixpitand, Dallas •Brock Audio: Beaumont
•Bunkley Sound: Abeline •Audio Tech:
Waco, Temple •Stereo Video Center:
Longview, Marshall, Tyler •Don's Hi
Fidelity: Amarillo
• -Audio Works: Salt Lake City
ffl Huppins HI FI: Spokane
W1- Planner's AudioNideo, Inc.: Brookfield
•Sound World: Appleton, Green Bay
VA -Sound Approach: Newport News
In Canada contact .Aralez Acoustics Ltd.
(604) 528-8965
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ever, in that the components at 21kHz,
22kHz, and 23kHz arc high relative to
the audioband IMD components. This
behavior may be related to the Legato
Link technique used in the PDR-99.
Inext measured the PDR-99's jitter
performance at the 8x clock on the
unit's DACs. Note that CD players,
because they have no need for the jitterinducing S/PDIF interface, have an
advantage over outboard digital processors in jitter performance.
The following measurements were
made with the Meitner LIM Detector
over a400Hz-20kHz bandwidth. Fig.9
represents the PDR-99's jitter spectrum
when the unit was decoding a lkHz
full-scale sinewave. The periodic jitter
components that look like spikes in the
trace, and which become more dense
with frequency, aren't related to the testsignal frequency—as they are in digital
processors. Although the spectrum isn't
that clean, the RMS jitter level was a
very low 42 picoseconds. With atest
signal of all zeros, the RMS jitter level
dropped to 33ps, and the spectrum
became much cleaner (fig.10). Finally,
the jitter spectrum with a1
kHz, —90dB
test signal (fig.11) was also completely
free from periodic jitter, and the RMS
level was 42ps. Overall, this is good jitter performance.
—Robert Harley

SUMMARY BY STONE

—Steven Stone

The Pioneer PDR-99 is quite abit of
0.00.00, HA.

,0010 •{0N1tv0,

technology for $2000. Even hogtied
with SCMS and expensive, playingtime—challenged media, the PDR-99
has alot going for it. Besides recording,
it can pass as arespectable transport and
adecent CD player. It's very easy to
operate. On commercial CDs, even the
most golden-eared nit-picker will bust a
gut trying to disceni differences between CD-R copies and originals. Analog originals still sound noticeably better
than their attempted CD-R clones, but
this phenomenon certainly isn't unique
to the PDR-99. Most consumer digitalrecording devices share the same weakness: inadequate A/D circuits.
Should you rush right out and purchase aPDR-99? Iguess it depends on
how badly you want to make your own
CDs. If your shelves arc full of rare
musical gems, the Pioneer PDR-99 is a
great way to show off your treasures
without putting the originals at risk.4
I'm bringing abunch of PDR-99—produced CD-Rs to the next CES, and I
expect to turn afew folks green with
envy (about the color of the CD-Rs)
over my stash of commercially unavailable live performances. If only the blank
consumer CD-Rs were more reasonably priced and the SCMS chip-set
would vaporize, the Pioneer PDR-99
would be the must-have product of the
decade. As it is, it's still wicked-cool.

0000 ••••••••••

4 You C.111 even save Yourself $50 by purchasing the
Pioneer I'l )0-05, which I
LI, the same innards but sports
Pioneer brand name nul Licks the Elite Urushi finish.
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Fig.9 Pioneer PDR-99, word-clock jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when processing I
kHz
sinewave at OdBFS; PS Audio Lambda transport (linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical
div., 0d8= Ins).
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M AGIC BULLETS
John Atkinson lives with the Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor
12.6. W

Digital processor, with infrared remote control, capable of operating in three modes:

Internal processing precision: 72-bit using a24-bit DSP engine. Dimensions:

'Type 0:' Digital Control Center with digital source selection and digital volume con-

(320mm) by 39" H (100mm) by 129" D (352mm).Weight 10 lbs (5kg). Serial num-

trol (I dB step size); "Type

Digital Resolution-Enhancement Device with user-

ber of unit reviewed: 100025. Price: $1650. Approximate number of dealers: 105.

selectable input/output data-word lengths, gain, and dither/noise-shaping (five algo-

Manufacturer: Meridian Audio Ltd., 14 Clifton Road, Huntingdon. Cambs. PE I
87E),

rithms available); "Type

UK. Tel: (44) 1480-52144. Fax: (44) 1480-459934. US distributor: Meridian America,

2.

Digital Mastering/Multimedia Processor. Digital inputs:

three electrical S/PDIF (RCA); one S/PDIF optical (Toslink); one AES/EBU (XLR).

Inc., 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Bldg. 2400, Suite I12, Atlanta, GA 30331. Tel: (404)

Digital outputs: one AES/EBU (XLR); one S/PDIF (RCA). Control inputs: Meridian

344-7 II1
.
Fax: (404) 346-711 I
.

"Comms:' RS-232 (9600/8/N/I). Sampling frequencies: 32kHz. 44.1kHz. 48kHz.

T

he High End is atidily ordered
world. There are CD players,
transports, and processors used
to play stereo recordings and drive
stereo preamplifiers. 'There are stereo or
mono amplifiers used to drive apair of
speakers. And then there is the British
high-end company Meridian, run by one
J. Robert Stuart, one of audio's deeper
thinkers and aFellow of the Audio Engineering Society. Meridian does it their
way. They put their amplifiers inside their
speakers. Heck, Meridian even puts their
D/A processors inside their speakers
when they can. And two speakers to play
back stereo recordings? Meridian believes in re-creating the original soundfield no matter how many speakers and
channels it takes to do it right. And they
do it sufficiently successfully that their
Digital Theatre system, which does all
of the above, was one of Stereophile's
joint Home Theater products of 1995.
Then, at the 1995 June CES, Isaw a
press release for anew Meridian product that seemed even more perverse.
The $1650 518 offers digital inputs and
outputs only (though it can be expanded to include analog inputs with
the 562V switcher/ADC that J. Gordon
Holt reviewed last June). It can digitally
perform gain and source selection; it
can change data with one digital word
length to data with another, and it does
all these things with 72-bit internal precision. How does the 518 fit within a
conventional high-end audio system?
The 518 is asuccessor to Meridian's
618 Mastering Processor, which has
gained no small reputation in professional audio circles for the way it
reduces 20-bit audio data to the 16 mandated by the CD standard without sacrificing sound quality. It adds considerable
functionality, however, and in its most
fundamental role can be used as adigital
replacement for asystem's conventional
preamplifier, accepting the outputs of
STEREOPH ILE, JANUARY 1996

Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor

digital sources, allowing for volume control, and feeding its output either to a
DIA processor/amplifier/speaker combination, or to a system based on
Meridian's DSP-series powered loudspeakers, which have digital data inputs.
(Bob Stuart: "At Meridian, we say there
is no preamp like no preampr)
Or it can be used like the 618: to
make 16-bit recordings with resolution
and sound quality approaching those of
true 18- or 20-bit recordings.
Or it can be used as asophisticated
jitter-reduction unit that also allows the
user to increase resolution, change the
gain of the digital signal, and even to
add or remove pre-emphasis.
Iimmediately asked for a review
sample.

I
NNARDS

The 518 is housed in a smart black
enclosure identical to that of Meridian's
other 500-series components. The circuitry is based on a Motorola DSP56002 24-bit digital signal processing
chip running at 40 or 60MHz (the
specs are unclear hem). The selected
input signal—there are five inputs and,
in Meridian fashion, these have to be

assigned to adisplay alias to become
operational—is dejittered using adual
Phase-Locked Loop circuit and acrystal
oscillator similar to those in the wellregarded Meridian DIA processors.
The reclocked data are then fed to the
DSP engine, which performs three
main functions, all under the control of
front-panel buttons, of other Meridian
components via aComms. socket on
the rear, or of acomputer via arear RS232 port.
First, the 518 can adjust the gain in
ldB steps up to +12dB or -99dB. This
volume control operates with 72-bit
internal precision, and dither is used to
minimize round-off errors. Second, the
input and output word lengths can be
set to be different. A typical application,
for example, would be when a20-bit
A/D converter was used to feed aDAT
or CD-R recorder, both of which can
only store 16-bit data. In such acase the
518 offers achoice of seven noise-shaping/redithering algorithms, these psychoacoustically optimized to give as
audibly transparent adata reduction as
possible. Finally, the 518 can add preemphasis to the digital data to increase
resolution when the analog signal is
249

Tu Be or Not Tu Be
That is the question

For many years many audiophiles have marvelled at the sheer palpability of music played
through tube electronics. That is why conrad. johnson has for nearly twenty years designed
and fabricated the best tube preamplifiers and
power amplifiers in the business. From the

conrad-johnson MV-55

new MV55 and PV1OA ($1995 and $995,
respectively) through the PV 12 and
Premier 11A and Premier 12 ($2395,
$3295, and $6590), conrad-johnson
components have defined the "tube
sound" for almost ageneration.

conrad-johnson PV-12
For almost an equal number of
years, audio designers and users
alike have sought away to play
the music without the expense and

conrad-johnson PF-2

routine maintenance inherent in
tube equipment. No one has come

Me

.lan
wratersgEtt«111111iLli .111b
conrad-johnson MF 2300

closer to fulfilling this dream than conradjohnson with their amazingly affordable and
in

exceptionally musical line of solid state components. Is it too strong astatement to make

that the best solid state high powered amplifier under

$5500 costs only $2995 (MF-2300)? Why not come in and find out for
yourself? Other solid state components include: (PF2-1795, MF2100-$1495,
MF2200-$ I
995, and PFR-$2395.).
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SOUND by SINGERk
HIGH END AUDIO...DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003 •(212) 924-8600
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finally reconstructed. The data output is
in both AES/EBU (XLR) and S/PDIF
(RCA) formats.
The well-written manual goes into
much detail on how to set up and use
the very flexible 518 in anumber of different situations. Iwould suggest that its
uses are limited only by the imagination
of its user. Unusually, the team responsible for the 518's design are mentioned
by name in the manual: credited are
Phil Boddy, Richard Hollinshcad,
Duncan Smith, Bob Stuart, and Rhonda
Wilson. Now that's anice touch, and
one that more high-end companies
should echo.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING?

Iwas mostly interested in the 518's resolution enhancement abilities. So, Sherlock, does the 518 do what is claimed
for it? Can it give more than 20-bit precision from adatastream limited to 16bit word lengths?
Before Idiscuss the results of my
auditioning, I'll present the measured
results. These were all taken in the digital domain using an Audio Precision
System One fitted with the DSP
option. The Meridian 518 was fed adata
signal from the AP's AES/EBU output,
set to a20-bit word length. The 518's
AES/EBU data output was looped
back to the AP's digital input.
In the digital domain, the data word
length is inexorably tied to the ultimate
level of the noise floor. The longer the
word, the lower the noise, with an
approximate increase of 6dB in the sysAmy. P .M CI
AC 110.0.80.1m el 111M

tem S/N ratio every time the word
length is increased by one bit. Another
way of looking at this is to realize that a
linear-PCM system is deaf below alevel
related to the word length. Thus in an
8-bit system, like early computer
soundcards, nothing below -48dBFS
can be encoded -"FS" stands for Full
Scale"; aOdBFS signal exercises the full
dynamic-range capability of a digital
system -and the maximum S/N ratio
is also 48dB. With the 16-bit words
stored on a CD, the maximum S/N
ratio is 96dB; and without the use of
record dither (discussed at length in this
magazine over the past 10 years), the
system goes deaf below -96dBFS.
This is shown graphically in figs.1
and 2, the waveform and FFT-derived
audioband spectrum of an undithered
1kHz tone recorded at a level of
-90.31dI3FS. At this level, just two LSBs
in each data word are exercised; the
resultant waveform can be seen to toggle among just three levels. As aresult,
as well as showing acomponent at the
fundamental level, the spectrum features harmonic distortion components
at 2kHz, 3kHz, 4kHz, 5kHz, 8kHz,
and 9kHz. The individual noise components in the fig2 spectrum can each be
seen to lie around the -120dBFS mark:
if added in aRoot-Mean-Square (RMS)
manner, their sum would lie at the
-96dBFS level, confirming that this is a
16-bit system.
Now look at fig.3: this is the same

kind of FFT-derived spectrum, but now
with 20-bit data words representing the
-903dBFS lkHz tone. The entire noise
floor can be seen to have dropped significantly, with the individual components now lying below -150dBFS
and their RMS sum at -120dBFS. The
magic worked by the 518 is revealed in
fig.4. This is aspectrum derived from
16-bit data, yet over almost all the
audioband the noise components are
almost as low as with true 20-bit data.
Although the data word length is
restricted to 16 bits, as it would be on a
CD or DAT, the signal resolution is
closer to 20 bits!
Arc we getting something for nothing? Of course not. Look at the righthand side of fig.4. Above 4kHz the noise
rises with frequency, slowly at first but
with increasing rapidity until, at the
22kHz band edge, each component is
on average as high in level as the fundamental tone. What the 518 has done is
"shape" the noise floor, pushing as much
of it as possible to higher frequencies,
where the ear is less sensitive, and dropping it in the midrange and treble
regions, where the car is most sensitive.
This can be seen in figs.5 and 6. For
reference, fig.5 shows the waveform of
a lkHz tone at -903dBFS encoded
with 20-bit precision. By contrast, fig.6,
plotted to the same vertical scale, shows
the waveform produced by the Meridian 518 when processing digital
silence: far from there being silence,
there is aconsiderable amount of high-
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Fig. I D/A Processor with 20-bit resolution, waveform of undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.3IdBFS (16-bit data. 50pV/vertical div.).

Meridian 518, spectrum of IkHz tone at
-90.3IdBFS. with noise and spuriae, 20-bit
precision.
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Fig.5

Meridian 518, Bypass mode, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS
(20-bit data, 120pV/vertical div.).
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Fig.2

Meridian 518, spectrum of undithered kHz
tone at -90.31dBFS. with noise and spuriae,
16-bit precision.
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Fig.4

Meridian 518, spectrum of I
kHz tone at
-90.3IdBFS, with noise and spuriae, 1
6-bit
precision, calculated from 20-bit data with
518 set to "20C16" using the "Shape B"
noise-shaping algorithm.

Fig.6
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Meridian 518. waveform of "digital black"
with 518 set to"20C16" using the"Shape
B" noise-shaping algorithm (16-bit data,
120pV/vertical div.).
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frequency noise present, its peak-peak
amplitude several times that of the reference sinewave in fig.5. The overall
RMS level of this "blue-colored" noise
is high, around -60dBFS. But as Isaid
before, all this energy lies in aregion
where the human car is very insensitive.
And if you can't hear the high-frequency noise, it might as well not be
there!
Note that this increase in effective
resolution does not depend on the
nature of the input signal. The source
may have acoustic or electrical noise
well above the 16-bit noise floor, but
the 518 can't distinguish noise from
music: everything in the source data is
processed as though it were the wanted
signal. On the master of Stereophilds
Concert recording, for example, the analog tape hiss lay around the -60dBFS
level. The difference between the use of
noise-shaping (via the 518's predecessor,
the Meridian 618) and straight truncation from 20-bit to 16-bit data was
clearly audible, however, even in what
turned out to be adouble-blind test (see
"As We Sec It," February '95, Vol.18
No2, p3).
What it does depend on is the performance of the WA converter downstream of the Meridian. But if your
D/A is capable of true 20-bit resolution
-and the measurements in this magazine's reviews are agood source of this
S.401. MO. 490 I. en was ,,oc

se. e

information-you can perform the
apparently impossible, as is shown in
fig.7. To produce this graph, Ifed the
518 with 20-bit data representing a
1
kHz tone at -90.31dBFS, noiseshaped those data to 16-bit precision
using the "B" algorithm, but then used
the Meridian's digital gain-adjust function to reduce the signal level by 24dB.
The result is a16-bit datastream, nominally deaf to anything below -96dBFS,
that carries asinewave encoded with a
peak amplitude of just -115dBFS.
Wacky, wonderful stuff, eh?
But remember, this magic depends
on the shaped noise not being audible
-which depends on the playback level
being correct. Slap in gobs of analog
gain after your D/A and you'll start to
hear the shaped noise-and it's not
pretty. But as long as the recording engioe.r.

.1.•

neer has chosen the optimum noiseshaping algorithm and you're playing
back the 518-processed digital recording
at aplayback level around what was
intended, you're home free.
The Meridian offers seven different
noise-shaping algorithms, shown in
Table 1. The spectral effects of each on
the noise floor, hence the ultimate resolution, are shown in figs.8 through 14.
(All of these were made using our old
friend, the 1
kHz tone at -9031dB.)
Which will be optimum depends on
the nature of the original signal, the
playback situation, and individual taste.
For example, Iended up using Shape A
on the Concert CD, which was originally recorded on analog tape. For Festival,
for which Iused aNagra D 20-bit digital recorder (see the feature elsewhere
in this issue), Iused Shape C. And re-
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Meridian 518, spectrum of IkHz tone at
-90.3IdBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
precision, calculated from 20-bit data using
the "High-Pass TPDF" noise-shaping algorithm (linear frequency scale).

Fig.12 Meridian 518, spectrum of IkHz tone at
-90.31 dBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
precision, calculated from 20-bit data using
the "Shape C" noise-shaping algorithm (linear frequency scale).
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the "Shape A" noise-shaping algorithm (linear frequency scale).

precision, calculated from 20-bit data using
the "Shape 8" noise-shaping algorithm and
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Meridian 518, spectrum of IkHz tone at
-90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae, I
6-bit
precision, calculated from 20-bit data using
the "Flat TPDF" noise-shaping algorithm (linear frequency scale).
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the "Shape B" noise-shaping algorithm (linear frequency scale).
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Solutions hard-disk editing system
mounted in aMacintosh Quadra 650,
with 6 Gigabytes of hard-drive space
available.
3.4dB
Flat
0.0dB
Ihave no doubt that, along with
(White-spectrum TPDF dither)
other devices/algorithms to achieve the
7.0dB
High-pass
3.5dB
same end—such as Apogee's UV22
(Additive, high-pass TPDF dither)
I
2.2dB
Shape A
6.4dB
processor and Sony's Super Bit-Map(Flat dither, 2nd-order MAP)
ping process, neither of which Ihave
22.6dB
Shape B
19.0dB
yet gotten any hands-on experience
(Flat dither, 9th-order MAPie)
17.9dB
Shape C
15.IdB
with —Meridian's 518 (and its pre(Flat dither, 9th-order MAF)
decessor, the 618, which Iused for our
2I.5dB
Shape D
I
5.3dB
Concert project) achieves arevolution in
(High-pass dither, 9th-order MAF)
CD sound quality.
Shape E
Not specified
After spending many hours listening
(High-pass dither, 2nd-order MAF)
to the 20-bit Sonic Solutions data fed
* MAF = Minimum Audible Field, the threshold
straight to the '30.5 via aSonic Frontiers
curve for human listeners with stereo loudUltraJitterbug, simply truncating the
speakers.
**MAP = Minimum Audible Pressure, the threshword length by setting the Sonic
old curve for human listeners using stereo
Solutions' output to 16-bit and switchheadphones.
ing off its dither gave ahorrendously
audible degradation. Midrange textures
cording engineer Gabe Wiener, of sounded clangorous rather than sweet,
treble acquired an extra helping of fine
Quintessential Sound, tells me that he
glassy grain, and the recorded sounduses curve D for all his audiophile prostage shrank. And most tellingly, apjects.
plause no longer sounded like the
sound of many hands clapping, but was
SOUND
reduced to abland impulse-noise-like,
All my auditioning of the 518 was done
et, noise.
in my usual reference system: Mark
Enter the 518 with its input word
Levinson No31 CD transport feeding a
length set to "20" and its output length
No30.5 D/A processor via a 1.5m
to "16." With the dither shape set to
length of Illuminati's excellent new
"Flat," some of the sound's dimenOrchid AES/EBU datalink ($750 [chok
sionality returned and digital applause
cough, splutter1). With the Meridian in
started to sound more like applause.
the chain, a 1.5m length of Madrigal
"High-Pass" gave more improvement,
AES/EBU cable took the output of the
as did "Shape A." And with Shapes B
transport to the 518. The D/A prothrough E, Icould not hear much of a
cessor was connected to a Levinson
difference between the original and the
No.38S preamplifier via 0.5m lengths
of AudioTruth Diamond x2, with then processed data, nor could Ihear any
5m lengths of AudioTruth Lapis or consistent differences between the different dither algorithms.
XL0 Signature 3.1 feeding aLevinson
Mission accomplished; the magic
No333 power amplifier (review under
became real. I therefore used the
way) or aCary CAD-300SEI singleMeridian to convert the edited 20-bit
ended amplifier. Loudspeakers were
data for Festival to 16-bit.
B&W Silver Signatures (mainly), the
Meridian recommends using the
four pairs of speakers Iam currently
518's adjustable digital gain to ensure
reviewing —JMIab Micron Carats, Tothat the signal occupies the full dytem MANI-2s, Joseph RM7sis, and
namic range of the output medium. As
PSB Stratus Mini Mk.IIs —or the Epos
ES25s that JE will review in the next the Festival data already peaked at 1
LSB below OdBFS, Ididn't add gain.
issue. The B&Ws were used with their
dedicated silver speaker cables, the But as Ihad recorded Aaron Copland's
other speakers with an 8' bi-wired set of Appalachian Spring 6dB hotter than the
percussion-heavy Milhaud and KohCardas Cross.
jiba works in the same program, Iused
the 518 to reduce its level by 6dB
Masterful: To investigate the subjective effect of the 518's resolution when Itransferred the 20-bit data to
16-bit CD-R. In this way, not only
enhancement while reducing data word
length, Iused the 20-bit master data for would I achieve the correct level
match among the three works, but I
both Stereophiles new Festival recording
would do so with the minimum resand for the forthcoming Robert Silverolution penalty. As the 518 indicates
man Liszt Piano Sonata recording.
These were played back from aSonic when the signal reaches OdBFS, you
Table I Meridian 518
Noise-Shaping Algorithms
Noise Advantage (44.11cliz)
Shaper
Normal
Pre-emphasis

S
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don't have to worry about clipping.
Meridian also recommends using
the 518 to add pre-emphasis, Bob
Stuart correctly pointing out that
wrapping the digital data in a preemphasis/dc-emphasis loop will
result in a 1-bit (6dB) improvement
in S/N, a2-bit improvement in HF
resolution, and a more than 10-fold
reduction in D/A converter noise. I
therefore tried mastering my data
with pre-emphasis (adjusting the
overall gain to avoid clipping). To my
surprise, not only could Inot hear any
difference between emphasis and no
emphasis played back through the
Levinson, occasionally I thought it
sounded worse. There did seem to be
an improvement with my budget
reference, the Assemblage DAC-1,
however.
The reason for this disparity
between theory and practice is due to
how the D/A processor implements
the de-emphasis. The whole idea is to
place the de-emphasis as far back in
the chain as possible. In this way, all
the high-frequency errors and artifacts
produced by aprocessor or CD player's digital filter and DAC will be
rolled off, reducing their audibility.
The logically optimal de-emphasis
implementation will therefore be in
the analog domain, right before the
processor's output amplifier. Indeed,
the Assemblage's de-emphasis is
achieved with a FET-switched network in the feedback loop around the
I/V converter op-amp. But the
Levinson's de-emphasis, as in almost
all processors, is achieved in the digital
domain, within the digital filter chip.
While this is not subject to the vagaries
of analog component tolerance, giving
aperfect de-emphasis curve, it sort of
throws away the reason for using it in
the first place (as Bob Stuart points out
in the 518's manual).
Glitches: Any recording engineer
using A/D converters with better than
16-bit resolution but storage media
restricted to 16 bits —CD, CD-R,
DAT, etc.—owes it to their soundquality-conscious customers to use a
Meridian 518. However, Idid have
one operational problem using the 518
in that Icould not get my Panasonic
3700 professional DAT recorder to
lock to its output, even with the channel bit set to "P" for "Professional."
For the Festival project, I used a
Meridian CDR as an interim storage
medium,' as this would lock onto the
518's data output with the channel bit
253
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second to minimize input-data wordclock jitter.2
But strap me if there wasn't something quite magical happening. First,
the bass became more solid, more deep.
The rather lightweight bass synth lines
and kickdrums on Steve Winwood's
"Valerie" (from The Finer Things boxed
set, Island Chronicles 314 516 860-2),
for example, became more physically
moving, more dancelicious. Orchestral
bass drum and organ bass pedals purred
more palpably, and the low orchestral
strings acquired more bloom. Second,
little details in the soundstage, such as
the echoes from the walls of the hall,
became both more noticeable and paradoxically better integrated with the
sound sources. Image depth deepened.
But most important, the flow of the
music just became more enveloping. It
Magic: During the editing and mastering for Stereophile's Festival CD project, I was goosebump city, even with recordings that usually strike me as just being
grew very familiar with the Meridian
notes by numbers.
518's positive effects when used as aresIswitched to Bypass mode: the sound
olution enhancer to reduce digital word
reverted to being merely very good. The
lengths. The limited time Ihad availmagic had diminished. Iswitched back
able during the review period meant
to the 16-20 dithered word-length
that Iwasn't able to try it as afull-blown
digital control center. But one thing I increase. Back came the magic.
Iswear Iam not making this up!
did try at the end of the review period
Because Ididn't expect anything to hapwas the inverse: feeding it 16-bit data
pen, Ididn't even try it during most of
and instructing it to output 20-bit data
the time Ihad the 518! So what the
to my Levinson No30.5 (which does
heck was going on? Yes, the 518's dualhave 20-bit resolution) with noise-shapPLL receiver design means that it acts as
ing algorithms "A," "D," or "E" (which
a conventional jitter-reduction unit,
one worked best seemed dependent on
with the added benefit of stripping out
the source material).
the subcode, including the SCMS bit.
Iwas expecting nothing to change.
(You can see in any of Stereophile's digiAfter all, both the S/PDIF and AES/
tal processor reviews that the subcode
EBU datastreams carry 24-bit words at
data in the S/PDIF signal produces a
all times. The nominal word length
only means that the specified number ubiquitous 735kHz jitter content.) But
surely that would also happen with the
of MSBs are significant, the rest being
unit in its bypass mode. Ireread the
set to zero (its the digital representation
518's manual. There on p.8 was awarnof "digital zero" encoded with 16ing: "Warning! Systems like this can
bit precision in the datastream is
111111111111111100000000; with 20-bit sound incredibly good!" But this
appeared to refer to the 518 used as a
precision, 111111111111111111110000). In
digital preamp, where its reduction in
both cases, the actual word length in the
signal is 24 bits wide/long. And jitter is coupled with the complete
elimination of the analog preamplifier. I
remember that the Levinson '30.5 uses
can only assume that using the 518 to
aFIFO data buffer with alength of 1
/
8
increase the word length helps the digital
filter in the following processor to do its
1Putting Pioneer's $24/disc price for the blank 60math more optimally, with reduced
minute "consumer" CD-R inedia into perspective —
round-off error.
see SS's review of the new PDR-99 elsewhere in this
issue —the latest price we paid for 74-minute "profesOr something.
sional" blanks was just $7.50! No doubt this is aconseWas there adownside? But of course.
quence of R1AA pressure not just on Pioneer, but on
all companies offering consumer-oriented digital
HDCD-encoded recordings would not
recorders.
pass intact through the 518 in its resolu2It's hard to believe that any changes upstream of that
tion-enhancement mode. But that was
mighty buffer could affect the sound of the Levinson,
trivial given the presence of its Bypass
yet in previous experiments the differences made by
either an Audio Alchemy I
>TM%) or aSonic Frontiers
button, which disables any DSP, guarUltrafitterbug were clearly audible. (Which sounded
anteeing that all 24 bits presented at the
better, or none at all, was my dependent on the
input are passed through to the output.
music.)

set to "C" for "Consumer." When Ihad
the same problem with the earlier
Meridian 618, this was solved by an
EPROMectomy. Iassume, therefore,
that the next 518 software release will
fix the bug; Ieagerly await the arrival of
anew chip before my next recording
projects gets under way.
Although the 518 has afemale 9-pin
RS-232 socket on its rear and the manual tells you how to control the unit
with acomputer, other than once getting it to completely freeze up, I
couldn't get the 518 to respond. This
was despite all possible combinations of
Comms. programs, RS-232 cables, and
gender changers Itried. Don't blame
the 518 in this regard, however, as Iam
singularly unlucky in matters RS-232.
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Igenerally didn't use the 518's gainadjust function during CD playback; I
routinely monitor recorded level using
a Dorrough AES/EBU-input meter,
and it's rare that amodem CD doesn't
hit -1dBFS or higher some of the time.
But there are CDs which are way
under-recorded —A Meeting by the
River, ICavi Alexander's recording of Ry
Cooder and V.M. Bhatt (Water Lily
Acoustics WLA-CS-29-CD), for example —and which did benefit from a
little noise-shaped volume increase.

CONCLUSION

When Iheard about the Meridian 518,
it struck me that it was in some ways an
orphan product. While it is an essential
tool for quality-oriented engineers, I
couldn't sec what kind of role it would
have in the context of an ordinary highend audio system.
Now that I've spent time with the
518, I'm going to have to get out my
checkbook. Meridian is not getting this
review sample back! Yes, it is invaluable
used for mastering 16-bit CDs from 20bit originals. But its effect on CD playback is almost as staggering. And at
$1650, it's even abargain. The Meridian
518 is the Swiss Army Knife of digital
audio.

Calling HI-FI
Distributors
Around the
World:
You could be selling
Stereophile!

Call Nick King in London, England
Tel: (44) 81 289 1571
Fax: (44) 81 289 1572
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Make your audio or home theater system sound better than ever with these great component
upgrades-at low moil-order-direct prices. If you don't see what you want in this ad, call
us, we probably sell it! Everything we sell is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back
Guarantee. Call us Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for low prices &friendly, expert advice.
Optimize Video With Reference
Laser Video Disc
Optimize big screen TVs or
.ideo vectors like apro
with Reference Recording s
Video Standard loser disc Easy
ro use vnth clear instructions
Reference Video Standard
Mser disc only 569 95

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design
The world's first total system burn in
treatment, System Enhancer
improves the whole system
'Everyone I
know who's
tried the disc has heard a
big difference 'reports Sam
Why PAD System
Enhancer (DR 5149 95

Tune Up Your Ears With Chesky's
Ultimate Demo Disc.
(hesky's Ultimate Demo Disc
will improve your listening
skills Cued by the announcei.
you'll discover what reviewers
mean by transparency. depth
resolution, and Me
(henry's Ultimate
Demo CD 514.95

Save $90 On 'Alchemy's DST Digital
Transmission Cable
Alchemy snew DST is on active
digital tronsmisuon line Citrons
port to D/A ronverter cable with
zero digital intert Works with rooml.
loslink. or AES/EBU connections
Outputs to coax, AES/E8U or AT&T Audo Akherny DST
I061 digital cable, reg 5259, now 169 95

Stop Cable Distortion With
Digital Noise Blockers
Reduce digital noise ond Ri inlerfer
ence with timbers none absorbers
loi audio interconnects, digital
sublet, &power cards Regular
Blethers: 511 95/pr, Big
Mockers for power cords up
i
s 1/2' diameter 519 95/pr

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone
The clarity and power of these
budget Grodos nlust totally
unheard of in rho pore
ranger reports Stereophde's
Corey Greenberg Way worn
mencledr
Grado SR-60 stereo headphones with Mt cord and
mini plug [duper, only 569 00

Best Selling Grado SR80 Headphone
Grados SR80 headphones
feature olarger, more
comfortable ear awe,
than SR•60 for bener
bass &smoother overall
sound Great for both portables
or home stereo applications Grado 5R-80
headphones with 611 cord, only 595 00

"Class B" Rated Sennheiser HD580s
'Ultra smooth ultra detailed
open bock dynamic headphone
with full, extended low (rearm,
ries, reports Srereophde
"they're John Atkinson srefer
erne "Sennheiser 10580
headphone,. reg $349. nor,
only 1299 95' '

Monster 0-Terminator Locking Bananas
loose speaker
•',memo', with
'• •
(ables Xterms
•
t
xncling/ lacking
.
••
•cable banana
• Monster XTerminators: One pair 529 95,
•• SSS 00 Four pairs 599 90

Michael Green AudioPoint Cone Isolators

CD Stoplight Green Paint Pen

AudioQuest Absorbing Isolation Feet.

Solid milled brass with geometry to
maximize energy transfer chorocter•
mks Points some with special dos ro
protect wood or tile surfaces
AudioPoints for Electronics:
549 95/sel of 3, Iwo sets S90 00
AudioPoints lot loudspeakers:
579 95,,set of 4. Two sets 5149 90

Our "Big Problem" Electronic
Connection Cleaner/Enhancer.
ProGold cleans &enhances metal conductivity
ol I1CAs 8speaker rubles, end is used in high
speed computers, oero space gear, even by
NASA Our problee It's not expensive
enough for oudiophiles to lake seriouslythough it's probably the best clew,
enhancer in the worldl ProGold G5 spray

An easy loopply cost effective way
to improve (D sound by reducing laser light leakage
Simply apply Stoplight to the edge of all your (Os
Recommended by leading audiophile mago
CD Stoplight Pen 515 95 ea

Demagnetize (Ds With Bedini CD
Clorifier-And Save $40!

Exorcise Your System's
Magnetic Demons With
Gryphon Exorcist
Gryphon Exorcist system enhancer sends o
34.smond pulse through the system remov
ing degrading residuol mognetism -When you
lotee afterward, you'll be shocked" says
Stereophilis lohnathon Scull Gryphon
Exorcist system enhancer 5149 95

(0 Clarifier removes the electrostatic charge
that budds up between the CD' smetal foil
&plastic layers. 'Does st work ,"In a
word, yes," reports Mike McCall in
Positive Feed Dock "I find the results
quite appealing 'Bechni CD
Clarifier was 575. now 34 91

Isolate digital, mama power amp. and laser dio players
from image distorting vibrations with Audio0uest Feet
mode of energy absorbing Sorbothane
Audiothest CD Feet far (D players
&D/As, $39 00/set of four
Aortal:West Big Feet
for gear oyes I
Sibs,
$59 95/set al lour
Iwo sets 599 90

Save With Premium "No-Name" RicePaper Record Sleeves
•111111111h.
Lost year we duovered these
high quality 3ply anti static rice
paper 1P/lour dru record
sleeves which look like capes
of the famous Chuwasher VRP
sleeves hook offs' We're not
sure No name rice popes
sleeves, 50 pas. 51991

Save On Hard-To-Find Racks, Amp 8. Speaker Stands
New Justarack "Junior"
Rod As tow As $1351
lorior rodu have dinnely
Dr vide, 16' deep
shrhes r
ledlimee reel
rodgillilkinoble spore between
rodiA1113". (one point feet are
Sara osserrily required

minor hex 30-4,

=Z;Z:

New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands
New Standeugn 88 speaker stands feature rigid one pone
welded steel construction with urethane pads on sop and
spikes on bottom
Stondesiga B850:
61 by 6.5 -top plate,
choose It, 16, 000"
heights, S49 95/pr

.WM*5

30111 with 4shelves, rep 5160, now 135.002
AMARA« hider 36-5 5shelves, 36" toll, rop $200,
now only 169.951

RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs
Shudy rocks with 3/4' support
rods 8, admOido 23.75' urde by
15 15" dap 3/4 --thicicom.
[smite wood delves. Standard fin
oh in chorNal Nock. (one paint
feet ore stupid

Standesige 117S:
75 by 15
-top
plate, hoarse horn
Ir. IF, 20", or
24 heights,
569 95/pr •

Soncleugn

gota

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99,95
New target 1Series stands feature 3
support legs welded to an extra ande &
stable 14 35 wide by 17 deep 1' shaped
base with aflat steel top plate Both top
spikes &bottom cone point feet included

JUSTARAOI 30-30 toll with 4 retienes
slither, reg $349, now 299 951
JUSTARACK 36,5 shelves, 36' kill reg $399, nol 349 955
JUSTARACX 42, 6abaleen, 42' saO, reg $449, now 399 91l
JUSIARACX 48, 7sholwes 48' tal, rag 5499, now 449.00f

Spoeal low priced assemble yourself
auda rocks improve auk performance

1

Standesigo Audio d Video Racks Sale

SAVE 569-S19 On
, Standeugn big screen PI
;,eiwks with 20' toll «mere welded steel
caner, composite wood
aloes.
caster feet.
7.5' hot between shelves.

larger 160

01502 32' rat

:Seamksign DTV28, For 25'.28'1Vs, 3shelves, 2YW
a70 -0, reg 5299, now 229 951
Stoodeskys D1V3Z For 28'.32" l'is, three 32- w
x
20' 0shelves, 7.5" reg $299, now 279 951
5tcmdesigo DTV35, For 35' TVs, three 35' wide by
27" deep shelves, regular $319, now 269 951

Target TT35k 37 tall w/12 t'
between the 3shelves,
regular $230, now 179 951
Target TTSTSA 39 -tall, 5
shelves, reg 5335, nor 255 001

Target T-50: 20 tall with 75 by
75 top plate, reg 5130. now 99 95"
Target T-60: 24 tall with 75by
75 top plate, reg $140, now 109 95'
Target T-70: 28 tall, 63 by 63
top plate, rag 5140, now 109 95"

Ultra-Rigid Target Racks, As Low As $199.95
Strong ore peor welded steel Rime
for maximum rigidity Front England
Target TT3: or tall with 128
between the 3shelves, regular
5260, now 199 95'
Target TTS: r tall with 61
behreen the 5shelves, regular
$350, now 269 951
Target TTST 39" toll with 81
between the 5shelves, regular
5395, now 299 951
3-Shelf Target SA Racks
As Low As S139.95

eillrieW

$25 Off Amp Floor
Stand, Strong 4" toll
steel frame with 14 by
18 composite wood shell &
spiked leer holds amps rigidly Reg. $105, now 19 95 -

Ultra-mocken Stoeckel",
Audio Rocks feature aonepiece tilted back' welded sled
frome with 14' x18* shelves,
and spiked cone pant feel A
super strong 2' x3" beam supports all shelves
Deslgo 5Rock. 5shelves, 31"
tall with 65" between shelves
Regular $399, now 319 951
Des" 4Rick, 4shelves, 34'
loll
93' between die
1818110" $349, ma 799.95t

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories
In the US-or Canada-Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100,
256
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S
AVE ONBEST S
ELLING DIGITAL C
ONVERTERS
New lso-Platforms &Book
New Low Price Seismic CD Sink, 5149.95
Renewers report
aSever lank
nequal to
the full
upgrade of a
component 'New low pored (D Sink, features the done
fled Roc fdled 'solution bkodders nolohon on the more
expenove Sinks--for CD players transports D/As etc
Seismic CD Sink for gear under 25 lb, 5149 95"
Bright Star Big Rock 3Isolation Platform
1111, rune° isolation platform
ndesigned to fit inside most
Target Standeugn ond
other metal audio tacks
Only 18 5" by 15" by
2" toll And Boars? Star nthe met
recommended isolation shelf on the market ,
Bright Star Big Rock 3only 115 00'
EVERYTHING you need to know Acne buying
enjoying high end audio gear!
[drier of Stereophde Robert
Harley, tells you what you need lo
know to be°tne abetter Intone
and better buyer of quaky high
fidelity gear Discover how to get the
best sound for your money, and
upgrade where it will do you the most
good The Complete Guide To
High-End Mao, by Robert Harley,
poperback, 480 pages, 529 95, hardcover 539 9S

NEW DTI•Plus Digital Filter, Only S249.9 5
New
Miele
anti litter
Idler is
desrgned
for oudropholes who wont admixed liner reductos for
CD players, but don't need fancy AES/E8U or AT&T Ins or
outs Same spec, a, the new Dire? 0-at 1/1 Me pm&
Audio Alchemy DTI•Plas digital ontinner filter for CO
players only regular 5295, now 249 95
NEW DTI v2.0 Digital Filter Only $499!

Experienre the remorkoble anti pner pen! armasse of
the DII•Pro -at oNoon of the pore New Dll 52 0o
urmlar anti finer circuit but tenh/out DTI•Pro sDSP chip
3muds
010/980 and optical, ond 4outputs
Alchemy DTI v2.0 jitter filter, reg 5599 now 499"
SAVE On DTI*Pro 32 Anti-Jitter Filter

8t

F
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$295 Off DI( Remote Preamp!

tut...Alchemy

"Thrs is arIghteous little line stoge—mexpenove.
expendable, and Inrredrbly homparent,' tares
Steieophile sWen Philips The DIX remote controlled line
stage preomp offers 4input, and neauly upgraded
Alchemy DLC preomp secn S495 now only 199 95"
DAC-in-the-Box

DIA

Still Only $199!

Alchemy's
DA( in the xVJ nrlcero f
box 101181
has 18 bit
ladder DA(
processor inch both roamed and optical digital input, B.
outboard power supply Recommended for (D player,
rodeo laser disc, &cable Dug upgrades Audio Akhemy
DITB 0/A converter reg 5159 now 5199 00"
Save $195 On Advanced DDEv1.1
...Alchemy

Next generation one rorrehon wIth DTI•Pro 31 s',wee
ble two stage digital filter &32 bit DSP don, enhancer
Coaxal AES/EBIl Toslink &gloss inputs max 015/8110 &
AIM outputs DTI•Pro 32 reg 51.595. now 51,495 00"

Millireve— dim On The World's Best Selling Analog

ihe DDEvl 1has built in DII type anti utter stage. world's
first Possrve DAL/Integrator stage hybrid op amps/(loss A
eurete output stage 2Mewl Inputs &outboard poned sup
ply Alchemy DDEvI.1 D/A, was 5491, now 5299 95 -

Save S370 On Rega/Blue Point

Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine.

Auchophdes, &audio reveres ore
moiled by Me sound of Sunk° s
Blue Point high output 12 001
memo cods

Special Combo

Save now on the
world sbest selling
record cleaning
machine, the VP! HW
16 5Apowerful
motor sprns IN while
the self leveling our
bon tube deep cleans
the recaed grooves
your records never sounded to sweet The VP) HW 16 5reg
5450, order now ond we II include SO anti Oren 3ply rice
paper record sleeve, -a 5490 volue yours for 5399 95t

Surniko Blue Point high out
put moving coil phono «trudge,
fits almost any tone atm
reg 5150. now 0119 95
Blue Point Speciol high out
put mooing rod phono cartridge,
w/37 refinement, over the Blue
Pent regulor 5295 now 5149 95

Surntko Blot Peer

Blue

Post

The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over

New, Improved OR/DNM Ringmat

Align Cartridges Like A Pro!

Imported from England, the new
RIngmal 330 MIcll is top toted for
improving transients and bans -says Robert Deutsrh in
Stereophrle OR /DNM Ringmot
Mk II turntable mat, 574 9S

DB Systems Prom( lets any amateur
do professional phono (endue align
ments Highly come with any
stondard cartridges and radial ton
ems DI Protroc, phono cartridge
olgnment rod reg 535 now 29 95

----

Hunt EDA MK6 brush
from Englund has two
type of cleaning bristles
long and short-to clean
reeds nee voth rust one pass The ment record brush
we ton Lndl Hunt EDA MK6 reg 57S now 19 95

Extra strength record clearer 05or 519 95
Vinyl preserving LP formulo, 10oz, 514 95
Every day record cleaning flud 10 or 517 95
Stylus tleaner se/ 2brushes 15 oz 514 95
STYLAS1 stylus preervome 015 oz. 024 95

Save On Hottest Audio Interconnects &Speaker Cables
Great Audio Interconnect Deals
in—
SAVE On TARA Prism 22 Audio Interconnects.
Excellent for budget system, hic phasecoherent cable
has natural harmonics &gold RCM Pairs 06M reg 530
now 24 95 1OM reg 535 non 19 95 1AM 543/37 95
SAVE S49 On TARA Onantum 66 Interconnects!
Outstanding new umhelded sold core interconnect ideal
for CD players preempt tube gear Ornore Predio detail
&natural harrnonns Gold R(As Parrs 06M reg 589, now
45 00. IOM mg 598. now 49 95 15M reg 5109/59 95
Closeout: TARA Quantum IV Audio Interconnect—
Legendary &highly recommended Quantum Ili has sold
core Spore &lime conductors now or closeout prices ,Pr,
0614 5155/89 95 IM S175/99 95 1561 5231/119 95

111111111

Gel prolessIonal performance wrth Audio Alchemy's new
duol rhos, DDS Pro CD transport sinth the advanced pew
Pioneer 'stable plotter' CD transport system &both I'S &
SPDIF digital output DOSPro reg SI 595 now 1395 00

Save On The "Recommended" Record
Doctor II, Now Only $169.95!
Reed Doctor II
deans like the
expensive mochines
—with fluid oppli•
cotes &nauuum
suchon —bur cosh
lets because yOu turn
records by hand bad
the new, Improved
Rerord Doctor II recommended by leading nudo
review magazine, -including Stereophile,
It

Record Doctor II Cleaning Pockage:
Record Date 11 vacuum-powered LP cleamng
marble 4oz cleaning fluid, Said applicator brush
&4extra replacement denting stops in all a
5105 value now only 5169.95'

Accurately analyze your room &deter
mine best speaker placement' Listening
Room: DOS 049 9S, Mountosh 559 95

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The
Shure Stylus Force Gouge
Shure SEG 1stylus force gouge orruiotely
measures the stylus forte for °prim.
sound &increased stylus life The
lost stylus force gouge on
che market Hurryl 514 95

Audio &Video Power Conditioners &Premium Tubes

The Greatest Deal In High End

New low Price Audio Power Pock II Filter.

Svetlana Russian 6550 Tube!

Speaker Cables!

Low pore way ro protect and improve oudro/ndeo gear,
Power Pork 11 uses the some filtering technology os the
Power Wedges in ocomport trapezoid shaped metal cose
6outlets including 2for
drgrtal gear Power
Pock II 6outlet
power filter now
199 95"

New from che largest importer of Russian
tubes, Svetlano tubes are made Russian and
premix tested in the US Svellana 65508
529 95 ea, 59 90/MP, 119 95/M0

TARA Phase II/DA Speaker Coble Closeout
The only cable that's been continuously on Stereophole 5
'Recommended Components" Icst since 1988 'Class A
sound for abudget price.' say Pereophiles Dick Older
Ihn has to be the greatest bargain ro cable tknow of'
'Pau, 6h was 5130, now 59.95, 8h was 5160, now
69 95, 12h was 5225, now 79.95, 15h now 99.95;
20ft ems 5350, now 119 95, 25ft was 5430, now 159.95
'Prim ore for stereo pairs with spode or pins

New, Improved Power Wedge Conditioners
Advanced new Power Wedge power line condmoners offer
the ultimate in audio &video protechon &performance
Prover Wedge 116, 10 outlets, 6isolate 5639 00'
Power Wedge 114, 8outlets, 4nolated, 5499 00''
Power Wedge 1118 18 outlets A/V model SI 279 95'

Call Toll Free To Order:

1-800-942-0220
Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!
ANIERICAN
EXPRESS
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5200 OFF New DDS Pro CD Transport

Room Analysis Computer Program

(lean &protect valuable LP, and phono cortudge
styli with these highly recommended fluid treat
ments Kim include fluid and opium, brushes

xr,„det

HI.
12.
It
#4.
IS.

$199 Off New DDSIII CD Transport
6,6 out
standing
new CD
transport
from Audio
Alchemy
feature, o
highly intelligent Sony laser drawer assembly and low pt
ter ouipur stage shock mounted mosteel rhos, Audio
Alchemy DDSIII CD transport, reg 5699 now 499 95"

SPI FIW-16.5 w/bonus sleeves, only 5399.95t

LAST
UST
LAST
LAST
UST

Make Records/Styli Last With LAST

Nene DOEv3 Otakes digital technology one step further,
with the Poofn Mirrosonn, HDCD digital filter for HDCD
dust Anew dual mono output offers unmatched clarity B.
fore Coax &Druid input, digital Banalog output, &
morel Alchemy DDEv3.0 DIA. reg 0799 now 5699"

Phono Cartridges, Record Cleaners, 01111111111M.

Sumiko Blue Point Cartridges

You re probably
heard obout Begat
recommended Planar 3
turntable which include,
the excellent R8300 aim
-'very good detail, depth, midronge neutrality, ombi
erne &precision imaging' -Stereophile We odd the Blue
Point Speral phono (Grudge which Corey Greenberg says
'comes within shouting distance of the any heir Rego
Planar 3mill R8300 arm ond Blue Point Special
phone cartridge was SI 070 now 699 95•

NEW HDCD D/A Converter Only $699!

wuomjJchemy

Golden Dragon Audio Tubes

F.

10

Developed by Britrsh audiophiles and engineers dl mod,
els have special lectures to make them sound great Now
evadable sinth gold ens for improved performance 'IN'
Lultra-low none tube -our mithed pair.
Tube
Stride MI fee Pe Coe Pe IA/P
12U/A/1207/12,11.17 1600
1.11.12AX//12AT7/1260715.00
6018
19 95
6018LN
34 95

1995
59.95
59 95
89 95

1995
29 95
19 00
39 95

4995
75 00
69 95
99 95

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore ... More"
Shipping Charges Ground UPS
Accessories lot rem 495 Fora Items.' 50
lurntobles/Stands
12 95 14 95
"Elertronicsamp racks, etc
895
1Racks/Lg stands/lurntobles
16 95 19 95
Hour, Mon Err 900-7 00 EST, Sat 10 00 300
Ll7,1995 Audio Admor, Inc Prices and speofuo
Irons are sable to change vinhout ochre

EstoblIshed in 1981, Audio Advisor In( is the
world's longest seller of high end audio rompa
nents and accessories by erect mail We sell to
all 50 states, (anode, Memo, and over 180
foreign countries Member of the Grond Roads
Better Business Bureau mire 1981 New street
address 4649 Danvers St, Kentwood, MI, 49511
Sales phone line. 616 975.6100 Adminntratron
phone 616 975.6103 FAX Line 616 975 6111
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Order now!
Original copies
are limited!

slba

Issues
1
_

Each

VOLUME III, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12
Issues I, 2, 4, 8, 10, 11

10.00 *

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6,10

$5.00

Issues I, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

10.00 *

VOLUME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

$5.00

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues I, 2, 4, 5

$5.00

VOLUME VII, 1984
VOLUME VIII, 1985

$5.00

Issues 3, 6

10.00*

Issues 3, 5, 8

$5.00

Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

10.00*

Issues I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

$5.00

Issue 3

10.00 *

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8

$5.00

Issue 7

10.00*

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

$5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988

Issues Ithrough 12

$5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

Issues I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, II, 12

$5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990

Issues I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, II, 12

$5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

Issues I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, II, 12

$5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12

$5.00

VOLUME XVI, 1993

Issues Ithrough 12

$5.00

VOLUME XVII, 1994

Issues I, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. II, 12

$7.00

VOLUME XVIII, 1995

Issues 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

$7.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$600.00
*Photocopies

Send me the back issues I've circled above:SIA6
ee.•
ei

Total:

Original copies x $5.00 per issue (Vols. III -XVI)

=

$

Total:

Original copies x $7.00 per issue (Vols. XVII-XVIII)
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THETA DS PRO
GE,NERATION V—A
D/A PROCESSOR

•

refer to the February '95 issue of
Stereophile (Vol.18 No2), in which
Robert Harley provides complete details
on the processor.
sis yet another follow-up deFour principal changes define the difscribing an update to Theta Digferences between the original Gen.V
ital's flagship processor, now
known as the DS Pro Generation V-A. 1 and this latest incarnation. In no particular order, they are: an improved
Theta seems to offer asignificant revi(phase-locked loop) circuit; a revised
sion about every year and ahalf, conversion of Theta's famous software digsistent with the pace of refinement in
ital-filter algorithm; anew analog board
digital processor design. In the process,
with matched transistors; and an
they've kept their promise to DS Pro
owners of every vintage to provide a improved analog reconstruction filter.
steady upgrade path, maintaining cut- The PMD-100 HDCD filter chip can
ting-edge performance. If you bought a be added to the Gen.V-A, the Gen.V, or
the Gen.III as a$459 option; it's used
Gen.I in 1989, you could have taken
solely for decoding HDCD CDs —
that same unit through adramatic metaTheta's own filter takes over for all
morphosis over the years, even if you
non-HDCD-encoded discs.
skipped certain stages, arriving now at
A phase-locked loop circuit is almost
what's certainly one of the best digital
always physically contained within the
processors available.
As alongtime owner of Theta's flagdigital input receiver found in almost
every DAC (the Meitner BiDat is an
ship series of processors—most reexception). The role of the
in this
cently the original version of the
Generation V—it was only natural that application, is to extract and "lock" onto
Icompared its performance to that of the master clock from the signal in order
to reduce the rate at which the clock frethe wonderful Muse Model Two during
quency can change —the very definimy review of the same in the July '95
tion ofjitter reduction. Absolute timing
Stereophile (Vol.18 No.7). For those who
accuracy of the DAC as awhole is relatmissed that article, Ifound the first-gened to the precision of the
output
eration Muse surprisingly competitive
signal. Some designers attempt to lower
with the twice-as-expensive Gen.V, and
actually preferred it in the areas of focus jitter in the master clock even further by
employing a secondary
wired
and transient purity; however, the Theta
between the latch-enable signal at the
maintained aslight edge in "dimensionoutput of their processor's input receiver
ality" and expansiveness of the soundor digital filter and the corresponding
scape. I also acknowledged that the
input on the actual DAC chips. While
Gen.V used for that comparison was an
this technique can work well, it also can
early model, prompting an offer from
be tricky, and makes the quality and freTheta's Neil Sinclair to bring my unit up
quency of the received signal more critto snuff with what he promised were
ical. Theta chose adifferent route.
significant sound-quality enhancements.
contain three essential eleIn addition, I'd have the opportunity to
ments: a voltage-controlled oscillator
compare two otherwise-identical Gen.
(VCO), aphase comparator, and alowV-As using either Theta's softwarepass filter. One leg of the phase combased filter —now updated with anew
dither scheme —or the HDCD* PMD- parator senses the VCO's output frequency; the other is attached to the
100 digital filter (see my article on
latch-enable signal from the input reHDCD elsewhere in this issue).
ceiver or oversampling digital filter. A
proportional voltage, relative to any difGen.V-A Upgrade Particulars:
ference in phase between the two sigMuch has been written about the
nals, appears at the output of the phase
Gen.V in this and other audio journals,
comparator. This voltage is then used to
so I'll just stick to the hardware
control the VCO's frequency, comimprovements that constitute the $495
"A" update. Interested readers should pleting the loop. However, if you connected the VCO directly to the in'Theta lIgital Corp., 5530 Deny Ave., Suite R,
coming signal, its output would almost
Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818) 597-9195. Base
exactly match the input signal's freprice of new Gen.V-A: $5595. V-A upgrade price:
quency and be vulnerable to corruption
$495. HI)CD option: $459.
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by any instantaneous changes in the
same — ie, jitter. Ideally, the circuit
should follow the average, not instantaneous, frequency of the signal. Inserting a low-pass filter between the
phase comparator and the VCO's input
will change the frequency at arate determined by the filter's characteristics.
This is where Theta made enhancements in the Gen.V-A; through changes
to the low-pass filter, the
output
frequency more closely matches the
average frequency of the input, in effect
increasing the jitter attenuation of the
circuit.
The optional HDCD filter board is
mounted directly above the existing input receiver. Also, anew EPROM chip
containing the revised software filter
algorithm is added between two of the
three Motorola 56001 DSP computers
on the main digital board. This is the
first significant change to Theta's proprietary oversampling algorithm in five
years. According to Jim White, Theta's
man of many hats, the decision to make
this change stemmed from asuggestion
by their original algorithm designer that
adding aparticular dither shape to the
program would improve the low-level
linearity of the processor's DAC. After
two years of extensive comparisons
between various dither options, Theta
settled on aspecific solution for their
algorithm. The sonic result is said to be
better low-level resolution and acleaner, more natural presentation of decay.
Shifting to the new analog board,
Theta began "multitasking" their receptionist as atransistor-matching demon.
She sifts through and measures literally
thousands of transistors to find six
matched octal sets (a total of 48 critical
transistors) for the new analog board in
each Gen.V-A. The payoff is reported
to be asweeter, more detailed performance with less listener fatigue —not
that this was much of aproblem with
the original Gen.V. By the way, both
halves of the balanced analog circuit—
totaling four Burr-Brown PCM63P-K
DACs and six new AD-707 DC servos
—are located on one board, instead of
the two used in earlier balanced versions of the processor.
The analog reconstruction filter that
follows the I/V converter has amajor
impact on sound quality. This section
not only smooths the transition from
the "staircase" voltage found at the out-

PLUs
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put of the IA/ stage to aclean analog
signal; it also must minimize the
amount of high-frequency interference
that rides along with the signal from the
processor to the preamp, and thus the
rest of the system, all the while minimizing group delay (the delay of certain
frequencies in relation to other portions
of the audible band).
Theta uses athird-order Bessel filter
for this purpose, which ensures superb
group delay characteristics. However,
they now execute this filter without
using inductors. According to Neil,
maintaining the correct filter slope
without inductors while also replacing
the original capacitors used in this circuit with high-quality Wima caps produces tighter image focus and less sibilance. All in all, these changes represent
afairly major update, one that could just
as easily merit anew model number as
its mere suffix.
Sound Effects: So how does the
Gen.V-A rate compared to its predecessor? To answer this question fairly,
it's important to emphasize just how far
along the knee of the curve we've come
in the development of our present—
though limited—digital standard. As
recently as two years ago, significant
advances in performance accompanied
nearly every product released by the key
digital design houses. Today, the
upgrades offered by those companies
more often provide subtle yet important
refinements rather than breakthroughs
in sound quality. On the other hand,
many of these changes that provide subtle enhancements to products already
possessing such high resolution reflect
deeper insight into the inner workings
of D/A conversion, and often result in a
wonderful cumulative effect.
The Gen.V-A is acase in point. Ican
verify that the sonic claims Theta has
made for the A-series upgrade, listed
above, are indeed true. The first thing I
noticed, vis-à-vis the original Gen.V, was
areal increase in a"see-through"-like
openness. Theta's famous, already immense soundscape is even better defined, with various instrumental images
spotlit more clearly both in relation to
one another and with respect to the
recording venue as awhole.
In the Muse review Imentioned that
the original Gen.V slightly softened or
rounded the leading edges of transients,
giving the processor avery subtle but
consistent sonic signature. The Gen.VA simply has less of that sonic signature
now, providing abeautifully balanced
spectrum and amore transparent winS
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dow into every recording. It just seems
that there's less processor between you
and the music. The new version possesses the smooth character of the original, but with noticeably better focus
and snap, conveying an improved sense
of pace. Indeed, the Theta now focuses
on apar with the original Muse Model
Two—and that's saying a lot! This
enhanced focus and pace seem to stem
from atighter, better-defined bass and
lower midrange than were found in the
earlier version.
One mark of agenuinely excellent
product is the Gen.V-A's ability to present music with agreater sense of ease
and effortlessness, yet at the same time
with enhanced clarity, transient definition, and dynamic contrast. This attribute makes long-term listening far
more relaxing and inviting, as opposed
to the overly laid-back perspective
found in components that seem relaxed
at the expense of slurred transients and
aveiled, rounded-off sound.
Theta sent me their updated software
algorithm with the new dither scheme
when it became available in late September '95—after the other physical
changes of the upgrade had been made.
Iwas able to confirm that their choice
of dither does improve the perception
of ambience and low-level decay.
Buy it: By any measure, the Gen.V-A is
asuperb processor, and although the
relative changes from its predecessor are
small in scale, their sonic impact makes
this upgrade a highly recommended
step forward for owners of earlier models. In the context of digital playback ca
late 1995, the Gen.V-A's overall performance is as good as I've heard.
—Shannon Dickson

THIEL CS7 LOUDSPEAKER

B

ack in October (Vol.18 No.10),
TJN reviewed Thiel's $89001
pair CS7 loudspeaker and found
it uncannily accurate and satisfying. He
did, however, have two reservations
about the bass response: the speaker
didn't have the power in their lowest
octave that he would have expected,
given its specifications, and it didn't
respond well when stressed by high
sound-pressure levels (spls). Additionally, our test results diverged significantly from those published by Thiel.
This, of course, happens all the time; it's
one reason we test equipment ourselves. However, Jim Thiel is renowned
for his reliance upon, and mastery of,
testing procedures, so we were forced to
wonder: were our test-samples film-

tioning as intended?
In aword, no. [When we returned the
original review samples ofthe CS7 to hue!, it
turned out that in addition to the sub-spec
woofets, the upper-midrange driver was blown
on one of
speakers, while the tweeter on the
other was partially broken. We can only conjecture that this damage had happened sometime during the auditioning and measuring
process. (With the first-order crossoversfratured
in Thiel speakers, the loss of adrive-unit covering arelatively narrotv passband in just one
of the pair results in asurprisingly subtle
change in sound quality)—Ed.]
Keep in mind that TJN was immensely impressed by the CS7 in his
auditioning, and that many of our reviewers considered the speaker aClass
A performer —which was the same
conclusion JA and Ireached when compiling "Recommended Components" in
October. We just weren't happy with
the poor measured performance of our
original pair. So we asked for seconds. In
keeping with the dignity with which
Major Tom made his original request
(he begged), Igroveled, whined, and
generally made anuisance of myself
until JA relented and let me do this
Follow-Up.
Ican't speak for this pair's measurements (we aren't allowed to know
until after the review is written, lest it
influence our conclusions), but they
sound far better than the pair that so
impressed TJN. Far better? Well, perhaps Iexaggerate; at this level of performance, each incremental improvement
takes one so much further toward sonic
holography that one is tempted to make
brash claims. So, regarding the good
Major's conclusions as to sound quality,
let me just chime in with aresounding
"What he said!" But further, the bass
response on the current pair proved to
be vastly superior.
Before we get into that, let me address
the speaker's gestalt abit, particularly as
I've always been aproponent of the
virtues of small-box designs. I've frequently been quite dismissive of the big
guys because Ifelt they lacked grace.
With the smaller monitors, you end up
sacrificing deep bass and that satisfying
physical whomp; on the other hand, the
larger designs just as often make me
uncomfortably aware of driver locations,
or the sluggish quality imparted by cabinet colorations, or even the deleterious
effects of all those drivers not really coalescing into aswinging whole. I've generally tended to prefer the less annoying
(for me) subtractive colorations.
However, the CS7s don't sound big
—not in the prejudicial ways I've just
261
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described. They're supremely coherent,
and remarkably free and easy in the
swing department —to adegree unmatched by any big loudspeaker I've experienced.
Of course, like any other audiophile
confronted with anearly 6-tall speaker,
Iwhipped out abunch of big, brawny
blockbusters to stress the Thiels —after
all, TJN found this area problematic.
But Ialso subjected them to amuch
fiercer test: the dreaded solo guitar disc.
Isay that because there's no place to
hide with this kind of recording. Ichose
Badi Assad's wonderful Chesky debut
(CJ99), which is even more brutally
revealing than most solo guitar recitals
—Assad uses many flamenco-inspired
techniques that exploit the guitar as a
percussion instrument, and she vocalizes as well. Her guitar sounded remarkably uncolored. Transient response
was rapid, and there was no overhang or
blur induced by the massive speaker cabinet. The guitar's image was stable and
properly sized, an effect made all the
more noticeable when Assad sang or
performed "mouth percussion," which
contrasted the guitar's apparent volume
with that of aconcrete-seeming human
body. It was awfully impressive, as long
as Ikept the loudness at arealistic level.
Many years ago Iheard Quad's Peter
Walker dismiss the notion that one
could achieve accurate reproduction
divorced from realistic loudness levels.
"No disc can sound real save at one specific volume," he claimed. "At that volume, it will sound real because it could
be real. It doesn't matter how tonally
accurate arecording is; the illusion is
destroyed when you play music either
louder or softer than it would be in life."
That seems obvious, yet Ifound it particularly, even startlingly, true of the
CS7s. Potting down the volume made
Assad's music sound puny and distant,
blasting it made her diffuse and unrealistically huge. Matching the level to
reality, however, pulled everything into
focus with asnap! that was almost tangible.' As TJN noted, "I found inner
detailing superb."
Ialso experienced asense of place
that was uncanny. There's no paucity of
1When the Bose 901s were released, being young and
impressionable. Iwas convinced by their press and PR
that reflected sound was the only way to go. So Ihied
me down to the hi-fi shop, clutching my graduation
booty and acouple of my favorite discs. The 901s
sounded huge and dynamic when I played my
Boulez/Cleveland Sane du printemps, and Iwas ready
to buy 'cm on the spot. -Men Iplayed sonic VillaLobos Études, and the solo guitar had approximately
the sanie heft as the Cleveland Orchestra! Everything
was accorded equal weight through the 901s; I
couldn't
live with that. Il'ought an AR 'table, apair of the large
Advents, and awhole buncha records instead.
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speakers that re-create the acoustic of
the recording venue, but I've heard none
that conjure up that other place more
organically. Frequently we speak of the
acoustic as though it were separate from
the performance itself, but in fact, every
note played is played somewhere.2 We
must recognize the place where it was
played to be an ineluctable component
of the note itself. The CS7, to agreater
degree than any other speaker I've auditioned, forced this realization upon me
with every disc Iplayed.
Around the time Iwas auditioning
the Thiels, JA prepared astudy edit of
Appalachian Spring from the performances we recorded last summer at the
Chamber Music Festival of Santa Fe,
now available as Festival (Stereophile
STPH007-2). We put aportable DAT
player in the system and listened to that
first draft. Wow! It was simply amazing.
Iwas there! (And I'd been there.) The finished product sounds immensely better
than what Iheard that day (that mix featured only the cardioid mikes—the
omnis add alot of seductive hall sound
to the immediacy of the primary pair),
but even so, Iheard St. Francis Auditorium informing every note played—
startlingly present, remarkably alive. I
had, quite frankly, never heard anything
like it. Not on ahi-fi, anyway. "Whoo,
dogies," Icroaked in astonishment,
"that's really what it sounded like!"
"Ahh, how would you know?" JA
retorted. "You were listening on headphones, just like Iwas." Well, yes, but I
do know. Pure nigh as real as it gets, if
you ask me.
Ilisten to alot of Gothic and Tudor
choral music—most of which is recorded in very large, reverberant spaces—
and have grown used to hearing those
halls re-created accurately. Even speakers with limited LF response manage to
portray the weight and mass of all that
empty air, not to mention depicting the
decay of the voices in those vast chambers. In this regard the CS7s were, not to
put too fine apoint on it, revelatory.
They were portals to that other hall,
reproducing not just the sound but the
silence of the space as well.
At the other extreme, when you listen to chamber music or other smallscale works recorded in intimate rooms,
you may actually hear aroom not very
different in size from your listening
environment. Perceiving it as adifferent
acoustic requires a rare, fine differentiation on the part of your playback
chain. Repeatedly, the CS7s reproduced
2I'm ignoring purely electronic music that is not constructed in real time or space.

the smallest —and most telling—
details from my old familiar favorites.
Bob Harley likened this experience to
"listening to new records that you
thought you knew." Exactly.
The bass is, quite simply, better in
both quantity and quality. Like TJN,
I'm not sure that Iwas listening to undiminished 25Hz information —not in
Stereophile's listening room (which may
not support extreme LF), at any rate.
The sheer physical power of organpedal tones and synth bass lines seemed
a tad diminished. Yet they certainly
rivaled other speakers I've listened to,
such as the WATT/Puppy 5, that have
rated output into the mid-20Hz region.
Our jet-jockey, TJN, nailed it right on
the head when he pointed out that high
distortion in the bass region frequently
sounds like more bass—the CSZ and
other low-distortion designs such as the
WATT/Puppy 5, may sound leaner in
the low end just by their uncolored natures. What Ifind telling about the
CS7's bass reproduction is how lithe
and dancelike it is.
Tom also questioned the bass-power
handling of the CS7s, noting rattles
from the drivers at somewhat elevated,
but still realistic, loudness levels. This
was the result of damaged drivers—
both one of the original woofers and its
replacement proved to be out-of-specification —for Icouldn't reproduce the
effect at any spl Icould stand to hear.
You can stress the Thiels by driving
them hard, however. Most of the time
the CS7s hung an image between them
that, as I've noted, you could darn near
walk into. While playing the Bernstein/NYP Mahler Symphony 3 (DG
427 328-2), Igot carried away in movement VI —with its progression of Langsam, Ruhevoll, Empfunden, surely one of
the most lyric of all symphonic movements—and kept turning up the level.
In that long narrative line from pianissimo to the "noble tone" the composer
asks for in the final measures, each
crescendo seemed to require more power.
At the end, with my Radio Shack spl
meter pinned at about 110dB, Ibegan to
notice acurious thing: the image was no
longer coherent; different drivers were
projecting the sound in different manners. The lower mids, rnidbass, and bass
retained their between-and-behind-thespeakers location, but the rest of the frequency range was now being thrown in
fi-ont of the speakers! Idon't know the
cause of this; Iassumed electrical distortion, but now that Ireflect on it, I've
heard it manifested in other loudspeakers.
It jarred here mainly because of the
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After Midnight
CD=CSHE 10030 $11.95 (regular $15)
Pat Coil/ Steps (2 LP set)
LP=ASHEHO 31 $21.95 (regular $34.95)
CD=CSHE 10031 $11.95 (regular $15)
The Usual Suspects (2 LPs set)
LP=ASHEHO 32 $21.95 (regular $34.95)
CD=CSHE 10032 $11.95 (regular $15)

Schumann/ Carnaval/ Rignold/ RI-10H
(UK RCA) LP=ALSC 2450 $23.95 (regular $30)

Up-Front/The Power of Seven (2 LP
set) LP=ASHEHO 33 $21.95 (reg. $34.95)
CD=CSHE 10033 $11.95 (regular $15)

Prokofiev/ 2nd Piano Concerto/
Frager/ Leibowitz
LP=ALSC 2465 $23.95 (regular $30)

Pat Coil/ Just Ahead
LP=ASHEHO 34 $17.95 (regular $29.95)
CD=CSHE 10034 $11.95 (regular $15)

Sonny Stitt/ Blows The Blues
LP=AVEC 6149 $23.95 (regular $30) (Verve)

Michael Ruff/ Speaking In Melodies
LP=ASHEH035 $21.95 (reg. $34.95) (2 LP
set) CD=CSHE 10035 $11.95 (reg. $15)

SHEFFIELD LAB
LPs 8( CDs
Sheffield Track & Drum Record
CD=CSHE 11420 $11.95 (regular $15)
Lincoln Mayorga & Distinguished
Colleagues/ Volume Ill
CD=CSHE 10001 $9.95 (regular $15)
Thelma Houston & Pressure Cooker/
I've Got The Music In Me
LP=ASHE 2 $20 (Out Of Print) D2D
CD=CSHE 10002 $9.95 (regular $151

Margie Gibson/ Say It With Music
CD=CSHE 10036 $11.95 (regular $15)
Sheffield Drive/ Car Audio Demo
CD=CSHE 10037 $9.95 (regular $15)
A Sheffield Christmas Collection
CD=CSHE 10038 $11.95 (regular $15)
Richard Strauss & Dvorak
CD=CSHE 10039 $11.95 (regular $15)
Sheffield Lab Coustic Test Disc/ For
Car and Home Audio
CD=CSHE 10040 S13.95 (regular $20)

Lincoln Mayorga/ Piano/ A
Gershwin Celebration
CD=CSHEG 10044 $15.95 (regular $20)
My Disc/ The Sheffield/ Autosound
2000 Test CD
CD=CSHE 10045 $13.95 (regular $30)
Various Artists/ The Sheffield Jazz
Experience
CD=CSHEG 10046 $15.95 (regular $25)
Bach-Malloch/ The Art Of Fuguing
CD=CSHEG 10047 $15.95 (regular $25)
Madrigals/ Choral Masterpieces/
Earth Chants
CD=CSHE 10049 $11.95 (regular $15)
Sonic Detour/FreewayPhilharmonic
CD=CSHE 10050 $11.95 (regular $15)
The Sheffield/ Leinsdorf, Volume 2
CD=CSHEG 10052 $15.95 (Regular $25)
Piano Duo Schnabel/ Karl
Schnabel/ Joan Rowland/ Schubert
CD=CSHE 10054 $11.95 (regular $15)
James Newton Howard & Friends/
Best seller in Sheffield's catalog.
CD=CSHEG 10055 $15.95 (regular $25)
Michael Newman/ Guitar Pleasure
CD=CSHE 10504 $9.95 (regular $15)
Piano Music of Chopin,
Brahms & Prokofiev
CD=CSHE 10505 $9.95 (regular $15)
The Chicago Symphony Winds/
Mozart/ Greig
CD=CSHE 10506 $9.95 (regular $15)
Lincoln Mayorga & Distinguished
Colleagues Volume II/ The Missing
Linc CD=CSHE 10810 $9.95 (reg. $15)

Discovery LP=AWIL 8419 $15

Debussy & Brahms Sonatas
LP=AWIL 8722 $10 CD=CWIL 8722 $6.99
Winds of War and Peace/ National
Symphonic Winds
LP=AWIL 8823 $25 CD=CWIL 8823 $15
Hyperion Knight/ Pianist/ Pictures
At An Exhibition CD=CWIL 9025 $15
The Desotos/ Crusin With The
Desotos CD=CWIL 9026 $15
Pieces For Clarinet and Piano
LP=AWIL 9127 $15 CD=CWIL 9127 $15
Schumann/ Brahms
LP=AWIL 9128 $10 CD=CWIL 9128 $6.99
Hyperion Knight/ Pianist/ Three
Works by Chopin LP=AWIL 9129 $10
CD=CWIL 9129 $6.99
20th Century/ Master Pieces
CD=CWIL 9230 $15
Gershwin By Knight
CD=CWIL 9231 $15
Roger Drinkall/ Dian Baker Duo/
"Fantasies & Finesse"
LP=AWIL 9432 $10 CD=CWIL 9432 $6 99
Brahms & Beethoven/ Clarinet
Trios CD=CWIL 9533 $6.99
James Welch/ Concert
& Recital/ Organ CD=CWIL 177 $15

Acoustic Sounds
Stocks All Available
Stereophile Records
to Die For

IECINIZS 2NE 4

Tin !
TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553

Kodo/ Heartbeat Drummers Japan
CD=CSHE 12222 $11 95 (regular S15)

WILSON
LPs & CDs

Wilson Audiophile Definitive
Recordings, Inc. has decided to
stop productions of LPs id,.CDs.
This will be your last chance
to buy them. Most are
regularly priced at $15each.
Items listed at regular price are hi
very short supph
The Choir 8c Organ at Grace
Cathedral CD=CWIL 794 $15
James Welch/ Music For Christmas
LP=AWIL 806 $15 CD=CWIL 806 $15
Ragtime Razzmatazz/ Vol.1
CD=CWIL 808 $15
Ragtime Razzmatazz/ Vol. II
LP=AWIL 8212 $15 CD=CWIL 8212 $15
Ragtime Razzmatazz/ Vol. III
LP=AWIL 8417 $10
For All The Saints LP=AWIL 8110 $15
James Welch/ Magnum Opus
Volume I/ Organ LP=AWIL 8111 $15
CD=CWIL 8111 $15
Waldstein/ Petroucha
LP=AWIL 8313 $15
Beethoven/ Enescu TAS
LP=AWIL 8315 $25 CD=CWIL 8315 $6.99
Francesco Trio/ Dvorak Piano Trio
Op. 90/ Dumky LP=AWIL 8416 S10
CD=CWIL 8416 $6.99

c,

For Vol. 5(300 page) Catalog
containing all audiophile LPs
and CDs, send $5 in the USA,
$10 elsewhere. Refundable
coupon with catalog.
FREE with order
SHIPPING:

$4.95 UPS Groulal

AIRBORNE
EXPRESS
Si 95 Airborne
Any size order in continental USA.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 1905
SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
INFO (913) 825-8609
FAX (913) 825-0156
WWW: http://www.btown.com
E-MAIL: asounds@aolcom
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unwavering reality of the sound under
every other circumstance. Idon't find
this an intrusive effect because Idon't
make apractice of listening to music at
that level, but it might have an impact
on those —like LA —with immense
rooms or acraving for sonic massage.
Generally, Ifound the CS7s willing and
able to dish it out at volumes that Iconsidered extreme. Icould crank out rock
and big-band jazz at realistic levels.
Furthermore, the '7s did not "shout" at
me when cranked—I'm sure everyone
has heard speakers that really tire the ear
when pushed, but the Thiels aren't
among them. Louder, up to apoint, is
just louder, you don't get more (distortion) than you bargained for.
Istarted playing with JA's head while
auditioning the Thiels. Since he must
walk through the Stereophile listening
room to get to his office, Ibegan bringing in the most boogielicious music I
could find. Ihad ascoring system in
which I awarded points for various
changes in his behavior. If he made it
though to his office without comment,
no points. If he mildly observed, "I say,
nice bass," two points. If Icould make
him stop and listen, three points (four if
accompanied by finger or head wagging). And if, as happened on two occasions, Icould make him drop his august
editorial dignity and do the humpty
dance, Iawarded the speakers awhopping 10 points. Total score for the threeday contest: 38 points. Fairly impressive
in the midst of full-blown deadline panic.
On the subject of dancing, Ishould
observe that the CS7 is an unusually
physical loudspeaker. Not just because it
can play rather loudly —enough so that
you definitely feel it on a molecular
level —but because Ifrequently felt a
physical imperative to get up and get
down. At which point, Ishould add, I
noticed that the soundstaging doesn't
undergo any major shifts when you shift
your vertical listening axis. So, confronted by the urge, you may as well get up
and dance. It'll make you feel better.
Nothing in my listening experience
made me question our Class A "Recommended Components" rating; the
CS7s definitely belong in that category.
But they aren't perfect, nor are they
necessarily easy to deal with. Tom mentioned the analytic quality of the top
end, aproperty that LA termed "crisp."
This has long been afamily trait of the
Thiel line and, as such, has been endlessly debated among audiophiles. Adherents refer to it as "accurate" and
point out, correctly, that the speakers
may only be revealing sonic characSTEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1996

teristics of associated components or recordings. Non-fans have been known to
use the term "relentless." Iexpect that
the reality of the situation lies somewhere between these positions, but I
must say that while Ihear what TJN
and our revered publisher are referring
to, Ihear less of it from the CS7 than
from any other Thiel design, including
the more costly CS5i —which itself
manifests this "signature" less than previous generations of Thiels.
In fact, Ifound it easy to compensate
for this quality. You've got to be careful
positioning the CS7s. Pointing them
straight forward appears essential; toe
them in and you exacerbate the top
end's tendency toward brightness. Even
more essential, I experimented with
cables. The MIT MH-770 CVTerminator speaker cable worked like a
charm in eliminating the least trace of
analytic character. It could be argued
that, at $5995 per 8' pair, that's amighty
steep price to pay for compensating for
aminor problem. Maybe so, but the
combination was magic! I'm sure there
are other cables that will ameliorate that
treble character, perhaps some even
more to your liking. The CS7s are so
good that you owe it to yourself—and
them—to try as many combinations as
possible.
Placement is another area in which
the CS7s make heavy demands upon
their user. Although the owner's manual states that they can be placed as close
as 2' from the rear wall, Ithink this is
optimistic to the point of delusion. I
kept moving them away from the rear
wall until Istopped hearing interaction
between the two. At that point Ihad
them 6' into a25' room. Years of setting
up Thiels have taught me the benefits of
lots of breathing room behind these
speakers —if you can't give these guys
what they require, then they're just too
damn big for your room. Buy the
CS3.6s instead. This is definitely one
area in which you cannot compromise.
Give 'em room to breathe.
Remember, the CS7s will throw back
at you exactly what you throw at them.
In many cases this won't be pretty, but
don't blame them. Further compounding the problem is the load represented by the speaker. You're going to
need lots of current. Playing that edit
DAT of our SFCMF recording, we ran
into problems because the output of the
li'l portable DATman we were using
was minuscule and we were using the
passive McCormack Line Drive TLC1. Even with the mighty Krell KSA-250,
we couldn't really push the speakers to

concert-hall levels—at least not while
using the highly capacitive MIT cables.
We solved this readily by substituting a
better DAT player, one with higher output levels. One takes the point, no? But
any system employing the CS7s must
be as sophisticated, powerful, and capable of sublimity as the speakers themselves. That's asking alot.
I'm glad, if it doesn't sound too morbid, that our first CS7s raised such large
questions that we were forced to ask for
asecond pair. My first reason is selfish: I
truly enjoyed testing and torturing these
remarkable speakers. But it also enabled
us to go back and further examine a
speaker that had already impressed us
—even when severely compromised.
We don't often get achance to do that,
given the demands of monthly deadlines. Maybe we need to make apoint
of it, because Ifound the experience
revelatory. Iconcur heartily with TJN's
conclusion: '... the Thiel CS7 is asuccess. Its clear, overriding design criterion
has clearly been accuracy —not abad
target to aim for. The CS7 is not far off
the mark." Now that we've heard a
properly functioning pair, I'd have to
add that it is vanishingly close —practically abull's-eye.
—Wes Phillips
S
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Elevate your system to
heavenly levels with
Straight Wire
We offer over 40 models of cable to meet
the demands of the most discerning audiophile
as well as the casual enthusiast at aprice that
is down-to-earth. We've achieved worldwide
recognition

for

our

symmetrical

coaxial

designs -Virtuoso, Maestro II and Rhapsody il.
Straight Wire now offers our helical, bi/tri
wireable speaker cables with

unique

foamed hybrid TPR insulation. While
most companies buy pre-mixed
insulations, we blend our own
recipe for this series of cables Duet, Octave, Sextet and Quartet.
The difference between buying a box of
cake mix versus making acake from scratch
is acceptable to some...
...probably the same people who are satisfied
living on cloud nine.
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AK
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AR
AZ
CA
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CT
DE
FL
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MA
MD

MI

MN
MO
NC

Shimeks Audio
Anchorage
Beddingfield Audio Video Huntsville
Stereo & Video Design
Birmingham
Encore Audio Video, Inc.
Bentonville
Sound Advice
Phoenix
Wilson Audio
Tucson
Audio Chamber
Berkeley
Audio Video Today
Westminster
Definition Audio Video
Redondo Bch
David Rutledge Audio
Palm Springs
Future Sound
Burlingame
L.A. Audio Video
Los Angeles
Pacific Coast Audio Video Corona Del Mar
Gardena
Reference Audio
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
San Francisco
Stereo Plus
San Diego
Stereo Unlimited
Boulder
Recycled Audio
Denver
Sound Hounds
Simsbury
The Audible Difference
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
Miami
Architectural Audio
W. Palm Beach
Audio Advisors
Deerfield
Audio Center
Melbourne
Audio Video Interiors
N. Miami Bch.
Audio Video Virtuality
Altamonte Spg
Electronics Creations
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
Gainesville
Sound Ideas
Pensacola
Southern Hi Fi
Atlanta
Music Audio
Honolulu
Audio Directions
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
Urbandale
Stereo Sound Studio
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
Champaign
Champagne Audio
Arlington Hts.
Columbia Audio Video
Highland Park
Columbia Audio Video
Rockford
Columbia Audio Video
Interior Sound Designs
E. Peoria
Chicago
Paul Heath Audio
Ft. Wayne
Authentic Audio
Carmel
Sound Productions
Boston
Goodwins Audio
Goodwins Audio
Shrewsbury
Soundworks Audio Video Kensington
The Listening Room
Pikesville
Sound Perfection
Owings Mills
Accu Tronics
Ann Arbor
Ct. St. Listening Room
Saginaw
Stereo Showcase
Grand Rapids
Stereo Showcase
Kalamazoo
Amalgamated Audio Video Rochester
Audio Perfection
Minneapolis
Springfield Central Systems Springfield
St. Louis Sound Co.
St. Louis
Higher Fidelity
Charlotte

(907) 276-2525
(205) 534-0211
(205) 970-0423
(501) 271-7986
(602) 955-8800
(602) 326-4662
(510) 549-2178
(714) 891-7575
(310) 371-0019
(619) 325-1988
(415) 342-1476
(213) 252-0066
(714) 640-5093
(310) 517-1700
(310) 451-0040
(818) 716-8500
(415) 861-1044
(619) 223-8151
(303) 449-0153
(303) 722-3200
(203) 651-7945
(302) 478-3575
(305) 662-4661
(407) 478-3100
(305) 574-9200
(407) 676-4059
(305) 945-3535
(407) 831-1010
(904) 642-6677
(904) 378-0192
(904) 494-0188
(404) 565-2118
(808) 732-6550
(319) 338-9505
(515) 251-4000
(208) 772-3348
(217) 355-8828
(708) 394-4770
(708) 433-6010
(815) 282-9200
(309) 698-7200
(312) 549-8100
(219) 482-2069
(317) 844-1103
(617) 734-8800
(508) 791-8200
(301) 929-8600
(410) 239-2020
(410) 363-9975
(313) 741-4444
(517) 792-3816
(616) 942-8920
(616) 329-1990
(507) 286-1348
(612) 866-0083
(417) 887-9558
(314) 993-0002
(704) 375-8246
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SC
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Today Electronics
CSA Audio
HiFi Sales
Hosanna Audio Video
Music on the Square
Sound Waves
Stereo Dynamics
Stevens Audio
Stuart's Audio
The Sounding Board
Audio Design
Audio Design
Wild West Electronics
Audio Arts Ltd
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Video Center
Digitalville
Discriminating Ear
Eagle Electronics
Eleksys Electronics
Gordon Brothers
Longplayer Stereo
Northcounty Audio
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Exchange
Audible Elegance
Hoffman's Stereo
Paragon Sound
Audio Gallery
Audio Images
Danby Radio
David Lewis Audio
High Fidelity House
High Fidelity House
Robert M. Sides
Soundex
Stereo Trading Outlet
Precision Audio
American Audio Labs
Read Brothers Stereo
Statement Audio Video
Audio Concepts
Audio Connections
Audio Systems
Captive Audio
Dallas Audio Concepts
Esoteric Ear
MC Audio
Audio Design
Audio Works
Audio Art
Audio Visions
Digital Sound
Stereo Trading Post
Audio Video Authority
Nuts About Hi Fi
Audiophile's
Absolute Sound

Fargo
Upper Montclair
Cherry Hill
Palisades Park
Marlton
Northfield
Middletown
Bernardsville
Westfield
Ridgewood
Albuquerque
Santa Fe
Reno
New York
Manhassett
New York
Melville
Great Neck
Brooklyn
Flushing
Syracuse
Goshen
Redwood
New York
Nanuet
Cincinnati
Mayfield Hts.
Toledo
Pittsburgh
Whitehall
Ardmore
Philadelphia
Abington
Broomall
Williamsport
Willowgrove
Jenkintown
Caparra Hts.
Greenville
Charleston
Knoxville
San Antonio
Austin
Austin
Round Rock
Dallas
Houston
Houston
Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City
Richmond
Charlottesville
Virginia Beach
Richmond
S. Burlington
Silverdale
Verona
So. Charleston

(701) 282-4562
(201) 744-0600
(609) 486-7600
(201) 346-0130
(609) 988-3700
(609) 645-1222
(908) 671-1559
(908) 953-9750
(908) 232-0483
(201) 445-5006
(505) 298-9185
(505) 984-9185
(702) 825-4600
(212) 431-9200
(516) 627-7333
(212) 571-4143
(516) 673-1133
(516) 627-4456
(718) 633-3380
(718) 461-4848
(315) 446-9440
(914) 294-3000
(315) 287-2852
(212) 505-1111
(914) 623-3333
(513) 793-3737
(216) 461-3707
(419) 882-1010
(412) 521-9500
(610) 437-1200
(215) 649-7002
(215) 725-4080
(215) 885-4970
(610) 544-4671
(717) 326-2094
(215) 659-8815
(215) 886-1650
(809) 782-6969
(803) 288-4293
(803) 723-7276
(615) 693-0084
(512) 614-3333
(512) 477-0852
(512) 451-5736
(512) 388-9988
(214) 360-9520
(713) 523-8108
(713) 728-4343
(801) 486-5511
(801) 364-9999
(804) 644-8903
(804) 975-4434
(804) 424-5850
(804) 346-0876
(802) 660-2003
(206) 698-1348
(608) 833-6383
(304) 768-7874
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Acoustics. Airtangent. Apogee. Acoustics .Atlantis

Audible Illusions. Audio Logic. Audiomeca. Basis Audio. Bell'Oggetti. BenzMicro. Bright Star .Cable Jacket. Clearaudio. Convergent Audio Technology
Cary Audio Design. Decca. Discovery Cables. Draper. Eggleston Works
Ensemble. Entec. ExpressiveTechnologies. Fanfare FM .First Sound. Goldmund
Grado. Graham Engineering. Green Mountain Audio. Gryphon. Harbeth

(212)
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0821

open 7days
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Jamo .Jolida .Lexicon. Mango. MBL. Mordaunt Short. Michael Yee Audio
Mirage. MIT. PAC. Paragon. Polyfusion Audio. Presence Audio. Purist Audio
Runco •Sennheiser •Shakti .Shun Mook .Solidsteel
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Sonance. Sound Advance .Stewart Film-Screen. Straight Wire. Target. Timbre

BROADWAY

Technology. Ultra Resolution Technology. Unity Audio .Vidikron .VPI .Wilson
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Resolution Audio .Rosinanté

Benesch .XLO.YBA.Zoethecus
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hen one thinks of Haydn,
the genre that immediately springs to mind is,
of course, the symphony, which the composer
is often thought to have "fathered." Those who
want to appear musically sophisticated might
well cite the string quartet as the most
Haydnesque of genres. Few, if any, would cite the
oratorio.
The reason for this is clear. Unlike Handel,
Haydn composed but two oratorios, The Creation
and The Seasons, both near the end of his life when
nearly all of his roughly 80 quartets and every one
of his more than 100 symphonies had been completed. Both oratorios are major masterpieces, The
Creation towering not only as ajewel in Haydn's
crown but—in its recounting of what is, perhaps, the
most significant six days in Western myth—also as
an apotheosis of 18th-century Classicism.
It might well be argued that, aesthetically and
pragmatically, Haydn's symphonies begat his oratorios. To be specific, the two trips he made to
London in the 1790s, for which he composed
the dozen scores that epitomize his orchestral
output, also led to his being exposed to the
English-oratorio tradition. It was in London,
for example, that he heard agood deal of
Handel. There, during a performance of
Messiah, he was moved to tears by the
"Hallelujah Chorus," claiming that its composer
was "the master of us all" (a view, incidentally,
shared by Beethoven, who claimed Handel
"knew how to get the most out of the least").
STEREOPHILE, J
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Then, too, the extended orchestral
prelude to The Creation, in its unresolved
dissonances and resulting sense of
expectancy, is adirect outgrowth of the
magnificent slow introductions to so
many of Haydn's major symphonies.
But this introduction is also Haydn's
depiction of Chaos—it is his method of
depiction that tells us so much about the
nature of Classicism and of Haydn's
genius as aconsummate artist.
Try to imagine for amoment how a
Tchaikovsky or aRichard Strauss might
represent chaos: with sheer force of
numbers and cacophonous stentorian
blasts. Then consider Haydn's muted
depiction in his very opening chord —
not, in fact, achord at all, but asimple
unison C for full orchestra. Here is the
emptiness of chaos given its ultimate
counterpart in Music —a void so lacking
in harmonic content it is not even a
skeleton of achord.
Consider, too, how this depiction progresses: quietly but chromatically, with
stark dissonances that do not resolve,
and—in addition to anticipating some
of the boldest strokes in Wagner's Tristan
—suggest auniverse in which order has
not yet been established. And finally,
consider how that order emerges from
this hushed hannonic chaos: with asimple C-major forte chord for chorus and
orchestra on the word "light." It is probably safe to say that with this wondrous
stroke, Haydn created the most effulgent eruption in Western music. With
its bold understatement, innovation
rooted in tradition, and balanced imbalance, this depiction of chaos epitomizes
the self-contained artistry that lies at the
heart of musical Classicism.
Yet this is but the tip of the iceberg
in a work that abounds in marvels.
Throughout, Haydn displays his mastery of harmony, counterpoint, and
orchestration. Time and again there are
sudden harmonic leaps that anticipate
key-relations generally thought to typify Beethoven. The fugal writing is at
once complex yet, like Handel's, transparent, and the splashes of color used to
underscore the verbal text make clear
Haydn was as much amaster of his
orchestra as Berlioz and Mahler were
of theirs.
One other musical aspect of The
Creation deserves comment: amelodic
richness that suggests the strong influence of Mozart. Most striking in this
regard is the aria that opens Part II, "Auf
starkem Fittiche." This seven-minute
masterpiece-within-a-masterpiece for
soprano and orchestra comprises one of
the most gorgeous moments in all of
S
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Haydn's music, and one of the great
vocal compositions from the Classical
repertory. It concerns the creation of
birds: the eagle soaring skyward, the
happy song of the lark, the loving coo of
turtledoves. In other words, the text
implies a broad emotional spectrum,
and Haydn's music—at once boldly
assertive, majestic, lyrical, and gentle —
conveys that spectrum, often with asensuality that recalls the most seductive
passages in Mozart's Cosi fan tutte. And
like Mozart's greatest arias, this one
makes considerable technical and interpretive demands of asoprano.
Of course, the work poses many
other hurdles for performers. It requires
the greatest care with balances to ensure
that winds and brass arc not swamped
by the strings, and that all the pictorial
suggestions in Haydn's orchestration are

HAYDN COMPOSED

HIS ONLY TWO
ORATORIOS NEAR THE
END OF HIS LIFE,
AFTER THE QUARTETS
AND THE SYMPHONIES.
BOTH ARE MAJOR
MASTERPIECES, BUT
THE CREATION IS AN
APOTHEOSIS OF 18THCENTURY CLASSICISM.
clarified. Similarly, the choral textures
must be carefully gauged so as to avoid
muddying counterpoint and the verbal
text. Pacing also requires judicious
attention. Haydn gave tempo indications for the choral sections that range
from viince to allegro, all thus fairly fast
but requiring some variety of quickness
in order to provide contrast and to suit
the text at hand. Moreover, if the grand
choruses that close each of the work's
three sections are not to lose their
potential climactic impact, they should
be performed at one basic tempo and
not (as sometimes happens) be permitted to accelerate as they progress.
Then there arc textual questions.
Musicological research has revealed that
improvised ornaments and embellishments arc appropriate, and the recent
Oxford University Press edition of the
work (on which some of the newest

recordings are based) substantiates this
notion, as well as suggesting anumber
of revisions regarding instrumentation,
dynamics, phrasing, and tempo. Use of
this edition does not, to be sure, guarantee asuperior performance.
There is also the issue of favoring, as
some recordings do, an English translation. The text that Haydn drew upon,
written in German by Baron Gottfried
von Swisten, was based on an English
adaptation of passages from Milton's
Paradise Lost. 'This itself lends sonic credence, perhaps, to performances of The
Creation in English, as does the text's
simple declamatory style. Furthermore,
English has Germanic roots, thereby
accommodating itself more readily to
music conceived for German than, say,
for Italian. Obviously amelodic line
encompassing the German Gott will fit
more comfortably with God than one
originally set to the Italian Dio.
Finally there is the question of the
number of soloists used. Five roles are
called for: three archangels and, at the
close of Part III, Adam and Eve. In the
light of that pair's brief presence, most
performances have the soprano double
as Gabriel and Eve, the bass as Raphael
and Adam; afew employ five soloists.
Either practice works well.
A prime indication of how musical
taste was shaped by the LP revolution is
the absence of The Creation from the
78rpm catalog. The first recording of the
work to appear featured the Vienna
Philharmonic under Clemens Krauss.
Produced in 1943, it never gained commercial release until being issued on
three Haydn Society LPs. Preiscr has
reissued the performance (90104). (Like
all the recordings considered here, this
one comprises two CDs.) Krauss was a
musician of taste and temperament, but
this account (its use of aharpsichord in
recitatives notwithstanding) is as oldfashioned as they come: thickly textured
and too broadly paced, it is more suggestive of Victorian pomp than of
Classical majesty. With excessive echo
that blurs detail, soloists so close they
sound as if they've swallowed the microphone, congested fortes, and occasional
grit, this release is valuable only as a
curio. (It does, however, include Krauss's
magnificent 1929 recording of Haydn's
Symphony 88, a performance worth
hearing and also available on asingle
CD, Koch 7011.)
The only other available recording
that might be tagged "historical" is the
second LP edition to appear —a mid'50s effort led by Markevich and reissued in DG's bargain Double series.
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Four decades after it was produced, it
remains one of the great accounts of the
work. The CD transfer is exemplary,
improving immeasurably over the original American Decca edition and the
even better DG LPs that were eventually issued Stateside. Admittedly, the
recording lacks the spread and fullness
of stereo, but its timbres are truer than
those in some all-digital productions.
More important, the performance
boasts three exceptional singers and an
extraordinary command of tempo, line,
and texture. Nothing ever sounds
rushed or heavy-handed, there is avariety of pace that suggests joy and
grandeur without excessive weight, and
even through the limitations of mono
engineering the brass and winds of the
Berlin Philharmonic shine. Shining, too,
is Irmgard Seefried, whose projection of
"Auf starkem Fittiche" virtually leaves
one breathless in its virtuosity, stylishness, purity, and emotional range.
Similarly, Richard Holm's tenor is aptly
unoperatic and delicate, providing aperfect foil to Kim Borg's more robust bass.
The one flaw in this release is DG's
outrageously skimpy booklet. No text is
provided, and each band is identified
only by the vague tag "chorus," or by a
character's name. For those not knowing where a specific section occurs,
finding it could take some time. Nor
does the microscopic print help matters.
Doubtless most collectors will want a
stereo edition. Nevertheless, this inexpensive reissue should be a revealing
supplement to asonically superior set.
Although all of the other "bargain"
editions are stereophonic, none matches
the splendors of Igor Markevitch's. In its
admirable Duo series, Philips has recently reissued Eugen Jochum's mid-'60s
account (446 175-2). In Agnes Giebel,
Waldemar Kmentt, and Gottlob Frick it
boasts three able soloists, and in Jochum
an exceptionally able conductor who
secures good detail, favors awelcome
variety of tempos, and generates aprevailing musicality. For all these virtues,
however, the performance sounds static
and weighty, more redolent of Krauss's
old-fashioned approach than of Markevich's dramatic intensity. Moreover, the
sound is shrill, with string tone especially unpleasant. Even with its inclusion of
two of Haydn's earlier Masses, this set is
no bargain.
Nor are the two other available budget editions. The Vox Box (5025), led
by Wolfgang Geennenwein and recorded, Ibelieve, in the early '70s, though it
has neither major virtues nor major
flaws, does possess anumber of minor
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Bernstein. But with the sonic improvement and our own shifting attitudes
toward the work, the CD edition seems
far less radical than its LP antecedent
once did. Granted, Bernstein pushes
things hard at times, the closing chorus
being fleet to the point of breathlessness,
not only in ametaphorical sense but in
the pacing's effect on the singers as well.
Still, this often musical, committed, and
vibrant reading projects the work's
majesty and joy. If the sound remains
slightly harsh by today's standards, it is,
all the same, acceptable, making this
reissue aviable second choice for those
wanting more than one edition.
The same might be said for ICarajan's
recording (produced between 1966 and
'69, DG 435 077-2), but for different
reasons. Where Bernstein is intense and
driven, Karajan is neutral and restrained.
Where Bernstein brings out avariety of
orchestral color, Karajan draws amore
blended sonority from the Berlin
Philharmonic.
For some tastes Karajan may well be
too bland. Yet his approach is mannerism-free and, in its unaffected directness, stands up well to repeated hearings. Furthermore, he has distinguished
soloists, five in all: Gundula Janowitz as
Gabriel and Eve, Dietrich FischerDieskau in abrief appearance as Adam,
Walter ICrem in another brief appearance in portions of the role of Uriel
(Fritz Wunderlich, who sang most of
the part, died before the recording was
completed); impressive, too, is Walter
Berry's Raphael. Not for all tastes, perhaps, this set is well worth its moderate
cost. Bernstein's, however, is the better
bargain owing to the inclusion of his
performance (albeit aharshly recorded,
often frenetic one) of Haydn's last complete composition, the magnificent
Harmoniemesse.
Only two mid-priced editions are
One curiosity seemingly typical of
available, and they feature podium
powerhouses—Leonard Bernstein and
the record business these days: both
Karajan and Bernstein made subseHerbert von Karajan. The former's
recording, produced in 1966, first quent all-digital recordings of The
Creation, which, after abrief life on CD,
appeared on dreadfully balanced LPs in
have been discontinued (though are
which the harpsichord and solo voice
doubtless destined for resurrection).
were so closely miked they had greater
impact than the combined Camerata Each is similar to its respective forerunner. The biggest differences occur
Singers and New York Philharmonic.
This absurd skewing has substantially
between the two Bernsteins, the later
been corrected in Sony's CD transfer version being better recorded and more
conventionally paced. Both conductors,
(47650), the sonic improvement permitting the performance to emerge in a incidentally, are working with different
orchestras in these remakes, Bernstein
more favorable light.
with that of the Bavarian RSO, Karajan
When first released, the conductor's
approach—with its extremes of pacing with the Vienna Philharmonic.
Among the remaining editions, all
and occasional tempo modifications—
seemed too theatrical, more redolent of full-priced, there is surely aCreation for
every taste and afew that will have very
Broadway Lenny than of Maestro

shortcomings: ashifting perspective that
brings the singers close for recitatives
and moves them back for arias, afrequent blandness that misses the music's
intensity, and the imposition of ritirds at
cadential points that inhibits progress.
The most recent of the bargain editions comes from LaserLight (14-145).
Recorded in 1992 with the National
Philharmonic of Krakau under Roland
Bader, it is the best of the stereo budget
sets. Its soloists are accomplished, tempos are generally well-judged, and the
projection of Chaos is impressive in its
italicizing of Haydn's harmonic boldness. But excessive reverberation veils
detail, and Part III, unlike the two preceding sections, lacks tautness and
sounds tired. Alone among budget editions, this one lacks even the skimpiest
of annotations. The Vox set is the only
inexpensive release to offer the complete text.

BERNSTEIN PUSHES
THINGS HARD AT
TIMES, THE CLOSING
CHORUS BEING FLEET
TO THE POINT OF
BREATHLESSNESS. STILL,
THIS OFTEN MUSICAL,
COMMITTED, AND
VIBRANT READING
PROJECTS THE WORK'S
MAJESTY AND JOY.
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limited appeal. In the latter group are
performances led by Moshe Atzmón
(Bis
and Marschik (Capriccio
In Atzmeen's case—an inconcert account from
recorded in
an Assisi church with aquality ad hoc
orchestra—extreme reverberation, in
combination with relatively distant miking, covers the sound in aswirl of echo
that often blurs detail beyond comprehension. This is all the more unfortunate
given Atztnón's command of pace and
sense of text, and Edith Mathis's splendid singing. But the sound makes this
release atrial.
Like Atzmón, Marschik is highly
responsive to the music; his unidentified orchestra plays brilliantly, its winds
and brass being especially impressive,
and its strings have unusual definition in
key passages where the orchestral writing underscores the text. Given its welljudged tempos and exemplary sound,
this release should have been a preferred edition.
That it is not is the result of casting a
post-pubescent male soprano, Emmanuel Cenci, as Gabriel. As the accompanying annotations state, "after [Cenci's]
voice broke, by reason of his unusual
vocal technique [he] retained his soprano voice and adopted the rare career of
sopranist." He is, to be sure, often musical, but his singing is infected with such
tremulous vibrato that his tone
becomes downright ugly. In "Auf
starkem Fittiche," for example, this
proves disastrous. Choral numbers, too,
also suffer from the use of boy sopranos,
sometimes weakening amelodic line.
In short, aperformance that would have
gained immeasurably from the presence of more traditional voices.
Conventional in many respects but
not pedestrian are the accounts of Rafael
Kubelik (Orfeo
and Robert
Shaw (Telarc
Kubelik's eightyear-old reading holds its own sonically
and musically. It benefits from adistant,
concert-hall perspective, wide dynamic
range, and the conductor's sure sense of
the orchestra's place in the whole. With
pacing that is never extreme and that
always manages to convey the emotional implications of the text, this performance should stand up well to repeated
hearings, its only flaws being rather
labored recitatives and a ponderous
"Nun beut die Flur."
Shaw's conception, though outwardly similar to Kubelik's in its conventional pacing, differs from it in three key
aspects: smoother, closer sound without
atrace of harshness, an English text, and
use of five soloists.

493/494)
60-065-2).

1990

150 852)
80298).
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My first in-hall exposure to Tite
Creation was a
New York Philharmonic concert led by Shaw. It's interesting to hear how his view of the work
had been modified over the years. The
pacing is now abit fleeter, the textures a
bit lighter, and the string tone pure4
with less vibrato than was permitted
four decades ago. And the performance
boasts many virtues. Paramount among
them is the singing of Dawn Upshaw,
whose projection of "Auf starkem
Fittiche" is gorgeous in its blend of
power, sensuousness, and virtuosity.
Also, the recitatives, when heard in
English, instantly clarify the progress of
the action. And as one might expect
from Shaw, the choral singing is superior, although even with the use of
English, words become blurred in contrapuntal sections.

as Shaw's, intensified by Revzen's
greater flair for drama, aprime case in
point being the great chorus "Die
Himmel erzâhlen." Where Shaw accelerates toward its close, thereby slightly
undermining the climactic impact of
Part I, Revzen expands the tempo,
heightening the music's tension, majesty, and cumulative impact. Admirable
as well are the animation of recitatives
and the generally fine solo singing.
Were the St. Paul brass and winds more
assertive, this version might seem essentially flawless.
Sir Georg Solti's new account
(London
employs the
Oxford University Press edition, which
may explain his favoring anumber of
tasteful embellishments that color
melodic lines and heighten expression.
He also animates recitatives, freeing
them from the mechanical rigidity from
which they suffer in many other recordings. The Margaret Hillis—trained chorus is superb, and Ruth Zeisak's "Auf
starkem Fittiche" conveys the aria's
extraordinary emotional range. With its
generally fleet pacing, this Creation
comes far closer to the spirit of Haydn
than do most of Solti's recordings of the
composer's symphonies, the close, inconcert miking lending fairly large
forces arelatively flat, intimate perspective. Had Solti taken greater care with
balancing the Chicago Symphony so as
to capture more of the music's colors,
this performance might have been considered as good as any.
And had James Levine's effort (DG
been accorded better sound,
it might well have been the preferred
version. But it suffers from what might
best be termed digital disease—a harsh
metallic tone most apparent in the
strings that becomes increasingly hard to
tolerate as the performance progresses.
And what aperformance it is! Levine
secures exceptionally crisp, clean playing
from the Berlin Philharmonic: accents
are biting and detail finely etched, animating what are, in the main, broaderthan-usual tempos. Indeed, he transforms the kur that Haydn specified for
the depiction of chaos into alento lasting
twice as long as any other account on
disc. Yet the piquant detail and starkness
of unresolved dissonances heighten the
music's requisite tension. And unlike
some of the conductors who also favor
expansive tempos in choral sections,
Levine does not accelerate as they
progress. Kathleen Battle may sound
overly delicate at times, but her Adamand-Eve duct with Kurt Moll is one of
the tenderest on disc. Like Shaw and

443 445-2)

PARAMOUNT AMONG
THE MANY VIRTUES
OF SHAW'S RECORDING
IS DAWN UPSHAW'S
SINGING. HER
"AUF STARKEM FITTICHE”
IS GORGEOUS IN ITS
BLEND OF POWER,
SENSUOUSNESS, AND
VIRTUOSITY.
427 629-2)
Against such assets are afew liabilities.
Although Shaw clarifies Haydn's tone
painting, the orchestral texture is sometimes poorly defined, the Atlanta
Symphony's brass, in particular, being
too recessed. In addition, Shaw's comparatively narrow range of tempos softens the contrast between individual
numbers. And some may feel that the
close perspective works against the
music's grandeur. Still, this is an eminently musical if somewhat conservative
reading that should produce increased
admiration with repeated hearings.
For avariety of reasons four remaining modern-instrument versions stand
out. 'The big sleeper among all available
Creations is Joel Revzen's (Albany AR
Here is arelatively unknown
conductor, asmallish St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra, and arecord company that is
hardly an international giant. Yet the
release can hold its own with the best. It
boasts the same unmannered musicality

005-6).
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he day after we received Puttin' It Down, RL and Iwere enthusing over what asuperb
disc it was—performance, material,
and sound quality as well. "I guess
we've got our next Recording of the
Month," Isaid.
"I don't know. Blues for Thought
[Evans's last album] made ROTM.
Maybe we should find something else."
"Why should we penalize the man
for consistency? Besides, this one's
even better!"
And it is. Bluesfor'lhonght was astunning disc: Evans is ablues performer
with unusual power and control, and,
paired with Ry Cooder —who produced and played guitar —he presented us with adam near perfect record.
Puttin' It Down still features Cooder on
guitar, but puts AudioQueses Joe
Harley in the producer's chair, resulting in arecording that's even more
personal, with sound quality that's
almost scary. Taut, punchy, and full of
drive and impact, the disc captures the
true sound of an electric band.
Evans is one of the great blues
singers. He's abig man with abig instrument, and here he employs its
rougher, stronger side, eschewing the
sweet harmonies he's always utilized
as aback-up singer. Puffin' It Down taps
into this power, even the mellow
songs are rendered with the growling
resonance of aHarley at idle.
Cooder plays with an urgency we
haven't heard on any of his own albums
for quite some time, yet that intensity is
tempered by arestraint that serves to
increase the tension in his solos. And
Jim Keltnet who sits in on four of the
tracks, has never been recorded better.
His n-apset is intensely present, and
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TERRY EVANS: Puttin' It Down
AudioQuest Music AQ-CD1038 (CD), AQ1038
(L11. Joe Harley, Terry Evans, Jorge Calderon,
prods.; Michael C. Ross, rug. AAD/AAA. Ti's:
53:25, 46:03'

the drums sound perfectly integrated
into the band sound—a rarity these
days, since most producers resort to
isolation booths for the percussion. If
Harley does, it never sounds it—as
they say, the height of art is to conceal
art. The other six tracks feature Phil
Bloch on drums; if anything, he adds
an even greater sense of relaxed swing
to the proceedings. Jorge Calderon's
bass is full of verve as it bubbles down
under, his sound is lithe and articulate.
But it's the songs that most distinguish this disc from its predecessor.
While "Money In Your Pocket," arollicking tale of aband scrambling for
cash, or "Too Many Ups and Downs,"
an up-tempo rumination on modern
life, would not have seemed out of
place on the preceding disc, Blues for
'Thought had nothing like J.B. Lenoir's
"Down In Mississippi," an eightminute meditation on racism that
transcends vetistno opera in its emotional intensity. Wrenching the lyrics

as though out of his own guts, Evans
growls, shouts, and moans over a
moody, atmospheric stew leavened with
wails from Coodees slide and "One Lip
Willy" Scanlyn's harmonica. "They had
ahuntin' season on rabbits /Shoot 'em
and you gonna end up in jail /But it
was always open season on me /
Nobody would need no bail..." Evans
is aMississippi native; he's lived this.
As powerful as the rest of the album
is, "Down In Mississippi" is its standout, although "Blues No More," with
its relaxed plaintiveness and loose, communal vibe, comes damn close. The
only misstep is "Nasty Doll," atasty
shuffle blues marred by boneheaded
macho lyrical posturing. But that's
why God invented remote controls.
Ibrought this disc in to Stereophile's
listening room one day and cranked it
up on the CS7s. It was like calling
zombies out of the swamp as, one by
one, Stereophile employees were pulled
into the room to demand, "What is
that record?" A hard audience to
impress, but if AudioQuest had set up
abooth out front, they'd have sold
their limit that day.
The LP, which for timing reasons
does not include "Nasty Doll" or "A
Lover Like You," offers even more
punchy presence —and murky atmospherics in "Down In Mississippi."
AudioQuest has recently begun to
offer only sonic of its recordings on LP,
as vinyl sales have been disappointing.
There's no excuse not to buy this one:
it features superlative sound and powerfully moving music. No matter
what format you choose, you won't
just be getting our Recording of the
Month; you'll be getting one for the
ages.
—Wes Phillips
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Valery Gergiev conducts anewly revised version
of Borodin's Prince Igor, with exciting results.

musical inspiration occasionally flags—
but its nationalism and passion, particularly when brought to the fore as vividly as they are here, make it avery exciting evening.
—Robert Levine
CHOPIN: Piano Music
4Ballades; 2Waltzes, Opp.18 8c 42; Nocturne, Op.15
No.1; 3Mazurkas, Op.7 No.3, Op.17 No.4, Op.33
No2; 2Etudes, Op.10 Nos3 & 4
Murray Perahia, piano
Sony Classical SK 64399 (CD only). Andreas
Neubronner, prod.; Paul Heister, Johannes Muller,
engs. DDI). TT: 60:37
CHOPIN: Piano Music
Sonata No2; 12 Mazurkas, Op.17 No.4; Op24 No.4;
Op.30 No.3; Op33 No2; Op.50 Nos.! & 3; Op.56
No2; Op.59 No.3; Op.63 Nos.1-3; Op.68 No.4
Evgeny Kissin, piano
RCA 62542-2 CD only). David Saks, Philip Traugott,
prods.; Lesze Wojcik, eng. 1)1)1). TT: 6430
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto 2; 24 Preludes, Op.28
Maria Joào Pires, piano; Andre Previn, Royal
Philharmonic
DG 437 817-2 (CI) only). Arend Prolunann, prod.;
Klaus Behrens, Stephen Flock, engs. DDD. Ti:
60:37

The clear-cut winner in this Chopin
trio is Murray Perahia, whose elegant,
technically masterful playing of the
four Ballades represents a marvelous
combination of dramatic virility and intimate poetry. His often expansive handling of these major works always reveals controlled temperament but never
Textually, Prince Igor has always been a any lack of spontaneity. Perahia's playmess. Borodin left the work unfinished ing—brilliant and exciting in the final
and in disarray at his death, and both pages of the third Ballade, highly pasRimsky-Korsakov and Glazunov tried sionate in the climactic conclusion of
to sew it together—adding, subtract- the fourth—is equally attractive in the
ing, orchestrating, re-ordering. This new brief selection of waltzes, mazurkas,
recording further confuses the issue: etudes, and the single nocturne that
Musicologist Yuri Faliek has shuffled, make up alittle less than half the disc.
composed, and orchestrated even more To one's admiration for the performer's
(the whole business is explained in the sweeping, pulsating rhythms, alternataccompanying booklet). So what we ing with nostalgic but unsentimental
have here is yet another version—and a passages, one can with pleasure add the
comment that the recorded sound of
pretty convincing one.
Mikhail Kit's portrayal of the cap- the piano, with its wide dynamics, has
tured Prince is grand, his rich, dark bari- an almost visceral quality.
Volume two of Evgeny ICissin's alltone encompassing both the noble and
burdened aspects of Igor's personality. Chopin live recitals, this one from FebGrigorian and Borodina sing gorgeous- ruary 1993 at Carnegie Hall, includes
ly as the lovers, although abit more per- the third sonata plus aselection of 12
sonality from her and abit less from him mazurkas. (See Peter Catalano's interwould have been welcomed. Upcoming view with Kissin elsewhere in this issuperstar Gorchakova works her beauti- sue.) Having complained about the
ful voice too hard and doesn't always rather too-close microphoning on
make it up to pitch as Igor's wife, Yaro- some of the pianist's previous live reslavna, but Bulat Minjelkiev's Khan cordings, rm happy to extol the present,
Konchak is potently sung and brutally clean-sounding, undattery piano reproduction. Regarding the performances,
characterized.
The real stars, however, turn out to the sonata's scherzo —a particularly
be Gergiev, his orchestra and chorus, outstanding example in agenerally imand the Philips recording team, all of pressive, often imposing interpretation
whom manage to present the opera in —emerges in amarvelously fleet-finan alive, theatrical context without gered manner. A great many beautiful
knuckling under to the Kirov's nimbly sounds are to be heard here; but in spite
acoustics. This opera isn't for everyone of the pianist's obvious concentration
—it's too scattered dramatically and the on refinements of voicing underlying

BORODIN: Prince Igor
Mikhail Kit, Prince Igor, Galina Gorchakova, Yatoslavna; C;egam Grigorian, Vladimir lgoryevich;
Vladimir Ognovienko, Vladimir Galitsky; Bulat
Minjelkiev, Khan Konchak; Olga Borodina,
Konchakovna; others; Kirov Chorus & Orchestra, St.
Petersburg, Valery Gergiev
Philips 442 537-2 (3 CDs only). Anna Barry, prod.
DI)D. TT: 32901
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important melodic lines in the sonata
and in the mainly brief mazurkas, there
are moments of slackness that do not
help the structure of the music. Eventually, one hopes, Kissin will discover
that not all music needs an overblown
approach (for example, the perky parts
of the Op.59 No3 Mazurka), and that
delicacy can also make its point.
After asingularly impressive and virile orchestral introduction by Previn,
one hears the Portuguese pianist, Maria
Joao Pires, render her solo entrance in
the F-minor Chopin Concerto with
plenty of personality, treating the score
throughout with great expansiveness
and passion. However, her liberal use of
rubato soon begins to pall, regardless of
her dynamically wide-range and technically fleet playing, and one becomes all
too conscious of her exa 14:erated effects
—of far too much disruption of the line
and lack of simplicity. The playing, most
especially in the Preludes, begins to disappoint because of its fussiness, because
of missed notational details; and, even
when an attractive veil of moodiness is
evoked, one invariably begins to wince
at the pianist's self-indulgence (the
"Raindrops" Prelude, for example). The
piano reproduction—dose-up throughout, but fairly opaque—is no more
than satisfactory; but the far more distant
orchestra, with its grainy strings, lacks
clarity.
—Igor Kipnis
GILBERT Lk SULLIVAN
The Yeomen of the Goad
Alwyn Mellor, Elsie Maynard; Neill Archer, Col.
Fairfax; Richard Slum Jack Point; Felicity Palmer,
Dame Camithers; Donald Adams, Sgt. Meryll;
Donald Maxwell, Wilfred Shadbolr, Peter Savidge, Lt.
Sir Richard Cholmondely, Pamela Helen Stephens,
Phoebe Meryll; Clare O'Neill, Kate; Peter Hoare,
Leonard Meryll; Philip Lloyd Evans, Second Yeoman:
Ralph Mason, First Yeoman
Trial by pity
Richard Snail. The Learned Judge; Rebecca Evans, The
Plaintiff; Barry Banks, The 1)efendant; 1)onald
Adams, The Usher, Peter Savidgc, Counsel for the
Plaintiff, Gareth Rhys-1)avies, Foreman of the Jury
Both: Sir Charles Mackerras, Orchestra & Chorus of the
Welsh National Opera
Telarc 2CD-80404 (2 Cl )s only). James Mallinson,
Julian Smith, prods.; Jack Renner, Tony Faulkner,
engs. DDD. TT: 2:0121

This set constitutes the fourth and fifth
installments in what Telarc, Sir Charles
Mackerras, and the Welsh National Opera now claim will be acomplete cycle
of the Gilbert & Sullivan operettas. It
also contains that chain's strongest and
weakest links.
Mackerras continues to set a new
standard for choral and orchestral precision in G&S performance. His radical
assumption seems to be that if one takes
the trouble to select musicians who can
play and sing all the notes with accuracy and panache, then half of one's work
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is already done. The result has been a
series of recordings soundly founded on e
the talents of singers who can act, rather
than, as is so often the case with G&S, a
broad Broadway interpretation attempting to cover up the fact that actors really can't sing opera.
Trial by Jury was originally written in
arush as an entr'acte for an 1875 production of Offenbach's La Périchole. This second and briefest of the 14 G&S operettas contains in miniature all of the wit,
energy, absurdity, satire, and tunefulness
that marked most of their full-length collaborations, and in some ways is more
impressive for packing so much into so
little time (here, 31:31). In fact, in our
own litigious time, the teeth of this 120- Sir Charles Mackerras continues Telares terrific
Gilbert & Sullivan series with The Yeomen of the
year-old courtroom satire seem only to
Guard and Trial by fury.
have sharpened with age.
This is the best recording this little
gem has ever received. Richard Suait
Palmer's Dame Carruthers is so good—
sung with such strength, accuracy, and
seems to have fully found himself in the
character—that Ican't wait for her
patter role of The Learned Judge; Rerecordings of the meatier mezzo roles
becca Evans's Plaintiff is ravishingly sung;
Barry Banks's angel-voiced Defendant in Patience, lolanthe, and Ruddigore.
But Pamela Helen Stephens's Phoebe
fairly wallows in his own irresponsibility;
has more in common with the Great
Peter Savidge's plummy Counsel for the
White Way than London's Tower
Plaintiff is unctuous, oily, and glozing;
Green; she tends to lapse into ahalfthe indestructible Donald Adams as the
spoken sotto voce style inappropriate to
Usher has great fun bellowing out his ofthis fully operatic music. And Neill
ficious "Silence in Courtr; and the chorus of Bridesmaids, Barristers, and Jurors
Archer, as Col. Fairfax, is too reminiscent of the fruity, throaty D'Oyly Carte
has no less fun than the principals. An
tenors of old.
absolute delight.
Still, it's a double treat to hear
The Yeomen f
the Guard is aharder
call. The work itself couldn't be more of Sullivan's music played so well and so
fully, and—as in the Telarc/Mackerras
acontrast to Tria/ byJury: This somewhat
Pirates, Mikado, and Pinafore—recorded
somber (especially in the long first act)
so vividly. The sound is utterly convincstory of imprisonment and hangings in
the Tower of London is the only work
ing: areal orchestra, chorus, and soloists
by G&S that lacks ahappy ending. It on areal stage, filling areal hall with
was also in the composition of Yeomen
real music. And the bass drum sounds
that Sullivan's astonishing melodic interrific, though no larger than life. In
ventiveness first began to flag. Still, there
fact, the sound is every bit as good as
that of Telarc's Pinafore, which was last
are classics here: "I have asong to sing,
0!," "Weir Ithy bride," "A man who January's Recording of the Month.
would woo afair maid," and the two Act Only Phoebe and Fairfax kept this one
II quartets, all topped off with Sullivan's out of the running.
Recommended anyway. And this
finest overture.
Trial is anything but.
—Richard Lehnert
But the greatest achievement of Yeomen is unique in the G&S canon: the
bittersweet wit of jester Jack Point, as
HANDEL: Suites for Keyboard
Keith Jarrett, piano
evinced in his "I've jibe and joke" and
ECM New Series 1530 (78118-21530-2, CD only).
"A private buffoon." With wit far outManfred Eicher, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD.
TT: 7433
weighing their considerable cleverness,
these are the most graceful patter songs
G&S ever wrote, and Richard Suart
Unlike his works for organ, Handel's
keyboard Suites are seldom, if ever,
matches them Point for point. The
pure, bright voice of Alwyn Mellor as played or recorded. This is not entirely
Elsie, who jilts Jack for the purest of without reason; for the most part, and
motives, is perfectly cast, and Donald
despite Keith Jarrett's defense, they do
not bear comparison with Bach or ScarAdams as Sgt. Meryll makes up in liveliness for avoice that here finally begins
latti. This is not, however, to say that they
are completely without merit. Although
to show faint signs of wear. Felicity
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these Suites were clearly intended as
didactic pieces, Handel, like Bach, embodied in them many of his ideas about
counterpoint and harmony. They arc also
undeniably very pretty to listen to; in
fact, the Suite in Fis one of the loveliestsounding Baroque piano pieces you are
likely to hear. If there is no great depth
to any of these exercises, the surfaces are
charming and beautifully finished.
To his great credit, and as asign of his
rapidly maturing skills in Baroque performance, Keith Jarrett does not try to
get more out of the Handel Suites than
is actually there. He plays beautifully,
almost poetically, but with considerable
restraint and apersuasive sense of style.
If sheer mastery of technique and musical understanding are sufficient, then
this CD is self-recommending: Jarrett
makes, as well, an excellent case for the
piano as the instrument of choice for
these works. On the harpsichord, however well-played, things might have
seemed a bit stark and over-simple;
judicious use of the pedal avoids the
problem (with the exception of the
Prelude to the A-major Suite, in which
astunt-pedaler appears to have substituted for Jarrett). Sound is as natural and
well-judged as the performance.
—Les Berkley
GIYA KANCHELI: Abii ne viderrm,* Morning
Prayers,"•Evening Praynet
Kim Kashkashian, viola': Vasiko Tswdorashvili, voice;
Natalia Pschenitschnikova, alto flute'; David James,
Rogers Covey-Crump, John Potter, Gordon Jones,t
vocalists; Stuttgarter Kammerorchester, Dennis
Russell Davies
ECM New Series 1510 (78118-21510-2, Cl) only).
Manfred Eicher, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD.
TT: 68:10
GIYA ICANCHELI: Symphonies 6dc 7
Jansug Kaldidze, Tbilisi Symphony Orchestra
Sony Classical SMK 66590 (Cl) only). Mikhail
Kilosanidze, prod, mg. DDD. TT: 6824

Giya ICancheli was born in Tbilisi,
Georgia, 60 years ago; but it is only
now, with the collapse of the Soviet
empire, that his music—along with
that of fellow composers Alfred Schnittke, Sofia Gubaidulina, the Estonian
Arvo Part, and the Pole Henryk Górecki
—is reaching an international audience.
His writing has a spiritual core; he
comes across as amystic minimalist with
a fascination for the state of silence.
"When aperson goes into achurch, synagogue, or mosque where there's no service going on, there's nonetheless aspecial kind of silence," he has said. "I have
adesire to turn that silence into music."
This is nowhere better demonstrated
than on the beautifully recorded ECM
disc under review here.
It contains first recordings of three
works: Morning Prayers and Evening
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ter work, but the influence of Georgian
folk music in Symphony 6 makes it
more readily accessible.
—Barbara Jahn

The deeply spiritual works of Giya Kancheli are
recorded on new discs from ECM and Sony
Classical.

Prayers, two parts of the cycle Lífe without
Christmas; and the title work, Abii ne
videron ("I turned away that Imight not
see"), apersonal tribute to his exile from
his native country. This last piece for
solo viola, piano, bass guitar, and string
orchestra juxtaposes stillness and movement, silence and sound, to heighten
feelings of unpredictability and expectancy —not aturning away, surely, but
afacing up to the changing face of his
strife-ridden homeland.
By contrast, the meditational Morning
Prayers, with its barely audible opening
organ note and its beautiful introduction of the solo boy's voice, is governed
by slow tempos and recurring melodic
motifs that create an air of familiarity
and constancy only occasionally broken
by brief ominous insinuations.
Evening Prayers is afluid, sinuous progression of changing meters and accents
for eight, mostly unison, alto voices in
very slow-moving and delicate harmonies with chamber orchestra. All
three works are at once hypnotically
entrancing and thought-provoking. A
fine disc.
Symphonies 6and 7receive their airings on Sony's St. Petersburg Classics
label, with Kancheli's native orchestra,
the Tbilisi SO, giving an adequate if not
always tonally secure performance under
his supervision and Jansug Kalchidze's
baton. Both works have been previously
recorded on Melodiya/Olympia, receiving amore intense performance under
this conductor with the Georgia State
Orchestra back in 1981, and, with its
dramatic contrasts in both dynamics and
texture, adding 10 minutes to the length
of Glushchenlco's Moscow SO performance. Ireally couldn't warm to the latSTEREOPH I
LE,
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ing with his recent pattern, he has
adopted amore dramatic approach; his
overall conception has become grander
—perhaps too much so in the protracted first choral entry —and his incisive
MAHLER: Symphony 2("Resurrection")
Cheryl Studer, soprano; Waltrand Meier, mezzo;
rhythmic address is all to the good.
Arnold Schiinherg Choir, Vienna Philharmonic.
Haitink shapes the middle movements
Claudio Abbado
gracefully, particularly the Scherzo, but
DG 439 953-2 (2 CI )s only). Chrisi• whet Alder, prod.;
Ulrich Verte. balance (mg.; Wolf-Dieter Karwatky.
underplays important moments elseStephan Flock, engs. DDI ). TT: 87:12
where: the string outbursts in the firstMAHLER: Symphony 2("Resurrection")
Ruth Ziesak, soprano; Charlotte Hellekant. mezzo; San
movement recap lack elemental force,
Francisco Symphony Orchestra & Choms. Herbert
and
the Udicht climax is restrained
Blomstedt
rather than rapturous.
London 443 350-2 (2 CDs only). Andrew Cornall,
prod.; James Lock, John Pellowe. engs. DUD. TT:
Further liabilities arc traceable to the
8022
Berlin Philharmonic, who sound less
MAHLER: Symphony 2("Resurrection")
Sylvia McNair, soprano; Jard van NICN, mezzo; Ernst
stylish than in Symphonies 3 (Philips
See Chorus, Berlin Phillunnonic, Bernard Haitink
432 162) and 4(Philips 434 123). The
Philips 438 935-2 (2 CDs only). Volker Straus, prod.;
Cees Heijkoop, Evert Wining, Willem van Levuglassy, opaque strings can be imprecise,
well, Stephan Itch, cogs. 1)1 )1). TT: 84:05
and their soft playing frequently lacks
presence. The woodwinds arc characterful, but the brasses strain to fill the
Remember when aperformance of the
"Resurrection" qualified as a special
Finale's climaxes (kudos to the soloist in
the beautiful "Last Trumpet" episode,
event? To some extent, it still is so in the
though). 'The flowing, layered interludes
concert hall, but recordings continue to
feel mildly impatient, suggesting uneasy
proliferate, with acurrent contribution
communication between players and
from each of the three branches of PolyGram Classics! (I'm not sure whether
conductor.
Abbado's response to the music has
this is a"can't lose" or a"can't win" marketing situation.) To complicate matters,
become more considered, even studied,
than it was for his powerful, thrusting
DG's and Philips's conductors are
Chicago Symphony reading (DG Gal"repeaters" whose previous recordings
lera 427 262). His new performance is
have already been available on CD; and
best at such "intellectual" matters as proall three performances maintain ahigh
level. What's abuyer to do?
jecting the music's structure: the pulse of
the opening march rhythm underpins
After extended listening, I've become partial to Blomstedes perforthe entire first movement, and the
mance: direct, musical, and unencumFinale, divested of reflexive pauses
between sections, also emerges as more
bered by any interpretive agenda. Right
from the outset, he shapes the first of apiece than usual.
theme-group, which so often proceeds
But where the writing calls for spontaneity, drama, and emotional involvein fits and starts, as aunit, maintaining
a firm line into the second theme.
ment, Abbado falls short. In the first
movement, the exposition hasn't been
Blomstedt sets tempos brisker than the
sufficiently wrenching for its petering
current norm, but willingly modifies
them for expressive effect; he draws a out at 6to feel properly exhausted; and
warm but not indiscriminately luscious
the peak after 22 doesn't really "arrive,"
orchestral sound, tempering it for his
it's just loud. Abbado's idiosyncratic
elegant, minuet-like Liindler. There arc
ritards distort the shape of the Unifier
theme, and the legato phrases of the secpassing but avoidable ensemble problems, and the male choristers arc woolond group lack lyric breadth. The Finale's
ly, but many other details bespeak great
death-march is clear but bloodless (the
slowing down at the Krieg marking
care: the painstakingly matched levels
doesn't help), while the following agitatof trumpet and reed solos in the opening, for example, and the variety of ed passage lacks impulse. The VPO plays
well, though the trumpets can't match
shimmering colors in the Finale. Even
the erroneous, distracting choral subito the CSO's players' tonal variety; the only
flaws are at the first movement's Etwas
piano in the Finale at cue 49 doesn't
detract from the conviction of the
driMend ("somewhat hurrying") episode,
where the flute and harp never do agree
whole.
on whether to go faster or slower, and
The repeaters could have left well
enough alone. Haitink's serviceable acthe dry, sharp (in both senses) timpani
count is particularly disappointing after
shots which begin the Scherzo.
None of the solo teams tips the balthe utterly logical pacing and balance of
his Concertgebouw version (formerly ance. Blomstedt fields afresh, vibrant
available on Philips 420 234). In keepsoprano in Ruth Zicsak and anervous,
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dio CDM 69662) or Solti/LSO (London Jubilee 425 005). If you're looking
for something new, Philips's sound for
Haitink is impressive, but it's Blomstedes performance that will be espedally rewarding. —Stephen Francis Vasta

tempi, and the stage noise, of which
there is plenty, doesn't bother me much.
Some might prefer the excellent ADD
recording on EMI hands down.
To the singers: The emotional center
of the opera is not Tito, the merciful
emperor who spares those who plot
against him (he was supposed, in his
MOZART: La demenza di The
Uwe Hamann, Tito; Cecilia Banoli, Sesto; 1)ella Jones,
magnitude, to embody the incoming
Vitellia; Barbara Bonney, Servilla; I
hana Montague,
Bohemian monarch), but Sesto, who is
Annio; Gilles Cachemaille, Public); The Academy of
swayed into conspiring against the
Ancient Music Orchestra & Chorus, Christopher
Hogwood
Emperor by the manipulative, driven
1:0iseau-Lyre 444 131-2 (2 CDs only). Chris Sayers,
Vitellia. It is these two characters who
Michael Woolcock, Morten Winding, prods. I)I)L).
'TT: 2:17:05
have the score's most flamboyant music
MOZART: La clemenza di Tito
and situations. And in Cecilia Bartoli (it's
Gusta Winbergh, Tito; 1)elores Ziegler, Sesto; Carol
Vaness, Vitellia; Christine Barbeaux, Servilla; Martha
atrouser role) Hogwood has the finest
Senn, Auno; Laszlo Polgar, Publio; Vienna
Sesto on discs, despite stiff competition
Philharmonic & Chorus, Riccardo Mini
from Teresa Berganza (on both DG and
EMI 55489 2 (2 CDs only). Wolfgang Danzinayer,
prod. AD1). TT: 2:16:17
London). Bartoli sings the difficult
music perfectly, with cleanly articulated
Gustav Mahler, around the urne he composed
Commissioned for the coronation of runs, ideal dynamic shading, and great
his second and most popular symphony. the
Leopold H as King of Bohemia and expressivity, but that's almost beside the
"Resurrection!' Stephen Vasta listens to three
new recordings.
composed concurrently with Die Zau- point: She makes us feel for this trouberfliite, La clemenza di Tito seems, super- bled, conflicted guy whose only probflustered mezzo in Charlotte Hellekant. ficially, to be athrowback to the opera lem appears to be that he has the hots
Philips, presumably through haphazard seria tradition, with its set pieces, emo- for Vitellia and allows his loins to do his
contractual obligations, duplicates the tional distance, and mythological/histor- thinking alittle too often. In truth, he's
solo team of the obscure Mata recording ical preachiness. But Mozart, as ever, high-minded and moral—a hero, in
(Pro Arte CDD 479). This time around, amplifies and embellishes the form in other circumstances. Delores Ziegler is
Ilike Jard van Nes's expressive, authori- his own manner, and turns out music not in the same class, even though her
tative delivery, despite her throatiness; which, while maintaining its formality singing qua singing is excellent; the
but Sylvia McNair, although properly and classicism (unlike, say, the music of voice simply isn't as luxurious.
distanced for her first entries, is pallid. Flute, which is divinely new and helterHogwood's Vitellia disappoints, but
As for DG's well-matched soloists, skelter), is gorgeous, potent, and emo- only slightly. Della Jones is agreat artist,
Cheryl Studer is too closely miked, and tionally lush. Don't let the stolid libretto and handles the vocal line—from botWaltraud Meier lacks the upper-middle get in your way either, each musical tom A to top D—well enough, but
ease for asuccessful Urlicht.
number, whether it's an aria, duet, or she's been caught acouple of years past
Philips's sound is typical of its series: ensemble, creates its own world—as her prime and sounds abit matronly.
close-in with vivid timbres, encompass- valid dramatically as anything Mozart Still, she draws this obsessive character
ing massive climaxes easily. London ever penned.
vividly, and her big final rondo, "Non
gives Blomstedt agood replica of their
And here we have two new releases. piu di for," is astunner. Vaness, for
analog "house sound" (this is acompli- The Hogwood, recorded last year, is a Muti, is at her best and is preferable,
ment): arich, mildly plummy sonority studio affair, the Muti was taped live at singing with anicely obsessive authoriwith aslight bass pre-emphasis, and a the Salzburg Festival in July 1988. ty. Uwe Heilmames Tito is noble and
modicum of spot-miking providing Hogwood has included all of the recita- believable without being sanctimoclear detail —it's nice to see aproducer tives, which Ifind weird considering a)
nious, and he sings the music handwith an ear for tradition. DG's in-con- Who needs/likes them? and b) Mozart somely, while Winbergh is merely the
cert sound for Abbado has plenty of didn't write them; Muti has pared them best Tito on discs: exciting and powerimpact and depth, and minimal audi- down. (You can cue them out either ful, and vocally on top of the situation.
ence noise. DG also provides the most way.) Hogwood's leadership of his
Barbara Bonney and Diana Moncopious cueing points, marking all the "authentic"-instrument orchestra is tague sing their lovely music ideally, and
important themes; Philips supplies five irreproachable —lively, urgent, sensitive if they don't draw graphic self-portraits,
tracks for the Finale, and one for each of —but the string playing is surprising- who does in these roles? They're head
the preceding movements. London pro- ly/annoyingly scrappy. The clarinet and and shoulders above their EMI countervides only asingle track per movement, basset-horn obbligatos by Lesley parts. Gilles Cachemaille is luxurious
but follows the first movement, alone Schatzberger in "Parto, parto" and casting in the small role of Publio; Polgar
on disc 1, with afive-minute runoff (not "Non piu di fiori," respectively, are just is abit more earthbound but quite good.
included in the ri' above), thus imagi- great. The DDD sound is rich and real,
For sheer big drama, Muti's Tito is
natively building in the composer's with the big Act Ifinale coming on like ahead of Hogwood's, but only minimalrequested pause for meditation.
gangbusters. Muti's baton is wonderful- ly., on the other hand, Hogwood's cast
There you have it. If you don't re- ly alive as well—even more so than is, with only one exception, better than
quire the current performers or the Hogwood's —and his decidedly non- Muti's. Imight prefer Gardiner's Archiv
most up-to-date sound, you might as period-instrument orchestra plays with recording over them both; and for a
well stick with the earlier Haitink or real excitement and dramatic punch. I modern-instrument reading, István
Abbado, or with Klemperer (EMI Stu- prefer Muti's almost-always quicker Kertész on London gets high marks.
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But could Ido without Bartoli's Sesto?
I'd rather not.
—Robert Levine
PROKOFIEV: Romeo &Juliet
Mark Ennler, Orchestra of the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden
RON 309/10 (2 CI> only). Trynvi Tryggvason, prod,
eng.: Andrew Hallifax, eng. 1)1)1). TT: 2:2524

This has always been afavorite score of
mine, so Iexpect alot from aperformance ... and this one is just about perfect. The Royal Opera House Orchestra
may well have played this athousand
times, but you would never believe it
here: it's fresh, vibrant, and emotionally
loaded. I'm sure if you didn't know the
scenario initially you would get agood
idea of it from this.
Ermler characterizes the protagonists
in Act Iwith sure-footed directness, his
Romeo, the young Juliet, Mercurio, and
Tybalt laying bare their strengths and
weaknesses. The "Balcony" scene in Act
I, and "Romeo Bids Juliet Farewell" in
Act III, arc tenderly portrayed, and "Juliet's Funeral" is as moving as the "Duel"
and the "Death of Mercurio" are fiery
and impassioned. All the faster dance
numbers are kept under immaculate
rhythmic control, aquality that not only
ensures afine stage performance, but
also holds the armchair listener's concentration. Added to this, the recording
is superb, its clarity, focus, and balance
of demonstration quality. Ishall return
to this production often, and can heartily recommend it to first-time buyers or
the enthusiast like myself. —Barbara Jalm
PURCELL: King Arthur
Vemnique Gens. Venus; Ciaron McFadden, Philidel,
Honour; Sandrine Pima, She; Susannah Waters,
Cupid, Nereid; Mark Pad
tenor, lain Piton.
amor, Jonathan Best, Grimbald, He; Petted Saimaa,
Cold Genius, Aeolus, Counts; Francois Bazola; Les
Arts Florissants, William Christie
Erato 98535-2 (2 CDs only). Nicolas Parker, prod.; Jean
Chatauret, eng. 1)1)1). TT: 92:05
PURCELL: The Fairy Queen
Catherine Bon, soprano; Jeffrey Thomas, tenor;
Michael Schopper, bass; Amsterdam Baroque
Orchestra & Choir. Ton Koopman
Erato 98507-2 (2 CDs only). Tun Mathot, prod.;
Adriaan Verstijnen, eng. 17171). TT: 2:14:37

Purcell became aserious composer for
the theater only in the last five years of
his life. In his London, though, real opera—works sung more or less all the
way through—was not in fashion.
Instead Londoners went to what we call
semi-operas: mufti-media pieces that
were basically plays interspersed with
dance and music for soloists, chorus, and
orchestra. Purcell produced five great
semi-operas: Dioclesian (1690), King
Arthur (1691), The Friity Queen (1692), The
Indian Queen (1695), and The Tempest (ca
1695). In none of these does Purcell's
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Dutch conductor Ton Koopman is
most impressive in the instrumental
sections, where the nicely sprung
rhythms propel the music without rushing it. The choral work of the Amsterdam Baroque Choir is likewise a
delight, and the sonics are beautifully
balanced. The solo singers, though, are
less special. Catherine Boit and Michael
Schopper both make good impressions,
particularly Boit in her "Ye gentle spirits of the air" and "Hark! the echoing
air," with its challenging coloratura.
Tenor Jeffrey Thomas sings intelligently, but lacks the ease and flexibility of his
Last year's Purcell centenary continues with new
colleagues. These three are joined, howErato recordings of The Fairy Queen and King
ever, by 12 singers from the choir who
Anhur.William Christie (above) conducts the latter.
sing minor roles. Among them, soprano
Anne Grimm deserves mention for a
music create a convincing dramatic fine "The Plaint," but taken as agroup,
occasion by itself, and even in full pro- they sing afair percentage of the piece
duction the musical segments do almost at something less than major-league
nothing to advance the plot. Taken on level. No one's awful, but the total adds
its own, though, Purcell's music is by up to less than we find in rival recordturns charming, exciting, and delight- ings by either Harry Christophers or
fully inventive. It's worth the effort.
John Eliot Gardiner. Since Christie's
William Christie's King Arthur has the version of The Fairy Queen is now deletdistinct advantage of seasoning and ed, one of these two would be my pre—Paul L. Alehouse
experience. The recording followed a ferred choice.
series of eight performances in Paris in
February 1995 and captures much of EtACHMANINOFF: Symphony 3, Symphonic
Dances
the excitement of live opera (or should
David Zitunan, Baltimore SO
I say semi-opera?). Some theatrical Telarc C17-80331 (CD only). Robert Woods, prod.;
Jack Renner, mg. ODD. TI': 73:31
effects —eg, wind and crowd noises—
were retained in the recording as
reminders of the stage. More important, David Zinman's performance of Rachthough, the music has a flow and maninoff 2was one of my "Building a
urgency refined by multiple perfor- Library" recommendations recently,
mances before an audience. The cast is and I'm equally enthusiastic about his
uniformly strong with excellent choral Raclunaninoff 3. He negotiates this
work and alert, sensitive instrumental sumptuous phrasing so well, and his
playing. Special mention, though, unsentimental handling of portamento
should be made of the well-known is admirable. All is precision itself, with
numbers—the Cold Genius scene and details carefully drawn, the latter serv"Fairest Isle" —which are beautifully ing to build the bigger picture as in a
done by Petteri Salomaa and Véronique pointillist painting. The end result is
Gens, respectively. This recording will beautifully polished, but this is not
not supplant Gardiner's decade-old ver- mere surface patina —the perforsion, but it is a worthy alternative. mance glows with inner warmth and
Those who value asense of theater and sensuousness.
The Symphonic Dances are by nature
live performance, ably supported by
immediate but unobtrusive sonics, much tighter, less overly Romantic
pieces and are usually characterized by
would be very happy with Christie.
In The Fah), Queen Purcell worked assertive, vigorous readings. Here Zinaround an updated and drastically man takes amuch leaner view, arare
shortened version of Shakespeare's A delicacy pervading the opening dance.
Midsummer Night's Dream. The light ro- This tends to heighten the unusual
mance and silliness that remained were instrumentation here: the lovely alto
supported by songs, choruses, and a saxophone solo and the piano, both of
wonderful variety of instrumental mu- which Zinman manages to integrate
sic. If you want any idea of what's going and detail at one and the same time. He
on, you need Erato's very fine booklet, is equally sparing with the Waltz, a
but in fact the music is so inventive and wistful quality expelling the more norentertaining that it's easy to ignore the mal valedictory mood. If it is true that
the Finale lacks the symphonic clout of
plot and listen for fun.
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some of its rivals —Jansons/St. Petersburg PO, for example, who offer exact- î
ly the same program on EMI CDC7 §
54877 —then Imust admit to liking
this more balletic approach equally
well. The Telarc recording has exceptional clarity and focus, capturing
spread and positioning across the
soundstagc particularly well. 'This is a
recording Ihighly recommend.
—Barbara Jahn
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BRITTEN: A Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra
PROKOFIEV: Peter and the Wolf
SAINT-SAËNS: Carnival of the Animals
Melissa Joan Hart (Clarissa), narrator, John Browning,
Garrick OhIsson, pianos (Giniiiii/); Jules Eskin, cello
(Carnival); Seiji Ozawa, Boston Symphony Orchestra
Nickelodeon/Sony Classical SK 64079 (CI) only).
Tomoko Nods, Grace Row, prods.: John Newton,
Robert F. Wolff, engs. 1)1)1). Ti': 7300

Known for her activities as hostess on
TV's Nickelodeon, teenager Melissa
Joan Hart makes a highly appealing
narrator for these three pieces. Her
introductory comments throughout,
and running exposition only in the
Prokofiev and Britten (the Saint-Saëns
is sans Ogden Nash), wisely avoids the
cutesy to provide awell-paced, ingenuous, and never overdone music
appreciation that pre-teens, the obvious object of this release, are certain to
favor. The Boston Symphony, brilliantly supplemented in the SaintSaëns by pianists Browning and Ohlsson, is in fine form. One could of
course imagine abit more subtlety, as
well as asaner, more clarifying tempo
than in the overly fast Britten fugue;
perhaps even alittle more charm as in
the recent Kent Nagano recording of
the Prokofiev on Erato 97418-2; but
these arc relatively mild criticisms.
Patrick Stewart is the fairly stolid narrator on the latter, reminding one of the
old Richard Hale/RS° 78rpm recording that older collectors will recall from
childhood ("My dear children ... ").
Today, Ithink Clarissa (Ms. Hart) is
more to the point, and budding audiophiles, as well as their parents, will find
much to enjoy here as well. Ido think,
however, that Sony might have made
more of the tracking possibilities than
just four each for Peter and the Wolf
(Nagano has adozen) and the Britten,
where each instrument really ought to
have its own separate tracking point.
—Igor Kipnis
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Seiji Ozawa and Nickelodeon's Melissa Joan Hart record Prokoftev's Peter and the Wolf

•

ENSEMBLE CLEMENT JANEQUIN: Mt Fête
chez Rabelais
Dominique Visse, Ensemble Clement Janequin
Hannonia Mundi HM 901453 (Cl) only). Nicholas
Bartholomée, prod., eng.1)DD. Tr: 58:53

There is many an early-music disc with
a title like this one: Music for the
Lionheart, A Ball at the Medicis', etc. This
one, however, takes its cognomen seriously—one can actually imagine M.
Rabelais sitting down to some Gargantuan banquet and listening to the selections on this CD. I'm not certain who
else might have listened with him, but
that's just amatter of taste, as the man
said kissing the warthog.
This is truly down-and-dirty stuff,
Gentle Reader —so much so that the
producers refrain from translating
some of it. There is, for example, the
one by noted sacred-music composer
Clemens non Papa about the saggy tits.
Iherewith supply some of the omitted
translation: "lits flaccid and hanging
down /Saggy baggy tits like tripe /Tits
fit to nurse the baby Lucifer," etc.
There are also anumber of discs out
there with the title Bawdy Music of the
Renaissance, but this is the one that deserves it. For contrast, we arc also given
some lovely chansons to go with the tale
of the man who will not eat pork because of the pig's rather disgusting
choice of nutrition. ("If he has eaten a
hundred turds /It will only make him
laugh.") Like M. LePorc, you must
choose whether this Rabelaisian bill-offare is to your liking.
Iwould gladly listen to Agnès Mellon
singing her laundry list; even though
this is her dirty laundry list, Istill enjoyed
hearing her. After many years of performing together under the direction
of alto Dominique Visse, the Janequin
ensemble has reached a formidable
level of skill; they sing gorgeously here
on those works that require it, and have
plenty of fun with the rest. Sound is
excellent and natural. For myself, Ihad

fun at Rabelais' place; thank God the
censors can't read Renaissance French.
—Les Berkley

HEIGH-HO! MOZART: Various
English Chamber Orchestra, Carol Rosenberger, Anthony Newman, Eugenia Zukennan, others
Ddos DE 3185 (Cl) only). Stephen Basili, Andrew
Keener, Peter S. Myles, prods.; John Engle. Stephen
Basili, Dick Lewsey, engs. 1)1)1). TT: 56:00
THE 3COUNTERTENORS
Pascal Bertin, Andreas Scholl, Dominic Visse, tenors;
Reinhardt Wagner, Orchestre Philharmonique de
Camarguecond
Harmonia Mundi 901552 (CI) only). Reinhard
Wagner. prod.; Hervé Le Gull, Philippe Teissier du
Cros, engs. DM/ Tr: 34:41

Record companies sure love gimmicks.
Consider these two: music from Disney
films arranged in the styles of various
classical composers ("to make classical
music accessible to new audiences"), and
afollow-up to the enormously successful Three Tenors concert CDs, this time
featuring countertenors.
Heigh-Ho! Mozart uses music from
recent Disney movies, such as The Little
Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, The Lion
King, and Pocahontas, as well as from
such classics as Snow White and the Seven
Diva:s and Pinocchio. Each piece is
arranged in the style of aspecific classical composer. It's "Colors of the Wind"
àla Dvorák; "Who's Afraid of the Big
Bad Wor as ifJohann Strauss had written ir, "Feed the Birds" in the style of
Brahms; etc. Gimmicks, surely, but do
they work?
Yes, indeed! Arranger Donald Fraser
has used harmonic textures, orchestration, and musical quotes to create the
feel of the original classical compositions, and has managed to integrate the
pop tunes in amanner that fits beyond
all expectations. "Beauty and the Beast"
sounds like it could be apreviously undiscovered piece by Rachrnaninoff. "Prince
Ali," from Aladdin, communicates with
the raw power of Bartók, and "HeighHo!" ("...it's off to work we go") is
given asprightly Mozartean treatment.
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The concept—which owes more
than alittle to Peter Schickele's P.D.Q.
Bach—is executed with aseriousness
and alevel of musicianship that elevate
it well above mere musical parody.
Performers include The English Chamber Orchestra, Carol Rosenberger, Anthony Newman, Eugenia Zukerman,
and various other Delos artists. They
sound as if they're having agreat time,
and there's no hint of condescension or
of anything but respect for the style of
the classical composers as well as for the
pop tunes. Ihave my doubts about the
extent to which this will create new
classical-music audiences, but it's a
delightful recording, and one that I'll
return to often for sheer enjoyment.
Dolby Surround-encoded, the sound is
great in plain old stereo.
The 3Countertenors, on the other hand,
is aCD Iwon't likely play again except
to torture friends who are Three Tenors
fans. This CD brings together three
countertenors in repertoire, some of
which is of the type that Luciano,
Plácido, and José have essayed in their
much-hyped joint outings ("0 Sole
Mio," "My Way"), and others written
for the female voice in opera ("Habanera"). The effect ranges from the slightly peculiar to the truly bizarre.
Judging by the liner notes, the intent
is to be humorous ("0 Sole Mio" is
described as asong about fish: "sole"—
get it?), but it's the kind of joke that's
not all that funny the first time around
and so doesn't bear re-telling.
Pascal Bertin, Andreas Scholl, and
especially Dominique Visse have
attractive voices that may be quite
effective in the right repertoire, but this
isn't it. The arrangements are generally
unidiomatic and at times oddly dissonant. The sound is nothing special. File
this with The Monkees Sing Alban Berg.
—Robert Deutsch

MERIDIAN ARTS ENSEMBLE: Prime Meridian
Music by Babbitt, Beefheart, Nelson, Stravinsky, Zappa
Channel Crossings CCS 8195 (CI) only). C. Jared
Sacks, prod.; Bert van der Wolf, eng. DDD. TT:
7025
ZAPPA: Music by Frank Zappa
Omnibus Wind Ensemble
Opus 3CI) 19403 (CI) only). Jan-Eric Persson, prod.
eng.; Sarah Lindloff, eng. AAD. TT: 6520

The Meridian Arts Ensemble maintains
a pesky sense of eclecticism which
serves them well on Prime Meridian. Unfortunately, their performances of
Frank Zappa's music arc the least
successful on adisc dedicated to the late
iconoclast. Sounding distant, oddly flat,
and lacking dynamics and life, the
Zappa pieces ("Peaches en Regalia,"
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1996

"Let's Make the Water Turn Black,"
"Oh No," "Igor's Boogie," "Eat That
Question," and "Echidna's Ate for examples) simply don't work most of the
time. A good case in point is the opening "Peaches." It sounds academic and
labored, adescription that never applies
to this group. Puzzling.
Fortunately, the rest of the disc is varied and entertaining. The Captain Beefheart pieces, especially "Ice Rose," "A
Carrot is as Close as aRabbit Gets to a
Diamond," and "Suction Prints," are
marvelous. Don Van Vliees compositions sound as if they were written for
this ensemble rather than apainstakingly taught-by-rote rock band. Leader Jon
Nelson's sendup of Elvis mania, "Song
for aDead King," is the highlight of the
disc—funny, intelligent, and pointed.
Other substantive renderings include
Stravinsky's brief "Fanfare for a New
Theatre" (1964) and Milton Babbitt's
richly complex "Fanfare for All" (1993).
Sonics are natural but too laid-back,
however, effectively robbing the music
of its full impact.
The sonically superb Opus 3 disc
makes afar more convincing case for
reconfigured Zappa, but there are problems. Some of the arrangements border
on re-composition. On "Let's Make the
Water Turn Black," a flute counterpoint line has been added to the
melody that's entirely ornamental and
non-idiomatic —rococo Zappa. And
the jazzed-up interludes on "Inca
Roads" and "The Black Page No2"
work, if only barely. On the other hand,
the inclusion of "No.7" makes this disc
amust-have for the Zappa completist
since this piece has never before been
commercially recorded.'
Certainly, Omnibus has attempted to
reinvent Zappa's music. The question
most listeners will have, however, is to
what degree this music benefits from
free-wheeling arrangements and creative alteration. Always much more than
acomposer, Frank Zappa was aconsummate recording artist, too. Accordingly, his own recordings cast alarge
shadow, especially for those of us who
have the originals virtually burned into
our sonic memories from repeated
exposure. Purists will probably like this
disc far less than casual Zappaphiles.
On balance, Music by Frank Zappa is a
worthwhile collection. It always conveys adeep respect and affection for the
1Scores and individual parts for "Wind Quintet No.6"
and "Wind Quintet" were available from Barking
Pumpkin during the mid-1980s. My unsubstantiated
theory is that this piece is the one listed as MQ001 in
the 1984 Munchkin Edition of Zappa's scores.

The chamber music of Frank Zappa gets the serious treatment on new collections from the
Meridian Arts Ensemble and the Omnibus Wind
Ensemble. (The Omnibus boasts reference-quality
sound from Opus 3.)

music. And the recording is of sufficient
reference quality (ie, mega-open, dynamic, and detailed) to engender audiophile appeal on that basis alone. Needless to say, recommended. —Carl Baugher
KEVIN OLDHAM: The Art of the Piano Transcription
Bach: Sinfonia in I) from Cantata. "Wit &Luken dn..
Gott" (transcr. Oldham & Nichols); Chorales &
Chorale Preludes, "Wachet are & "Ich nit en dir"
(transcr. Busoni); Fugue in G ("Gigue") (transcr.
Oldham & Nichols); Prelude & Fugue in a(transcr.
Liszt). Schulz-Eveler: Concert Arabesques on The
Blue Dam& Schubert: Frühlinelanbe (transcr. Liszt).
Liszt: Fantasy & Fugue on Ad nos, ad sahaarem
(transcr. Busoni & Nichols)
Kevin Oldham, piano
VAI Audio VAIA 1104 (Cl) only). Dorothee SchabertMaertke, prod.; Siegbert Ernst, eng.
TI':
7002

Based on these 1984-85 German recordings originally made for Aperto and
now available for the first time, Kevin
Oldham (1960.-1993) displayed enormous skills and promise as akeyboard
performer. It is aterrible tragedy that he
could not have lived to fulfill what is far
more than mere potential. Once he was
diagnosed as HIV-positive in 1988, he
devoted himself almost exclusively to
composition, a sad but intelligent
choice. (His Op.14 Piano Concerto is
available on BMG Catalyst, and other
works of his, all beautifully written and
highly attractive, are forthcoming on
other discs—watch for them!) What
one hears here is playing of great rhythmic vitality, exciting and even electrifying, as for example in the Bach PraeIndium or the massive Liszt Ad nos. A
similar dazzling panache may be heard
in the familiar Blue Danube paraphrase,
which tickles the ear in exactly the same
effervescent way as may be heard in the
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pel, though, and I've heard her do some
adventurous ballad singing with Lester
Bowie's groups. In this thrilling, beautifully recorded disc, she returns to her
roots in gospel. But Bass does more:
with her powerful voice she sings traditional gospel songs, but in updated arrangements and with topnotch jazz
players behind her. She fervently rips
through songs such as "Everlasting
Arms" and "This Little Light of Mine"
and manages to keep the essences of
those songs intact even when they're
embellished by the likes of Dave SanCHITOSE OKASHIRO: Solo Piano Recital
Chitose Okashiro, piano
born ("No Ways Tired") and Donald
Brahms: Intermezzo, Op.116 No.6. Chopin:
Smith ("You Don't Know What the
Revolutionary Etude. Mozart: Sonata in B-flat,
K.570. D. Scarlatti: Sonata in C, K.420.
Lord Told Me"). There are afew ringers
Schumann: Symphonic Etudes; Arabesque.
in
the repertoire, such as Burt BachSerr' abin: Étude, Op.42 No.5.
arach's "What the World Needs Now,"
ProPiano Cl) 224501 (CE) only). John Newton, eng.;
Ricard de La Rosa, Chitose Okashiro, prods. DDD.
asentimental tune only temporarily enTT: 73:03
livened by the tart trumpet solo and oblig,gatto of Lester Bowie. Iprefer the
Overall, this fine mixed recital by the
Japanese American Chitose Okashiro, a more traditional pieces, including
former student of Herbert Stessin at the Thomas A. Dorsey's "All My Burdens."
But I'd listen to Fontella Bass sing just
Juilliard School, reveals considerable
poetic sensibility, afine touch, and supe- about anything. The immediacy and
warmth of the recorded sound here fits
rior technical equipment. There are
the rocking, heartfelt music. In No Ways
some marvelous moments to be heard:
Tired, Fontella Bass has created one of
the big style that emerges in the finale
to the Schumann Symphonic Études the most exciting gospel records since
the last offerings by the late, great Clara
(she includes all the extra Etudes, by the
Ward.
—Michael Ullman
way), the sweeping grandeur of the
Chopin Étude, and the sly humor and
STEVE KUHN: Seasons of Romance
charm of the Mozart sonata finale,
Steve Kuhn, piano; Tom Harrell, trumper, Bob Mintzer,
played with great sensitivity to the style.
tenor sax; George Mraz, bass; Al Foster, drums
Okashiro obviously has something to
Postcards POST 1009 (CI) only). Ralph Simon. prod.:
Joe
Barbaria, rug. 1)1)1). TT: 52:50
say interpretively, though one might
REGGIE WORKMAN: Cerebral Caverns
comment on her tendency in slower,
Wee Workman, bass; Sam Rivers, tenor & soprano
sax, flute:Julian Priester, trombone; Geri Allen, piano;
reflective pieces to be overly deliberate
Al Foster, drums; Gerry Hemingway, drums, elec(the opening of Schumann's Op.13 and
tronic drum pads; Elizabether Panzer, harp; Tapan
Modak, tablas
the Brahms Intermezzo are two examPostcards POST 1010 (CI) only). Ralph Simon, prod.;
ples), presumably in an attempt to unJoe Barbaria, rug. D1)1). TT: 56:08
derline and extract every expressive deIt is uncharacteristic of new record
tail. What happens as aresult is somelabels to be modest about their accomtimes acurtailment of forward momentum. She is, however, aperformer of plishments. But aNew York label called
Postcards has come on the scene with
depth, not aminiaturist, as well as apisome of the best-sounding digital reanist who definitely will bear watching.
cordings ofjazz ever released, and, oddly
—Igor Kipnis
enough, rarely brags about it. Whereas a
company like Tclarc provides volumiBLUES
nous recording data on the microphones
for each instrument, mike preamps, digital processors and consoles, DATs,
encoders, and even monitor speakers,
FONTELLA BASS: No Ways Tired
Postcards merely names the engineer
Fontella Bass, vocals; Lester Bowie, Dave Douglas,
and designates the product as "DDD."
mimper, Dave Sanborn, alto sax; Marty Ehrlich, alto
& tenor sax; Arthur Baron, trumpet; Donald Smith,
Then they blow Telarc's doors off.
piano; Mark Johnson, organ; Stew Cutler, guitar,
None of it would matter, of course, if
Harvey Brooks, bass; Garry Bruer, drums;
Institutional Radio Choir
Postcards wasn't delivering fresh, hardNonesuch Explorer 79357-2 (CD). Wayne Horvitz,
hitting, relevant music —but they
prod.; Joe Ferla, eng. DDD. TT: 4638
decidedly are.
The label's two newest albums (reGreat singer though she is, Fontella Bass
corded afew days apart in April 1995 at
is still best known for her 1965 soul hit
Manhattan's Sound On Sound), while
"Rescue Me." She grew up singing goslegendary Josef Lhevinne recording.
Oldham's pointillistic articulation in
several of the Bach transcriptions appears to have been influenced somewhat by Glenn Gould, though Oldham
is tonally warmer. Ihave no doubt that
10 years later he would have altered that
style for amore sustained approach. For
now, we must all be grateful that this
important recording exists. The piano
sound, alittle glassy on top, is perfectly
satisfactory.
—Igor Kipnis
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Soul singer Fontella Bass returns from along
silence to mix gospel and jazz.

they speak different dialects of the current jazz language, have several traits in
common—most important, their immaculate sound. They also share an approach that often detracts from an album's continuity and development:
they rotate and reconfigure personnel
from cut to cut. But both Seasons of
Romance and Cerebral Caverns work as
unified wholes because their leaders
have strong shaping concepts.
Even those who have stayed in touch
with Steve Kuhn's 40-year career in the
jazz trenches will be startled by the revelations of his Postcards debut. Kuhn's
name is never mentioned with the
Flanagans and Barrons and Waltons —
the great living torchbearers of mainstream jazz piano—but it deserves to
be. Kuhn's work has more than just vast
fluency, harmonic imagination, and subtle intelligence: it has genuine grace.
Best of all, his firm yet sensitive touch
draws aluminous tone from his instrument, and engineer Joe Barbaria gets it all.
The program consists of originals
("Clotilde"), well-chosen standards
("There is No Greater Love"), and unexpected rediscoveries (Quincy Jones's
"The Pawnbroker"). There are three trio
numbers (including adeeply felt love
song Billie Holiday sang, "Good
Morning, Heartache"), three with trumpeter Tom Harrell, and three with tenor
saxophonist Bob Mintzer. On the six
selections where ahorn joins in, Kuhn's
eloquent piano remains the center of
attention. Harrell takes acareful, craftsmanlike first solo on Steve Swallow's
"Remember," and it's as if Kuhn can't
wait to take the song back: it ascends in
his hands, twisting as it climbs.
The high point of the album is "The
Pawnbroker," the theme from apowerful but almost forgotten film that contains the best work of director Sidney
Lumet and actor Rod Steiger. It is about
compassion as the only (yet partial)
answer to human suffering, and Bob
Mintzer cries out the message in his
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evoke from drummer Cobb: he calls it
"Jimmy and Me."
Perhaps Bluiett learned from the
feisty Charles Mingus how to challenge
as well as promote other musicians.
Having sold Mapleshade owner Pierre
Sprey on recording the Ebony Brass
Quintet, hardly alikely choice, he supervised their recording and then,
when much of their disc was completed, asked them to join him on atotally
improvised piece. It became "Ballad for
aDying Planet." The brass lays acarpet
Years ago, Iheard Hamiett Bluiett play
asolo concert in New York's Public of low, long tones, and Bluiett groans
and mumbles over them. Bluiett's on
Theater. Solo saxophone concerts can
the much more cheerful blues "BE-Bbe cerebral affairs, dry-as-dust probings
Q" as well.
of the limits of an instrumentalist's
But mostly Brand New Bag is given
ingenuity, but nobody missed arhythm
over to the Ebony Brass Quintet, which
section this time. Bluiett rocked, and
when he finished wailing, he played a plays Wayne Shorter's "Nefertiti,"
Monk's "Round Midnight," and Thad
molasses-slow blues while meandering
about the stage and into the audience Jones's "A Child is Born," as well as
and finally off into the night. It was a "Take the A Train." These are hardly
fresh choices. What saves the disc are
masterful performance that displayed
the unusual sonorities of the brass quinhis huge, expressive sound, his powertet, their improvisations, and occasional
ful rhythm, and his apt theatricality. He
humorous touches. Mostly they sound
seemed more at ease, and certainly
as sober as judges: they play 'And He
more in charge, than when he was with
Never Said A Mumblin' Word" as the
Charles Mingus.
Bluiett has made many recordings
dirge that the lyrics suggest. In fact, the
Ebony Brass Quintet could benefit
since, both as a leader and with the
World Saxophone Quartet, which he
from some of the wilder spirits that
inhabited the World Saxophone Quaranchored with his cavernous bass lines.
His sound has never been captured
tet's best performances. The title cut is,
of course, the Godfather of Soul's
quite as effectively, however, as on
"Papa's Got A Brand New Bag," which
Young Warrior, Old Warrior. Like Ellington's Harry Carney, he makes the most doesn't sound anywhere near as exciting
of the darker, low tones of his instru- with this instrumentation. Maybe Imiss
ment, playing with abrash, even rau- James Brown's dancing.
Both of these discs benefit from
cous intensity. That's the sound Ihear
Pierre Sprey's careful engineering,
on "Sir Phyllis Blues," which is notable
which produces arealistic sense of space
for the way he plays with volume as
with excellent imaging while accurately
well as tone, ending in adeep whisper
reproducing the sound of the instrulike the growl of a sleeping giant.
ments. There's only one downside to
Bluiett has often played avant-garde
his methods: when these discs are
jazz with unusual groups of instruments. On Young Warrior, Old Warrior, played softly, the band seems to recede
into the distance.
—Michael Ullxnan
he's heard with a traditional rhythm
section, with the great drummer Jimmy
Cobb, and with veteran drummer THE GOOD TIME JAZZ STORY
Good Time 4GTJC13-4416-2 (4 CDs only). Ralph
Keter Betts, as well as with Mapleshade
ICaffel, prod.; Joe Tarantino, remastering. AM). TT:
house pianist Larry Willis. (Willis does4:5731
n't stay indoors: he also performs reguBy the end of the '30s, jazz had moved
larly with the Fort Apache Band.) The
young warrior here is tenor saxophonist so far—and so fast—that it had already
swept past some of its greatest early stars.
Mark Shim, who takes the very first solo
on the disc, playing avibrant set of cho- Jelly Roll Morton—who at the time of
ruses on "Blue'n Boogie." He's aBluiett his magnificent 1926 and 1927 recordings was virtually avant-garde in his
discovery. Trumpeter Jack Walrath beinsistence on his musicians' fidelity to his
came known when with Charles Mincomplexly arranged music —spent
gus and on his own Blue Note recordings.
most of the swing era praising his own
The repertoire here is widely varied,
ranging from the simple "Sir Phyllis past while living off the income providBlues" to the completely free duet imed by the manifold recordings of his
"King Porter Stomp." Sidney Bechet
provisation that Bluiett managed to

HAMIETT BLUIETT: Young Warrior, Old Warrior
Hamiett Bluiett, baritone sax; Jack Walrath, trumpet;
Mark Shim, tenor sax; Larry Willis, piano; Keter
Betts, bass; Jimmy Cobb, drums
Mapleshade 02932 (Cl) only). Hamien Bluiett, prod.;
Pierre Sprey, mg. ADD. Ti': 52:41
EBONY BRASS QUINTET: Papa's Got aBrand
New Bag
Eddy Allen, Frank Gordon, tnimper, Mark Taylor,
French horn; Alfred Patterson, trombone: Joe Daley,
tuba; Hamiett Bluiett, baritone sax Eli Fountain,
drums
Mapleshade 03032 (Cl) only). Hartnett Bluiett, prod.;
Pierre Sprey, eng. A1)1). TI': 58:43
Reggie Workmani Cerebral Caverns—one musical thrill after another in state-of-the-art sound
from the new Postcards label.

pure, plaintive, piercing upper register
while Kuhn chimes and tolls behind
him.
Cerebral Caverns, from master bassist'
fearless ensemble instigator Reggie
Workman, uses shifting combinations
of trombone, saxes, flute, harp, tablas,
drums, and electronic drum pads. The
album can be enjoyed on two levels.
First, it is aesthetically adventurous, as
sexagenarian avant-garde warrior Sam
Rivers pushes pieces like "Fast Forward" right up against the jagged edge
of chaos. Second, the innovative instrumentation and the vivid dynamics of
the recorded sound make it afeast of
new sonic colors, one ear-thrill after
another.
Workman's bass is at the front of
every ensemble, and he's capable of driving so furiously that his notes merge
into aCosmic Hum ("Fast Forward").
Or he can pluck like thunder and leave
notes suspended in air, with large spaces
around them to be filled by his colleagues' daring forays: Geri Allen's
fascinating piano fragments ("What's in
Your Hand"), Elizabeth Panzer's glistening harp ("Eastern Persuasion"), or the
very human voice of Julian Priester's
trombone ("Ballad Explorations").
The 'philes say that analog recordings
render more air and natural warmth.
But digital has its pleasures. If your system is up to it, there's enough
sub-40Hz power in Workman's bass at
the beginning of "What's in Your
Hand" to pound salt. Every instrument
here is incised upon black silence: the
sudden raindrops of Tapan Mondak's
tablas, the ominous twang of Gerry
Hemingway's electronic drum pads.
Given the company's lust for musical
risk and its elevated production values
—along with its stated intention of
bringing only six to eight releases to
market each year —Postcards has
become that rarity among record labels:
areason in itself to buy an album.
—Thomas Conrad
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Synergistic Research
and Sound Consultant Separate
"Cable Truth" From the "Wire Liars"!
Pick up any high end magazine these days- you'll read that no one cable design performs
musically in every system. So why are most high end cable companies still trying to
sell a"magic" cable design for all components when it has been established no
such design exists? The cable truth of the matter is that all systems sound
different and it is your unique system's sound that determines which
The cable truth of the matter cables perform musically- not amagic cable design or
only Synergistic Research develops cables
set of wonder materials!
from the ground up, to complement specific
systems and components. At Sound Consultant
we work directly with Synergistic Research when
determining which cables best suit your components,
through their factory System Diagnostic Sheet and 32 page
"Explorer's Guide". So the next time someone tells you to buy
the most expensive cable you can afford, without matching it to your system, tell them "Wire liar pants on fire!"

Sound Consultant
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had become atailor; and King Oliver
retired and was virtually forgotten.
Virtually. At the end of the '30s the
first laudatory books were being written
about jazz, and authors such as Rudi
Blesh praised the original conception of
New Orleans "musicianers" such as
Bunk Johnson for what he thought was
their wonderfully instinctive, communal music. Perhaps it was the natural
reaction to adecade of big-band swing
that seemed to undervalue soloing. Perhaps it was ayearning for amusic that
seemed both simpler and more democratic, both more dependent on the
individual spirit and more rooted in the
everyday lives of common folk, anatural yearning in atime when the spread of
Nazism seemed inevitable. Certainly
the revival had alot to do with the lasting quality of the music itself.
The New Orleans, or Dixieland, revival had complex results. The first reissues—on 78s —of early jazz were
made and distributed, collectors hunted
down original recordings, and then
more enterprising persons hunted down
the original musicians. Bunk Johnson
was rediscovered, fitted with new teeth,
and recorded. He proved to be aquaint
but appealing figure. Sidney Bechet was
still alion, and Jelly Roll Morton re-recorded much of his lifelong repertoire
before his premature demise. New bands
recorded as well, some of the most popular for the eclectic Good Time Jazz
label. These four discs contain recordings
made between 1938 (four dismally
recorded piano solos by Jelly Roll
Morton) and 1969, when the Firehouse
Five recorded "High Society!' A few of
these recordings are indispensable: the
Harlem-based stride pianist Luckey
Roberts recorded so little that the Good
Time title Luckey and the Lion—Harlem
Piano provided avaluable bit ofjazz history He's heard on two of his own compositions here, "Nothin' "and "Railroad
Blues." "The Lion" is, of course, Willie
Smith, amuch more celebrated figure
who claimed to have taken Duke Ellington, as well as Fats Waller (whom he
nickamed "Filthy"), under his tutelage.
These two pianists appear on disc
one, which is labeled "Ragtime/Blues/
Banjos." They're linked on this disc with
two obscure pianists, Burt Bales and
Paul Lingle, as well as agroup of banjos
called "The Banjo Kings," and one fascinating original, Jesse Fuller, a oneman band who wrote and performs
here on guitar, drums, and harmonica
his wonderfully infectious "San Francisco Bay Blues." Fuller was once the
darling of the budding folk scene in the
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'60s —Tom Rush's first, self-produced
album was called San Francisco Bay Blues.
The second disc is dedicated to New
Orleans figures, including Bunk Johnson, whose "Moose March," aloosely
played march tune, is apriceless attempt
to re-create the sounds of early black
brass bands. With its chugging rhythm
and laid-back melody, it seems to go in
two directions at the same time.
Trumpeter Mutt Carey sounds wobbly
on the three Kid Ory numbers, but it's
fine to hear Ory's slide trombone in
clear sound. Ifind George Lewis's thin,
reedy sound on "Burgundy Street
Blues" weirdly touching.
The last two discs, dedicated to San
Francisco- and Los Angeles-based dixieland bands, contain some of the most
popular, but to my ears least interesting,
music Good Times recorded. There are
highlights—pianist Don Ewell's "Blues
That My Naughty Sweetie Gives to
Me," and the late Kid Ory session,
made when the trombonist was 70.
Other listeners will have agood time
with the Lu Watters, Bob Scobey, and
Firehouse Five dixie groups. Lu Watters
had the biggest impact, but of these
groups it is the manic Firehouse Five
that most appeals to me —with their
sirens, bizarre uptempo tunes, and
prominent banjo, they seem halfway to
Spike Jones and his parodies. We know
these guys are having fun: there's no
other excuse.
The sound on these discs varies
greatly—but it's never superlative. The
Morton sides sound significantly dimmer than his '20s recordings, and much
of the rest of the collection sounds harsh
to my ears. Nonetheless, Ican recommend this collection to fans of traditional jazz, to jazz historians, and to
those who want to hear aman play a
12-string guitar, harmonica, kazoo,
cymbals, and drum simultaneously. I
keep going back to that performance.
—Michael Ullman

FRANK MORGAN: Love, Lost & Found
Frank Morgan, alto sax; Cedar Walton, piano; Ray
Brown, bass; Billy Higgins. drums
Telarc CD-83374 (CD only). John Snyder, prod.;
Michael Bishop, eng. Dl)D. TT: 63:31

Frank Morgan emerged in 1985 from
30 years lost to drug addiction and
prison. He had been achild prodigy,
and one of the hottest young altos on
the West Coast when heroin swallowed
him in the mid-'50s. Drugs didn't kill
Morgan, as they did so many of his contemporaries, but they got him into San
Quentin and Chino. When he cleaned
up and began touring and recording

again 10 years ago, he was like aLazarus miraculously transported to us from
afamous and receding bebop history.

LOVE,

LOST

&

FOUND

eC44.44,

14144,04Z

Lt1 Hz
Morgan has the requisite chops for a
keeper of Charlie Parker's legacy, but
his last few recordings have dedicated
his technical facility to the most lyrical
and delicate side of his musc. It is as if,
having come through Hell and lived to
tell the story, and now with no more
time to waste, he concentrates on the
truths to be found in unalloyed beauty.
Love, Lost & Found is one of the most
limpid, ephemeral jazz albums ever
recorded. Morgan's sound on his instrument is like acaress. Through the gentlest permutations of phrasing and intonation, he expresses the nocturnal emotions found in venerable standards like
"Last Night When We Were Young,"
"Skylark," and "Don't Blame Me."
The mood is so languid that it's easy
to miss his imaginative rethinking of "I
Can't Get Started." (On the saine song,
Cedar Walton tests to see if we're paying attention with his "Mona Lisa" quotations. Otherwise, the rhythm section
of Walton/Brown/Higgins is flawless
yet surprisingly self-effacing throughout.) "Someday My Prince Will Come"
is another exception: Morgan sets up a
series of little 3/4 hurdles for himself
and steps over them effortlessly, actually raising his instrumental voice above a
whisper at moments.
But finally, Louts Lost &Found is pretty
—an adjective which, in ajazz context,
is more often acurse than acompliment.
If the uniformity of texture and the
choices of material like "'The Nearness
of You" and "My One and Only Love"
(songs that border on the sappy) slacken
the existential tightrope that jazz must
walk, this is still late-night mood music
of the highest order. k's the perfect
album with which to introduce someone to jazz who needs to be brought
gently into the art form.
There's an unfortunate reinforce301
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ment between Morgan's ethereal style
and the recorded sound of engineer Michael Bishop. Telarc pays attention to
sonic details, but this label's taste runs to
an ultrasoft focus and rounded-off corners. A label like Postcards would have
given the music of Frank Morgan some
much-needed snap.
—Thomas Conrad
OIL CAN: (Once Wesel The Pastures of Plenty
Toni Pomposello. guitars (bottleneck, slide..icoustic 6- &
l2-string. guitar synth), harmonica. bauio. sound
effects; Art Lahnola. piano, organ, spuir,, programming-. Bruce Dinms, drums; Randy Lindan, electric &
acoustic bass, 6-string lick, bass; with: Patricia
Lawrence. vocal incantations; Laura Seaton, violin;
Tom Clack, analog sound design sequences;
Beauvais. speaker
re:signed/Justice RSCD/OI (CI)). Tom Pomposello, Art
Làbriola, prods.; Peter 1)anni, mg. TT: 40:05

Imagine Ry Cooder, Henry Kaiser, and
their usual pals deciding to ditch all that
authenticity stuff, kick back, and make
a kind of easy-listening mood-music
roots instrumental album. Well, Tom
Pomposello —who more or less is Oil
Can —went and did it. The mostly
instrumental [Once Were] The Pastures of
Plenty is ablend Ihaven't heard before
of the hokey, the slick, and the convincingly gutsy. Pomposello's Cooder-esque
slide work makes it all go down very
easy, and the rhythm section of Art
Labriola (keyboards), Randy Landau
(basses), and Bruce Ditmas (drums)
makes some of these tracks rock with a
big-beat funk reminiscent of Cooder's
Trespass soundtrack.
I wouldn't have thought a bluesbased instrumental album written/produced by an MTV "sound designer"
(Pomposello) and played by abunch of
NYC session musicians could sound
this good —and, like most sessionmusician projects, not all of it works.
But roots do tell: Pomposello's earliest
guitar memory is picking out "Dust My
Broom." He played bass for the late
Mississippi Fred McDowell, from
whom he copped bottleneck licks. He's
fronted blues bands, and even taught
classes on the genre.
You can hear all of these influences
on Pastures of Plenty, especially on tracks
like "The Mississippi Boys" and "On
Line (Guitar Synth Solo for Mississippi
Fred McDowell)." And any album
whose sole cover track is a haunting
instrumental version of Jesse Colin
Young's "Darkness, Darkness," followed
up with aliner note to the effect that
"By the way, Ibelieve that 'Darkness,
Darkness' is about redemption...," is
way ahead of the game in iny book Even
the spoken-word track works.
Recording quality can make all the
difference on all album like this, which
STERF.OPHILE, JANUARY 1996

come from Woody Shaw, since it bubbles and soars and sings in the leaping
trumpet language he invented. The
opening piece, "Organ Grinder," is all
bounce and blare and bluster. Shaw's
three flourishing choruses contain a
life-force that makes it difficult to
comprehend that his personal path
contained so much self-destruction.
Forty years after Miles Davis wrote
"Sippin' At Bells," Shaw owns it
through eight streaking choruses of
immaculate variations. The unusual
chord changes of "Just a Ballad for
Woody" (composed by Shaw's wife,
Theresa) become abasis for asearching autobiography, mostly in the low
depends more on ambiance and
register, but sometimes firing heavengroove than on great tunes or brilliant
playing. For all its meticulous post- ward. Bruno Martino's "Estate" ("summer" in Italian) is treated with poetic
production and sound effects (wind,
water, big-city traffic), [Once Were] The gentleness, but on the final "Joshua C."
Shaw breaks out again, crackling and
Pastures of Plenty is recorded beautifully,
declaiming, in charge.
with one of the more satisfying rock
This live recording edits out most of
drum sounds I've heard. Besides, it's a
the crowd's applause, and it serves the
.
qreat drivin' record.
—Richard Lehnert
trumpet better than it does the rhythm
section. But this work left behind
WOODY SHAW: In My Own Sweet Way
shows how right Shaw was when he
Woody Shaw, trumpet; Fred Henke, piano; Neil
Swainson, bass; Alex Deutsch, drums
said, "After all I've gone through, I
In+Out 7003-2 (CI) only). Frank Kleinschnidt, prod.:
think Ican tell astory now."
Terry Stevens, Roland Wittwer, mg'.. ADD. TI':
62:07

A German label called In+Out has
made an auspicious first appearance in
this country by bringing to light the last
recording of Woody Shaw. Shaw died
too young in 1989, acasualty of the jazz
life. In My Own Sweet Way, recorded live
in Switzerland in 1987, proves that
Shaw's creative powers were undiminished almost to the end. The album also
preserves the most detailed portrait we
will ever have of Shaw's complex and
luminous sound.
He was amajor stylist who brought to
the trumpet pentatonic scale and interval concepts associated with '60s saxophonists like John Coltrane. Shaw has
been inadequately acknowledged for his
role in jazz history, but he enjoyed a
brief period of relative visibility at the
end of the '70s when he was signed by
Columbia. When Columbia elected not
to renew his contract in 1981, his personal life and career went into adecline
from which they never recovered. Great
Columbia albums like Rosewood and
Woody 71ure are now available only on
The Complete CBS Studio Recordings qJ
Woody Shaw, on Mosaic. The Shaw
albums currently in print are mostly on
the low-budget, low-fi Muse label.
So In My Own Sweet Way arrives as
an unexpected gift: an hour of vividly
recorded virtuosity that could only

—Thomas Conrad

POPULAR
BEASTS OF PARADISE: Gathered on the Edge
Geoffrey Gordon, percussion, throat singing; Barbara
Imhoff, harp, marimba; Nancy Kaspar, double bass;
Stephen Kent, didgeridoos, guitar, cuatro, cello, percussion; Eda Maxym, vocals
City of Tribes COTCI) 008 (Cl) only). Simon
Tassano, prod., rag. mix; Christian Jones. ens. AAI)?
TT: 4926

Almost 30 years after the Summer of
Love, you can still pick out even new
San Francisco bands by the trace elements of the distinctive sound first
developed by the original Bay Area
groups: aspaciousness to the sound, an
eclectic approach that loosely embraces
influences Western and Eastern, a
weakness for modal drones, and a
vocal quality that seems more rooted
in folk-revival sonorities (there's an
early Tim Buckley cover here) than the
singing styles of other American cities.
Though hardly a"rock" band, Beasts
of Paradise is no exception to the slowly evolving San Francisco Sound. Lead
singer Eda Maxym floats deliquescently above the always interesting rhythmic
counterpoint, and sometimes breaks in303
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to field voice. Nancy Kaspar's fluid double bass is a cross between Oregon's
David Darling and Pentangle's Danny
Thompson. Barbara Imhoffs concert
harp (!) is the rhythmic engine that
drives this band, with didgeridoo, marimba, and hand drums playing important supporting roles. Even though in
the last few years it's seemed as if every
World Music band and their roadies
have been playing the didg, aclose listen
to Gathered on the Edge will reveal no
jumped bandwagons—there's more It's
A Beautiful Day here than Baka
Beyond.
The lyrics are definitely ... stoned, in
that delicate early-hippie wind-chime/
jasmine-tea-reverie sort of way. From
"Cuppa Tea": "Where has the water
been /in my morning cup of tea /Did
trilobites swim /Was it the juice in Apple's Eve /Where did it run underground /Did it climb in acloud /Did it
silently flow or did it rush so loud...,"
etc. But there are also moments of clarity and strength, as in "Nobody Knew
the Time," released last year on the
Beasts' debut EP (see my March 1995
review): "Throw another potato on the
fire /My hunger has no bounds tonight
/Sing me something you learned as a
child /Sit abit closer to the firelight."
The real interest here is twofold: in
the long, modal instrumental excursions, Maxym's mildly Middle-Eastern
melismatics floating above; and in the
only true virtuosity found on this disc:
the silences. The Beasts are masters at
knowing which notes not to play. Their
choices of an atmospheric harp arpeggio here, an isolated percussion stroke
there, or agently amplified acoustic guitar chord, are invariably musical, and
somehow always evocative of wideopen spaces both inner and 'Suter. It
doesn't hurt that the recording is lushly,
sumptuously spacious.
Though alot of groups these days are
working similar turf, Idon't know of
any band that sounds quite like Beasts
of Paradise. If you like Pentangle,
Nightnoise, Freyda & Acoustic AttaTude, Shadowfax, Incredible String
Band, or any number of contemporary
acoustic or semiacoustic bands that flirt
with that most seductive and untrustworthy of muses, World Music, you'll
like Gathered on the Edge. It's music made
for the joy of making music; we need to
be reminded more often exactly what
that sounds like.
—Richard Lehnert
THE BOTTLE ROCKETS: The Brooklyn Side
TAG 96201-2 (CD). Eric "Roscoe" Ambel. prod.;
Albert Caiati, mg. AAD. TT: 52:07
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The nephews of Uncle Tupelo continue to emerge. This month its Son Volt (above) and the Bottle Rockets.

SON VOLT: Trace
Warner Bros. 46010-2 (Cl)). Brian Paulson, Son Volt,
prods.; Hans Buff, Steve McKinstry. mugs. AAD. TT:
42:14

Ever wonder what happened to that kid
you knew in junior high, who was as
smart as you, maybe smarter, but liked
hanging out and daydreaming about
Corvettes and the kind of girls that date
guys who drive Corvettes more than he
liked doing homework, and for that
matter didn't like coming to school all
that much, so all the teachers decided
he was afuckup? Odds are he's trading
one-liners with the customers in the
service department of aSaturn dealership, or maybe installing replacement
windows. Or maybe, just maybe, he
grew up to be Brian Henneman.
If America has asilent majority, the
Bottle Rockets and Brian Henneman
are its voice. Yeah, there's Roseanne, the
reigning poet laureate of white trash,
but she's always been more interested in
the cheap laugh than the big insight.
And Bruce Springsteen, at his best,
strove to be the Walt Whitman of the
working man. Henneman is the Walker
Evans of the trailer park, of the corner
bar on Sunday afternoon, of the garage
when you're dropping the transmission
for the third time this month. The
Brooklyn Side is an album filled with
snapshots in crisp yet gritty black and
white. Little Pink Houses it ain't.
Henneman can sweat the details because he's lived them. "Welfare Music"
contains the obligatory shot at Rush
Limbaugh, but it's not adiatribe. The
minutiae set it apart ("She buys cassette
tapes in the bargain bin /loves Carlene
Carter and Loretta Lynn") while the
perfectly realized verse ("Welfare music!
Watch the baby dance") strikes apure
balance between simple joys and shattered dreams. To Henneman, a"Thou-

sand Dollar Car" isn't just arustbucket
that leaves puddles of oil in the driveway —it's symbolic of the distance
between the haves and the have-nota.
But it still beats walking most days. And
"Radar Gun" drives home the point that
the difference between the cops and the
bad guys is abadge and auniform. On
"Sunday Sports (In His Boxer Shorts)"
and "Young Lovers in Town (In FourWheel Drives)" Henneman cuts loose a
little, but he never gets mean or mocking. After all, these are his people.
The music is just as honest as the
words. Part Jayhawks, part Jason and the
Scorchers, these guys are contenders for
the titles of world's greatest bar band.
They've obviously dodged afew beer
bottles in their day, and it shows.
The liner notes proudly announce:
"This CD contains analog tape hiss, single-coil guitar hum, tube crackle, and
truck noise that we found to be inspirational."
I couldn't have put it better: the
sound is clean but not too clean, dynamic as all get out, and, well, inspirational.
The irony of the rock biz is that Henneman got his little break by being the
guitar tech for Jeff Tweedy, formerly of
Uncle Tupelo. I'll say for the record that
Tweedy shouldn't even be allowed to
carry Henneman's amp. And the debut
record from Son Volt, the band led by
Tweedy's former partner Jay Farrar,
shows that Tweedy was the most
annoying thing about Uncle T too.
Trace is apleasant, no, ,gorgeous-sounding record. It's beautifully recorded,
finely played roots rock, and there's a
certain homogeneity that's comforting
at adistance. But pay more attention
and you realize that nobody's home.
Farrar still hasn't learned to write a
song ("There's abeach there known for
cancer waiting to happen"), and that's
305
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overtime on new gravity legislation that
says you can stay on Earth, that's okay,
but if you haven't found ajob after two
years... you float away!" Other events
that occurred when hell froze over:
"They installed acondom dispenser at
the Vatican," "The Germans gave every
holocaust survivor aMercedes Benz,"
"Woody Allen walked hand in hand
with Louis Farrakhan ... And Bob Dole
ran for President and won."
"My Conservative Girlfriend ... Got
a tiny little heart full of passion...
doesn't like big government, so it's no
surprise, /I can be her lover, long as I
downsize." She also "deals in quality narcotics and guns. /She's got aMexican
Acoustic folk satire redivivus:The Foremen squint hard at life in these United States under eye of Newt.
wallet made from real Mexicans."
In "You'll Be There," asong about an
ideal world which skewers liberals and
Sound Quality: Better than Neverinind.
the band's fatal flaw. It's no coincidence
conservatives alike, The Foremen sing
In a Word: Sometimes the funny one
that there's no lyric sheer, it's my guess
"when the French are polite and the
gets the last laugh.
—Allen St. John
that Farrar heard the Bottle Rockets
British can cook... /when Doctor Kerecord. You oughta too. —Allen St. John
vorkian treats Howard Stern, /You'll be
THE FOREMEN: Folk Heroes
Reprise 45993-2 (Cl)). Andy Paley, Jim Ed Norman.
FOO FIGHTERS: Foo Fighters
there, you'll be there."
prods.;
Howard
Willing,
Mark
Linett,
dugs.
Capitol CI* 8 34027 2 (Cl)). Darren PM!, Foo
While the disc occasionally threatMastered by Joe Gastwirt. AAI)? TT: 4339
Fighters, prods.: Steve Culp, rug. AAI ). TT: 44:08
ens to descend into the kind of onenote "off-Broadway" satirical revue
WARNING: This review, and the CD itself
Imagine that the Beatles broke up, and
may contain language and ideas offensive to you might see in aWashington, DC
that Bingo's first solo effort, while not
hotel nightclub, the deft production
right-wing twes. Read at your own risk.
quite "Strawberry Fields" or "Let it Be,"
saves it every time. The four harmo'The Foremen parody an old-fashwas as good as, say, Rubber Soul. That's
nizing Foremen, on acoustic and elecioned '50s folk group —a cross between
how Ifelt when Iheard this self-titled
tric guitar, banjo, and mandolin, arc
The Weavers, The Limelighters, and The
debut from drummer Dave Grohl's
Kingston Trio mixed with some strains of augmented by horns, strings, accorpost-Nirvana band. (What do you get
Tom Lehrer, John Forster (himself a dion, piano, and other instruments, all
when you cross Dave Grohl and David
added with care to help drive home
modern-day Lehrer), and some Turtles,
Carradine? Kung Foo Fighters. There.
the humor.
Association, and Mamas & Papas thrown
Now it's out of my system.) Grohl
Musically, The Foremen work with
in for good musical measure.
wrote all the songs here, and he's capgospel, folk, soul, country, Russian, milHow far left are The Foremen—and
tured every bit of the pop sensibility
itary marching band, '60s West Coast
group leader Roy Zimmerman, who
that distinguished his old band from
their brethren in grunge. From "This is a wrote the tunes? Well, the chorus to pop, and Motown. The mix'n'match approach adds variety to the disc and
"Do The Clinton" goes "Come on and
Call," an album opener catchy enough
keeps it fresh after repeated plays. And
to be the theme song to some Gen X slide over to the middle /Straighten up
the sound is quite fine: it's asweet, spaand step light /Lean it to the left alittle
sitcom, to the good or guitar-based rock
cious recording with deep, outstanding
/Now lean alot to the right." So if you
of "X-Static," the Fighters throw more
bass and finely rendered acoustic string
think the prez is adraft-dodging, pothooks than Riddick Bowe.
tone and processing-free vocals.
smoking, fairy-loving pinko, you're
I can't understand what Grohl is
So if you wanna really tick off your
gonna have big problems with Zimsinging any more than Icould Cobain,
merman, who thinks Mr. Bill is butt to "conservative" friends, send them this
but from what I can decipher, the
pink disk. While you're at it, send acopy
butt with Pat Buchanan.
drummer lacks the grand met of his
to your liberal friends: it'll lower their
The Foremen deliver exquisitely
former bandmate. At least for him,
blood pressure, obliterate their mountfunny one-liners in tunes that take conthat's probably agood thing. But whatservatives to task for their positions on
ing anger at the past few years' goingsever Ro Fighters may lack in pretension,
immigration ("Send 'Em Back") and on, and give them belly laughs the size
it makes up for in focus. This record
of Rush Limbaugh's frontal protuberwelfare reform ("Everyman (For Himwas recorded in six days and it holds
ance.
together the way agreat live set does. I self)"); they zing the current Congress
And, whatever your politics, pick up a
in "Hell Freezes Over Today," and 011ie
can't think of an album I've heard this
copy for yourself—you'll either laugh
North in "011ie 011ie Off Scott Free";
year that I'd rather have in the cassette
along, or at yourself (If I've learned one
but they get in their best shots when
deck on along drive, or on the stereo
thing from Rush—who hurls plenty of
when/if I'm doing the dishes. This is not they aim at the conservative gestalt
ridicule at my expense —it's that "conitself.
faint praise.
servative humor" is not an oxymoron.)
"Hell Froze Over" begins with aspo70s MUM: Creedence Clearwater ReFolk Heroes offers guaranteed laughs,
ken intro: "Well Idon't know if you
vival, J. Geils Band on avery good night.
read about this, but the law of gravity good music, and pleasing sound.
Inspirational 14i-se: "This wish is true/The
expires soon, and Congress is working What more could you want? A
cow is you."
STE REOPH ILE, JANUARY 1996
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exactly warm and open (it's live to DAT,
after all).
Consisting of mostly new material,
the set also contains several nods to ear- e
lier Crimson repertoire with "Frame By
Frame," "Red," and "Larks' Tongues in
Aspic." The intermeshing lines of Fripp,
Belew, Levin, and Gunn are often dazzling. "Vroom" and "Thrak" are particularly notable for their sharp-as-a-tack
execution and rhythmic surety. Percussionists Mastelotto and Bruford sound
like awhole ensemble by themselves
—they never seem to miss alick. King
Crimson fans should hurry to obtain
this essential live set.
A Blessing qf Tears is the second of a Robert Mirabal (above), from New Mexico's Taos
Pueblo, and Bill Miller each offer haunting new
projected three-volume set documentalbums.
ing Fripp's solo-guitar "soundscapes"
during his early 1995 tour with the
state, has written a sad and beautiful
California Guitar Trio. Like previous
novel called Reservation Blues, about a
forays into this type of solo sonic
gypsy caravan of NDN rockers. Acimpressionism, Fripp shapes the music
with meticulous attention to detail, if cording to Alexie, "an Indian woman invented the blues aday before Columbus
not always conceptual surety. The
landed, and rock'n'roll the next." This
music does tend to float away without
may or may not be true, though it's posapparent form at times, and the emosible that Hank Williams, himself part
tional tone is consistently austere. ForNative American, is somehow related
tunately, there's never asense of directo the first Anglo to begin yipping and
tionless noodling; Fripp's ability to create atmospheric excursions without yodeling after witnessing a Tuscarora
fancydance. Meaning, Isuppose, that if
sounding tritely "new ageish" is always
surprising and admirable. But this disc is this country as awhole ever had asoul,
its foundation must surely be Native.
not for the casually curious. Its appeal
Still, most tribal music sounds diswill lie mainly with the already committed Frippian, especially those with a tinctly "foreign" to our European-cultivated ears, despite the fact that the incesfondness for Frippertronics.
sant rhythms and endless repetitions arc,
Fripp's "Guitar Craft" students, the
in their own way, similar to the majority
cream of which make up The League
Of Crafty Guitarists, share stylistic conof rock or other popular folk forms. In
the past several years, anew generation
sistency, disciplined interactive ability,
of Native American artists has taken
and apreference for amplified Ovation
acoustic guitars. Intergalactic Boogie Indian and Indian-based music out of
the anthropological field recording closExpress catches the group during afruitful 1991 European tour. Fripp originals et and into the American mainstream.
Of these two fine albums, the one by
like "Lark's Thrak" and "Driving Force"
arc hand-tailored for this high-strung Taos Pueblo's Robert Mirabal takes the
fewest liberties with traditional Native
outfit, and they bring out the best in the
musical shapes, though he does shift
players. The group's intricately interthem slightly. Commissioned by aJapatwining ostinato lines and lock-step precision effectively convey the lively,
nese dance company, Land uses classically
buoyant material. The League has long proportioned contrasting sections with
been afavorite of Fripp fans, especially widely differing tempos and reprises to
tell its age-old story of cyclical renewal.
guitarists. For them, this disc is essential.
It opens to asolemn funeral procession
For the less specialized listener, there's
still much to enjoy.
—Carl Baugher
that packs both aspare, Oriental formality and the heft of Beethoven's similarly
paced movements. There are songs for
ROBERT MIRABAL: Land
Wanier Western 45992-2 (Cl)). Mike Wanchic, Reno
solo clay flute that twitter and flutter like
Kling, prod,. I
)1)D? TT: 45:13
aone-man conference of the birds, and
BILL MILLER: Raven in the Snow
Reprise 45991-2 (Cl)). Richard Bennett, prod. TT:
duos of wordless chanting in differing
54:36
registers. To create an obvious but
thrilling metaphoric buffalo stampede,
Sherman Alexie, of the Spokane/ Reynaldo Lujan, Mirabal's drummer
cousin, builds a thunderous wall of
Coeur d'Alene Tribe in Washington
STE REOPH ILE, J
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rhythmic overtones that well up out of
the middle distance only to recede again.
(Mirabal is now working with an electric group that includes former Spirit
bassist Mark Andes and his excellent
slide-guitarist brother, Matt—both of
whom add percussion on Land.)
The sound, recorded and edited at
Echo Park, John Mellencamp's home
studio, is spacious, natural, and resonant; and Land is apowerful and dignified major-label debut.
Raven in the Snow is Mohican/
Munsce Bill Miller's second big-time
release. His 1993 effort, The Red Road,
was homey and woody, apredominantly acoustic outing; athird album of tradition-bound instrumentals waits in the
wings. Raven is in the classic, plugged-in
country folk-rock style of Neil, Bob,
and The Band. (The careful listener will
also detect touches of John Stewart,
Bruce Cockburn, and other one-time
Indian fetishists in Miller's delivery.) Far
from being areverse wannabc, however, Miller informs his material with an
effortless, anthernic flow all its own, and
when he quotes, he does so openly and
with wit. The B-3 introduction to "This
Kind of Love," copped from Procol
Harum, reminds us that we are, indeed,
listening to (the) Miller tell his tale,
while the title track, about araven that
has parked itself in the middle of the
reservation road leading from his mother's house, borrows amelodic fragment
from "Life in the Fast Lane" while paraphrasing Poe.
Miller is also acrafty lead guitarist
with plenty of impassioned, angular
ideas, as his infrequent solo choruses
make clear. Raven in the Snow is warm
and lovingly crafted, filled with depth
and honesty (ditto the production). It
tugs at the heartstrings while moving
the extremities.
—David Prince
CHUCK NEGRON: Am IStill In Your Heart?
Viceroy WC 8024-2 (CD). Richie Podolar, prod.;
Bill Cooper, mg. TT: 57:27

Jeremiah may have been abullfrog, and
Three Dog Night, the triple-vocalthreat arena-rock act that racked up
more Top 10 hits than anybody in the
late '60s/early '70s (Aerosmith and Rod
Stewart both opened for them) did it by
covering other people's songs. Cory
Wells, Danny Hutton, and Chuck Negron were singers, not creative types,
thus rose (and fell) on the strength of
their musical bandmates (Floyd Sneed,
Jimmy Greenspoon), Chuck Negron's
ability to pick writers (Harry Nilsson,
Elton John, Laura Nyro, Paul Williams,
311
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Randy Newman), and, ultimately, Negron's smack habit, which took him
into (and out of) jail and 35 rehab hospitals in 20 years.
Plucked off the floor of an East L.A.
crackhouse in 1990 and tossed into
long-term residential treatment program Cry Help, the clean-and-sober
Negron failed, in 1993, to reunite with
Wells and Hutton for the second time;
back in the dog house, producer Richie
Podolar and engineer Bill Cooper had
already booked the studio, et voilà—
Negron went solo.
Same old same old, minus two vocalists (who were those other guys?). On
the other hand, the sadder-but-wise
Negron has picked writers of depth and
skill and now, as the analysts say, "has
sufficient material to work with." This
sort-of concept album (Mandy Patinlcin
as Rock Star as Evita) has the ring of 14
carat.
Essentially a simple guy, here Negron's taken acue from the Brian Wilson sandbox and drafted an in-house
amanuensis (keyboardist David Morgan) to read his thoughts and write
them down: the results are the highly
successful, heavily syncopated "Mama."
Also outstanding are Brenda Russell/
Barry Mann's "None of Us Are Free,"
Russ Ballard's "Voices," and Cream's "I
Feel Free." If the whole thing has a
slightly '60s funk feel, whaddya expect
from aguy who spent 20 years in a
timewarp with aneedle in his arm?
Despite it all, Negron can still wander four octaves real well, the Burt
Bacharach numbers will fill this summer's reconstituted rock-star fest in
Billy Joel country, Negron's got the Big
Book tucked under his arm, and at least
he didn't cover "I'm Still Standing."
Wish him well, buy this for old time's
sake, and be rewarded with some new
tricks and those big, brown eyes.
—Beth Jacques
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: One Hot
Minute
Warner Bros. 45733-2 (CD). Rick Rubin, prod.; D.
Sardy, cog. AAD. TT: 6126

When does eclectic become unfocused?
Where is the line between attitude and
assholedom? How many times can you
say "So flicking what?" in asingle verse?
The Chili Peppers seek the answers to
these and other questions on One Hot
Minute. The semi-stardom afforded
them by BloodSugarSexMagic (and specifically the MTV ballad "Under the
Bridge," the most atypical RHCP cut
ever) have given Anthony ICiedis and
friends the opportunity to renew their
STEREOPHILE, J
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The Red Hot Chili Peppers follow up their boffo BloodSugorSexMogic with one hot hour of One Hot
Minute: big, goofy, ridiculous, fun.

poetic licenses without standing in line
at the DMV. Irespect them for taking
advantage of it—opportunities like this
to, urn, indulge oneself in public don't
grow on trees.
Putting aside their earlier preoccupation with sex, sex, and sex, the Peppers
tackle the big issues here, like the
Judeo-Christian system of ethics: "To
anyone who's listenin' / You're not
born into sin /The guilt they try and
give you /Puke it in the nearest bin."
Or on "Deep Kick," which opens with
agush of blank verse that sounds like
Jim Carrey doing Robbie Robertson
doing Jack Kerouac. "Selves chase tails
round and round in downward spiral
leaving trail of irretrievable vital life
juice behind." Right.
Yet the wordplay is nearly restrained
compared to the music. There are more
tempo changes than Sgt. Pepper's, and
more crescendos than Days of Future
Passed. Still, there are things to like about
One Hot Minute. When they have the
self-discipline to stay there awhile, nobody latches onto agroove like the Peppers: "Aeroplane," "Falling Into Grace,"
and acouple others will undoubtedly go
on my short list of Great Songs To Write
To.2 And Flea's virtuoso bass is showcased here as never before. If you think
you've got chops, check out the intro to
"Transcending." And most of all, you
feel that the Peppers made this big,
goofy, ridiculous, fun record just to
watch the look on the A&R guy's face.
There are worse reasons.
Inspirational Verse: "Meet me at the coffee
shop /We can dance like Iggy Pop."
Sound Quality: At times, truly reference
quality. Seriously.
'70s Muses: Barry White, Pink Floyd.
In aWord: Seamus Heany has nothing to
worry about.
—Allen St. John
2 I've found that the quickest way around writer's
block is to make aleft at the corner. But seriously,
folks. Ijust put on Uplift Illfo Party Plan. Loud. Real
loud.

REPERCUSSIONS: Earth and Heaven
Warner Bros. 45644-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Gary Katz, Genji
Siraisi, Daniel Wyatt, Repercussions, prods.; Elliot
Scheiner, Tony Volante, David Dill, Jay Ryan, rugs.
TT: 47:41
MOUTH MUSIC: Short»
Rykodisc RCD 10309 (Cl) only). Martin Swan. pmd,
rug.; Chic Medley, prod. Tr: 48:50
PETER SCHERER: Very Neon Pet
Metro Blue CDP 31600 2 (CD only). Peter Scherer,
prod, eng.; Bit Emmons, rug.; additional mixes by
Roger Moutenot, Adrian Sherwood. TT: 54:51

Rock music used to be the oasis around
which various other musics gathered
—Jazz, Country, R&B, Blues, Ethnic,
Avant-garde. Each cross-bred their influences by sipping at the same well.
Since punk, the rock aesthetic has become more purist in its back-to-basics
attitude, and now most of these styles
gather under the rubrics of Hip-Hop,
Acid Jazz, or House Music.
I'm sure that among hard-core club
kids these terms each have very strict
applications, but record-company publicists happily throw these sobriquets at
anything with ahint of adance beat.
Hence Ifeel justified in lumping these
three very different records together.
Repercussions is an offshoot of the
NYC-based Groove Collective. Here,
instrumental improvisation has been
replaced by avocal-based sound that
recalls Rufus and Chaka Khan, with the
occasional Barry White orchestral
background tossed in.
Like it or not, the sound of the '70s
has returned. Welcome back are the
warm, swinging, jazzy funk (Joe Sample, one of the progenitors of this style,
makes an all-too-brief appearance) and
the positive lyrics. Repercussions' message, though, seems amite confused: a
verse of "... most precious things /you
cannot hold" is followed by achorus
containing "I need everything /And I
need it now" —held-over '60s spirituality meets the me generation?
Whatever their words might try to
say, Repercussions' music recycles the
fun of that first meeting of funk and
313
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Peter Scherer brings anew and rare brilliance to
the sound collage — with the emphasis on sound
— on his Very Neon Pet.

modern jazz —the sound that gave us
the good '70s stuff that everyone forgets: Stevie Wonder, Earth Wind and
Fire, the Crusaders, etc. And, best of all,
you can listen to the Fender Rhodes
piano on vinyl, the way God intended.
Mouth Music also trades in spiritual
lyrics and dance rhythms, but this music
comes from quite a difference place.
The brainchild of Scotsman Martin
Swan, the band began as amelding of
traditional Gaelic mouth music (music
sung acappella, for dancing) with modern percussion programming, synths,
and electric guitars.
Their first record was raised above
the level of merely clever concept by
the beautiful Gaelic language and the
happy marriage of acoustic and electric
percussion. Shorelife is sung mainly in
English, unfortunately reducing it to
just another dance band from across the
pond.
Jackie Joyce's voice is lovely, and
songs like "Time," "Colour of My
Love," and "Tomorrow" have the lyric
simplicity of folk songs; but the labored
production makes for a net effect
something like bad Eurythmics.
The only singing one hears on Peter
Scherer's 141y Neon Pet comes from the
ambient Arabic wailing samples that
have become ubiquitous among artmusic types. This is less acollection of
tunes than agroup showing (hearing?)
of sonic sample collages. This is not
new territory, but Scherer explores it
with rare brilliance.
As this music is almost exclusively
about sounds, it rises and falls largely on
the quality and emotional resonance of
the sounds chosen. Scherer's synth
tones are the warmest and most human
this side of Wally Baderou (Grace
Jones). His samples, ambient Arabs
STEREOPHILE,
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aside, are unique and evocative. Add to e;
this acoterie of excellent colorists —
Nana Vasconcelos, Laurie Anderson, î
Arto Lindsay, Zeena Parkins, etc.—and
you have the materials to make art.
To Scherer's credit, he supplies the
compositional skills that turn what
could easily be cacophony, tedium, or
both into assemblages that go beyond
imaginary soundtracks into the realm of
museum-quality dreamscapes. Sounds
come and go in an easy flow that is
dense but distinguishable, constantly
changing but with an individual integrity to each tune.
What links VNP to the two discs
above is its undercurrent of danceable
rhythm, though often implied more
than stated. You're as likely to hear this
Shaggy's Bombastic is maybe the best all-around
reggae album since Bob Marley. sez Beth Jacques.
disc at your local hip dance club as the
other two. And just in case you miss the
point, an Adrian Sherwood re-mix of my Woody"? Guess. "Gal Yu aPepper.")
In the same vein is the hilarious, raptrack 2, "Nerve Type No," appears as
oriented "Why You Treat Mc So Bad"
track II to drive it home. —Michael Ross
(featuring Grand Puba, former Brand
Nubian), the anthemic "The Train is
SHAGGY: Boombastic
Coming Now" (with Ken Booth), the
Virgin America 840158 2 (CI)). Sting (East Coast reggae 1)J), Robert Livingston, prods.; Tony Kelly, guest
no-bull "Forgive Them Father," and an
prod. TF: 5537
extended workout of skiffle revivalists
AU CAMPBELL: Big Love
Viren/Kuff V4-40458 2 (Cl)). AS Campbell, prod.;
Mungo Jerry's "In the Summertime"
Gerry Parchment, prod., mg. TT: 41:03
(with Rayvon) that just about epitomizes cool runnin'. Buy this immediateFor the record (say my young neighly. (Make sure you've got asubwoofer:
bors at John Jay High School down the
double your fun.)
There's just something soulful about
street, chalking yet more naughty words
on the brickwork to celebrate Hal- Blighty: Mungo Jerry, as we know, hail
from all over England, and Ali Camploween), it's "boom-bas-TIC." As in
"eek." (The opposite of "blood clot," albell, as you probably don't know, is the
son of famous British classical folk artist
so on the wall, it translates as "wickedIan Campbell. Ali's from Birmingham,
good," as they say in L.L. Bean country.)
The kids should join the Marines— and is the vocal mainstay and front-man
like that nice young Jamaican Brooklyn
of U1340, the classic UK pop reggae
Boy, reggae artist Shaggy who spent posse that hit biggest back when Iwer't
lass (late '70s).
two years in Desert Storm, two more
Unfortunately, while his first sunny
years commuting every weekend besolo effort has several way-cool cuts
tween Camp Lejeune and gigs back
(Jimmy Cliffs "Let Your Yeah Be Yeah,"
home —and build some character.
(Okay, it didn't do much for Elvis, but "Drive It Home," and UB40's own
"You Could Meet Somebody"), Campthat was the Army, and anyway, by then
bell's own contributions ("Stop the
the King didn't care.)
Shaggy (Orville Richard Burrell)
Guns," "Big Love") run the gamut from
sophomoric ("Stop the guns... stop the
cares. Boombastic, his second album, is
guns... stop the guns
set to metmaybe the best all-around reggae album
ronome and meaningful radio clips) to
since Bob Marley, and even arave at the
soppy. His efforts to include the folks
"new" New Yorker, where either they've
("Talking Blackbird" was written by his
hired some black editorial folk recently
or Shaggy is set to become seriously
father) are laudable, but duetting with
his seven-year-old daughter on the
fashionable.
Frank-and-Nancy Sinatra vehicle "SomeDo not let that put you off. Goodthing Stupid" was abig mistake. Little
humored, innocent (yes, in ahopeful,
Stevie Wonder she's not.
urban sort of way), and nobody's fool,
Campbell's reliance on programthis CD cooks, from the snaky, syncopated rhythms to the sly "say what?"
ming and adrum machine instead of
lyrics that even read like they snap off real percussion is also stinkin' thinkin':
the page. (Did he really say "Waiting for it's only when the UB40 rhythm sec315
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Pass Labs Aleph P Preamp

à

The best sounding
solid-state preamp
ever...period.

Celebrating 25 years of high end ... Woodbridge StereoNideo has
brought the leading brands of audio and video to New Jersey/New York
area audiophiles since 1970. Discover all you've been missing.

751 Amboy Avenue •Woodbridge, NJ 908-636-7777 •1103 Bloomfield Avenue •West Caldwell, NJ 201-575-8264
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ANGSTROM 200

Mike Moffat's fabulous new all digital upgradable AC-3 surround processor.

MUSICAL DESIGN D-75

Beautifully handcrafted, tubelike, and affordable 75 watt amplifiers.

PURIST AUDIO DESIGN

Worlds most advanced audio/Video cable with fluid filled cryogenic alloys.

MSB TECHNOLOGY 1.52

New Laserdsc/CD transport optimized for exceptional music and video reproduction.

PARAGON Jubilee/JEM

Full range time coherent loudspeakers with unsurpassed build quality and value.
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ANGSTROM
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Ambush! "Don't touch that dial, not yet.
Don't turn it down, not yet," whispers
Tindersticks vocalist Stuart Staples,
somewhere in the whistling-in-thegraveyard ambience of the first highly
eerie, unsettling track ("El Diablo en el
ojo"), and—startled, because that's just
exactly what you were thinking ("yawn,
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD: A Very Fine Love
more Lisa Gerrard preppie mysticism
Columbia CK 67053 (CD). Tom Shapiro, prod.: Brian
wrapped in that new British vogue for
Tankersley, mg. TT: 41:16
mushing vocals like Phil Spector with a
Cuisinartl —you don't, and surprise,
Why do musicians so love Dusty
you're in for something rare and
Springfield? It could be because we apstrange.
preciate her flawless phrasing, the beauI have absolutely no idea what's
tiful breathiness of her voice. Or perhaps
going on lyrically or thematically in this
we marvel at her ability to fit into myrialbum, except that it seems like somead musical settings —ftom her early
one's sister slashed the tires on her
years as aBrit-pop queen ("Wishin' and
brother's bike, lived unhappily, and died
Hopin' "), to southern r&b (Dusty In
("My Sister"). There's no lyric sheet, of
Memphis), to uptown soul (Cameo)—
course, but Isuppose that would be like
nuking the best of songs and situations
rendering the Latin mass in English,
over which she seems to have had little
with aSears guitar. Instead, words and
control.
phrases—evocative, sinister, beautiful
One would think making arecord
in Nashville would provide access to a little fleurs des mals (inevitably Tmdersticks'll open for Nick Cave in Europe)
glut of talented songwriters. One
bubble to the top of these 16 songs like
would apparently be wrong. Producer
fermentation from the La Brea tar pits:
Tom Shapiro provides mostly bland
fare for our Dusty. Nevertheless, she
they burst, shine, and sink back into a
once again works her magic on less primordial wall of string-driven ooze
cut with trumpets, trombone, French
than stellar material, managing to raise
horn, and sax.
goosebumps even on such second-rate
Ithink this may be Art—a bunch of
stuff as "I Can't Help the Way IDon't
classically trained, guitar-driven musiFeel." Clever, huh? It's titles like this
cians, a 23-piece string section (conthat turn intelligent people away from
ducted by Rosie Lindell), and recordist
Country.
Ian Caple sitting around tripping, the
AVFL is not "Dusty in Nashville,"
Kronos Quartet on LSD. It doesn't matnor is it a Country record. Shapiro's
ter: the sound is odd, weaving in and
bombastic rock production style fights
out of the expected like voices in afog
Dusty's down-home emotion every
or from adream; the musical developstep of the way. And when he's not up
ment is also odd, and excellent, invento the job, he brings in Walter "Mariah
tive (one track is taken single-mike,
Carey" Afanasieff to add fat to Diane
15ips, 3M 996), unexpected but coherWarren's already overblown ballad,
ent, surprisingly gripping. I'm reminded
"Wherever Would IBe." Still, Dusty
of a carnivorous plant. "Gorgeous as
and Daryl Hall vocally soar together on
sin," sums up British pop rag Melody
this one (why doesn't Daryl produce
Maker. "Buy it because you will love it,
her?).
keep it because one day you will need
Only "Go Easy On Me" is truly worit."
—Beth Jacques
thy of Springfield's talents. Some
breathing space is written in to the
WHALE: We Care
John Jarvis/Randy Goodrum song, and
Virgin America 840560 2(CD). Whale, prods.: varifew people breathe better than Dusty
ous, mainly Ronny Lahti, mix. TT: 6135
Springfield. But the short answer to
Yumpin' yiminy! Those Swedes, what
what this song has that the others don't,
a buncha yucks! One professional
and why musicians love Springfield, is
musician (Gordon Cyrus), one "media
the same: soul. Any working musician
can relate to having to make a silk personality" (singer Cia Berg), one
stand-up comedian (guitarist Henrik
purse out of asow's ear; only the best
Schyffert, Berg's former boyfriend):
can actually do it. And do it Dusty does
Assembled on acommercial producon A Very Fine Love.
—Michael Ross
tion project, Cyrus and Schyffert cut
one-hit novelty wonder "Hobo
TINDEFtSTICKS: Tindersticks' Second Album
London 314-526303-2 (Cl)). Ian Caple, Tindersticks,
Humpin' Slobo Babe" "as a joke,"
rugs., mix. AAD? TT: 71:10
dolled out Berg in spoof kiddie-porn
non (bassist Earl Falconer, drummer
Norman Hassan) kick in on acouple
of tracks that you get the real live
swing and bone-deep sway —and you
realize what this album might have
been. "A" for good intentions, but,
sorry, 6.
—Beth Jacques
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Tindersticks' Second Album: six bodies, five heads,
and something rare and strange.

gingham apron and pinwheel lollipop,
made avideo, and hit MTV Europe.
Damage control at PR Central says the
central image was Nabokov's Lolita,
but Homey say the hit's on Hustler.
Well, here's the full-length album,
about as side-splitting as Seitel, the
Minnesota Vikings, and Saturday Night
Live on the same evening. Musically just
okay (at least one of these guys is apro,
and UK rapster Tricky got drunk recording Neneh Cherry in Spain and
added three guest vocals), the titles tell
the story: "Kickin," "I'll Do Ya,"
"Young, Dumb, and Full of Cum." Either this album is some tedious Swedish
riff on the country's rep as full of layable
blondes and popster candycorn (Abba,
Ace of Bass, A-ha—MTV does have a
lot to answer for, all contemporary
Swedish pop from A to A), or Cia Berg
is telling the truth: "The lyrics are...
what we call 'post-production rationality.' We put together words and decide
what they mean afterwards. If you get
it, fine ... there is no real point." Or, on
Tricky's trip-hop contribution, "We're
on the same vibe: he's a doer, not a
thinker."
Remember how those Germans you
met on vacation tried to pun in broken
English and really explain Max Weber?
Or Joe Papp's production of Gilbert &
Sullivan in Chinese? It's something in
the water up there, or the long winter
nights: Ihad a real hard time sitting
through this. Dancelcidz might get off,
but for me, anything that's (rightly)
touted as "Beastie Boys meet Deee-lite
meet Beck" spells O-V-E-R.
—Bed, Jacques
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MODEL 1.0 Manual application A.,
•
of fluid, manual brushing & rotat -1111
ing during vacuuming
$199
RECORD MASTER cleans 45s,
78s, & LPs manually with built-in
adapter which allows cleaning of
all size records
$219
MODEL 1.5 Automatic scrubbing, automatic rotation, slideout waste fluid tray
$335

>te

MODEL 1.5 Fl Auto-fluid application, auto-scrub, auto rotation,
vinyl wood grain cabinet
$399
MODEL MINI PRO 1Wets, scrubs
and vacuums both sides simultaneously. Slide-out waste fluid tray,
vinyl wood grain cabinet
$599

tr«,ermeid
'
...

1111110e

#1 Power Cleaner

$25 (1/2 oz)

#2 Record Preservative

$25 (2 oz)

$145 (16 oz)

#3 Record Cleaner

$16 (2 oz)

$ 50 (1 gal)

#4 Stylus Cleaner

$145 (4 oz)

$ 14 (2 oz)

#5 Stylast Stylus Treatment

$ 22

Power Cleaner & Record Preservative

Record Preservative & Record Cleaner
Stylus Cleaner & Stylast Preserver

(1/4 02)

Combo Kit
Combo Kit

Combo Kit

$48
$39
$34

Microfiber Applicator Brush /Stylus Brush

$2 /ea

Compact Disc Cleaner/Treatment

$16.95 (1 oz)

DIGI-LASTTmCD Protective Shields

$12 /20 pc pk

Discwasher D4+
Superior Record
Care System cleans
and preserves valuable records. Comes
complete with walnut
handle brush, fluid and
pad grooming brush.
$19

sound lab

ORIGINAL MASTER 200 gram VINYL RECORDINGS.. $25 each /3for.. $69
Average White Band -AWN
Cat Stevens -leau, And 71ir Firei at
Milt Jackson & Oscar Peterson 'hill
Gerry Mulligan & Paul Desmond Quartet
eae, in lime
Bernard Herrmann
The Fantasy Film World Of Bernard Herrmann
Joan Baez -Manumits h Rust
Count Basie & His Orchestra -April in Paris
Bob Marley -(anh A Fire
B.B. King -hiCille • R.E.M. -Murmur
Gerry Mulligan & Ben Webster
Gem' Mulligan Meets Ben Webster
Rick Wakeman
louniey to the Center of the Earth
Elliot Lawrence
The Mion• of Elliot Lawrence (2LJ's)
The Modern Jazz Quartet
At M OW
Val. 2(Saints Rollins)
Jean Michel Jarre Albert Collins -Cali! Snap
The Alan Parsons Project
Tales al Warn and Imagination
Pink Floyd -Alain Heart Mother
Todd Rundgren -Samething /Anything? I21.1's1
Todd Rundgren
Something IAnything? Ole.)
Hank Crawford -Soul of ihr Ballad
Joe Cocker -Sheffield Steel

John Mellenkamp -Lone inn labeler
Bob Marley & The Wailers -Esodus
Erie Claptel - Eric Clamor,
Woody Herman -The Fourth Hen,
Emerson, Lake & Palmer -Trilogy
Collins, Cray & Copeland -Showdown!
Dave Brubeck
We're All Together Ag
The First Time
The Moody Blues
On The Theshold Of A Dream
Duke Ellington & His Orchestra
Anatomy Of A Murder
The Allman Brothers Band -Brothers & Sisters
Jean Michel Jarre Oxygene
Queen -TI,. Game
John Hiatt -&mg The Family
Traffic -The Law Spark Of High Heeled Rays
Stan Getz &Joao Gilberto -Gen./Gilberto
U2 -The Unforgettable Fin,
The Modem Jazz Quartet
Blues At Carnegie Hall
The Modern Jazz Quartet
7he Mailer,' la:: Quartet
The Alan Parsons Project
hiles
hi,frry Anil Imagination
Emerson, Lake & Palmer -Ten,.
Pink Floyd -Alain Heart
Muddy Waters -Folk Singer
The Manhattan Transfer -F_rirnsions

Discwasher SC-2 Stylus Care
System includes aprecision nylonfiber brush with an attached magnifying mirror for stylus inspection,
housed in awalnut handle
$750

Discwasher D4 Record Cleaner
Cleans without leaving residues.
D4 Cleaning Fluid (1-1/4 oz)
D4 Cleaning Fluid (6 oz)
D4 Cleaning Fluid (16 oz)

52 5°
$7 5°
$14 5°

JERRy Rims 419 14th Ave. S.E. •Mpls, MN 55414
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audioquest
AG 7000Fe5TM/ RE -Tip ... .$2550 /$1900
Price no object cartridge builds on the
foundation established by the highly praised
original 7000I. and 700ONSX I. versions.
Dramatically more dynamic and involving as
aresult of many incremental improvements,
including the new 99.999% pure iron core
which provides the Fe5 name, and a33%
increase in output to 0.4mV. "Outstanding
detail .4 overall authority." STEREOPHILE
Recommended Component. Class A 1995.

orrofon
MC 30 Super II
,iivow,w On
$499
MC 20 Super II
.r Oven Type 2) . $399
MC 10 Super Il
;nu Gyger Type
. ..$299
MC 15 Super II •
•
•.• Nude Frne Lone,
$199
MC 10 Super I.1n,V. Square Node
.$125
For almost fifty years, Ortofon has been at
the forefront of music reproduction from
analogue records. The company's reputation
is second to none. Extensive research and
creative application of technology has resulted
in many award-winning models.

orrofon
X5-MC (2mV: Fritz Gyger Type
$185
X3-MC (2mV: Nude Fine Line)
$140
X1-MC (2mV: Elliptical)
$90
MC-3 turbo (3.3mV: Nude Fine Line)
$150
MC-1 turbo (3.3mV: Elliptical)
$100
Ortofon's research developed high-speed
winding technologies permitting exceptionally
fine wire to be wound around the coil in half
the space. in afraction of the time, greatly
reducing the price over hand winding.

BENZ

griD MICRO

GLIDER/RE -rip rimy)
S750 /$400
New for 1996 GLIDER high output 2.2mV.
The Benz Glider is the hand built Swiss made
moving coil cartridge, distinguished by its
open, free-floating design &affordable price.
"One of the most musical and accurate
cartridges Ihave ever heard, and Ithink it's
an utter steal at $995 (Canadian). The Glider
would be abargain at twice the price." AUDIO
IDEAS. August 1995. Also reviewed by
ABSOLUTE SOUND, Vol. 19, #102 and THE
AUDIO ADVENTURE, October, 1995.

BENZ

ge MICRO

GOLD (.4m or SILVER (2mV)
$350
TRADE /RE-Tip
$225 /195
RE-Tip Upgrade (with top off the line boron
cantilever and microedge stylus) . .$300
"The MC Silver is an unusually clean sounding
high output moving cal that manages aclearer
and more extended treble and good resolution
compared with typical moving magnets at
its price". _Recommended. HI Fl CHOICE.
February 1992, BEST BUY.

•

audio-technica

AT-0C9/RE-Tip
$250 /$199
If it (0C9) was human, this would be acartridge
that would tolerate few self-doubts or
vagueness." Alvin Gold, HI Fi Answers. Sept.
1987. "The 0C9 cartridge costs as much as
agood CD player. Yet if you were to compare
the 0C9s value among phono cartridges in
relation to CD players it would have the status
of 0) S5,000 CD player" Rich VVarren. CHICAGO
TRIBUNE, March 1990.

audio-technica

sTaNTon
881 Mklls/Stylus
$1301 $79
The 881 Mklls has been acclaimed worldwide
as one of the finest cartridges on the market
today. It has been used by record manufacturers in the quality control of their finished
recordings. This cartridge has aSamarium
Cobalt magnet and comes with an individual
calibration sheet to demonstrate its specific
performance.

audio-technica

BENZ MC20E II /RE-Tip
$150/595
High output moving coil (2.5mV) provides
incredible bass performance with inexpensive
turntables and tonearms. 1can confidently
recommend.. the Benz Micro MC20E11... a
true glimpse of/sigh-end phono playback for
avery reasonable price." Corey Greeneberg,
STEREOPHILE. Vol. 16, No.4 (April 1993)
STEREOPHILE Recommended Component
1993, 1994, 1995. HI-Fl CHOICE, BEST BUY.

AT-440 ML/ Stylus
$99 /$99
"In listening tests.., the 440 revealed itself as a
decent if not stunning performer... and the

'man

Collector's Series 100
$199
CS-100 Stylus
$125
This individually calibrated cartridge represents
the sum total of Stanton's experience in
cartridge manufacturing. It will do justice to
to any record collection by reproducing with
the utmost fidelity the music committed to
the grooves. Each cartridge is factory calibrated
and comes with an individual frequency
response curve to demonstrate its specific
performance.

AT-ML150/Stylus
$250 /$200
The ML150 was the value of the bunch (Rega
Elys and Linn K9) at dealing with surface
noise.., very impressive and attributable to
who-knows-what design aspect(s) of this
cartridge...I have to say: the ML150 reminded
me of nothing so much as asomewhat betterbalanced 0C9." Art Dudley. listener, Spring
1995.

BENZ (115 MICRO

SHO (2.3mV: Elliptical Solid Diamond) ..$1800
Trade /RE-Tip
$1500/ 51200
Blue Point Special /RE-Tip
$225/195
BLUE POINT /RE-Tip
$119/95
RE-Tip BP to BPS
$209
Dennesen Soundtracktor (Phono Cartridge
Protracktor Alignment Tool)
$195

SrFaNT011

cartildgectsegLished itself
as being riforrnatite."
Art Dudley. listener. Spring 1995."Straight from
the box the 440 was great at tracking difficult
passages cleanly...there was none of the
harshness or constrictedness usually associated
with an unbroken-in-moving-magnet cartridge.
Final verdict: A good value for the money I'm
buying one." ABSOLUTE SOUND. Summer 1994.

jERRy Rpm

sTaNTon
681EEE MkII/Stylus
$90/ $59
Over the years this cartridge has been the
choice of audiophiles around the world. It
combines factory calibration and embodies
aunique combination of features with acost
level acceptable to all discerning users.
Supplied with an individual calibration card.
The 681EEE MkIll is acartridge that has won
universal recognition for its outstanding stereo
sound reproduction.

419 14th Ave. S.E. •Mpls, MN 55414

DOCTOR

800 •229 •0644
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Pro-ject 6 w/ADC xIcartridge
Pro-ject 6 W/Blue Point Specal carlry1,1Rega Planar 3W/Blue Point Special
Rega Planar 2w/ADC XT cartndge

$599
$749
$699
$399

Pro-ject 1.

,' aDC xl ramp.), ,Damono,

S349
$435
$399
S519

Pro -ject 1.2 y• Blue Pant carIndge
Pro -ject 1.2 E WiLIR w/ADC XT cartridge
Pro -ject 1.2 E wiL41 w/Blue Point cartridge

audioquest

Illuminati

VIDEO/DIGITAL CABLES
LGC
,

' •
eso
',rec.'s,
.1 I,.1 ,
Braided S • LGC
sion cable in the workl. Precision 110 ohm cat
'XLII' connectors, twin 55 ohm pure saler COI
, VC. Jacket 'ill
tors each with helically wound shields and Teflon tape
$30 3m.. $35 4m $40 drelectnc. Simply the best digital cable in time world.
two LOG COM P,
UG -70 Passive Circuit Box Cable Accessory goes
$525
•.tPr.Teflon insuiatkiii between transport or jitter box: 1.5m
Uncommon Ground transmission modifier: attenupen Insulation
ates
jitter
and
breaks
ground
loops
(uses
your
current
- Foil Mylar, Foil Shan
ORCHID •••

.91
t
e
,r

VID ONE l
ii

DIGITALNIDEO CABLES

Teflon

Foii

$25 2m

luiy.•

13-50 .5m...1113

Braided Shield LOG

1m

$325

1.5m...$4313 2m

1550

Unlocking the full performance potential of your digital playback chain requires a cable of unparalleled
stability and accuracy. The D-60 meets the challenge
VID X 1m...$45
2m.S55 3m...$65 4m...$75
with ease. Unquestionably, it is the most electrically
22 awg FPC-8 Copper
precise digital interconnect in existence From its prePrimary Teflon Insulation cision connectors and pure silver center conductor
_ Foam Insulation
to the carefully selected dielectric composition and
twin helical shields. the ILLUMINATI D-60 clearly ad- Foil ,Mylari Fol Shield
vances digital performance to ahigher plane. As truth
Braided She
LOG
and testament to the D-60s unerring accuracy, the
PVC Jacket
final TDR performance graph is included with each
V1D Z 1m $85 2m...$110 3m...$135 4m...$160 cable. You need one of these. (RCA or BNCI
PVC Jacket

041A
d

Comet ,, ADC xT Cartridge (Diamond Stylu•
C o met , Sumiko Blue Point Special

$749

Moonbeam , ADC XT Cartridge

$399

Moonbeam w,Surnao Bue Pan,

$499

"walls

SHO .
.,
$1800
Trade /RE-Tip
$1400 /$1200
Bi i.e Point Special i2 3mV)
$225
RE-Tip
$185
Blue Point /RE-Tlp
RE-Tip BP to BPS
Ciennesen Soundlracktor
$195
Pearl /Stylus
S80 /$45
Black Pearl /Stylus
Oyster fStylus
$33 /$20

DP25F w /A T. cartridge
DP7F w /Stanton cartridge
DP23F w /ADC XT cartridge
DP47F w /ADC XT cartridge

JVC AL-A151 semiautomatic

GRADO
ZTE•1 /Stylus
2CE•1 /Stylus
2F3E• /Stylus .
2F2./ Stylus

PVC Jacket

$119.

YID PRO l
m $365 2m...$245 3m...$325 4m..1405

twisted configuration, with mufti-laminated, insulated
jacket and woven shield plus drain wire. Standard size
is 1.5 m Custom lengths may be ordered allowing 4D-30
Datds. .

S55

S70

S85

S100

..

21. /Stylus .
%nature Jr. /Stylus
Ma/ Stylus

..........

DENON

si- lul=ta Bang t3L Olufsen GOLDRING

$30/520
$35 /$30
540/ $33
$55/536
.. $805/545
$805/555
$805 /575
$1191 $62
5130/5110
$170/ 590
$255 /$135
54C0 /5225
/$375

EXCEL (.1unV. Van den Hui II.. 51165

The famous V15 Type V-MR

MMC 1(nude Me contact)

$500

cartridge has been discontin-

MMC 2(nude Me contact)

$270 ELITE (5mV: Gyger I)

$517

AN

•, • ,

MMC 4(elliptical diamond)

$100 EROICA UC

$315

ini

i/i.'

AU-S1

ued forever (boo-hoo)! However, the needle VN5MR is still
available in limited supply.
VN5MR Stylus
TTR109 Test Record

MMC 20 CLR (line contact)

Gyger I)

DL-S1

' •
-'. •
• ,

$285 EROICA H (2.5 mV: Gyger II)

$270

MMC 20 S/R

$125 G 1042 (6 5mV: Gyger S)

$247

SPI2 iceptical diamond)

$100

$180

01160 '

$135

DL 110 '

$115 /ea. SP14 IsPO.,-41 94449' 9
$15 /ea. Beocom Telephone

G 1022 GX (6.5 mV. Gyger II)

$55 G 1012 GX (6.5 mV: Gyger III)
$89 G 1008 (6 5mV:

•

•

9300
pp,

511. -

Pp, •'

,

• ; ,* •",,

• Ong lc I.•

5800
$180
,P,

S140

$89

ELF-KTRA (6 rnV,

$65

ELAN 15 reV. sohterca'l

$45

•

Discwasher

'e..W.rere

MAGAZINE,

Drscwasher D4 i

1993 .

Sound Magazine. Sept
1993 Steven Bard.

Braided Shield LOC

$189

1500

DataVideoFlex AES/EBU. Precision 110 ohm cable
utilizing -XLR type connectors. Twin conductors m a

DISCONTINUED

'Anyom can easify heat

Reviewed by Sensible

_Foam Insulation
- - -Fool /Mylar 'Foil Shield

KENWOOD KD-291R w /A.T. cartridge

distinct differences in
sound quality "HIGH FI(Sweden/ AO

Printery Teflon Instialion

$150
$299
$399
$599

KENw000 KD -492F w /cartridge ..........

CD Clank.,
$35
Battery Eliminator AO
Power Suoory
$19
Ultra Clarifier ... $119

DELITY

DX-50 1.5m...$350 2m...5400 2.5m...5450 3m

22 awg FPS Silver

DENON
DENON
„
DENON
$57 9 DENON

Cr

AO Carbon Fiber

Hunt EDA

•
•

•

AO Record Mat
519

Discwasher D-Stat MAT

SI 5
$20

RECORD MAT

mobile fidelity
GRÜVE GLIDE

,
tvm

Creek OBH-9 Moving Coil Phonob

Cartridge Amplifier

$249

sound la
MO-FlGEO-DISCfm

MM MC Preamplifier

$200

$29

$so

$30 ART TR-30

Creek 01311-8 Moving Magnet Phono
Cartridge Arnpkfter
$199 The proper and precise alignAudio Alchemy Vac-In-the-box

•

ment with the GEO-DISC'" can
literally result in a sonic im-

CD STOP -.LIGHT

'11=1:11111M

I

provement as significant as the $1500 /2forS14 ea /3forS13 ea
Stereophile RecomilVklee CompoNo-Name Moving Magnet Phono ponent... at a fraction of the nent fnie years running -199010 1995.
Preamplifier
$40 price. BEST BUY "My favorite "

O.E.D. Discsaver Moving Magnet
Phono Preamplifier
$89

$12

oudioquest SORBOTHANE
,r ,P,

$60

RINGMAT MK II

AO SORBOTHANE
AO BIG FEET we to

40

LBS)

$60

5100

ART 0 DAMPER MAT

$330

Record Clamps

AO CD FEET (Up tO 20 LBS)

$39

AO See Stick Sheet 16's 63

$15 THE PIG RECORD GRIP

"One of the best means of isolating

components from vibration,' StereonhileffecormaxxiedCOMpOnent.1995.

addition of a new stereo com-

$75

SOYA SUPERMAT

$12

EMPIRE STABILIZER
sou tct..Amp •.- ,•.

$35
$50

SOTA REFLEX CLAMP

5179

SME 20-C

5250

ART 0 Damper Stabilizer

S330

Record Sleeves
DiscwasherVRP Sleeves i
id
$7
00
533 ono
$53

\
IMO ematfisie
Shure Stylus Tracking Force Gauge
DB Svaterns-Protract,
535
Raskin Paper AlrgoneeP tui $5
Raskin Tarearna err,
510
Somata Anabg &nerve 08.. 500

$14

AO DeaCalner
ART 1930 •••
ART 0-.Dareper Feet. •
5140
ART co Pear 0 Deeper ••••••••. 100

Sunman HL 535

MUSIC HALL CD 32 w/remote
-Best

..

$299

sounding $300 OD Player!have yet &ord." Roy Hail

Q-151
CliMILt6161 ,(trim

Yarnamura Siistems
P-151 CD oetie ,-,1 3.II --'

$50

"This potent. breakthrough product will take your breath away An
essential component in extracting natural sound from compact
discs." Joseph Cohen. Virtual
Audio (Just spray 8 polish).
Q-151 Coating Oil penetrates the
microscopic pits and scratches
in the polycarbonate and forms
a thin film on the surface of the
disc improving transparency and
light-permeability to an amazing
degree. The treatment is long
lasting. (For optimal results reapply every 6-12 months). BEST BUY

sa

Mo-Fi Rios Sleeves
DOI
MO Fi Sound, PP,

Ter,t CD

$AD

AQ RF STOPPERS
AG RF StoppersJr. set of 8Fernte dampS
rninimve RF (radio mterference). fit 9 min
cables

$298 0. se

AO RF Stoppers set of 4 Extra strength
Fernte clamps minimize RF (rade interior.
a..;o

jEpi

$38 au

1r Carctoarciaatrs

•,

ly RAsigNs

,ark,

U04 pc set

S70
135c

IT Forte Poly Wen DO•
12" Peen Oct %suable •
Ir p,ae Ree Imes
.12.

55
$10
515
512"

10, Gad Pear Inners 18..

r Ory 0..150) -•
•
r Paper -'Ptet P4.5 1
50
r Pea^
.

$20
$3
$7

$4

419 14TM Ave. S.E. • Mpls, MN 55414

NEEDLE DOCTOR
Y

800 •229 •0644

612 •378 •0543 • FAX 378 •9024 • E-MAIL NVuscçï ix.netcom.com

KIMBERKABLE AG series silver cables are recommended components and top rated around the world.

JERRY RASKINS

NEEDLE DOCTOR

AGDL digital link RCA Silver Cable
between transport & DIA Converter
.5m
$100
1m
$175

The World's Largest Selection
of Needles and Cartridges

KCAG Line Level interconnect uses
3silver VariStrand conductors.
.5m pr
$200
lm pr
$350
D-60 DataFlex

Illuminati

800-229-0644 •

612 •378 •0543 •FAX 378 •9024
EMell NVue@ix.netcom.com •419 14th Ave. S.E. •Mpls, MN 55414

pure silver digital RCA interconnect
lm
$325
2m
$550

Established /979

as one of the best "high end
audio" values of all time. TC cables deliver correct harmonic
and spectral content of recordings with breathtaking, pinpoint
accuracy. The basic building
block of each TX and LPC
model is the Teflon"4 jacketed
VariStrandT" conductor. The
conductor strands are formed
from our advanced alloy, primarily consisting of ultra-high
purity copper.
8TC /4TC /4PR

$9 /ft

/s5/ft./
. ,

ii!
..
B
4

C

...
e

E 4
-

F

Speaker Cable Type 4
now uses two smaller and
two larger LGC copper conductors. For an improvement so
big. "I can't believe they didn't
raise the price!" Get some "hear" for
yourself!

Kimber's entry level interconnect exhibits simple, elegant
construction. This product really demonstrates the adage,
"less is more". A lean, mean,
stripped-down interconnect
that offers hotrod performance
at Mo-ped prices. PBJ uses
the same braid geometry as
the esteemed KCAG but with
VariStrand"4 copper conductors. The connectors are in
fact identical to those found on
our most expensive interconnects. PBJ-real world performance in a"no frills" package.
And like the other PBJ (Peanut Butter & Jelly) Mom says,
"Just eat it (and shush up.) its
good for you!"
PBJ
KC-1
KU tuft

actual size
SMALLER
LARGER

dark blue
15 AWG
20 awg LOC Copper Conductors
17 awg LOG Copper Conductors
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filler

pr..$58 1m pre3E1 1.5m pr..$74 2m pr..$ 82
.5m pr..585 im pr $80 1.5m pr.$95 2m pe.$110
.5m pr. $58 1m pr. $86 1.5m pr..$74 2m pr..$ 82

Mylar Binder

.5m

OPT

5m. $40

1m $50

auchoquest

1.5m..580

2m. S 70

INTERCONNECTS
LGC Copper Neg. Cond.

!.4
1.

D

audioquest

KIMBER KABLE

KIMBER KABLE
Kimber's legendary 4TC and
8TC loudspeaker cables continually receive rave reviews
and recommendation, ranking

_ Pr

LGC Copper Pos. Cond.
PVC Insulation

PVC Jacket

TYP4 4, (Stereophile rec. component $551
.•
8'

pr

SW; 1cr

pr

Plc 12'

oudioquest

,

5m pr.

$22.1m pr.

pr

$88;

15'

pr

$101

SPEAKER CABLES

F14 /F18 /TYPE 2 ... 95e /ft./$1.95 /ft./$1.50/ ft.

PP Filler

13 AWG

Forl Shield

18 awg LOC Copper Conductors
Primary PE Insulation

PVC Jacket (UL CL2)
Jade

$2.50 /toe

r." 0.6,1 9041.0411.1 [oPPer SAW,. YVhd

$251 5m pr

S27» 2rn

PP Filler

$30

Mylar Balder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

22 awg LOC Copper

o

1
I

22 awg LOC Copper Conductors

Type 6,

83.75

slate Blue

foot

Primary PVC Insulatron
Single Eliwire Capable

Foil Shield

13 AWG

PVC Jacket (UL CL21

20 awg FPC Copper Conductors
Segue» .5m pr....S35 lm pr... S39 15m pr....$43 2m pr

a
I

J

18 awg LOC Copper Conductors

847

Primary PE Insulation

1 1
1.
1

22 awg LOC Copper Drainwire

eV

o

Y
.. ,,•,
.

A AO Double Di ect-Gold Banana ... $30 /2pc
B AC) Single Direct-Gold Banana
518 /4pc
$15 /4pc
C AO XP-814 OFHC Spade
75e
AO Direct Goldplated Spade
D KimberKable Post Master
$14 /2pc
E Phoenix Flexi-Connect Pins
$9 /4pc
$8 r4pc
F Phoenix Crimp on Banana
Straight Wire Crimp-On Banana .. $10 /4pc
Straight Wire Locking Banana
$30 /4pc
G Raskin Deluxe Banana
$7 /2pc
Straight Wire Deluxe Banana
$25 /4pc
Monster Cable X Terminators
$30 /2pc
H Raskin Silver Satin R.C.A.$3
I Phoenix Crimp-On Pins
$8 /4pc
J Phoenix Gold Dual Banana
$9
K Monster Cable X Terminators
$30 /2pc
L Jade/Turquoise
$20 /4pc set /825 /4pc
AO TOPAZ /RUBY R.C.A..... $30 /$35 /4pc
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Mylar Binder

22 awg tOC Copper Conductors

PVC Jacket (U1._ CL2)

Primary Polypropylene Insulation

Indigo 2,

Foil Shield

$5.00

Dark Blue

foot

PVC Jacket (UL CL2I

Li

K

PP Filler

Single &wire Capable

set
set
set
ea.
set
set

Topaz

5m pr.

$53 1m pr

pr.

.667 2m pr....574

12 AWG
20 awg FPC Copper Conductors
18 awg LGC Copper Conductors

22 awg LOC Copper Drainwire

o

Primary PE Insulation

- 22 awg FPC Copper Conductors

PP Filler

Primary Polypropylene Insulation

Mylar Binder

Foil Shreld

PVC Jacket (UL CL2/

PVC Jacket (LIL CL.2)

set

set
set
set
set
set
ea.
set
ea.
set
set
set

S60 15m

$7.50 Ifoot

Crystal, Slate Blue
Ruby

brn pr.. .584

pr

398

Pr....$1122rn pr. ...$126
Srngle Biwire Capable

22 awg LOC Copper Drainwire

10 AWG
20 awg FPC Copper Conductors

22 awg FPC-6 Copper Conductors

11)1awg FPC Copper Conductors

Pnmary Polypropylene Insulation

Primary PE Insulation

Foil Shield

Mylar Binder

PVC Jacket (UL C12)
Clued:

5m pr...$132 1m pc. $165 1.5m pr...$19111 2m pr...S231

PVC Jacket (UL CL21

Midnight 3,

Dark Blue

$12.50

fce

321

Nev England's Friendly High End Dealer
At Ensemble, we sell the best audio and video gear. But, that's
not all. While others are busy selling the arum!) of the month,
we spend time getting to know our customers —their listening
preferences, their rooms, and their budgets. Then, we work to
design the system that's right for their individual needs,
making sure each purchase provides long-term value that will
far outlast this month's rave review. We also do whatever it
takes to make hi-fi convenient —after-hours appointments, inhome demonstrations, delivery and installation, and trade-ins.

ensemble
music systems + home theater

Levitz Plaza •166 Daniel Webster Hwy. •Nashua, NH 03060
tel: 603.888.9777 fax: 603.888.9555
Aerial •Armin •Ampro •Audible Illusions •AO •B&K•Cardas •Classe •(WIT •Denon •PAS •Genesis •Golden Tube •Infinity Composition •MAK•Mork Levinson •Marlin-Logan
Meso •Meridian •Paradigm •Pioneer Elite •Platinum •Ratel •Sonic Frontiers •Spica •Toshiba Cinema Series •Transparent Cable •Vondersteen •API •Wait] •Well Tempered

üstc t/ee 4frieel ea
. uuLIvj
Theta Esse
Magnepan
ui;JI
Paradi
B&W Le
VII Sony
Runco D
Sennhe
Sharp
Tar
Audio

e

Male

Auddioe, ,
•

Absolute

Audio/Video

4225 Charles Street, Rockford, IL. 61108

Trade-ins and Financing available. Free Shipping. 815.395.1000
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XVIII

•

V

•
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•
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V

olume XVIII of Stereophile was published in 1995, with Volume XVII covering 1994; XVI, 1993; XV,
1992; XIV, 1991; XIII, 1990; XII, 1989; XI, 1988; X, 1987; IX, 1986; VIII, 1985; VII, 1984; VI, 1983;
V, 1982; IV, 1977-81; III, 1971-1977; II, 1967-71; and I, 1962-67.
In addition, components reviewed in Stereophiles companion Guide to Home Theater arc indexed as, for example, SGHTI-1-39, which means that the component was reviewed on p.39 of Voll No.1 of the Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater, which was published in December 1994. Vol.1 No2 of the Guide was published in September
1995. All issues listed, other than Vols.I and II, arc available from our back-issue department. If out of print, they
can be supplied in photocopies except for Vol.9 No.7 (which is available as ablack-and-white reprint), Vol.10
No.3, Vol.12 No.10, Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10, Vol.15 No.4, Vol.17 Nos.3 & 4, and Vol.18 No2. See the
advertisement in this issue for details.
ARTICLES &OTHERWISE
16-Bit Window, The (Colloms)
6-49
1995 Products of the Year, The (Atkinson,Phillips)
12-67
A CES High! (Norton,Mitchell,Holt,Harley,Deutsch,Phillips„Scull,Stone)
4-68
Analog Corner (Freiner)
7-45,8-43,9-51,10-45,11-51,12-61
Analog Experience. The (Freiner)
8-49
11-69
Bad Vibes! (Dickson)
Best Sound in Los Angeles, The (Atkinson)
8-126
Box Score (Phillips)
10-50
Building the Hi-Fi House (Norton)
1-68
CES Reports:
Su lllll wr 1995
(Archibald)
8-258
(Atkinson)
9-93
(Freiner)
9-54 & 79
(Harley)
9-85
(Norton)
9-87
(0Isher)
9-73
(Phillips)
9-70 & 91
Winter 1995
(Archibald)
3-210
(Deutsch)
4-89
(Harley)
4-81
(Holt)
4-73
(Mitchell)
4-71,87,95,99,109
(Norton)
4-68, 127, 133
(Phillips)
4-101,121
(Scull)
4-111
(Stone)
4-129
Clock Hands & Chirping Birds (Harley)
7-67
Controversy Threads:
Armor All, Cl) Stoplight, & other CD tweaks
5-3 & 11,7-3 & 62,
10-15 & 21
Cables & Cable listening tests
6-3 & 33,8-13,9-13 & 19,10-16 & 53,
12-95 & 313
Cl) masters sound different
2-3,5-17 & 33,7-17
Component Break-In
3-51,7-73
CPB funding
7-3, 9-16
Critical Listening & Reviewing
3-3,6-17
The Delphi Imager Loudspeakers at HI-FI '95
8-101,10-11 & 331
Digital audio data reduction
1-34,2-26 & 29,4-39 & 297,9-34 & 89,
10-35,11-39,12-3 & 35
Digital Jitter
4-21,7-37,9-163,11-275
Digital vs Analog
7-45,9-25,10-23,11-19
DVD Format Wars
4-32 & 33,6-39,7-33 & 242,8-3,11,53 & 119,
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HDCD

1-1072-24 & 203,3-127 & 193,4-71 & 251,5-3,21,49,85,
165 & 209,6-49,9-13 & 55,11-35,12-193
High-end retailing
3-11,4-22,5-23,6-39,7-19 & 39,10-23,11-25,12-82
Is Home Theater Video or is it Television?
6-19 & 258
Magazine Politics
6-11
The Radio Shack CD-3400 Cl) player
3-11
Signal velocity in cables
10-53
Single-ended amplifie •
1-3 & 172-18,3-88,4-15 & 59,
9-141 & 239,12-15 & 49
Stereo & tlw Soundstage
3-41
Sterrophib's Ama-Sphere MP-I review
1-27
Stereophdc's blind loudspeaker tests
1-274
Stereophilis Velodyne DF-661 review
2-15
The Subjective/Objective Debate & Blind Testing
1-274,7-21
Supposed racism in high-end magazines
2-9
Surround-sound is the audio future
6-73,8-32,9-57,11-29
Too many graphs?
6-27,11-17
Tube rolling
1-133 & 241,3-23
Tweaks
3-9,5-3,11 & 69,7-3 & 62,8-3 & 13,11-60
Why are high-end components so expensive?
10-23,12-21
Women & the High End
2-15,3-12,6-13 & 44,7-39,8-25
Der Getreue Musikmeister (Catalano)
11-93
Different Every Time (Catalano)
7-84
Essex Echo 1995, The (Cable Theory) (Hawksford)
10-53
Following His Passions (Harley)
2-44
Frank Zappa: the Present-Day Composer Refines to Die! (Lehnert)... 9-207
Future Shock (Willis)
9-57
Getting Behind the Notes (Catalano)
6-64
Harrying Larry (Hummel)
10-71
Heart of the Matter, The (Scull)
11-140
HI-FI '95
(Brownell,Deutsch,Dickson,English,Fremer,Harley,Holt,Lemcoe,Mitchell,
Norton,Plullips,Rosen,Scull,Stone)
8-67
High-End Co-Dependency (Manes)
6-44
How Insensitive? (Harley)
9-117
Improving on Perfection (Willis)
11-60
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Infinities (Harley,Norton,Atkinson)
1-43
Interviews:
John Atkinson (Stivtrophilt) (Willis)
9-57
Paul S. Barton (PSB) (Willis)
9-57
Steve Bednarski (BAT.) (Deutsch)
12-140
Frans Brüggen (Catalano)
11-93
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1-43
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9-57
Ted Denney (Synergistic Research) (Scull)
11-144
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6-94
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11-140
323

Richard Goode (Catalano)
3-80
Dennis Had (Cary Audio Design) (Willis,Harley)
9-57 & 142
John Hagclin (Enlightened Audio Designs) (Phillips)
6-37
The Hilliard Ensemble (Catalano)
7-84
Dmitri Hvorostovsky (Jahn)
4-142
Mariss Jansons (Catalano)
6-64
Keith Johnson (Pacific Microsonics HDCD, Reference Recordings)
(Harley)
5-49
Victor Khomenko (BAT.) (Deutsch)
12-140
Al Kooper (Rosen)
10-72
Raymond Leppard (Jahn)
1-78
James Levine (Catalano)
8-133
Branford Marsalis (Rosen)
12-107
George Martin (Tarshis)
7-52
Steve McCormack (Phillips)
6-88
Paul McGowan (Genesis Technologies, PS Audio) (Harley)
2-44
Arnie Nudell (Genesis Technologies, Infinity) (Harley)
1-43
Jan-Eric Persson (Opus 3) (Scull)
10-79
Bill Peugh (Metaphor) (Phillips)
7-117
Michael "Pflash" Pflaumer (Pacific Microsonics HDCD) (Harley)
5-49
Michael Ritter (Pacific Microsonics HDCD) (Harley)
5-49
Andris Scluff (Catalano)
10-90
Mark Schifter (Audio Alchemy) (Willis)
9-57
Gary Shapiro (Electronic Industries Association) (Willis)
9-57
Roger Skoff (X1.0) (Scull)
9-96
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9-57
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1-43
Hal Winner (Sr. John)
9-104
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8-133
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9-104
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7-183
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11-217
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9-70
Level Matching (Atkinson)
7-98
Loving Every Note (Catalano)
3-80
Making of Metaphor, The (Phillips)
7-117
Matter of Taste, A (Norton)
1-68
Matter of Taste, A (Scull)
6-52
No One Way to Play (Jahn)
1-78
Notes From Lucas Valley (Schneider)
11-63
Nothing Lasts Forever (Tarshis)
7-52
One Man Show, A Oahn)
4-142
Painting the Soundstage (Scull)
10-79
Physics of Soul, The (Tarshis)
5-78
Planar Imaging (Olsher)
2-88
Playing Without Ego (Catalano)
10-90
Publisher's Statement
12-325
Quality Lies in the Details (Harley,Adcinson)
3-61
Quarter Notes (Phillips)
3-143,6-175,9-193,12-245
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12-140
Real-Life Measurements (Atkinson)
8-168
Rebirth of RCA's Bluebird Label, The (Ullman)
10-287
Recommended Components
4-147,10-99
Records To Die For
2-52
Reinventing the Digital Future (Harley)
5-49
Rick Visits: Al Kooper (Rosen)
10-72
Rick Visits: Branford Marsalis (Rosen)
12-107
Sam Invites Stereophile Readers to Russia (Tellig)
12-56
Setting the Super-CD Standard
8-53
Single-Ended Amplifier in America, The (Harley)
9-142
Sound Bytes (Chervokas)
7-61
Stereophile's Test CD 3(Atkinson)
3-41
Sviatoslav Richter: The Authorized Recordings (Frank)
10-291
Ted's Excellent Adventure (Scull)
11-144
There's No Business Like the Hi-Fi Business (Willis)
12-82
Tweaks'n'Squealcs (English)
5-69
Uncertainty Principle, The (Duncan)
7-73
Unseen Variable, The (single-ended amplifiers) (Colinas)
4-59
Voices (Willis)
2-169
WATT's Up? (Phillips)
11-101 8t 102
What aDifference aWire Makes (Duncan)
12-95
Who the Heck is Audio Physic? (Sauer)
9-128
Wires, Insulators, Conductors, & Audio Signals (Scull)
9-96

ANALOG CORNER (
M ICHAEL FREMER)
Audio Alchemy VITB phono preamplifier
Audio Physic cartridge demagnetizer
The Cardas Sweep Record
Creek OBH-8 phono preamplifier
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8-49
12-63
12-65
8-49

LAST StyLast
Rotel RP-900 turntable
Sumiko Blue Point phono cartridge

12-65
8-47
8-47

As W ESEE I
T(
J
OHN ATKINSON)

Bits is Bits, Right?
Conventional Wisdoms,
Copy Rites
Fads, Fashions, & Single-Ended Amplifiers
Is It Live'
Listening to the Crazies
One Standard to Rule Over Them
Perfect Sound Forever
Politics, Information, & Tweaks
Random Thoughts & Recommended Components
Truc, Truer, Truest (reviewers: what it takes)
Wired

2-3
4-3
9-3
1-3
11-3
8-3
12-3
5-3
7-3
10-3
3-3
6-3

BOOK REVIEWS
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio (Colloms,Weitz)
Compact C.otnpanions: Mozart, Handel, Bach, Beethoven (Kipnis)

3-55
4-137

BUILDING ALIBRARY
Brahms's German Requiem (Althouse)
Brahms's Symphony 4(Frank)
Bruckner's Symphony 7(Vasta)
Dvorák's "American" String Quartet (Jahn)
Essential Jazz Recordings: the '80s (Ullman)
Essential Jazz Recordings: the '90s (Ullman)
Grateful Dead, The (Cohen)
Haydn's Earlier Symphonies (Frank)
Mahler's Symphony 1("Titan") (Vasta)
Rachmaninoff's Symphony 2(Jahn)
R. Strauss's Ein Heldenleben (Jahn)

3-157
9-181
8-201
5-175
4-259
10-274
12-116
6-195
1-183
7-173
11-207

THE FINAL W ORD (
LARRY ARCHIBALD)
The 1995 CES Home Theater & Specialty Audio
8-258
The 1995 WCES
3-210
Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio to sponsor HI-FI '96
9-258
CEDIA Expo 1995
11-306
Changes
2-226
Double-blind testing
1-274
HI-FI '95: Stereophile's 1995 Los Angeles Show
3-210
High-End Audio booming
1-274
Home Theater vs The High End
6-258
One DVD Standard Please'
7-242
Random Thoughts & Workaholism
10-354
Recommended Components & Related Issues
4-322
Stertvphile growth, the Internet, & HI-FI '96
12-338
Stereophile Guide to Honte Theater
1-274
Who is Stertrophile?
5-226

GETTING REAL (
KRISTEN W EITZ)
Cambridge Sound Works Ensemble III loudspeaker system
Arcam Alpha 6integrated amplifier
Arcam Alpha 1CD player

SAM% SPACE (
SAM TELLIG)

Golden Dragon ICT88 tubes
McCormack DNA 0.5 Special Edition power amplifier
Merrill Audio loudspeaker stands
Quicksilver M-135 monoblock power amplifier
QR/DNM Design Ilingmat 330 Mk.II turntable mat

2-39
5-43
5-43

1-39
12-53
1-39
12-49
1-39

I
NDUSTRY UPDATE (
NEWS)
@ Internet Cafe (Scull)
11-37
The 97th AES Convention, San Francisco 1994 (Mitchell,Huley,Norton)
2-24
The 1995 Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio's "Golden
Note" Achievement Award nominees (Archibald)
4-28
The 1995 Academy for the Advancement of High-End Audio Golden Note
Awards (Atkinson)
8-35
The 1995 Audio Engineering Society Presidential Election (Atkinson)
8-37
The 1995 Mainland China Show to be held in Beijing (Atkinson).... 10-32
The 1995 Singapore High-End Audio & Home Theater Exhibition (Harley)
9-37
The 1995 Summer CES replaced by Specialty Audio Show (Mitchell)
1-33
The 1995 What Hi-F1' Awards (Colloms)
12-43
The 1996 WCES to lose Mirage Hotel facilities (Archibald)
7-31
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Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio to sponsor HI-FI '96
(Archibald)
9-258
Address changes (Atkinson)
3-29,4-47
ADT modifies Pioneer 96kHz-sampling DAT recorder (Mitchell)
6-33
Jeanette Alt new Copy Editor at Stereophi/c
12-3
Apogee Acoustics bought by a/d/s/ (Phillips)
11-37
Arid SYSid & spectral contamination tests (Mitchell)
5-39
Audile, DSP speaker company, in management buyout (Atkinson)
4-47
Audio Alchemy acquires Signet, Design Acoustics (Atkinson)
12-37
Audio Concepts offers in-line high-pass filters (Norton)
9-43
Audio Control introduces 4-channel Rialto equalizer (Mitchell)
9-43
Audiophile Record Services retrleases BMG catalog on LP (Atkinson)
3-31
AudioQuest demonstrates cable difference with boombox (Archibald)
4-47
Audio-related addresses on the Internet (Atkinson)
11-39
Audio Research has new facility (Harley)
8-41
Audio-Technica US acquires Audio-Technica UK (Atkinson)
7-37
B&O opens NY showroom (Phillips,Manes)
6-39
Bag End/ELF subwoofer system (Mitchell)
2-35
BBC & Ikutsches Telecom test perceptual coders (Mitchell)
1-34
Bestselling Chant CI) features synthesized stereo (Mitchell)
11-45
Natalie Brown replaces Daniel Bish as Stinvphik Art Director (Atkinson)
10-41
Lonnie Brownell & Richard J. Rosen make Stmvphi/e debuts (Atkinson)
8-32
Cable radio misses opportunity for live broadcasts (Mitchell)
6-37
Cable Wars at the New York AES (Phillips)
6-33
Carnegie Hall stage modified (Mitchell)
11-47
CD packaging & the enviro lllll eta (StJolui)
1-34
CD-R blanks drop in pnce (Mitchell)
3-31
CEDIA Expo 1995 (Norton)
12-37
Cello Beverly Hills showroom (Mitchell)
8-37
CES Specialty Audio 8t Home Theater Show in June 1995 (Mitchell)
1-33
Classic Records creates direct record sales outlet (Phillips)
12-41
Classic Records experiments with 45rpm LPs (Holt)
12-41
Classic Records records Love Jones album (Brownell)
12-41
Classic Records re-releases Verve jazz catalog on LP (Baugher)
3-39
Classical G
ygoes to "I
-r" recordings (Mitchell)
6-41
Coherent Acoustics demonstrates IITS sound for DVD (Norton)._ 11-41
Raymond Cooke, 1925-1995 (I lllll an)
6-32
1)Ali news (Mitchell)
9-45
1)11 Systems introduces pliono preamplifier (Mitchell)
6-39
1)ealer seminars (Weitz,Phillips)
1-31,2-22,3-27,4-27,5-31,6-31,
7-29,8-31,9-35,10-29,11-33,12-33
Delos Test Cl) includes Home Theater tests (Mitchell)
9-41
Shannon Dickson makes Stenvphile debut (Atkinson)
4-3
Digital filters correct speaker response (Colloms)
5-37
1)MP remasters early digital recordings (Harley)
3-29
Dolby AC-3 demonstrations missing in action at AES (Mitchell)
2-26
Dolby AC-3 goes head to head with MPEG-2 & Bell Labs MPAC
(Mitchell)
1-33
Dolby AC-3 offers user-selectable dynamic range (Mitchell)
2-22
Ihilby Surround 1)igital & AC-3 encoding: listening comparisons
(Mitchell,Norton)
4-39 & 43
Double-speed Cl -R mastering increases/decreases jitter (Mitchell)
5-33
DTS Coherent Acoustics 8t 1)olby AC-3 in multichannel showdown
(Mitchell,Cohen)
9-37,11-39
I
)TS Coherent Acoustics (Zeta) multichannel CI) (Mitchell)
8-32
DTS Coherent Acoustics (Zeta) data-reduction algorithm tests and sounds
transparent at 240kb/s (Norton,Atkinson)
3-33
DVI) (Digital Video 1)isc) fomiat war (Mitchell,Norton)
4-32 & 33
L)VD to feature non-interlaced 625-line RGB video resolution (Norton)
12-37
Dynaudio North America (Phillips)
10-37
Editorial errors (Atkinson)
3-29,8-41
FIA attracts high-end audio manufacturer members (Archibald)
1-31
ElectroMagnetic Compatibility Ihrective EC law from 1/1/96
(1)ickson,1 hincan)
4-51 & 53
Enlightened Audio 1)esigns launches Theatermaster (Phillips)
6-37
Essex University plans MSc course in Audio Engineering (Atkinson)
5-37
Eurohifi '96 to be held in Essen, Germany (Sauer)
7-37
Chris Evans aconsultant to NA1) (Atkinson)
9-45
Fourier Components moves (Atkinson)
8-41
Michael Freiner makes Stenvphi/e debut (Atkinson)
7-3
Jerry Garcia, 1942-1995 (Atkinson,Baugher)
10-3 8t 32
German High End Society to aid distributors (Sauer)
8-37
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Paul & Marianne Hales parents (Phillips)
Harman International purchases Becker, D.A.V.I.D. (Atkinson)
Hannan to purchase 81% of Madrigal (Archibald)
Hannan acquires remaining 81% of Madrigal (Atkinson)
Malcolm Omar Hawksford gives London AES lecture (Colloms)
HDCD releases from Jimi Hendrix, Emmylou Harris, Tom Petty
(Harley)
HI-FI '95 "Ask the Editors" tapes to be available (Atkinson)

12-45
5-33
7-31
12-37
5-35
11-35
8-41,
9-37
7-31
8-35

HI-FI '95 Show ballot winner (Atkinson)
Tomlinson Holman leaves Licasfilm THX (Mitchell)
Home Theater Industry Association absorbed by EIA
(Archibald,Atkinson)
1-33,3-31
Hungary to hold fourth high-end audio show (Atkinson)
10-32,11-35
Inexpensive DSP evaluation kits (Atkinson)
7-40
JVC I)-VHS features MPEG-2 data compression (Mitchell)
12-37
Muse Kastanovich makes Stereophlle debut (Atkinson)
11-3
Krell granted US patent on Sustained Plateau Biasing (Atkinson) .... 10-39
Liberty Instruments IMP & PC-based Suite test equipment (Atkinson)
5-39
Lucasfilin THX developments (Norton)
2-23
Lucasfilm updates THX specs for 5.1 Home Theater sound (Norton)
9-41
Manley address (Weitz)
4-31
Matsushita develops two-layer 1)VD (Mitchell)
7-33
McCormack Audio opens new factory (Atkinson)
9-45
Arturo Michelangeli, 1920-1995 (Kipnis)
9-45
Micromega USA (Phillips)
10-32,11-47
Mission parent company acquires Quad Ekctroacoustics (Tellig)
12-39
Motorola launches 56004 "Symphony" DSP chip for surround-sound
(Mitchell)
2-22
MSB offers AC-3 RF output for lascrdisc players (Norton)
4-28
Musical Surroundings address (Weitz)
6-35
Music Boulevard on the Internet (Scull)
11-37
NAD distribution in the US now by KH America (Atkinson)
7-37
New High-End Audio Magazines (Phillips)
5-31
North Star Leading The Way moves to Colorado (Weitz)
6-37
Dick Olsher leaves Stereophile (Atkinson)
10-41
Pacific Microsonics HDCD chip in production (Mitchell,Harley)
2-24
Parasound introduces HCA-1000 amplifier (Mitchell)
6-39
PARA sponsors customer focus groups (Archibald)
7-39
Rolf Pardula wins Cinema Audio Society Film Sound Award (Duncan)
12-45
Wes Phillips joins Stinophile as Equipment Reports Editor (Atkinson)
9-3
Pioneer introduces 96kHz-sampling 1)AT recorder (Mitchell)
2-24
Polk Audio to market Arnie Nudell-designed Eosone speakers
(Atkinson)
8-41
Gordan Provan leaves Celestion, remains Chairman of UK's BFA
(Atkinson)
4-49
Quad to sell Spendor-designed dynamic speaker (Phillips)
11-45
Quantum Sound introduces rotary drive-unit (Olsher)
3-37
Radio Shack to change image (Phillips)
11-45
Radio Shack video system switcher (Mitchell)
12-45
RCA/Thomson launches ID-VHS (Mitchell)
12-37
Robert J. Reina makes Stermphile debut
12-151
Miklos Rosza, 1907-1995 (Schneider)
10-32
Sennheiscr celebrates 50th Anniversary (Phillips, Manes)
10-39
Signal Enterprises to release new jazz on vinyl (Baugher)
4-37
Snell introduces in-wall Home Theater speakers (Mitchell)
9-45
Snell launches 6-channel digital room-correction system (Mitchell)
8-41,9-45
Sony NY 1MAX Theater features binaural playback (Mitchell)
3-37
Sony/Philips dual-layer 1)VI) renamed Multimedia CD, MCD (Mitchell)
7-33
Sony/Philips MCI) backward-compatible with "Red Book" CD (Atkinson)
7-33
Sony, Philips, Toshiba, Warner announce unified DVD standard (Mitchell)
11-35,12-35
Spectral introduces HI)C1) I)/A processor (Harley)
4-49
Stenvphile's audited circulation reaches 75,200 (Atkinson)
10-41
Stenvphile Publisher Larry Archibald weds Laura Chancellor (Atkinson)
8-32
Bob Stuart (Meridian) named AES Fellow (Harley)
6-32
Subtracting excess phase behavior from impulse responses (Colloms)
5-35
Polly S
joins Stereophile as Managing Editor (Atkinson)
3-3
T1)K establishes World Wide Web site (Phillips)
12-39
T1)K releases The Ultimate Guide to Great Sound CD (Phillips)
11-47
Sam Tellig leaves Stertvphile (Atkinson)
3-3
Sam Tellig returns to Sterivphile (Atkinson)
10-41
Theta Data III CD/LI) transport to cost $4500 (Atkinson)
7-39
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CD Transport

Analog Shop
NI VI/
BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
VK-5 Pre-amp.
Best Line-stage
in the world 11111

products include:
• AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
• SPENDOR • VPI
• WIREWORLD
• KIMBER

• Top loading with integral platter
• Pata respect. musical integrity
and sheer emotimi
/VEIN
MUSE MODEL 2
Best DAC in the
world $1700.00

• Floating suspension
• 'ilinning Cbsinetics
• BNC coaxial and AES/H311
Other products inchiele
flu. mom aerdahly priced
1).1.1M:1170N. KRE:177 RA. t"//n/k/)

• TOWNSHEND

errer

• CHANG
• REGA • AQ
products include:
• MUSIC REFERENCE
• MUSE •MERIDIAN
• MORDAUNT-SHORT
•AUDIOMECA

PHONE 716•742•2860
FAX 716.742.2859
ne stork Audiophile Vinyl.
used equipment /trades welcome

• CODA • SUMIKO
• GRAHAM

• BENZ-MICRO

• ARCAM • MELOS
• KLYNE • OCM
• MIRAGE
Audiomeca .1//1'111N1r

The essential component.
Every second your
components self-generate
electromagnetic interference.
These negative interactions
"eare cased by the interplay
...of fields that all active
circuit devices radiate.
Requiring no electrical
hook-up,SHAKTI's
triple-stage, passive
circuitry absorbs and then
dissipates abroad speCtrum
of these unwanted fields.
Made in the U.S.A. by
"The impressive result, unachievable by any other known
means, encompasses reduced noise and greater clarity, deeper
çoundstage and an overall enhanced musicality."
Clark Johnsen, Positive Feedback, Vol. 5, No. 3
LA.

00111
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Roberta Thumim (Atkinson)
12-35
Tone Studio of Indianapolis exhibited at HI-F1 '95 (Atkinson)
11-47
Toshiba to launch DVD in US in June 1996 (Atkinson)
6-39
Toshiba/Warner DVD supported by Matsushita (Mitchell)
7-33
UK AC voltage remains 240V (Duncan)
4-49
UK Hi-Fi Shows in turmoil (Atkinson)
10-32
U 'terruptible Power Supplies for audio use (LiMadrid)
10-37
Vacuum Tube Valley magazine aimed at tubeophiles (Atkinson)
7-33
Video CD features MPEG-1 data reduction (Mitchell)
4-31
fete Oil newsletter relaunched (Atkinson)
7-33
Albert von Schweikert launches new company & VR-4 loudspeaker (Harley)
7-37
Jonathan Weisfeld, 1978-1995 (Phillips)
7-31
Kristen Weitz leaves Sterniphile's Editorial Department (Atkinson)
10-41
Xtrabits proposes "buried data" scheme for CD (Mitchell)
10-35

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Accessories 8t Headphones
Audio Physic cartridge demagnetizer (Fremer)
12-63
Billy Bags Design 5500-7 series component rack (Harley)
11-189
Bright Star Mini-Rock FVPI isolation hase (Stone)
11-200
The Cardas Sweep Record (Fremer)
12-65
Etymotic Research ER-4S headphones (Phillips)
7-165
QR/I)NM Design Ringinat 330 Mk.II turntable mat (Tellig)
1-39
HeadRoom Traveler Bag (Phillips)
10-257
Home HeadRoom headphone amplifier (Phillips)
1-96
LAST StyLast (Fremer)
12-65
Magro 24 Component Stands (Phillips)
2-157
Merrill Stable Table component rack (Harley)
11-191
Scnnheiser HI) 580 headphones (Stone)
10-253
Sennheiser H I)C 451 NoiseGard noise-canceling headphones (Phillips)
11-193
Sennheiser HE 60 headphones/HEV 70 headphone amplifier (Norton)
3-113
Sennheiser IS 850 Digital Infrared Wireless headphones (Stone)
10-251
Soundstyle X05-series Component Racks (Stone)
3-119
Stax SR-Lambda Pro 3headphones (Stone)
10-253
Stax SR-Lambda Pro Signature headphones (Norton)
3-119
Stax SR-Omega headphones (Norton)
3-113
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink Models 1& 2STD & EHI) (Dickson)
11-179
Vibraplane Isolation Platform Models 2210 & 2212 (Dickson)
11-179
Amplifiers (integrated)
Arcam Xeta One (Harley)
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SEI (Harley)
Creek 4240 Special Edition (Reina)

SGHT1-2-154
9-141
12-148

Amplifiers (power)
Audio Alchemy 0M-150 (Brownell)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-60 (Deutsch)
Bryston 8B-NRB 4-channel (Norton)
Carver AV-806x 6-channel (Norton)
Carver Research Lightstar Reference (Deutsch)
Cello Performance II monoblock (Lipnick)
Classé M-700 monoblock (Olsher)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A (Phillips,Atkinson)
Counterpoint Natural Progression NI'S-400A (Norton)
Forscll The Statement (Scull)
Forté FT-1 5-channel (Norton)
Fosgate/Audionics 4125 4-channel (Holt)
Jeff Rowland 1)esign Group Model 2 (Deutsch)
Krell KSA-50 (Atkinson)
Krell KSA-50S (Atkinson)
Krell KSA-100S (Atkinson)
LAMM Audio Laboratory M1.1 monoblock (Scull)
Manley 440 monoblock (Scull)
Manley 175 monoblock (Olsher)
McCormack Power Drive I)NA-0.5 (Norton)
McCormack Power Drive 1)NA-0.5 Special Edition (Tellig)
McCormack Power Drive I)NA-1 Special Edition (Harley)
McIntosh MC7106 THX 6-channel (Norton)
NA1) 208THX (Norton)
NAI) 2400THX (Norton)
OCM 500 (Stone)
Parasound HCA-1206 6-channel (Norton)
Pass Labs Aleph 0monoblock (0Isher)
Perreaux MC-6100 6-channel (Norton)
Proceed AMP 2(Norton)

8-173,10-265
12-136
SGHTI-2-158
SGHTI-2-163
5-94
7-91
1-111
8-195.9-177
3-92
6-93
SGHTI-2-160
SGHTI-1-182
8-179,12-144
8-169
8-165,9-177
8-169
4-217
12-155
1-133
2-115,5-113
12-53
3-121
SGHTI-1-187
2-115
SGHT1-1-158
12-169
SGHTI-2-156
3-88
SGHTI-1-156
5-143
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PS Audio 100 Delta (Norton)
PSE Studio IV (Norton,Brownell)
Quicksilver M-135 monoblock (Tellig)
Rotel 1113-980BX (Norton)
SimAudio Celeste 4070 (Stone)
Symphonic Line Kraft 400 (Scull)
Threshold T-200 (Deutsch)
Times One RFS 400 (Olsher)
Amplifiers (preamps)
Audio Alchemy Digital Line Controller (Phillips,English)
Audio Research
Alchemy LS5
VAC-in-the-Box
Mk.II (Stone)phono
n preamplifier (Stone)

SGHTI-1-162
5-111,8-175
12-49
SGHT1-1-160
12-169
11-139
4-225
8-187

8-159,11971
9-15
7-114

Balanced Audio Technology VK-5 (Deutsch)
Cello Encore (Lipnick)
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature (Deutsch)
Expressive Technologies SU -1 step-up transformer (Scull)
Gold Aent dB45 Signature phono preamplifier (Stone)
Home HeadRoom (Phillips)
Mark Levinson No38 (Atkinson,Stone)
Mark Levinson No38S (Atkinson)
McIntosh C-22 Col lllll emorative Reissue (Stone)
McCormack Micro Line Drive (Phillips)

12-136
7-91
12-144
1-161
9-151
1-96
7-98 & 114
7-97
10-225
6-87

Michael Yee
Proceed
l'REAudio
(Norton)
PFE-1
5-3
phono preamplifier (Stone)

9-151
4
7-98,12-143
7-98 & 112
2-109

Sonic Falsifiers SF L-2 (Atkinson,Deutsch)
Threshold 12 (Atkinson,Stone)
Woodside SC26 (Greenhill)
Audio/Video Receivers
Denon AVR-2500 (Harley)
Hannan/Kardon AVR30 (Harley)
Marantz SR-92 Mk.11 (Harley)
Onkyo TX-SV919-THX (Harley)
Pioneer VSX-D704S (Harley)
Sony STR-GX800ES (Harley)
Yamaha RX-V590 (Harley)

SG HTI-1-144
SG HTI-1-140
SG HTI-1-138
SGHTI-2-146
SGHTI-2-152
SGHTI-1-142
SGHTI-2-149

Loudspeakers 8z Subwoofers
Acoustic Energy AE2 Signature (Atkinson)
Apogee Acoustics Centaurus Slant Six (Harley,Norton)
11-108
3-96,SGHTI-2-180 & 186
Apogee Acoustics Center Channel (Norton)
SGHTI-2-180 & 186
Apogee Acoustics Column (Norton)
SGHTI-2-180
Apogee Acoustics Studio Grand (English)
5-117
AR 303 (Atkinson)
9-133
Atlantic Technology 251LR UR (Holt)
4-231
Atlantic Technology 252PBM active subwoofer (Holt)
4-231
Atlantic Technology 253C center (Holt)
4-231
Atlantic Technology 254SR surround (Holt)
4-231
Audio Concepts Titan active subwoofer (Norton)
SGHTI-2-180
Audio Physic Virgo (Fremer)
9-121
B&W Matrix Home Theater Monitor center (Norton)
SGHTI-2-180 & 186
B&W FCM-8 Front Cinema THX (Norton)
SG HT1-1-179
B&W SCM-8 Surround Cinema THX (Norton)
SGHTI-1-179
B&W PCS-8 Cinema THX SuInvoofer (Norton)
SGHTI-1-179
Bag End S18E/ELF 1stereo subwoofer system (Greenhill)
5-133
Boston Acoustics Lynnfield VR30 L/R (Norton) .... SGHTI-2-178 & 186
Boston Acoustics Lynnfield VR12 center-channel (Norton)
SGHTI-2-178 & 186
Boston Acoustics VRS surround (Norton)
SGHTI-2-178
Boston Acoustics VR500 active subwoofer (Norton)
SGHTI-2- 1
1
4
78
5
Canon S-35 (Atkinson)6Celestion MP1 (English)
6-139,10-245
Celestial CSW active woofer (English)
10-243
Cello Stradivari Master (Lipnick)
7-91
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV (Deutsch)
3-123
Energy RVS-1 center (Harley)
SGHTI-2-172 & 174
Energy RVS-2 (Harley)
SGHTI-2-172 & 174
Energy RVSS surround (Harley)
SGHTI-2-172
Energy El'S-150 active subwoofer (Harley)
SGHTI-2-172
Energy Ventas v2.8 (Norton)
10-189
Epos ES 14 (Atkinson)
1-117
Fosgate/Audionics MC-220 THX LCR (Holt)
SG HT1-1 -182
Fosgate/Audionics SD-180 THX surround (Holt)
SG HT1-1 -182
Fosgate/Audionics FS-400 THX subwoofer (Holt)
SGHT1-1 -182
Genesis Technologies 11.5 (Harley)
1-84
Gradient Revolution (0Isher)
5-127
Harbeth BBC LS5/12A (Atkinson)
1-117
Hsu Research HRSW12V subwoofer (Deutsch)
SGHTI-2-191
Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR (Harley)... 9-115,SGHTI-2-166 & 174
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Infinity Composition Prelude P-CC center (Harley)
SGHTI-2-166 & 174
Infinity Composition Quadrapolc P-QPS surround (Harley)
SGHTI-2-166
Infinity IRS Epsilon (Norton)
1-90
Joseph Audio RM-206 (English)
6-165
KEF Reference Series Model urn Raymond Cooke Special Edition
(Norton)
10-265
M&K MX-200 active subwoofer (Deutsch)
SGHTI-2-187
MACH 1Acoustics DM-10 (Olsher)
6-132
Magnepan Magneplanar MG-20 (Olsher)
2-86
McIntosh HT-I THX LCR (Norton)
SGHTI-1-187
McIntosh HT-2 THX subwoofer (Norton)
SGHTI-1-187
McIntosh HT-3W THX surround (Norton)
SGHTI-1-187
Mcret Audio Ay (Novak)
7-123
Meridian DSP5000 digital active (Holt,Norton)
6-73
Meridian DSP5000C digital active center (Holt,Norton)
6-73
Meridian DSP6000 digital active (Holt,Norton)
6-73
Metaphor 2(Phillips)
7-116
Monitor Audio Studio 2(Phillips)
2-92
Mirage M-7si (Norton)
2-101,SGHTI-1-164
Mirage MBS Surround (Norton)
SGHTI-1-164
Mirage MC-si Center (Norton)
SGHTI-1-164
Mirage PS-12-180 active subwoofer (Norton)
SGHTI-1-164
N.E.A.R. HTS-20 Boom-4 subwoofer (Harley)
SGHTI-2-169
N.E.A.R. HTS-20 Jib center (Harley)
SGHTI-2-169 & 174
N.E.A.R. HTS-20 SoundMAST L/R (Harley)
SGHTI-2-169 & 174
N.E.A.R. HTS-20 Spinnaker surround (Harley)
SGHTI-2-169
NHT HDP-1 Surround (Harley)
SGHT1-1-167
NHT VT1A L/R (Harley)
SGHTI-1-167
NHT VT-1C Center (Harley)
SGHTI-1-167
NHT SW2P active subwoofer (Harley)
SGHTI-1-167
Paradigm ADP-150 Surround (Stone)
SGHTI-1-173
Paradigm Titan (Stone)
SGHTI-1-173
Paradigm PS-1000 active subwoofer (Stone)
SGHTI-1-173
Paragon Regent (Colloms)
8-151
Phase Technology PCESO Mk.II Compact Monitor (Brownell)
12-227
Plati lllll n Audio Solo (Atkinson)
11-108
PSB 100C Center (Stone)
SGHTI-1-175
PSB Alpha (Stone)
SGHTI-1-175
PSB Subsonic Il active subwoofer (Stone)
SGHTI-1 -175
Radio Shack Optimus Pro LX5 (Atkinson)
6-145
Ruark Templar (Phillips)
12-217
Snell Type CC-1 Center (Harley)
SGHTI-1-169
Snell Type IC/II (Harley)
SGHTI-1-169
Snell Type Killv (Harley)
SGHTI-1-169
Snell SUB 550 subwoofer (Harley)
SGHTI-1-169
Snell Music & Cinema Reference Tower (Norton)
7-103
Snell LCR 2800 center (Norton)
7-103
Snell SUR 2800 surround (Norton)
7-103
Snell SUB 1800 subwoofer (Norton)
7-103
Spectrum 108cd Monitor (Brownell)
12-227
Swans Baton (Kastanovich)
11-153
Thiel CS.5 (Brownell)
10-233
Thiel CS1.5 (Kastanovich)
11-153
Thiel CS2 2(Norton)
4-212
Thiel CS7 (Norton)
10-183
Unity Audio Signature 3(Kastanovich)
11-153
Vandersteen 3A (Norton)
4-210,SGHTI-2-184 & 186
Vandersteen VCC-1 center (Norton)
SGHTI-2-184
Vandersteen VSM-1 surmund (Norton)
SGHTI-2-184
Vandersteen 2W active subwoofer (Norton)
SGHTI-2-184
Velodyne F-1500R active subwoofer (Deutsch)
SGHTI-2-195
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy 5(Phillips)
11-99
CD Players, D/A processors, & CD transports
Accuphase DC-91 D/A processor (Olsher)
6-107
Accuphase DP-90 CD transport (Olsher)
6-107
Adcom GDA-700 D/A processor (Greenhill)
12-193
Audio Alchemy DAC•MAN D/A processor (Harley)
7-157
Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 HDCD D/A processor (Harley,Greenhill)
7-137,12-193
Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0 (Harley,Greenhill)
9-163,12-193
Audio Research CD-1 CD player (Phillips)
12-131
Bel Canto Aida I)/A processor (Holt)
1-102
C.E.C. TL 0CI) transport (Scull)
5-91
C.E.C. TL I
Cl) transport (Olsher)
6-109
Cello/Apogee Series CMFS 8.1 D/A processor (Lipnick)
7-91
Classe DAC-1 I)/A processor (Harley)
12-183
Encore Pyramid 1D/A processor (Harley)
11-127
Enlightened Audio Designs T-8000 Universal Disc transport (Holt)
1-101
328

Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-1000 Series 3D/A processor (Greenhill)
12-193
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000 Series 2D/A processor (Holt)
1-101
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000 Series 3HDCD D/A processor
(Stone)
5-165
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-9000 Pm Series 3 HDCD I)/A processor
(Harley)
8-146
Forsell Air Bearing CD transport (Lipnick)
7-93
Jadis J1 Drive CD transport (Scull)
3-101
Jadis JS1 Symmetrical D/A processor (Scull)
3-101
Krell KPS-20i CD player (Harley)
4-201
Krell KPS-20i/I CD player/digital control center (Colloms)
10-195
Mark Levinson No30.5 D/A processor (Atkinson,Harley) .... 3-133,4-251
Mark Levinson No36 13/A processor (Norton)
11-118
McCormack Digital Drive SST-1 CD transport (Phillips)
11-137
Micromega Stage 2Cl) player (Phillips)
10-203
Muse Model Two D/A processor (Dickson)
7-145
Pink Triangle IhCapo HDCD D/A processor (Harley)
1-107
PS Audio Ultralink Two HDCD D/A processor (Harley)
12-209
Resolution Audio Cesiuns CD transport (Harley)
10-211
Resolution Audio Quantum D/A processor (Harley)
10-211
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II HDCD D/A processor
(Harley,Atkinson,Norton)
3-127,11-121
Sonic Frontiers TransDac (Assemblage) D/A processor (Phillips) .... 4-206
Spectral SDR-2000 Professional HDCD D/A processor (Harley,Norton)
5-85,11-121
Sumo Theorem II D/A processor (Harley)
6-113
Sumo Axiom CD transport (Harley)
6-113
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1 D/A processor (Phillips)
4-206
Theta DS Pro Basic Ill D/A processor (Norton)
11-121
Theta I)S Pro Generation V D/A processor (Harley,Dickson)
2-12Z7-151
Timbre Technology TT-1 D/A processor (Stone)
5-167
Pickup Cartridges
Benz-Micro Ruby (English,Scull)
Blue Oasis (Scull,English)
Clearaudio Signature (Scull,English)
Clearaudio Veritas-S (Stone)
London (Decca) Jubilee (Colloms)
Lyra Parnassus (Scull,English)
Oracle Reference (English,Scull)
Sumiko SHO Reference (Phillips)
Sumiko Transfiguration AF-1 (English,Scull)
Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold (English,Scull)
van den Hul Grasshopper IV (Scull)

1-149
1-149
1-149
4-247
6-125
2-135
1-149
4-241
2-135
2-135
7-130

Tonearms
Clearaudio-Souther Tri-Quartz Improved (Stone)
Graham 1.5-T/C (Stone)
Kuzma Stogi (Letncoc)
Wheaton Triplanar IV Ultimate (Stone)

4-247
6-169
5-159
2-163

Turntables
Kuzma Stabi turntable (Lcmcoc)
VPI TNT Jr. (Stone)

5-159
1-143,11-199

Interconnect, data links, & speaker cable
Cello Strings Iinterconnect (Lipnick)
7-91
Cello Strings III loudspeaker cable (Lipnick)
7-91
Discovery Signature interconnect (Scull)
12-159
Discovery 123speaker cable (Scull)
12-159
Nordost Flatline FL12G loudspeaker cable (English)
5-155
Transparent Audio Music Wave Reference loudspeaker cable (Phillips)
5-103
Transparent Audio Music Link Reference interconnect (Phillips)
5-103
XLO Type 1.1 Signature interconnect (Scull)
9-171
XL° Type 3.1 Signature shielded phono cable (Scull)
9-171
XL0 Type 4.1 Signature AES/EliU digital cable (Scull)
9-171
KW Type 5.1 Signature loudspeaker cable (Scull)
9-171
Signal Processors
AMC AV81HT-THX surround-sound processor (Kumin)
SGHTI-2-138
Audio Research SDP1 Multichannel Music Processor (Holt,Atkinson)
8-143 & 196
B&K AVP200OR surround-sound preamplifier (Kumin)
SGHTI-2-143
Cello Audio Palette MIV equalizer (Lipnick)
7-91
Counterpoint HC-808 1)olby surround-sound processor (Deutsch)
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SGHTI-1-148
Fosgate/Audionics Three A THX surround-sound processor (Holt)
SGHTI-1-182
Lexicon CP-3 Dolby surround-sound processor (Holt)
SGHTI-1-152
Marantz AV-500 Dolby surround-sound processor (Deutsch)
SG HTI-1-150
McIntosh C39 THX surround-sound audio/video control center (Norton)
SGHTI-1-187
Meridian 565 digital surround-sound processor (Holt,Norton)
6-73
Parasound P/SP-1000 surround-sound preamplifier (Kumin)
SGHTI-2-140
Proceed PAV Dolby surround-sound audio/video preamplifier (Norton)
SGHTI-1-154
Rotel RSP-960AX Dolby surround-sound processor (Deutsch)
SGHTI-1-146
Snell EC-300 active crossover (Harley)
SGHTI-1-169
Recording Equipment
Sony DTC-2000ES SBM l)AT recorder (Holt)
Sony SBM-1 A/D processor (Stone)
Sony TCD-D7 portable 1)AT recorder (Stone)

12-239
6-161
1-175

Tuners at Antennae
Onkyo T-4310R RDS (Scott)

10-247

Video Equipment
AmPro 2000 front projection TV (Holt)
SGHTI-2-121
Denon LA-3500 laserdisc player (Holt)
SGHTI-1-118
Dwin LD-2 line doubler (Holt)
SGHTI-2-121
Hitachi 605X8B rear-projection TV (Norton)
SGHTI-2-116
JVC HR-VP710U VHS video cassette recorder (Norton)
SGHTI-1-131
McIntosh MLD7020 laserdisc player (Norton)
SGHTI-2-132
Meridian 562V audio/video control center (Holt)
6-73
Mitsubishi CS-40503 TV monitor (Johnson)
SGHTI-1-94
Mitsubishi HS-U550 VHS video cassette recorder (Norton)... SGHTI-1-131
Mitsubishi TS-5057 rear-projection TV (Norton)
SGHTI-2-113
Mitsubishi VS-5051 rear-projection TV (Norton)
SGHTI-1-103
Panasonic CT-31SF31 TV monitor (Johnson)
SGHTI-2-110

Strai lit Talk...ror 36 Years
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Audio/Video Stores"
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Panasonic LX-900 laserdisc player (Norton)
Pioneer CLD-D503 laserdisc player (Holt)
Pioneer CLD-D704 laserdisc player (Norton)
Pioneer CLD-S104 laserdisc player (Norton)
Pioneer Elite CLD-97 laserdisc player (Holt)
Pioneer Elite Pro-97 rear-projection TV (Norton)
Pioneer Elite Pro-98 rear-projection TV (Norton)
Proton NT-339 TV monitor (Johnson)
Runco LJR-II laserdisc player (Holt)
Runco SC-2050 line doubler (Holt)
Runco Super IDT ILIDT-900 front-projection TV (Holt)
Sharp XV-S9OU LCD front-projection TV (Holt)
Sony KP53-XBR35 rear-projection TV (Norton)
Sony KV-32XBR96S TV monitor (Johnson)
Sony MDP-750 laserdisc player (Holt)
Sony SLV-920HF VHS video cassette recorder (Norton)
Toshiba CN35D90 TV monitor (Johnson)
Toshiba TW56-1)90 rear-projection TV (Norton)
Vidikron LI)-40 line doubler (Holt)
Vidikmn VPF-40H1) front-projection TV (Holt)

SGHTI-2-129
SGHTI-1-118
SGHT1-2-135
SGHTI-2-126
SGHTI-1-118
SGHTI-1-103
SGHTI-2-118
SGHTI-2-108
SGHTI-1-118
SG HTI-1-114
SGHT1-1-114
SGHTI-2-124
SGHT1-1-103
SGHTI-1-98
SGHTI-1-118
SGHTI-1-131
SGHTI-2-104
SG HT1-1 -103
SGHTI-1-114
SG HTI-1 -114

Complete Systems
Atlantic Technology 250 Home Theater loudspeaker system (Holt)

4-231
Cello Music & Film System (Lipnick)
7-91
Energy Reference Video System Surround loudspeaker system (Harley)
SGHTI-2-172 & 174
Fosgate/Audionics 7AT TI-DC Home Theater system (Holt)
SGHTI-1-182
Infinity Composition Surround Loudspeaker System (Harley)
SGHTI-2-166 & 174
SGHTI-1-187
McIntosh THX Home Theater system (Norton)
6-73
The Meridian Digital Theatre (Holt,Norton)
N.E.A.R. HTS-20 Surround Loudspeaker System (Harley)
SGHTI-2-169 8c 174
Snell Music & Cinema Home TED( Reference loudspeaker system (Norton)
7-103
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The Critics'
2C3D -Two-Channel Three-Dimensional Hologram
The 2C3D system was the critics' choice at the recent Stereophile
Show! Each component has been engineered to match perfectly with
the other system components. The result is avirtual re-creation of the
recording space and artists, with an astounding three-dimensional
holographic image.

Ava um N
ACOUS1ICS

The all new and remarkable Radian HC loudspeaker system has been designed
to reveal the musical subtleties of the associated components. In combination
with Spectral and MIT, the Radians present a true 2C3D holographic soundstage. These speakers provide incredible low frequency drive, tonal purity,
low level resolution, top to bottom coherence and seemingly unlimited
dynamic range with complete freedom from cabinet colorations. In addition,
their beauty of finish and design allows the Radian HC to fit into any decor.

sPectral
Spectral

electronics

are

the

foundation

of the

2C3D system. The Spectral SDR 2000 Professional
Processor with HDCD, DMC 20 Series 2 Reference
Pre-Amp and DMA 180

high-current Reference

Amplifier are featured. MIT and Avalon Acoustics
have engineered component and speaker interfaces and
loudspeakers to match and fully exploit Spectral's

high resolution

performance capability. This approach has yielded remarkable results. Spectral's
musical resolution, stunning clarity and sheer musicality are in full evidence in the 2C3D system.
This total system approach contributes significantly to advancing the art of musical reproduction.

Choice!

certified system
HOLOGRAM

Certified System from Spectral, MIT and Avalon

Using the Spectral

and Avalon

products as building blocks, Bruce
Brisson designed an interface to complete a system capable of creating a room
filling holographic image. The result is the MIT' MH-850'" CVTerminator"
Tri-Wire (Avalon version), with multiple Terminator networks, each specific
to a particular frequency range. Paired with MI-350" Reference interconnect throughout, this set-up is the ultimate in linearity and phase coherence — MIT calls it "Stable Image Technology"." Beneath it all, MIT's
Z-Series" provides the AC line treatment that is the foundation of this
remarkable system. Even the most experienced listeners will be unprepared for
the level of sonic improvement these MIT Reference level components bring to
an already excellent system.

Overture invites you to hear the system that had the critics applauding
at the Stereophile Show. Experience the "Reach Out and Touch It"
image of the 2C3D System.

OVERTURE
ULTIMATE

ADCOM
AERIAL
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BAG END
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CAL AUDIO LABS
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JC.ip. Tun Channel-Threr,r Dimensional llologrdm and the 2C3D logo are certification marks .1 MIT'.
Maisie Image Techniehuu
IT &Jitter Free Anidog
are trademarks of Music Interface Technologic,'.

2423 Concord Pike (Route 202)
Wilmington, DE 19803
(800) 838-1812 • (302) 478-6050
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ELIZABETH COHEN
Editor:
The article Iwas credited with coauthoring [in the November 1995 Stereophile, p.39] is factually incorrect in the following areas:
1) Idid not coauthor this article, nor did
Ireview it prior to publication.
2) Larry Blake and Iissued acall for listening tests because the DVD format negotiations appeared to provide an opportunity for "rigorous, open, and public
testing of appropriate coding formats to
ensure that the best-sounding and most
flexible scheme is adopted." We never
publicly called for reconsideration of any
specific manufacturer's algorithms.
3) Inever attended CEDIA, although
Larry Blake did. The article gives the impression that we announced our petition
there; in fact, it was faxed to the Industry
beginning on Monday, August 28.
4) The program notes for the CD mentioned in the article were written by the
people at DTS Technology, with the exception of those appearing in italics.
Hence, the credit for wisdom belongs to
the DTS Technology staff and DTS President Terry Beard for the program notes
stating, "The purpose of this CD is to...
compare where possible with Dolby AC3 core technology. Its purpose is not to
facilitate final judgment of the performance of multichannel systems."
5) The recording of the Coherent
Acoustics CD was done by DTS Technology. Iattended two recording sessions
to supervise the recording of the musical
examples.
6) Larry Blake is asupervising sound
editor/re-recording mixer for films, not a
music recording engineer.
Ifind it deeply disturbing and thoroughly unprofessional that Stereophile
would run an article giving me ashared
byline with an author whom Ibarely
know and with whose published opinions
Ioften disagree. ELIZABETH COHEN, PH.D.
Cohen Acoustical
We apologize to Dr. Cohen for attaching her
byline to the "Industry Update" item in question.
This was due to amisunderstanding on my part
regarding her contribution to the piece Sony we
332
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open mind. Mr. Harley's essay does this
and more, addressing some of the most
AVALON 2C3D HOLOGRAM
essential issues confronting the High End
Editor:
today, such as accuracy vs musicality in
We would like to extend our comsonic presentation. We are gratified that
pliments to Bob Harley for undertaking
he has chosen the Spectral/MIT/Avalon
the formidable task of reviewing the
system to illustrate the fact that truly
many components that comprise the
"accurate" music reproduction is inherSpectral/Avalon/M IT/2C3D system.
ently musical.
The sheer length and attention to detail
The Spectral design team has always
of his report clearly demonstrate the thorbelieved that the pursuit of accuracy to
oughness of his evaluation.
the source must take priority over any atOf all the positive comments in this
tempt to design "musicality" into the
article, there are two of which we are
component itself. Adhering to this more
most proud. A system's ability to change
challenging goal in component design led
"like achameleon," depending upon the
us early on to our "system" design philosrecording, requires a loudspeaker with
ophy. Taking into account the myriad facminimal colorations of its own. Only a tors occurring among audio electronics,
truly neutral transducer like the Radian
cables, and transducers as an interactive
HC has the ability to produce athreesystem allows ahigh level of optimization
dimensional holographic image through
to be pursued. The Spectral SDR-2000
the presentation of information encoded
processor, DMC-20 preamplifier, and
in the program material. But most pleasDMA-180 amplifier, along with the MIT
ing of all was Bob's impassioned recable and treatment components, reprediscovery of his favorite music, late into
sent ahighly optimized and refined electhe night. This is the result we are striving
tronics system. The combination of these
for, and the experience we should all
components along with such fine transdemand from our audio systems.
ducers as the Avalon Radian HC results in
We would also like to thank John
asystem that is more than just the sum of
Atkinson for his empirical corroboration
individual parts, but afinely tuned music
of Bob's listening impressions. These
"reproducing" system.
measurements assist the audiophile in
Mr. Harley's lavish praise of the Specrecognizing that products of this echelon
tral/MIT/Avalon package serves to supare created with the innovative applicaport the fundamental correctness of the
tion of deliberate and rigorous research.
"system" design approach. That he feels
Our goal at Avalon Acoustics will always
that he has experienced growth as a
be to bring the listener closer to the intent
reviewer and rediscovery of his favorite
of the artist, and that essence which is the
music validates our many years of develmagic of music.
NEIL PATEL
opment efforts.
RICHARD N. FRYER
President, Avalon Acoustics
President, Spectral
-JA

SPECTRAL 2C3D HOLOGRAM
Editor:
Our congratulations to Robert Harley for
his thoughtful and comprehensive review
of our Spectral Reference components in
the context of the Spectral/MIT/Avalon
music system. We particularly appreciate
the special effort made to evaluate our
components in the type of optimized system environment which they were designed for. It is no small challenge to set
aside familiar references and consider new
system approaches with sensitivity and an

M IT

2C3D HOLOGRAM
Editor:
We at MIT would like to thank Robert
Harley first of all for his hospitality. He
and his wife, Evalee, even put off their
vacation to accommodate our crew for
the second day of setup. We'd also like to
thank RH for the thoroughness of his
evaluation. This review left us breathless,
not only because of its enthusiasm, but
because it illuminated our own experiences when listening to this system.
As RH reported, the 2C3D (two-chanS
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nel, three-dimensional) holographic system evolved out of the collaboration between Spectral and MIT's R&D teams,
working together over many years. The
underlying concept was to cooperate to
create alinear system rather than try to
correct nonlinearities from a previous
stage. One evening in 1993, Icommented
to Spectral's Rick Fryer that we were
beginning to get atrue holographic image
from the system.
We continued discussions that evening
over dinner regarding the electrical criteria required to create asonic hologram
from two speakers. We agreed to complete the system in athree- to five-year
period. By 1994 we were discussing criteria for speakers that would work with
our products to create the 2C3D certified
system. It wasn't long before Neil Patel of
Avalon indicated that he could build a
speaker that would make up the last part
of our system.
About four months later Neil returned
with the HC Radian, the first 2C3D-certified speaker. In this system, the HC
Radian creates an image that not only has
depth (to the rear of the speaker), but also
(under exacting conditions) pushes well in
front of the speakers, and in equal ratio
outside their boundaries. This creates a
large image around and in front (as well as
to the rear) of the speakers, causing them
to disappear within the music.
The MIT MH-850 CVTerminator TriWire links the fast Spectral electronics to
the individual crossovers of the HC Radians using asystems engineering approach
incorporating novel technologies. Spectral's engineers provided MIT with the
necessary test data on their amps and preamps. These electronics have extremely
fast rise and fall times and require proper
damping from the cables interfacing
them. Not enough damping and the
Spectral equipment will ring, adding artifacts to the music. Too much damping
and the energy left over in the cable will
cover up the silences between musical
notes. Also, because the Spectral electronics have such awide bandwidth, the
MIT cables must condition the rolloff of
the amplifier just right, or the amplifier
can shut down.
Avalon provided MIT with apair of
HC Radians for measurement. Then we
measured each of the HC Radians' three
driver/crossover assemblies. Each assembly naturally has some dips and peaks
in relationship to each other. This requires
that MIT independently controls the
amount of energy to each driver and
crossover assembly. This was the criterion
for the Avalon version of the MH-805
Tri-Wire. This was the final component
designed for this cooperative effort which
allows the system to create the 2C3D
holographic effect.
As RH indicated in his review, setup is
everything to this system. MIT has filed
S
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for acertification trademark for 2C3D,
and is currently working with three certified US dealerships. By the end of January we should have five; by the end of
1996 we expect to have 8to 10 certified
US dealerships. Some of the requirements
we look at before certification are: 1) rooms
—construction techniques and dimensions are critical; 2) proper electricity and
AC treatment, including the Z-System

be evaluated against the other in its group,
not against the entire field.
Speakers, speakers, speakers. If you subscribe to The Audiophile Network, you
have read of my subject matter here. Now
that we (single-ended amplification) have
full market acceptance, we need an
acceptable speaker. Well, 1996 will be the
year of the efficient speaker. Ispend a
good 25% of my time evaluating speakers.
We look for good impedance lines that
power-conditioning
tuning equipment, such
treatment;
as real-time
3) anakeep from dipping low. We also look for
speakers with good sensitivity. Note that if
lyzers and spl meters, to aid in tuning the
room with the ASC Tube Traps; and, last
aspeaker is rated at 4ohms, knock 3dB
but perhaps most important, 4) at least
off its sensitivity. All speakers are rated
with 1W equal to 2.83V. Well, for 4ohms
one qualified person in the dealership to
that should really be only 2V. TJN is corundergo setup training with MIT. Only
2C3D-certified dealers with this level of rect in his statement to "consider the entire
commitment will be able to create the
proposed system," or at least the amplifiers and the speakers. Icommented to JA
2C3D holographic effect.
over TAN, in defense of the Cary SEI
We believe that by year's end any consumer in the US will be able to find a review testing, that Iwould not consider
dealer within areasonable distance who
the "speaker simulator" to be avery good
can set up and demonstrate this system,
choice as aspeaker when used with sinand get it to perform as well as it did for
le-ended amplifiers. The two major dips
see August '95, p.168) in the load at 200
Robert Harley. Again, we thank both RH
and Stereophile for the thoroughness of
6ohms) and 3.5k (4 ohms) are too drastic. Actually, Iwould consider Ken Kantheir evaluation of the 2C3D system.
tor's original simulator model a more
BRUCE A. BRISSON
MIT—Music Interface Technologies
acceptable load (for SE amps).
As an artist, Iwould like to thank Kathy
and Mike LaFevre of MagneQuest for
WAVELENGTH AUDIO
CARDINAL XS
creating such nice transformers to design
around. Also Iwould like to thank Kelly
Editor:
for putting up with this sometimes (I hear
I would like to thank Kathleen and
her now: "sometimes...?") crazy profesJonathan Scull for their hospitality on my
sion. Without her support Iwould be lost.
visit to the Big Apple, and for their exRemember that not any one architeccellent portrayal of the product that we
ture is right for everyone. Choose yours
have created herein.
on the merits of your listening preferWe have made some slight changes
ences, and have fun doing it!
that should be mentioned in regard to the
wire. We now use Kimber ACSS for the
J. GORDON R
ANKIN
primary of the output transformer instead
Chief Scientist &Owne4 Wavelength Audio
of the Kinriber braided AGSC. Also we
use aSiltech Teflon-based silver instead of REFERENCE 3A ROYAL MASTER
Editor:
the 22/2. Neither of these changes the
It is always gratifying to read about one's
signature of the amplifier, but has helped
us in the manufacturing process.
products in the pages of Stereophile magazine; thank you for the exposure. While
As you can see from the article, Ifeel
that using the amplifiers in afull range is
the overall tone of the review is, in fact,
the only way to accomplish the full realgenerally favorable, there are acouple of
points that we would like to discuss, as we
ism. It was very keen of Jonathan to realdo not see completely eye to eye with the
ize this also. Use the amplifiers to their
reviewer, Mr. Jonathan Scull. Most troumost realizing levels and leave it at that.
bling are Mr. Scull's remarks concerning
Also understand that Kathleen's and J-10's
his perception that the 3A Royal Master is
listening area is quite large. Iwas lucky
less than impressive to listen to off-axis. In
enough to visit when the Jadis Eurythmie
our experience, under a wide range of
II was in place with my amplifiers. Iam
setup conditions, this loudspeaker is
sure with an area such as this that ahorn
remarkably tolerant of listening in all posispeaker system may be necessary.
In regard to measurements, entions, except perhaps for actually being
behind the speakers, which is not recgineering is the science of tradeoffs: more
of this yields less of that. With engiommended. Also, it has been our unwavering experience that the Reference
neering and sound reproduction, athird
variable is thrust into the equation: quality
3A Royal Master is, in fact, a wonderful
"background music" speaker. Quite often,
ofsound. The big problem with this is that
we have been struck by the speakers' lifewith the quality of reproduction goes the
like quality of reproduction, even when
empirical nature of testing absolutes. Testhearing strains of music from the next
ing should be categorized into solid-state,
room. We cannot account for Mr. Scull's
push-pull, and single-ended; each should

!
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perception. A matter of taste, perhaps.
In asimilar vein, we find it abit disappointing that Mr. Scull did not report
more fully on the sonic impressions of the
3A Royal Master when driven by highquality push-pull amplifiers such as the
Jadis JA 200s. However, we understand
that the thrust of this review was aimed at
the Wavelength Audio Cardinal amplifier.
Turning our attention to Mr. Scull's
comments regarding the complement of
Siltech cables, we were pleased to read
that his impressions were mostly positive.
The only notable exception was the lessthan-enthusiastic comment regarding the
"grainy sound" of the 4.5m length of Siltech FTM4 Sg interconnects between preand power amplifiers. We arc at aloss to
explain this one, as our experience to this
point with Siltech is that long lengths of
cable (up to 8m) are not detrimental to
sonic performance. Perhaps this cable was
less-than-optimally matched between preand power amps.
Now for the good news: As of November 15, 1995, Fanfare International assumed the importation of the VAIC Valve
line of tubes and power amplifiers. Mr.
Scull's glowing comments (pun not
intended) on the VAIC tubes arc amost
welcome beginning of press coverage in
this country; we look forward to continued exposure and excitement with this
line. Fanfare's experience with and love of
vacuum-tube electronics will guarantee a
full-strength push of these products; we
would like to invite all of the members of
Stereophile and the rest of the press to come
audition and experience these amplifiers
at our booths at WCES.
VICTOR GOLDSTEIN, SCOT MARKWELL
Fanfare International
ACARIAN ALÓN PETITE
Editor:
Many thanks to Stereophile and Wes
Phillips for this fine review of the Alón
Petite minimonitor. Our goal in the Petite
project was to produce asmall loudspeaker that did not sound deficient in its ability to communicate the essential emotion
and intent of the music. While, as pointed
out in the review, this is quite difficult for
any loudspeaker regardless of size or price,
we feel it is extremely rare in asmall loudspeaker. That the Alón Petite communicated musical and emotional intent, even
on large-scale works such as the
Corigliano Symphony 1, indicates that we
have met our goal.
Regarding the reproduction of large
acoustic spaces, we can say that this aspect
is improved by the addition of the new
PW1 Petite woofer, which will extend
response to 32Hz.
We recommend, as Wes pointed out,
that for the most critical listening, the
Petites should be tilted back 9°. This can
be achieved by raising the front spikes 2"
more than the rear. This tiltback brings the
S
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high- and low-frequency responses into
the saine time frame.
While the Alón Petite is intended to be
amoderately priced product, it is interesting to note that it causes comparison with
loudspeakers costing nine to fifteen times
as much.
We think Wes best summed it up with
his final comment: "first among equals."
Once again, thanks for this fine review.
CARL J. MARCHISOTTO, President
MARILYN MARCHISOTTO, Vice President
Acarian Systems
COINCIDENT SPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY TROUBADOR
Editor:
It is with more than a little embarrassment that Imust advise you that
you were sent apair of Troubadors that
were not intended for the North American market but were specifically manufactured for acustomer in Europe. This
version of the Troubador uses asecondorder crossover with the tweeter being
phase-inverted. The regular version that
is sold in North America and the Far
East utilizes afirst-order slope with both
drivers connected in-phase. This crossover not only eliminates the low-treble
suckout, but time-aligns the drivers as
well.
The measurements of our standard
Troubador arc exactly as JA measured
with regard to the low frequencies, but
are totally different everywhere else. Sonically, the hollowing-out of vowel sounds
and the thickening of textures that Wes
observed arc completely absent, and
indeed represent some of the strengths of
the speaker. Indeed, Troubador owners
marvel at how detailed and coherent the
Troubadors are. Our customers have traded-in WATTs, CLSes, Apogees, ProAcs,
and other very exotic speakers costing
many times the price of the Troubadors,
and Ihave yet to receive any comments
that are seriously negative. Quite the
opposite: many of our customers call me
regularly to wax ecstatic about their
speakers.
The comments made by both WP and
JA are mainly valid for the version of
Troubador that was auditioned by Stereoji/ii/e. That version is markedly different
from and sonically far inferior to our current and regularly distributed one.
Please allow me to send you the regular
version of the Troubador and Iam certain
that both the measurements and the listening will confirm that the Troubador
not only represents the best value in highend speakers, but in many ways the finest
sonies, regardless of price.
Since the published review of the Troubador in Stereophik is so negative, it is of
critical importance that a new review
appear of the standard model.
•
I
SRAEL &um
Coincident Speaker Technology

My policy is to assume that samples submittedfor
review are represastative of amansla.cturer's production. Merely sounding poor is in itself Is° indication that asample must have been la'ulty. And
in this cast; both samples if the pair measured
identically, indicating that that was indeed how
they were meant to sound and measure Is, the
case the Troubadors, lye mviii publish aFollowUp on the replacement pair qf speakers in our
Febmary '96 issue.
-JA
KEF HOME THX SYSTEM
Editor:
Thank you very much for the kind comments you made in your review of the
KEF Home THX system. Words like
"these are great Home Theater speakers..."
arc welcome indeed. Though you didn't
find our Home THX system to be as
good at music as, say, the Alt monitors
or the Dunlavy SC-VIs, Ifind your comments about what the KEF THX system
was primarily intended to do quite fair. So
after saying my thanks, as it were, Iwould
like to comment on afew things.
First,
sorry we confused you with
the markings of the "Blend" control on
the AV1 subwoofer amplifier. It is indeed
aphase control, and it operates only in the
Conventional Stereo mode. Between the
+ and the — symbols are 180° of phase
adjustment. Because the control's effect
upon absolute phase depends on the setting of the crossover frequency, we chose
not to label it with 0° and 180°, which
would imply something that is not strictly
true.
Second, JA's measurements arc worth a
second look. I've enclosed curves taken
from our measurements of the systems
we sent you for review (like KEF Reference Series systems, we measure every
Home THX system and maintain the
data in archives). JA suggests that the
86d13 sensitivity he "calculated" may have
been lower than our published 90dB due
to differences in measurement technique.
As you know, we have some small experience in measuring loudspeakers, and
you can see from the curves why we're
sticking with our published spec.
Ialso see that JA didn't measure the
AV2 surround speakers because "there are
no agreed-upon standards for surroundspeaker performance." THX has some
rather specific requirements for certifying
surrounds, yet within those standards subtlety of execution counts for agreat deal.
Perhaps the people at THX would let you
in on their specs. It could be avery valuable measurement for your readers.
Third, since you brought up the infamous Home Theater Technokgy review, I'd
like to set the record straight. KEF did not
"rework aproduct in response to abad
review." On the contrary, we had begun a
revision of our AV3 several months before
our US distributor submitted the product
for review. The decision to revise the system was the result of discussions with dis335

tributors, dealers, and end-users from
around the world. The original treble balance had an upward tilt rising to 2dB at
181cHz, and sounded very good in many
installations. But in too many rooms it
sounded overly bright. After extensive
listening in different rooms, we decided to
make the treble balance flat.
When we were informed that H7T
was about to write ascathing review of
the KEF TI-IX system, we suggested they
listen to the revised AV3, which was just
coming into pre-production. We thought
it would at least be useful if the systems
they heard were the same as those that
would be in the stores at the time the
review came out.
We sent out pre-production systems
for review, but apparently the HIT staff
saw our offer as some sort of scam. Oh
well. They listened to the revised AV3s,
then wrote their scathing review. Iunderstand it's called "tell it like it is" journalism. Hmmm.
When your review system was "slightly delayed," we weren't in the car park
smashing speakers (although the image is
delightful); nor had we "gone back to the
drawing board for afew last-minute modifications." Instead, we were setting new
test specs for the computers on the production line, verifying reference crossovers and systems, and doing all the other
work we do when we move from preproduction to full production.
The reason you didn't get the "speakers
that got panned" is that they were no
longer available. Our decision to revise
the AV3 was aformal decision. The previous balance was deemed "not current"
and was "not for sale." We try hard, at
KEF, to be cooperative. But we're not
casual about issues like this. Ihope you
understand.
I'm sorry you "approached these speakers with some misgivings," in that those
misgivings appear to be founded on misunderstandings. Perhaps if it had been
otherwise you would have commented
on the KEF Home THX system's dialog
clarity, the timbral matching of surrounds
to LCRs, or the system's ability to resolve
complex detail in soundtracks. These are
the qualities of "great Home Theater
speakers."
RAYMOND J. LEPPER
Managing Director, KEF Audio Ltd.
THETA DS PRO GEN.V
Editor:
We at Theta really appreciate Shannon
Dickson's Follow-Up on the Generation
V-A. In an ever-changing field like highend hi-fi, or digital anything, it is crucial to
be comparing current units.
We're also very happy he found the upto-date Theta so gready improved. As he
points out in his preamble, 'Meta has kept
the promise of providing an upgrade path
for all DS Pro owners since the very beginning, over eight years ago. This whole
336

report is an excellent illustration of why!
This process of ongoing analysis and
refinement goes into all Theta products,
not just the Generation series. The Progeny A, Prime II-A, and Pro-basic III-A
now incorporate improvements to those in
the Generation V-A.
Mr. Dickson says "the Gen.V-A's overall performance is as good as I've heard."
From my conversations with him, Iknow
he has heard just about everything significant out there, including units costing
many times the price of any Theta: This is
high praise indeed. Heartfelt thanks from
all of us at Theta.
NEIL SI
NCLAIR
President, Theta Digital
P.S. Interested readers may wish to see
other current reviews of Theta's Aseries processors in The Audio Adventure,
November 1995, and Fi, February 1996.
WILSON AUDIO WATT/PUPPY V
Editor:
Thank you for a very thorough and
intriguing analysis of our WATT/Puppy
System V [Stereophile, November 1995,
p.99]. Ithink Wes deserves to put on his
Emmylou Harris and the Nash Ramblers CD
and enjoy awell-earned round of applause!
The story of Wes's long-term experience with the System V reveals the challenging dichotomy that exists between
extremely accurate equipment on the one
hand and, on the other, program-material
recording technique that varies all the way
from outstanding down to mediocre. For
example, most high-end preamps are considerably more transparent and smooth
than most recording-studio mixing consoles. Many music-lovers who select the
WATT/Puppy System V use relatively
short lengths of very expensive cable. That
cabling, too, is superior to the very long
runs of usually inferior-quality cables used
in the recording studios. Now add the fact
that many popular studio microphones are
not as linear on-axis through the midrange
and treble as the WATT/Puppy System V.
Finally, remember that many of the CDs
we enjoy were converted to digital using
processors that are not as good as D/A
converters in Class C of Stereophiles "Recommended Components."
A challenge I, as well as many other
designers, face has to do with our desire to
pursue our art. Many of the subtle nuances
of musical expression that are important to
users of WATT/Puppies happen to be in
those areas that are messed up by recording compromises! So, while Iwish all recordings of
music were superbly
well-recorded, such
ch is not the case.
One of John Adcinson's observations
comes to mind. "Overall, Iwould expect
the WATT% measured response to correlate with asound that was smooth-balanced but very revealing of recorded
detail."
One of my design values is to try to
make each one of our loudspeakers a

statement in terms of musically valid accuracy. Iam, of course, disappointed when
less-than-ideal recording technique comes
between the musician and the listener.
However, even when great care is taken
throughout all the recording processes,
each process takes its toll in subtracting
tangible realism from the final CD or LP.
The observation made by Wes regarding
the listening reactions of Jerome Harris
to the two generations of his recording
may reflect this fact. If the first recording was a"dub" and the second was a
"final mixdown," Isubmit that the second may have been subjected to more
signal processing. If that is the case, it
would probably be somewhat less transparent and more granular, and demonstrate somewhat less-refined dynamic
gradation. If the WATT/Puppy V is
doing its job, it should reveal differences
like these, however subtle. As was indicated, this is exactly what Idesigned the
WATT/Puppy to do. The WATT/
Puppy is like aclear lens, with no "softening filter." In this regard, our new
WITT three-way system is more forgiving. But the fact that the WATT/Puppy
V is relentlessly revealing is probably
the reason why it is so widely used by
amplifier and cable manufacturers, as
well as agrowing list of recording studios. It is good to be loved; it is even
better to be respected.
By the way, Wes does not indicate if
he used any high-quality analog sources.
Many thanks again for the fine review.
DAVID A. W ILSON
President, Wilson Audio Specialties
WHAT HI-FI?
Editor:
I've just received my December '95 issue
of Stereophile and was heartened to see
Martin Colloms's extensive report of this
year's What Hi-Fi? Awards. But Iam surprised that a
journalist of Martin's standing
didn't bother checking his facts about our
editorial policies and strategy before putting finger to keyboard.
Although we do cover awide range of
products, Martin isn't 100% accurate
when he says that we cover "Walkmans."
While our December issue includes afree
supplement on personal stereos and portable audio equipment, this is very much a
Christmas "special." We used to carry extensive reviews on such items, but stopped
some years ago. MiniDisc or DCC personals/portables are still included in main
issues because of their obvious "new technology" angle, but otherwise we tend to
ignore the Walkman end of the market.
We place greater emphasis on reviewing hi-fi separates than your columnist
gives us credit for. Separates represent our
core area. Okay, Iadmit that we are passionate about "value for money" products,
but this extends to high-end products, too.
There is room for both in the pages of
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What Hi-Fi?. We believe that once you get
consumers interested in separates, you've
got them. They're hooked. So Imake no
apologies for the amount of sub-£500 kits
in the mag. If we started telling our readers that they have to spend more than that
on acomponent, then that would scare
them off—even drive them out of the
market.
Martin talks about our reviews and
their "eye-catching `winner takes all' format." This description of our approach is
absolutely right —if you live in 1992.
Come on, Martin, when was the last time
you looked at What Hi-Fi?? We realized
some time ago that our reviews would be
fairer and more useful if they broke down
products from a user's point of view.
Therefore, the conclusions to our main
group tests now identify the best products
for various types of music. Even where a
test conclusion doesn't specifically say this,
we always acknowledge (where possible)
great-performing products that offer top
value for money, instead of going for one
outright winner as we once used to.
Martin says our reviews can be inconsistent and confusing. How wrong! The
reason we moved toward an in-house reviewing team was to avoid the inconsistencies that arise when freelance reviewers
clash over product opinions. With an inhouse team we can exercise greater control over our reviews, and we can ensure
that the magazine's philosophy is being
adhered to at every step of areview.
As Stereophile—or indeed any other
product-based magazine—knows, we follow markets. Competition in the hi-fi
market is very fierce; if one product comes
along and beats aprevious winner, then so
be it. We don't make products, we only
review them. If aproduct is knocked off
the top spot, we always explain the context
and make it clear why it has happened. As
journalists and hi-fi enthusiasts, how could
we resist reporting such events?
Of course, Iadmit that What Hi-Fi? is
very powerful. But Imaintain that our
powerful position has been handed to us
on aplate because our reviews are used as
marketing tools. That's great for our
brand, but it indicates that some members
of the hi-fi industry have abdicated their
responsibilities. Ihave had many new
manufacturers complain to me that unless
they notch-up favorable magazine reviews, dealers won't stock their products.
With reference to the Awards, it is very
difficult to set adeadline for manufacturers to submit their products to us. Ultimately, we're constrained by our own
production schedule, although we did
allow three extra weeks this year. We do
try to give the industry as much time as
we can. To be honest, having looked
extensively into the problem, we cannot
find any time during the year that is
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wire design might finally have its day with
Stereophile's audience. Ben Duncan's article, however, throws ashadow on the situation by making several statements that
are inaccurate and misleading.
Like Professor Hawksford, Mr. Duncan
enthuses over the benefits of alow-inductance/high-capacitance wire design. However, in his sidebar titled "The Jenving
Approach," he was given half apage to
promote Swedish cable manufacturer
Tommy Jenving and his Supra Ply/Supra
Safe products. He goes on to state that
"Unlike almost any other cable maker,
Jenving has no trouble clearly outlining the logical design philosophy ofSupra 2.0 in plain English. Anumber of other cable makers
!Umber and Goertz in the US—have
converged on much the same minimuminductance approach, but their products often
use more exotic, ultra-costly materials (such as
over 99.99998% pure silver), and they're
apparently unable to explain their approaches so
coherently." (our italics)
Had Ben Duncan bothered to actually
speak to anyone at "Goertz in the US," he
would have found our English as plainly
understandable as our explanation is
coherent. In the interest of editorial fairness, we've prepared asidebar outlining
the Goertz approach, complete with visual test data based on wire demonstrations
we have been doing all over the country,
including at Stereophile's own Hi-Fi shows.
GOERTZ
In fact, "The Goertz Approach" might
ON FLAT SPEAKER WIRE
have been a more appropriate title for
Editor:
We were compelled to write after reviewBen's original sidebar—because another
ing Ben Duncan's "What aDifference a item left out of Duncan's article is the fact
Wire Makes" article in the December
that not only is the Goertz design patented, but we were once contacted by —you
issue of Stereophile. The earlier article it
mentions, Malcolm Omar Hawksford's
guessed it—Mr. Tommy Jenving, who
inquired about its design.
"The Essex Echo" (Stereophile, October
'95), had raised our hopes that the magaDuncan insinuates that Goertz wire is
costly and made from "exotic, ultra-costly
zine was finally ready to acknowledge the
benefits of geometrically correct, flat wire.
materials ... such as ... pure silver." Again,
asimple phone call would have produced
In fact, in his summary Professor Hawksford sounds as if he is describing the
the facts. Over 900/o of the Goertz wire we
Goertz wire specifically: "The use of sell is made of copper. Our retail prices
either copper/silver tubes or rectangular
start at just $3.75 per foot, and our design
even eliminates the need for termination
ribbons represent alternatives to the solid
hardware in some situations. Because Mr.
cylindrical conductor .... anarrow dielecDuncan never even provides the price of
tric spacing between the conductors will
the Jenving product for comparison purreduce the inductance due to the external
poses, his statements are not only inaccumagnetic field and thus reduce further series
impedance albeit with an increase in shunt
rate, they are irresponsible, and adisservice to Stereophile's readers—as is his
capacitance."
As the manufacturer of Goertz Wire,
omission of the Goertz wire from his tests
Alpha-Core, Inc. has spent the past three
of eight wire types.
The irony of it all is that in the very
years patiently explaining that low inducsame issue of Stereophile, editor John
tance in wire is desirable and that aconseAtkinson himself described avery special
quent increase in capacitance is unimporlistening experience involving Goertz
tant (at least as far as any competently
wire and what is now Stereophile's own
designed amplifier is concerned). Some
10 Stereophile writers now have samples of Product of the Year. It took place in the
Goertz wire, and it has appeared in recent
home of Dan D'Agostino of Krell, when
he was auditioning the Wilson X-1 loudequipment reviews thanks to Lonnie
speakers. Dan has kindly lent his input to
Brownell. With Professor Hawksford's
this response in an effort to set the record
article as validation, we hoped that our

mutually acceptable!
Yes, in the past we did encounter problems of prototype products being submitted for Awards evaluation. We get 'round
this problem by conducting retail checks
to ensure all products short-listed for the
Awards are readily available, and then we
purchase many products to compare
them to submitted review samples. Any
hint of jiggery-pokery and we boot out
the offending article(s)! I am rather
amazed that Stereophile went to press with
rumors about the distribution of prototype products...
Martin says that "Naz and his team race
through" product assessments for the
Awards. Really? Was Martin present
when we did this? We actually spend all
year evaluating products for the Awards,
but the listening begins in earnest during
June-July. It's alengthy operation involving not only my staff, but avariety of
music and hi-fi fans. The listening is done
"blind," using score sheets, and is done
extremely thoroughly and to the highest
standard.
Finally, Martin got the spelling of my
first name wrong.
Apart from all that, Ihad no problem
with your article!
Kind regards,
RAHIEL "NAZ" NASIR
Publishing Editor, What Hi-Fi?
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straight. His interest is more than personal, as Kell Audio is currently working
with tis to develop aspecial version of our
wire for their products. Of course, Krell is
amost welcome addition to the growing
list of high-end audio manufacturers who
use Goertz products in and with their
own designs.
At events around the country over the
past two years, Gocrtz has been proving
the low-inductance difference using a
'scope and oscillator, and backing our wire
with a30-day money-back guarantee. For
us, the theories outlined in two recent
Stereophile articles are principles for which
we go on the line with every package of
wire we sell. Now that the magazine is
recognizing the value of our approach,
wouldn't a price/performance comparison of low-inductance wires be in the best
interest of Sterevphik's readers? We hope
this response starts aprocess of objective
inquiry—the type for which Stereophile is
known—into this promising and fascinating electrical frontier.
ULRIK POULSEN

Alpha-Core

DUNLAVY SC-I
Editor:
While perusing the December 1995 issue
of Stereophile, it came as atruly pleasant
surprise to discover that our Model SC-I
"minimonitor" loudspeaker was chosen
by your magazine as one of the three
"Joint Budget Components of 1995."

Our sincere thanks for bestowing this
honor on the SC-I, especially after selecting our SC-N loudspeaker as Sterrophile's
1994 Component of the Year. It is always
gratifying to know that there are editors
and reviewers who recognize and appreciate the dedication we apply to researching,
designing, and manufacturing products
intended to exhibit unsurpassed technical
accuracy, coupled with "truc" musicality—
based upon direct comparisons with live
music.
In this regard, your readers may find it
interesting to know that key DAL staff
have been regularly recording the 85member Colorado Springs Symphony
Orchestra in aconcert hall possessing excellent acoustics, for weekly broadcast by
alocal FM station dedicated to musical
excellence. (The recordings are made
using digital electronics and ACO
"instrumentation-quality" mikes.) These
sessions have provided arare opportunity
to vere the "musical accuracy" of our
loudspeakers by "critically" comparing
their sound directly to the sound of the
"live" symphony. They have also furnished intellectually satisfying, bottom-line
proof that a complete set of laboratory
measurements are an indispensable means
for assessing the potential of aloudspeaker to accurately reproduce complex musical sounds.
However, in the absence of "live-vs-recorded" comparisons, carefully controlled
listening tests performed by experienced,

THE GOERTZ APPROACH
The low inductance (6nH/ft) and
diaracteristic impedance of Goertz
cables are due to their flat construction
and the nature of their insulation and
jacketing material. The configuration
places the heavy, solid conductors only
0
;003" apart. The cables are 0.4" or 0.8"
wide and only 0.04" thick. Abeneficial

side effect of the close spacing of the
flat conductors is that the cables are virtually dosed toward adjacent fields,
and in addition hardly emit extraneous
fields themselves. This means an
almost total elimination of hum and
crosstalk caused by adjacent power and
signal wiring, as well as emitted EME
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Fig.!

12kHz squarewave at 2.5V p-p into
4 ohm loudspeaker via 25' Goertz cable
("A" is signal at amplifier end of cable;
"S" at speaker end). Cable characteristic
impedance is 4ohms.
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Fig.2

12kHz squarewave at 3V p-p in o 4 ohm
loudspeaker via 25' conventional cable
("A" is signal at amplifier end of cable;
"S" at speaker end). Cable characteristic
impedance is 100 ohms.

reliable, and unbiased music critics with
proper listening facilities and equipment
are also indispensable for assessing the
apparent presence of "musical accuracy."
Indeed, as evidenced by Stereophile's equipment reviews, both measurements and listening are usually accessed to reach an
informed judgment. However, reason and
logic dictate that, while agiven loudspeaker may sound good, pleasant, sweet, satisfying, etc., its "true accuracy" can never
exceed the potential forecast by afull set
of accurate measurements made in awellequipped lab by an experienced engineering staff.
Thanks once again for writing and publishing amagazine that endeavors to keep
audiophiles informed with respect to the
latest new technology, products, and ideas.
JOHN DUNLAVY

CEO, Dunlavy Audio Labs
MICHAEL GREEN DESIGNS

Editor:
Reading the November issue of Sterrophile
has got us (Michael and Robert) talking
about the engineers involved in all areas of
audio: designers, audio writers, and enthusiasts. We know and work with many of
these engineers, and often find ourselves
at odds with what we think of as the typical engineer's mindset. We see in the engineer's mind aburning desire to quantify,
prove, and conclude. But it seems that, too
often, theory leads to conclusion without
enough listening. And these conclusions,
once wrapped in well-developed theory,
acquire an intellectual armor that nonengineering "listeners" can find a hard
time penetrating.
This mentality often comes to notice,
and becomes particularly dangerous,
when elements in an engineering organization like the AES take aim at specialty
cables, for instance, where theory actually
became asword poised (but thankfully
never used) to protect us innocents when
we mistakenly believe we can actually
hear differences between cables. It is scary
stuff, but it is also alittle frightening to
read some of Stereophi/e's engineering-oriented critics when they arc working in
arcas outside of the typical electronic component review.
Look at three examples in the November issue which touched on resonance
control and room acoustics. First is Shannon Dickson's long piece on the effects of
vibration as they apply to electronics. This
article raises some interesting points, and
there is much in it which we, as listeners,
agree with, but there is also much which
contradicts our own experimentation and
listening. We don't pretend to have amonopoly on wisdom regarding this topic,
but where we do have aproblem is this
"quantify, prove, and conclude" approach
in which what really is a"think piece" gets
turned into hard and fast conclusions
before you know it. It is neat and tidy to
S
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wrap the article up with firm conclusions,
but the merit of the piece is in the good
questions it is asking, not on the dubious
conclusions it reaches, however well the
theoretical cocoon is spun.
Example two relates to new writer
Muse Kastanovich's debut reviewing the
Swan Baton speaker. In the preamble to
his review he offers acouple of paragraphs
on his heavily damped room and asymmetrical speaker placement. Once again
we would encourage the writer to keep an
open mind. Your setup fits your theories,
but further listening may just find you a
better way! You are fighting with your
room rather than using the natural room
effects to enhance the listening experience.
Maybe, just maybe, the room can be your
ally rather than your enemy. This certainly
is the case in the well-designed concert
space.
Finally we come to Robert Harley's review of aBilly Bags component rack. In
this case it would seem that his theories
don't allow for equipment racks to really,
muy be all that important relative to the
importance of electrical components.
Although he found the Billy Bags rack to
be consistently performance-inferior to
the only other rack under test, the Merrill
Stable Table, he still finds the Billy Bags
rack to be recommendable! How can this
be unless he has already concluded that
racks aren't really that important in the
first place?
Shouldn't an equipment reviewer take
abroader perspective on the component
category than experience with only two
examples? And if only two examples arc
given, and the reviewer repeatedly points
out that component A performs letter
than component B (at the same price),
can he really recommend purchase of
component B? Does Mr. Harley apply
this same scratch-the-surface-and-dashfor-a-conclusion methodology to his frequent reviews of digital components?
Clearly not.
(From apersonal perspective, let me
say that the Merrill Stable Table was a
seminal product for me, when adecade
ago it helped show me just how significant component racking is in the audio
chain. If my own rack designs have
advanced the state of the art in the intervening years, it is just such obvious audible performance contrasts between the
Merrill product and a"rack B" that set
this listener on aquest to learn more by
asking more questions, not adesire to
frame atheory of absolutes around what I
had just heard. —MG)
We are not writing to rag on these individual engineer/reviewers, or engineers in
general; this is just aspecial plea to the scientifically oriented to keep an open mind
when it comes to audio. Just think of the
many examples where there have been
things about audio that couldn't be measured at the time (or still), but have been
S
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proven sonically significant through
repeated listening by many listeners.
This is also not taking aswipe at Stereo/hile. You have cultivated acollection of
writers with many different voices. In the
same November issue we get to join
Jonathan and Kathleen Scull as they listen
their way to aprofound understanding of
the Symphonic Line Kraft 400 amp, and
Wes Phillips, toward the end of his review
of the Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy System 5, struggling with the paradox of a
speaker system that does every individual
thing so well, that is both neutral and
transparent, but that still did not ultimately speak to the listener in him, did not
allow him to "think with the heart and
feel with the brain." (Resonance issues
relating to the inert, nonresonant speaker
enclosure, perhaps? —MG)
We have faith that at Stertvphile, as in
our hobby, the listener will ultimately win
out over the engineer. This may lead to
fewer answers per issue, but many more
questions. Questions without answers
may frustrate the mainstream (read nonhobbyist) reader as well as the engineer,
but it is the intellectual integrity of the listener that will ensure that the High End
will survive.
MICHAEL GREEN
Michael Green Designs
ROBERT S
TEIN
Ultra Systems/The Cable Company
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LA's most exciting High-end Audio Shop
Join the growing community of audiophiles who have discovered Acoustic
Image.

We are low key, no pressure people with extensive knowledge of

what makes good sound and music, and we have gathered the finest
sounding audio components from around the world. So come in or call- we
look forward to working with you.
These are a few of the products we represent.
turntables,

arms,

cartridges,

racks,

We also carry most

room treatments, and accessories.

Graham
Aerial
Highwire
Audible Illusions
Hovland
Audion Silver Nights
Joule Electra
Benz-Micro
Klyne
Cary
LA Audio
Densen
McCormack
Dodson
Mesa Engineering
ESP
Micromega
Forsell
N.E.W.
Gold Aero

OCM/Belles
Sonic Frontiers
Sound-Lab
Speaker Art
Swans
System Audio
Unity Audio
VAC
Well-Tempered
Whatmough

12668 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City, California 91604
(818) 762-1501 or fax (818) 752-9709
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ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
(602) 955-8800
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Southwest Audio Video
(602) 502-5982
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Alhambra
Audio Video Mart
(818) 282-1600
Anaheim
Dimensions In Home Theater
(714) 632-7177
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
DB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers
(510) 841-7166
Beverly Hills
ATTrade
(310) 271-9191
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Dueles Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 764-8417
Culver City
Armadillo 8 Company
(213) 937-7674
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The AN Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Bordan
(818) 359-9131
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
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Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-2208
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
(818) 881-5700
Riverside
SpeakerC raft
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
(714) 861-5413
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme AudioNideo
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
(415) 433-1335
Stereo Plus
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
HomeTech
(707) 542-1510
Sawyer's News'
(707) 542-1311
Shidio City
Dave's Video. The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Ventura
Billy Bags
(805) 644-2185
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
(303) 425-6700
Aurora
SoundTrack
(303) 671-9399
Boulder
Analogue Audio
(303) 443-4443
Eads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up #5
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153

SoundTrack
(303) 442-3600
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #2
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
SoundTrack
(719) 591-1400
Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
Second Sound
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
SoundTrack
(303) 759-4501
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
(303) 223-3666
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
(303) 243-9821
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
(303) 779-5003
Littleton
SoundTrack
(303) 979-8900
Thornton
SoundTrack
(303) 450-6677
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
(303) 428-0823
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce
Electronics
(303) 420-1366
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
(203) 869-1900
The Stereo Shop
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take Five
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Simbury
The Audible Difference
(203) 651-7945
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898
Front Row Center
(407) 241-1767
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Deerfield Beach
Audio Center •
(305) 574-9200

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
World Book 8 News
(213) 465-4352
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
(813) 392-8541
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Tampa
Audio Visions South
(813) 871-2989
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
(404) 252-5360
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
(706) 863-9143
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Record Service
(217) 384-2999
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Van L Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 280-1045
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
(708) 827-0673
Evanston
Audio Consultants
(708) 864-9565
Hinsdale
Audio Consultants
(708) 789-1990
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
(708) 357-4190
Orland Park
Sound 8Vision
(708) 403-2500
Palatine
The Sound Lab
(708) 776-8888
Peoria Heights
Sound of Peoria
(309) 682-6550
INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
(812) 333-0211

Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 422-5460
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663

Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Northampton
Sound 8Music
(413) 584-9547
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
(617) 734-8800
Worcester
O'Coin's
(508) 791-3411

IOWA
Bettendort
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
(319) 355-6565
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
(313) 995-5051
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(313) 544-8370
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
(906) 744-9400
Kalamazoo
The Aural Kiosk
(616) 384-5787
Rochester Hills
Audio Video System
(810) 853-2170
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
(517) 792-3816
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005

KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone. Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Lutherville
Gramophone. Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
(800) 358-2030
SlIverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
(301) 598-2669
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
(617) 734-8800
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes Il
(617) 876-5624
0Audio
(617) 547-2727
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Hopedale
RA Labs USA
(508) 478-5413

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1320
MISSISSIPPI
Ridgeland
Gary Platt's Sound Advice
(601) 853-0965
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
(314) 445-9716
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
(314) 997-7644
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Great St, Louis Sound Co.
(314) 993-0002
Music for Pleasure
(314) 645-0304
Theodosia
Integrative Services
(417) 273-2150
MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(406) 656-6193
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Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
(406) 752-5433
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
(402) 393-2117
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8. Sound
(702) 876-3401
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Milford
Book Ends
(603) 673-0851
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 886-4742
NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight 8Sound
(908) 766-7888
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sound and Images
(609) 926-1630
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
(609) 983-0002
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(210) 744-2399
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Ridgewood
Sounding Board
(201) 445-50%
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio'
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Designs
(505) 984-9185
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085
Galisteo News
(505) 984-1316
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
(716) 343-6470
Binghamton
JSG/Audio Video
(607) 723-2212

electronics • c.d.
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO RESEARCH
AMC • BRYSTON
CAL AUDIO
DENON • FOSGATE
MAGNUM • N.A.D.
PROCEED • ROTEL
loudspeakers

"Rock Solids" by B & W
M & K • MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM • THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
Phono • cables
Audioquest • A.R.C.
Aural Symphonics
GRADO
Monster / Sigma
ORACLE • SME
SOTA • SUMIKO
Straight Wire
other good stuff
A.P.I. POWERWEDGE
GERMAN ACOUSTICS
GRADO HEADPHONES
NILES AUDIO
NOISETRAPPER
PANAMAX
SOUND ANCHORS
SONEX • TARGET
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Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
(716) 837-1557
Lake Grove
Audio Den. Ltd.
(516) 360-1990
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
(518) 785-4322
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707

Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Merrick
Performance Audio
(516) 378-4389

New York
Audio Arts, Ltd.
(212) 431-9200
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer'
(212) 924-86W

Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230

Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137

Mount Kisco
Fox & Sutherland
(914) 666-8088
The Sound Mill
(914) 241-1230
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333

High-end
Audio &
Home
Theater

Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
(914) 747-1411
Cambria Heights, Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956

Sound Concepts
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Durham
Audio Visions
(919) 493-8888
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Winston-Salem
Audio Spectrum
(910) 650-1888
Platinum Audio
(919) 765-1949
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737

Systems that work the
way you want them to!
Projects customired to meet
.
'rour particular needs
Our consumer & professional
services include adiverse array of
quality components &accessories,
expert consultation & unrivaled
installation techniques.
Ire Travel Worldwide

Voice/Fax: 609.799.9664
E-mail. Savant@interramp.com
WWW: Savant.lnter.net/Savant
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The AudioVisions Pledge:
Our knowledge, honesty, frankness, and concern will
make your visit with us worthwhile. Our goal is to develop a
mutually beneficial relationship, as well as to gain your trust.

Recent Arrivals
A.R.C. DAC 5and 1322—center stage...
Bryston 79 ST mono blocks—challenges state of the art, only $4390/pr.
Bryston BP 25 preamp—balanced/unbalanced in & out, remote, sweet!
Cal Audio "Power Boss" 20 bit HDCD Icon MKII—upgrades available
Martin Logan SL3 electrostatic speakers—seamless, dynamic musical!
M&K MX200 Powered Sub—tight, effortless, top rated
Thiel speakers—you must hear the latest models!
Vandersteen speakers—dimensional purity! 19, 2CE, 3A, 2W, VCC-1, VSM-1

Home Theater
Musically satisfying home theater systems.
AMC, ARC, Bryston, Denon, Fosgate, NAD,
M&K, Paradigm, Rotel, Thiel, Vandersteen
Complete installations by caring experts available.
Home trials /Trade-ins accepted.
Call for an appointment, or just drop by.

.tAuclielatlerna

1067 MONTAUK HWY.•W .BABYLON ,N.
Y.11704 •(516) 661-3355
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Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dayton
Audio Etc....
(513) 429-4434
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi 8, Video
(216) 449-4434
Toledo
Jarniesons'
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
(405) 755-0795
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3533
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(503) 344-2454
Portland
Chelsea Audio
(503) 226-3533

Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
(610) 791-5151
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
King of Prussia
Tower RecordsNideo #830
(610) 265-2525
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
(412) 421-1099
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
(814) 684-2795
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
1803) 256-3277

"...the most spatially realistic two.speaker playback
Eye heard:
certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy
designation:,
met:bi
le%
The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct for alimited time at 5899.W apair
plus s.Sh. 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty Available exclusively from

Van L

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom •
Apogee .AudioQuest 'Audio Innovations
B&K •
Cardas Chicago Audio Group
.
Counterpoint .
Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•JM Labs. Kimber Kable •McCormack. NSM
•Pinnacle •PS Audio. Rogers 'Spectrum •
Sumiko
•
Taddeo 'Target. Tice •
Totem .
Van Den Hul
We also offer

•Repairs •Parts •Kits •Reconing

312 769 0773
5704

.1.42

Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293

N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
(615) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
(615) 297-4700
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Sound Systems. Ltd.
(806) 353-9527
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
The Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
Stafford
Premier Audio
(713) 565-2834

UTAH
Centerville
Even 8 Shaw
(801) 296-1314
Deem
Crandall Audio
(801) 226-8737
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
South Burlington
Audio Den
(802) 863-4398
Audio Video Authority
(802) 660-2003
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(703) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Richmond
Audio Art
(804) 644-8903
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Everett
Audio Waves
(206) 348-3311
Seattle
Bulldog News
1206) 632-6397
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(206) 698-1348

Loyalty Sound. Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12111 St NE. Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075
Tower Video
(916) 373-2561

Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
American Audio
(304) 343-2244
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Bumaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No .3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St. 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8 Hobby
(4141 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
307) 733-1600
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Boo 24. Site One. RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

UND HUTS
TOTAL SOUND •TOTAL SERVICE• TOTAL I
NSTALLATION

We Make It Sound Better.
SPECIALISTS IN HOME THEATER
DESIGN 8c MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS
Adcom, California Audio Lab,
Sonic Frontiers, Counterpoint,
JM Labs, Joseph Audio,
KEF Reference, Runco,
Chang-Lightspeed, Sunfire.
A/D/S, Atlantic Technologies, Audioquest,
Bell'Oggetti, Boston Acoustics, Cal Audio,
Carver, Cheslcy, Recordings,
JBL Synthesis, MB Quart, Nakamichi,
Niles, Panamax, Paradigm, Premier,
PROTON, Sota, Stereostone,
Stewart Film Screen, Terk Technologies,
Town Crier, Velodyne, Yamaha and more.

400 Northern Blvd. Great Neck N.Y. 11021

Tel. (516) 466 -4434
Si
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Waterloo
Sound stage
59 Regina SI N

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. 02
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St

Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S
QU EBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décarie

London
London Audio
716 York St

Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Ouébec
C.0 R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

Nepean
Euphonies Audio & Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave

ARGENTINA

Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.

National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Raul Martinez
Tel ifax (541 1-585-1413

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio O Imports
Tel (61) 3-819-0173
Fax. (61) 3-819-0161

Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 703

BELGIUM
See Benelux
BENELUX
National Distributor

Vucht Vlijmen
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583
BRUNEI
Darussalam 3108
Auvisual Haven
Tel: (673)-2-44-88-40
Fax: (673)-2-44-88-41
COSTA RICA
Curridiabal, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel./tax: (506) 225-8231

Audio Salon
TeL (33) 61-12-3366
Brest
Brazil
Tel (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel (33) 40-20-9528

Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 392-6368
Fax: (852) 392-6328

MEXICO
National Distributor
Mexico
Heaven Sound
Tel (52) 5-563-3187
Fax (52) 5-563-8110

INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
Tel (6221) 692-7840
Fax (6221) 625-1133

NETHERLANDS
See Benelux

IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND

National Distributor
County ol Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel (353) 1-288-9449

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 58-589-742
Fax: (385) 58-40-376

FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel./fax: (596) 57-96-39
GERMANY

DENMARK

Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17

National Distributor
Wiesbaden
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax 091 6722-8067
6000 Frankfurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162

GREECE

National Distributor
Charlottenlund OK-2920
Matrix Aps
Tel: (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340

Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7

National Distributor
Athens
NM Acoustics
Tel (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-923-3168

Vejle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
FRANCE
Toulouse
National Distributor
Acoustic Precision Sarl
Tel: (33) 61-75-0664
Fax: (33) 61-735-882

HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel (852) 524-8775
Fax (852) 845-0746

NORWAY

ITALY

National Distributor
Bergen
Audio Media
Tel./tax: (47) 55-25-62-14

National Distributor
Lucca
Sound & Music
Tel. (39) 583-55-301
Fax. (39) 583-419-115

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
Tel./lax: (63) 2-922-1108

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel (81) 03-5410-0071
Fax (81) 03-5410-0622

POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel 'fax 148) 1-774-8154

KOREA
Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax (82) 2-514-2089

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Arasom
Tel: (351) 474-8709
Fax: (351) 475-1367

LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
Tel (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-717-3057

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
1701 Parana
Tel./fax (809) 274-0927

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
REPRESENTING:
AMPRO •APOGEE • B&K • B&W • BASIS
BEL in BENZ MICRO • CALIFORNIA AUDIO
LABS • CARDAS • CHESKY • COUNTERPOINT • DAY SEOUERRA • BAD. GRADO •
GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND

KIMBER

FABLE @ MAGNUM DYNALAB • MELOS
MERET AUDIO in MIT • PROTON •
REFERENCE LINE @
REFERENCE
RECORDINGS @
SOUND ANCHOR
SPICA @ STA(
SUMIKO @ TARA
LABS • TARGET @
TICE •VAC
WILSON
XL0 • YBA
CD 'S & LID'S
All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
'ROFESSIONAL SET UP
HOURS 10-6 MON SAT
BY APPOINTMENT

•Italian designed and manufactured,
Solidsteel audio stands are based on
ultra-rigid castoline brazed steel frames.
•Ch-led

nrimrsetel reinforcement,
ndilletnhIcs
uurmpcu
'co
ao....p.n.tcavoc

bottom spikes, fillable tubing.

41

19 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE. TN 37215
(615) 297-4700 • (615) 292-1600
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•The H.1 AudioNideo Table features
one full width top shelf and four inside
shelves. Each shelf is constructed from
MDF and is isolated from the frame by
Duraluminum cones.

Available at:
Advanced Audio Systems
Washington State
ronai A70 1-1OO
ICUV) ',IL 0100

Music For Pleasure
Midwest
(314) 645-0304
Sound By Singer
New York
(212) 924-8600

343

San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37. Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax (7) 095-291-5871
Neo Tek
Tel (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel./fax: (65) 33-66-790

THAILAND
Amain Plaza
Elite Home Entertainment
Tel: (66) 2-381-2440
Fax: (66) 2-237-3940
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamn Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Fleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee
TRINIDAD,
WEST INDIES
National Distributor
Marabella
Advanced Hi-Fi '95
Tel: (809) 658-3411
Fax: (809) 674-9115

SOUTH AFRICA

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Limited
Tel: (0212) 241-6550
Fax: (0212) 241-6551

National Distributor
Albertan 1458
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

UNITED KINGDOM
Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-893-1140

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sade Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi-Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Fortier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Stereophile Chinese Edition
Taipei
Audio Vertex
Tel (886) 2-873-6635
Fax: (886) 2-834-8555

Dealer Distributor
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio
Tel (440) 115-928-4147
Fax: (440) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St
Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall
VENEZUELA
Caracas
Ardica
Tel: (58) 2-979-1844
Fax: (58) 2-976-1204

Nagra-D (continuedfrom p.18'7)
acceptably good transfer medium, the
16-bit DAT doesn't even begin to compare with the Nagra-D in ultimate
sound quality.
Does the 20-bit Nagra produce recordings better than the highest-quality
analog recorders? It should be noted
that Ihave no experience with other
high-end 20-bit digital recorders, like
the Sony DASH machines. However,
over the past two decades, Ihave used
3M, Ampex, Otan, ReVox, Studer,
Tandberg, Tascam, and TEAC openreel analog machines, in flavors ranging
from 2-track to 24-track. The tiny
Nagra-D puts even the mighty 1
2"/
tape, 2-track Ampex ATR-100 in the
shade.

M EASUREMENTS

The D's analog line input impedance
measured 92k ohms at lkHz; the analog output impedance was 87 ohms at
the same frequency. With the inner
Fade pot at its calibration point and the
outer sensitivity pot at "OdB," 100mV in
at 1kHz corresponded to -21dBFS on
the modulometer, 1V just lit the overload LED at an indicated -1dBFS.
Fig.1 shows the line analog input/
analog output frequency responses at
an indicated -2dBFS with the frontpanel control set to "Flat," "LFA," and
"Speech," and the sampling frequency

set to 44.1kHz. The sharp rolloff above
20kHz is due to the ADC's anti-aliasing filter. The rolloff in the bass
depends on the EQ setting: Flat gives a
response down by 3dB at 24Hz; LFA
shelves down the midrange by 3-4dB;
while as expected, Speech drastically
rolls off the low frequencies.
The Nagra-D's channel separation is
specified at 80dB. Fig2 shows that the
crosstalk from Channel 1to Channels
2, 3, and 4(measured from analog input
to analog output) remains below -90dB
below 21cHz and increases only between Channels 1and 2above that frequency, due to capacitive coupling.
Even in the worst case, however, separation is to specification.
Looking at just the ADC performance, fig3 shows the audioband spectrum of the digital data produced when
the line input was fed a 1
kHz signal
with the generator level and the NagraD's Fade and Sensitivity controls set to
produce alevel just below the -1dBFS
overload point. The harmonic content
is mainly the second at -88dB, and the
third at -110dB, these primarily the
Audio Precision System One's residual
content. The overall noise components
lie around the -130dBFS level, implying an ADC resolution close to 20bit. However, to assess the true resolution, the exact settings of the Fade
and Sensitivity controls are critical; it's
possible that the Nagra-D's real noisefloor is even lower than that measured
here. Certainly the ADC linearity (not
shown) was excellent down to well
below -100dBFS.

CONCLUSION

Yes, the Nagra-D is expensive. But
without adoubt it's the finest audio recorder I've ever had the privilege to use.
And the most flexible. Highly —
repeat, highly—recommended.
S
Fig. I Nagra-D, frequency response with EQ set
to Flat (top at 20Hz), LFA (middle), and
Speech (bottom), analog input/analog output
(5c1B/vertical div.).
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DC-22kHz, analog input/digital output

—2dBFS/analog output (10dB/vertical div.),

(linear frequency scale. 20dB/vertical div.).
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophik from Vol.3 No.1 through Vol.19 No.1
(1971 through January 1996), and every component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only on
51
/
4"or 3'2" floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete
Inde; 208 Delgado St, Santa
NM 87501. Indicate
disk size.

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum on
phone-in ads; Coirunercial, $3.35 per word, $132
minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined
as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash
on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must
be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads must be prepaid
with order. Phone-in ads arc credit-card only:
MasterCard, Visa, American Express. MAIL TO:
Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 9839106. FAX: (505) 983-6327 DEADLINE: Ads

ATTENTION QUAI ) AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/
ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems avail-

are due on the first working day of the month, two

able. For further details, contact Mike or Randy: QS&D,
33 »Whirl Loop #108, hydericksbing, VA 22406, (540)
372-3711,Jax (540) 372-3713.

February 1996. No refunds.

THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ON-LINE Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. By modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N1. Featuring: classifieds, databases,
forums, online shopping. Internet e-mail, newsroom,
library, conferences. For details, e-mail TAN INFO
@tarreuom.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ON-SITE Beautiful listening moms where you may relax and
audition outstanding components such as the affordable tube integrated amps from JoLida and the new
VR-4 speaker. Voue (818) 782-1676, fax (818)780-6260.
TAN, 6930 Valjean Are, Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 914064747
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary, Classé, Encore.
EAD, Grads,. Kitnber, Magnum 1)ynalab/OCM,
Micromega, NHT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight
Wire, Swans, Target, Transparent cables, Well
Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio
atelier:re, Liverpool, Ni; (315)451-2707 Visa/MC/Amex.
TUBES -VINTAGE N.O.S. (new old stock).
Tremendous improvement over original parts!
Individually selected to meet the highest specifications
(low noise). All popular small-signal types available,
American and Estropean brands. New Russian 6550s
anti EL34s! Superior to Sovtek. Chinese, or Tesla!
Better than NOS. at half the price! Fast shipping, liberal exchange policy, many satisfied customers. Special
promotion for Stermphik readers! Advantage Tube
Semites, (954) 968-7784.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California
Franchised dealer for Naim, Rok.san, Music Reference,
ESL, Spendor, Creek, Res,m, Epos. Totem. Rotel, Onix.
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9. Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver,
Target, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established
way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.
VTL COMPACT MONO 100 power amp, $1695/
pair, excellent condition. (419)782-678Z timings EST
McCORMACK DAC-1 EWA CONVERTER transferable warranty, (215) 567-4626, PA.
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months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in
the April 1996 Stemophile, you must submit it by

ATTENTION HIGH-ENI) HI-FI TRADE
HI-FI '96
The Home Theater and Specialty Audio Show
May 29' through June 2, 1996
at The Waldorf=Astoria, NYC
"May 29-30JOr Wade only-closed wdie public.
May 29, 10am-6pin
May 30, 10am--6pin
May 31, Ilam-8pm
June 1, 9am-7pm
June 2, 9am-6pm
Our first New York Show since '90!!-with nvo
days devoted to Trade. Don't miss your chance to
meet with manufacturers of the best in high-end
audio and Home Theater systems at one of
America's finest hotels-The Waldorf=Astoria.
You can expect to see and hear hundreds of
exhibits demonstrating the latest in top-performance equipment, current high-end, and new
market entries in both the high-end audio and
Home Theater arenas. Plus, you'll find agrand
selection of accessories, kits, and hard-to-find
records and CDs. For exhibitor information, contact: Ken Nelson, Nelson and Associates, Inc, 62
Wendover Rd, Yonkers, NY 10705. Tel: (914) 4763157 Rix: (914) 969-2746. To register for yourfisv
Trade Badge, contact Maura Rieland, Stereophile,
208 Delgado St, Santa
NM 87501. Tel: (505) 9822366. Fax: (505) 989-8791.
STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER networks.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your
crossovers can improve highs, increase dynamics, and
create a better soundstage. The design guide is $2
(refundable). Allpass liyhnologie Inc, 2844 Chaumont Dr,
Apopka, FL 32703, (407)786-0623.
VANDERSTEEN 3 SPEAKERS with SA stands,
$1500; Conrad-Johnson Premier 4 amp, $1500; both
excellent condition. Call (615)451-2268 evenirws.
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STEREOPHILE 's RECORD-REVIEW I
N >EX
lists every record review published in Stenvphik
from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.19 No.1 (January
1987 through January 1996). Also includes indices
to "Building A Library" and musician interviews,
and indicates Records To 1)ic For and Recordings
of the Month. (Please note that an index does
not include the review texts.) Available on
or 31
/"floppy disks (MSDOS, raw ASCII only).
2
Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review Index, 208
Delgado St., Santa R., NM 87501. Indicate disk
size.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb medi
uns-mass archival toneann. Suitable for all recorded
sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates,
and metal. SME owners: Upgrade through exchange!!!
Trade-in older SME and Shure/SME toneanns for
new and significantly updated Series II improved,
Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper kits, damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival
Supplies,* PO. Box 187 San Anselmo, CA 94979.
AUDIO

UN LI MITE')

OFFERS

Accuphasc,

Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca.
Audio Note. Basis, Benz-Micro, Binvisc, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, 1)ynavector. ET tonearins.
Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JMIab, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Magro, Merct, Micromep, Musical
lksign, Music Metre, Muse, 011iX, Oracle, Roksan,
Sonoran, Sound Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Totem,
Unity Audio, Visuals, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and
more. Call/fax John &me at (303) 691-3407, 2341 W
Yak Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.
ACOUSTICALLY TUNED WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped, mid- to low-range-frequency panels, all sizes with EZ mounting. Ideal for inside
corners/parallel walls. Visa/MC. Acoustical Panel
Systems, Irk, (800) 277-7978.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call nie last. Dealer for Aragon,
At-urns, Audio Alchemy, /Cimber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer -don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in lks Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio Research,
AudioQuest, Ikfinitive Technology, Dunlavy, Eminent
Technology,
Enlightened
Audio,
Kinergetics,
McConnack, Magro, Martin-Logan, Monster Cable,
Onkyo, PS13, Rotel, Sonic Frontiers, Sanus, Sumiko,
van den Hul, and more. (515)255-2134.
MAGNEPLANAR Ma's with full 5' ribbon, wonderful transparent sound, $1400; Klync Audio Ans preamp
system S6/model 6A with phono section, $1200. (818)
286-6503.
NEW BRYSTON 4BST amp, $1875; PSE Studio SL
preamp, $495; Parasound CI), $375. (701) 845-1523 or
(701) 845-5557
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EXOR INDUSTRIES SI'S preamp has the parts,
build, and sound quality audiophiles desire without the
need for asecond mortgage. Its wide-bandwidth JFET
circuitry strikes aperfect balance between transistor
and tube—precise focus with palpable presence that
gives you gooseb
ps. Money-back guarantee, free
info sheet. (913) 384-0731.

HI-FI '96
THE HOME THEATER AN1)
SPECIALTY AUDIO SHOW
The Waldorf=Astoria
301 Park Avenue •New York City
May 29 -June 2. 1996

FOR SUPERIOR DIGITAL TRANSMISSION, try
the new Deink from Crystal Clear Cable. This balanced digital cable allows the mue essence of the music
to commie through crystal-dear. 30-day money-back guarantee. Send $150 check or money order to Crystal Clear
Cable, 3561 Wie 89th Place, kestminister, CO 80030.

May 29-30 dedicated to Trade only

NEW NBS STRAIGHT WIRE cable, whole line.
Welcome mn: Transparent trade-in. (818) 585-2228.

62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705

SONIC FRONTIERS LIDO) PROCESSORS and
SFL-2 Super preamplifier, new Threshold T-400
amplifier, Meridian's new 518 DM' processor, PS
Audio's new SI series UltraLink, and Aerial's new
Model 7, now at Audio Associates. Sale! Sale! Call now
during our January clearance for "White Sale Saving:
Totem MAN1s; Threshold T-series amplifiers and preamplifiers;
Audio processors and transports;
Meridian 500 series; Sonic Frontiers dieal, preamplifiers and transports; Aerial loudspeaker systems. White
Sale Specials: I3&K monoblocks, $1295; Meridian 263,
$445; Meridian 563, $1050; Sonic Frontiers
UltraJitterbug. $525; TransDAC processor, $450;
Threshold T-3, $1765; Threshold T-100, $2250;
Threshold T-200, $3150; Totem Ones, $1225;
McCormack DAC-1, $695. Please call Audio Associates,
(601) 362-0474.

(914) 476-3157 •fin: (914) 969-2746.

Al'OGEE ACOUSTICS MINI GRAND, hi-wired
with SYMO cables, $4500; Audio Research D-200,
$1900; Nakamichi CA-5, $209. (312) 525-3483.

Still /1mila/de:
15' x1Z—while they last —85200
Contort:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
.
fin

Exhibitor Information only.

DIGITAL OR ANALOG? You've invested alot in
your system—don't let awful digital sound ruin it.
Now available: the new Daniels Audio Zero-One Cl)
player, "the closest thing to analog." Stands sonically
shoulder-to-shoulder with Spectral, Levinson, and
Theta, but costs only $750. Recent rave reviews in
Chicago Tribune, other publications. No-obligation inhome audition. Also available: 5-disc CI) changer,
$798; phase-coherent cables. Phone, fax, or write
Daniels Audio Guporation, 178 North Ridgeland, Oak Park,
IL 60302. (708) 383-3319 phom; (312) 263-2335 fix.
DUST ON YOUR EQUIPMENT RACK and components? Let nie custom-make a leather cover that
looks great and works. Write: Ku-kind:a, 40508th Sired
Road, Humington, WV 25701, or rall (304) 525-8268
between 9-5,»m EST to leave aHanle and addtes.

MIRAGE MI SPEAKERS, $1950; Classé 1)1Z5, 8950;
Clas.sé 25, 22150 OBO; (412) 795-1040.

FOR SALE: CELLO GRANDMASTER speakers,
black lacquer finish. mint, ($50,000) $25,000. (602)
940-0129 phone. (602) 940-0179 lax

RARE N.O.S. TUBES selected and matched.
Telefunken: 61)J8, 6922, 12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7,
ECC801S, ECC802S, ECC803S, ECC808, 6AQ8.
Mullard: 61)J8, 6922, 7308, 12AX7, M8137. Ampercx:
61)J8, 6922, 7308, 7316, I2AUZ E8OCC. Siemens:
61)J8, 6201, 6922, 7308, F288CC, E8OL. CBS: 5814,

ATTENTION

7728, 7729, 7730, 6FQ7, 1211117 RCA: 2A3, 6FQ7,
6SN7, 1213H7, 801A, 807, 5691, 5692, 5751, 5814, 6189,
7199. Sylvania: 2A3, 6FQ7, 6SN7, 6L6GC, 1211117,
EL509, 5751, 5814, 7027A, 7199, 7591, 8417. John Bin*,
458 East 600 North, Omit, UT 84057 (801) 224-4809
voice, (801) 224-6059 .W.
NBS MISCELLANEOUS OFFERS, Artemis EOS.
$2599 OBO; EOS Stands, $250; Alchemy DTI•Pro 32,
$1050 0110; DDE v3.0 (Hl)CD). $525; XLO 8' Type
5, $389; Acoustic Energy AE-I Mk.I1 (rosewood)
w/stands, $1650 OBO, COD. Brian, (916) 893-1361,
(916)893-1461 .4v.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 Mk.111s, $1650; Threshold
S350E, $1595; Infinity Gamma, $4295; ConradJohnson MV-50, Premier 2A, 11/0. (817)776-9953.
CELLO ENCORE PREAMP, ($10,000) $5700 0110.
(916) 893-1361.
NITTY GRITTY 23FI, new in box, retail $535, sell
$355; N.O.S. Telefiniken, Mullard, Amperex Bugle
Boy 7308. 6922, 12AX7, M8137, EL34, etc. Select and
graded. (909) 982-2386, kevincleal@aotrom.
1)ONT BREAK MY BACK —Audio/Video. Silver
interconnects, $49; Sorbothane feet, $25; 10-gauge
speaker wire, $0.75/ft; 12-gauge. $0.50/ft.; digital
cables from $29; and inure. Satisfiction guaranteed, free
catalog, $4.50 shipping. Phone (310) 983-3764, fax (310)
983-3762, Mire message. 1).13.111B., P.O. Box 598, Harbor
City, GI 90710-0598.
SOUTHER TR1QUARTZ toncarm, 8800; Audionics
CC-2 amplifiers, $175 each. (817)776-9953.
WILSON WATT 3/PUPPY 2, $7500 (includes 10'
pair Cardas Hexlink Gold 5C); Mark Levinson
No23.5/26s, $9500 (includes two pairs MIT Proline 3
interconnects). (905)712-3349.
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AUDIO MART
CUSTOMERS:

Do not
accept cashier's checks
issued from
Downey Savings &
Loan in California
as payment for
equipment. The FBI
is investigating
counterfeit cashier's
checks issued from
Downey Savings &
Loan.

1)1STINCTLY AMERICAN—Electron Kinetics and
early Eagle owners. Call for information on our factory
upgrades with 2-year warranty. New models to choose
from. EKSC, (913)780-4495, eagleskynet.
HOLII)AY SALE!!!—Select excellent-condition used
equipment with warranty: IhOtal: Altisl)SP 5T, $1775;
CAL Sigma, $425; Krell C1)-1)SP, $2190; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2, $2350; Theta 1)ata II, $1375; Gcn.V
(balanced, w/Singlc Mode), $3500. Preamps: C-J PV8,
$925; Spectral DMC6 (II), $1400; Amps: Audio Note
MV50, $925. Counterpoint SA12, 8595... and much
snore, plus new/used cables. Trades accepted. Call (718)
961-8256f,', details. Eastern Audio, 13302 41 Rd, Flushing,
NY 11355. Iitx (718) 961-8315.
ARC CLASSIC 60, black, excellent condition, $1900.
(310) 372-4177 eimings PST
THETA 1)S PRO l'RIME II, $950; Sony
laserdisc player, $250. Call (206) 759-2006.

mreass

KRELL: KSA-300S, $4750; KPS-201, $4500; KSA-250,
$3000; SliP-64X, 8290(1; KBL, $2100; CI)-1)SP, $1900;
MD-2 transport, 813(10; 111P-32X. $1200. Also have
various used Purist interconnects and speaker cables for
less than half price. Bob, (419) 238-4747
McCORMACK TLC-1 preamp, $725. (415) 854-5990.
MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS—Britain's
best speakers. MA952 or Studio 10, at excellent prices.
Incredible sound and smutting cabinets. (905) 4289860.
SONY CDP-X707ES CD player, mint condition,
$1200. Brad, (516) 889-7276.
NESTOROVIC SAS SPEAKERS. $3500; System 16
speaker system, $7200; Alpha One amplifiers, $4300;
Audio Research LS5 Mk.I1 line amp. $3200; 131.2 Line
Driver, $995; P1-12 phono preamp, $2100; MSB Gold
Cl) player, $1295; Adcom GFA-535 amp, $185;
Bryston 413 amp. $1295; MIT 20' CVT speaker cable,
$1195; lm CVT interconnect, $495; Z1 Stabilizer, $560.
(509) 946-1529, WA.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large election of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory lie. (718) 423-0400, or visit
511011WMIS as 251-11 Narhern Blvd, Little Nair, NY
11363.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fil The
Gunplay Gllilie to Huh-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, how to set up your system for the best sound,
and how to become abetter listener. With more than
450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations,
(2omplae Guide to Iligh-End
is the ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction. Written
for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out
why Sain Tellig says, "Before you make amistake, buy
Bob Harley's book." Only $29.95 (sokcover) or $39.95
(signed hardcover). plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Full money-back guarantee. Call toll-free:
(800) 848-5099 for your copy, or send check or
Visa/MC information to Acapella Publishing, PO. Box
80805, Allnupterque, NM 87198-0805.
YOUR CANARE SOURCE: I/01ex gold cables,
Corey Greenberg's "first choice in adigital cable." Ilie
original HAVE/(.anare interconnect with 75 ohm
gold-tipped RCA phono plugs: 1tit $45.95 + S8cH.
Other lengths and assemblies available. &mod& Video, a
division of HAVE, Inc, (518)822-8800.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS Cl) PLAYERS—Enigma
VII, Epoch VII, and highly reviewed CDT-4 transport,
$695 —"Musical Concepts has put the fun back into
Cl) playback," says Audio Adivrittin. magazine. Mods:
Maras= C1)-63, Philips, Pioneer CI Audio Alchemy!
"Coax" digital for CI )/laser with "optical only." Musical
Gurcrpts, 5749 11+stwood Dr, St. Charle, MO 63304, (314)
447-0040.
WILSON WATT 3/PUPPY 2, mint, in original wood
box and manual, $6500. (817)858-3509.
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HYPE! HYPE! HYPE! For 15 years we've delivered
something different —natural, musical results!
Modifications for &icon 13&K, HaIler. Philips-based/
Pioneer CD, Audio Alchemy DACs! Don't be ahighend pretender, be acontender! Musical Girropts, 5749
Wsnrecil Dr, St. Charles, MO 63304, (314) 447-0040.
SPEAKER OWNERS, are you practicing good vibration? You're not getting the best midrange detail, tightly focused bass, and relaxed highs unless you do. Heavy
Metal Platfomi speaker stands by High Profile do that
—guaranteed. Our 7" platform features a complex
internal baffling system, âamond-tipped points, and
exquisite paint finish. Prices starting at $760/pair plus
shipping. ?iv Mails and brodture call (616) 929-2068.
KRELL STUDIO DAC, mint, $1650; Vimak DT1000 transport, ($5900) $2400; New Purist Audio I-Cs
and cables. (602) 376-1734, let phone rise
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty Aragon, Audio Research, Cary, CAT, Goldmund,
Gryphon, Jadis, Krell, Levinson, MBL, MIT, NBS,
Proceed, Transparent. Wadia, and many inure highend components. Call for inventory list, or visit showrooms at High End Audio, 41-25 Kissena Blvd. 415MM,
Flushite NY 11355. Tel./.4r (718)961-8842,10am-10pm
EST
PREAMPLIFIERS: Counterpoint SA-2000, ($1600)
$825: Melos SUAI, $750; Meridian 201, ($1200) $503;
Amplifiers: Forte 1A, ($1300) $650; Hafler 9300, $600;
DACs: Thera Pro Basic, ($2000) $650; Aragon DZA II,
($1600) $650; Straight Wire Maestro 15' cables, ($970)
$390; AudioQuest Green, 10', ($600) $250; Ikfinitive
Technology BP8, $500. (408) 227-4567

VINTAGE AUDIO EQUIPMENT REPAIR.
Specializing in high-quality equipment repair. Classic
audio, tube radios, amplifiers, preamplifiers, acoustic
phonographs; old Dynaco equipment and newer
equipment welcome. Slam Lab &wife
G,/ bus,
OH, (614) 294-4748; call ittr details and shipping istfonnai1018.
ADCOM 565 MONOBLOCKS, like new, with
boxes, ($113013) $1100 0130. Call Inn, (701) 258-5536,
8am-3pm CDT
WA1)IA 21 Cl) PLAYER, $4200; Krell KSA-50S
amplifier, $2400; PmAc Studio 200 speakers, $2400;
MIT MH-750 bi-wire speaker cable. 8' pair, $650; MIT
Proline Extended 11 balanced interconnect. 1
in pair,
$850; all like new. Allen, (508) 699-9191.
LOTTERY WINNER? NO? Want hie-end gear but
need patience to buy second-hand, then worry? Ha!
Get it now and new. Combine Chapman, Legacy, JPS
Labs, Music Metre, Eagle. Reference Line. CODA,
Monarchy, for no-compromisc, full-range, unparalleled
sound, and still save for your kid's college tuition
and/or lottery tickets. Archive Audio, (614) 237-3610.
JADIS 1)PL preamp, ($4300) $3100; CAL Delta.
($900) $500; CAL Alpha. ($1500) $1000; all mint. Peter,
(212) 980-4875 days.
MICROMEGA MICRO DRIVE and Micromcga
Duo Pro II, brand new, ($3500) $2200. (210)805-9927
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-11 preamplifier, very little use, mint. All packing and papers, $975 plus shipping. (704) 862-3338.

SONY CDP-X77ES CI) PLAYER, excellent condition, $375. Call Bill (414) 235-0693.

SONIC FRONTIERS HDCD SED-2 Mk.II, like
new, $4200 firm; Counterpoint SA-1000 ',tramp, used
3 months, $650 fimi; Blue Oasis cartridge, unopened
box, $1400 firm. (519) 836-8339, &Pre 9prn EST

KRELL KRC PREAMP, mint, $3650; Levinson
No27.5 amp, perfect $3500; Cardas Golden 5-C inter-

AUI)10 PHYSIC TEMPO speakers, two months old,
($3000) $1785 offer, Radio Shack 3400 with Sequerra

connect, lm, $300; 5m, $800. Call Scott, (801)272-1259,
MST

battery-operated power supply, $525; both plus shipping. Miller, (609) 275-0115 evenings till midnight.

360-698-1348
THEIL-K RELL•THETA•VVILSON AUDIO
STRAIGHT WIRE-ROTEL•CONRAD
JOHNSON•APOGEE ACOUSTIC.S.ARAGON
ACURUS•VVILSON X-1 GRAND SLAM
VVWVV OLYMPIC NET/NUTS

You are invited to audition

The Goldmund
Components

eca
Audio/Video •Compact Discs
Orange County's Leading High End Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest
Music and Video Systems
AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL •THIEL •THETA •WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER •MAGNEPAN •AYRE •FANFARE •KRELL DIGITAL
CAL AUDIO LABS •LEXICON •LEXICON THX •MAGNUM DYNALAB
MIKE MOFFAT LABS •DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY •MESA ENGINEERING
ARAGON •ACURUS •SONY ES •VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE •ADCOM
AIRTIGHT •DAY SEOUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM •NILES
SOUND ANCHORS •PURIST AUDIO •PIONEER VIDEO •SONY VIDEO
MERIDIAN •PROTON VIDEO •AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS
VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS •AUDIOOLIEST •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON
4 Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems.
We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams —

No

Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the
Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as
Country, Folk and Blues.
— FINANCING AVAILABLE — OPEN 7DAYS — CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897 —

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903

S
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Evanston
847-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789-1990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

We also Feature:
Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, B&W,
Gradient, Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
M icromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Rotel, Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
Wilson Audio,
and many more.

auDio consul:ran -1
s
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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ATTENTION!!! LOW PRICES!!! Snell, NHT,
Velodync, NAI), Parasound, 13&K, Polk. KEF, Denon,
M&K, Carver, PSB, Nakainichi, Onkyo! Call us for all
your audio/video needs. Fast service! Knowledgeable,
honest advice! Call us! We care! Sound Shop, (360) 6928201.

Come
hear vvil;
yojiv.e
missing...

McC013MACK TLC-1 PASSIVE PRF_A/v1P, ($995)
$750; DNA-1 power msp, latest version, ($1995)
$1350; Proceed PDP 2 DAC, ($1795) $850; Audio
Alchemy DTI•Pro, ($1395) $650; Audio Research SP3A-1 preamp, new Sovtek tubes, $650. All equipment
mint, with boxes and papers. Call (860) 886-7984, CT

Experience the
life-like full dimensional impact of
true stereo coupled with astonishing dynamics.

Hear what you've

been missing in High-End Audio and
Home Theater loud speakers until
now.

We promise you:

3 Dimensional Holophonic Imaging!
Killer Dynamic Response!
Clarity, Accuracy & High Effieciency!
l> Reasonable Price!

›IGITAL CITY
8717 Wishire Blvd. Beverly Hills CA 90211
310/659-3416 tax 310/659-8325

Audiophile (D's and LP's?
Browse our large selection of the world's
finest CD's/LP's. Hear before buying!

KRELL AUDIO STANDARD 2AMPLIFIERS, absolutely mint, $11,000 0130; Cello Encore prcamp,
absolutely mint, $4800 0130; ProAc 4 in ebony, less
than 6 months old, mint, $10,000 OBO; Townshend
Seismic Sink. $250/each OBO; Wadia 20 processor,
5975 OBo. Barry, (314) 434-3252, will return messages.
B&W 800-series speakers, Stenvphik Class A. factory
custom color, black and white, $18,500 with Krell K13X
state-of-the-art crossover for 800-series speakers with
Krell separate power supply, $3800, and six shipping
crates made by 13&W, all mint, ($22,300) $11,500
OBO for all. Call (310) 842-4593.
TFIIEL CS3.5, $1250; Quicksilver GLA with Melos
SHA preamp, $1500; Acoustic Energy Aegis speakers
with stands, $749. (423) 928-3256.
MOS ELECTRONICS, HIGH-END AUDIO and
Home Theater specialist Excellent service, custom installation, free and warns consultation. Bryston, NEAR,
Acrotcc, Air Tight Accuphase, Foundation, Apollo, and
Hugo audiophile CI). Call (213) 724-2715, CA.
NBS AT OVER 50% OFF: Prolific speaker, 8' and
A/C. Masterline, 8' and 18' XLI( balanced, and 5'
AES/EBU. (315) 431-4227, weekdays.
AUDIOQUEST CLEAR 3, latest version, 10' pair,
NIB, ($1400) $650; Cardas Hexlink 5C, 2m, $275.
(919) 676-4016.

NAIM 52, $4850; Naim 250 (1 year old), $2050; Naim
CI) 3(3 months old), $1500; Chord Company interconnects (half list price); Nairn NACP5 speaker cable
(2x12, half list price). All in perfect condition. Mark,
(212) 735-2166.
INFINITY IRS BETAs, $5800; VTL 600 "Milian"
tube monoblocks, $5200; Threshold S500, upgraded to
E series, $2300; Sony 75ES DAT recorder, $400. C.all
(817) 338-8304 days, (817) 560-0504
MARK LEVINSON NO38S, $4495 OBO; Mark
Levinson No.36 1)/A converter, $2895 0130; Illuminati balanced digital cable, new, $199; Transparent
Audio Music Waves super speaker wire, 8' pair, $695;
Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro with 2.7 HDC1) chip, $495.
Call (407) 679-5670.
EAD T7000 TRANSPORT, AT&T and coax output
$995; Electrocompaniet AW250, $1850; Airston RD 80
turntable with ann and cartridge, 100 hours, 5350; all
excellent, with boxes and manuals. John, (612)934-0430.
PERREAUX SM3 '
,REAM'', $720; Parasound HCA,
$2200; power amp, $750; both excellent condition.
(810) 437-5016.
MITSUBISHI DA-F20 TUNER, silver face, handles,
digital analog readout, very good, $80. (717) 655-3930
after 1
pm EST
DUNTEcH SOVEREIGN 2001, rosewood, biwirable, excellent condition, $8000 0130. (610) 3679684.
WADIA 16 CI) PLAYER, mint condition, ($7250)
$4100: Levinson ML-9, $1600; Stax Quattro II Cl)
player, $1000. (305) 749-7344.
CARY SLP94 OIL $1750; 3005E Triode, $2400; warranties. RCA 4-6550 amp, $300. WANTED: Adcom
GFA-535, 545, 555. (801) 226-1018.
PA1) PROTEUS, new/scaled 10/95, two 8' pairs,
($3750/pair) $2150/pair, two 1
in XLR, ($2500/pair)
$1300/pair, 4' Magnan Signature RCA, ($1690) offer,
NBS cord, $275N. (610) 370-2558 Mellite.

7de %cad& Veeteetee
Connecticut's Newest,
Most Progressive Audio Salon
Atlantis •Audio Power • We specialize in single ended amplification and feature the Pass
Billy Bogs •Bright Star Audio

Labs "Aleph 0" and Cary Audio Designs 805 Monoblock power

•Cary Audio Design •C.E.C.

amplifiers. A"must hear" through ProAc Response

Digital •Clearaudio
•Discovery Cables •Magnum
Dynalab •AilcCormack Audio
•Nagra •N.E.A.R.
America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT

System

(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

•Parasound •Pass Cabs
•ProAc •Proton Video
•PSI Speakers •Reference
Recordings •Sonic Frontiers
•Straight Wire •Swans
Speaker Systems •

Free mailorder brochure

Timbre Technologies•

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

JMW Unipivot Tonearm

(please mention Stereophile)
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TNT Jr. 8. the new

series loudspeakers.
Our systems range from the Entry Level
to the Truly Reference.
Warm, comfortable, relaxed atmosphere -one on one service
-delivery and set up available -in home demos.
Appointments ore appreciated. Visa/MC accepted

7e %eel& Deiteetee
Audiophile Systems for Music & Film
462 Firetown Road •Simsbury, CT 06070

Phone 203/651/7945 Fax 203/651/4052

Zeetee

l

"
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HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS. 3150
per meter pair. Mutiple strands of solid-core, pure silver wire individually insulated with Teflon and terminated with Cardas silver/rhodium RCAs using silverbearing solder. Money-back guarantee. Don't pay
more! (770) 457-8748 bdo-re 10pm EST
NIRVANA, THE HIGH END'S BEST-KEPT SECRET. "Open, good timbre, well-detailed and musical
—an excellent product." J-P Caffijadis. Nirvana Audio,
PO. Box 1053, Valhy Stream, NY 11582-1053. Te1./fix
(516) 285-1950, httplitininvNimanaAudio.com; screamer@knet. Dealer inquiries invited.
BREAK THROUGH TO THE MUSIC with the
capacitor that has the high-end designer community
abuzz. Hoveland MusiCapft film and fitil coupling and
speaker capacitors offer more nannal space, dynamics,
and detail than popular meralized film types. Hear for
yourself the dramatic difference this US-made best
bang/5 upgrade can make to your speaker crossovers
and electronics. Contact your local high-end technician
or one of these excellent hobbyist distributors: The Parts
GMliatiOn, (905) 829-5858; llidbome Labs, (303) 4706585; Sound Products, (503) 761-0743; Anchor-Cross
(Tikr), (813) 3203-5606; AGS Speakers, (510) 685-5252.
MusiCaps —clearly more music.
PERFECT GIFT for computer-wise kids. You
demand performance, quality, and ile,ign integrity in
your audio equipment. Why not demand the same in
PC software for your children or grandchildren? PeaESP! is unique, visually stunning, lint. challenging, educational DOS software for all ages, genders, skills. No
sex or violence! Rated •••. Easy to install on
IBM/DOS/Windows-compatible PCs with VGA
color, mouse, 1.7MB diskspace. Mail $29.00 check,
name, address, and floppy size, payable to: Triple-U
Software, Suite 2, PO. Box 189, Wayland, MA 01778-0189.
Allow three weeks for delivery.
LUXMAN CL-32 tube preamplifier, premium tubes,
mint condition. 8565. (407) 283-3243.

LOUDSPEAKERS for Analog, Digital, Tubes, Transistors!!! It matters not! Probe Dynamic Dipole loudspeakers deliver the benefits of electrostatics without
sacrificing efficiency. Considered by many to be the
best combination for single-ended or push-pull tubes,
period. Write 10223 NW 53rd Street, Sunrise, FL 33351,
or rall (305)749-7344.
LINN KARIK CI) and Transport, Stereophile Class A,
latest version, v.5, with Brilliant power supply and surface-mount PC board, ($3595) $1775; Linn !Cairn preamp, full remote, latest, with Brilliant power supply,
(12395) $1375; Infinity Renaissance 90s, ($3598)
$1775. All plus shipping, mint, with boxes and manuals. Rodney, (904)336-5984.
NAIM NAP-250 amplifier, NAC-35.5 preamplifier,
SNAPS separate power supply, mint condition, $2500
for lot. Christian Phancilf (418) 652-2430 tel, (418) 6528788 fax.
PREMIUM GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, InfiniCaps, SCR, Black Gate, Elna,
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, Yamamura,
etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio connectors, chassis wires, custom cables. Alps, Noble, TICD,
Heicfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration
damping sheets and isolators. Deficit panels, hospitalgrade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog!
Michael Petty, Box 526, Invernms, CA 94937 (415) 6697181 tel, (415) 699-7558 fax.
NAIM CD3, $1500; Naim NAIT 2, $695; Magnum
205, $175; CAL Sigma, $400. (407) 626-0674.
DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
joyous rediscovery of your music. Zero-risk 30-day
audition. lm pair, $124, air-shipped free. Literature
available. Solid Core Technolly, 3808 Westvitiv Ave, Mu
Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316

[
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-NLOCK THE P
OTENTIAL
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DH Cones from Golden Sound is the easiest way to
improve your system. Just place them under your speakers
or electronic equipment and you will immediately hear
the magical difference.

_DeALPHA STEREO
Quality Components,
Professional Installation & Service

ImeRsin

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Onkyo,
Ortofon, Audioquest, JVC,
Monster Cable, Kenwood,
Rockford Fosgate, Polk Audio,
Denon, Nakamichi, NEAR,
Sumiko, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control, Velodyne
Northern NY's oldest & most
renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm Saturday 10am-6pm
'Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

The Best in Home
Grown Audio.
Featuring:
•Quad •Spendor •Creek
• Ilan
•B&K
•Epos
•HC11 •Klaiber
•Magnum
•1.IIPS •icruphase •(Mylas
•Sonic thmliers to name afrir.
Also featuring high end used
equipment fidIt• guaranteed!

Visit your nearest DH Cones dealer to experience the
magic of DH Cones and you will be eligible to win the
critically acclaimed single-ended tube amp SE-40 from
Golden Tube, along with several other prizes.
Eligibility ends February 28, 1996.
AVAILABLE AT:

DEJA VU AUDIO, LTD.
1361 CHAIN BRIDGE RD.
McLEAN,VA 22101
TEL:

(703) 734-9391

FAX:

(703) 734-9392

Dil

DEJA VU AUDIO —WASHINGTON D.C.AREA'S NEWEST AUDIO DEALER
FEATURING: GOLDEN TUBE, JOLIDA, C.A.L.,WELL TEMPERED, SPENDOR, QUAD
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Hi-Fi Farm

THE BEST IN IIONIE GROWN AUDIO

blb Plaza. Suite 5.

Monett'. Va.. 2+121

ill ror Infonnation Till Fire:

1.800.752.4018
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NEWER
LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY
VMPS announces a step forward in
dynamic driver design: the Distributed
Magnet Dynaribbon - Midrange, now
standard on its 350Ib flagship FF-1
($6800pr) and the new 300lb FF-3
($4200pr assem, $3500pr kit) Focused Field Arrays, two of the finest
fullrange, floorstanding speakers available regardless of price.
The Dynaribbon - features an ultralight, rigid polystyrene diaphragm capable of true pistonic motion, highpower
serpentine voicecoil. and unique slotted
magnet which evenly drives the entire
surface in a low-distortion, uniform
manner. The result is the finest midrange accuracy and tonal quality
achieved to date, complementing the
first-octave bass extension, explosive
dynamics, and high output levels so
characteristic of these highly reviewed
systems.
Hear VMPS speakers at the dealers
below, or write us for product literature
and test reports on all 15 models, including our four Subwoofers ($259$649ea) and Passive Crossovers

WE CAN HELI' YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience.
tree delivery. We carry: Mirage. NAD, Ciry, Nakamichi, Antrim, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics,
Quad, I'S, Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target,
Carver, nuny more. Free catalog! Rim! Brothers ATiV,
591 Kire St, Charleston, Sc 29403, (803)723-7276.
McINTOSH C-37 PREAMP with remote, $1295;
MC-7200 amp, 200Wpc with meters, balanced and
RCA, $1595; Counterpoint SA-220 hybrid amp,
200Wpc with new tube set, $1295; all original owner,
ioint, with remaining warranties. (504) 626-4353,
evenings.
LUXMAN 2003 three-way electronic vacuum-tube
crossover, $600; Yamaha M60 power amp, I55Wpc,
$450. (603)448-2867
PROCEED PDP 3 1/AC, $1250; Etude tuner, $900;
MIT 330 interconnects, 13' balanced, $125; 1.5' RCA,
$40. (312) 506-2711.
SPECTRAL DMC 20 preamp, 1year old, with balanced in and out, ($7000) $3950; Gryphon DM 100
with upgraded antileon power supply, less than 1year
old, ($14,000) $5900; NBS pro power cord, 6months
old, ($1800) $900 plus shipping. (310) 837-2619.
ACOUSTAT 1100, excellent condition, black with
charcoal cloth, $850 plus shipping.
(305)426-1371.
$401ARCAM ALPHA 5(everybody's favorite little
amplifier). $50(WFried Beta VI (fantastic!). We represent best-buy products from Arcana. 138e.K, Fried,
Linaeum, Musical Concepts/Design, OCM/Magnum
Dynalah, NEAR, many more! Stereo Cow:drams,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11am-7pm EST
AERIAL IOT loudspeakers with stand, latest, ($6050)
$4250; Classe CA-300 amplifier, ($4000) $2950. For
both: transferable warranties. Original owner, mint
condition, offers welcome. Jerry, (303) 690-3790 &lore
lop ,,, MST

SOUNI) RESOURCE DEMO SALE (with warranty): Aerial IOTs, ($4495) $2995; Aerial 7s, ($2795)
$2195; Avalon Avatars, ($4350) $3495; Essence
Amethyst 10As, ($19,850) $14,995; Wadia 15 Decoder,
($4000) $2395; Wadia 12 DAC, ($1500) $1095; Wadia
22 transport, ($2000) $1595; Gryphon S100 amp,
($8000) $5995; Gryphon Reference Ones, ($30,500)
$22,995; Conrad-Johnson Premier Nine DAC,
($3495) $2795; Conrad-Johnson MF-2200, ($1995)
$1595; Conrad-Johnson Premier 11, ($3295) $2695;
Quicksilver GLA, ($1195) $895; Quicksilver preamp,
($1995) $1595; Musical Design CD-One, ($1495)
$895; Musical lksign SP-1, ($1295) $795; Musical
Design 1)-140i, ($1495) $895; Call on demo cables:
Transparent, Apex, Purist, Gryphon, Musical Design.
20% off Solidsteel racks and ASC Tower Traps. Used
Esoteric P-10, ($2000) $895; Kirksaeter 200A
Monitors, ($2395) $795. (614)792-125e
SIDEREALICAP —The world's most highly reviewed
audio capacitor.
SiderealKap is absolutely neutral
compared to ashort length of 99.9999%-pure silver
wire. Call, fax, or write now for application notes and
ordering information. SithTealKap, 1525 Brian Place,
Escondido, CA 92025. Phone (619) 743-1997 fax (619)
743-2192.
KRELL KSA-250, latest, $3050; Melos SHA Gold Bal,
latest, $1450; CODA System 100 mono amps, $4600;
all mint, plus shipping. (219) 264-9495.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DT1•Pro, 10 months old.
AudioQuest Digital Pro coax cable: (I) 1m cable; (1)
2m cable; ($1820) $1150 and shipping. All with warranty, in box. 7i,m, (310) 392-3935, So. CA.
PROAC RESI'ONSE IS speakers, latest, ($1800) with
Atlantis Reference stands, ($375) $1200 plus shipping.
(503) 614-3918.
JAIAS DEFY 7 Mk.111, leas than ayear old, ($7500)
$4700; Martin-Login Sequel I, mint, ($2250) $900.
(718)793-4856, 5-11prn EST

($45). the OSO 626 shielded AN
fronts and Dipole Surround Side/Rear
Monitors ($2139 kit. $349 assem), the
"Best Buy" lbwer II and Inver II Special
Editions ($499-$93Beal, and the compact floor-standing Minitower lia
($369-$479ea) all boasting our exclusive handbuilt, phase-plugged woven
carbon fiber woofers and midranges
either standard or as lowcost options.
Kits

are

supplied

with

assembled

cabinets, and most prices include free
shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. Itone Audio
3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276
Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Home Theater Systems. Little Falls NJ.
Dynamic Sound, Washington DC; Sounds
Incredible. Brookfield CT: Hifi Farm, Roanoke
VA: Pace Audio, Decatur GA; Chattanooga
Valley Audio, Rossville GA; Audio/Video Ambience. Franklin TN: Tech Electronics, Gainesville FL; Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FL:
Sounds Deluxe. Clarendon Hills IL; Audio
Exchange. Mishawaka IN; Audio Connection.
Terre Haute IN; Today's Audio. Burton MI;
Ruth Industries, St. Louis MO; American
Audio. Greenville SC; Shadow Creek Ltd. Andover MN; Mark Curry, Las Vegas. NV: H
Broda, Escondido CA; Sounds Unique, Soo
Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment.
Stockton CA; Ultimate Sound, San Francisco CA; Rama Audio, Sun Valley CA: ltone
Audio. El Sobrante CA
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AMC • Amrita • Audio Alchemy •
Bryston • Continuum • Edge •
Energy • Forte • Lexicon • Luxman
• MicroMega • NEAR. • NiftyGritty • Panamax • Philips •
Pioneer • PowerWedge • PS Audio
• Quicksilver • Sound Dynamics.
Sound Lab • Standesign • Sumiko
• Sumo • Tara Labs • Threshold •
Totem • VIL

Plus...
• A great selection of used
high-end components •
• System design • Home theatre •
nstallation • Trade-ins welcome •

1881 South Broadway
Denver, Colorado 80210
(303) 777-4449

STOIZADISC'''
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

sizes

available.

Write

or call:

and

finishes

also

1-800-848-9811

Davidson -Whitehall Company
555 Whitehall Street Atlanta. Georgia 30303
4404) 524.4534 fax )404) 659.5041
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GOLDMUND REFERENCE TURNTABLE with
DE ann. ($40,00)) 521.500; Apogee Divas, ($10,084)
54195; Mirage M-I hi-wire. ($5500) $2695; DB preamp. ($100)) $350; Such A-2, ($2850) 51050. Call
Hans); (2(11) 659-0401 days, (201) 262-9466 evenings.
LEVINSON 20.6 AMPLIFIER pair. $6250; DaySequerra FM Reference. 53500; WireWorld Balanced
Silver Eclipse, 311a, $550; 2'. 5250; Eclipse 1111 speaker
cable. $150; all
.(2/9) 831-2984.
AUDIO RESEARCH 1)-400, $2790; SP-14, $1695;
Jadis DPL, $2050; Conrad-Johnson Premier 10, $22125;
Rowland Model 3s. $2495; Cary SLM 70s, $1495;
McIntosh MC-275 Commemorative Edition amps,
$22925; AudioQuest Diamond 3. 12m. $325; Int Optilink Pro 2, $165. And
all mint with warranty.
(303) 384-9828.
CON RAI
MV52, $850; Maplenoll
Athena Mk.II air-bearing turntable, $518); NA1) 2100X
amplifier. $200; WISA high-pressure p p, $200;
Adcom GI)A-600, 5350; Stax SR-34 headphones, $50.
Robert, (312)721-0503, 7-10n: CST
CORNER AUDIO, PORTLAND, OR.: Quicksilver,
BEL. Linaeum. EAD, Audio Physic, Iminedia. Michael
Yee Audio. Spica, Lyra, WireWorld. PSE, Tice, SOTA,
Benz. Kb
AN1C. Sound Anchors, RPM. Sumiko.
Used .and demos available, trade-ins welcome. (503)
227-1943.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 10 preamp,
(53500) $2150; Spectral I)MA 90 power amp, 200W at
4, (534(8)) $2250; Purist Maximus, 1.5m balanced,
($850) 5375; Exposure model 16 mottos. ($6995)
$4550. (512) 335-6019.
LINN KARIK CI) PLAYER with remote. (53400)
$2050; Linn 'Urn SI'S preamp with phono and
wttlow• ($ 3000)$195 0;Linn Klout amplifier, ($4000)
52700. All alxwe ,,mponents are in perfect condition
with boxes and manuals. Call Eric, (718) 886-7612.

DIVORCE SALE!!! Aragon Palladium monoblocks.
100W(A) and 300W(A/11)/8 ohm.. 600W/4 ohim.
IkW/2 ohms per channel. 22kVA transformer in
each. 65 lbs. Mirror Image Chassis, mint, balanced
input only. I)tailed. open, snioi,tli, dynamic, with
enough kick-butt power to take out the rear wall!
($5000, '96 price) $22950 plus shipping. Brian, (513) 4272878 work, (513) 433-5595 ermines.
MIT 350 TWIN INTERCONNECT, 1m. new in
box. ($1300) $800; Mango Reference digital cable, 1m,
afew weeks old, ($695) $350; Magnuml)ynalab FF 101
tuner, 5325. (610) 525-8416,
and nnrkeirds.
MFA 200W monoblock amps. S3195: Some. Fiber
Electa Amators with factory wood and stone stands,
$3600; CAT SL-I reference, $3500; ARC DAC 1-20
with AT&T input, $1500; TNT turntable with factory
stand and dustcover. $3000; EAD T-7000 transport
with AT&T output, $1000; pair of Luttes SW-I subwoofers. rosewood finish. 53000; Nakamichi Dragon,
factory-rebuilt, $1000; Ikluxe gra). licxsinTunes, $100
per pair; 20" Maestro interconnect, $650; 8' pair
()COS speaker wire, $200. Call I
MO» (305) 566-2203,
lOarn-5
EsT.
LINN LP112/BASIC PLUS/AT-150/Trampolin suspens' ,4 years old, 51100; also Sonic Frontiers
UltraJitterbug. $175; both include shipping. Travis, (513)
890-7179, OH.

LPS/CDS/TAPE S
WHY PAY RETAIL? Better Records carries all the
finest LP reissue labels at the lowest discounted prices.
We also evaluate and recommend the better titles, like
those by DCC —only S22, and the most naturalsounding reissues available at any price. Also Super
Analogues ($27), EMIs. Everest. (518). RCAs, Verves,
MESLs (520), and Ikea, outstanding Classical catalog. Add the hundreds of other recordings we recommend, and you'll see why we're your best source for
Berra Records! Free ramie (80(1)487-8611, (818) 980-3313.
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Electronic

Accessories

Cal. Audio Lobs
Close Audio
Counterpoint
Brysion
Fosoate
Marontz
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bang & Olufsen
Macintosh
Lexicon

AudioQuest
CWD Furniture

Signet

Sumiko
Nifty Gritty
Kimber Koble
AKG
Beyerdynomic
Esoteric Audio

Turntables
Prodect 1

51Maketl

Thorens
Denon

M&K
Martin Logan
Mirage
Signet
Sonance
Vandersteen

"1* will even design apiece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.

Audio
Racks

Yi4i4X2
Proton
Vidikron

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
STE REOPHILE, JANUARY
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Audioquest

Component

Audio Alchemy

Shelving.

Audio Truth
B& K
B& W

Media-Rax x ,„

Calif mina Audio Labs
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All Sizes

Cary Audio
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Counterpoint
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Creek
Grado
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Marantz
M

McCormack
Monitor Audio
Rega
Rotel
Sharpvision
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Signet
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Snell
Spica
Sumiko

*Nowt Upstate
New York's
Exclusive Dealer for
Sonic Frontiers

NT

Our component rack systems are the result

leine

High
End.
Not
High
Price

Ol

of serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.

—___,-

In Southern California

®

SUPPORT

Taddeo

Well Tempered

SOUNMORES
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

284.0410
716

Totally adjustable
shelving. UPS-able.

Call us today for your local dealer and
acopy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...

Transparent Audio
Vandetsteen

The
A/V Center

We Manufacture:
•Audio Racks
•T.V. Recorder Tables
•Amp Stands
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Speaker Stands
•Turn Table Foundations
•CD Storage Racks
8 IVI IP /BILLY BAGS
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•

• Laser Disc Storage
• Projector Tables
•Monitor Swivels
•Wall Brackets
•Audio Dusters
•Tube Flex Kits
•Custom Designs
Available
4147 TRANSPORT ST
VENTURA, CA 93003

(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434

Audio
Solutions
Audio Research
Theta Digital
McCormack
Micromega
Pass Labs
Aragon
Acurus

Snell
Aerial
Spica
ProAc
Paradigm

Audible Illusions
Magnum Dynalab

Atlanta's
Highend Source
5576 Chamblee Dar:woody Rd.
Dun woody, Georgia 30338

(770)804-8977
VPI

Synergistic Research

SOTA
Grado
Sumiko

Kimber Kable
WireWorld
Premier

Sony ES
Sony Video

Atlantis
Target

WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rancho Mirag4 CA 92270,
tel./fivc (500) 367-2000.
SELL: PRE-RECORDED RCA two-track open-reel
tapes. For free catalog, write: Tapes, 1215 Ravemvood Rd,
Boulder, CO 80303.
CLASSICAL RECORDS: Mercury 90000s, RCA
LSC/LSO/LSP, London, Victrola Auction Format.
Grading guarantee. Free list, S. Massi, 576 State Rd,
Dartmouth, MA 02747
EMI REISSUES!!! Hume is official US distributor for
these limited-edition, numbered reissues. Classic
Records RCA Living Stereo/Verve jazz reissue LPs —
all available tides in stock. Columbia jazz and RCA
pop/jazz LPs coming soon. Enjoy our unique incentives. Hume Record Works, Ltd, phone (602) 331-0756, fax
(602) 829-8537
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Laurance
0' Took RO. Box 138, Deauville, NY 12409, phone/fax
(914) 679-1054.
LPs: TAS LIST, RCA, Mercury, London, LSC-1806,
2462, 2541, SR-90168, 90191, 90488, Fitzgerald Clap
Hands (Verve), Dark Side UHQR. List available. (415)
564-0550.

W ANTED
WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh, Marantz,
1/yria, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, E-V, Jensen, Klyne,
Mark Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad, Sequerra, Alter,
Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western Electric, EMT, 33LP,
etc. (713)728-4343, fax (713)723-1301, Maury Ord,.

CASH PAU) for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Ikaler for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Carver, Marantz, NEAR,
Paradigm, Philips, SOTA, Straight Wire. Steno %dine
Oink? (since 1984), 320 Old 16rk Rd, fallen:town l'A
19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215) 8861650, fax (215) 886-2171.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI, tube theater amps, corner
speakers, horn drivers, coax/triax speakers, crossovers,
Alter, E-V, Jensen, McIntosh, Dynaco, Scott, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz, etc. Some
high-end ARC, Linn, Conrad-Johnson, speakers, etc.
Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK
73110, (405) 737-3312.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
NBS, Spectral, Theta, 'Threshold, or Wadia without
calling us. New store in L.A. Call Supenx Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sermie.
WANTED: LUXMAN M05/M02, C05/CO2,
T02/K03; Yamaha T-2; Pioneer PDS-95; Yamaha
Centennial. Brian, (916) 893-1361 phom; (916) 893-1461

tax

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

HELP WANTEI): EXPERIENCED Loudspeaker
Engineers as assistants in the design of new S.O.T.A.
products. E-mail or fax your résumé and description of
representative designs to Kevin 14,erles: Fax (818) 5086669; e-mail 703242661@omptuenwom.

WANTED: NEW RADIO SHACK Opiimus C1)3400 and Rotel RT-990BX tuner in excellent condition. Call Franz, (203) 264-2167
WANTED: Faroudja LD100. Call Mike at (717) 4645607

e
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AUDIO /PiCIRLI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Adcom
Aragon
Arcam
Audio Alchemy
Audio Research
Beyer
C.E.C.
Celeste
Creek
CWD
Dunlavy
Epsilon
Golden Tube
Grado
H/K
Janis

Lightstar
Signet
Meridian
Sonic Frontiers
Naim
Spendor
Paradigm
Spica
ProAc
Sumiko
Reference 3a Target
Rega
Theta
Roksan
Vandersteen
Rotel
VTL

LiP

E"

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W. DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900

s.

SIGHT & SOUND

Visit the region's premier high-performance audio
and video specialists, featuring:

Audio Physic
Audio Research
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Lynnfield/Boston Acoustics
Magnepan
Marantz

Regional toll-free

NAD
Polyfusion Audio
PSB
Rotel
Runco
Straight Wire
Thiel

419 882-1010
800 873-6873

5450 Monroe St. Toledo, OH 43623
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INDEX

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered arc accurately described. and arc available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is 'lever knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
Absolute Audio Video

339
150-151, 232.264
56

Aenal Acoustics
Alpha Stereo
Ambrosia Audio
Analog Shop
Arson
ARS Electronics

I
CO
349
274
326
146
304

Artech
Artemis Systems

183
.210

Audible Difference
Audio Advisor

348
256-257

Audio Alchemy
Audio Artistry
Aude Arts Ltd
Audio Concepts (AC1)
Audio Connection

116
208
254.268
204
314

Audio Consultants
Audio Den

347
351

Audio Design Group
Audio Electronic Supply
Audio Forest
Audiolab

308
110
242
144

Audio Magic
Audio Nexus

158
286

Audio Note
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems/Linn
Audio Plus Services
Audio Power Industries
Audio Prism

160-161
8-9
226
194

Carrer Corporation
Cary Audio
Cello
Chang lightspeed Audio
Chase Technologies
Cherry Creek Audio
Chesky Records
Christopher Hansen 2inc

322

ACC.USUC Image
ACCIUSSIC Sounds
Adcom

86
288
284
239

Classé Audio
Classic Records
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
DavidsonWhitehall
De1aVu Audio/Golden Sound

Double Tinte Jan
Dynaco
Dynatek
Dynaudio
Electrotechnika
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers
Enlightened Audio

72
292
.. 18
20.26
154
144.200

Ensemble MUSIC a Video
Esoteric Audio
Fairport Soundworks
Fanfare International

AudeQuesf
Audio Research
Audio Solutions
Audio Star

356
46
352
334

Audio Trading Times
AudioVisions

304
311

Auditifs Inc
Access Marketing
Arras Destnbution

339
176
65

B&W Loudspeakers
Balanced Aude Technology

4-5
78

Bedini Electronics
Bel Canto

138
106

Billy Bags
Boulder Amps
Bryston
Cable Company
California Audio Labs

351
214
126
260
70

Cardas Audio

112

48.102
216

Krell
LAI International
Legacy Audio
David Lewis Audio
Listening Room
Lyle Cartridges
Lyric HiFi

Genesis Technologies
Golden String
Goodwins
Goodwin's High End
Green Mountain Audio
Groove Audio Video
Happy Medium
HCM
HeadRoom
HiFi Buys
Hi El Farm
Highwire Audio
Hi-Vi Research Inc
Home Theater Systems
Hsu Research .

Madrigal Audio
Magnum DynaLsb
Martin-Logan
MCA Records

208
152

McCormack
Mendian

220
244
90
306
134
198
276
.60
.62
322

Mondial
Monster Cable
Moondance Sound & Cinema
Mr Amplifier
Muse Electronics
Musical Akheinist
Musical Surroundings
Music Hall

45.47.49
351
106.112
73

Focus Audio
Forsell Mediphon
Fourier Components

Joseph Audio Cor>
JS Audm
Kiefs
Kirriber Kable

98. 142
310
343
350
319
28-29
156
348
347

Denon Electronics
Diapason
Digital City
Digital Ear
Discovery Cable
Divergent Technologies
DMP Records

302
162
350
136
196
238

Une:Native Audio
Inter-IBEX Audio Video Systems
Sono AudioNMPS
jMlab Amer.

MUSIC Interface Technologies
NBS Audio Cables
Needle Doctor
NEW
Northstar Leading the Way
Now Hear This

204
198
.94

Nuts About HiFi
Original Cable Jacket
Overture

343
310
240

Panama
Paradigm
Paragon Acoustics

190
312

Paragon Sight & Sound
Parasound

208
270
282
314
319
204
54

Park Avenue Audio
Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
Phase Technology
Pioneer Electronics
PolyFusion Electronics

213
210

PopeMusic
Precision Aude

Progressive Audio
Pro Music..
PS8
Reference Audio Video
Reference Line Audio
Reference 3A/Fanfare International.

329
122
44
214
218
329
326
306
229.290
16. 22
154
124
262
156
64

Rotel Amen..
Savant
Schwann Publications
Sennhemer
SionAudio
Solo Electronics
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Concept
Sound Connections
Sound Consultant
Sound Effects
Soundex

2
42
350
265
184

294
.352
88
210
194
234
15
341
334

84

200
38
74-76
58
250.278-279
308
222
.194
300
312
280

Sound Lab (Utah)
SoundQuest
Sound 2
SoundWorks
Spender Speakers

34
114. 146

197
316
298
272
188

Stereo Dynamics
Straight Wire

152
30-31

312
266-267

Sunshine Stereo
Sutherland Engineenng

230
318-321
190
118
32

302
140

Synergistic Research
TARA Labs
mesaDigpal

130
104-10S
SO

Thiel
Threshold/PS Audio

52.82
68

248.347
192

Tice Audio Products
Townshend Audio

330-331

Transparent Audio

108

96
10
12
352
24
296
300

Tubes By Design
Ultra Systems
Underground Sound
Valve Amplification Company
Van L Speakerworks
Versa/ab
VTL

244
254
236
36
342
210
196

158
348

Wadea
Waveform

355
196

Wavelength Aude
White Audio Lab
Wilson Audio
WireWodd

212
I
92
88
128

Woodbridge Stereo

316

246. 247
92
40
224
298
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LEASE BE CAREFUL—there
arc dishonest people out there,
some of them reading our "Audio
Mart" classified ad department and ready
to take advantage of you. Someone is paying for high-end equipment with counterfeit cashier's checks. We know of two
"Audio Mart" advertisers who've been victimized for over $9000, but the real scope
of this fraud is more like $100,000 —and
counting. Beware of cashier's checks from
Downey Savings and Loan in Newport
Beach, California. If you're offered acheck
from this bank, call the law-enforcement
authorities in the town you're being asked
to ship to. The crooks have moved from
the address we've heard of, but you might
be able to help catch these people at anew
address.
The safest strategy in asituation like this
is to know your buyer personally; second
safest is requiring actual cash on delivery;
third safest is getting afax of the front and
back of the cashier's check, so you can
check with the bank in advance —but
make sure the delivery company gets the
same check (bank and check number) that
you were faxed. When you get the fax,
check the back of the check for misspellings (the Downey S&L counterfeits
have two misspelled words). Very clever
con artists can get around even this precaution; that's why it's third safest.
On abrighter note, Happy New Year!
Wes Phillips and Larry Greenhill report in
"Industry Update" on two high-end companies going through transitions (Snell
and Spica), and Ithought you might like an
update on other transitions from recent
years.
One of the principals in the offshoot of
the Snell transition is Sandy Berlin, the
person behind the change from Mark
Levinson Audio Systems to Madrigal
Audio Laboratories back in 1984. Sandy
ushered the company through the difficult mid- and late '80s, launched the
Proceed brand name, and just recently
oversaw the sale of Madrigal stock to
Harman International (see last month's
"Industry Update"). The reports from
Middletown, Connecticut are that Madrigal is operating much the same under
the new ownership, with all key personnel still in place.
354
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Harman, of course, seems like the
Apogee's identity. Fone says he's up to the
Hoover of audio companies, "Hoovering
challenge, the prospect of working with
up" any company available. (When you
the mercurial Kurien Jacob (of Museatex/
hear acompany is up for sale, the first
Meitner fame) being naught but frosting
question always is, "You mean Sidney
on the cake. Apogee's particular vision of
Harman didn't want to pick it up?") Here's
high end has had atough time in the past
areasonably complete list of Harman comfive years, what with the emphasis on
panies: AKG Acoustics, AudioAccess
Home Theater and small speaker size.
(multimedia systems), Becker (radio),
Ron and Jason deserve all the best wishes
DAVID (radio automation systems), dbx,
as they create anew position in the marDigitech, EON (powered PA speakers),
ketplace for this noble brand.
Fosgate (now rebranded with Harman's
Threshold's another of those noble
Citation name), Harman/Kardon, Inbrands from the Golden Age of high-end,
finity, JBL, Lexicon, Orban (professional
and it's been around the block and back.
sound processing), Spirit (mixers), Studer,
Founded in 1974 by Nelson Pass (now of
and UREI (studio monitors).
Pass Laboratories) and René Besné (of
The purchase of Madrigal notwithQuadrature), Threshold did wonderfully
standing, Harman has a reputation for
for itself up until its sale to Dynatech (a
buying companies fallen on hard times—
Massachusetts Route 128 technology
for little cash outlay. You also hear alot of conglomerate) in 1988 —and alittle begriping about the way those companies are
yond. Nelson and René stayed on for a
run, particularly from those who've left (or
while, but eventually left to pursue other
whose ideas for company direction are
interests. Meanwhile, Dynatech ran
ignored). Taut pis, as J-10 might say. I'd say
through aseries of company managers
Harman's record speaks for itself. The
while declining in market share. The
people working at Madrigal, many of product line stayed at least very good,
them former stockholders, think the
courtesy of great inherited designs augfuture's gonna be great.
mented by new products designed by
a/d/s/ was in the news recently with its
Mikael Bladelius (who now also designs
acquisition of Jason Bloom's Apogee
for Classé), but the company's direction
Acoustics, just completed afew weeks ago.
floundered.
In August, another industry news item
That is, until Randy Patton, the entrewas the departure of Ron Fone (formerly
preneur responsible for the reinvigoration
of Acoustic Research and Tera) from Mcof PS Audio, took over two years ago.
Intosh. In asurprise move, Clarion, who
Threshold is still fighting its way back into
purchased Mac back in 1990, declined to
dealerships, but its sales and finances are
renew Fone's contract, no reason specion amuch better footing than at any time
fied. Fone similarly declined comment on
since René and Nelson ran the company.
the entire affair, though sources close to
Good luck, Randy!
him acknowledge the pain this transition
There are dozens of stories like this—
caused him.
please let me know if you'd like to hear
His tenure at McIntosh was certainly a more. The point of telling them is that
successful one; the company launched
change is anatural component of the High
numerous new products, including an
End. To aremarkable degree, brand names
entire new line of car electronics, and
and philosophies survive even radical
revivified its dealer network, all with no
changes in ownership —and, best of all,
sacrifice of Mac's legendary reputation for
new -brands, approaches, and people are
high quality.
coming into the High End all the time. Is
Now Fone has gone to work at aid/s/
audio dying, as soon-to-be-ex-reader
and faces a new challenge: bringing
Larry Hepinstall alleges on p.14 of this
aid/s/ back into currency as ahomeissue? Idon't think so. Changing and
audio company, while at the same time
thriving is more like it.
integrating Apogee —with its very different style of product and distribution —
into the company without sacrificing
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he Wadia 16 expands upon the capabilities of any product of its type
and redefines the potential of aCompact Disc Player. With it's digital
volume control (eliminating the need for apreamp), 24-bit digital processing capability, and the facility to connect up to four other digital
sources to it, the Wadia 16 is designed to be the centerpiece of ahigh
quality audio system.
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T

he Wadial 7extends Wadia's expertise in Analog to Digital Conversion

from the professional fields of recording and broadcasting to consumer
audio. By digitizing up to four analog sources (phono, tuner, tape, home
theater etc.) with 20-bit resolution, routing the signal digitally between
components, and controlling volume in the digital domain, the sonic
potential of analog sources can finally be realized.
Whether your listening is exclusively from digital or analog sources or
from acombination of both, hear your favorite music recreated as faithfully to the original recording as possible at an authorized Wadia dealer.

%feria DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

This picture tells you alot about AudioQuest cables, but without aframe of
reference it doesn't tell you whether the boxes (or the viewer) are rising, falling or
just floating. Many inferior cables are popular, even though comparison against a
proper reference immediately reveals serious flaws. Because AudioQuest cables
are referenced against no cable (the bypass test), we understand each cable's
strengths and weaknesses. We know that AudioQuest cables will give you a
performance closer to the original,
whether on amini-system
or on a"big

oucjioquest.

P0 BOX 3060, SAN CLEMENTE

CA 92674 USA TEL (714, 498-2770

FAX (714) 498-5112

